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Chickpea Genetic Resources at ICRISAT 
The world collection of chickpea, maintained at ICRISAT Center, now 
contains more than 15000 accessions from 41 countries. The number of 
accessions continuously increases not only as samples are added by 
collections in India and other countries through expedition and by 
correspondence, but also by the addition of elite breeding lines, genetic-
stocks, and new selections. 
Many of the accessions in the ICRISAT gene bank were obtained from 
institutions in India and abroad. The former Regional Pulse Improve-
ment Program (RPIP) , a joint research effort of the Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute ( IARI) . United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) , United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), and Karaj Agricultural University in Iran, assembled large 
collections of various pulses between 1964 and 1970. These collections 
were assembled from germplasm collections in India and other nations 
with known genetic diversity, and by extensive collection efforts. With 
the phasing out of R P I P in 1970. collections remained at the institutions 
mentioned above and at some other Indian Universities. After ICRISAT 
came into existence in 1972 and assumed responsibility as a world reposi-
tory for genetic resources of chickpea, various institutions holding chick-
pea germplasm donated their collections to ICRISAT. Field collections 
by ICRISAT scientists from priority areas, such as Afghanistan, Bangla-
desh, Ethiopia, Morocco, and some states in India have led to more than 
2000 new accessions. 
For a systematic evaluation, documentat ion and utilization of these 
accessions, various information has been collected and generated about 
each of them by the use of an internationally accepted common language 
that we call 'descriptors' . 
Chickpea Descriptors 
Descriptors are used to describe any chickpea accession. Information is 
increased by adding to the number of descriptors. For example a new 
botanical trait or reaction to a biotic or abiotic stress can be identified and 
included in the list of descriptors. At present 32 descriptors are in use for 
chickpea accessions in the I C R I S A T gene bank. These have been 
grouped into four categories: passport information, characterization, 
preliminary evaluation, and specialized evaluation. Although chickpea 
accessions were described before the publication 'Chickpea Descriptors' 
was finalized ( IBPGR, I C A R D A , and ICRISAT. 1975: IBPGR, Rome), 
the basic concept and description of characters were similar and compati-
ble. This explains why the series numbers in that publication may not be 
exactly in line with the number given in this catalog which deals only with 
passport information of chickpea accessions conserved in ICRISAT gene 
bank. 
V 
., ICRISAT - GENETIC RESOURCES UNIT - COLLECTION DATA 
1. Collection number 





14. Soil & topography 
m 
15. Precipitation: < 450 mm 
16. Sample source: Field 
17. Local name . __ _ 
19. Ethnic Group_ 
Donor's source: Own 
21. Cultural practices: Rainfed I .1 
22. Planting date ___ .,. 
24. Associated crop: Sale i 
25. Population variability: Uniform 
26. Diseases_,._ H.. .._~ 
27. Insects 
2. ICRISA T Accession No. 
5. Date .. 19 
7. State 8. District 
10. Precise locality 
12. Latitude 13. Longitude 
451-650 mm 
Threshing Floor I ] 
L., I 651-900 mm 
Store! I Market Institution 
18. Type/Race etc: 
.... _ 20. Donor's name 
Local ~'--'I L., J 
Irrigated I 
.. ! 
23. Harvesting date 
Mixed with 




28. Agronomic score: I' Very poor I .. Poor 1_ "J Good 
29. Remarks 
VI 










Passport information consists of data recorded at the time of collection of 
an accession together with identifying characteristics, orginal habitat and 
local names. These data are important for the predictive and adaptational 
value of an accession. The scientist who collects the material records most 
of these descriptors. However, these data are mostly incomplete for 
germplasm donated by, or assembled from. other centers. The informa-
tion is complete for all the accessions that have been collected in various 
countries by ICR ISA T. The data sheet used to collect passport and other 
original information is shown on page vi. The following items are 
recorded under the numbers for each descriptor currespond to the 
column heads of the tabular passport information that starts on page I. 
1. ICRISAT chickpea accession number (ICC) 
An accession number is assigned when a sample is registered in the gene 
bank. This is preceded hy the acronym ICC which stands for 'ICRISAT 
Chickpea'. This is a unique and permanent identifier for each accession. 
Once assigned. this number will never be assigned to another sample. 
When an entry is lost, its ICC number is not re-used, and every effort is 
made to replace a lost accession by an identical one or a portion of the 
original sample from somewhere else. 
2. Pedigree or identity 
This is an original code number, or the number assigned by the collector 
or the institute that donated the sample. For a line which has been 
developed by hybridization. mutation or selection technique, the infor-
mation on parent(s) involved is also given. There are several codes related 
with this information, their explanations (to the authors' best knowledge) 




































Agricultural Research Station, Arnej (Gujarat) 
Adhartal (Madhya Pradesh) 
All India Coordinated Pulses Improvement Project (India) 
A.K. Auckland (lCRISAT) 
N.M. Anishetty (lCRISAT) 
Andhra Pradesh Agricultural tJniversity. Rajendranagar (India) 
Agricultural Research Station 
Pulses Research Station. Berhampore (West Bengal) 
Badnapur Gram 
Ben8al gram (New Delhi) 
Bihar 
Bengal gram selection 
Bijapur (Karnataka) 
Badnapur (Maharashtra) 
Badnapur wilt resistant 
Department of Primary Industries. Brisbane (Austnllia) 
Cross. collection. Cawnpore (Kanpur) 
California (liSA) 
Cordoba (Spain) 
Centro de Investigaciones Agricolas dele Bajio. 
Celcya, Guanajuato, (Mexico) 
c.L. L. Gowda (fCR ISA T) 
Chickpea mutant 
Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu) 
Coimbatore Gram 
Central Province (earlier administrative unit of India) 
Chickpea (USA) 
Commonwealth Plant Introduction (Australia) 
Chickpea selection 
(Regional) Crop Research and Introduction Center. 
Menemen. lzmir. Turkey (now Ege Zirai Arastirma 
Enstitusu. Aegean Agricultural Research Institute) 
Encoregado Programa de Garbanzo. Culiacan. Sinaloa (Mexico) 




































D.J. Andrews (lCRISAn 
Debre Zeit (Ethiopia) 
Exotic collection. sources outside I nd iu. 
Division of Plant IntrnductJOIl. IARI (now 
National Bureau of Plant Genetic RC'solJrccs) 
Ferol.pur. hlridkot (Punjao) 
Food and Agriculture Organi1.utiun of the United 1\ations 
Field collecllon 
Faridkot gram (Punjan) 
Gram! Gurdaspur (Punjah) 
Garball/o 
Gaterslebcn (German Democrat/(: Repuolic) 
Gulbarga selection 
Gram cross 
Gram Faridkot (Punj'-Ih) 
Gram Gurdaspur (Punjab) 
Gram l.udhiana (punjah) 
Ganganagar gnlm (Rajasthan) 
GarbanlO porquero ( Mex.ico) 
Gram selection 
Hisar (Haryaml) 
H. Doggett (ICR JSA T) 
Hisar multi-seeded (Haryamt) 
Hyderanad (Andhra Pradeshl 
Hybrid 
Indian Agricultural Research Jnsmute 
Indigenous collection. source within India. 
Division of Plant Jntroduction. JARI (now 
National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources) 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi 
leR ISAT chickpea cultivar 
JCRISAT chickpea line (strain) 





































International Developmcnt Resean:h Ct.'lltre (Canada) 
Indore (Madhya Pradesh) 
International legume chickpea aCI.'C'sslon numoer 
Indigenous wild 
A.R.A. Rc~ean:h Institute, lllnir (Turkey) 
Jaipur (Raiasthan) 
Jawahar gram . .Iabalrur gram (Madhya Pradesh) 
Jaoalpur gram Chhmdwara (Madhya Prade~h) 
L..f.G. van de/' Macscn (KRISA!, now Wagcllin.llcn) 
J .S. Kanwar (ICR (SA I ) 
Karai (Iran) 
Kanpur (Uttar Pradcsh) 
Kanpur wilt resistant (IJtlar Pradcsh) 
Ludhianll (Punlan) 
S,S. Lalee! (lCRISAI ) 
L..I. Rt'ddy (lCRISA I) 
Mutation 
Mohol (Maharashtra) 
Mahatma Phule Krishi Vidyapecth. Rahuri (Maharashtf1l) 
Mliitiseedcd dounle podded 
Niphad (Maharashtra) 
Nagpur (Maharashtra) 
I\; ayagarh (Oris!;a) 
I\;ational Hl/re,HI of Plant Genctic Resour<:es. New DelhI 
Near East chickpea 
N, Kamcswara Rao (lCRISAI) 
Number 
New Pusa (JAR!. New Delhi) 
Pantnagar gmm (tillar Pradesh) 
Parbha ni (MahiUashtra) 
Punjab 































Explanation Code Explanation 
--------------------------_._._---------
Pois chichI.' 
Phule gram. Rahuri I Maharashtra) 
Plant introduction (USA) 
Puhlic law 4XO gram 
Plant pathology 
P. Remanandan (ICRISAT) 
P. Rcmamllldan, Lc'K. Ngugi 
Porquero Resistante a Rania 
Preliminary yield trial 
R.P.S. Pundir, Abebe Demisse 
Agricultural Research Station, Raichur (Karnataka) 
R'p.S. Pundir, Abebt: Tulu, Mahteme Hail (iiorgis 
C. Rajagopal Reddy, V.A. Amalraj, K.L Prasada Rao 
Rajendm Agricultural llniversity Pul~e!\. (Bihar) 
R .P.S. Pundir. Brook Abehc 
RY.S. Pundir. Bilayat Husain Sikder 
R.P.S. Pundir. c'K. Rajagopalan 
Hebrew UniversilY of Jerusalem, Rehovol (Israel) 
R.P.S. Pundir. h:lssil Kebebew. Asfaw Telaye 
R.P.S. Pundir, hssil Kcbebew. Gdetu Ikjiga 
Rahuri gram (Maharashtra) 
Rahuri (Maharashtra) 
R. P .S. Pundir. Jagdish Singh 
Regional Pulse Improvement Program 


















R.P,S. Pundir. S.W. Telang, Shag Singh 
Rajaslhan selection gram 
R .P.S. Pundir. S. W. Telang 
P.K. Sibale. S. Appa Rao, I.R. Denton 
S. Appa Rao (lCR ISAI) 
Seitction 
C. P .. J. Sccgler 
S. Sithanantham (ICRISAT) 
Shere Kashmir University of Agricultural 
Sciences and Technology, Srinagar (India) 
Seed and Plant Improvement In!ltilutc, Karaj (Iran) 
Type, breeding products from Kanpur. 
Uttar Pradesh. Also dc~ignation of 
of cultivars in India at Pu~a. Bihar (India) 
Variety 
V. Ramanatha Ran (I(,R tSAr) 
White nowcr 
N.1. Vavilov Institute of Plant Industry, l.eningrad (USSR) 
E. Westphal 
The meanlllg 01 the wde~ AI-. AI. ANO. A Y I. HA, H.C'H. CII.', <.'I'I·H. ("1'0. D, DW, I" 
FAAlJ. (,1\1, GNR, (JR, GI, HI', 1,1<'1'. IM.IP,.II'J, K(", Kr, K W, NMO,I\IPD, NPG.I'BR. 
PD. PI. PL GR, PLM GR.I'I.s, PR, PRrI, P .xl. Rill. RO, PRo S. SI'. SR, SI,SVP,'I R. 
IT. lI, V (Mexiro). WT, Y, I~ not dearly known. We ill\ite readers to Inlorm lI~ if they have 
any infOllllutiun. 
IX 
3. Precise location of origin 
This is name of the viJlage. district, or exact distance and direction from a 
known place from which the sample was obtained. For most of the 
accessions assembled in the ICRISAT gene bank this information is nut 
known. However, this information is complete for all the accessions 
collected by ICRISAT scientists to date. 
4. Province of origin 
This is the name of the administrative unit immediately below that of 
country. For example in India. the state's name is referred to in this 
descriptor. 
5. Country of origin 
This provides information by code on the country of origin of an acces-
sion. not the name of the dispatcher. The country names arc ahbreviated 
in three letter codes according to the Statistical Office of the United 
Nations. Codes and full name of the countries where chickpea is grown 

























































PER J\~ rll 
PRI Portugal 
SDN Sudan 
SUN \Jnion of SO\il'1 S()l'iali~t 
Rl'Pllhlic~ (llSSI{) 
SYR Syria 
fll N lunislu 
TUR Turke\' 
TZA I anl<1I11<.1 
liSA linited State" oj I\mnicu 
YUG Yugo!'.lavw 
NOI No Information 
6. Source 
This is the name of the institute from which samples were obtained. 
Codes and full names of institutes that have donated a considerable 
number of germplasm samples to ICR ISAT and other cooperating insti-
























CS.Azad University of Agriculture and Technology, Kanpur 
G.B.Panl University of Agriculture and ") et:hno!ogy, 
Pamnagar, Nainital 
Haryana Agricultura I lJ niversity, H isar 
Indinn Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi 
.lawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, .IabaJpur 
Agricultural Research Station. Niphad. Maharashtra 
Punjab Agricultural LJ nivcrsity, Ludhiana 
rami! Nadu Agricultural II niversity, COlmoatore 
Arid Land Agriculture Development Prngmm. Beirut. 
Lebanon 
Agricultural Research Institute, E'ikisehir. Turkey 
Debre Zeit Agricultural Research Center. Ethiopia 
International Center for Agricultural Research 
in (he Dry Areas, Aleppo. Syria 
Jnstiluto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricolas. Mexico City. 
Mexico 
La Platina Experiment Station. INIA. Santiago. Chile 
Regional Agricultural Research Institute. Jj'mir. 'J urkey 
Hebrew University of Jerusa)em, Rehovot. Israel 
United States Departmenl of Agriculture, Agricultural 
Research Station. Pullman. Washington. USA 
I. Mainly wild Ci{,('T species. 
7. Accession identity synonyms 
An accession might be known by additional identity names. Most of these 
have codes. The possible explanations of these codes are similar to those 
given in Section 2 above. All the synonym names and additional identify-
ing numbers and codes are on computer at ICRISAT and constitute a 
dynamic germ plasm data base that is referable and retrievable. 
Xl 

Chickpea Germplasm Passport Information 
The nwnbers at the tops of colwnns 1-7 relate to the passport descriptors explained on pages xvi and xvii 
2 3 4 S 6 7 
I P·I u.P. IND RPJP 
2 P-I·1 V.P. IND RPIP 
3 P-2 V.P. IND RPIP 
4 P·2·1 V.P. IND RPIP 
S P-3 U.P. IND RPIP 
6 P-4 UP. IND RPIP 
7 p·s V.P. IND RPIP 
8 P-5·l U.P. IND RPIP 
9 P-6 V.P. IND RPIP 
JO P-6-1 V.P. IND RPJP 
11 P·6-2 V.P. IND RPJP 
12 P-7 V.P. IND RPIP 
13 P·7-1 V.P. IND RP'IP 
14 P-B V.P. IND RPIP 
15 P-9 V.P. IND RPIP 
16 P-9-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
17 P·IO U.P. IND RP'IP 
18 P-ll V.P. IND RPIP 
19 P-13 V.P. IND RPJP 
20 P-14 V.P. IND RPIP 
21 P·IS U.P. IND RPIP 
22 P-16 U.P. IND RPIP 
23 P·17 V.P. IND RPIP 
24 P-17-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
25 P-18 U.P. IND RPIP 
1 
1 2 4 5 6 7 
26 P·19 U.P. INn RPlP 
27 P·19·1 U.P. IND RPlP 
28 P-20 V.P. IND RPlP 
29 P·21 U.P. IND RPlP 
30 P·22 UP. IND RPlP 
31 P':U-l U.P. IND RPIP 
32 P-22-2 U.P. IND RPlP 
33 P-23 {J.P. IND RPIP 
34 P-24 U.P, IND RPlP 
35 P·24-l (J.P. INn Rl1n) 
36 P-27 U.P. INn RPlP 
37 P·2S V.P: IND RPn> 
38 P-30 U.P. IND RPn> 
39 P-3l lJ.P. IND RPlP 
40 P-33 UP. lNO RPO> 
41 P-34 U.P. IND RPlP 
42 P-3S [J.P. IND RPIP 
43 P·36 [J.P. IND RPIP 
44 P·36-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
45 P·37 U.P. IND RPIP 
46 P-37·1 tJ,P. IND RPIP 
47 P-3S lJ.P. IND RPlP 
48 P-39 V.P. IND RPIP 
49 P-40 {J.P. IND RPlP 
50 P·40·1 lJ.P. Il'IID RPIP 
51 P·41 U.P. IND RPlP 
52 P-41-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
53 P-43 \J.P. IND RPIP 
54 P-44 UP. IND RPD) 
5S P·44·1 UP. lND RPD' 
2 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
56 P-44-2 U.P. IND RPIP 
57 P-45 U.P. IND RPIP 
58 P-46 U.P. IND RPIP 
59 P-46-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
60 P-47 (J.P. IND RPlP 
61 P-47-1 U.P. INO RPIP 
62 P-48 U.P. IND RPlP 
63 P-MI-l \J.P. [ND RPIP 
64 P-49 V.P. IND RPJP 
65 P-SO U.P. IND RI'IP 
66 P-54 (J.P. IND RPlP 
67 P·SS lJ.P. [~1) RPIP 
68 P-SS-l U.P. IND RPIP 
69 P·55-2 lJ.P. INn RPlP 
70 P-56 U.P. nm Rl'lP 
71 P-5? U.P. IND RPlP 
72 P-5R U.P. IND RlllP 
73 P-59 u.P. IND RPIP 
74 P-59-1 (J.P. IND RPlP 
75 P·60 U.P. IND RPIP 
76 P-60-I U.P. IND RPIP 
77 P-61 U.P. IND RPIP 
78 P··61-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
79 1'-62 U.P. IND RPIP 
80 P-62-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
8] P·63 U.P. IND RPDl 
82 P-66 U.P. IND RPIP 
83 P-67 V.P. IND RP[l> 
84 P·68 U.P. IND RPIP 
85 P-68-1 lJ.P. IND RPIP 
3 
] 2 3 4 5 6 7 
86 P·69 V,P. IND RPIP 
87 P·69·1 V.P. IND RPIP 
88 P·70 V.P. IND RPIP 
89 P·70-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
90 P-7l U.P. IND RPIP 
91 P·71·1 u.P. I!'.!]) RPU> 
92 P·72 {J.P. IND RPIP 
93 P-72-1 U.P. IND RPU) 
94 P-74 u.P. IND RPIP 
95 P·74-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
96 P-7S 'O.P. IND RPlP 
97 P-7S·] U,P. IND RPIJ> 
98 P-76 V.P. IND RPlP 
99 P-77 V.P. IND RPLP 
100 P-7S lJ.P. IND RPlP 
101 P-78-} lJ.P. IND RPll) 
102 P-79 lJ.P. IND RPIP 
103 P-SO U.P. IND RPIP 
104 P·82 v.P. IND RPIP 
lOS P-83 U.P. INO RPIP 
106 P-84-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
107 P-8S HP. IND RPIP 
108 P-86 UP. IND RPIP 
109 P-87 v.P. IND RPIP 
110 P·S7-} U.P. IND RPIP 
111 P-88 lJ.P. IND RI'IP 
112 p·SS-J lJ.P. IND RPIP 
113 P-90 U.P. IND RPIP 
114 P·92 U.P. IND RPIP 
11S P-92·1 U.P. IND RPIP 
4 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
116 P-93 V.P. IND RPIP 
117 P-94 U.P. I)I,'D RP[P 
118 P-96 U.P. IND RPU) 
119 P-96-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
120 P-97 V.P. IND RPIP 
121 P-99 U.P. IND RPIP 
122 P-IOO {J.P. IND RPIP 
123 P-l00-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
124 P-loo-2 ll.P. 1ND RPIP 
125 P-lOl LJ.P. INn RPIP 
126 P·I02 U.P. Il'I1) RPIP 
127 P-l03 U.P. INn RJ>IP 
128 P-I03-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
129 p. J()4 U.P. IND RPIP 
130 P-104·J U.P. IND RPIP 
131 P-I05 11.P. IND RPIP 
132 P-106 tJ.P. IND RPlP 
133 P-I08 V.P. IND RPIP 
134 P·IOS-I U.P. IND RPIP 
135 1>-110 lJ.P. INn RPlP 
136 P-110-\ V.P. })I,'D R]>IP 
137 P-II} V.P. IND RPIP 
138 P-1l4 li.P. IND RPlP 
139 P-llS V.P. IND RPJP 
140 P-116 tJ.P. IND RPIP 
141 1'-117 U.P. IND RPlP 
142 P-118 U.P. IND RPlP 
143 P-118-1 U.P. IND RPlP 
144 P-120 {J.P. I)I,TI RPlP 
145 P-121 U.P. IND RPJP 
5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
146 P-122 V.P. IND RPrP 
147 P·l24 V.P. IND RPIP 
148 P-I24-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
149 P-I24-2 V.P. IND RPIP 
ISO P-12S V.P. IND RPIP 
lSI P-ll7 U.P. IND RPIP 
152 P-127-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
153 P·128 U.P. IND RPIP 
154 P-129 V.P. IND RPIP 
ISS P·131 UP. IND RPIP 
156 P-132 U.P. IND RPIP 
157 P·133 V.P. IND RPIP 
158 P-I34 U.P. IND RPIP 
IS9 P·I34·1 U.P. IND RPIP 
160 P·13S U.P. IND RPIP 
161 P·136 U.P. IND RPIP 
162 P-I36·1 U.P. IND RPIP 
163 P·137 U.P. IND RPIP 
164 P·137·1 V.P. IND RPIP 
165 P·138 V.P. IND RPIP 
166 P·139 U.P. IND RPIP 
167 P·139·1 lJ.P. IND RPIP 
168 P·140 U.P. IND RPlP 
169 P·140-1 U.P. IND RJ~IP 
170 P-142 U.P. IND RPIP 
171 P-143 U.P. IND RPIP 
172 P-143-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
173 P-14S U.P. IND RPIP 
174 P-14S-1 V.P. IND RPD> 
175 P-146 V.P. IND RPIP 
6 
2 3 4 6 7 
176 P-146-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
177 P-147 V.P. IND RPIP 
178 P-147-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
179 P-147-2 V.P. IND RPIP 
180 P-148 V.P. IND RPIP 
181 P-]49 V.P. IND RPIP 
182 P-149-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
183 P-150 V.P. IND RPIP 
184 P-151 V.P. IND RPlP 
185 P-151-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
186 P-152 V.P. IND RPIP 
187 P-152-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
188 P-lS4 V.P. IND RPIP 
liN P·154 A V.P. IND RPIP 
190 P-156 U.P. IND RPIP 
191 P-157 V.P. IND RPIP 
192 P-159 V.P. IND RPIP 
193 P-159-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
194 P-I60-A V.P. JND RPIP 
195 P-161 V.P. IND RPIP 
196 P-161-1 V.P. INn RPlP 
197 P·162 V.P. IND RPIP 
198 P-163 V.P. IND RPIP 
199 P-163·1 V.P. IND RPIP 
200 P-I64 V.P. IND RPIP 
201 P-164-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
202 P-165 V.P. IND RPIP 
203 P-l66 V.P. IND RPIP 
204 P-167 V.P. IND RPIP 
205 P-168 V.P. IND RPIP 
7 
I 2 3 4 5 7 
206 P-I69 V.P. IND RPIP 
207 P-I69-t IJ.P. IND RPIP 
208 P·t69·2 H.P. INO RPIP 
209 P·170 U.P. IND Rl)ll' 
210 P·171 L.P. IND RPIP 
211 P-l71·t U.P. IND RPIP 
212 P-171·2 U.P. IND RPlP 
213 P·l72 lJ.P. IND RPIP 
214 P-112-1 HP. INn RJ>IP 
215 P·173 {J.P. II\'D RPlP 
216 p·173·1 U.P. INO RPn) 
217 P·173-2 lJ .I'. IND RPIP 
218 P-J74 lJ.P. IND RPIP 
219 P·174·1 UP. INn RPIP 
220 P-17S V.P. IND RPIP 
221 P·17S·l V.P. IND RPIP 
222 P·176 {J,P. IND RPIP 
223 P-176-1 lJ.P. If'j'D RPUJ 
224 P·177 U.P. IND RPfJl 
225 P-t7S U.P. IND RP[P 
226 P-119 U.P. INO RPlP 
227 P-I79·1 U.P. IND RPIP 
228 P-180 u.P. 1~"D RPIJ> 
229 P-I8()..1 U.P. I!'I.'D RPIP 
230 P-18t U.P. IND RPIP 
231 P-l82 u.P. IND RPIP 
232 p·t 82· 1 V.P. [NO RPO' 
233 P·183 u.P. INO RPIP 
234 P-l84 U.P. IND RPIP 
23S P·l8S V.P. IND RPIP 
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236 P-185-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
237 P-186 V.P. IND RPlP 
238 P-189 lJ.P. IND RPlP 
239 P-190 V.P. IND RPIP 
240 P-191 lJ.P. IND RJ>IP 
241 P-191-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
242 P-191-2 V.P. IND RPfP 
243 P·192 A lJ.P. INn RPlP 
244 P-193 V.P. IND RPIP 
245 P·193- ) lJ.P. IND RJ>IP 
246 11.194 V.P. IND RPIP 
247 P·195 V.I). IND RPIP 
248 P-196 lJ.P. IND RPll' 
249 P·I97 U.P. ll\ro RPW 
250 P-199 H.P. IND RPIP 
251 P·200 V.P. IND RPIP 
252 P-201 U.P. IND RPlP 
253 P·201-1 LJ.P. IND RPIP 
254 P-202 V.P. IND RPlP 
255 P-202-J V.P. IND RPIP 
256 P-203 lJ.P. IND RPIP 
257 P-203-1 V.P. IND RPlP 
258 P-204 U.P. IND RPlP 
259 P-208 U.P. IJ\'D RPlP 
260 P-208-1 H.Y. IND RPIP 
261 P·209 V.P. JND RPIP 
262 P-209-1 V.P. JND RPIP 
263 P-210 lJ.P. INn RPIP 
264 P·211 lJ.P. IND RPll' 
265 P-21 I-I V.P. IND RPIP 
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266 P·212 U.P. JND RPIP 
261 P·212·1 U.P. INO RPIP 
268 P·213 U.P. IND RPlP 
269 P-214 V.P. IND RPIP 
270 P·2IS U.P. IND RPIP 
211 P·216 U.P. IND RPIP 
212 P·217 V.P. IND RPIP 
273 P·2l7·l V.P. IND RPlP 
274 P·217·2 U.P. IND RPlP 
215 P·218 U.P. IND RPIP 
276 P·218·1 u.P. IND RPIP 
277 P·219 U.P. IND RPIP 
218 P·220 1l.P. IND RJ)IP 
279 P·2~1 V.P. IND RPlP 
210 P-2Z1 V.P. IND RPIP 
281 P·2ll·1 V.P. IND RPIP 
282 P·223 U.P. IND RPIP 
283 P·223·1 U.P. IND RPlP 
284 P·223·2 V.P. IND RPlP 
285 P·224 U.P. IND RPIP 
286 P·224·1 U.P. IND RPlP 
287 P·l2S V.P. IND RPIP 
288 P-226 V.P. IND RPIP 
289 P·227 V.P. IND RPIP 
290 P-227-l U.P. IND RPlP 
291 P·221·2 u.P. lND RPIP 
292 P-228 V.P. INO RPlP 
293 P-229 V.P. IND RPIP 
294 P·229·1 U.P. IND RPIP 
295 P-229-2 U.P. IND RPIP 
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296 P-230 V.P. IND RPIP 
297 P-231 U.P. IND RPlP 
298 P-23) -1 V.P. IND RPIP 
299 P-232 V.P. IND RPIP 
300 P-232-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
301 P·233 UP. IND RPIP 
302 P·233- I V.P. IND RPIP 
303 P-234 u.P. IND RPIP 
304 P-234·J V.P. IND RPIP 
305 p o 235 V.P. IND RPIP 
306 P-236 U.P. IND RPIP 
307 P-236-1 V.P. IND RPlP 
308 P-236-2 V.P. IND RPIP 
309 P·237 {J.P. IND RPIP 
310 P·237-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
311 P-237-2 V.P. INO RPIP 
312 P·238 V.P. IND RPIP 
313 P-238·1 V.P. IND RPIP 
314 P·239 U.P. IND RPIP 
315 P·239-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
316 P·239-2 U.P. IND RPIP 
317 P-240 V.P. IND RPIP 
318 P-24J V.P. IND RPIP 
319 P·241-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
320 P-241-2 UP. IND RPIP 
321 P-242 V.I'. TND RPJP 
322 P-242-1 V.P. JI'iU RPIP 
323 P-243 V.P. IND RPIP 
324 P-243-1 tJ.P. INO RPIP 
325 P-244 V.P. IND RPlP 
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326 P·244·1 U.P. IND RPIP 
327 P·246 U.P. IND RPIP 
328 P·246-1 V.P. IND RPIP 
329 P-246-2 V.P. IND RPIP 
330 P-247 lJ.P. IND RPIP 
331 P-247-1 V.P. Il'o'D RP1P 
332 P·247-2 V.I'. IND RJ~IP 
333 P-248 {J.P. IND RPfP 
334 P-249 \J.P. IND RPIP 
335 P·250 V.I'. IND RPIP 
336 P·2's0-1 U.P. I!'.'D RPIP 
337 P-252 U.P. IND RPIP 
338 P-2S3 U.P. IND RPIV 
339 P-253-l U.P. IND RPIP 
340 P·254 V.P. IND RPIP 
341 P·255 U.P. IND RJ)IP 
342 P·256 U.P. IND RPIP 
343 P-256-1 LJ.P. IND RPIP 
344 P·2S7 lJ.P. Ii\.'D RPIP 
345 P·2S7-. U.P. IN)) RPIP 
346 P-258 U.P. IND RPIP 
347 P-259 U.P. l~rD RPIP 
348 P·260 V.P. 11\1) RPIP 
349 P-261 U.P. IND RlllP 
350 P-261·t 11.P. IND RPIP 
351 P·262 U.P. IND RPIP 
352 P·262·1 U.P. IND RPJP 
353 P·264 U.P. IND RPIP 
354 P·265 U.P. IND RPIP 
355 P-267 lJ.P. INn RJ'IP 
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356 P-267-I U.P. IND RPlP 
357 P-268 U.P. IND RPIP 
358 P-268-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
359 P-268-2 U.P. IND RPIP 
360 P-269 U.P. IND RPIP 
36} P-269-I U.P. IND RPJP 
362 P-270 U.P. IND RPIP 
363 P-270-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
364 P-271 U.P. IND RPJP 
365 P-272 U.P. lND RPIP 
366 P-272-1 U.P. IND RPJP 
367 P-272-2 U.P. IND RPlP 
368 P-273 U.P. lND RPIP 
369 P-273-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
370 P-273-2 U.P. IND RPJP 
371 P-274 U.P. IND RPIP 
372 P-275 U.P. IND RPIP 
373 P-27S-1 U.P. IND RPJP 
374 P-276 U.P. lND RPJP 
375 P-27S U.P. IND RPlP 
376 P-279 BnIAR IND RPIP 
377 P-280 BIHAR 1ND RPIP 
378 P-280-1 BDlAR lND RPJP 
379 P-281 BOlAR IND RI'IP 
380 P-281-} BIHAR IND RPJP 
381 P-282 BIHAR 1ND RPJP 
382 P-283 BntAR lND RPJP 
383 P·284 BIHAR 1ND RPJP 
384 P-284-1 BlliAR IND RPJP 
385 P-284-2 BntAR IND RPIP 
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386 P·286 BnlAR IND RPIP 
387 P-286-1 BOlAR IND RPIP 
388 P-286-2 BOlAR IND RPIP 
389 P-287 BOlAR IND RPIP 
390 P-287-1 BIHAR IND RPIP 
391 P-289 BOlAR IND RPIP 
392 P-289-1 BIHAR IND RPIP 
393 P-29O BOlAR IND RPIP 
394 P-29()..1 BIHAR IND RPIP 
395 P·29 I BOlAR lND RPIP 
396 P-291-1 BOlAR L'ID RPIP 
391 P-292 BOlAR IND RPIP 
39& P-293 BOlAR IND RPIP 
399 P-294 BlltAR IND RPIP 
400 P-296 B[HAR IND RPlP 
401 P.297 BIHAR IND RPIP 
402 P-298 BIHAR IND RPIP 
403 P-298-1 BUlAR IND RPIP 
404 P-299 BUlAR IND RPlP 
405 P·300 Bn-lAR IND RPIP 
406 P·301 BUtAR IND RPIP 
407 P.301·1 BnlAR IND RPIP 
408 P·302 BUlAR IND RPIP 
409 P·303 BnlAR IND RPIP 
410 P·304 BIHAR IND RPIP 
411 P·304·1 BIHAR IND RPIP 
412 P·306 BJllAR IND RPIP 
413 P·307 BlHAR IND RPIP 
414 P·307-1 BIHAR IND RPIP 
415 P·308 BntAR [NO RPIP 
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416 P·309 BIHAR INn RPJP 
417 P·3l0 BlHAR INn RPIP 
418 P·310-1 BIHAR INn RPJP 
419 P-311 BOlAR IND RPIP 
420 P·311·1 BOlAR INn RPJP 
421 P·312 BIHAR IND RPIP 
422 P·314 BIHAR INn RPJP 
423 P-314·1 BOlAR INn RPIP 
424 P-314-2 BOlAR IND RPJP 
425 P·3IS BOlAR INn RPJP 
426 P·3IS·1 BIHAR IND RPIP 
427 P-31S·2 BIHAR INn RPJP 
428 P·3IS-3 BnIAR IND RPIP 
429 P-316 BOlAR IND RPIP 
430 P-316-1 BOlAR IND RPIP 
431 P-317 BIHAR IND RPJP 
432 P-317-1 BnMR IND RPJP 
433 P-318 BIHAR IND RPIP 
434 P-319 BIHAR IND RPIP 
435 P·319-1 BIHAR IND RPlP 
436 P-321 BUlAR IND RPIP 
437 P-322 BIHAR INn RPIP 
438 P-324 BIHAR IND RPlP 
439 P·325 BIHAR IND RPJP 
440 P·326 BRIAR IND RPIP 
441 P-327 BOlAR IND RPIP 
442 P-331 BOIAR IND RPIP 
443 P-lll-l BOlAR IND RPIP 
444 P·332 BIHAR IND RPIP 
44S P-332-J BIHAR IND RPIP 
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446 P-333 BIHAR INO RPIP 
447 P-334 BUlAR IND RPIP 
448 P .. 335 BIHAR IND RPJP 
449 P-336 BIHAR INn RPIP 
4.50 P-l37 BIHAR IND RPIP 
451 P-l37-1 BlllAR INO RPIP 
452 P-338 BTI-IAR IND RPIP 
453 P-339 BIHAR INO RPIP 
4.54 p·340 BIHAR 11\1) RPlP 
4.55 P·34()..1 BlllAR IND RPIP 
456 P·341 BnIAR IND RPIP 
457 P-343 BIHAR IND RPIP 
4.58 P-344 BnIAR IND RPlP 
4.59 P·345 BlllAR IND RPIP 
460 P-34S-1 BIHAR IND RPIP 
461 P-34S-2 BUlAR IND RPIP 
462 P-347 BUlAR IND RPIP 
463 P-348 BIHAR INO RPlP 
464 P-349 BUIAR INO RPlP 
465 P-349-1 BIHAR It-.'D RPlP 
466 P-349-2 BnlAR IND Rl>IP 
467 P·3S0 BIHAR IND RPlP 
468 P-3SI BOlAR IND RPIP 
469 P-3SI·) BrnAR IND RPIP 
470 P·3S2 BUIAR IND RPIP 
471 P-3S3 BrnAR IND RlJIP 
472 P·3.54 BOlAR IND RPlP 
473 P·355 BOlAR IND RPIP 
474 P-3.5S·1 BlllAR IND RPlP 
475 P-3S6 U.P. IND RPIP 
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476 P-356-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
477 P-3S8 U.P. IND RPIP 
478 P·358·1 U.P. IND RPIP 
479 P-363 U.P. IND RPIP 
480 P·364·t U.P. IND RPIP 
481 P·365 V.P. IND RPIP 
482 P·366 u.P, IND RPIP 
483 P-366-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
484 P-367 A,P. IND APAU HP·25 
485 P-368 AP. IND APAU BEO-71 
486 P-369 AP. [ND APAU HP-22 
487 P-370 A,P. IND APAU HP·14 
488 P-37) A.P. IND APAU BEO-42 
489 P-372 A.P. IND APAU BEO·75 
490 P-372-1 AP. IND APAU 
491 P·372·2 A.P. IND APAU 
492 P·372·] A.P. IND APAU 
493 P·373 A.P. IND APAU BEO-39 
494 P·]74 A.P. IND APAU HP·18 
495 P·375 A.P. IND APAU BEO-64 
496 P-376 A.P. IND APAU BEO-482 
497 P·376·1 A.P. IND APAU 
498 P-378 A.P. IND APAU BEO-35 
499 P·379 A.P. IND APAU BEG·71 
500 P-379-1 AP. IND APAU BE0-71 
SOl P-382 A.P. IND APAU BEG·SO 
502 P·382·1 A.P. IND APAU 
503 P-383 A.P. IND APAU BEO-IS 
504 P-384 A.P. IND APAU BEO-76 
50S P-38S A.P. IND APAU BEO-18 
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506 P-316 A.P. IND APAU BEG·78 
501 P·387 A.P. IND APAU HP-6 
508 P·388 A.P. IND APAU BEG·49 
509 P·388·1 A.P. IND APAU 
510 P·'S9 A.P. IND APAU BEG4 
511 P-390 A.P. IND APAU BEG·26 
512 P-390-1 A.P. IND APAU 
513 P·390-2 A.P. INn APAU 
514 P·390-3 A.P. IND APAlJ 
SIS P·391 A.P. INO APAU HP-29 
516 P-392 A.P. IND APAU lIP·8 
517 P-392-1 A.P. IND APAU 
5.8 P-l93 A.P. IND APAU HP-12 
519 P-394 A.P. IND APAU IIP-13 
520 P-394-1 A.P. IND APAU 
52l P·397 A.P. IND APAU BEG-31 
522 P-404 NEWDEUII IND IARI NP·12 
523 P-40S NEWDEUlI lND IARI NP·14 
.524 P-406 NEWDEUlI IND tARI NP-15 
.52.5 P-406(M) NEW DhUU IND IAR.I 
526 P-408 NEWDEIJ-II IND IARt NP·17 
.527 P-409 NEWDEUII IND IARl NP·18 
.528 P-411 NEWDEUU INO tARI NP·20 
529 P-412 NEWDEUn lND IARI NP-21 
530 P-412·1 NEWDEUlI IND JARI 
531 P-413 NEWDEUlI lND fARI NP-22 
532 P-413-1 NEWDEUU IND fARI 
533. P-414 NEWDEUII IND JARI NP·23 
.534 P-415 NEW DELHI IND IARI NP-24 
.535 P-416 NEWDEUIl IND IARI NP·2S 
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536 P-418 NEWDEUU INn IARI NP-28 
537 P-422 NEWDEU·II IND IARJ NP-38 
538 P-423 NEW DELHI IND JARl NP-40 
539 P-424 NEW DELHI INn IARJ NP-41 
540 P-424-1 NEW DELHI IND 1ARI 
541 P-425 NEWDEUlI IND IARI NP-42 
542 P-425-1 NEW DEllI IND 1ARI 
543 P-426 NEW DELHI INn IARI NP-45 
544 P-426-1 NEW DELHI IND lARl 
545 P-426-2 NEW Dhlin IND lARl 
546 P-427 NEW DELHI IND lARl NP-46 
547 P-431 NEW DELHI IND IARI NP-50 
548 P-432 NEWDEUU IND IARI NP-51 
549 P-432-1 NEW DElli INn lARI 
550 P-433 NEWDEUlI IND IARI NP-S2 
551 P-434 NEWDElJlI IND lARl NP-53 
552 P-436 NEWDEUU IND IARl NP-55 
553 P-436- t NEWDEUU IND IARI 
554 P-436-2 NEW DELHI 1ND IARJ 
555 P-437 NEWDEUU IND IARI NP-56 
556 P-437-M NEW DEllI IND IARI 
557 P-439 NEWDEun IND IARI NP-58 
558 P-440 NEWDEun INn lARl NP-59 
559 P-440-1 NEW DELHI IND IARI 
560 P-442 NEW DELHI lND IAR! NP-61 
561 P-442-1 NEWDEUU IND IARl 
562 P-444 NEW DELHI IND IARI NP-63 
563 P-445 NEWDEUlI IND IARI NP-64 
564 P·447 NEWDEUlI IND IARJ NP-66 
565 P·448 NEW DEUtI IND IARJ NP-67 
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S66 P-448-1 NEWDEUII lND JAR! 
567 P-449 NEWDEUH lND IARl NP-68 
568 P-449·1 NEWDEUII INn JARI 
569 P-450 NEWDEUlI lND IARl NP-69 
570 P-451 NEW DElli] INn JARI ro.rp-70 
571 P-452 NEW DEI.1l1 lND IARI NP-71 
572 P452·1 NEWDEUU INn IARI 
573 P453 NEWDEUlI lND IARI NP·72 
574 P-453-1 NEWDEUU IND IARI 
575 P-4S3-2 NEWDEUH lND IARI 
576 P-454 NEW DEIJII INn JAR I NP-73 
577 P·4S4-1 NEWDBUn IND JAR I 
578 P455 NEWDEUlJ lND IARI NP-74 
579 P-455-1 NEWDEUH INn IARI 
580 P·456 NEWDEUU IND IARI Np·75 
581 P-457 NEWDEllU IND JAR I Np·76 
582 P-457-1 NEWDEUll IND IARI 
583 P-458 NEW DElli I INn JAR I NP-77 
S84 P4S9 NEWDEUlI IND JAR! NP-78 
51S P-461 NEWDEUII lND IARI NP·81 
SI6 P-462 NEWDEUn IND JAR I NP-82 
587 P-463 NEW DEllil IND lARi NP-83 
588 P-464 NEW DEllil INn JAR I NP-84 
589 P-464·1 NEWDEUII IND JARt 
590 P-46S NEW DEll II 11\1) IARI IC-5925 
5!H P466 NEWDEUlI IND JARI IC·5926 
S92 P-468 NEWDEun IND IARI IC-5928 
593 P-469 NEWDEUlI IND JAR I BR·17 
594 P-470 A.P. IND IARt WARANGAL 
595 P-471 U.P. IND JARI T-87 
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596 P-472 BD-IAR IND lARI ST-4 
597 P-471-J BnIAR IND lARl 
598 P-473 RAJAS1HAN IND IARI RS-IO 
599 P-4;4 RAJASnlAN lND lAR1 53-86 
600 P-474-1 RAJASnIAN IND IARI 
601 P-474-2 RAIASnlAN IND IARI 
602 P-475 NEWDEUlI lND IARI NP-S8 
603 P-476 NEWDEUlI INn lARI NP-I0 
604 P-477 NEWDEJ..HI IND IARI SP-12 
60S p-4n-l NEWDEUlI IND lARI 
606 P-478 NEWDEUlI IND IARI NP-14 
607 P-479 NEWDEIJll IND IARI NP-15 
608 P-479-1 NEWDEllU IND lARI 
609 P-479-2 NEWDEUlI IND lARI 
610 P-480 NEWDEUlI IND IARI NP-J6 
611 P·481 NEWDEUn IND IARI NP-17 
612 P-481-1 NEWDEUn IND JARJ 
613 P-482 NEWDEUn IND lARl NP-19 
614 P-483 NEWDEun IND IARI NP-20 
615 P-485 NEWDEUlI IND IARI NP-22 
616 P-486 NEWDEUll IND IARI NP-23 
617 P-487 NEW DELHI IND IARI NP-24 
618 P-488 NEWDEUlI IND IARI NP-25 
619 P-489 NEWDEUU INO IARI NP-38 
620 P-490 NEWDElJU INO IARI NP-41 
621 P-491 NEWDEUII IND IARI NP-44 
622 P-491-1 NEWDEUU INO IARI 
623 P-492 NEWDEUlI INO IARI NP-4S 
624 P-492-1 NEWDEUlI IND IARI 
625 P-493 NEWDEUlI IND IARl NP-46 
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626 P-493-1 NEWDEUU IND JARI 
627 P-493-2 NEWDElJ-U IND JARI 
628 P-494 NEW DELHI IND IARI NP-47 
629 P-494-1 NEW DELHI IND JAR I 
630 P-494·2 NEWDEUII IND JARI 
631 P-49S NEwDEUn IND JAR I NP48 
632 P-496 NEWDEUII IND JAR I NP49 
633 P-496-1 NEWDEUII IND IARI 
634 P-497 NEW DELHI IND JAR I NP-50 
635 P-498 NEWDEUII JND IARI NP·51 
636 P·499 NEWDEUII lND JAR I NP-S2 
637 P·499·1 NEWDEUII IND IARI 
638 p·SOO NI:.'W DEUn IND lARI NP·53 
639 P-SOO-l NEWDEUH IND JARl 
640 P-S02 NEWDEUU IND lARl NP·55 
64] P·S02-1 NEWDEUII IND JAR! 
642 P-503 NEWDEUfl IND lARI Np·56 
643 P-S03-1 NEWDEUn lND JARI 
644 P-S04 NEW DEl.HI lND lARI Nfl·57 
64S P·505 NEWDEUn IND tARl NP-58 
646 P·507 NEWDEUII IND IARI NP-60 
647 P·S08 NEWDEUII IND lARI NP-61 
648 P·SIO NEWDEUH IND IARI NP·63 
649 P-SI1 NEWDEUU IND JARJ NP-64 
650 P-S12 NEWDEUlI IND JARI NP·6S 
651 P-513 NEWDWU IND tAR I NP·66 
652 P-SI3-l NEWDEUII IND JARI 
653 P-S14 NEW DELHI IND lARl NP·67 
654 P-5l4-1 NEWDEUU IND JARI 
655 P-S1S NEWDEl1U lND JAR! NP-68 
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656 P-516 NEWDWU INn lARl NP-69 
657 P-516-1 NEWDEUU IND IARl 
658 P-Sl7 NEWDEUU IND IARl NP·70 
659 P-517-1 NEWDEIl-I1 IND IARI 
660 P-5IS NEW DELHI IND IARI NP·71 
661 P·518-1 NEWDEUU IND IARI 
662 P-518-2 NEWDwn IND IARI 
663 P-520 I'.TEW DEU-11 lNn IARI NP·73 
664 P-521 NEWDEUU INn lARI NP·74 
665 P-S23 NEW DEllI I INn 1ARI NP·76 
666 P-524 NEWDEUn IND 1ARI NP-77 
667 P-S25 NEWDEUU IND IARI NP·78 
668 P·526 NEWDEUH IND 1ARI NP·80 
669 P·526-1 NEWDEUU INn lARl 
670 P-S26-2 NEWDEU1L IND IARI 
671 P-527 NEW DELHI INn IARl NP·81 
672 P-527-1 NEWDEU11 lND 1ARI 
673 P·527-2 NEWDEU1I IND IARI 
674 P-S28 NEWDEUU INn IARI 
675 P·529 PUNJAB IND 1ARI A-247 
676 P-529-1 PUNJAB IND lARI 
677 P·530 PUNJAB INn lARI A-249 
678 P-S33 PUNJAB IND IARI A-2Sl 
679 P-533-J PUNJAB IND lARI 
680 P·534 PUNJAB IND IARI A-2S3 
681 P-S34-1 PUNJAB IND IARI 
682 P-534-2 PUNJAB lND 1ARI 
683 P-535 PUNJAB IND IARl A·2S4 
684 P-S36 PUNJAB IND IARl A·2S6 
685 P-S37 PUNJAB IND IARl A·lS8 
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686 P·'3. PUNJAB IND IAR) A-259 
687 P-S38·J PUNJAB lND lAR) 
68& P-S39 PUNJAB IND lARl A-260 
689 P·539-A PUNJAB lND lARl 
690 P-S39-B PUNJAB IND lARt 
691 P·S39-C PUNJAB IND lARt 
692 P-S41 PUNJAB INn !ARt A-2M 
693 P·S42 PUNJAB INn JAR I A-269 
694 p·542·1 PUNJAB INn lARl 
695 P-544 PUNJAB INn !ARI A-271 
696 P-546 PUNJAB INn lARi A-274 
697 P-547 PUNJAB lND IARJ A-275 
698 P-548 PUNJAB INn lARI A-278 
699 P·SSO PUNJAB INn lARt A-2St 
700 P·SS1 PUNJAB IND IARI A-282 
101 P-552 PUNJAB iNn lARI A-283 
702 P-SS3 PUNJAB INn lARI A-284 
703 P-SS3-l PUNJAB IND lARI 
704 P-554 PUNJAB IND lARI A-287 
705 P-554·J PUNJAB IND lARI 
706 P·S54-2 PUNJAB IND lARI 
707 p.SSS PUNJAB INn JARI A·290 
708 P-SS6 PUNJAB IND lAR[ A·293 
109 P-SS6-1 PUNJAB IND IAR( 
710 P-SS? PUNJAB IND tARt A·295 
711 P-SS8 PUNJAB lND tARt A·297 
112 P·SS!·1 PUNJAB IND tARI 
7]3 P-SS9 PUNJAB INn lARt A-298 
714 P-S60 PUNJAB INn lARI A·299 
715 P·561 PUNJAB INn lARI A-300 
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716 P-562 PUNJAB IND IARl A-302 
717 P-563 PUNJAB !ND IARJ A-304 
718 P-564 PUNJAB lND lARl G-75 
719 P-564-J PUNJAB IND IARJ 
720 P-566 PUNJAB IND IARl 0-79 
721 P-567 PUNJAB IND IARl O-SO 
722 P-568 PUNJAB IND IARl G-81 
723 P-569 PUNJAB IND IARl G-82 
724 P-570 PUNJAB lND IARl 0..83 
725 P·572 PUNJAB (ND IARl G-87 
726 P-573 PUNJAB INn IAR1 G-88 
727 P-575 PUNJAB IND IARl 0..95 
728 P-578 PUNJAB IND IARl 0-108 
729 P-578-1 PUNJAB INn lARl 
730 1'-579 PUNJAB 1ND lARl 0·110 
731 P-579-1 PUNJAB IND IARl 
732 P·579-2 PUNJAB 1ND IARl 
733 p·SSO PUNJAB IND IARl 0-112 
734 P-580-} PUNJAB IND IARJ 
735 P-5S! PUNJAB lND IARl 0-113 
736 P-582 PUNJAB 1ND lARl 0-115 
737 P·S83 PUNJAB lND IARJ 0·117 
738 P·584 PUNJAB IND IARl 0·120 
739 P-S85 PUNJAB IND IARl 0-124 
740 P·SS7 PUNJAB lND IARJ 0-127 
741 P-S87-1 PUNJAB IND lARl 
742 P-588 PUNJAB IND IARJ 0-141 
743 P-SSS-1 PUNJAB 1ND IARJ 
744 P·588-Z PUNJAB lND IARl 
745 P-589 PUNJAB 1ND IARl 0-142 
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746 P-S90 PUNJAB INn JARI 0·143 
747 P-S92 PUNJAB IND JARI 0-149 
748 P-S93 PUNJAB INn lARI 0-152 
749 P-S93-1 PUNJAB rND JARI 
7S0 P-S94 PUNJAB INO JARI 0·158 
7S1 P-S95 PUNJAB INO JAR I 0-J59 
7S2 P-S96 PUNJAB INO lARI 0·160 
753 P-597 PUNJAB INO JARJ 0-162 
754 P-598 PUNJAB iND JARi 0·166 
7S5 P-S98-J PUNJAB INn lARI 
756 P·S99 PUNJAB IND JARI 0-170 
757 P-600 PUNJAB IND JARt 0-176 
7Sa P-601 PUNJAB INO JARJ 0-189 
759 P-60J·J PUNJAB IND JAR I 
760 P-602 PUNJAB IND IARI 0·200 
761 P-603 PUNJAB IND IARI 0·201 
762 P-604 PUNJAB IND JARJ 0·203 
763 P·60S PUNJAB IND IARI 0-207 
764 P-606 PUNJAB INn IARI 0·208 
765 P·607 PUNJAB INn IAIU 0-214 
766 P-608 PUNJAB IND JARI 0-220 
767 P-608-1 PUNJAB IND lARI 
768 P-609 PUN1AB IND IAIU 0-222 
769 P..610 PUNJAB INn JARI 0-224 
770 P-611 PUN1AB INO JARI 0-247 
771 P-612 PUNJAB INO JART 0-255 
772 P·613 PUNJAB INO IARI 0-256 
773 P·614 PUNJAB IND lARJ 0·268 
774 P·614·1 PUNJAB IND IARI 
775 P-61S PUNJAB IND IARI 0·269 
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776 P-616 PUNJAB IND IARJ 0-282 
777 P-617 PUNJAB IND IARJ G-286 
778 P-618 PUNJAB 1ND IARJ G-288 
779 P-6l9 PUNJAB INn IARJ G-290 
780 P-619-1 PUNJAB 1ND IARJ 
781 P·620 PUNJAB IND IARJ 0-298 
782 P-621 PUNJAB INO IARl G-308 
783 P-621-1 PUNJAB 1NO lARI 
784 P·621-2 PUNJAB IND lARI 
785 P-621-3 PUNJAB IND lARI 
786 P·622 PUNJAB JND IAR1 G-312 
787 P·622-1 PUNJAB IND lARl 
788 P·623 PUNJAB IND lARI 0-313 
789 P-623-1 PUNJAB It-..'D 1ARl 
790 P-624 PUNJAB IND 1ARl 0-315 
791 P·625 PUNJAB IND IARl 0-320 
792 P-625-1 PUNJAB IND lARl 
793 P·626 PUNJAB INn 1ARl 0-323 
794 P-626-1 PUNJAB INn lARJ 
795 P-626-2 PUNJAB INO lARI 
796 P-629 PUNJAB 1ND lARI PB-7 
797 P-630 PUNJAB INO lAR! C-l68 
798 P-630-1 PUNJAB IND IARI 
799 P-630-2 PUNJAB IND IARI 
800 P·631 PUNJAB IND tARl C-235 
801 P-633 PUNJAB IND IARI 0·24 
802 P·634 PUNJAB IND IARI 5-26 
803 P·635 PUNJAB IND JAR! 5-33 
804 P-636 PUNJAB INO IARJ F2.P4 
80S P-637 PUNJAB IND IARJ F-B 
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8Or6 P-637·1 PUNJAB JND IARI 
807 P·638 PUNJAB INn JARt KAPURTIw..A-I 
801 P·S8(M) PUNJAB IND JARI 
109 P·638·1 PUNJAB JND JARI 
110 P-639 PUNJAB IND JARI C-1234 
811 P·639·1 PUNJAB JND JARI 
112 P·639·2 PUNJAB IND tARl 
813 P-640 H.P. JND JARI SIMLA LOCAL 
814 P·641 NEWOEUU INO tARI POD BLACK 
lIS P·642 NEW DELHI IND JARI 8T-l 
116 P·642·1 NEWDEUn IND JARI 
817 P-643 H.P. JND lARl BT-3 
818 P-643·1 H.P, JND JARt 
819 P·644 NEWOEUU INO tAR I BT-4 
820 P·645 NEWDEUlI IND JARI BT-S 
821 P-647 NEWDEUU IND tARl BT-7 
822 P·647·1 NEWDEUU INn JARI 
123 P-648 NEWDEUU lNO JARI BT-9 
124 P·648·1 NEW DELHI INn tARl 
I2S P·648·2 NEWOEUlI IND IARI 
126 P-649 NEWOID.IU IND IARI 8T-IO 
827 P-6S0 NEWDEun IND tARI BT·l1 
128 P-6SO-1 NEWDEUII IND tARI 
129 P·651 NEWDEUU IND lARI BT·12 
130 P·653 NEW DELHI IND !ARI BT·15 
.31 P~4 NEWOEUII INn lARI BT·16 
832 P·654·1 NEWDWU INn 1ARI 
.33 P-65S NEWDEUlI JND IARI BT·J7 
834 P-655·1 NEWDEUII INn tAR 1 
.35 P·656 NEWDWU IND JARI BT·18 
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836 P-657 NEWDEUlI lND IARI BT-19 
837 P·658 NEWDEUlI lND IARI BT·24 
838 P·661 NEWDEUn lND lARl BT·31 
839 P·662 NEWDEUU lND IARJ BT·32 
840 P-662-1 NEWDEUU lND IARI 
841 P-663 NEwDEUn IND IARJ BT-34 
842 P-663- ] NEWDEUII IND IARI 
843 P·664 NEW DEl l-I I IND IARJ BT-35 
844 P-665 NEW DElli I IND IARJ 8T-36 
845 P-666 NEW DElli I IND lARI 8T·38 
846 P-667 NEWDEUH lND JARl 8T-39 
847 P-670 NEWDEUH lND IARJ CROSS·A 
848 P-670-1 NEWDEl.l11 lND lARl 
849 P-671 (J.P. IND lARl KANPUR 
850 P-672 (J.P. IND IARl KANPlJR·J 
851 P-672-1 U.P. IND JARl 
852 P-672-2 U.P. IND IARJ 
853 P·673 V.P. IND IARJ KANPUR-2 
854 P-674 U.P. IND JARI KANPUR-3 
855 P-675 U.P. IND IARJ T·87 
856 P-676 V.P. IND lARl mANSI-1 
857 P-676-1 V.P. IND IARI 
858 P-678 V.P. IND IARI ATIARA·l 
859 P·680 V.P. Irm lARI BAI..ATAL·2 
860 P-681 V.P. IND lARI BALATAL·3 
861 P·683 V.I'. IND lARI LAMA-] 
862 P-684 V.P. IND lARI LAMA· 2 
863 P·684·1 lJ.P. lND JARt 
864 P·685 V.P. IND IARl DOHAD YELLOW 
865 P·685·] v.P. IND JARt 
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866 p..689 U.P. IND IARI BA W ANIPUR~2 
867 P.-690 U.P. IND JARl 1.ARKAPURA~ 1 
868 P-690-1 U.P. IND tARI 
869 P·691 U.P. IND lARl 1..ARKAPUR.A·2 
870 P-69I·1 U.P. IND lARI 
871 P-691-2 U.P. IND tARl 
872 P-691-3 U.P. IND IAR! 
873 P-692 V.P. IND IARI MA VAN KAL YAN·l 
874 P-693 V.P. IND IARI MA VAN KAL YAN-2 
875 P..693-1 V.P. IND IARI 
116 P-694 \J.P. INn JAR! CHETMARA·l 
877 P-695 V.P. IND JARI CHETMARA·2 
871 P-697 V.P. IND IARI T·l 
879 P-698 V.P. IND IARI Y·2 
880 P-698-1 U.P. IND IARI 
881 P-698-2 V.P. IND lARJ 
882 P·699 U.P. IND JARI ,},-3 
813 P-700 U.P. INn JARI T·32 
884 P-701 UP. IND lARl T-t95 
liS P-102 U.P. IND lARl T·197 
886 P-703 U.P. IND tAR I T-312 
887 P-704 11.P. IND JARI MARA CHANE 
811 P·704-1 U.P. IND lARI 
819 p..706 U.P. IND JARl MEERUT LOCAL 
190 P-707 U.P. IND JARI BANDA LOCAL 
891 P-707-1 U.P. IND lARl 
892 P-708 U.P. IND IARI Bl.UE GRAM 
893 P-708-1 U.P. IND tAR I 
894 P-109 U.P. IND JARI ETAHBOLD 
195 P-710 RAJASTIIAN INO JARI KOTAH-l 
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896 P·711 RAJASniAN INC lARl KOTAH·2 
897 P·712 RAJASrnAN INC IARJ KOTAH-3 
898 P·71Z·1 RAJASnlAN IND IARI 
899 P-712-2 RAJAS1llAN IND IARJ 
900 P·71] RAJASntAN IND lARl KOTAH-4 
901 P-714 RAJAS1lIAN IND IARJ BUNOI·l 
902 P·71S RAJASrnAN IND lARJ BUNDI·2 
90] P·716 RAJASnlAN IND IARl BUNOI-3 
904 P·717 RAJASTIiAN 1ND lARl BUNDI-4 
905 P·718 RAJAS1lIAN 1ND IARl BUNOI·S 
906 P-719 RAJASnlAN INC IARJ BUNDI·6 
907 p-no RAJASnlAN IND IARJ DOUBLE PODS 
908 P-720-1 RAJASTIIAN IND IARI 
909 P·722 RAJASTIlAN JND lARJ SURATOARH 
910 P-722-1 RAJ.ASTIIAN IND IARI 
911 P·723 RAJASntAN INn lARl MAI..K.10ARH 
912 P·724 MAHARASHTRA IND IARl OADAK·S2 
913 P·724·1 MAHARASHTRA IND IARl 
914 P-726 OUJARAT INO IARl 
915 P·726·1 OUJARAT IND IARl 
916 P·726·2 OUJARAT IND IARl BROACH 
917 P·727 PUNJAB IND IAJU DOUBLER 
918 P-728 MAHARASlfl'RA IND IARJ OIAFA 
919 P·732 MAHARASHTRA IND lARJ NIPHAD·~9 
920 P-732·1 MAHARASIITRA IND IARl 
921 P-733 IND lARl IC-9908 
922 P-733-1 IND lARJ 
923 P·734 IND IAR1 IC·99O') 
924 P-734-1 INO lARl 
925 P-73S IND IARJ IC·9910 
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986 P-797-1 USA IARI 
98'7 P·798 USA tARt USA-613 
988 P-799 MID( JAR1 EC·2694S 
989 P-799-1 MID( IARt 
990 P-IOl MEX IARI EC·26948 
991 P-801-1 MEX IARl 
992 P·IO) MID( IARl EC·269SO 
993 P-S07 MEX IARI EC·269S7 
994 P-808 MEX lARl EC·26959 
99S P-&09 MID{ IARI EC·26962 
996 P·SIO MEX IARI EC·26964 
99'7 P-S11 MEX !ARl EC·26965 
998 P·811·1 MEX IARl 
999 P·812·M MEX IARl 
1000 P-813 MEX IARl EC-26967 
1001 P-813-1 MEX JARI 
1002 P-813·2 MEX IARI 
1003 P-819 MAR IARI NO.IO 
1004 P-823 MAR lARI NO.1 6 
1005 P-127 MAR IARl NO.35 
1006 P.827-1 MAR IARI 
1007 P·131 MAR IARl NO.47C5 
1008 P·834 MAR IARl NO.SI 
1009 P·840 MAR IARl NO.S8A 
1010 P-Ul MAR tAR! NO.65 
1011 P-841-l MAR IARl 
1012 p..841-2 MAR IARJ 
1013 P·843 MAR 1ARl NO.66 
1014 P-S43-l MAR IARI 
1015 P·844 MAR IARI NO.67 
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1016 P·846 MAR IARI NO.71 
10t7 P-848 EOY IARI EGYPT·2 
1018 P-849 SUN 1ARl EC-2129S 
1019 P-8S0 SUN IARI EC-S906 
1020 P-8St SUN IARI EC-5907 
1021 P-8S2 SUN IARl EC-12409 
1022 P-8S2-1 SUN lARI 
1023 P-8S3 SUN IARl EC-12411 
1024 P-8S3-1 SUN lARI 
1025 1'-855 DZA IARI ALGERIA-444 
1026 P-856 IRQ lARI 
1027 P-858 ITA lARI He-26K71 
1028 p-8sa-1 n'A lARl 
1029 P-860 NOI JARl COMPOINESENYA 
1030 P-861 IRN IARI 
1031 P-863 U.P. IND IARI 
1032 P-864 U.P. IND lARl 
1033 P-866 U.P. IND RPIP 
1034 P-867 U.P. IND RPIP 
1035 P-868 U.P. IND RPlP 
1036 P-868-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
1037 P-869 U.P. IND RPIP 
1038 P-869-1 U.P. IND RPIP 
1039 P·874 IND USDA PI-212890-2 
1040 P·874·1 IND USDA 
t041 P-87S IND USDA pt·212890-4 
1042 P·875·1 IND USDA 
1043 P-876 IND USDA PI-212893-1 
1044 P-877 IND USDA Pl-212893-1 
1045 P·877-l lND USDA 
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J(U6 P-878 IND USDA PI-2141S1-1 
1041 P·179 IND USDA PI-214151-2 
1048 P-I"-1 IND USDA 
1049 P·880 IND USDA PI-214152 
10SO P-880-1 IND USDA 
lOS1 P-883 IND USDA PI-214314-1 
JOS2 P-886 PAK USDA PI-217520-2 
10S3 P-890 PAK USDA PI-218068 
1054 P-892 PAK USDA PI-219128-2 
lOSS P·892-1 PAK USDA 
1056 P-894 PAK USDA Pl-219730-2 
10S7 P-896 AFG USDA PI-220776·2 
IOS8 P-902 lRN USDA PI-222774-2 
10S9 P-903 lRN USDA PI-222774-3 
1060 P-904 IND USDA PI·246396 
1061 P-904-1 INC USDA 
1062 P·906 PAK USDA PI·250142-1 
1063 P-907 PAK USDA PI-250142-2 
1064 P-908 PAK USDA PI·250142-3 
I06S P-909 PAK USDA PI-250143 
1066 P·915 PAK USDA PI-250210-1 
1067 P.916 PAK USDA PI-250210-2 
1068 P-916-1 PAK USDA 
1069 P-919 SUN USDA 1'1-251784 
1070 P·919-1 SUN USDA 
1071 P·922 ESP USDA PI-254889 
1012 P·922-1 ESP USDA 
1073 P-922-2 ESP USDA 
1074 p..923 IND USDA PI·255138·1 
107S '·923-1 IND USDA 
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1076 P-924 IND USDA PI-2S5138-2 
1077 P-924-1 lND USDA 
1078 P-927 AlARSHAHRE IRN IRAN 304-1 
1079 P-941 KARAJ IRN IRAN 0154 KARAJ-36 
1080 P-941-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN KARAJ 36 
1081 P-945 KARAJ IRN IRAN KARAJ47 
1082 P-946 AHAR lRN IRAN AHAR 51 
1083 P-947 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN KERMANSHAH 193 
1084 P·947-1 KF.RMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
1085 P·948 ESFAllAN IRN IRAN ESFAHAN221 
1086 P·948-1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
1087 P-949 GHAZVIN IRN IRAN 
1088 p·949-1 GHAZVlN IRN IRAN 
1089 P·949-2 GHAZVIN IRN IRAN 
1090 P-952 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN ARDABIL-50 
1091 P-952-1 ARDESn.. IRN IRAN 
1092 P-957 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN ESFAHAN-III-4 
1093 P-960 KARAJ IRN IRAN KARAJ-lS2-2 
1094 P-960-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
1095 P-965 KARAJ IRN IRAN KARAJ-153-2 
1096 P-965-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
1097 P-966 KARAJ IRN IRAN KARAJ-IS3-3 
1098 P-972 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN ARDABn..-163-1 
1099 P-974 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN SHIRAZ 182 
1100 P-975 MOGHAN lRN IRAN MOOHAN 188 
1101 P-97S-1 MOGHAN IRN IRAN 
1102 P-91S-2 MOGHAN IRN IRAN 
1103 P-981 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN ARDABn.-170-3 
1104 P-986 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN GHARYE-GOLE 175 
1105 P-986--1 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 
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1106 P-981 KARAJ lRN IRAN KARAJ 154 
1101 P-988 MOOHAN IR.N IRAN MOGHANl64 
1108 P·991 AllAR IR.N IRAN AHAR 174 
1109 p.992- NOI 
1110 P-993 PAX. 
1111 P·99.5 PUN PAX. PUN·7·1 
1112 P-996 PUN PAK PUN·7·2 
1113 P-991 PAX. C-612-1 
1114 1'-998 PAX. C-612-2 
1115 P·999 R..F2AlYEH IRN IRAN 
1116 P-999-1 REZAJYEH IRN IRAN 
1117 P·t()c)l RW..AJYEH IRN IRAN 3139-2 
11 11 P-l002 RPZAIYEH IRN IRAN 3139-3 
1119 P-1003 REZAJYEH IRN IRAN 
1120 '·1003-1 R..F2AlYEH IRN IRAN 
1121 P-1004 R..F2AlYEH JRN IRAN 3141 
1122 P-I011 MAR FAO 13 832·2 
1123 P·l011·1 MAR FAO 
1124 P·I013 ISR FAO 13680 
112.5 P-I0U MAR FAO 13834 
1126 P-I017 AFG USDA CP-6 2 t 1722 
1121 P-l022 IND USDA CP-472]2892 
1128 p..lau-l 1ND USDA 
1129 P-l02.5 IND USDA PJ·21289()"3 
1130 P-l(12.5·1 IND USDA 
1131 P-l026 IND USDA PI·214314-2 
1132 P-IQ26-1 1ND USDA 
1133 P .. I027 U.P. IND KANP 
1134 P-1CD7-1 U.P. IND KANP 
113S P-I021-2 U.P. IND KANP 
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1136 P-1034 U.P. IND KANP 306 
1137 P·J034·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1138 P·1035 U.P. IND KANP 322 
1139 P·1036 U.P. IND KANP W·88 
1140 P·1037 U.P. IND KANP 301 
1141 P-I037·} U.P. INn KANP 
1142 p. l(l4 1 U.P. IND KANP 321 
1143 P·l041·1 U.P. IND KANP 256-16 
1144 P·l042 U.P. IND KANP 311 
1145 P·I047 U.P. lND KANP 317 
1146 P·1047-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1147 P·1047·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1148 P·1050 U.P. IND KANP 57-6 
1149 P·10S1 U.P. JND KANP 6136 
1150 P·I052 U.P. IND KANP 332 
1151 P·IOS3 U.P. IND KANP 611S 
1152 P·1054 U.P. IND KANP BOLD SAMPLE 
1153 P·1 OS4· 1 U.P. IND KANP 
1154 P·IOS4·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1155 P·1067 PAK KANP 339 
1156 p. 1067· 1 PAK KANP 
1157 P·I069 PAK KANP 4445-1 7 
1158 p. 1 069· 1 PAK KANP 
1159 p. 1 071 IND KANP KAPURnlAl..A·3 
1160 P-1071-1 IND KANP 
1161 P·1077 PAx: KANP 6217 
1162 P-I078 NGA KANP 6302 
1163 P·108J NOA KANP 6307 
1164 P·1OSI·1 NGA K.ANP 
1165 P·I0I8 U.P. IND KANP HYB-13-1 
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1166 P-I092 U.P. IND KANP HYB-7·1 
U61 P·I097 U.P. IND K.ANP 6128 
1168 P~l09' U.P. IND KANP 6210 
1169 P·I099 U.P. IND KANP 23 
1170 P·ll00 UP. INn KANP 23 
1171 P-1l00-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1172 P·1100-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1173 P·1102 U.P. IND KANP 324 
1174 P·1102-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1175 P-1102-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1176 P·I103 U.P. fND K.ANP 6311 
1177 P-1103-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1178 P-ll04 U.P. IND KANP 6405 
1179 P-l106 V.P. IND KANP 783 
1110 P-1107 V.P. IND KANP 44-3 
1181 P-l107-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1182 P-ll08 V.P. IND KANP 8]6-8 
1183 P-ll08-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1184 p. 11 09 U.P. IND KANP 710-2 
1185 P-I109-) U.P. IND KANP 
1186 P-ll10 V.P. IND KANP 44-9 
1187 1'-1111 V.P. IND KANP 44·1 
1188 P·1111·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1189 P-l11)-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1190 P-I112 U.P. IND KANP 257·8 
1191 P-l J 13 U.P. IND KANP 278-33 
1192 p. 1113· 1 U.P. IND KANP 
1193 P-1114 U.P. IND KANP 723 
1194 P·111S U.P. IND K.ANP 518 
119S P-lllS-l U.P. IND KANP 
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1196 P-I116 V.P. IND K.ANP 44-10 
1197 P-1116-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1198 P-11l7 V.P. lND KANP 44-6 
1199 P-l1l7-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1200 P-1l11-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1201 P-1111-3 V.P. IND K.ANP 
1202 P-1119 V.P. IND KANP 296-1 S 
1203 P-1119-1 V.P. IND KANP 
]204 P-1119-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1205 P-lt20 V.P. IND KANP 838-3 
1206 P-1120-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1207 P-112l V.P. IND KANP 6213 
1208 P-1121-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1209 P-1122 U.P. IND KANP509 
1210 P-1123 V.P. IND KANP 130 
1211 P-1l23-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1212 P-1124 V.P. IND KANP 121 
l213 P-1124-1 V.P. INO KANP 
1214 P-112S U.P. IND KANP 44-13 
1215 P-l126 V.P. IND KANP 2961 
1216 P-1127 V.P. IND KANP 838-1 
1217 P-1129 V.P. IND KANP 4014 
1218 P-1129-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1219 P-H30 U.P. IND KANP263 
1220 P-1l30-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1221 P-ll31-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1222 P-1l32 V.P. IND KANP 681-10 
1223 P-1132-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1224 P-I132-2 V.P. IND KANP 
122S P-1132-3 V.P. IND KANP 
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1226 P·1133 V.P. IND KANP 73().4 
1227 '·1135 V.P. IND KANP 838-4 
1228 P·1135·) V.P. IND KANP 
1229 P·1135·2 V.P. IND KANP 
1230 P·1l31 U.P. IND KANP 694 
J231 P·1137~1 V.P. IND KANP 
1232 '·1138 V.P. IND KANP 396-11 
1233 P·1138·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1234 P-1139 U.P. IND KANP 838-4 
1235 P·I139.1 V.P. IND KANP 
1236 P-1139·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1231 P·1140 UP. IND K.ANP 188 
1238 P·1142 U.P. IND KANP 305] 
1239 P·1142·1 V.P. IND KANP 
1240 P-1141·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1241 P·1143 U.P. IND KANP 464 
1242 P-1145 u.P. IND KANP 6232 
1243 '-1146 U.P. IND KANP 666-1 
1244 poJ 146-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1245 '-1146-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1246 '-1146-3 U.P. IND KANP 
1247 '·1141 U.P. IND KANP 265 
1248 p·1148 V.P. IND KANP 266 
1249 '·1149 U.P. IND KANP 832-5 
1250 '-1150 V.P. IND KANP 832-6 
1251 '·1152 V.P. IND KANP 832-6 
1252 P·IU3 u.P. IND KANP 6119 
1253 P-1154 V.P. IND KANP 6120 
1154p·1154·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1255 P-1156 U.P. IND KANP 5302 
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1256 P-IIS6-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1257 P-lIS7 U.P. IND KANP 6206 
1258 P-IIS8 U.P. INn KANP 6207 
1259 P-1158-1 U.P. tND KANP 
1260 P-l159 U.P. IND KANP 6208 
1261 P-IIS1-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1262 P-llS9-2 U.P. tND KANP 
1263 P-ll60 U.P. IND KANP 6209 
1264 P·l161 U.P. tND KANP 6211 
1265 P-1162 U.P. IND KANP 6212 
1266 P-1l63 U.P. IND KANP 621S 
1267 P-l164 U.P. IND KANP 32 
1268 P-ll65 U.P. IND KANP 63 
1269 P-l165-l V.P. IND KANP 
1270 P-1165-2 u.P. IND KANP 
1271 P-l166 PAK KANP 83 
1272 P-Il66-l PAK KANP 
1273 P-1l67 IND KANP 6003 
1274 P-ll67-1 IND KANP 
1275 P-1167-2 lND KANP 
1276 P-1169 lND KANP 6005 
1271 P-1169-1 IND KANP 
1278 P-1l70 lND KANP 6006 
1279 P-117()..1 IND KANP 
1280 P-1l71 IND KANP 6001 
1281 P-1l71-1 IND KANP 
1282 P-1I71-2 lND KANP 
1283 P-1l73 IND KANP 5907 
1284 P-1I73-1 lND KANP 
1285 P-1l74 lND KANP 64 
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1286 P-1174-1 IND KANP 
1287 P-1175 IND KANP 6108 
1188 P-1175-1 !NO KANP 
1289 P-I17S-A IND KANP 
1290 P·1176 IND KANP 6109 
1291 P·U77 U.P. IND KANP 6118 
1292 P·1181 U.P. IND KANP 6125 
1293 P-1181-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1294 P-llll-A U.P. lND KANP 
1295 P·l186 U.P. IND KANP 6132 B 
1296 P-1l87 U.P. IND KANP 6171 
1297 P-1I88 U.P. IND KANP 6172 
1291 P-1188-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1299 P-1188-2 U.P. lND KANP 
1300 P-1189 U.P. IND KANP 6173 
1301 P·tlS9-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1302 P-1190 U.P. IND KANP 6148 
1303 P·1190-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1304 P-1191 U.P. IND KANP 6149 
1305 P-1193 U.P. IND KANP 6248 
1306 P·1193·1 U.P. IND KA.NP 
1301 P·1193·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1308 P·1193-3 U.P. IND KANP 
1309 P-1193 .... U.P. IND KANP 
1310 P·II94 U.P. IND KANP 6150 
1311 P-l196 u.P. lND KANP 39 
1312 P-1197 U.P. IND KANP 61:52 
1313 P·I197·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1314 P-I191 U.P. IND KANP 101 
1315 P·U91-1 U.P. IND KANP 
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1316 P~1199 U.P. IND KANP 95 
1317 P-1l99-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1318 P-1200 U.P. IND KANP 45 
1319 P-1200-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1320 P-1200-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1321 P-1201 U.P. IND KANP T-l 
1322 P-1201-l U.P. IND KANP 
1323 P-1202 U.P. IND KANP 252-92 
1324 P-1202-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1325 P-1202-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1326 P-1203 U.P. IND KANP 252-197 
1327 P-1203·} U.P. IND KANP 
1328 P-1203-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1329 P-1204 U.P. lND KANP 252-128 
1330 P-1204-1 U.P. lND KANP 
1331 P·1204-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1332 P·1205 U.P. IND KANP 252·84 
1333 P-120S-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1334 P-j206 V.P. IND KANP 256-8 
1335 P-1207 U.P. IND KANP 6156 
1336 P·1207·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1337 P-1208 U.P. INn KANP 256-16 
1338 P-1208-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1339 P·1208·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1340 P-1208-3 U.P. IND KANP 
1341 P·1209 U.P. INn KANP 256-18 
1342 P-1209-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1343 P.I209-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1344 p. 1 209·3 V.P. IND KANP 
1345 P.I209·4 U.P. IND KANP 
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J346 P·1211 V.P. IND KANP 720-6 
134' P·1212 U.P. lND KANP 720-11 
1348 P·1213 U.P. IND KANP 5()()..3 
1349 P-1213-1 U.P. IND :KANP 
1350 p..1213-2 U.P. IND KANP 
13S1 P·1214 U.P. IND KANP S()()..4 
J3S2 p..1214·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1353 P·1216 V.P. IND KANP 524·8 
1354 P·1216-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1355 P·1216-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1356 P .. I217 V.P. IND KANP 718·' 
13.57 P-1217-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1358 P·1217·2 u.P. IND KANP 
1359 P·1218 U.P. IND KANP 816-11 
1360 P-1219 V.P. IND KANP 490-1 
1361 P·I220 u.P. IND KANP 49()..2 
1362 P-I221 u.P. IND KANP 490-S 
1363 P-1221-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1364 P·I222 U.P. IND KANP 518-6 
1365 P·1222-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1366 P-I223 V.P. IND KANP 710-4 
1367 P·I224 U.P. IND KANP 710-6 
1361 P-I224-t V.P. IND KANP 
1369 P·I225 U.P. IND KANP 492·8 
1370 P-I225-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1371 P-I226 V.P. lND KANP 842·3 
1372 p..1226-1 U.P. lND KANP 
1373 P·I227 U.P. lND KANP 742-5 
1374P·I221 U.P. IND KANP 736-2 
1S7S P·I219 U.P. IND KANP 519-2 
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1376 P·1231 V.P. IND KANP 826-1 
1377 P-I231-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1378 P-1231-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1379 P-1232 V.P. IND KANP 205-1 
1380 P-1234 V.P. IND K.ANP 93-2 
1381 P-1234-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1382 P-1234-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1383 P-I234-3 V.P. IND KANP 
1384 P·1234-4 V.P. IND KANP 
1385 P-123's V.P. IND KANP 93·3 
1386 P-1236 V.P. IND KANP 95-1 
1387 P-1237 V.P. IND KANP 905-3 
1388 P-I238 V.P. IND KANP 148·3 
1389 P-1238-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1390 P-1239 V.P. IND KANP 1051·1 
1391 P-I239-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1392 P-1240 V.P. IND KANP 141-1 
1393 P-1241 V.P. IND KANP 838 
1394 P-I241-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1395 P-1242 V.P. IND KANP 845 
1396 P-I243 V.P. IND K.ANP 2194 
1397 P-I243-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1398 P-1244 V.P. IND KANP ,519 
1399 P-1245 V.P. IND KANP704 
1400 P-124S-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1401 P-1245-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1402 P-I246 V.P. IND KANP 712 
1403 P-1246-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1404 P-I247 V.P. IND KANP734 
1405 P·llA7-1 U.P. IND KANP 
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1406 P·1141-2 D.P. IND KANP 
1407 . P-1148 D.P. IND KANP 485 
1408 P·I248·1 V.P. IND KANP 
1409 P·I248-2 D.P. IND KANP 
J410 P.I249 V.P. IND KANP 743 
14H P-1149-1 V.P. IND KANI' 
1412 P-I249-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1413 P-12S1 V.P. IND KANP 44·1 
1414 P·1251-1 V.P. IND KANt' 
1415 P-I252 V.P. IND KANP 44-4 
1416 P·1152·1 V.P. IND KANP 
1417 P·1253 V.P. IND KANP K·29 
1418 P-1254 V.P. IND KANP 4 
1419 P-1255 V.P. IND KANP 13 
1420 P-115S-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1421 P·I255·2 V.P. IND KANP 
1422 P·I255-3 V.P. IND KANJ> 
1423 P-1256 V.P. IND KANP 15 
1424 P·I256-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1425 P-I256-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1426 P-1251 V.P. IND KANP 88 
1427 P·1257-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1428 P·I258 U.P. INO KANP 20 
1429 P-1259 V.P. IND KANP 41 
1430 P·I260 D.P. IND KANPIOO 
1431 P-I260-1 u.P. INn KANP 
1432 P·1161 U.P. IND KANP 87A 
1433 P·I261·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1434 P-I261·2 U.P. IND KANP 
143$ P-1261-3 U.P. iND KANP 
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1436 P-I261-4 U.P. IND KANP 
1437 P-1262 V,P. IND KANP 6002 
1438 P-1263 U.P. IND KANP 6133 
1439 P-1263-1 V.P. 1ND KANP 
1440 P-1263-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1441 P·1264 V.P. 1ND KANP 6137 
1442 P·I264-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1443 P-1265 U.P. 1ND KANP 98 
1444 P·1266 U.P. INn KANP 84 
1445 P-1267 V.P. IND KANP S904 
1446 P-1267·1 U.P. lND KANP 
1447 P-1267·2 V'P' IND KANP 
1448 P-1268 U.P. IND KANP 5909 
1449 P-1269 U.P. IND KANP 5908 
1450 P·1270 U.P. IND KANP 76 
1451 P-1271 U.P. 1ND KANPI02 
1452 P-1271-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1453 P-1272 U.P. 1ND KANP 91 
1454 P-1272-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1455 P-1272-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1456 P-1273 U.P. IND KANP 110 
1457 P·1273-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1458 P-1274 U.P. IND KANP 116 
1459 P-121S UP. IND KANP 78 
1460 P.1276 U.P. JND KANP 155 
1461 P-1276-1 U.P. JND KANP 
1462 P-1277 U.P. JND KANP 256-19 
1463 P-1278 u.P. IND KANP 156-26 
1464 P-127S-) V.P. IND KANP 
1465 P-1278-2 V.P. IND KANP 
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1466 P·1279 U.P. IND KANP 256-30 
1467 p. 1279· 1 U.P. IND KANP 
1461 P·I279·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1469 P-IlSO U.P. IND KANP 257~1 
1470 P·1280-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1471 P·1281 U.P. IND KANP 253·5 
1472 P·I281-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1473 p..1281·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1474 P-1282 U.P. IND KANP S~ 
147.5 P·1282-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1476 P·I282·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1477 P·1283 D.P. IND KANP 491~]3 
J478 P.I283-1 u.P. IND KANP 
1479 P·1283·2 u.P. IND KANP 
1480 P·1284 U.P. IND KANP 491·15 
1411 P·128S U.P. IND KANP 492·1 
1482 P .. I28.5·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1483 P·1285·2 V.P. IND KANP 
1484 P-I285-3 V.P. IND KANP 
141' P·I2.87 V.P. IND KANP 177-2 
1486 P .. 1287·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1487 P·I2.88 V.P. IND KANP 742-1 
1488 p. 1218· 1 U.P. IND KANP 
1489 P·I289 U.P. IND KANP 742·7 
1490 P·I289·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1491 P·129O V.P. IND KANP 736-9 
1492 P·I290-1 V.P. IND KANP 
149S p..1290-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1494 P .. 1291 U.P. IND KANP 732-2 
1495 P-1292 U.P. IND KANP 728-8 
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1496 P-I292-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1497 P-1292-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1498 P-1292-3 V.P. IND KANP 
1499 P-1292-4 U.P. IND KANP 
1500 P-1293 V.P. IND KANP 730-2 
1501 P-1293-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1502 P-1293-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1503 P-1294 V.P. IND K.ANP 730-15 
1504 P-1294-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1505 P-1295 V.P. IND K.ANP 723-1 
1506 P-129S-1 V.P. IND KANP 
IS07 P-1296 U.P. IND KANP 210-1 
1508 P-1297 V.P. IND KANP 711-1 
1509 P-1297-1 V.P. IND K.ANP 
1510 P-1297-2 V.P. IND K.ANP 
15)) P-1298 U.P. IND KANP 736-1 
1512 P-1298-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1513 P-1298-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1514 P-1299 V.P. IND KANP 208-2 
1515 P-1301 V.P. IND KANP 105-1 
1516 P-1302 V.P. IND KANP 117-1 
1517 P-1304 V.P. IND K.ANP 122-1 
1518 P-1305 V.P. IND K.ANP 158-6 
1519 p·nOS-l U.P. lND KANP 
1520 P-1306 U.P. IND K.ANP 1 S3 10-2 
1521 P-1306-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1522 P-1307 V.P. IND KANP 786 
1523 P-I307-1 u.P. IND KANP 
1524 P-I307-2 U.P. IND KANP 
U2S P-1308 u.P. lND KANP 716 
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lS26 P·I308·1 u.P. IND KANP 
1527 P-t309 u.P. IND KANP 795 
1528 P-1311 U.P. IND KANP 2801 
1529 P·1311·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1530 P·t311·M U.P. IND KANP 
U31 P-1313 U.P. IND KANP 602 
1532 P-1314 U.P. IND KANP 338·2 
1533 P·1314·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1534 P-1317 u.P. IND KANT' 736-1 1 
tS35 P·1318 U.P. IND KANP 736-12 
1536 P-1318-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1531 P·1318·2 U.P. IND KANP 
IS" P-1318-3 U.P. IND KANP 
IS39 P-1318~ U.P. IND KANP 
1540 P-1318-S U.P. IND KANP 
1541 P-1318-6 u.P. IND KANP 
1~2 P-1320 U.P. IND KANP 44·11 
1543 P-1320-1 u.P. IND KANP 
IS44 P-1320-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1545 P-1321 U.P. IND KANP 734-1 
1546 P-1321-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1~1 P-1321-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1541 p..1321-3 V.P. IND KANP 
1549 p..1321~ U.P. IND KANP 
1 SSO P-1321-' U.P. IND KANP 
IS51 P-1321-6 U.P. lND KANP 
lS52 P-!:f22 U.P. IND KANP 57-51 
IS53 P-1322-1 u.P. IND KANP 
1554 P-1323 U.P. IND KANP 24 
1555 P-I323-1 U.P. IND K.ANP 
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1556 P-1324.] U.P. IND KANP 
1557 P·]325 PAK KANP 21 
1.5.58 P·1326 IND KANP 62 
1559 P-1326-1 IND KANP 
1560 P-1326-2 IND KANP 
1561 P-1326-3 IND KANP 
1562 P-I328 IND KANP 38 
1563 P-1328·1 IND KANP 
1564 P-1328-2 IND KANP 
1565 P-1329 IND KANP 106 
1566 P·1329-1 IND KANP 
1567 P-1330 IND K.ANP 6112 
1568 P-1330-1 INn KANP 
1569 P-1331-1 IND KANP 
1570 P-1332 INn KANP 6231 
1571 P-1332-1 IND KANP 
1572 P-1332-2 INn KANP 
1573 P·1333 INn KANP S50S 
1574 P-1333-! IND KANP 
1575 P-1334 IND KANP 6243 
1576 P-1334·1 IND KANP 
1577 P-1334-2 INn KANP 
1S7S P·133S IND KANP 6244 
1579 P-1336 IND KANP 6246 
]580 P-1336-1 IND KANP 
1581 P-1337 IND KANP 6lSS 
1582 P-1337-1 INn KANP 
1583 P-1338 U.P. IND KANP 6158 
1584 P-U38-l U.P. IND KANP 
1585 P-1339 U.P. IND KANP 94 
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1.586 '·1339·1 UP. IND KANP 
1.581 '-1340 U.P. IND KANP 6203 
1.588 '-1340-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1589 '-1341 U.P. IND KANP 6203 
1590 '-1343 V.P. IND KANP 167 
1591 P·I343·1 D.P. IND KANP 
1592 '·1344 D.P. IND KANP HARDDI LOCAL 
1593 P·I345 U.P. IND KANP 145 
15941 P·I345·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1595 P-I345-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1596 P·I345-] U.P. IND K.ANP 
1591 P·I346 D.P. IND KANPl13 
1598 P·I346-1 D.P. IND KANP 
1599 P·I346-2 D.P. IND K.ANP 
1600 P·I341 U.P. IND KANP 134 
11501 P-1341-1 D.P. IND KANP 
um P·I348 D.P. IND KANP 253 
1603 '-1348·1 UP. IND KANP 
1604 P·I348·2 D.P. IND KANP 
1605 P·I349 D.P. IND KANP 254 
1606 P·l"O UP. IND KANP 256 
1607 P·13S1 V.P. IND KANP 256-34 
1601 P·13S1·1 D.P. IND KANP 
1609 '-15.52 D.P. IND KANP 257 
1610 '·lSS2·1 D.P. IND KANP 
1611 '-1353 A D.P. IND KANP 262 
1612 P·1353·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1613 P-1353-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1614 P·1353·3 U.P. IND KANP 
1615 P-1354 u.P. IND KANP n0-8 
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1616 P-13S4·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1611 P-13S4-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1618 P-1355 U.P, IND KANP 490-9 
16]9 P-13S6 U.P. IND KANP 825·' 
1620 P·1356-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1621 P-1356-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1622 P-13S1 U.P. IND KANP 491-16 
1623 P-1351-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1624 P·ll58 U.P. IND KANP 491·1 
1625 P-13S8-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1626 P·1358·2 U.P. IND K.ANP 
1627 P·13S8·3 U.P. IND KANP 
1628 P·1359 U.P. IND K.ANP 690-4 
1629 P·1360 U.P. IND KANP 842-6 
1630 P·1360-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1631 P·1361 U.P. IND KANP 842-8 
1632 P-1361-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1633 P-1362 U.P. IND KANP 117-11 
1634 P-1363 U.P. IND KANP 513·12 
1635 P-1363-1 u.P. IND KANP 
1636 P-1363-2 u.P. IND KANP 
1637 P·1363·3 U.P. IND KANP 
1638 P·1363-4 U.P. IND KANP 
1639 P·1364 U.P. IND KANP 174..6 
1640 P-136S U.P. IND KANP 184-83 
1641 P·1365·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1642 P-1365-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1643 P-1366 U.P. IND KANP 184..& 10 
1644 P·I366-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1645 P-1367 U.P. IND KANP 461-2 
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1646 '·1367.1 V.P. IND KANP 
11547 P·1367~2 V.P. IND KANP 
1648 P-I368 V.P. IND KANP 466-9 
1649 P·1J68..1 V.P. IND KANP 
1650 P-I369 V.P. IND KANP 210-3 
1651 '-1370 U.P. IND K.ANP 15·) 
1652 '-1371 U.P. IND KANP 16-1 
1653 P-1374 U.P. IND KANP 117-3 
1654 P-137S V.P. IND KANP 126-1 
16'$ P-1316 V.P. IND KANP 127-1 
1656 ' .. 131. V.P. IND KANP 129-2 
1651 P-1311-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1651 P-1319 U.P. IND KANP 132·1 
1659 P·1380 u.P. lND KANP 134·2 
1660 P·131«)... u.P. IND KANP 
1661 P·1381 U.P. IND KANP 14 D-3 
1662 P-I381-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1663 P·1382 U.P. IND KANP 664·3 
1664 P-1382-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1665 P-1384 U.P. IND KANP 618 
1666 '·1385 V.P. IND KANP 201 
1661 P-138S-1 U.P. IND K.ANP 
1668 P-1386 U.P. IND K.ANP 302 I ~ 1 
1669 P-U81 U.P. IND K.ANP 488 
1670 p·naB V.P. IND KANP 843 
1611 P-1389 U.P. IND K.ANP 204 
1672 P .. 1389·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1673 P-I391 V.P. IND KANP 699 
1614 P-1392 V.P. IND KANP 672 
1615 P·1393 V.P. IND KANP 687 
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1676 P-1393-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1677 P-1393-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1678 P-1394 U.P. IND KANP 133 
1679 P-139S U.P. IND KANP 1354 
1680 P-139S-1 u.P. IND KANP 
1681 P-1395-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1682 P-J396 U.P. IND KANP 394·2 
1683 P-1396--1 U.P. IND KANP 
1684 P-1396-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1685 P-1397 U.P. IND KANP 15310 
1686 P·1397·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1687 P-1398 U.P. IND KANP 508 
1688 P-1399 U.P. IND KANP 338·3 
1689 P-1399-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1690 P-1402 U.P. IND KANP 32·1 
1691 P·1403 U.P. IND KANP 44-8 
1692 P-1404 U.P. IND K.ANP 57,,(, 1 
1693 P-1404-1 U.P. IND K.ANP 
1694 P-140S U.P. IND KANP 196 
169S P-1407 U.P. IND KANP 6104 
1696 P·1407·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1697 P-1407-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1698 P-1408 U.P. IND KANP 6135 
1699 P-1409 U.P. IND KANP 6131 
1700 P-I409-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1701 P·1410 U.P. IND KANP 6141 
1702 P-1411 U.P. IND KANP 6280 
1703 P-141l-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1704 P-141l·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1705 p·1412 U.P. IND KANP 6145 
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1106 p..l~12·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1707 '·1~13 U.P. IND K.ANP 6229 
1701 P.l~13-1 U.P. IND KANP 
170P P.l~14 U.P. IND KANP 6230 
1710 P-141' U.P. IND KANP 6237 
1711 P.1415-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1712 '-1416 U.P. IND KANP 6170 
1713 P~1416-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1714 P-1417 U.P. IND KANP 6239 
l1U P-1417-1 UP. IND KANP 
1116 '-1418 UP. IND KANP 6242 
1711 P-1419 UP. INO KANP 6245 
1118 '-1419-1 UP. IND KANP 
1719 P-1420 U.P. IND KANP 6153 
1'720 P·1420-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1'721 P·1421 U.P. IND KANP 6154 
1722 P·l~21·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1723 P·1421-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1124 P-1422 U.P. IND KANP 6159 
1m P-1422-1 U.P. INO KANP 
1726 P-1423 U.P. IND KANP 6160 
1127 P-1423-1 U.P. IND KANP 
rn8 P-1423-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1729 P-1424 U.P. IND KANP 6161 
1130 p .. 1425 MBERtrr V.P. IND KANP MEERUT LOCAL 
1131 P~1426 HAGINA U.P. IND KANP NAOINA LOCAL 
1132 P·142~1 HAGINA U.P. IND KANP 
1733 P·1427 ALIGARH U.P. IND KANP ALIGARH YELLOW 
1134 P-1421 BANDA U.P. IND KANP BANDA LOCAL 
1135 P-1421-1 BANDA U.P. IND KANP 
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1736 P-1429 V.P. IND KANP 206 
1737 P-1430 V.P. IND KANP 211 
1738 P-1431 V.P. IND KANP 4445-1 9 
1739 P-1431-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1740 P-1432 V.P. IND KANP 149 
1741 P-1433 V.P. IND KANPl66 
1742 P-1433-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1743 P-1434 V.P. IND KANP 187 
1744 P-1434-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1745 P-1435 V.P. IND KANP 195 
1746 P-1436 V.P. IND KANP 197 
1747 P-1436-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1748 P-1436-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1749 P-1437 U.P. IND KANP 267 
1750 P-1439 V.P. IND KANP 462-2 
1751 P-1440 V.P. IND KANP 6664 
1752 P-I440-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1753 P-I440-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1754 P-1441 V.P. IND KANP 12P-2 
1755 P-I441-1 V.P. lND KANP 
1756 P-I441-2 V.P. IND KANP 
1757 P-1442 V.P. IND KANP 6407 
1758 P-I442-1 V.P. 1ND KANP 
1759 P-I443 V.P. IND KANP 120-12 
1760 P-I443-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1761 P-1443-1 V.P. IND KANP 
1762 P-I443-3 V.P. 1ND KANP 
1763 P-I443-4 V.P. IND KANP 
1764 P-I444 V.P. IND KANP 14PD-13 
1765 P-I444-1 V.P. IND KANP 
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1766 P·I444·2 V.P. IND KANP 
1767 P-I444-3 U.P. IND KANP 
1761 '·144' U.P. IND KANP SI5 
1769 P-I44S-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1770 P·I44.5·2 U.P. IND KANP 
1771 P·I445·3 U.P. IND KANP 
1772. '·1445~ U.P. IND KANP 
1773 P-I447 U.P. IND KANI> 470 
1774 '-1448 u.P. IND KANP464 
1775 P-I449 V.P. IND KANP 666-21 
1776 '-1450 V.P. IND KANP 832-2 
1m '-14.51 U.P. IND KANP 6102 
1778 P·1452 u.P. IND KANP 6105 
1779 P·1452-1 U.P. IND KANP 
178() P·1453 u.P. IND KANP 6165 
1781 P·14.53·1 U.P. IND KANP 
1712 P-14.54 U.P. IND KANP 6139 
1713 P-1454-1 U.P. lND K.ANP 
1784 P-14S5 U.P. IND KANP 6140 
1185 P-1456 U.P. IND KANP 6143 
1786 P·1456-1 u.P. IND KANP 
1787 P·1457 U.P. IND KANP 6144 
178. P-1457·1 V.P. IND KANP 
17.9 P·1457·2 V.P. IND KANP 
1790 P-1458 U.P. IND KANP 6146 
1791 '·1459 U.P. IND KANP 6226 
1792 P·14"·1 V.P. IND KANP 
1793 P.146O U.P. IND KANP 6233 
1794 p..1460-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1795 P·1461 U.P. IND KANP 6214 
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1796 P-1461-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1797 P-1463 U.P. IND KANP 6236 
1798 P-1463-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1799 P-1463-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1800 P-1464 U.P. INn KANP 6249 
1801 P-1465 U.P. IND KANP 6238 
1802 P-1466 U.P. IND KANP 6240 
1803 P-1466-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1804 P-1467 U.P. INn KANP 6241 
1805 P-1468 U.P. IND KANP 5401 
1806 P·1468-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1807 P-1468-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1808 P-1469 U.P. INn KANP T·3 
1809 P-I469-1 U.P. IND KANP 
1810 P-1469-2 U.P. IND KANP 
1811 P-1471 U.P. IND KANP 
1812 P·1472 U.P. IND KANP 832·1 
1813 P·1474 U.P. INn KANP 8324 
1814 P-147S U.P. lND KANP 838-S 
ISIS P-1475-1 U.P. INn K.ANP 
1816 P-1477 Tl.A KANP 6310 
1817 P-147S IND KANP 6142 
1818 P-1478-t IND KANP 
1819 P-1479 INn KANP 6221 
1820 P·1479-1 INn KANP 
1821 P·J479·2 IND KANP 
1822 P-J480 IND K.ANP 6228 
1823 P-148G.l IND KANP 
1824 P-141JO..2 IND KANP 
1825 P-1481 IND KANP 62S0 
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1826 P-1481-1 INn KANP 
1821 P-1481-2 IND KANP 
1828 P-1482 1ND KANP 6251 
1829 P~1412-1 IND KANP 
1830 P-1482-2 INn KANP 
1831 P-1483 IND KANP PLGR-NO.85-12 
1832 '-1483-1 IND KANP 
1133 P-1484 lND KANP 78-15 
1834 '-1484-1 IND KANP 
1835 P-1485 IND KANP 58-39 
1836 P-1485-1 IND KANP 
1837 P-1485-2 IND KANP 
1838 P-1486 INn KANP 8-5 
1839 P-1486--1 IND KANP 
1840 P·1486-2 IND KANP 
1841 P-1487 lND KANP 35-82 
1142 P-1481-1 IND KANP 
1843 P-1488 IND KANP 4()"81 
1844 P-1488-1 IND K.ANP 
184.5 P-1489 IND KANP 33-147-1 
1846 P-1489-1 INn KANP 
1847 P·149O lND KANP 7()"'1 
1848 P-1491 IND KANP 1744-47 
1849 P-1491-1 IND KANP 
1850 P-1492 IND KANP 6406 
1851 ' .. 1492-1 IND KANP 
18S2 P-1495 IND KANP 6410 
18.53 P-1496 IND KANP 6411 
1854 P-1496--1 JND KANP 
1855 P-l~2 IND KANP 
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1856 P-1491 IND KANP 6412 
1857 P-1498 IND KANP 6413 
1858 P-1498-1 IND KANP 
1859 P-1499 INO KANP 6414 
1860 P-1499-1 IND KANP 
1861 P-1499-2 IND KANP 
1862 P-1500 INO KANP 6415 
1863 P-1500-1 lNO KANP 
1864 P-1501 IND KANP 6416 
186.5 P-ISOI-1 1ND KANP 
1866 P-1501-2 IND KANP 
1867 P-lSOl-3 IND KANP 
1868 P-1501-4 IND KANP 
1869 P-ISOI-S IND KANP 
1870 P-1S02 IND KANP 6417 
1871 P-1502-1 IND KANP 
1872 P-lS02-2 IND KANP 
1873 P-IS02-3 IND KANP 
1874 P-IS03 lND KANP 6418 
1875 P-1504 IND KANP 6419 
1876 P·1505 IND KANP 6420 
1877 P-IS05-1 lND KANP 
1878 P-1506 IND KANP 6421 
1879 P-1506-1 IND KANP 
1880 P-IS06-2 lND KANP 
1881 P-I506-3 IND KANP 
1882 P-1S06-4 IND KANP 
1883 P·lS08-1 U.P. IND IARI 
1884 P·IS09 U.P. IND IARI G·24 
1885 P·lS09·1 U.P. IND lARl 
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1886 '-1512·1 U.P. IND IARl 
18" p..1513 NEWDElJII IND IARl NP-28 
1888 p..1513·1 NEW DELHI lND lARI 
lS.9 P·1513·2 NBWDEUJI IND JAR I 
1890 P-UI3-] NEWDElRI IND 1ARl 
1891 P .. 1.514 NEWOEIJU IND IARl NP·l00 
1892 P·1.514·1 NEWDEUlI IND IARI 
1193 P .. UU PUNJAB lND IARI PB·7 
1894 P·1SU-t PUNJAB IND IARI 
1895 P·1S15·2 PUNJAB IND IARl 
1196 '·1515·3 PUNJAB IND IARJ 
1897 P-1516 V.P. IND IARJ P·87 
1898 P·1.517 IND IARI EC-26414 
1899 P·lS19 IND IARI BC·26411 
1900 P·1521 IND IARI BC-26420 
1901 P .. lS22 INn IARl BC-26432 
1902 P-U2S MAR IARl EC-2644S 
1903 P-1S28-1 MAR IARI 
1904 P·1S28·2 MAR IARI 
1905 P4529 INn IARI BC·26446 
1906 P-1534 IND lARl EC·26458 
1901 '·1537 IND lARl EC·26871 
1901 P-U39 IND 1ARI BC·27090 
1909 P·t539·1 IND IARl 
1910 P·1542 IND JAR] BC·27093 
1911 P-ls..2-1 IND lARl 
1912 P·1S43 IND IARl EC·27176 
19l) P·I546 IND IARt BC·27S18 
1914 '·1546-1 IND JARI 
1915 P·I548 INO JARI EC-27657 
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1916 P-1548-1 INn lARl 
1917 P·1S49 IND lARI EC·27658 
1918 P-1549-1 IND lARI 
1919 P·1S52 1ND lARI EC·31339 
1920 P·1552-1 IND lARI 
1921 P-1552-2 IND lARI 
1922 P-1552-3 IND lARI 
1923 P·1553 IND IARI EC·34531 
1924 P·1553·1 INn IARJ 
1925 P·1554 IND lARl EC·34535 
1926 P-lSSS INn IARI EC·34541 
1927 P-1556 IND lARI EC·34551 
1928 P·15S6·1 IND lARJ 
1929 P-1557 IND IARl EC·35661 
1930 P·1558 U.P. IND JARI IC·5927 
1931 P·1558·1 U.P. IND IARI 
1932 P·1559 U.P. IND lARl IC·5925 
1933 P·1559-1 (J.P. IND lARI 
1934 P-1560 IND PAU G·24 
1935 P·156()..1 1ND PAU 
1936 P·1563 INn PAU C-169 
1937 P·1566 IND PAU C·l64 
1938 P·1566-1 IND PAU 
1939 P·1567 INn PAU 731 
1940 P·1568 IND PAU C·309 
1941 P·1569 INn PAU BNWR7-32 
1942 P-lS72 INn PAU C·377 
1943 P-IS73 INn PAU C-401 
1944 P-1S74 INC PAU BR-17 
1945 P-1S74-1 INn PAU 
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I946P·l.574~2 IND PAU 
1941 P-1575 INn PAll C-1239 
1948 P-1576 IND PAU 747 
1949 P·1S76-1 IND PAU 
1950 P-1576--2 IND PAU 
1951 P·U77 IND PAU C-161 
1952 P-I577-1 IND PAU 
1953 P·1577-2 INO PAU 
1954 P·1S78 IND PAU NP·61 
1955 P·1579 IND PAU 132 
1956 P·1579-1 INO PAU 
1951 P-1579-2 IND PAU 
1958 P .. 1S81 IND PAU 1250 
1959 P-1584 INO PAU 1234 
1960 P-l.586 IND PAU 780 
1961 P-1587 IND PAU C-23S 
1962 P·U87·1 INn PAU 
1963 P·1S88 INO PAU NP-46 
1964 P-1588·1 IND PAU 
1965 P-lS89 IND PAU C-9 
1966 P-lS89-1 IND PAU 
1967 P·lS90 IND PAU C-2 
1968 P-1S9Q.l IND PAU 
1969 P-lS91 1ND PAU NP-Sl 
1970 P·IS91-1 IND PAU 
1971 P·IS94 IND PAU C-I 
1972 P-I594-1 IND PAU 
1973 P-IS96 lND PAU 12~18 
1974 P-1S96-1 IND PAU 
1975 . P·lS97 INn PAU NP·2S 
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1976 P-1599 IND PAU C·84 
1977 P·1599·1 IND PAU 
1978 P-I602 IND PAU C·1S0 
1979 P-I602-1 IND PAU 
1980 P-I603 IND PAU C·156 
1981 P-I603-1 IND PAU 
\982 P-1603·2 INn PAU 
1983 P·I605 IND PAU C-1l2 
1984 P·I605·1 IND PAU 
1985 P·I606 IND PAU NP"(;7 
1986 P-I606-1 INn PAU 
1987 P·I606·2 1ND PAU 
1988 P·I608 IND PAU C·16 
1989 P·1608·] IND PAU 
1990 P·1610 IND PAU NP·2S·1 
1991 P·1610·1 1ND PAU 
1992 P·1610·2 1ND PAU 
1993 P·161l IND PAU G-5 
1994 P·1613 1ND PAU G-18 
1995 P·1613·1 1ND PAU 
1996 P·1613·2 IND PAU 
1997 P·1614 IND PAU G·131 
1998 P·1614·1 IND PAU 
1999 P·1614·2 IND PAU 
2000 P-1618 lND PAU NP·S7 
2001 P·1619 IND PAU G-13203 
2002 P·1620 lND PAU G·28 
2003 P-I620-1 IND PAU 
2004- p. 1 620·2 IND PAU 
200S P-1620-3 IND PAU 
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2006 P-1621 IND PAU KANDALAY2 
2007 P·t622 IND PAU NP-73 
2008 P·I623 IND PAU NP-14 
2009 P·1623-1 IND PAU 
2010 P-I624 IND PAU KANDALAY 
2011 P-l62S IND PAU 5-33 
2012 P-I625-1 IND PAU 
2013 P-I626 INn PAU 1122 
2014 P-I626-1 INn PAU 
2015 P·I627 INn PAU G·56259 
2016 P-I627-1 IND PAU 
2017 P·I627·2 IND PAU 
2018 P·1628 IND PAU G-130 
2019 P·l62B-l lND PAU 
2020 P .. I62B-2 IND PAU 
2021 P·1630 IND PAU G-G-ElIJ~ 
2022 P-I630-1 INn PAU 
2023 P-1631 IND PAU NP-10 
2024 P·I632 IND PAU BN-31l3 
2025 P·I633 IND PAU NP·24 
2026 P-1634 IND PAU S-26 
2CYl7 P-I634·1 IND PAU 
2028 P·I634-2 IND PAU 
2029 P·l63' IND PAU CP-252 
2030 P·I635·1 1ND PAU 
2031 P·1636 IND PAU SCP-205 
2032 P-I637 IND PAU NP-49 
2033P-I637-1 IND PAU 
2034 P·I637·A IND PAU 
2035 P-I638 lND PAU 5p.203 
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2036 P-1638·1 IND PAU 
2037 P-1638-2 IND PAU 
2038 P-1639 IND PAU NP-S9 
2039 P-1639-1 IND PAU 
2040 P-1639-2 IND PAU 
2041 P-1642 IND PAU 1118 
2042 P-1642-1 IND PAU 
2043 P-1644 IND PAU NP-45 
2044 P-H>45 lND PAU C-4 
2045 P-I64S-} IND PAU 
2046 P-l647 IND PAU NP-23 
2047 P-l64S IND PAU NP-56 
2048 P-I648-1 INn PAU 
2049 P-1648-2 IND PAU 
2050 P·I64S-3 IND PAU 
2051 P-1652 INn PAU PUSA4l3 
2052 P-1654 IND PAU NP·15 
2053 P-16S5 IND PAU N-8 
2054 P-16SS-1 IND PAU 
20SS P-16SS-2 IND PAU 
2056 P-16S6 IND PAU PUSA-46 
2057 P-16S7 lND PAU PUSA-44 
2058 P-16S7-1 [NO PAU 
2059 P-1659 INn PAU PB-14 
2060 P-l660 1NO PAU GIANT-l 
2061 P-1660-1 1NO PAU 
2062 P-1660-2 1NO PAU 
2063 P-1661 INn PAU PUSA-20 
2064 P-1661-1 IND PAU 
2065 P-1662 IND PAU PB-24 
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2066 P-1663 INn PAU PB-ll 
2067 P-I663-1 IND PAU 
2068 P·I66S INn PAU PB-2 
2069 P·l 666-1 IND PAU 
2070 P·I667 IND PAU CP-62 
2071 P-I668 INn PAU lP-58 
2072 P~1670 IND PAU PB-22 
2013 p. J 67()"1 IND PAU 
2074 P·1672 IND PAU NP-47 
2015 P.I614 IND PAU C-J20 
2076 P-I674-1 lND PAU 
2071 P-1675 MEX PAU V-1l4 
2078 P·1675-1 MEX PAU 
2079 P-1677 MEX PAU V-S7 
2080 P-1671 MEX PAU V-1I8 
2011 P .. 1679 MEX PAU V-170 
2012 P·1679·1 MEX PAU 
2083 P-I679-2 MEX PAU 
2084 P-1681 MEX PAU V-88 
2085 P·1682 MEX PAU V~89 
2086 P-I683 MID( PAU V-9S 
2087 P·I683·1 MEX PAU 
2088 P-1683~2 MEX PAU 
2089 P-1684 MEX PAU V-91 
2090 P·1686 MBX PAU V-lOS 
2091 P·1687 MEX PAU V-120 
2092 P-1688 MEX PAU V-l23 
2093 P-I68I-1 MEX PAU 
2094 p..1688-2 MEX PAU 
209S '-1689 MBX PAU V-121 
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2096 P·1690 MEX PAU V·l09 
2097 P·1693 MID( PAU Va 127 
2098 P·I693·1 MEX PAU 
2099 P·I693·2 MEX PAU 
2100 P·1694 MEX PAU V-I29 
2101 p. 1694· 1 MBX PAU 
2102 P·169S MBX PAU V·132 
2103 P-1696 MEX PAU V-IlS 
2104 P·t696-1 MEX PAU 
2IOS P-I696-2 MEX PAU 
2106 P·1697 MEX PAU V-14S 
2107 P-1697·1 MEX PAU 
2108 P-I697-2 MEX PAU 
2109 P·1698 MEX PAU V-ISO 
2110 P-1698·1 MEX PAU 
2111 P-1699 MEX PAU V-IS7 
2112 P·1699·1 MEX PAU 
2JJ3 P-J699·2 MEX PAU 
2114 P·1701 MEX PAU V·I66 
2115 P·1701·] MEX PAU 
2116 P·1702 MEX PAU V·]68 
2117 P-1704 MEX PAU V-1l2 
2118 P·1704·1 MEX PAU 
2119 P·170S MEX PAU V-7S 
2120 P-l70S-1 MEX PAU 
2121 P·]706 MEX PAU V-ISS 
2122 p. 1 706-1 MEX PAU 
2123 P-1707 MBX PAU V-74 
2124 P·1707·1 MEX PAU 
2125 P·1707·2 MBX PAU 
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2126 P-I707-3 MEX PAU 
2121 P-I709 MEX PAU V-76 
21Z8 P-I7OP-l MEX PAU 
2129 P-1110 MEX PAU V-77 
2130 P~11J()'1 MEX PAU 
2131 '-1712 MEX PAU V-79 
2132 P~1712-1 MEX PAU 
2133 P-1713 MEX PAU V-51 
213-4 '~1714 MEX PAU V-44 
2135 P-1714-1 MEX PAU 
2136 P-1714-2 MEX PAU 
2137 P-1716 MEX PAU V-55 
2138 '-l71&.1 MEX PAU 
2139 P·1717 MEX PAU V-72 
2140 P·1717-1 MEX PAU 
2141 '-1717-2 MEX PAU 
2142 '-1718 MEX PAU V-73 
2143 P·1718-1 MEX PAU 
2144 P~1719 MEX PAU V-4S 
2145 P-I720 MEX PAU V-71 
2146 P·l72().l MEX PAU 
2147 P-J721 MEX PAU V-46 
2148 '-1721-1 M1!'X PAU 
2149 P-I723 MEX PAU V-fIJ 
2150 P.I72S MEX PAU V-49 
21SI P·I726 MEX PAU V-3S 
2152 '·1727 MEX PAU V-34 
2153 P-1728 MBX PAU V-16 
,2154 ' .. 1729 MEX PAU V-IS 
2155 P-1730 MEX PAU V-31 
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2156 P-I732 MEX PAU V-ll 
2157 P-1733 MEX PAU V-13 
2158 P-1734 MEX PAU V-36 
2159 P-1741 MEX PAU V-14 
2160 P-1741-1 MEX PAU 
216] P-1742 IRN PAU 'I'EHRAN-32 
2162 P-1742-1 lRN PAU 
2163 P-1745 MEX PAU V-19 
2164 P·1747 MEX PAU V·20 
2165 P·1747·1 MEX PAU 
2166 P-1748 MEX PAU V-S8 
2167 P-1748-1 MEX PAU 
2168 P·1749 MEX PAU V-26 
2169 P-1749-1 MEX PAU 
2170 P-1751 MEX PAU V-33 
2171 P-1751-1 MEX PAU 
2]72 P-1752 MEX PAU V-I 
2173 P-1752-1 MEX PAU 
2174 P-1153 IND PAU ]469 XX 
2175 P-1754 IND PAU 
2176 P-1758 MEX PAU V-62 
2177 P-1759 MEX PAU V-68 
2178 P-1759-1 MEX PAU 
2179 P-1760 MEX PAU V-66 
2180 P-1761 IND PAU 71234 
2181 P-1761-1 IND PAU 
2182 P-1761-2 IND PAU 
2183 P-1761-3 IND PAU 
2184 P·1761-4 IND PAU 
2185 P-1762 IND PAU AHMEDABAD S-1 
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2116 P-1762-1 IND PAU 
2181 P-1763 MEX PAU V-6 
2188 '·1163·1 MEX PAU 
2119 P·116S MEX PAU V-31 
2190 P·1765-1 MEX PAU 
2191 P·1166 IND PAU GALBEN 
2192 P·1767 MEX PAU V-30 
2193 P·1768 INn PAU AHMEDABAD S-2 
2194 P·1768·1 IND PAU 
2195 P·1768·2 IND PAU 
:U96 P·1769 lND PAU NADIADS·l 
2197 P·1770 IND PAU BENGAL GREEN 
2198 P·l'TlO-l lND PAU 
2199 P·I771 MEX PAU V·7 
2200 P-I772 POONA MAHARASHTRA INn PAU POONA Bl.ACK 
2201 P·I772-1 IND PAU 
2202 P·1772·2 IND PAU 
2203 P·1772-A IND PAU 
2204 '·1774 LKA PAU CEYLON-2 
2205 P·1775 DZA PAU ALGERlA-418 
2206 P·1776 lND PAU PALWAL 
2207 '·1779 IND PAU KANPL1t (p. t) 
2201 P·I719--1 IND PAU 
2209 P·I110 lND PAU F2R4 
2210 P·1711 DZA PAU ALGERlA-444 
2211 '·J782 IND PAU CROSS·A 
2212 P·t182·1 lND PAU 
2213 P-1783 IND PAU ATTOCK. 
2214 P-I784 BOY PAU CAIRO 
2215 '·1784·1 CAIRO BOY PAU 
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2216 P·17BS EOY PAU BR-70 
2217 P-1786 TEHERAN IRN PAU 24 
2218 P-1786-1 TEHERAN IRN PAU 
2219 P-1786-2 IRN PAU 
2220 P-1787 MHX PAU V-64 
2221 P-1788 USA PAU USA-606 
2222 P-1788~1 USA PAU 
2223 P-1789 IND PAU RAJAHMUNDRY 
2224 P·1789·1 RAJAHMUNDRY A.P. IND PAU 
2225 P-1789-2 IND PAU 
2226 P-1790 rutLUNDUR PUNJAB IND PAU rutLUNDUR-367-7 
2227 P-1792 IND PAU OODAGS-2 
2228 P-1793 BROACH GUJARAT IND PAU BROACH 
2229 P-1794 RAJASrnAN IND PAU 
2230 P-1798 PAl( PAU LAHORE-6 
2231 P-J 798·1 PAx: PAU 
2232 P-J80t NOI PAU EC·26430 
2233 P-180S BAGHDAD IRQ PAU BAGHDAD 8-4 
2234 P-180S-1 IRQ PAU 
223S P-1806 NOI PAU EC·26426 
2236 P·1807 IND PAU 71237 
2237 P·18tO USA PAU USA-609 
2238 P-U l().. 1 USA PAU 
2239 P·U13 IND PAU FRONTIER S-l 
2240 P·UI4 TEHERAN IRN PAU 'J'EHPJtAN-12 
2241 P-lII4-1 IRN PAU 
2242 paUlS IND PAU 1478 XXI 
2243 P-181S IND PAU 1411 
2244 P·t819 NOI RPIP EC·26429 
2245 P·1821 IND PAU EC-2643S 
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2246 P·1829 PKPS IRN IRAN 0002 0002 
2241 P-1830 PK.PS IRN IRAN 00030003 
2248 P·1830-1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2249 '·1831 PKPS IRN IRAN 00060004 
22S0 P·1831 OHAZVlN IRN IRAN 10 GHAZVIN LOCA 
2251 P-1837·1 GHAZVIN IRN IRAN 
2252 P·1139 PK.PS IRN IRAN 1312 
2153 P-UWl PKPS IRN IRAN 00160014 
1254 P·I841·1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
22SS P·I848 PIPS JRN IRAN 00220021 
22S6 '·1848· t PKPS IRN IRAN 
2251 P .. 1853A PK.PS IRN IRAN 00270026 
2258 P-) 853·1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2259 P-II54 PKPS IRN IRAN 00280027 
2260 P·185' IRN RPIP 
2261 P·1855·1 lRN RPIP 
2262 P-1857 IRN RPIP 
2263 p..18S7·1 IRN RPIP 
2264 P·18S8 PKPS lRN IRAN 0031 0031 
2265 p. 116 1 PKPS IRN IRAN 0034 0034 
2266 P·1862 PKPS IRN IRAN 00350035 
2267 P-I863 PKPS IRN IRAN 00360036 
2268 P·1867 GHAZVlN IRN IRAN 40 GHAZVINLOCAL 
2269 P-I869 PKPS IRN IRAN 041042 
2270 P·1872 PKPS IRN IRAN 00440045 
2271 P·1I72-1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2272 P .. 1873 PKPS IRN IRAN 00450046 
2273 P·1875 PKPS IRN IRAN 00470048 
2274 P·1879 IRN RPlP 
2275 P-1881 PK.PS IRN IRAN 00520054 
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2276 P-1883 PKPS IRN IRAN 00S4 0056 
2277 P-ISS3-1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2278 P·1883·2 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2279 P·1884 PKPS IRN IRAN OOSS 0057 
2280 P-1884-1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2281 P-1884-2 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2282 P·1885 PKPS IRN IRAN 00560058 
2283 P-1885-1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2284 P·1888 PKPS IRN IRAN 00580061 
2285 P.1890 IRN RPIP 
2286 P·1905 PKPS IRN IRAN 00740078 
2287 P·1918 PKPS IRN IRAN 00850091 
2288 P·1918-1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2289 P·1920 PKPS IRN IRAN 00870093 
2290 P-1932 PKPS IRN IRAN 98 lOS 
2291 P-1932-1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2292 P-1936 PKPS IRN IRAN 102109 
2293 P·1936-1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2294 P-1941 PKPS IRN IRAN 106114 
2295 P-1944 OK.LA USA USDA 0109 0117 
2296 P·1946 lND USDA PI·214311 
2297 P-1949 IRN USDA PI-149982 
2298 P-19S4 AFG USDA PI-254SS0 
2299 P·1954 ESP USDA Pl·254889 
2300 P-19S4-1 ESP USDA 
2301 P-19S6 NOI RPIP 
2302 P·1964 ARDESn. IRN IRAN 
2303 P·t968 lRN RPIP 
2304 P·1970 ARDEBll.. JRN IRAN 011520143 
2305 P·1972 KARAJ lRN IRAN 01540J45 
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2306 p·lm-l K.ARAJ IRN IRAN 
2307 P·l97. 0HAZVlN IRN IRAN 01590151 
2301 P-I978-1 OHAZVJN IRN IRAN 
2309 P-1981 AZARSHAHRE lRN IRAN 01620154 
2310 P-I9I2 AZARSHAHRE IRN IRAN 01630155 
2311 P·1982·1 AZARSHAHRE IRN IRAN 
2312 P-I982-2 AZARSHAHRE IRN IRAN 
2313 P-198S KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 01660158 
2314 P·I985-1 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
23lS P-I985-2 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
2316 P-1985·3 K£R.MANSHAH IRN IRAN 
2317 P-1986 K£R.M.ANSHAH IRN IRAN 01670159 
2318 '·1986.1 K£R.M.ANSHAH IRN IRAN 
2319 P-19.9 DARREH-GAS IRN IRAN 01690162 
2320 P·I992 IRN RPlP 
2321 P-I994 IRN RPlP 
2322 P-I994-1 IRN RPIP 
2323 P-I994-2 IRN RPIP 
232A P-I995 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 01750168 
2l~ P-2000 IRN IRAN 01790173 
2326 '-2003 MOOHAN IRN IRAN 01820176 
2321 P-2<I03·1 MOOHAN IRN IRAN 
2321 '-2003-2 MOOHAN IRN IRAN 
2329 '-2006 ARDEBD. IRN IRAN 01860179 
2330 '-2008 ARDEBll.. DtN IRAN 01870181 
2331 P-2009 IRN IRAN 01880182 
2332p·2010 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN OlB90183 
2333 P-2016 KARAJ IRN IRAN 019S 0189 
2334 'P-201'-1 KAR.AJ IRN IRAN 
2335 P.2021 lRN IRAN 0199 0194 
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2336 P-2023 TORBA1E HEYDARYIEH IRN IRAN 02010196 
2337 P-2023·1 TORBA TE HEYDARYIEH IRN IRAN 
2338 P·2024 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 0202 0197 
2339 P-2028 A KARAJ IRN IRAN 0206 0201 
2340 P·2030 IRN lRAN 02080203 
2341 P·2031 IRN IRAN 0209 0204 
2342 P·2031·. IRN IRAN 
2343 P·2032 IRN RPIP 
2344 P·2035 PKPS JRN IRAN 02130208 
2345 P·2047 IRN RPIP 
2346 P·2047-1 IRN IRAN 
2347 P·2049 PKPS IRN IRAN 02250222 
2348 P·20SS PKPS IRN IRAN 0231 0238 
2349 P-2058 PKPS IRN IRAN 0233 0231 
2350 P-20S9 PKPS IRN IRAN 0234 0232 
2351 P·2059·1 PKPS IRN IRAN 
2352 P·206S PKPS IR.N RPIP 
2353 P-2069 PKPS IRN IRAN 02430242 
2354 P·2069-1 PKPS JRN IRAN 
2355 P-201S PKPS IRN IRAN 02S 1 02S 1 
2356 P·2086 PKPS IRN IRAN 02590259 
2357 P-2095 PKPS IRN IRAN 02670268 
2358 P-2099 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 0290 0272 
2359 P-2099-1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
2360 P-2100 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 02980273 
2361 P-21()()..1 ESPAHAN IRN IRAN 
2362 P-2102 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 0301 027S 
2363 P-2102-t ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
2364 P-21 04 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 0]03 0277 
2365 P-210S ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 0305 0278 
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2366 P·2109 IRN IRAN 03080282 
2367 P-2114 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 03130287 
2361 P-2118 BSFAHAN lRN IRAN 03160291 
2369 pw2118-1 BSFAHAN JRN IRAN 
2370 P-2122 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 03200295 
2371 P-2122-1 ESFAflAN IRN IRAN 
2372 P-ll23 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 032t 0296 
2373 '-2123-1 ESPAHAN IRN IRAN 
2374 '-2129 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 03270302 
2315 P-2136 ESFAHAN lRN IRAN 03350309 
2376 P-2140 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 03380313 
2377 '·214().1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
2378 P-2143 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 03410316 
2379 P-2144 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 03420317 
2310 P·2147 IRN RPIP 
2311 P-21·47.1 IRN RPIP 
2312 pw2149 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 03490322 
2383 P-2149-1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
2384 P-21~1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 03490324 
238S P·2lSl·1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
2386 '-2157 IRN RPIP 
2387 P-2lS9 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03560332 
2388 P-2161 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03580334 
2389p·2163 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03600336 
2390 P·2164 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03610337 
2391 P-2164-) GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2392 P·2164·2 GHOCHAN lRN IRAN 
2393 P;.2166 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03630339 
2394 P·2167 IR.N RPJP 
2395 P-1168 OHOCHAN IR.N IRAN 0364 0341 
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2396 P-2170 GHOOiAN JRN IRAN 03660343 
2397 P·2170-1 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2398 P·2172 GHOCHAN JRN IRAN 0368 0345 
2399 P·2173 GHOOIAN IRN IRAN 03690346 
2400 P-2173·1 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2401 P-2173·2 GHOCHAN JRN IRAN 
2402 P·2174 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 03700347 
2403 P·2175 GHOCHAN JRN IRAN 0371 0348 
2404 P-2176 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 0372 0349 
2405 P-2176-1 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2406 P·217S JRN IRAN 03730351 
2407 P·2178·l GHOCHAN JRN IRAN 
2408 P·2178·2 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 
2409 P-2180 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 03750353 
2410 P-21S1 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03760354 
2411 P-2181·1 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2412 P-2183 GHOCHAN IR.N IRAN 03780356 
2413 P·218S GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03800358 
2414 P-2186 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 03810359 
2415 P·2187 JRN RPIP 
2416 P·2188 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03820361 
2417 P·2189 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03830362 
2418 P-2191 GHOCHAN tRN IRAN 03850364 
2419 P·2192 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03860365 
2420 P·2193 ORomAN lRN IRAN 03870366 
2421 P·2194 GHoatAN IRN IRAN 03880367 
2422 P-2198 GHOCHAN lRN IRAN 03910371 
2423 P-2198-1 GHOCliAN IRN IRAN 
2424 P-2199 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 0392 0372 
2425 P·2202 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03950375 
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2426 P-22Ol-1 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 
2427 P-2202-2 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2428 P .. 2203 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03960376 
2429 P .. 2204 OHOCHAN IR.N IRAN 03970377 
2430 '-2204-1 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2431 P~22OS OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 03980378 
2432 P-U07 IRN RPIP 
2433 P-2208 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04000381 
2434 P·2208·1 OHOCHAN lRN IRAN 
2435 P·2213 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04050386 
2436 '-221S OHOCHAN lRN IRAN 04070388 
2437 P-2215-1 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2438 P·2219 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04100392 
2<439 '-2220 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 0411 0393 
2440 P-2221 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 0412 0394 
2441 P·2221-1 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2442 '-2222 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04130395 
2443 P·2223 OHOCHAN lRN IRAN 04J40396 
2444 P·2224 OHOCHAN IR.N IRAN 04150397 
24CS P-2224·1 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2446 '·2224·2 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2447 '·2225 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04160398 
2448 P·2225·1 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2449 P-2228 OHOCHAN lRN IRAN 04]80401 
2450 P-2230 aHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04200403 
2451 P-2236 OHOCHAN lRN IRAN 04260409 
2452 P·2236-2 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
24.53 P-2239 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 04280412 
2454 ' .. 22.39-t OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 
2455 P-2240 GHOCHAN JR.N IRAN 04290413 
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2456 P-2242 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04310415 
2457 P-2242-1 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2458 P-2244 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04330417 
2459 P-2244-1 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2460 P-2245 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 0434 0418 
2461 P-2249 GHOCHAN JRN IRAN 04370422 
2462 P-2252 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04400425 
2463 P-2258 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04450431 
2464 P-2258-1 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2465 P-2260 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04470433 
2466 P-2261 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04480434 
2467 P·2262 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04490435 
2468 P-2262-1 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2469 P-2263 GHoalAN IRN IRAN 04500436 
2470 P-2263-1 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2471 P-2263-2 GHOCllAN IRN IRAN 
2472 P-2264 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04510437 
2473 P·2265 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04520438 
2474 P-2266 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04530439 
2475 P-2268 GHOC"HAN IR.N IRAN 04540441 
2476 P·2269 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 045S 0442 
2477 P-2280 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 046504S3 
2478 P-2283 OH()(]IAN IRN IRAN 0468 0456 
2479 P-2286 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 04710459 
2480 P-2290 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 04740463 
2481 P-2293 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 04770466 
2482 P-2302 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 04850475 
2483 P-2305 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04880478 
2484 P-2328 BSFAI-IAN IRN IRAN 0508 0501 
248S P-2334 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 05140507 
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2486 P·2U8 ESPAHAN fRN IRAN 05170511 
2487 P·2340.1 GHOCHAN fRN IRAN 
240 p..2343 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05220516 
2489 P·2]43·2 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 
20(90 P .. 2345 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05240518 
2491 P·2346 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05250519 
2492 P-2346-1 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2493 P-23S1 (3HOCHAN JaN IRAN 05290524 
~94 P-2356 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05340529 
249S '·2364 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05410537 
2496 P·2365 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 04520438 
2497 P·2366 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 05430539 
2498 P·2371 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05480544 
2499 P·2374 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05S10547 
2S00 P·2376 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05530549 
2501 P-2376-1 GHOCHAN JRN IRAN 
2502 P-237' GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05540551 
2503 P-2379 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05550552 
2504 P-2319-. GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2505 P-2381 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN OSS70554 
2506 P-2383 GHOCHAN 1RN IRAN 05590556 
1507 P-2386 GHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05620559 
2503 P·2386-1 OHOCHAN JRN IRAN 
2509 P·2386-2 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 
2510 P-2389 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 0564 0562 
2511 '-2390 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05650563 
2St2 P-2391 OHOCHAN tRN IRAN 0566 0564 
2513P·2391·1 OHOCHAN lRN IRAN 
2514 P .. 2392 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05670565 
2515 P·2394 GHOCHAN JR.N IRAN 05690567 
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2516 P-2395 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05700568 
2517 P-2396 OHOCliAN IRN IRAN 05710569 
2518 P-23?8 GHOCHAN' IRN IRAN 0572 0571 
2519 P-2403 OHOCHAN IRN IRAN 05770576 
2520 P-2401 IRN RPlP 
2521 P-2414 PARS IR.N IRAN 0588 OS87 
2522 P-2414-1 FARS IRN IRAN 
2523 P-2411 IRN RPIP 
2524 P-2422 PARS IR.N IRAN 05950595 
2525 P-2422-1 PARS IRN IRAN 
2526 P-2422-2 PARS IRN IRAN 
2527 P-2426 PARS JRN IRAN 0599 0599 
2528 P-2426-1 PARS IRN IRAN 
2529 P-2427 IRN RPIP 
2530 P-2441 PARS IRN fRAN 06120614 
2531 P-l443 PARS IRN IRAN 06140616 
2532 P-24S7 IRN RPIP 
2533 P-2460 PARS IRN fRAN 06290633 
2534 P-2468 PARS IRN fRAN 06360641 
2535 P-2470 PARS IRN IRAN 06380643 
2536 P-2474 PARS IRN IRAN 06420641 
2537 P-2477 IRN RPIP 
2538 P-2479 PARS IRN IRAN 06460652 
2539 P-l481 PARS IRN IRAN 06480654 
2540 P-2481-1 PARS IRN IRAN 
2541 P-2492 PARS IRN IRAN 06590665 
2542 P-2494 PARS IR.N IRAN 06610667 
2543 P-1503 DARAOAZ IR.N IRAN 06690676 
2544 P-1S04 DARAOAZ JRN IRAN 06100677 
2S4S P-2S11 DARAOAZ 1RN IRAN 06760684 
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2S46 P-2512 DARAGAZ fRN IRAN 0677 0685 
25041 P·2511 DARAOAZ IRN IRAN 0682 0691 
2548 P·2520 DARAGAZ IRN IRAN 0684 0693 
2549 P·1521 DARAGAZ IRN IRAN 0685 0694 
1550 P·2524 DARAOAZ IRN IRAN 06880697 
2551 P-2526 DARAOAZ IRN IRAN 06900699 
15'2 P-2528 MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 06910701 
2553 P-2529 MAZANOARAN IRN IRAN 06920702 
25$4 P-253O MA2ANDARAN rRN IRAN 06930703 
2555 P-2536 MA2'ANDARAN IR.N IRAN 07000709 
2556 '·2544 MAZANOARAN IRN IRAN 0709 0717 
25" P·1S44·1 MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 
2551 '-2.548 MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 07120121 
2559 '-2550 MAZANDARAN rRN IRAN 07140723 
2560 P-25sc)'1 MAZANDARAN lR.N IRAN 
2561 '-2552 MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 07160725 
2562 P-2553 MAZANOARAN rRN IRAN 07170726 
2563 P·25'3·1 MAZANDARAN lR.N IRAN 
2S64 P·2554 MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 07180727 
2S6S P~2S56 IRN IRAN 07230729 
2566 P·lS!9 NEYSHABUR IR.N IRAN 0725 0732 
2567 P .. 2561 NEYSHABUR lR.N IRAN 0727 0734 
1561 P-2S63 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0129 0136 
2569 '·2566 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 01320739 
2510 P-2571 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07360144 
2571 P-2$73 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 01380746 
2572 '-2573-1 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2573 P-2574 NEYSHABUR JaN IRAN 01390741 
2514 P-2574-1 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2515 P·2575 NEYSHABUR 1RN IRAN 01400748 
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2576 P-2575-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
'2577 P-2S78 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07420751 
2518 P·2S78-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2519 P-2580 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07440753 
2580 P-2583 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07470156 
2581 P-2585 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 074907S8 
2582 P·2586-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2583 P-2S87 IRN RPIP 
2584 P-2591 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07.54 0764 
2585 P-2591-1 NEYSHABUR. IRN IRAN 
2586 P·2592 NEYSHABUR. IRN IRAN 075S 0765 
2587 P-2592-1 NEYSHABUR. IRN IRAN 
2588 P-2598 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07600771 
2589 P-2599 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0761 0772 
2590 P-2600 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07630773 
2591 P-2601 NEYSHABUR. IRN IRAN 0764 0774 
2592 P·2601-1 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2593 P-2602 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 076.5 077S 
2594 P·2602-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2595 P-2602-2 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2.596 P-2606 NEYSHABUR lR.N IRAN 07690779 
2597 P-26()6..2 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2.598 P-2609 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 01710782 
2599 P-2610 NEYSHABUR lR.N IRAN 0772 0783 
2600 P-2614 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0777 0787 
2601 P-2615 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07780188 
2602 P-2616 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07790789 
2603 P-2617 IRN RPIP 
2604 P-2617-1 IRN RPIP 
2605 P-2618 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07800791 
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2e06 p..2619 JRN IRAN 07820792 
.." ' .. 2619.1 NEYSHABUR JRN IRAN 
2601 P-2619.2 NEYSHABUR JRN IRAN 
2609 '·2619-3 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2610 '·26194 NEYSHABUR JRN IRAN 
2611 '-2621 NEYSHABUR JRN IRAN 0784 0794 
26lZ '·2621·1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
261' '·262..4 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07880797 
2614 '-2626-1 NEYSHABUR JRN IRAN 
2615 ' .. 2621 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0792 0801 
2616 P·2630 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07990803 
2611 P-2631 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08000804 
2611 P·2632 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08010805 
2619 '·2633 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08030806 
2620 P .. 2634 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0804 0807 
2621 P·2634·1 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2622 P·2637 JRN RPIP 
2623 P·2637-1 IRN RPIP 
2624 '·2637·2 IRN RPJP 
2625 P-2638 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0808 0811 
2626 '·2639 NEYSHABUR lRN IRAN 0809 0812 
2627 P·2640 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08100813 
2621 ' .. 2642 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0812081S 
2629 P·2"'2 .. 1 NBYSIiABUR lRN IRAN 
2630 P·2643 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0809 0812 
2631 P .. 2644 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08140817 
2632 ' .. 2645 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08160818 
263' P·2645-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
~ P·2646 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08170819 
2635 P .. 265O NEYSHABUR. IRN IRAN 08220823 
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2636 P-26S1 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08230814 
2637 P-2652 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 082A OIlS 
2638 P-26S3 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 01250126 
2639 P-26S4 NBYSHABUR 1RN IRAN 01270827 
2640 P-26SS NBYSHABUR. 1RN IRAN 08280828 
2641 P-2656 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08290829 
2642 P-2656-1 NBYSHABUR 1RN IRAN 
2643 P-2657 NBYSHABUR. IRN RPJP 
2644 P-2658 NBYSHABUR 1RN IRAN 08300831 
2645 P·2663 NBYSHABUR. 1RN IRAN 08350836 
2646 P-2664 NBYSHABUR 1RN IRAN 08360837 
2647 P-2666 NEYSHABUR lRN IRAN 08380839 
2648 P-2669 NBYSHABUR lRN IRAN 0141 0142 
2649 P-2669-1 NBYSHABUR lRN IRAN 
2650 P-2670-1 NBYSHABUR lRN IRAN 
2651 P-2671 NBYSHABUR. IRN IRAN 08430844 
2652 P-2672 NBYSHABUR 1RN IRAN 08440845 
2653 P-2672-1 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2654 P-2672-2 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2655 P-2674 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08460847 
2656 P-2678 NBYSHABUR lRN IRAN 08S0 0851 
2657 P-2683-1 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
26S8 P-2686 NBYSHABUR lRN IRAN 08"0859 
2659 P-2686-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2660 P-2686-2 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2661 P-2687 IRN RPIP 
2662 P-2687-1 IRN RPIP 
2663 P-2687-2 IRN RPIP 
2664 P-2687-3 IRN RPIP 
2665 P-2688 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 01590161 
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2666 '·2619 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 08600862 
_7 P-2613 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 08650866 
2661 '-2696 IRN IRAN 08690869 
2669 P·2617 IRN RPIP 
2610 P-2697-1 IRN RPIP 
2611 p..2697-2 IRN RPIP 
2672 P-2699 SHlRAZ IRN IRAN 08710872 
2613 '-2701 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 08730874 
2674 '.2708 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 08790881 
2615 '-2709 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 08800882 
2676 '·2112 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 08830885 
2677 '-2no SHIRAZ JR.N IRAN 08900893 
2678 P-2721 SHIRAZ JR.N IRAN 08910894 
2679 P·2721-1 SHIRAZ JR.N IRAN 
2610 P·2722 SHIRAZ JR.N IRAN 08920895 
2611 '·2723 SHIRAZ lR.N IRAN 08930896 
2682 P·2727 IR.N RPIP 
2613 P-2727-1 IR.N RPIP 
2684 '-2730 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 0899 0903 261' '-2732 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 0901090S 
2616 P .. 2734 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 0903 0907 
2617 '-2740 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 0908 0913 
2618 '-274S SHlRAZ lRN IRAN 0913 0918 
2689 P·2746 SHIRAZ lRN IRAN 09140919 
2690 '-2754 SH1R.AZ lRN IRAN 09210921 
2691 '-2"8 SHIRAZ 1RN IRAN 0924 0931 
2692 P-2759 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 09250932 
., P-2763 SHIRAZ IRN IRAN 09290936 
2694 '-2164 SHIRAZ JRN IRAN 09300937 
2695 P .. 2774 SHJRAZ IRN IRAN 09390947 
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2696 P-2774-1 SHIRAZ JRN IRAN 
2697 P-2782 SHJRAZ lRN IRAN 09460955 
2698 P-2784 NEYSHABUR JRN IRAN 09480957 
2699 P-2786 NEYSHABUR lRN IRAN 09500959 
2700 P-278&-1 NEYSHABUR lRN IRAN 
2701 P-2788 NEYSHABUR JaN IRAN 095J 0961 
2702 P-2788-1 NBYSHABUR JRN IRAN 
2703 P-2793 NEYSHABUR JRN IRAN 09560966 
2704 P-2794 NBYSHABUR JRN IRAN 09570967 
2705 P-2794-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2706 P-279S NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0958 096B 
2707 P-2797 JaN RPIP 
2708 P-2799 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 09610972 
2709 P-2800 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0962 0973 
2710 P-2802 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0964 0975 
2711 P-2803 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 096S 0976 
2712 P-2806 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0961 0979 
2713 P-2808 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 09690981 
2714 P-2809 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 09700982 
2715 P-2809-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
2716 P-2B14 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 09750987 
2717 P-2821 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 09840994 
2711 po2123 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 09860996 
2719 P-2825 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 09890991 
2720 P-2826 ARDEBD.. JaN IRAN 09900999 
2721 P-2828 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 09911001 
2722 P-2828-1 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 
2723 P-2834 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 0997 1007 
2724 P-2834-1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2725 P-2837 IRN RPIP 
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2726 P-2140 ARDEBR. lRN IRAN 10031013 
2127 P·2850 ARDBBR. JRN IRAN 1012102) 
2728 P .. 2851 ARDEBn.. lRN IRAN 1013 1024 
2729 P·2852 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 1014 1025 
2730 P-2853 ARDBBIL JRN IRAN lOIS 1026 
2731 P .. 2854 AROEBIL IRN IRAN 10161027 
2732 P.2854-1 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 
2733 P-28~5 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 10171028 
2734 P-2I62 ARDBBn.. IRN IRAN 10231035 
2735 P·2167 IRN RPIP 
2736 P-2867-1 IRN RPlP 
2731 P-2868 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 1028 1041 
273. P·2870 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 10301043 
2759 P-287l ARDBBa IRN IRAN 1031 1044 
2740 P-2872 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 1032 1045 
2741 P·2871 IRN RPIP 
2742 P-2871 ARDEBIL IRN NAN 10371051 
2743 P·2882 ARDBBn.. IRN IRAN 10411055 
2744 P·2IBS ARDEen.. IRN IRAN 104410S8 
274$ P-288S·1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2746 P .. 2886-1 ARDBBD.. IRN IRAN 
2747 P .. Z887 IRN RPJP 
2148 P-2889 ARDEBn.. JRN IRAN 10471062 
2149 p.2.892 ARDBBB.. 1RN IRAN 10S0 1065 
2150 '-2895 IRN IRAN 10S31068 
2751P-2904 ARDBBn.. IRN IRAN 1061 1077 
2152 p-29C)S ARDEBn.. 1RN IRAN 10621078 
2753 '-2901 IRN RPIP 
27.54 P·2912 ARDBBn.. IRN RPIP 10681085 
2755 '·2930 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 10841103 
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2756 P-293 I ARDEBn.. lR.N IRAN 10851104 
2757 P-2932 ARDEBn.. lR.N IRAN 10861105 
27S8 P-2934 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 10881107 
2759 P-2934-1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2760 P-293S ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 10191108 
2761 P-293S-1 ARDEBJL IRN IRAN 
2762 P-293S-2 ARDEBn.. lR.N IRAN 
2763 P-2937 IRN RPIP 
2764 P-2939 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 10931112 
2765 P-2939-1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2766 P-2939-2 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2767 P-2940 ARDEBn.. lR.N IRAN 1094 1113 
2768 P-2940-1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2769 P·2943 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 10991116 
2770 P·2943·1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2771 P-2943-2 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2772 P-2945 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 11011118 
2773 P-2945·1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2774 P-294S-2 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2775 P-2946 AROEBn.. IRN IRAN 11021119 
2776 P-2946-1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2777 P-2949 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 11041122 
2778 P·29S0 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 1105 1123 
2779 P·2950-1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2780 P·29S2 ARDEBJL IRN IRAN 11071125 
2781 P-2964 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 11181137 
2782 P·2969 ARDEBB.. IRN IRAN 11231142 
2783 P·2971 AROEBn.. IRN IRAN 11251144 
2784 P-291'- ARDBBR.. JaN IRAN 11281147 
278S P·2977 JaN RPJP 
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2786 ' .. 2979 ARDEBIL lRN IRAN 11321152 
2717 P·291O ARDEBIL lRN IRAN 11331153 
2788 '-2983 ARDEBD... IR.N IRAN 113611S6 
2789 '-2986 ARDHBn. IRN IRAN 113911S9 
2?90 P·298. ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 11401161 
2191 '·2989 ARDEBIL lRN IRAN 1141 1162 
2792 P .. 2989 .. 1 ARDEBn. IR.N IRAN 
2793 P .. 2990 ARDEBD... IR.N IRAN 11421163 
2794 ' .. 2991 ARDEBIL IR.N IRAN 11431164 
2195 P.;2992-2 ARDEBD... IR.N IRAN 
2796 ' .. 2994 ARD£Bn. IR.N IRAN 11461167 
2197 P .. 2994 .. 1 ARDEBIL IR.N IRAN 
279. '-2998 ARDHBD... IRN IRAN 1149 U7l 
2799 '·2999 ARDHBIL IRN IRAN 11S0 1172 
2800 P .. 3007 ARDEBlL IRN RPIP 
2801 P·3013 lRN IRAN 11631186 
2_ '·3018 ARDBBn.. IRN IRAN 11671191 
2103 '-3022 ARDBBlL IRN IRAN 1171 1195 
2804 '·3023 ARnBBlL lRN IRAN 11721196 
2805 p..3t1l3·1 ARnBBlL IR.N IRAN 
2106 '-3024 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 1173 1197 
2807 '-3t1l5 ARDEBlL IRN IRAN 11741198 
2808 '-3all ARDElIa. IRN IRAN 11761201 
2801 p..'028-1 ARDBBR. IR.N IRAN 
2810 p.!Q30 ARDEBlL IRN IRAN 11781203 
zan P-3031 ARDBSlL IRN IRAN 11791204 
2812 '-3036 ·AR.DEBD.. IRN IRAN 1184 1209 
2tU p..30J6..1 ARDEBJL IRH IRAN 
2114 '-3040 ARDBBJL IRN IRAN 1187121' 
2815 .P,,'052 ARDBJJJL lIN IRAN 11981225 
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2816 P-30S3 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 11991226 
2817 P-3062 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 12071235 
2818 P-306Z·J ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 
2819 P-3067 IRN RPIP 
2820 P-307S ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 12191248 
2821 P.307S-1 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 
2822 P-3078 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 12221251 
2823 P-J080 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 1224 1153 
2824 P-3080-1 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 
2825 P·3080-2 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 
2826 P-3083 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 12211256 
2827 P-3087 lRN RPIP 
2828 P-3090 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 12331263 
2829 P-3098 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 12421271 
2830 P·3099 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 12431272 
2831 P-3101 ARDEBD... IRN IRAN 12451274 
2832 P·310) ARDEBn.. lRN IRAN 12481216 
2833 P·3103·1 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
2834 P-3107 lRN RPIP 
2835 P-3107·1 1RN RPIP 
2836 P-311 1 ARDEEn.. IRN IRAN 12581284 
2837 P-lllS ARDEBD~ IRN IRAN 1264 1288 
2838 P-3117 IRN RPIP 
2839 P-3118 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 12661291 
2840 P·3125 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 12731298 
2841 P-312S.1 ARDBBIL lRN IRAN 
2842 P·313] KBRMANSHAH 1RN IRAN 12811306 
2843 P-3134 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 12821307 
2844 P·3138 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 12851311 
2845 P·3140 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 1287 1313 
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2146 '·3141 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 1288 13]4 
2847 '-3143 XERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 12901316 
2141 '-3146 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 1293 1319 
2849 ' .. 3146-1 KERMANSHAH 1R.N IRAN 
2850 P·3149 iCBRMANSHAH lRN IRAN 12961322 
2851 P·3152 ICBRMA.NSHAH IRN IRAN 12991325 
2152 P .. 3154 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 13011327 
21S3 '-3154-1 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
28,.. P.3154-2 ICBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
21Ss P·31S8 IR.N IRAN 1304 1331 
2.S6 '-3160 ICBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 1306 1333 
2IS7 P·'I66 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 13131339 
2IS. '·3166-1 KBRMANSHAH lRN IRAN 
2859 P-3166-2 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
28f50 P .. :U67 IRN RPIP 
2861 '-3172 KBRMANSHAH IR.N IRAN 13191345 
2862 '·3181 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 13271354 
2863 '·3111A KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
2864 '·3183 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 13291356 
2865 '·3190 ICBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 13361363 
2166 '·3192 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 1338 1365 
2867 ' .. 3194 KBRMANSHAH IR.N IRAN 13401367 
2868 '·31'5 ICBRMA.NSHAH JRN IRAN 13411368 
2169 ' .. 3199 KBRMANSHAH JRN IRAN 13451372 
2870 ' .. 3213 ICBRMA.NSHAH lRN IRAN 13581386 
2871 P-3223 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 13671396 
28n ' .. 3225 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 13691398 
2873 '.3229 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 13721402 
2874 '.3230 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 13731403 
2875 p..3230-1 VAItAMIN IRN IRAN 
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2876 P·323()'2 YARAMlN JRN IRAN 
2877 P·3233 YARAMIN JRN IRAN 13761406 
2878 P·3240 YARAMIN JRN IRAN 138S 1413 
2879 P-3240-1 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 
2880 P-3243 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 13881416 
2881 P·324S YARAMIN IRN IRAN 1390 1418 
2882 P·3249 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 13931422 
2883 P-32S1 YARAMIN IR.N IRAN 13961424 
2884 P-3lSl-! YARAMIN JRN IRAN 
2885 P-3251-2 YARAMIN IR.N IRAN 
2886 P-3252 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 13971425 
2887 P-32S4 YARAMIN IR.N IRAN 13991427 
2888 P-3258 YARAMIN JRN IRAN 1402 1431 
2889 P·32S9 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 14061432 
2890 P·3262 YARAMIN JRN IRAN 14091435 
2891 P·3264 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 14111437 
2892 P·3266 YARAMIN JRN IRAN 14131439 
2893 P-3268 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 1414 1441 
2894 P·3269 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 141S 1442 
289S P-3270 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 14161443 
2896 P·3274 YARAMlN IRN IRAN 14201447 
2897 P·3274·1 YARAMlN IRN IRAN 
2898 P·3276 YARAMlN IRN IRAN 1422 1449 
2899 P-3276-1 YARAMlN IRN IRAN 
2900 P·3277 JR.N RPIP 
2901 P·3282 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 14291455 
2902 P-3283 YARAMIN IRN IRAN 14301456 
2903 P·3284 YARAMIN JR.N IRAN 14311457 
2904 P·3286 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 14331459 
2905 P·328S VARAMlN IRN IRAN 143310159 
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2906 P·3288·1 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 
2907 '·3292 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 14381465 
2908 P·3293 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 14391466 
2909 p..3293·1 VA,RAMIN IRN IRAN 
2910 P·3294 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 14401467 
2911 '-3296 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 14421469 
2912 P·3297 IRN RPIP 
2913 '-3299 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 14441472 
2914 '-3306 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 1451 1479 
29lS '-3312 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 1458 1485 
2916 P .. 3313 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 14S91486 
2911 '·3316 MAMAOHAN IR.N IRAN 14621489 
2918 P·3318 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 14631491 
2919 '-3318-1 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
2920 P·3319 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1464 1492 
2921 '.3319·1 MAMAGHAN JR.N IRAN 
2922 ' .. 3320 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1465 1493 
2m p..3320-1 MAMAOHAN IR.N IRAN 
1924 '-3321 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 14661494 
2925 p..3321·1 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
2916 '·3324 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 14691497 
2921 '·3327 IR.N RPIP 
2928 p..3327·1 IRN RPIP 
2929 ' .. 3330 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1474 1503 
29SO P·33)4 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 14781S07 
1931 '·"51 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 1493 1524 
2932 P·'353 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 149S 1526 
2933p .. 3355 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 14971S28 
1934 P-3363 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1504 1536 
2935 P.3365 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 15061538 
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2936 P-3366 MAMAOHAN 1RN IRAN 15071539 
2937 P·3368 MAMAGHAN INN IRAN 15081541 
2938 P-3371 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1,511 1544 
2939 P-3371-1 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 
2940 P-3373 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 1513 1546 
2941 P·3373-1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
2942 P·3314 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN IS141S41 
2943 P-3374-1 MAMAGHAN IR.N IRAN 
2944 P-3319 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN IS18 1552 
2945 P-3319-8 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
2946 P-3380 MAMAOHAN JRN IRAN 1519 ISS3 
2941 P-3380-1 MAMAGHAN INN IRAN 
2948 P-3380-2 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
2949 P-3381 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 15201554 
2950 P-3381-1 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
29S1 P-3382 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 1521 ISS5 
2952 P-3383 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN IS22 1556 
2953 P-338S MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 15241558 
2954 P-3386 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 15251SS9 
295.5 P-3387 IRN RPIP 
2956 P-3387-1 JRN RP1P 
2957 P-3388 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 1.5261561 
2958 P-339O MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 15291S63 
2959 P-339()..J MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 
2960 P-3391 MAMAGHAN IR.N IRAN 1.5301564 
2961 P·3394 MAMAOHAN JRN IRAN 15331561 
2962 P-3394-1 MAMAOHAN JRN IRAN 
2963 P-3396 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 15351569 
296A P·3396-1 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 
2965 P·3409 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 15461582 
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2966 P-34~ MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1561 1S98 
2967 P-342S·1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
2961 p..M2S·2 MAMAGHAN lRN IRAN 
2969 P.3425-3 MAMAGHAN lRN IRAN 
2910 P·3427 IRN RPIP 
2911 P·3430 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 15651603 
2972 P-343()..l MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
2973 P·3432 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 15671605 
2974 P .. 3432-1 MAMAGHAN 1RN IRAN 
2975 ' .. 3434 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN IS691607 
2976 ' .. 3434·1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
2977 '-3434-2 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
2971 P-3435 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 15701608 
2919 P·3437 IRN RPIP 
2980 P .. 3437·1 IRN RPIP 
2981 P-3441 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1575 1614 
2982 P·3443 MAMAGHAN 1RN IRAN 1577 1616 
2983 '.]4.44 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN IS781617 
2984 P~3447 IRN RPIP 
2985 P-3447·1 IRN RPIP 
2986 P-3448 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1581 1621 
2987P·344"'1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
2918 P·3449 MAMAOHA.N IRN IRAN 15821622 
2989 P·34S1 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 1584 1624 
2990 P·3454 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 15871627 
2991P·345$ MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 15881628 
2m P~56 MAMAOHAN lRN IRAN 15891629 
299:S ' .. 3459 MAMAGHAN IR.N IRAN 15911632 
2994 P~"'62 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 1594 1635 
2995 '·34&1 MAMAGHAN IR.N IRAN 15981639 
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2996 P-3466-1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
2997 P-3467 IRN RPIP 
2998 P-3467-1 IRN RPJP 
2999 P-3468 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 1599 J641 
3000 P-3411 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 1602 1644 
3001 P·3412 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1604 1645 
3002 P·3474 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 16061647 
3003 P-3474·1 MAMAGHAN IRN fRAN 
3004 P·3476 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1608 1649 
3005 P·3477 IRN RPJP 
3006 P·3477·1 JRN RPIP 
3007 P-3418 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 16091651 
3008 P·3478·1 MAMAGIIAN IRN IRAN 
3009 P·3480 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 16111653 
3010 P·3482 MAMAGHAN IaN IRAN 16131655 
3011 P·3483 MAMAGHAN IaN IRAN 16141656 
3012 P·3486 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 1617 1659 
3013 P·3487 IRN RPIP 
3014 P·3487·1 IRN RPIP 
3015 P-3489 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 16191662 
3016 P-3490 MAMAOHAN IR.N IRAN 1621 1663 
3011 P·349().1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
3018 P·3490-2 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
3019 P·349S MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 16271668 
3020 P-3497 IR.N RPIP 
3021 P·349B MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 16291671 
3022 P·3498·1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
3023 P·3S01 MAMAGHAN IR.N IRAN 1633 1674 
3024 P-3S03 KARA1 1RN IRAN 16351676 
3025 P-3508 KAR..AJ IRN IRAN 16421681 
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3026 '·3511 KARAS IRN IRAN 1645 1684 
3021 '·3511-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3OZ. P-3511-2 KARAJ IR.N IRAN 
3029 P·3514 KARAJ IRN IRAN 16481687 
3030 P .. 3514·1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
J031 ' .. 3516 KARAJ IRN IRAN 16501689 
3032 P-3516-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3033P-3518 KARAJ IRN IRAN 16511691 
3OJ.4 P·3521 KARAJ IRN IRAN 16561695 
3035 ' .. 3524 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1658 1697 
3m6 '-3531 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1664 1104 
3031 P·3536 A lCARAJ JRN IRAN 16691709 
3031 P·3536-1 KARAJ JRN IRAN 
3039 ' .. 3536-2 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3040 P-3S36-3 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3041 ' .. 3536-4 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3042 ' ... 3541 IRN RPIP 
3043 ' .. 3549 JC.ARAJ IRN IRAN 16801722 
3044 P..J5SO KAR.A1 IRN IRAN 1681 1723 
3045 P-3S5o..1 .KAR.AJ IRN IRAN 
3046 P.3S50-2 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3041 P .. 3550-3 KAR.AJ IaN IRAN 
3048 P-3552 KAR.AJ IRN IRAN 16831725 
:J049p·3,SSS XAR.AJ IRN IRAN 16861128 
3O.SO P .. 3562 K.ARAJ JRN IRAN 1692 1735 
30:51 P .. 3564 KARAJ JRN IRAN 16941737 
3052 ,·3561 JRN RPIP 
3053 ' .. 3570 ICAR.AJ IR.N IRAN 16991143 
3054 P-3570-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3O$,s P-3511 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1700 1744 
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3056 P-3571·1 KARAJ lRN IRAN 
3057 P·3574 KARAJ lRN IRAN 1703 1747 
3OS8 P·3574·1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3059 P·3S75 KARAJ lRN IRAN 17041748 
3060 P-3576 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17061749 
3061 P-3S76-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3062 P-3578 KARAJ 1RN IRAN 17071751 
3063 P-3581 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1111 1754 
3064 P·3581·1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
306' P-3581-2 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3066 P-3583 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17131756 
3067 P·3583-1 KARAJ IR.N IRAN 
3068 P·3585 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17151758 
3069 P·3S8S-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3070 P-3586 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17161759 
3071 P-3586-1 KARAJ 1RN IRAN 
3072 P-3587 IRN RPlP 
3073 P·3587-1 IRN RPlP 
3074 P-3S89-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3075 P-3'89-2 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3076 P-3593 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17231766 
3071 P-3593-) KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3078 P-3594 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1724 J767 
3079 P-3594-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3080 P-3595 KARA.1 IRN IRAN 1m 1761 
3081 P·3S9S-1 KARA1 IRN IRAN 
3082 P-3S9S-2 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3083 P-3.595-3 KARA1 IRN IRAN 
3014 P·3595-4 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3085 P-359S-S KARAJ IRN IRAN 
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3086 P·3598 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17271771 
3087 P-3600 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17301773 
3081 '·3601 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1731 1774 
3089 P-3602 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17341775 
3090 P·3(i02·1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
309' P~3606 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17381779 
3092 P-3606-1 K.ARA1 IRN IRAN 
3093 '-3607 IRN RPlP 
3()9.4 P-36O'1-1 IRN RPIP 
3095 '-3601 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17391781 
3096 '-3608-1 KARAl JRN IRAN 
3097 P·3610-1 KAIW IRN IRAN 
3098 '-3612 KAIW JRN IRAN 17441785 
3099 '-3614 KARA1 IRN IRAN 17461787 
3100 '·3614 .. 1 KARAJ lRN IRAN 
3101 '·3616 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17481789 
3102 '-3616-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3103 '-3617 JRN RPJP 
3104 p..3617 .. 1 IRN RPlP 
3105 ' .. 3619 ICARA.J IRN IRAN 17501792 
3106 P·3619-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17501792 
3107 P-3620 KAlW IRN IRAN 17511793 
3108 P·3621 KARA1 IRN IRAN 17521794 
3109 '-3623 KAR.AJ IRN IRAN 17541796 
3110 '·3623- t KAR.AJ IRN IRAN 
3111 '·3625 KARAJ lRN IRAN 11561198 
3112 P-36'ZS·l lRN IRAN 
3113P-3626 KAR.AJ JRN IRAN 17571199 
3114 ' .. 3627 KARAJ IRN RPIP 
3115' .. 3629 KARAJ lRN IRAN 1160 1802 
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3116 P-3634 KARAJ JRN IRAN 17651807 
3117 P-3634-1 KARAl JRN RPJP 
3118 P-363 5 KARAJ JRN IRAN 17671808 
3119 P-3635·1 KARAl JRN IRAN 
3120 P-3636 KARAl 1RN IRAN 17681809 
3121 P·3637 IR.N RPIP 
3122 P-3641 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17751814 
3123 P-3642 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17761815 
3124 P-3642-1 KARAJ 1R.N IRAN 
3125 P-3642-2 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3126 P-3644 KARAJ IR.N IRAN 17781817 
3127 P-364S KARAl IRN IRAN 17791818 
3128 P-3649 KARAl IRN IRAN 17841822 
3129 P-36S0 KARAl IRN IRAN 178S 1823 
3130 P-36S1 KARAJ 1RN IRAN 17861824 
3131 P-3652 IR.N IRAN 17871827 
3132 P-3654 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17891827 
3133 P-3655 KARAJ 1R.N IRAN 1790 1828 
3134 P-36S8 KARAJ IR.N IRAN 17921831 
3135 P-3659 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 17931832 
3136 P-3659-1 SHAHPOUR IR.N IRAN 
3137 P-3659-2 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3138 P-3659-3 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 
3139 P-3660 SHAHPOUR IR.N IRAN 1794 1833 
3140 P-3661 SHAHPOUR 1RN IRAN 17951834 
3141 P-3661-1 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 
3142 P·3661·2 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3143 P·3663 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 17971836 
3144 P·3665 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 17991838 
3J45 P·3665·1 SHAHPOtJR IRN IRAN 
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3146 P.366S-2 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3147 P-3665-3 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3141 '-3667 JRN RPIP 
3149 '·3669 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 1803 1842 
3tSO '-3671 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 180S 1844 
3151 P-3674 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18081841 
llS2 P·367S SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18091848 
3153 P-3678 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 1811 1851 
31S4 P-36I3 SHAHPOUR IR.N IRAN 18161856 
31S5 P .. 3683-1 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 
3156 P-3684 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 1817 1857 
3157 '-36805 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18191858 
3151 P-3688 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 1821 1861 
31S9 '-3692 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18251865 
3160 P-3697 SHAHPOUR IRN RPIP 
3161 P-3700 SHAHPOUR lRN IRAN 18321873 
3162 '·3701 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18331874 
3163 P-3701-1 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3J64 P-3702 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 1834 187S 
3J65 ' .. 37OS SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18371878 
3166 P .. 3708 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18391881 
3167 P.3709 SHAHPOllR IRN IRAN 18401882 
3168 P-3712 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 1843 1885 
3169 P.3713 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 1844 1886 
3110 P .. 371S SHAHPOllR IRN IRAN 18461888 
3171 '-3716 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 18411889 
3112 P·3711 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18481891 
3173 p·3118-1 SHAHPOUR lRN IRAN 
3174P .. 3719 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 1849 1892 
3175 P·3720 SHAHPOUR JR.N IRAN 18S0 1893 
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3176 P-3721 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18S11894 
3177 P-3724 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 1854 1897 
3178 P-3726 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18561899 
3179 P-3727 IRN RPJP 
3180 P-3730 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18S91903 
3181 P-373o.1 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3182 P-3735 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18641908 
3183 P-3737 SHAHPOUR IRN RPJP 
3184 P-3737-1 IRN RPIP 
318S P-3739-1 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3186 P-3739-2 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3187 P-3739-3 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3188 P-3741 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18691914 
3189 P-3741-1 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3190 P-3742 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18701915 
3191 P-3743 SlWlPOUR IRN IRAN 1871 1916 
3192 P-3743-1 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3193 P-3743-2 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3194 P-3745 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 18731918 
319.5 P-3746 SHAHPOUR lRN IRAN 18741919 
3196 P-3754 SHAHPOUR lRN IRAN 18811927 
3197 P·3755 JIROPT IRN IRAN 1882 192. 
3198 P-3755-1 JIROfT IRN IRAN 
3199 P-3756 JlROfT IRN IRAN 18831929 
3200 P-37S7 IRN RPIP 
3201 P·37S9 JlROPT IRN IRAN 18851932 
3202 P·3761 JlROPT IRN IRAN 18871934 
3203 P·3761·1 JIROflT IRN IRAN 
3204 P·3761·2 JIROPT IR.N IRAN 
3205 P·3761·3 JJROPT IRN IRAN 
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3206 P·3761 ... JlROFf JRN IRAN 
3207 P·3162 JIROFf IRN IRAN 18881935 
3201 P·3763 JIROFf IRN IRAN 18891936 
3209 P.3763·1 JIROFT IRN IRAN 
3210 P·3765 JJROFT 1RN IRAN 1891 1938 
3211 '·3766 JIROFf IRN IRAN 18921939 
3212 ' .. 3766-1 JIROFf lRN IRAN 
3213 P·3766-1 JIROFT IRN IRAN 
3214 P·3767 IRN RPIP 
3115 P·3770 IIROFT IRN IRAN 18961943 
3216P·3m JIROPT 1RN IRAN 18981945 
3217 P·3773 JJROFr IRN IRAN 18991946 
3211 P·3774 JlROFT 1RN IRAN 1900 1947 
3219 '-3774.1 JJROFT IRN IRAN 
3220 '-3775 JlROPT IRN IRAN 1901 1948 
3221 P·3777 lRN RPlP 
3222 P-3778 JlROFr IR.N IRAN 19031951 
3223 P·3783 JIROFr IR.N IRAN 19101956 
3224 P·3784 JIROPT lRN IRAN 19111957 
3215 P·3784·1 JlROFT 1RN IRAN 
3226 P .. 3785 JlROFf IRN IRAN 191219S8 
3227 P·3786 JJROFf IRN IRAN 1913 19S9 
3228 P·3781 JIROFf IRN IRAN 1914 1961 
3229 P·3711-1 JIROFf lRN IRAN 
3230 '·3788-2 IIROPT IRN IRAN 
3231 '·3789 lIROPT IBN IRAN 19151962 
3232 P-3791 JIROPT IRN IRAN 19171964 
3233 ' .. 3792 JIROFT 1RN IRAN 1918 1965 
32)4 P-31~ JIROPT 1RN IRAN 19211968 
3235 '·3797 IIlN RPIP 
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3236 P·3199 !!ROFT IRN IRAN 1924 t9n 
3237 P·3800 JIROfT IRN IRAN 19251973 
3238 P-38O()..1 JIROFf IRN IRAN 
3239 P·3803 JIROFf IRN IRAN 19301976 
3240 P-3805 JIROFl' IRN IRAN 19321978 
3241 P·3814 JIROFl' IRN IRAN 194J 19&7 
3242 P-3815 JIROFT IRN IRAN 19421988 
3243 P-38l8 JIROFT IRN IRAN 19441991 
3244 P-3819 JIROFT IRN IRAN 19451992 
3245 P-3819-l J!ROfT IRN IRAN 
3246 P-3822 JIROfT IRN IRAN 19481995 
3247 P-3825 JIROFT IRN IRAN 19521998 
3248 P·3825·1 JIROFT IRN IRAN 
3249 P-382.5-2 JIROFr IRN IRAN 
3250 P-3827 IRN RPIP 
32.51 P·3828 JIROFr IRN IRAN J9.5.5 2001 
32S2 P-3829 IIROFT IRN IRAN 19562002 
3253 P-3830 JIROFI' lRN IRAN 19.572003 
3254 P·3831 JIROFT IRN IRAN 19582004 
3255 P-3832 JIROFT IRN IRAN 19592005 
3256 P-3836 JIROfT IRN IRAN 1964 2009 
3257 P·3838 JIROFT IRN IRAN 19652011 
3258 P-3840 JIROFf IRN IRAN 19672013 
32S9 P·384O-l JIROFf IRN IRAN 
3260 P-3843 JIROFf IRN IRAN 1971 2016 
3261 P-3843-1 1JR0Ff IRN IRAN 
3262 P-3846 1JROfT lRN IRAN 19742019 
3263 P-3847 IRN RPIP 
3264 P·3848 TORBAT SHADMEHRB IRN IRAN 19752021 
3265 P-3849 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 19762022 
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3266 P·31S0 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 1977 2023 
3267 P-385()"1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 
3268 P·38S2 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 1919202S 
3269 P·31S7 IRN RPIP 
3270 P-3857-1 IRN RPIP 
3271 P·3860 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 19882033 
3272 P·3861 TORBAT SHADMEHR.B IRN IRAN 19892034 
3273 P·3864 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 1992 2037 
3274 P·3864-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 
.3275 P·3863 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 19932038 
3276 P·3I70 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 19982043 
3271 P-3871 TORBAT SHADMEHRB IRN IRAN 19992044 
3278 P-3871-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRB IRN IRAN 
3279 ,.3176 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 2004 2049 
3280 P·3883 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20102056 
3281 P-3883-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 
3282 '-3896 TORBAT SHADMRHRE IRN IRAN 20242069 
3283 P·3899 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 20282072 
3284 P-3899-1 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 
328' P-3902 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20312075 
3286 P·3908 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20312081 
3287 P·3910 TOR,BAT SHADMKHRE IRN IRAN 20412083 
3288 .P·3910-1 TOR BAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 
3289 P.3910-2 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 
3290 ' .. 3920 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 20502093 
3291 P-3924 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 2054 2097 
3292 '.3924·1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE JRN IRAN 
3293 P·3924-2 TORBAT SHADMBHRE JRN IRAN 
3294 ~3924 .. 3 TORBAT SHADMEHRE JRN IRAN 
3295 P .. 3925 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20SS 2098 
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3296 P-3928 TORBAT SHAOMEHRB IRN IRAN 20572101 
3291 P-3930 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20592103 
3298 P·3930-1 TORBAT SHAOMBHRE lRN IRAN 
3299 P·3932 TORBAT SHAOMEHRE lRN IRAN 2061210S 
3300 P-3933 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20622106 
3301 P-3934 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20632107 
3302 P-3934-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE JR.N IRAN 
3303 P-3934-2 TORBAT SHADMEHRE JR.N IRAN 
3304 P-393S TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20641108 
3305 P-393S-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 
3306 P-3936 TORBAT HASANABAD 1R.N IRAN 2065 2109 
3307 P-3936-.1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE 1R.N IRAN 
3308 P-3940 TORBAT HASANABAD JR.N IRAN 20682113 
3309 P-394 1 TORBATSHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 2069 2114 
3310 P-3942 TORBATHASANABAD IRN IRAN 20702115 
3311 P-3943 TORBAT SHADMP.HRE IRN IRAN 20712116 
3312 P-3943-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRB 1RN IRAN 
3313 P-394S TORBATSHADMEHRE 1RN IRAN 20732118 
3314 P·3951 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20792124 
3315 P-39S6 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 2084 2129 
3316 P-39S9 TORBAT SHADMEHRE JRN IRAN 20862132 
3317 P-3961 TORBAT SHADMEHRE JRN IRAN 20892134 
3318 P-3961-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE lRN IRAN 
3319 P-3962 TOMAT SHADMEHRE JRN IRAN 20902135 
3320 P-3962-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE JRN IRAN 
3321 P-3963 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20912136 
3322 P·3964 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 20912137 
3323 P-396S CYP IRAN 20942138 
3324 P-396S-1 CYP IRAN 
3325 P-3971 CYP IRAN 20992144 
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3326 P-3911-1 cyp IRAN 
3327 '-3911-2 CYP IRAN 
3321 P-3973 CYP IRAN 21012146 
3329 P·3913-1 CYP IRAN 
33SO P-3915 CYP IRAN 21032148 
3331 P·3980 CYP IRAN 210721S3 
3332 P·3916-1 CYP IRAN 
3333 P·3980-2 CYP IRAN 
3334 P·3982 CYP IRAN 2109 2155 
3335 P .. 3917 CYP RPIP 
3336 '-3988 CYP IRAN 21142161 
3337 P·3990 CVP IRAN 21162163 
3338 P~3998 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 21232171 
3339 P-3999 TORBATSHADMEHRE tRN IRAN 21242172 
3340 P·3999-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE tRN IRAN 
3341 P-4000 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 21252173 
3342 1'-4000-] TORBATSHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 
3343 P-4006 TORBATSHADMEHRB IRN IRAN 2131 2179 
3344 P-4OO8 TORBATSHADMEHRE lRN IRAN 21322181 
3345 P-4OO9 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 21332182 
3346 P-4022 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 21462195 
3347 P-4023 TORBAT SHADMBHRE lRN IRAN 21472196 
3348 P-4al3-l SHADMEHRB IRN IRAN 
3349 P..4024 TORBAT SHADMEHRB lRN IRAN 21482197 
33S0 '-4024-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 
33S1 P-4021 IRN RPlP 
3352 P-4028 TORRAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 21S12201 
335' P.-4029 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 21522202 
3354 P....m9·1 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 
3355 P-4000 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21532203 
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3356 P-4031 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 2154 2204 
3351 P-4032 ESPAHAN lR.N IRAN 21552205 
3358 P-4038 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 2160 2211 
3359 P-40S1 DARREH-GAS IRN IRAN 21732224 
3360 P-4OS1-1 DARREH-OAS JRN IRAN 
3361 P-4OS1-2 DARREH.oAS JRN IRAN 
3362 P-4OS1-3 DARREll-GAS IRN IRAN 
3363 P-40S2 DARREH.oAS IRN IRAN 21742225 
3364 P-4OS2-1 DARREH.oAS IRN IRAN 
3365 P-40S3 DARREH.oAS IRN IRAN 2175 2226 
3366 P-4OS3-1 DARREH.oAS JRN IRAN 
3367 P-40SS DARREll-GAS IRN IRAN 2177 2228 
3368 P-4OSS-1 DARRBH-GAS IRN IRAN 
3369 P-40.57 JRN RPIP 
3310 P-40S8 DARREH-GAS IRN IRAN 21792131 
3371 P-4OS8-1 DARREll-GAS 1R.N IRAN 
3372 P-40S9 DARREH.oAS IRN IRAN 21802232 
3313 P-4060 DARREH-GAS IRN IRAN 21122233 
3374 P-4060-1 DARRBH-GAS IRN IRAN 
331S P-4061 DARRHH.oAS IRN IRAN 21832234 
3376 P.tl062 CVP IRAN 31012235 
3377 P-4062-1 CVP IRAN 
3378 P-4063 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 3102 2236 
3319 P-4063-A ESFAHAN 1RN IRAN 
3380 P-4063-A-l ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3381 P-4065 KARAJ IRN IRAN 3104 2238 
3382 P·406S·1 KAR.AJ IRN IRAN 
3383 P-4068 MAMAGHAN 1R.N IRAN 31062241 
3384 P-4068-1 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
338S P-4069 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 3107 2242 
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3386 P-4010 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 31082243 
3387 P-40'10-1 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 
3388 ' .... 013 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 31112246 
3389 P-4073·1 ARDEBn.. JRN IRAN 
3390 P4015 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 31132248 
3391 P-4O'1S~l ARDBBIL lRN IRAN 
3392 P-4079 MOOHAN IRN IRAN 312S 2252 
3393 P4081 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 31272254 
3394 P4082 ARDBBIL IRN IRAN 3128225S 
339S P-4082-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 31292256 
3396 P--4083 MOOHAN IRN IRAN 312822S6 
3397 P...os3·. MOOHAN lRN IRAN 
3398 P4084 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 31302257 
3399 P-4087 GHAZVlN IRN IRAN 2260 
3-iOO P-4087·1 OHAZVlN IRN IRAN 
3401 P-4088 ESFAHAN mN IRAN 31332261 
3401 P-4081-1 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3403 P-408J.(M) BSFAHAN 1RN IRAN 
S404 P-4089 Pl1N1 PAX. IARI 31352262 
:MOS P-4019-J PUNI PAX. JARr 3l3S 2262 
3406 P-4OI9 .. 2 PUNt PAX. JARI 
M01 P-4..,·3 PUNI PAX. JARI 
3408 P-4090 REZAlYEH lRN IRAN 31382263 
3409 P-4090- t REZAlYEH JRN IRAN 
3410 P-409().2 JRN IRAN 
3411 P4093 MAR FAO 31442266 
3412 P-4093-1 MAR FAO 
3413 l4093-2 MAR FAO 
341. P-4094 MAR. FAO 31462267 
leIS '-4095 ISR FAO 31472268 
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3416 P-409S-1 JSR FAO 
3417 P-409S·2 JSR FAO 
3418 P-409S·3 ISR FAO 
3419 P-4096 ISR FAO 31482269 
3420 P-4096-1 ISR PAO 
3421 P-4099 ISR FAO 31522272 
3422 P-4099-1 ISR FAO 
3423 P-4101 TEKIRDAO 11JR RPIP 2274 
3424 P-4101-1 TEKIRDAG TUR RPlP 
342S P-4101·2 TEKIRDAO TUR RPIP 
3426 P-4102 TIJR RPIP 227S 
3427 P-4I02-1 TIJR RPIP 
3428 P-4102-2 1UR RPlP 
3429 P-4I04 BOY GIZA 2277 FAMn. V·2 
3430 P-410S lND GIZA 2278 
3431 P-4112 SHAHROUD 1RN RPIP 228S 
3432 P-41l2-1 SHAHROUD IRN RPIP 
3433 P-4114 MEHRSHAHROUD IRN RPIP 2287 
3434 P-4114-1 MEHRSHAHROUD IRN RPIP 
343S P-4114-2 MEHRSHAHROUD IRN RPIP 
3436 P-4Il.S NEYSHABUR IRN RPIP 2288 
3431 P-4115-1 NBYSHABUR IRN RPIP 
3438 P-4116 OARMSAR IaN RPIP 2289 
3439 P-4116-1 OARMSAR IRN RPIP 
3440 P-4117 GHAZVJN IaN RPIP 2290 
3441 P-4117-1 GHAZVlN IaN RPIP 
3442 P-4117·2 GHAZVlN IaN RPIP 
3443 P-4117·3 GHAZVJN IRN RPIP 
3444 P-4118 VAZIJ lR.N RPlP 2291 
344S P-4120 kBRMAN lR.N RPlP 2293 
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3446 P-412().1 KERMAN lRN RPIP 
3447 P-4121 KHORAMABAD IRN RPIP 2294 
~8 P-4I22 NEYRJZ IRN RPIP 2295 
3449 P-4123 NBYRlZ IRN RPIP 2296 
3450 P .... I24 SARI IRN RPfP 2297 
3451 P-4124-1 SARI IRN RPIP 
3452 P-4I15 FASA IRN RPIP 2298 
3453 P-4126 BABOL IRN RPIP 2299 
3454 P-4127 OHAZVIN IRN RPIP 2300 
34S5 P-4128 YAlD IRN RPIP 2301 
34'6 P-4131 ZINEH JRN RPIP 2304 
3457 ' .... 131·1 Z1NEH IRN RPIP 
34S1 P-4131·2 ZINEH JRN RPlP 
34S9 P-4133 MIYANEH IRN RPIP 2306 
3460P .... 134 AHAR-SHAHABAD JRN RPIP 2307 
3461 P-4135 SHAHPOUR IRN RPIP 2308 
S462 P-4137 OHAZVIN 1RN RPIP 23]0 
3463 P-413. SHABUASTAN IRN RPIP 2311 
l464 '-4139 MOOHAN IRN RPIP 2312 
3465 P .... 145 MBSHGIN IRN RPIP 2318 
3466 P .... I46 MASAND DJZATKHAN IRN RPlP 2319 
3467 P-4147 GHAZVIN IRN RPIP 2320 
S46I P-4148 MARANJ..EYAN IRN RPIP 2321 
3469 P-4150 ZANJAN IRN RPIP 2323 
:3410 P-4152 RP'LAIYEH IRN RPIP 2325 
3471' .... 152·1 REl.AIYEH IRN RPIP 
3472 N152·2 RElAIYBH IRN RPlP 
3473 ' .... IS9 KORDBSTAN OAKROS JRN RPIP 2332 
3474 'P-416O MOGHAN GHBSMEH JaN RPIP 2333 
3475 P-4163 ZANDJAH JRN RPIP 2336 
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3476 P-4165 KHOY IR.N RPIP 2338 
3471 P-4166 MOGHAN IRN RPJP 2339 
3478 P-4166-1 MOGHAN IR.N RPlP 
3479 P-4167 SHAHPOUR JRN RPJP 2340 
3480 P-4169 MOGHAN KHORUSLOU IRN RPlP 2342 
3481 P-4170 ARDEBJL IRN RPIP 2343 
3482 P-4172 MOGHAN MORAN 1RN RPIP 2345 
3483 P-4172·1 MOGHAN MORAN IRN RPIP 
3484 P-4173 KHORDBSTAN NEV ADEH IRN RPIP 2346 
3485 P-4174 JOR RPJP 2347 
3486 P-4174·1 JOR 
3487 P-4177 BURSA TUR RPIP 2350 
3488 P-4177-1 BURSA TUR RPIP 
3489 P-4181 BURSA TUR RPIP 2354 
3490 P-4181-1 BURSA 1lJR RPIP 
3491 P-4181-2 BURSA TUR RPlP 
3492 P-4187 OHAZVIN IRN RPlP 2360 
3493 P-4187-1 GHAZVIN lRN RPlP 
3494 P-4196 ESKISEHIR TUR RPIP 2369 
3495 P-4191 GHAZVIN lRN RPIP 2310 
3496 P-4197-1 GHAZVIN JRN RPlP 
3491 P-4197-2 OHAZVIN IRN RPIP 
3498 P-4202 ANKARA TUR RPIP 2375 
3499 P-4202-1 ANKARA 1lJR RPIP 
3500 P-4203 ANKARA 1lJR RPlP 2376 
3501 P-4203-1 ANKARA 1lJR RPlP 
3502 P-42D5 ANKARA 1lJR RPIP 2378 
3503 P-4205·1 ANKARA TUR RPlP 
3504 P-420S-2 ANKARA 1lJR RPIP 
35D5 P-4206 ANKARA 1lJR RPIP 2379 
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3506 P~2()6..1 nJR RPIP 
3507 ' .... Z06-2 ANKARA ruR RPIP 
3.508 '4207 OHAZVlN IRN RPIP 2380 
3509 P-4209 SARA VAN IRN RPIP 2382 
3.510 P-4214 IRN RPIP 2387 
3511 P-4216 BANDAR ABBAS IRN RPIP 2389 
3!U2 ',"",216-1 BANDAR ABBAS IRN RPIP 
3513 '-4217 GHAZVlN IRN RPIP 2390 
3514 P-4220 MEHMEH IRN RPIP 2393 
351S P-4220-1 MEYMEH lRN RPIP 
3516 P-4221 SARAVAN IRN RPIP 2394 
3517 P-4221-1 SARAVAN IRN RPIP 
3518 '-4222- DASHT*E-ARZHAN IRN RP.IP 2395 
3519 14222-1 OASHf-E-ARZHAN IRN RPfP 
3520 ' .... 224 RAFSANJAN IRN RPIP 2397 
3521 P~224·1 RAFSANJAN IRN RPIP 
3522 P .... 225 KERMAN 1R.N RPIP 2398 
3523 P-4227 OARMSAR IRN RPIP 2400 
352A P-4227·1 OARMSAR IRN RPIP 
3525 P-4228 OHAZVIN IRN RPIP 2401 
3526 P-4229 KERMAN IRN RPIP 2402 
3527 P~229-1 KERMAN IRN RPIP 
3511 P-4230 RAFSANJAN IRN RPIP 2403 
3529 P-4232 KERMAN IRN RPIP 2405 
3530 '..4232·1 KERMAN IRN RPIP 
3531 P-4232·2 KERMAN IRN RPIP 
3532 '-4235 AFO USDA PI·212595 
3533'-4»5 .. 1 APO USDA 
3534 "..235-2 APO USDA 
3535 1'-4235·3 AFG USDA 
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3536 P-4236 IND USDA PI-212890 
3537 P-4236-1 IND USDA 
3538 P-4236-2 IND USDA 
3539 P-4237 lND USDA PI-212893 
3540 P-4237-1 lND USDA 
3541 P-4238 IND USDA PI-214151 
3542 P-4239 IND USDA PI.214152 
3543 P-4239-1 1ND USDA 
3544 P-4239-2 IND USDA 
3545 P-4239-3 1ND USDA 
3546 P-4240 IND USDA PI-214313 
3547 P-4240-1 IND USDA 
3548 P-4240-2 IND USDA 
3549 P-4241 IND USDA PI-214314 
3550 P-4241-1 IND USDA 
3551 P-4242 PAX. USDA Pl-217520 
3552 P-4242-1 PAX. USDA 
3553 P-4243 PAX. USDA PI-217S21 
35S4 P-4243-1 PAX. USDA 
3555 P-4243-1 PAl( USDA 
3556 P-4243-3 PAl( USDA 
3557 P-4244 ARDEBn. IRN USDA 0010ARDABB..-30 
3558 P-4244-1 ARDEBll.. IRN USDA 
3559 P-4244-2 ARDEBn. lRN USDA 
3560 P-4244-3 ARDEBn. IRN USDA 
3561 P-4244-4 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 
3562 P-4245 PAl( USDA 01220011 
3563 P-424S·1 PAl( USDA 
3564 P-4248 AFG USDA Pl-220776 
3565 P-4248-1 AFG USDA 
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3566 P"'249 IRN USDA PI·222774 
3.567 P-4~9·1 JRN USDA 
3561 P-42S0 IND USDA PI-246394 
3569 P-4250-1 IND USDA 
3510 P-42.50-2 IND USDA 
3571 P-4251 PAK USDA PI·250142 
3572 P-4252 PAK USDA 01320018 
3573 P-4253 PAK USDA 0133 0019 
3574 '-4253-1 PAK USDA 
3575 P-4253-2 PAK USDA 
3576 P-4254 NO( RPIP 
3577 P-4255 IND USDA PI-253138 
3518 P-4~S-J IND USDA 
3579 14255-2 IND USDA 
3580 P-4256 AZARSHAHRE IRN IRAN OJ 39 0022 
3.581 P-42.56-1 AZARS.HAHRE IRN IRAN 
3582 P-4257 OHAZVIN IRN IRAN 01610023 
3583 P-4~7-1 OHAZVJN IRN IRAN 
3514 P-42$7-2 GHAZVIN JRN IRAN 
3'15 P .... 260 JRN USDA PI-222771 
3516 P-4260-1 IRN USDA 
3587 '-4261 lRN USDA PI-222Tn 
35 .. P-462 SUN USDA PI-25 1784 
3589 P-4262-1 SUN USDA 
3'90 ""262-2 SUN USDA 
3591 P-4263 DAMOHAN IRN IRAN 02820029 
3592 P4264 IRN RPIP 
3593 '-4264-1 IRN RPIP 
3594 P-426S IRN IRAN 02730031 
359$ P426S.1 JRN IRAN 
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3596 P-4266 AllAR lRN IRAN 02740032 
3597 P-4267 KERMANSHAH lRN IRAN 027S 0033 
3598 P-4268 ESFAHAN lRN IRAN 02760034 
3599 P-4268-1 ESFAHAN lRN IRAN 
3600 P-4269 GHAZVIN lRN IRAN 00770035 
3601 P-4270 ARDI~Bn. lRN IRAN 0078 0036 
3602 P-427 I GllARYE-OOLE IR.N IRAN 0219 0037 
3603 P-4271-1 GHARYE-OOLE lRN IRAN 
3604 P-4272 ARDEBn. IR.N IRAN 02810038 
3605 P-4273 GHARYE·GOLE IR.N IRAN 02820039 
3606 P-4214 IRN RPIP 
3607 P-4275 GHAZVIN IRN IRAN 02830041 
3608 P-4275-1 GHAZVIN IRN IRAN 
3609 P-4276 GHAZVIN JRN IRAN 0284 0042 
3610 P-4276-J GHAZVIN IRN IRAN 
3611 P-4277 ESFAHAN IaN IRAN 02850043 
3612 P-4277-1 ESFAllAN JRN IRAN 
3613 P-4217-2 ESFAHAN 1RN IRAN 
3614 P-4278 KERMANSHAH lRN IRAN 00860044 
3615 P-4278-1 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
3616 P-4218-2 KERMANSHAH lRN IRAN 
3617 P-4279 KARAJ lRN IRAN 02810045 
3618 P-4280 DAMGHAN JaN IRAN 02880046 
3619 P-4280-1 DAMGHAN IRN IRAN 
3620 P-4280-2 DAMGHAN IRN IRAN 
3621 P-428 1 ESPAHAN JRN IRAN 02890041 
3622 P-4281-1 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 
3623 P-4282 ESPAHAN JRN IRAN 02910048 
3624 P-4282-1 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 
362.5 P-4282-2 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
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3626 P-4283 BSFAHAN 1R.N IRAN 02920049 
3627 '-4214 IRN RPIP 
3628 P-4285 BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 02930051 
3629 P.4_ ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 02940052 
3630 ' .... 216--1 BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 
3631 P-4287 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 02950053 
3632 P-4217-1 BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 
3633 P-4287·2 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3634 P-4219 BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 02970055 
3635 P-4289·1 BSFAHAN lR.N IRAN 
3636 P-4291 BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 0304 0057 
3637 P-4292 BSPAHAN IR.N IRAN 03320058 
3638 P-4292-1 BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 
3639 P-4293 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 03280059 
3640 P-4294 IRN RPIP 
3641 P-4294·1 IR.N RPlP 
3642 P-4294·2 IRN RPIP 
3643 ' .... 294-3 lRN RPIP 
~ '-4296 MAZANDARAN lRN IRAN 06960062 
3645 P-4296-1 MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 
3646 P-4297 MAZANDARAN 1R.N IRAN 07010063 
3647 14297-1 MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 
3648 '.4298 MAZANDARAN 1R.N IRAN 07080064 
3649 P-4300 MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 07200066 
S650 P-4lOC)..l MAZANDARAN IRN IRAN 
3651 '-4301 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0'n20067 
3652 P-4301·1 N'BYSHABUR. IR.N IRAN 
365314301·2 NBYSHABUR lIN IRAN 
36S4 P-4S01 NBYSHABUR. IRN IRAN 0'7'740068 
~S N302·1 NBYSHABUR lIN IRAN 
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3656 P-4304 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 0070 ARDABu.....30 
3657 P-4306 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 07910072 
3651 P-4306-1 NEYSHABUR lRN IRAN 
3659 P-4306·2 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3660 P-4306-3 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3661 P-4307 IRN IRAN 07930073 
3662 P-4307-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3663 P-4307-2 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3664 P-4307·3 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3665 P-4308 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0794 0074 
3666 P-4308-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3667 P-4309 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0796OO7S 
3668 P-4310 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 01970016 
3669 P-4311 NEYSHABUR lRN IRAN 01980011 
3610 P-4311-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3611 P-4311-2 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3672 P-4312 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08020078 
3613 P-4313 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08060019 
3674 P-4314 IRN RPlP 
3675 P-4314-1 IRN RPIP 
3616 P-4316 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 01200082 
3677 P-4311 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08210083 
3678 P-4318 NBYSHABUR IRN IRAN 08260014 
3679 P-4319 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 0839008S 
3680 P-4319-1 NEYSHABUR JRN IRAN 
3681 P-4310 NEYSHABUR 1RN IRAN 0848 0086 
3682 P-4321 NBYSHABUR 1RN IRAN 0978 0087 
3683 P-4321-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3684 P-4321-1 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 
3685 P-4323 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 11190089 
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3686 '-4324 1RN RPIP 
3687 P-4324 .. 1 1RN RPIP 
36&. P-4315 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 12210091 
3689 ' .... 315 .. 1 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 
3690 '-4315·2 ARDBBR. IRN IRAN 
3691 P-4327 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 12410093 
3692 P004327·1 ARDBBn. IRN IRAN 
3693 P-4328 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 1308 0094 
3694 '-4328·2 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
369S ...... 328.3 .lC.ERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
J696 P-4329 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 13160095 
3697 P-4329·1 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
3691 '-4330 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 13320096 
3699 P-4332 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 13790098 
3100 P .... 332·1 VARAMJN lRN IRAN 
3701 P-4334 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 0100 ARDABn..-30 
3702 P-4334-1 AROESn. IRN IRAN 
3703 P-4335 VARAMIN lRN IRAN 1394 0101 
3704 P-4336 VARAMlN lRN IRAN 14030102 
]7OS P-4336-1 V.ARAMIN lRN IRAN 
3706 P-4336-2 VARAMIN lRN IRAN 
3701 P-4337 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 1404 0103 
3708 P-4337·1 VARAMlN IRN IRAN 
3109 P-433. VARAMIN IRN IRAN 1404 0104 
3710 P-4331-1 VARAMlN 1R.N IRAN 
3711 P-4339 VARAMlN lRN IRAN 14050105 
3712 P-4339·1 VAR.AMIN IRN IRAN 
3713 P-4340 VARAMlN IRN IRAN 14240106 
3714P-4340.1 VARAMlN JRN IRAN 
3715 14340.2 VARAMlN lRN IRAN 
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3716 P4341 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 14270107 
3717 P·4341-1 VARAMIN JRN IRAN 
3718 P-4341·2 VARAMIN IRN IRAN 
3719 P4342 VARAMIN JRN IRAN 14560108 
3720 P4343 VARAMIN lRN IRAN 14570109 
3721 P4344 IRN RPIP 
3722 P-4344·1 IRN RPIP 
3723 P4345 MAMAGHAN lRN IRAN IS27 0111 
3724 P-4345-1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
3725 P-4345-2 MAMAGHAN lRN IRAN 
3726 P4346 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 16030112 
3727 P4346-J MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 
3728 P4347 MAMAGHAN lRN IRAN 16310113 
3729 P4347-1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
3730 P-4349 KAR.AJ IRN IRAN 16370115 
3731 P43S1 KARAJ JRN IRAN 16S4 0117 
3732 P-4351-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3733 P43S2 KARAJ IRN IRAN 16970118 
3734 P4353 KARAJ IRN IRAN 17050119 
3735 P-4353-1 K.ARAJ JRN IRAN 
3736 P·43S3-2 KARAJ JRN IRAN 
3737 P-4354 IRN RPIP 
3738 P43S4-1 IRN RPJP 
3739 P-43S5 K.ARAJ JRN IRAN 17100121 
3740 P-435S·1 KARAJ JRN IRAN 
3741 P4355·2 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3742 P-43S7 KARAJ JRN IRAN 17280123 
3743 P-43S7-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3744 P-43.57-2 K.ARAJ JRN IRAN 
3745 P-4358 KARAJ JaN IRAN 17320124 
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3746 P-4358-1 KARAJ 1RN IRAN 
374'1 P-4'59 lCARAJ IRN IRAN 17330125 
3741 14359-1 KARAJ lRN IRAN 
3749 P-4360 KARAJ IR.N IRAN 17400126 
37S0 P-4361 KARAJ JRN IRAN 17580127 
37S1 P-4361-1 KARAJ IRN IRAN 
3752 14362 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1766 0128 
3753 P4363 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1769 0129 
37S4 '-436.1 IRN IRAN 1772 0131 
3755 P-4366 KARAJ lRN IRAN 17730132 
3756 '-4370 JJROFT IRN IRAN 1906 0136 
3757 '4'71 JJROFT IRN IRAN 19080137 
375. P-4373 JlROFT IRN IRAN 19290139 
3759 P-4374 IRN RPIP 
3. P-4375 JJROPT JRN IRAN 19400141 
3761 P-4376 JlROFf IRN IRAN 19500142 
3762 P-4378 ]!R0Ff IRN IRAN 1%20144 
3763 P-4379 JlROFf IRN IRAN 19680145 
3764 P-4381 TORBAT HASANABAD 1RN IRAN 19850147 
3765 P-4312 TORBAT SHADMBHRB IRN IRAN 1996 0148 
3766 P-4383 TORBAT SHADMEHRB IRN IRAN 2013 0149 
3767 P-4314 IRN RPIP 
3761 P-4385 TORBAT SHADMBHRB IRN IRAN 20170151 
37. P4316 TaRBAT SHADMBHItB lRN IRAN 20260152 
3770 P-4386.-1 TORBAT SHADMBHRB IRN IRAN 
3771 N387 TORBAT SHADMEHRB IRN IRAN 202701S3 
3772 P-4389 TORBAT SHADMBHRE IRN IRAN 200801S,5 
3773 P-4390-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRB IRN IRAN 
3774 '..4393 TORBAT SHADMBHRB JR.N IRAN 2092 01S9 
3775 N393-1 TOR.BAT HASANABAD IRN IRAN 
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3776 P-4394 JRN RPIP 
3771 P-4395 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 21430161 
3778 P-439S-1 TORBAT SHADMEHRE IRN IRAN 
3779 P-4391 DARAGAZ IRN IRAN 21810163 
3780 P-4398 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 2184 0164 
3781 P-4399 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21850165 
3782 P-4400 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21860166 
3783 P-4401 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21870167 
3784 P-4401·1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3785 P-4402 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21880168 
3786 P-4403 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21890169 
3787 P4405 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21900171 
3788 P-4406 ESPAHAN IRN IRAN 21910172 
3789 P-4408 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21930174 
3790 P4410 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21950176 
3791 P-4412 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 21910118 
3792 P-4412-1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3793 P-4413·1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3794 P-4414 1RN RPIP 
3795 P4416 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 22000182 
3796 P-4417 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 22010183 
3797 P-4419 ESPAHAN IR.N IRAN 22030185 
3798 P-4419-1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3199 P-4420 ESFAHAN lRN IRAN 2204 0186 
3800 P-4423 ESPAHAN IRN lRAN 22070189 
3801 P-4424 lRN RPIP 
3802 P-4426 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 2209 0192 
3803 P-4427 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 22100193 
3804 P-4427-1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
380S P-4421 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 2211 0194 
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3106 P-4429 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 2212019S 
3807 P-4430 BSFAHAN JRN IRAN 2213 0196 
3101 P-4432 ESPAHAN JRN IRAN 22150198 
3809 P-4433 BSFAHAN JRN IRAN 22160199 
3810 P-"33-1 BSPAHAN JRN IRAN 
3811 P-4434 JRN RPIP 
3812 14434·1 IRN RPIP 
3813 P ...... 37 ESPAHAN IRN IRAN 22190203 
3114 P-4440 BSPAHAN JRN IRAN 22220206 
3115 P-4440-1 BSFAHAN JRN IRAN 
3816 P~l BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 22230207 
3817 P-4442 BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 22240208 
3818 P-4443 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 2225 0209 
3819 P-4446 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 22270212 
3120 P-4446-1 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3821 P-4449 BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 2230021 S 
3822 P-4449·1 BSFAHAN lRN IRAN 
3823 P-4450 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 22310216 
3124 P ... .51 BSPAHAN lRN IRAN 2232 0217 
382.5 P ..... 52 BSFAHAN IR.N IRAN 2234 0218 
3126 P ..... 53 BSPAHAN JRN IRAN 2235 0219 
3817 P-4453·1 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 
3828 P ...... '" IRN RPIP 
3829 P .... " ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 22360221 
3830 J44S6 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 22370222 
3131 P..aM,. BSFAHAN 1RN IRAN 2239 0224 
3832 144.59 BSFAHAN lRN IRAN 22400225 
,.3' P....w;o BSPAHAN IRN IRAN 2241 0226 
3834 P-446S ESPAHAN IRN IRAN 22450231 
'835 P-4467 BSFAHAN IRN IRAN 2247 0233 
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3836 P-4468 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 2248 0234 
3837 P-4470 ESFAHAN lRN IRAN 2250 0236 
3838 P-4474 IRN RPIP 
3839 P-4477 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 22560243 
3840 P-4489 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 22610255 
3841 P-4489·1 ESFAHAN IRN IRAN 
3842 P-4490 ESFAHAN lRN IRAN 2261 02.56 
3843 P-4491 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 2269 0251 
3844 P-4492 ESFAHAN JRN IRAN 22700258 
3845 P-4494 JRN RPIP 
3846 P-4494·} IRN RPIP 
3847 P-4496 KERMANSHAH IR.N IRAN 2273 0262 
3848 P-4497 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2274 0263 
3849 P-4498-1 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
3850 P-4500 KER.\1ANSHAH IRN IRAN 2217 0266 
3851 P-4500-1 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
3852 P-4500·2 KERMANSHAH 1RN IRAN 
3853 P-4502 KERMANSHAH 1RN IRAN 2279 0268 
3854 P-450S KERMANSHAH 1RN IRAN 22810271 
38SS P-4506 KERMANSHAH JRN IRAN 2282 0272 
3856 P-4S08 IRN IRAN 2284 0274 
3857 P4S10 KERMANSHAH JRN IRAN 22860276 
3858 P-4512 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2288 0278 
3859 P-451S KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 22900281 
3860 P-4,517 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 22920283 
3861 P-4S19 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2294 0285 
3862 P-4S21 KERMANSHAH IR.N IRAN 2296 0287 
3863 P-4524 IR.N RPIP 
3164 P-4526 KERMANSHAH IR.N IRAN 2300 0292 
3865 P ..... S26-1 KERMANSHAH JRN IRAN 
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3866 P~528 IRN IRAN 23020294 
3867 ' ... .529 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2303 0295 
3168 ' ... 531 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 23050097 
3869 ' .... 535 ICBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 23080301 
3.70 ' ... 537 IRN IRAN 23100303 
3871 P-4538 KERMANSHAH IRN IRAN 23110304 
31n ' ... 540 IBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 23130306 
3873 P-4542 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 231.5 0308 
3874 P ... .543 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 23 J 6 0309 
3875 P-4543·1 ICBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
3816 ' ... SC4 IRN RPIP 
3817 '-4.545 KERMANSHAH JRN IRAN 23170311 
3878 P-4S46 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2318 0312 
3879 ' .... .546--1 KERMANSHAH JRN IRAN 
3180 '-4546-2 KERMANSHAH JRN IRAN 
3881 ,-4.54, KBRMANSHAH lRN IRAN 23210315 
3882 '-4S49· 1 DRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 
3883 '-45.54 IRN RPIP 
31... ,-4554·1 IRN RPIP 
3185 '-45SS KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 23260321 
3886 P-4556 ICBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 23270322 
31., P-4", XBRMANSHAH JRN IRAN 2330 0325 
HSI '-4560 IC.ERMANSHAH 1RN IRAN 2331 0326 
3189 '-4563 XBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2334 0329 
3190 '-4564 IRN RPIP 
'191 P-4S6S KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 233S 0331 
3892 P-4566 IClDtMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2336 0332 
"93 P-4568 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2338 0334 
38M NS10 IRN IRAN 23400336 
38" '-4512 KBRMANSHAH IRN IRAN 2342 033. 
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3896 P-4573 KERMANSHAH JRN IRAN 23430339 
3897 P-4577 ARDEBn. JRN IRAN 23460343 
3898 P-4578 ARDEBnJ IRN IRAN 23470344 
3899 P-4S79 ARDEBn. JRN IRAN 23480345 
3900 P-4580 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23490345 
3901 P-4S80-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
3902 P-4581 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23500347 
3903 P-4S82 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23510348 
3904 P-4582-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
3905 P-4582-2 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
3906 P-4S83 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23520349 
3907 P-4583-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
3908 P-4584 IRN RP1P 
3909 P-4S84-1 IRN RPIP 
3910 P-4589 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23570355 
3911 P-4S90 ARDEBn. lRN IRAN 23580356 
3912 P-4593 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23610359 
3913 P-4S96 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23630362 
3914 P-4600 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23670366 
3915 P-4601 ARDEBn. lRN IRAN 2368 0367 
3916 P-4603 ARDEBn. IR.N IRAN 23700369 
3917 P-4604 IRN RPIP 
3918 P-4605 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 2371 0371 
3919 P-4607 AROEBIL lRN IRAN 23730373 
3920 P-4609 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 23750375 
3921 P.:461 0 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 23760376 
3922 P-461 0-1 ARDEBIL JRN IRAN 
3923 P-4612 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23780378 
3924 P-4612·t ARCHBIL JRN IRAN 
3925 P-4614 IRN RPIP 
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3926 P..4614·1 IR.N RPIP 
3927 P-461S ARDESa. IRN IRAN 2380 0381 
3928 P-4611 ARDERR. JR.N IRAN 23820383 
3929 P-4617-1 ARDESa.. IRN IRAN 
3930 P..4623 ARDBBR. IRN IRAN 2388 0389 
3931 '..4624 IRN RPlP 
3932 '-4630 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 23940396 
3933 '..4633-1 ARDBBD.. IRN IRAN 
3934 P-4636 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 23990402 
393S P..46.%-I ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
3936 '-4636-2 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 
3931 P-4636-3 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
3938 '-4636-4 AROEBn. JR.N IRAN 
3939 P-46311 AROEBn.. IRN IRAN 24010404 
3940 P-4639 ARDBBD.. JR.N IRAN 2402 0405 
3941 P-4640 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 24030406 
3942 P-4640-1 ARDEBn.. IR.N IRAN 
3943 P-4640-2 ARDEBn.. JR.N IRAN 
3944 P..4640-3 ARDBBn.. JR.N IRAN 
3945 P-4640-4 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
3946P-4641 ARDEBn.. 1RN IRAN 2404 0407 
3947 P-4641·1 ARDBBn.. JR.N IRAN 
3948 '-4642 ARDERa. IRN IRAN 240.5 0408 
3949 P-4642·1 ARDEBn.. 1RN IRAN 
'950 P-4643 ARDBBa. lRN IRAN 2406 0409 
39S1 P-4644 IRN RPIP 
3952 P-4647 AR.DEBn. IRN IRAN 2409 0413 
39S3 P-4641 ARDBBD... JR.N IRAN 24100414 
3954 '-4649 ARDBBIL IRN IRAN 2411 0415 
3955 P-46S4 JR.N RPIP 
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3956 P-46SS ARDEBa IRN IRAN 24160421 
39,51 P-46S6 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24170422 
3958 P-4658 ARDEBa IRN IRAN 24190424 
39,59 P-4658-1 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 
3960 P-46,59 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 2420042.5 
3961 P-4660 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 2421 0426 
3962 P-4~l ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 
3963 P-4663 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 24240429 
3964 P-4664 IRN RPIP 
3965 P-466S ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 24250431 
3966 P-4666 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 2426 0432 
3961 P-4668 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 2428 0434 
3968 P-4669 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 2429 0435 
3969 P-4671 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 2431 0437 
3970 P-4673 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 2433 0439 
3971 P-4674 .IRN RPIP 
3972 P-467S ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24340441 
3973 P-4679 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 24380445 
3974 P-4679-1 AROEBR. IRN IRAN 
397S P-4679-2 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 
3976 P-4679-3 AROEBR. IRN IRAN 
3977 P-4680-1 ARDEBR. IRN IRAN 
3918 P-4680-2 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 
3979 P-4681 ARDEBR.. IRN IRAN 24400447 
3980 P-4681-1 ARDEBB.. IRN IRAN 
3981 P-4682 ARDEBB.. IRN IRAN UU 0448 
3982 P-4683 ARDEBIL JRN IRAN 24420449 
3983 P"(683·1 ARDBBD.. IRN IRAN 
3984 P..(684 JRN RPJP 
3985 P-468S AROEBD.. IRN IRAN 2443 0451 
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3986 P~686 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24440452 
3987 P-4~l ARDEBn. IR.N IRAN 
398. P-4687 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24450453 
3989 P-4681-1 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 
3990 P-4690 ARDEBn. JRN IRAN 24480456 
3991 P-4693 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 2451 0459 
3992 P-4694 IRN RPIP 
3993 P .... 694-1 IRN RPIP 
3994 P-4694-2 IRN RPIP 
3995 P-4698 ARDEOD.. IRN IRAN 24540464 
3996 P-4698·1 ARCEOn. IRN IRAN 
3991 P-4700 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 24560466 
3998 P4701 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24570467 
3999 P-4702 ARDEBn. IRN lRAN 24580468 
4000 P4103 ARDEBD.. lRN IRAN 2460 0469 
4001 P-4703-1 ARDEBn. lRN IRAN 
4002 P-4703-2 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
4003 P-4704 IRN RPIP 
4004 P-4706 IRN RPIP 
4005 ».4706-1 IRN RPlP 
4006 P-4707 IRN RPIP 
4007 P-4108 IRN RPIP 
4008 P4710 ARDEOn.. IRN IRAN 24660476 
4009 P-4710-1 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 
4010 P-4713 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24690479 
4011 P-4714 IRN RPIP 
4012 P-4114·1 IRN RPIP 
.c013 P-4711 ARDEBD.. lRN IRAN 2472 0483 
4014 '-4118 A.R.DBBn. IRN IRAN 24730484 
4015 '-4'718-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
4016 P-47:8-2 ARDEBn. JR.N IRAN 
4017 P-4718-3 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
4018 P-4722 ARDEBn~ IRN IRAN 24770488 
4019 P-4724 IRN RPIP 
4020 P-4724-2 IRN RPIP 
4021 P-4727-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
4022 P-4728 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24820494 
4023 P-4729 ARDEBn. JR.N IRAN 24830495 
4024 P-4732 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24860498 
4025 P-4734 IRN RPIP 
4026 P-4736 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24890502 
4027 P-4737 ARDEBn. JR.N IRAN 2490 0503 
4028 P-4737-1 ARDEBn. JR.N IRAN 
4029 P-4738 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24910504 
4030 P-4739 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24920505 
4031 P-4740 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24930506 
4032 P-4740-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
4033 P-4742 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24950508 
4034 P-4743 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24960509 
4035 P-4743-1 ARDEOn. IRN IRAN 
4036 P-4744 IRN RPIP 
4037 P-4744-1 IRN RPIP 
4038 P-4744-2 IRN RPIP 
4039 P-4746 ARDEOn. IRN IRAN 24980512 
4040 P-4750 ARDEOn. IRN IRAN 2502 0516 
4041 P-47S1 ARDEOn. IRN IRAN 25030517 
4042 P-47S4 JRN RPIP 
4043 P-47S4-1 lRN RPIP 
4044 P47~6 ARDEOD.. IRN IRAN 25070522 
4045 P-4758 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 2509 0524 
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4046 P-41Sa.l ARDEBD.. lRN IRAN 
4047 P-4760 ARDBBa. IRN IRAN 2S11 0526 
4048 P-416()..1 ARDBBD.. lRN IRAN 
4049 P-4761 ARDBBD.. lRN IRAN 25120527 
4050 P-4763 ARDBBD.. IRN IRAN 25140529 
40S I P4763·1 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 
4052 P-4764 IRN RPIP 
4OS3 P-4765 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 25150531 
4OS4 P-4765·1 ARDBBn. lRN IRAN 
40SS P-4766 ARDBBn. IRN IRAN 2516 0532 
4056 P-4768 ARDBBn. IRN IRAN 2518 0534 
40S7 P-4768·1 ARDan. IRN IRAN 
40~' P-4769 ARDBBn. IRN IRAN 2519 053S 
4059 P-4772 ARDEBD.. IRN IRAN 2522 0538 
4060 P-4172·1 ARDBBJL IRN IRAN 
4061 p-4m-2 ARDBBIL IRN IRAN 
4062P-4774 IRN RPIP 
4063 P-4775·1 ARDBBJL IRN IRAN 
..a64 P4177 ARDBBn. IRN IRAN 25260543 
4065 P-4778 ARDBBJL IRN IRAN 25270544 
4066 P-4779 ARDBBJL IRN IRAN 25280545 
4067 P-478S ARDBBJL IRN IRAN 25330S51 
4068 P-4786 ARDBBn.. lRN IRAN 25340552 
4069 P-4193 ARDBBn.. IRN IRAN 25410559 
4070 P-4793-1 ARDBBn.. IRN IRAN 
4071 N193-2 ARDEBJL IRN IRAN 
4072 P-4197 AJIDBBD.. IRN IRAN 2544 0563 
40'73 N191-1 ARDEBJL lRN IRAN 
4074 1'04197 .. 2 AROEBJL JRN IRAN 
4075 P-4198 AltDSBD.. IRN IRAN 2S4S 0564 
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4076 P-4799 ARDEBn.. IR.N IRAN 25460565 
4077 P-4800 ARDEBn.. IR.N IRAN 25470566 
4078 P-4801 ARDEBn.. IR.N IRAN 2548 OS67 
4079 P-4804 IRN RPIP 
4080 P-4805 ARDESn. IR.N IRAN 25510571 
4081 P-4814 IR.N RPIP 
4082 P-4815 ARDESn. IR.N IRAN 25600581 
4083 P-4821 ARDEBn. lRN IRAN 2566 OSII7 
4084 P-4824 1RN RPIP 
408S P-4830 ARDEBIL IR.N IRAN 2S74 0596 
4086 P-4837 ARDESn. IR.N IRAN 2580 0603 
4087 P-4839 ARDEBn. IR.N IRAN 2S82 060S 
4088 P-4840 ARDEBIL IR.N IRAN 2S83 0606 
4089 P-4841 ARDEBIL 1RN IRAN 2584 0607 
4090 P-4843 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 2586 0609 
4091 P-4844 JRN RPIP 
4092 P-4846 ARDEBIL JRN IRAN 2588 0612 
4093 P-4848 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 2590 0614 
4094 P-4848-1 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 
4095 P-4851 ARDI~BIL IRN IRAN 2.593 0611 
4096 P-4855 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 2S96 0621 
4097 P-48S9 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 2600 0625 
4098 P-4864 IRN RPIP 
4099 P-4869 ARDEBIL IR.N IRAN 2609 0635 
4100 P-487S ARDEBn. IR.N IRAN 26140641 
4101 P-4875-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
4102 P-4878 ARDEBIL • IRN IRAN 26170644 
4103 P-4882 ARDBBJI. 1RN IRAN 2621 0648 
4104 P-4884 IRN RPIP 
410S P-4817 AROOBIL IRN IRAN 2625 O6S3 
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4106 P-4889-1 ARDESn.. IRN IRAN 
4107 P-4890 ARDR8n. IRN IRAN 26280656 
4108 P-4892 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 26300658 
4109 P-4892·1 ARDESll.. IRN IRAN 
4110 P--4892·2 IRN IRAN 
4111 P-4893 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 26310659 
4112 P4894 IRN RPIP 
4113 P4895 ARDR8n. IRN IRAN 26320661 
4114 P--4895·1 ARDBBn. IRN IRAN 
411S P-4899 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 26360665 
4116 P .... 900 ARDBBn. IRN IRAN 2637 0666 
41t? P-4910 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 26460676 
4118 P-491 0-1 ARDEBu.. IRN IRAN 
4119 P-49lS ARDEBn.. 1RN IRAN 2650 0681 
4120 P4916 ARDEBn.. 1RN IRAN 2651 0682 
4121 P-492S ARDEBn.. 1RN IRAN 26590691 
4122 P4926 ARDEBn.. IR.N IRAN 2660 0692 
4123 P-4926-1 ARDEBn. JRN IRAN 
4124 P .... 932 ARDEBn.. IRN IRAN 2666 0698 
4t2.5 P-4934 IRN RPIP 
4126 P-4935 ARDEBn.. JRN IRAN 2668 0701 
4127 P-4936 ARDESn. IR.N IRAN 2669 07fYl 
4128 P-4938 ARDESD.. IRN IRAN 26710704 
4J29P-4944 IRN RPIP 
4]30P-4944-1 IRN RPIP 
4131 14944·2 IRN RPIP 
4132 P-4946 OHARYB..(JOCR IRN IRAN 26780712 
4133 "4950 GHARYB-GOI..B IRN IRAN 26820716 
41)4 P4"1 OHARYB..(J()l.B IRN IRAN 26830711 
4135 P-4952 GHARYB-OaJJ IRN IRAN 2684 0718 
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4136 P-4954 IRN RPIP 
4137 P-4955 GHARYE·GOLE IRN IRAN 26860721 
4138 P-4958 GHARYE·GQLE IRN IRAN 26890724 
4139 P-49S9 GHARYE·OOLE IRN IRAN 2690072S 
4140 P-49S9-1 GHARYE"()()LE IRN IRAN 
4141 P-4959·2 GHARYE..QOLE IRN IRAN 
4142 P-4960 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 26910126 
4143 P-4961 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 2692 fY127 
4144 P-4962 GHARYE·QOLE IRN IRAN 2693 0728 
4145 P-4963 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 2694 0729 
4146 P-4964 IRN RPIP 
4147 P-4964-1 IRN RPIP 
4148 P-4966 GHARYE·GQLE lRN IRAN 26960732 
4149 P-4968 OHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 26980734 
4150 P-4968-1 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 
4151 P-4969 OHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 2699 073S 
4152 P-4970-1 OHARYE-OOLE lRN IRAN 
4153 P-4971 OHARYE·OOLE lRN IRAN 27010737 
4IS4 P-4972 OHARYE-OOLE IRN RPIP 2702 0738 
41SS P-4973 GHARYE·OOLE lRN IRAN 27030739 
4156 P-4973-1 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 
4157 P-4975 GHARYE·OOLE 1RN IRAN 2704 0741 
4158 P-4978 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 27070744 
4159 P-4980 OHARYE·OOLE IRN IRAN 2709 0746 
4160 P-4982 OHARYE·OOLE IRN IRAN 27110748 
4161 P-4984 IRN RPIP 
4162 P-4985 GHARYE"()()LE IRN IRAN 2713 0751 
4163 P-4986 OHARYE-OOLB IRN IRAN 27140752 
4164 P-4988 OHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 271601S4 
4165 P-4989 OHARYE-OOLB IRN IRAN 271701!55 
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4166 P .... 991 GHARYB..QOLB IRN IRAN 27190757 
4167 P .... 993 GHARYE..ooI..B IRN IRAN 27210759 
4168 ' .... 994 IRN RPIP 
4169 ' ... 991 GHARYE..ooLE IRN IRAN 2724 0763 
4170 14997·1 OHARYE-OOLE lRN IRAN 
4171 P-4999 GHARYE-OOLB IRN IRAN 2726 076S 
4172 '-5000 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 2727 0766 
4173 P~5001 GHARYE..(]()LB IRN IRAN 2728 0767 
4174 P·'OO2 GHARYB..(J()IJ! IRN IRAN 2729 0768 
4175 P .. $002-1 OHARYE...CJOl..E IR.N IRAN 
4176 '-5003 OHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 27300769 
4117 P-5004 IRN RPIP 
4178 P-SOOS OHARYE-GOLB IRN IRAN 2731 0771 
4179 P·5007 OHARYB-OOLB IRN IRAN 2733 0773 
4180 P-SOOI OHARYE..ooI..B IRN IRAN 2734 0774 
4181 P-5OO9 OHARYE-OOLB IRN IRAN 2735 077S 
4182 P·5013 OHARYB-OOLB IRN IRAN 2739 0779 
4183 P .. SOI4 IRN RPIP 
~n84 ·'·501S GHARYE.ooI..B IRN IRAN 27400781 
4185 P-S01.5·1 GHARYB.oot.B IRN IRAN 
4186 P .. '015-2 GHARYB..()(){.E lRN IRAN 
4117 P .. 5016 OHARYB-OOLB IRN lRAN 2741 0782 
4188 P·5017 GHARYB..()(){.E lRN IRAN 2742 0783 
4U9 P-SOI8 OHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 2743 0784 
4190 P-S019 OHARYE..QOU! 1RN IRAN 2744 078S 
4191 P..s020 GHARYB-OOLE IRN IRAN 2745 0786 
4192 P .. 5023 GHARYS..ooJ..B 1RN IRAN 2748 0789 
4193 P-5025 GHARYB..oor..E IRN IRAN 2749 0791 
41M P .. 5021 OHARYB..QOLE JRN IRAN 2751 0793 
4195 P·5032 AHAR lRN IRAN 2156 0798 
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4196 P-S034 IRN RPIP 
4197 P·S034-1 IRN RPIP 
4198 P-5040 AllAR IRN IRAN 2763 0806 
4199 P-S044 IRN RPIP 
4200 P-S044-1 lRN RPIP 
4201 P-S044-2 IRN RPIP 
4202 P-S04S AHAR IRN IRAN 27670811 
4203 P-S048 AHAR IRN IRAN 27700814 
4204 P-S049 AllAR IRN IRAN 27710815 
4205 P-SOSO AHAR IRN IRAN 2772 0816 
4206 P-SOS4 IRN RPIP 
4207 P·SOS1 AHAR IRN IRAN 27780823 
4208 P·SOS9 AHAR IRN IRAN 27800825 
4209 P-S064 IRN RPIP 
4210 P·S067 AllAR IRN IRAN 27870833 
4211 P·S070 AllAR IRN IRAN 27900836 
4212 P-S074 IRN RPIP 
4213 P-S074-1 IRN RPIP 
4214 P.S074-2 IRN RPIP 
4215 P-S079 AHAR IRN IRAN 27980845 
4216 P·S080 AHAR IRN IRAN 2199 0846 
4217 P-S08S AHAR IRN IRAN 28030851 
4218 P·S087 AHAR IRN IRAN 280S 08S3 
4219 P-S088 AHAR IRN IRAN 2806 08S4 
4220 P·S090 AHAR. IRN IRAN 2808 08S6 
4221 P-S091 AHAR IRN IRAN 280908S7 
4222 '·5092 AHAR IRN IRAN 28100858 
4223 P·5093 AHAR 1RN IRAN 28lt 0859 
4224 P·5094 IRN RPIP 
4225 P-5096 AHAR IRN IRAN 2813 0862 
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4226 P-5097 AllAR lRN IRAN 28140863 
4227 P .. 5099 AHAR lRN IRAN 28160865 
4228 P·5100 AllAR IRN IRAN 28170866 
4229 P·5104 IRN RPIP 
4230 P-,t07 AHAR IRN IRAN 28230873 
4231 P-St08 AHAR IRN IRAN 28240874 
4232 P-5109 AllAR lRN IRAN 28250875 
4233 P·SIIO AllAR IRN IRAN 28260876 
4234 P-5116 AllAR IRN IRAN 28310882 
4235 P-S118 AHAR lR.N IRAN 28330884 
4236 P-S121 AHAR IRN IRAN 28360887 
4237 P·5122 AHAR lRN IRAN 28370888 
4238 P·5123 AHAR lRN IRAN 28380889 
4239 P-5124 lRN RPIP 
4240 P~512S AllAR IRN IRAN 28390891 
4241 P·5127 AHAR lRN IRAN 28410893 
4242 P·'128 AllAR lRN IRAN 28420894 
4243 P-5131 AHAR lRN IRAN 28450897 
4244 P-5132 AllAR lRN IRAN 28460898 
4245 P .. S133 AllAR 1RN IRAN 28470899 
4246 P·5139 AHAR IRN IRAN 28520905 
4247 P·S142 AHAR IRN IRAN 28SS 0908 
4248 P-5144 JRN RPIP 
4249P .. 5144-1 IRN RPIP 
4150 P-5145 AtIAR IRN IRAN 28510911 
42S1 P .. SlSO AHAR IRN IRAN 28620916 
4152 P·$ISS AHAR lRN IRAN 2866 0921 
4253 P~51S8 AtIAR IRN IRAN 28690924 
4254 P.;5163 AllAR IRN IRAN 28140929 
4US P-5161 AllAR lRN 'IRAN 2817 0933 
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4256 P·5170 AllAR 1RN IRAN 28800936 
4257 P-SJ80 AllAR 1RN IRAN 28890946 
4258 P·S188 AllAR IRN IRAN 28960954 
4259 P-S189 AllAR 1RN IRAN 289709SS 
4260 P·5201 AllAR JR.N IRAN 2908 0967 
4261 P·5201·J AHAR lRN IRAN 
4262 P-5202 AHAR IRN IRAN 29090968 
4263 P·5203 AHAR IRN IRAN 29100969 
4264 P·5203·1 AHAR 1RN IRAN 
4265 P·5203·2 AHAR IRN IRAN 
4266 P·520S AllAR IRN IRAN 2911 0971 
4267 P·5205-1 AHAR JRN IRAN 
4268 P-5207 AHAR IRN IRAN 29J30973 
4269 P-S210 AHAR IRN IRAN 29160976 
4210 P·5213 AHAR 1RN IRAN 29190979 
4271 P·S213·1 AllAR IRN IRAN 
4272 P·S214 IRN RPlP 
4273 P·S214·1 IRN RPlP 
4274 P·S214·2 IRN RPlP 
427S P·S216 AHAR JRN IRAN 29210982 
4276 P·S216-1 AHAR IRN IRAN 
4277 P·S218 AHAR 1RN IRAN 29230984 
4278 P·S218·1 AHAR 1RN IRAN 
4279 P·S218-2 AHAR 1RN IRAN 
4280 P·S220 AHAR IRN IRAN 2925 0986 
4281 P·S221 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 29260987 
4282 P·S221·1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
4283 P-S222 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 29270988 
4284 P-S223 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 29280989 
4285 P·S223-1 MAMAGHAN JRN IRAN 
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428' P .. 5226 MAMAOHAN IR.N IRAN 29300992 
4217 '-5226-1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
4281 ' .. 5226-2 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
4289 p-5nl MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 29320994 
4290 P-5231 MAMAGHAN IR.N IRAN 29350997 
4291 P-5232 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 29360998 
4292 P .. 5234 1RN RPlP 
4293 , .. S243-1 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
42M ' .. 5243 .. 2 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
4295 P-S245 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 2947 JOl1 
4296 P·5246 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 2948 1012 
4297 P-52A6-1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
4291 P .. 5247 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 29491013 
4299 P .. 52S0-1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
4300 '·5251 MAMAOHAN 1RN IRAN 2953 1017 
4301 P·5253 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 29551019 
4302 P·5253·1 MAMAOHAN IR.N IRAN 
4303 P·5254 IRN RPIP 
4304 P·5254 .. 1 IRN RPIP 
4305 P·5lSS MAMAOHAN lRN IRAN 2956 1021 
4306 P-5asS-1 MAMAOHAN JRN IRAN 
.4307 P-5256 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 2957 1022 
4308 P·5251 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 2958 1023 
4309 P-S1St MAMAOHAN lRN IRAN 2960 1025 
4310 P.5260 MAMAGHAN lRN IRAN 2961 1026 
431 t P .. !s26()..l MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 
4312 P·5262 MAMAOHAN JRN IRAN 2963 1028 
4313,-,5264 IRN RPIP 
4314 ,-52&6 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 29661032 
4315 P .. '268 MAMAOHAN IRN IRAN 29681034 
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4316 P-S271 MAMAGHAN IR.N IRAN 29711037 
4317 P-S276 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 2975 1042 
4318 P-S277 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 2976 1043 
4319 P-5279 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 2978 1045 
4320 P-5281 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 2980 1047 
4321 P-S282 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 2981 1048 
4322 P-S289 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 29871055 
4323 P-5292 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 2990 10.58 
4324 P·S292·1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
4325 P-5293 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 29911059 
4326 P-5294 IRN RPIP 
4327 P-S298 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 29951064 
4328 P-5300 MAMAGllAN IRN IRAN 29971066 
4329 P-5300-1 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
4330 P-5302 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 29991068 
4331 P-5303 MAMAGHAN 1RN IRAN 3000 J069 
4332 P-S308 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 3004 1074 
4333 P-S309 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 30051075 
4334 P-S309-J MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 
4335 P-53 10 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 30061076 
4336 P-'313 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 3009 1079 
4337 P-S314 1RN RPIP 
4338 P-SlJS MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 30101081 
4339 P-S316 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 30111082 
4340 P-'31? MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 30121083 
4341 P-S319 MAMAGHAN IRN IRAN 30141085 
4342 P-5321 OHARYE-OOLE 1RN IRAN 30161087 
4343 P-S322 OHARYE..ooLE lRN IRAN 30171088 
4344 P·S322-1 OHARYE-OOLE lRN IRAN 
4345 P-S323 OHARYE·OOLH IRN IRAN 30181089 
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4346 P·5323·1 OHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 
4347 P • .5323 .. 2 OHAR.YE-GOLE IRN IRAN 
4348 P-5324 IRN RPIP 
4~9 P·5324·1 IRN RPIP 
4350 P·5326 GHARYE..ooLB IRN IRAN 30201092 
4351 '·5327 OHARYB..ooLE IRN IRAN 3021 1093 
4352 ' .. 5327·1 GHARYB-OOLE IRN IRAN 
4353 P-.532. OHARYB.ooLE IRN IRAN 30221094 
4354 P·5329 GHARYB..ooLE IRN IRAN 3023 1095 
43.55 P-5330 GHARYE-OOLB IR.N IRAN 3024 1096 
4356 P-5331 OHARYB-OOLE IRN IRAN 30251097 
43.57 P·.5332 OHARYE-ooLE IRN IRAN 30261098 
43.58 P·.5332·1 OHAllYE-GOtE lRN IRAN 
4359 P-5334 lRN RPIP 
4360 P·53]6 OHARYE-GOLB 1RN IRAN 30291102 
4361 P-5338 OHARYE..ooI..E IRN IRAN 3031 1104 
4362 p..5338·1 GHARYB..ooLE IRN IRAN 
.363 P·5'342 OHARYE..ooLE lRN IRAN 30351108 
4364 '·5344 IRN RPIP 
4365 '·'344.1 JRN RPIP 
41366 P-53-45 OHARYB-OOJ...E IRN IRAN 30373055 
4367 P·5345-1 GHAR.YB..ooLE IRN IRAN 
4368 P·5346 GHAR.YB..()()J..E IRN IRAN 30381112 
4369 '·5347 GHARYB.(Q...E IRN IRAN 30391113 
4310 P-5349 OHARYB-OOL.I! IRN IRAN 3041 IllS 
4371 '-5352 OHARYB·GOLE IRN IRAN 30441118 43n p.,,,z .. t GHARYB-OOLB lR.N IRAN 
4313 P·.53.53 OHARYB-OOl..B IRN IRAN 304511J9 
'4314 p..S"3 .. 1 GHARYB..(J()LB IR.N IRAN 
4'7' p..53~ JRN RPIP 
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4376 P-S3SS GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 30461121 
4377 P·5357 GHARYE...QOLE IRN IRAN 3048 J 123 
4378 P-S3S9 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30501125 
4379 P-S3S9-1 GHARYE..(J()LE IRN IRAN 
4380 P-5360 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 3051 1126 
4381 P-5360-1 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 
4382 P-5361 OHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 30521127 
4383 P-5362 GHARYE-OOLE IRN [RAN 3053 1128 
4384 P-5363 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30541129 
4385 P-5363-1 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 
4386 P-5364 IRN RPIP 
4387 P-S366 GHARYE·OOLE IRN [RAN 30561132 
4388 P-S367 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30571133 
4389 P-S368 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30581134 
4390 P-S369 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30591135 
4391 P·5371 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 3061 1137 
4392 P-S372 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 3062 1t38 
4393 P-S373 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30631139 
4394 P-5374 IRN RPIP 
4395 P-5374-1 IRN RPIP 
4396 P-5376 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30651142 
4397 P-5377 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30661143 
4398 P·5378 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 30671144 
4399 P·S379 GHARYE-GOlE IRN nv:, 3068 114.5 
4400 P·S379-1 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 
4401 P·S380 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 3069 J J46 
4402 P·S382 GHARYE·GOLE IRN IRAN 3071 1148 
4403 P-S383 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 3072 1149 
4404 P-S384 IRN RPIP 
4405 P-S387 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 30741153 
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4406 '-5390 OHARYB-OOLB IR.N IRAN 30771]56 
4407 '-5392 OHARYB-OOLB IR.N IRAN 30791158 
4408 '-5392-1 GHARYE-GOLB IR.N IRAN 
4409 '·5393 GHARYE-OOLB IR.N IRAN 30801159 
4410 '-5394 JR.N R.PlP 
4411 '-5394-1 JR.N RPIP 
4412 '-5395 GHARYE-OOLB JR.N IRAN 3081 1161 
4413 '-5396 GHARYE.QOLB JR.N IRAN 30821162 
4414 '-5397 GHARYB-OOLE JR.N IRAN 3083 1163 
44l.5 '-5398 GHARYE.(]OLB IRN IRAN 3084 1164 
4416 P·5400 OHARYB·OOLE IRN IRAN 30861166 
4417 '·5401 OHARYE-GOLE JR.N IRAN 30871167 
4411 P-5401·1 GHARYB-OOLB IR.N IRAN 
4419 P·5402 OHARYB·OOLE JR.N IRAN 30881168 
4420 '-5402-1 GHARYB-OOL.l! JR.N IRAN 
4421 P-5404 IRN R.PlP 
4422 '..5405 OHARYB.(]OLB IRN IRAN 3090117l 
4423 P-5407 OHARYB-GOLB tRN IRAN 30921173 
4424 P-S408 OHARYE-OOLB JR.N IRAN 3093 1174 
4415 P·S408-1 GHARYB-GOl..B IRN IRAN 
4426 P·S408-2 GHARYB-OOLB lRN IRAN 
4427 P-5Q..3 OHARYB·OOLE IRN IRAN 
4421 P-St09 OHARYB-OOLE 1RN IRAN 3094 1175 
4429 ' .. St11 GHARYB-OOLB 1RN IRAN 30961177 
4430 P-5412 GHARYB-OOl..E IRN IRAN 30971178 
4431 '-5414 JR.N RPIP 
4432 "'5419-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
4433 P-S420 ARDEBD.. 1RN IRAN 31181186 
,"34 '-5423 MOOHAN IR.N IRAN 31211189 
4435 P-5424 ARDEBD.. JaN IRAN 1190 ARDABD..-30 
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4436 P·S424-1 ARCEBn. IRN IRAN 
4437 P-5424~2 ARCEBn. IRN IRAN 
4431 P·S427 IRN RPIP 
4439 P·5429 KARAJ IRN IRAN 426M 
4440 P-S430 OHARYE-OOLE JRN IRAN 412M 
4441 P-S430-1 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 
4442 P-S432 KARAJ IRN IRAN 428M 
4443 P·5435 GHARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 404M 
4444 P·5438 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 401M 
4445 P-5438·1 GflARYE-OOLE IRN IRAN 
4446 P·S44S A ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 305 
4447 P-S449 KARAJ IRN IRAN 427M 
4448 P·S452 OHARYE-GOLB IRN IRAN 419M 
4449 P·S454 ARDEBn. lRN IRAN 336M 
4450 P·54S8 KARAJ IRN IRAN 329M 
4451 P-S459 KARAJ IRN IRAN 80 
4452 P-S460 MOOHAN IRN IRAN 302 MOOHAN 129 
4453 P-5461 ARDEBn. lRN IRAN 323M 
4454 P-5462 CYP IRAN 331 CYPRUS 32 
4455 P-S464 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 313M 
4456 P-S465 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 335M 
4451 P-S461 NEYSHABUR IRN IRAN 309M 
4458 P-S474 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 339M 
4459 P-S476 KARAJ lRN IRAN 312M 
4460 P-S478 ARDEBn. lRN IRAN 0430 ARDABn.-30 
4461 P-S478-1 ARDESn. IRN IRAN 
4462 P-S479 ARDHBn. IRN IRAN 2425 0431 
4463 P-S481-1 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 
4464 P-S482 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 24280434 
4465 P-S483 ARDEBn. IRN IRAN 2429 0435 
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4f66 P-S484 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 24300436 
4467 P-5488 IRN RPIP 
4468 P·5488·2 IRN RPIP 
4469 p·'488-3 IRN RPIP 
4470 P-5489 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 24340441 
4471 P-549O ARDEBIL lRN IRAN 24350442 
4472 P·5491 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 24360443 
4473 P-5493 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 24380445 
4474 P·S49S ARDBBIL IRN IRAN 24400447 
4475 P·5496 ARDBBIL IRN IRAN 24410448 
4476 P .. 5497 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 24420449 
4477 P.5497-1 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 
4478 P-5507 YOZOAT 1VR ESKI 4-5 SMALL SEED 
4479 P-5507-1 YOZGAT TUR ESKI 
4480 P-S507-2 YOZGAT TUR ESKI 
4411 P~SS63 SIVAS TIJR BSKI 233·3 
4482 P·5S88 ELAZlG TIJR BSKI 262·2 
4483 P-SS91 ELA2lG TUR BSKI 262-5 
4484 P .. S60S DEN1ZLI TUR £SKJ 272·1 
4485 P·5614 OENlZLI TIJR ESKI 284-5 
4486 P-5717 MANISA TIJR ESKI 481·1 
4417 P-5807 ESKISEHIR TUR BSKI S82·1 NATIVE 44'. P~SI07-1 ESKISEHIR 1VR ESKI 
4419 P·'819 ADlYAMAN 1VR ESKI 811·2COMMON 
4490 P-59Z4 ICAZANCI MANISA 1VR £SKI 88 1-4 SPANISH 
4491 P·5978 CANAK.KALE 11JR BSKI 931·8 NATIVE 
.4492 .. ..(iOOl SINOP 11JR BSKI 981·2 WHrrB 
4493P-4001-1 SlNOP TOR BSKI 
.... P __ l·2 SINOP TUR. BSKI 
4495 P..e002 SlNOP TOR BSKl 981-3 WHITE 
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4496 P-6002-1 SINOP ruR ESKI 
4497 P-6015 SINOP ruR BSKl 100 1 .... 
4498 P-60IS-l SINOP TIJR ESKI 
4499 P-60IS-2 SINOP TIJR ESKl 
4500 P·6019 ESKISEHIR ruR ESKI 101 1-4 
4501 P-6044 USAK TIJR ESKI liS 1·1 
4502 P-604S USAK TIJR BSKI 115 1·3 
4503 P-6052 NEW DELHI JND lARl PLOR-NO.l 
4504 P-6052-1 NEWDEUlJ IND IARl 
4505 P-6053 NEWDEl.H1 JND IARl PLOR·NO.2 
4506 P-6054 NEW DELHI IND IARJ PLOR-NO.4 
4507 P-605S NEW DELHI JND IARJ PlOR·NO.5 
4508 P-6055-1 NEW DELHI IND lAIU 
4509 P-605S-2 NEWDEUll IND lARI 
4510 P-60S5-3 NEWDEUll 1ND IARl 
4511 P-6056 NEWDElliI IND lARI PLGR·NO.7 
4512 P-6058 NEWDWU IND lARl PLGR·NO.9 
4513 P-60S8-1 NEWDEUU IND lARI 
4514 P-60S9 NEWDEUJI IND IARl PLGR·NO.9 
451.5 P-6060 NEWDEliU IND lAIU PLGR·NO.18 
4516 P-6061 NEWDEUU IND IARl PLOR-NO.19 
4517 P-6062 NEW DElHI IND IARl PLOR·NO.20 
4518 P-6063 IND IARl PLOR-NO.21 
4519 P-6067 IND IARI PLGR·NO.2S 
4520 P-6068 NEW DELHI IND JAR) PLOR·NO.26 
4.521 P-6069 NEWDEUlI IND IARl PLOR·NO.27 
4522 P-6072 NEW DELHI IND IARI PLOR-NO.31 
4523 P-6073 NBWDELHI IND IARI PLGR·NO.32 
4524 P-6074 NEWDWU IND IAlU PLOR-NO.33 
4525 P-6075 NEW DELHI IND IARJ PLGR· NO. 35 
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4526 P.Q)1S·1 IND lARI 
4S17 P..mtS·2 NEWDELHl IND lARl 
4S28 P.an6 NEWOOUn IND lAJU PLGR·NO.36 
4529 P-60'76--1 NEWDBLHI IND lARI 
4530 P"', NEW DELHI IND IARI PLOR· NO. 39 
4531 P-6019 NEWDHUU IND IARI PLORwNO.40 
4.532 P.(i(119 .. 1 NEW DELHI IND lARl 
4533 P-6OIO NEW DElHI IND lARl FLOR-NO.41 
.534 P-6OI2 NEWDEUII IND IARI PLOR-NO.43 
4'" P'-3 NEW DELHI IND IARI FLGR-NO.44 
4536 P.fJ084 NEWDEUlI IND lARI PLOR-NO.4S 
4537 ,,,-5 NEWDEUU JND IARI FLOR-NO.46 
4531 P-608'·1 NEWDEUU IND IARI 
4539P-6OI6 NEW DELHI IND IARI PLOR·NO.47 
4540 P-6081 NEW DELHI IND IARI PLOR-NO.49 
4541 P..6089 NBWDEUU IND lARl PLGR·NO.SO 
4542 P-a9-1 NEW DELHI IND IARl 
454.3 P-6OI9·2 NEWDBUlI IND IARl 
4544 P-6090 NBWDBLHI IND IARI PLGR-NO.51 
4S4S . P4090-1 IND JARI 
4546 P..QO.2 !NO lARl 
4547 P.e91 NEW DELHI JND lARl PLOR-NO.52 
.54' P-6092 NEWDBUlI IND IARI PLOR-NO.S3 
4549 P-6093 NBWDELHI IND IARJ FLOk-NO.S3 
45SO P-G5 NEWDBLHI JND JARl PLGR-NO.57 
4$." ' .... 5·1 NBWDElHI IND IARJ 
4~'2 ,..-, IND L\Rl PLGR·NO.62 
.153...., .. 1 NBWOEUII IND L\Rl 
4SS4 .P40J9..2 NBWDBlJD IND IARJ 
4"' p..fjQ'j9..3 NBWDBtHI JND IARl 
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4556 P-6099-4 NEW DELHI INn IARJ 
4557 P-6101 NEW DELHI IND IARl PLOR-NO.64 
4.5.58 P-610l NBWDELHI IND IARl PLOR·NO.67 
4.559 P-610.5 NEW DELHI JND JAR] PLGR·NO.69 
4.560 P-610S-1 NEWDmJU lND IARJ 
4.561 P-6106 NEWDEUlI lND IARJ PLOR-NO.70 
4.562 P-6108 NEWDEUlI lND IARJ PLOR·NO.12 
4563 P-6110 NEWDBUlI IND IARJ PLOR-NO.74 
4564 P·611 0-1 NEW DELHI IND IAlU 
4.56.5 P-61l2 NEWDEl.HI IND IAlU PLOR-NO.76 
4566 P-6112-1 NEWDEUlI INn IARI 
4567 P-6112·2 NEWDBLHI IND IARI 
4568 P-6113 NEW DelJ{1 IND IARJ PLGR-NO.77 
4.569 P-6114 NEWDEUfI !NO IARJ PLOR-NO.71 
4570 P-6116 NEWDElJ{1 IND JAR] PLOR-NO.80 
4571 P-6116-1 IND IARI 
4.572 P-6119 NEWDElJ{1 IND IARI PLOR-NO.83 
4573 P-6120 NEWDElJ{1 IND lARJ PLOR-NO.84 
4.574 P-6134 NEW DELHI IND IAlU PLOR-NO.IOS 
4.575 P-6134·1 IND JARI 
4.576 P-6134·2 NEWDElJU IND lARJ 
4577 P-6136 NEWOOLHI IND JARI PLOR-NO.107 
4578 P-6141 NEWDEl.HI IND lARJ PLOR-NO.112 
4579 P-6142 NEWDBUlI IND IAR.I PLOR-NO.113 
4580 P-6142-1 NBWDBlHI IND lARJ 
4.581 P-6142-2 IND JAR] 
4'82 P-6146 NEWDBLHI lND IARJ PLOR·NO.111 
4583 P-6148 NEWDHLHI IND JARl PLOR-NO.121 
4584 P-61SO-1 JND IARJ 
4585 P-6152 lND IARJ PLOR-NO.l28 
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4586 P-6155 NEW DELHI IND IARI PLGR·NO.132 
4587 P-6158 (NO IARI PLGR-NO.135 
4588 P-6159 NEWDEUlJ IND IARI PLGR-NO.136 
4589 P-6160 NEWDEUU INn IARI PLGR-NO.138 
4S90 P...fi170 NEW DELHI 1ND tARI PLGR·NO.149 
4591 P-6172 NEWDEI.JII IND lARI PLGR·NO.l52 
4592 P-6172-1 NEWDEUtl IND 1AR1 
4593 P-6115 NEWDEUU 1ND lARI PLGR-NO.155 
4594 P-6176 NEWDElJII lND IARI PLGR-NO.l56 
459S P-6178 NEWDElJII JND IARI PLGR-NO.lS8 
4596 P-6178-1 NEWDElJII INO IARI 
4597 P-6179 1ND IARI PLGR-NO.l59 
4598 P-6180 NEWDELHJ IND IARI PLGR-NO.lS9 
4599 P-6181 NEWDEUII 1ND IARI PLGR-NO.162 
4600 P-6184 NEW DELHI JND lARl PLGR-NO.l65 
4601 P-6186 NEW DELHI JND JARJ PLGR·NO.l67 
4602 P-6189 NEW DELHI JND lARl PLGR-NO.170 
4603 P-6191 NEWDEUU IND JARI PLGR-NO.l72 
4604 P-6192 JND JARI PLGR-NO.174 
460S P-6193 1ND JARt PLGR-NO.17S 
4606 P-6194 1ND JARI PLGR-NO.176 
4607 P..6t95 1ND IARl PLGR-NO.l77 
4~ P-6197 1ND KANP 
4609 Pw619a..l IND KANP 
4610 P-6199 IND KANP 
4611 P-6201 1ND KANP 
4612 P..Q01-l u.P. IND KANP 
4613 P-62Ol IND KANP 
4614 P-6203 1ND KANP 
46l'SJ'..a)3-1 IND KANP 
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4616 P-6207 IND KANP 
4617 P-6208 IND KANP 
4618 P-6209 U.P. IND KANP 
4619 P-6209-1 IND KANP 
4620 P-6212 U.P. IND KANP 
4621 P-6213 U.P. lND KANP 
4622 P-6214 IND KANP 
4623 P-6215 IND KANP 
4624 P-6217 A IND KANP 
4625 P-6217-1 IND KANP 
4626 P-6218 IND KANP 
4627 P-6221 IND KANP 
4628 P-6221-1 IND KANP 
4629 P-6221-2 IND KANP 
4630 P·6222 lND KANP 
4631 P·6223 IND KANP 
4632 P-6225 IND KANP 
4633 P-6226-3 IND KANP 
4634 P·6228 IND KANP 
4635 P-6228-1 lND KANP 
4636 P-6228-2 IND KANP 
4637 P-6230 V.P. IND KANP 
4638 P-623 I V.P. IND KANP 
4639 P-6231·1 V.P. IND KANP 
4640 P-6232 IND KANP 
4641 P·6233 IND KANP 
4642 P-6234 V.P. IND KANP 
4643 P-6235 U.P. IND KANP 
4644 P-6236 IND KANP 
4645 P-6237 V.P. IND KANP 
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4646 P-6238 U.P. IND KANP 
*7 P-6239 U.P. IND KANP 
4648 P-62AO IND KANP 
4649 P·624()"1 IND KANP 
4650 P-6242 IND KANP 
4651 P-6244 U.P. IND KANP 
4652 P-6245 IND KANP 
4653 P·6245·1 IND KANP 
46S4 P·6245·2 U.P. IND KANP 
4655 P.Q46 IND KANP 
4656 P·6246-1 U.P. IND KANP 
_657 P"'249 U.P. IND KANP 
4658 P-6150 U.P. IND KANP 
~9 P..Q50..1 U.P. IND KANP 
4660 P-6251 U.P. IND KANP 
4661 P-6252·2 U.P. IND KANP 
4662P..Q.S4 U.P. IND KANP 
_663 P-62.54·1 U.P. IND KANP 
4664 P.filS, U.P. IND KANP 
466S P-6256 U.P. IND KANP 
4666 P-6256-1 u.P. IND KANP 
4667 P-62S7 U.P. IND KANP 
4661 ''''157·1 IND KANP 
4669 P..625- V.P. IND ICANP 
4670 P.Q59 U.P. IND KANP 
4671 P-6260 V.P. IND KANP 
4671 P4260-1 IND KANP 
. 4673 P-6261 U.P . IND KA.NP 
4614 P;Q62 V.P. IND KANP 
4615 P-6262-) U.P. IND KANP 
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4676 P·6264·1 V.P. IND KANP 
4677 P·6264-2 V.P. IND KANP 
4678 P-6264-3 V.P. IND KANP 
4679 P-6267 V.P. IND KANP 
4680 P-6268 V.P. IND KANP 
4681 P-6269 V.P. IND KANP 
4682 P-6269-1 u.P. IND KANP 
4683 P-6271 V.P. IND KANP 
4684 P-6272 U.P. JND KANP 
4685 P-6272-1 V.P. IND KANP 
4686 P-6274 V.P. IND KANP 
4687 P·6274-1 IND KANP 
4688 P-6275 IND KANP 
4689 P-6276 V.P. IND KANP 
4690 P-6277 V.P. IND KANP 
4691 P-6278 V.P. IND KANP 
4692 P-6281 V.P. IND KANP 
4693 P-6282 V.P. IND KANP 
4694 P-6283 V.P. INO KANP 
4695 P-6285 V.P. IND KANP 
4696 P-628S-1 U.P. IND K.ANP 
4697 P-6287 V.P. IND KANP 
4698 P-6288 V.P. IND KANP 
4699 P-6291 U.P. IND KANP 
4700 P-6292 V.P. IND KANP 
4701 P-6292-1 V.P. IND KANP 
4702 P-6294 V.P. IND KANP 
4703 P-629S V.P. IND KANP 
4704 P·629S-1 IND KANP 
4705 P-6296 V.P. IND KANP 
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4706 P-6297 V.P. IND XANP 
4707 P.Q99 IND XANP 
4708 P-6300 V.P. IND XANP 
4709 P-6301 V.P. IND IARI 
4710 P-6302 U.P. IND IARI 
4711 P-6305 U.P. IND IARI 
4712 P-630S~l U.P. IND IAR! 
4713 P-6307 U.P. IND IARI 
4714 P·6307·1 U.P. IND lARl 
4715 P-6307-2 U.P. IND IARI 
4716 P-6308 U.P. IND XANP 
4717 P--6308-1 U.P. IND KANP 
4718 P-6309 V.P. IND KANP 
4719 P-6310 V.P. IND KANP 
4720 P .. 631~1 V.P. IND KANP 
4721 P-631~2 U.P. IND XANP 
4722 P-6311 U.P. IND KANP 
4723 P-6312 U.P. IND KANP 
4724 P-6313 U.P. IND XANP 
4725 P-6313·1 U.P. IND KANP 
4726 P-63tS SH.AlDlOUk IRN RPlP 17965001 
4727 P-6316 SHIRAZ IRN RPIP 
4721 P--6317 VARAMIN IRN RPlP 1415 S003 
4729 P-6318 MOOHAN IRN RPIP 1591 5004 
4730 P..63II-1 MOOHAN IRN RPIP 
4731 P-6319 KARAJ IRN RPIP 1649 SOOS 
4132 P-6321 MOOHAN lR.N RPIP 313M 5509 
4733P-6325 ARDBSn. lRN IRAN PI-249982 331M 
~"134 P-6327 K.AR.AJ IRN RP.IP 312M 5016 
4735 '-6318 .MOOHAN IRN RPIP 302M S017 
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4736 P-6330 TORBA TE HEYDARYIEH IRN RPIP 03325019 
4737 P-633l CYPRUS IRN RPIP 03315020 
4738 P-6332 K.ARAJ 1RN RPIP 329M SOli 
4739 P-6333 ARDEBR. IRN RPIP 339M 5022 
4740 P-6333-1 ARDEBR. 1RN RPIP 
4741 P..t;334 OHOCHAN JRN RPIP 03105023 
4742 P-6339 1RN USDA 0225 5030 
4743 P-6340 VARAMIN JRN RPIP 13885031 
4744 P-6341 VARAMlN IRN RPIP 13765032 
4745 P-6341-1 VARAMJN IRN RPIP 
4746 P-634S SHIRAZ JR.N RPIP 0931 S036 
4747 P·6346 MAMAGHAN JR.N RPIP 1602 S037 
4748 P·6348 NEYS HA BUR JR.N RPIP 09165039 
4749 P-63S0 MAMAOHAN IRN RPIP ISI8 5041 
4750 P-6353 NEYSHABUR IRN RPIP 08135044 
4751 P-6360 TORBA TE HEYDARYIEH JR.N RPIP 20145051 
4752 P~6363 VARAMIN JR.N RPIP 13895054 
4153 P·6365 PARS JRN RPlP 0618 5056 
4754 P-6366 NBYSHABUR JRN RPIP 08225057 
4755 P-6369 IR.N RPIP 11225060 
4756 P..t;370 IR.N RPIP 08235061 
4757 P..t;371 GI-IOCHAN IR.N RPIP 04375062 
47St P-6373 SHIRAZ IRN RPlP 09355064 
4759 P~81 ARDEBn.. IRN RPlP 11765072 
4760 P-6383 ARDEBn.. JRN RPIP 11565074 
4761 P·6383·1 ARDEBn.. IRN RPlP 
4762 P-6383-2 ARDEBD.. IRN RPIP 
4763 P-6383-3 ARDEBn.. IRN RP1P 
4764 P-6391 SHAHPOUR IRN RPlP 18295082 
4765 P-6402 GHOCHAN IRN RPIP 0411 5093 
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4766 P-6403 ESFAHAN IRN RPJP 04565094 
4767 P-6410 GHOCHAN IRN RPJP 03825102 
4"168 P·6410-1 GHOCHAN IRN RPIP 
4169 P .. 6410-2 GHOCHAN IRN RPIP 
417OP-6418 MAMAGHAN IRN RPIP 1589511] 
4771 P-6418-1 MAMAGHAN JRN RPIP 
4772 P-6419 MAMAGHAN IRN RPIP J4935))2 
4773 P-6425 SHIRAZ IRN RPlP 08655118 
.. 714 P-6432 NEYSHABUR IRN RPIP 07315125 
477S P-6436 VARAMIN IRN RPIP 13765130 
.. 176 P-6441 MAMAGHAN IRN RPIP 15965141 
4777 P-644S MAMAGHAN IRN RPIP 15655146 
4178 P·6445·1 MAMAGHAN IRN RPIP 
4779 P-6446 KARAJ IRN RPIP 02675147 
4780 P-6447 MAMAGIIAN IRN RPIP 15565J48 
4781 P-6447-1 MAMAGHAN IRN RPIP 
4712 P-6449 NEYSHABUR IRN RPIP 0800 5150 
478S P·6449-1 NEYSHABUR IRN RPJP 
4784 P-6450 MAMAGlIAN IRN RPIP 15885151 
4785P-64S3 KARAJ IRN RPIP 00865154 
4786 P-6456 SlW-lPOUR IRN RPIP 18485159 
4187P-6456-1 SHAHPOUR lRN RPIP 
4711 P-6457 DARAGAZ IRN RPIP 06825161 
4189 P-6458 NEYSHABUR IRN RPIP 08565162 
4190 P-6459 NEYSHABUR IRN RPJP 08285163 
4791 '..6459·1 NEYSHABUR IRN RPIP 
4792 P-646l· OHAZVlN IRN RPIP 5174 
4793 P-6465 OHARYE..(J()l.E IRN RPJP 04166006 
4794 P-M67 AZARSHAHRB IRN RPIP 03036008 
4795 P4468 .KARAZ JRN RPJP 04256()()9 
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4796 P-6469 GHARYE-GOLE IRN RPIP 04196010 
4797 P-6471 MOOHAN IRN RPIP 04486012 
4798 P-6474 KARAJ IRN RPJP 04266015 
4799 P·6477 KARAJ IRN RPIP 04406018 
4800 P-6480 MOGHAN IRN RPIP 04496022 
4801 P·648 I KARAJ IRN RPIP 04396023 
4802 P-6485 KARAJ IRN RPIP 04286027 
4803 P-6488 KARAJ IRN RPlP 04276030 
4804 P·6495 ESFAHAN IRN RPIP 22546037 
4805 P-6496 KERMANSHAH IRN RPIP 02756038 
4806 P·649t).-1 KERMANSHAH IRN RPIP 
4807 P-6S00 IRN RPJP 02766042 
4808 P-6502 K.ARAJ IRN RPIP 02876044 
4809 P-6S09 ARDEBll.. IRN RPIP 2560 6051 
4810 P-6515 GHARYE·GOLE IRN RPIP 3084 6060 
48J1 P-6524 ESFAHAN lRN RPIP 22116069 
4812 P-6526 MOGHAN lRN RPIP 3121 6071 
4813 P-653 I AHAR IR.N RPIP 28256076 
4814 P·6540 AllAR lRN RPIP 28636085 
4815 P-6558 ESFAHAN lRN RPIP 21986103 
4816 P-6570 GHAZVlN IRN RPJP 0277 6118 
4817 P-6512 GHARYE-GOl.E IRN RPIP 30806120 
4818 P-6574 ESPAHAN IRN RPIP 22266122 
4819 P-6574-1 BSFAHAN IRN RPIP 
4820 P-6575 AHAR lRN RPIP 29036123 
4821 P-6576 BSPAHAN 1RN RPlP 21926124 
4822 P-6582 MAMAOHAN lRN IRAN 1465 1493 
4823 P..6588 MAMAOHAN lRN IRAN 1518 1552 
4824 P-659O MAMAOHAN lRN IRAN 1521 1555 
4825 P-6592 lRN RPIP 
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4126 P-6594 KARAJ lRN IRAN 17301773 
4127 P..659' KARAJ lRN IRAN 17381779 
4121 P-6S96 KARAJ lRN RPIP 
4829 P-6597 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1754 1796 
4130 P-6591 KARAJ JRN IRAN 17S61798 
4831 P-6599 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 17981837 
4832 P-6600 J1ROFT JRN IRAN 19<491996 
4833 P-6604 CYP IRAN 20992144 
4834 P·6604-1 CYP IRAN 
483S P-660S CYP IRAN 21142161 
4836 P-6607 JRN IRAN 2)27217S 
4831 P-6608 JRN RPlP 
4838 P-'612 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 31322259 
4139 P-6612-1 SHAHPOUR JRN IRAN 
4840 P-6613 BSFAHAN IRN fRAN 31332261 
4841 P-6615 MAR PAO 
4842 P-6617 IND GIZA NA·3S 
4843 P-6622 PRT RPIP 
4144 P-662S ISR RPJP 113 
484' P-66.S4 NOI RPJP 
4846 P-668I PSKP IRN RPIP lRAN249982 
4141 ""'32 MOGHAN IRN RPIP 
.8 P~7048 SARAH AGHAJ IRN RPJP 
4149 P·1185 NOI RP1P 
4150 P~ NO) RPIP 
4851 P-I051 NOI RPIP 
4852 P-I184 NO( RPIP 
.8$'P-9558-1 NOI R.PlP 
4154 P-9623 USA RPIP MEXICAN SEL·2 
41" p..9Q,4 USA RPIP MP.XICAN Sm..-4 
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4856 P-962S USA RPIP MEXICAN SBL·l 
4857 P·9630 USA RPIP MEXICAN SBL-6 
4858 P-9639 USA RPIP WHITE SPANISH-8 
4859 P-9642 USA RPIP 
4860 P-9647 YUG RPIP 
4861 P·9648 YUG RPIP 
4862 P-9649 E1lI RPIP 
4863 P-9650 E1lI RPIP 
4864 P·965 1 E1lI RPIP 
4865 P·9653 SUN K1502 
4866 P-9655 SUN RPIP 
4867 P·9658 BGR RPIP 
4868 P-9664 SUN RPIP 
4869 P-9665 JOR RPIP 
4870 P·9666 JOR RPIP 
4871 P·9667 1ND RPIP S·246 
4872 P·9667-1 (NO RPIP 
4873 P·9668 IND RPIP 8-239 
4874 P-9669 IND RPIP N-S9 TETRAPLOID 
4875 P·9671 IND RPIP 8/135 
4876 P·9672 IND RPIP S/I65 BROWN 
4877 P-9673 !NO RPIP 8/165 GREEN 
4878 P.9675 1ND RPIP S(279 
4879 P-9676 1ND RPIP SI218 
4880 P-9677 IND RPIP 
4881 P-9686 MAR RPlP 
4882 P-9693 MAR RPlP 
4883 P-9696 MAR RPIP 
4884 P-9697 MAR RPIP 
488S P-9698 MAR RPIP 
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4886 '·9700 MAR RPIP 
~'.7 '·9701 MAR RPIP 
.... 1 P~9702 MAR RPIP P.C.NO.63 
4889 P·9733 NEVSEHIR TUR RPIP VAR·355 
4890 P-9744 F.LAZIG TUR RPIP VAR-26/1-1 
4891 P-9745 DENIZLI TUR RPIP VAR·2712·2 
4892 P-9746 DENIZLl TUR RPIP VAR-2712-3 
4893 P-9748 DENIZLI 11JR RPIP VAR-2911-3 
4894 P·97S0 AMASYA 11JR RPIP V AR.:,:\2/1·1 
489S P·9754 KIRIKKALE 11JR RPIP VAR·34/1·5 
4896 P-Sl7SS KJRIKKALE TVR RPIP VAR·34/2-J 
~897P-9757 MEX RPJP V AR·35/1-4 
4898 P-97S8 BALlKESIR 11JR RPIP VAR·38/l·1 
4899 P·9763 ESKISEHIR TIm RPIP VAR-43/1-1 
4900 P-9777 MANISA TUR RPIP VAR.54/1·1 
4901 P-9711 11JR RPlP VAR-60/1·3 
4902 P-9789 ANTAKYA TUR RPW VAR·74/1·3 
~903 '-9790 lZMIR TUR RPJP VAR-79/1·2 
4904 P·9791 TUR RPIP VAR·80(3 
490S P-9792 GAZlANTEP 11JR RPIP VAR-8212-1 
4906 P.9794 TUR RPW VAR-84/l-3 
~9.07 P-9800 1UR RPIP VAR-93/l-] 
4908 P .. 9815 ESKlSBHIR 11JR RPIP VAR-1l7/3 
~909 P-9828 DENIZLI 1UR RPIP VAR-130/1 
~910 P-9871 BGR RPIP 
49tl P-9886 GRC RPIP M6809 
4912 P·9887 ORC RPIP M6802 
~913 '..,890 ORC RPIP M9638 
~914 P·9.93 aRC RPIP MI0538 
~'lS P·9894 aRC RPIP M9665 
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4916 P·9897 ORC RPIP M68·8 
4917 AHMADABAD-52 GUJARAT IND PAU 
4918 ANNIOERI KARNATAKA IND PAU 
4919 B·108 W.BENGAL IND PAU 
4920 B-II0 W.BBNGAL JND PAU 
4921 BQ.I NEWDEUII IND PAU 
4922 BQ.2 NEWDEUlI IND PAU 
4923 BEG482 A.P. IND PAU 
4924 BR-70 BIHAR JND PAU 
4925 BBNGALORAM IND PAU 
4926 C-4 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4927 C-49 PUNJAB JND PAU 
4928 C-I04 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4929 C·IS6 PUNJAB INn PAU 
4930 C-214 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4931 C.l7S PUNJAB INO PAU 
4932 CP·66 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4933 CEYLON-2 LKA PAU 
4934 OIAFPA MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
4935 C·235 PUNJAB INn PAU 
4936 8-100 ORC PAU 
4937 BC·IS38 PUNJAB JND PAU 
4938 BC·l2409 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4939 P-61 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4940 P·lS7 PUNJAB JND PAU 
4941 P-240 PUNJAB lND PAU 
4942 F-272 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4943 F·]70 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4944 P-l78 PUNJAB lND PAU 
4945 f..404 PUNJAB IND PAU 
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4&946 F .... 96 PUNJAB INn PAll 
4947 F .... 98 PUNJAB INn PAll 
4941 0-130 PUNJAB INn PAll 
4949 0-24 PUNJAB INn PAll 
4950 0-543 PUNJAB INn PAll 
4&951 JO-62 M.P. INO JNKV 0·62-404 
4952 OL-599 PUNJAB INn PAU 
4953 GW-Sn PUNJAB INO PAU 
4&954 H-2OI PUNJAB INO PAU 
49SS H-223 PUNJAB INO PAll 
4956 H-35S PUNJAB IND PAU 
4957 HIMA PUNJAB INn PAU 
4&951 lOCal M.P. INO PAU 
4959 JO-23 M.P. INO PAll 
• 960 JO-24 M.P . INn PAU 
4961 10·221 M.P. INO PAll 
4962 K-4 UP. IND PAll 
.963 K--468 ll.P. IND PAU 
.964 L·l PllNJAB IND PAU 
496S L·2 PUNJAB INn PAU 
4966 L·l PUNJAB INn PAU 
4967 L-l44& PUNJAB IND PAU 
4968 L-241 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4&969 L·34' PUNJAB IND PAU 
4970 1...432 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4971 L-S32 PUNJAB INn PAU 
49n L-534 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4913 L-SSO PUNJAB IND PAU 
4914 No.22 PUNJAB IND PAll 
4975 NOAa PUNJAB INn PAU 
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4976 NO.42 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4977 NO.55 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4978 NO.56 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4979 NO.68 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4980 NO.134 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4981 NO.293 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4982 NO.296 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4983 NO.501 PUNJAB IND PAU 
4984 N.59 MAHARASIITRA IND PAU 
4985 NP-34 NEWDEUH lND PAU 
4986 NP-80 NEWDEUll INn PAU 
4987 NEGRO SUN PAU 
4988 PANT-t02 U.P. IND PAU 
4989 PANT·I04 U.P. IND PAU 
4990 PANT-lJO U.P. IND PAU 
4991 PB-7 PUNJAB INO PAU 
4992 RS-ll RAJAS1HAN IND PAU 
4993 RABAT MAR PAU 
4994 RADHEY V.P. IND PAU 
4995 RnI-S34 U.P. IND PAU 
4996 SEL-544 U.P. INO PAU 
4997 SP-405 U.P. IND PAU 
4998 T-3 U.P. lND PAU 
4999 T-lOI U.P. IND PAU 
5000 TlSA U.P. IND PAU 
5001 USA-613 USA PAU 
5002 WFWG In X 816-140-16Y IND PAU 
5003 8S0-3n,7 U.P. 1ND PAU 
5004 10-2-3 IND PAU 
SOOS 130/IX TIJR PAU 
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5006 A lTOCK.-234 PAR PAU 
.5007 ALOERlA·2 OZA PAU 
SOOI ALBOATLENA SUN PAU 
SOO9 ALOERlA-481 DZA PAU 
SOlO AHMADABAD H.P-32 GUlARAT 1ND PAD 
SOli AHMADABAD H.P·32-1 OUJARAT IND PAU 
5012 AHMADABAD-51 OUJARAT IND PAU 
5013 AHMADABAlJ..Sl-l OUJARAT IND PAU 
5014 ASTHANlAS·2 GUJARAT IND PAU 
SOlS AS1lIANIAS·2-1 OUJARAT IND PAU 
5016 B-12S·1 OUJARAT IND PAU 
S017 BARAOiONE OUJARAT IND PAU 
SOl B BLUE GRAM IND PAU 
5019 JR-)? BIHAR IND PAU 
SOlO BR-6S BIHAR lND PAU 
5021 BAODAD-34 IRQ PAU 
5022 BROACH OUJARAT IND PAU 
5023 BN1132 MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
S024 BN3118 MAHARASIITRA IND PAU 
S02S BNWR MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
S026 Bo-I NEWDEUU IND PAU 
5021 BQ...4 NEWDEUiJ IND PAU 
5028 BJ-412 KARNATAKA INn PAU 
5029 BJ-411·1 KARNATAKA INn PAU 
5030 B.Q.S.P·3 NEWOELHJ IND PAU 
5031 B.Q.S-5 NEWDEUU IND PAU 
'032 BUAPURO-O KARNATAKA IND PAU 
5033 BROWN ROSEHA SUN PAU 
5034 C.I·l PUNJAB IND PAU 
5035 c ... PUNJAB IND PAU 
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5036 C~12 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5037 C-41 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5038 C-46 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5039 C-60 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5040 C-112 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5041 C-IIS PUNJAB lND PAU 
5042 C-13I PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5043 C-140 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5044 C-143 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.504.5 C-lSO PUNJAB IND PAU 
5046 C·I61 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5047 C-162 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5048 C·I63 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5049 C·I64 PUNJAB lND PAU 
.50.50 C-169 PUNJAB IND PAU 
50.51 C-17] PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5052 C-233 PUNJAB IND PAU 
50.53 C-309 PUNJAB lND PAU 
.50.54 C·348 PUNJAB IND PAU 
50.55 C-369 PUNJAB INO PAU 
.50.56 C·376 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5057 C·382 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5058 C·387 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5059 C.401 PUNJAB IND PAU 
S060 CHECK·} PUNJAB lND PAV 
5061 CHECK-2 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5062 CHECK.4 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5063 CAINA IRN PAU 
5064 CROSS A-I V.P. IND PAV 
506S CHAMPION SEARYE v.P. lND PAV 
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5066 CP·14 M.P. IND PAU 
5067 CP·39 M.P. IND PAU 
S068 CP.4t9 M.P. IND PAU 
S069 CP·Sl M.P. IND PAU 
5010 CP·S4 M.P. IND PAU 
5071 cp·SS M.P. IND PAU 
5072 cpo58 M.P. IND PAU 
5073 CP·S8·1 M.P. IND PAU 
5074 CP·59 M.P. IND PAU 
5075 CP·60 M.P. IND PAU 
5076 CP-61 M.P. IND PAU 
5077 cp.62 M.P. IND PAU 
5078 CP·64 M.P. IND PAU 
5079 CP-6S M.P. IND PAU 
5080 CP.66-1 M.P. IND PAU 
5081 CP-68 M.P. INn PAU 
S082 CP-73 M.P. IND PAU 
5083 CP·14 M.P. IND PAU 
5084 CP-86 M.P. 1ND PAU 
S085 CP-203 M.P. IND PAU 
5086 CP-3S2 M.P. IND PAU 
5087 CP-377 M.P. IND PAU 
SOBS cp()'8 M.P. IND PAU 
5089 CPBB-62 M.P. 1ND PAU 
S090 D-8A M.P. IND PAU 
5091 0.1-1 M.P. lND PAU 
5092 EGYPT-52 EOY PAU 
5093 BC·12411 NEWDEUII INn PAU 
5094 BC-13068 NEWDEun IND PAU 
S095 BC·13076 NEWDEUlI IND PAU 
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5096 EC-21268 ISR PAU 
5097 EC-21293 ISR PAU 
5098 EC-21629 lSR PAU 
5099 EC-26414 ISR PAU 
5100 EC-26415 ISR PAU 
5101 EC-26415-1 ISR PAU 
5102 BC-26417 ISR PAU 
5103 EC-26419 15R PAU 
5104 EC-26420 15R PAU 
5105 EC-26420-1 ISR PAU 
5106 Be-2642I 15R PAU 
5107 EC-26422 ISR PAU 
5108 Ee-26423 15R PAU 
5109 EC-26425 IND PAU 
5110 EC-26426 IND PAU 
5111 Ee-26427 IND PAU 
5112 EC-26428 INn PAG 
5113 EC-26429 IND PAU 
5114 EC-2643I 15R PAU 
511S EC-26432 15R lARl 
S116 EC-2643S 15R PAU 
5117 EC-26436 I5R PAU 
5118 BC·26437 15R PAU 
5119 EC-26439 15R PAU 
5120 EC·26439-1 ISR PAU 
5121 EC·26441 ISR PAU 
5122 EC-26443 ISR PAU 
5123 EC-2644S 15R PAU 
5124 EC-26446 15R PAU 
5125 ETACBOLO INn PAU 
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5126 P-39/100 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5127 P-I PUNJAB IND PAU 
5121 P .. 33 PUNJAB 1ND PAU 
5129 P-6l·1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
S130 F-6I PUNJAB JND PAU 
5131 F-7S PUNJAB JND PAU 
5132 F-86 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5133 F-87 PUNJAB JND PAU 
'134 P-lOO PUNJAB lND PAU 
5135 F-IOO-l PUNJAB INn PAU 
5136 F-l00-2 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5137 J2..209 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5138 F-22a PUNJAB IND PAU 
S 139 F .. 229-B PUNJAB IND PAU 
5140 P·235 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5141 F-236 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5142 F-Z37 PUNJAB 1ND PAU 
5143 P·269 PUNJAB fND PAU 
5144 P-293 PUNJAB IND PAU 
S145 P-298 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5146 F-300 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5147 P·302 PUNJAB IND PAU 
S148F-318-1 PUNJAB !NO PAU 
5149 P-396 PUNJAB IND PAU 
51S0 F·396-1 PUNJAB 1ND PAU 
SlSl F-396-2 PUNJAB INO PAU 
51S2 P-4OI PUNJAB INn PAU 
5153 P-409 PUNJAB IND PAU 
51.54 P.:c91 PUNJAB IND PAU 
515S '-502 PUNJAB IND PAU 
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51S6 F-506 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5157 F-501 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5158 F-526 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5159 F-S28 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5160 F-587 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5161 FRONTIER-2-2 NWFP PAX PAU 
5162 FEROZPUR-G-G PUNJAB INn PAU 
5163 FRONTIER 2A NWFP PAX PAU 
5164 FRONTEIR-I NWFP PAX PAU 
5165 0-1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
SI66 0-2-6-1 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5161 0-3 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5168 0-4 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5169 0-5 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5170 0-8 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5171 G-9 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5172 0-13 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5173 0.13-1 PUNJAB !NO PAU 
5]74 0-13/23 PUNJAB INO PAU 
5175 0-14 PUNJAB !NO PAU 
5176 G-17 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5177 G-17/87 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5178 G-18 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5179 G-S6-259 M.P. IND PAU 
5180 0-343 M.P. IND PAU 
SIBI 0-546 M.P. !NO PAU 
5182 0-548 M.P. lND PAU 
5183 0-549 M.P. IND PAU 
5184 GC~ M.P. IND PAU 
5185 OO-ABOHAR PUNJAB IND PAU 
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5186 GO BOMBAY MAHARASIITRA IND PAU 
5187 GP-20 M.P. lND PAU 
S188 GP-21 M.P. IND PAU 
5189 OP·23 M.P. IND PAU 
.5190 OP·26 M.P. IND PAU 
5191 OP·30 M.P. IND PAU 
SI92 GP-31 M.P. lND PAU 
5193 OP~O M.P. IND PAU 
SUM OP-Il M.P. IND PAU 
5195 ()"ROUSH IND PAU 
5196 ()"ROUSH·l IND PAU 
5197 G .. ROUSH.2 IND PAU 
5198 ORAM·9-3 IND PAU 
5199 GADAK S·2 IND PAU 
5200 YELLOW IND PAU 
S201 OUHUCKORAM lND PAU 
5202 GRAMHS IND PAU 
5203 GRAM 88·3127 lND PA'U 
5204 GRAM·lOO IND PAU 
520$ GRAM·S24·' IND PAU 
5206 ORAM·8·321124 IND PAU 
5207 ORAM-6000 IND PAU 
5208 ORAM-6002 IND PAU 
5209 ORAM-620a IND PAU 
5210 ORAM-624S IND PAU 
S211 GRAM-T2 lND PAU 
5212 QRAM.T3 IND PAU 
5213 GRAM T87 IND PAU 
5214 GALBJtON SUN PAU 
5215 GWAUOk·2A M.P. lND PAU 
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5216 OL·592 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5217 OL·593 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5218 OL-594 PUNJAB JND PAU 
5219 OL-595 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5220 01.-596 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5221 OL·597 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5222 OL-598 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5223 OL-600 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5224 OL-601 PUNJA~ lND PAU 
5225 OL-602 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5226 OL-603 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5227 OL-604 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5228 OL-605 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5229 OL-607 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5230 OL-608 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5231 OL-609 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5232 OL-610 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5233 OL-611 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5234 OL-612 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5235 OL-613 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5236 OL·614 PUNJAB JND PAU 
5237 OL-615 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5238 GL-616 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5239 OL-617 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5240 OL-618 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5241 OL-619 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5242 OL-620 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5243 OL-621 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5244 OL-622 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5245 OL-623 PUNJAB IND PAU 
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5246 OL-624 PUNJAB JND PAU 
5247 OL-625 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5248 OL-626 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5249 OL-627 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5250 OL-629 PUNJAB INn PAU 
52S1 GL-630 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5252 OL-63t PUNJAB IND PAU 
5253 OL-633 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5154 OL-634 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5255 OL-635 PUNJAB IND PAll 
5256 OL-637 PUNJAB IND PAll 
5251 OL-638 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.52$8 OL-639 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5259 0L-641 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5260 OL·6U·t PUNJAB IND PAU 
5261 OL-641·2 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5262 OL442 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5263 01.-643 PUNJAB IND PAU 
Sl64 OL-64S PUNJAB IND PAll 
5265 OL-645 .. 1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5266 0L-646 PUNJAB IND PAll 
5267 01.-648 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5268 <JL.649 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5269 QL.6S0 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5270 OL-651 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5271 OL-653 PUNJAB [NO PAU 
5272 OL-6S4 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5273 01..-6$.5 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5274 QL.6S7 PUNJAB IND PAll 
5215 OL-658 PUNJAB lND PAU 
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5276 GL-659 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5277 GP-42 M.P. IND PAU 
5278 H-62 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5279 H-62-1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5280 H-273 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5281 H-534 PUNJAB 1ND PAU 
5282 H-534-1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5283 HY-ll8 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5284 WNGSUSI IND PAU 
5285 lP-58 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5286 KANABBY-l PUNJAB IND PAU 
5287 KANABBY-2 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5288 K-735 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5289 KUBLY BROWN-l PUNJAB INn PAU 
5290 KANABBY-3 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5291 KANPUR U.P. IND PAU 
5292 L·26 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5293 L-146 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5294 L·168 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5295 L-169 PUNJAB JND PAU 
5296 L-244 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5297 L-245 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5298 L-217 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5299 L-299 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5300 L-1OO PuNJAB IND PAU 
5301 L-477 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5302 L·S41 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5303 L·S80 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5304 L-SS1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
530S L·S82 PUNJAB IND PAU 
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5306 L·583 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5307 L-S84 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5308 1-587 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5309 1-511 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5310 L-589 PUNJAB IND PAU 
53111-589-1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5312 LAHORB-16 PAl< PAU 
5313 LO-2526 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5314 LO-1227 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5315 LO·2016 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5316 M·I PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5317 M-IXM-3 lND PAU 
5318 M-2 1ND PAU 
5319 M"lXSL IND PAU 
5320 M2XWl IND PAU 
5321 M·3 IND PAU 
5322 M-4 1ND PAU 
5323 MIXTlJRE.4 1ND PAU 
5324 M·S IND PAU 
5325 M·IO lND PAU 
5326 M-ll IND PAU 
5327 M-12 IND PAU 
5328 M·13 IND PAU 
5329 MATl'ERX63 IND PAU 
5330 MATl'ERX63-1 IND PAU 
.5331 MATl'ERX63-2 IND PAU 
.5332 MALKAN All PAl< PAU 
5333 MNJIDBY PAX. PAU 
$334 N .. 8 MAHARASIITRA IND PAU 
533S NO-31 MAHARASHTRA INn PAU 
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5336 NO·99 MAHARASIITRA lND PAU 
5337 NO·131 MAHARASIITRA lND PAU 
5338 NO-162 MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
5339 NO-163 MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
5340 NO-468 MAHARASIITRA IND PAU 
5341 NO-477 MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
5342 NO-480 MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
5343 NP-(l) MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
5344 NP-2 BIHAR IND IARl 
5345 NP-6 BIHAR IND IARI 
5346 NP-7 BIHAR IND IARl 
5347 NP·9 BIHAR IND IARI 
5348 NP-I0 BUIAR IND lARI 
5349 NP-12 BlliAR IND lARl 
5350 NP·14 BIHAR IND IARI 
5351 NP-15 BIHAR IND lARl 
5352 NP·16 BIHAR IND IARJ 
5353 NP-17 BIHAR IND IARJ 
5354 NP-17-1 BD-IAR IND IARl 
5355 NP-20 BIHAR IND IARJ 
5356 NP-22 BIHAR IND IAR1 
5357 NP-23 BIHAR IND IARJ 
5358 NP-24 BDfAR IND IARJ 
5359 NP-26-16 BIHAR IND lARI 
5360 NP-27 BIHAR IND lARI 
5361 NP-28-1 BIHAR IND 1ARJ 
5362 NP·31 BIHAR IND IARJ 
5363 NP-32 BIHAR IND IARI 
5364 NP-38 BIHAR IND lARI 
5365 NP-44 BUiAR IND IARI 
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S366 NP-46 BIHAR IND lARI 
5367 NP-47 BntAR INn JARI 
5368 NP-4. BDfAR IND JAR.I 
5369 NP-49 BIHAR lND IAR1 
5370 NP-49-1 BIHAR IND JARI 
S371 NP-49-2 BD:IAR IND JARI 
5372 NP~SO BntAR IND IARI 
5373 NP-Sl BD-IAR IND JARI 
5374 NP-S2 BIHAR lND IARl 
537S NP·S3·1 BIHAR IND JARI 
'376 NP-S5 BDIAR lND JARl 
5377 NP-SS-l BIHAR IND JARJ 
5378 NP-S6 BIHAR 1ND lARI 
5379 NP·S7 BrHAR lND IARI 
S380 NP·S8 BlHAR IND IARJ 
5381 NP·S8-t BnlAR IND lARI 
5382 NP·S9 BIHAR INn JAR] 
5383 NP-S9-1 BIHAR IND JARI 
5384 NP-60 BrnAR 1NO JARI 
S38' NP-61 BDIAR IND lARl 
5386 NP-62 BDiAR !NO IARJ 
5381 NP-63 BD-IAR IND JARI 
S388 NP-64 BD-IAR IND lARl 
5389 NP-65 BD-IAR IND JARI 
5390 NP-67 BIHAR IND JARJ 
5391 NP-68 BDiAR IND IARI 
5392 NPw69 BIHAR IND IARI 
5393 NP-70 BIHAR IND IARI 
5394 NP-11 BIHAR IND IARI 
5395 NP-72 BDiAR IND lARI 
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5396 NP·73 BIHAR IND JARI 
5397 NP·74 BIHAR 1ND JARI 
5398 NP·76 BIHAR IND JARI 
5399 NP·78 BIHAR IND IARI 
5400 NP·79 BIHAR IND JARI 
5401 NP-79·1 BIHAR IND JARI 
5402 NP-81 BIHAR lND IARI 
S403 NP·82 BIHAR 1ND 1ARI 
5404 NP·84 BIHAR JNO 1ARI 
5405 NPB-5 BniAR 1ND IARl 
5406 NPB-S·l BD-JAR IND lARI 
5407 PB·l PUNJAB IND PAU 
5408 PB-1·1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5409 PB·l·2 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5410 PB·2 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5411 PB·7·1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5412 PB·l1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5413 PB·12 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5414 PB·13 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5415 PB·14 PUNJAB INO PAU 
5416 PB·15 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5417 PB·I6-1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5418 PB·16-2 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5419 PB·22 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5420 PB·24 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5421 PBRXYI1I48 PUN1AB IND PAU 
5422 PB·IXRAY PUN1AB INO . PAU 
S413 PB7X12 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5424 PANT· 112 U.P. IND PAU 
S42S PUSA·20 BIHAR lND IARI 
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S426 PUSA·28116 BIHAR IND IART 
$427 PUSA-44 BIHAR IND IART 
$428 PUSA-46 BIHAR IND !ARI 
5429 PUSA·S3 BIHAR IND IARI 
5430 PUSA-63 BlHAR IND IARI 
5431 PALWAL HARYANA IND IARI 
5432 PALWAL-t HARYANA INn IAR] 
5433 PONAFI..AR·t MAHARASHTRA IND IARI 
S434 PONAFLAR·2 MAHARASIffRA IND IARJ 
5435 PONAFLAR.3 MAHARASIITRA INn IARJ 
S436PARACHlNAM MAHARASHTRA IND IARl 
5437 PlNJ( .. 2 MAHARASHfRA IND !ARI 
5438 RAJAMUNDRY-l A.P. IND IARI 
5439 RAIAMUNDRY·2 A.P. IND IARl 
5440 D.·t PUNJAB IND JARI 
5441 JR.' PUNJAB IND IARI 
5442 SEl-FROM Pb-7 PUNJAB IND JARI 5-1 
.5443 5-4 PUNJAB IND JARI 
S444 5-33 PUNJAB IND IARJ 
S44S 5P20S PUNJAB IND 1ARI LEAF MUTANT 
5446 STRAIN PUNJAB lND !ARI 
5447 JP·58XXRA Y PUNJAB IND !ARI SIMPLE LEAF 
S448 TYPE. I U.P. INC tARI 
5449 TYPE·I·t V.P. IND lARI 
5450 T·l44 V.P. IND IARl 
54!t TEHRAN IRN PAV 
5452 11!HRAN·12 IRN PAU 
S4S3 TEHRAN·24 IRN PAU 
S4S4 1'EHRAN-28 IRN PAU 
$1455 1'!HRA.N·29 lRN PAU 
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54S6 TBHRAN·32 IRN PAU 
5457 U-37 MBX PAU 
54S8 U-Sl USA PAU 
54S9 USA-601 USA PAU 
S460 USA-606 USA PAU 
5461 USA.-609 USA PAU 
5462 V-l MEX PAU 
5463 V-2 MEX PAU 
5464 V·3 MEX PAU 
546S V-4 MEX PAU 
5466 V-S MEX PAU 
5467 V-Sol MEX PAU 
5468 V·6 MEX PAU 
S469 V·9 MBX PAU 
5470 V-IO MBX PAll 
5471 V-ll MBX PAU 
5472 V-12 MBX PAU 
5473 V·U MEX PAU 
5474 V·14 MEX PAU 
547S V·16 MBX PAU 
5476 V-lB MBX PAll 
5477 V·19 MEX PAU 
5418 V·20 ME)( PAU 
5419 V-20-1 MEX PAU 
5410 V-21 MEX PAU 
5411 V-22 MEX PAU 
5481 V-23 MEX PAU 
5483 V-24 MEX PAll 
54'" V-25 MEX PAU 
5485 V·26 MBX PAU 
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5486 V·21 MEX PAU 
5417 V-28 MEX PAU 
5411 V-29 ME)( PAU 
5489 V·31 ME>( PAU 
5490 V-32 ME)( PAU PI-360246 
5491 V-3S MEX PAU 
5492 V-34 MEX PAU 
5493 V.3S MEX PAU 
.5494 V-37 MEX PAU 
5495 V-3' MEX PAU 
5496 V-38-1 MEX PAU 
5497 V-3'> MEX PAD 
5498 V-40 MEX PAU 
5499 V-4t MEX PAD 
SSOO V-46 MEX PAU 
SSOI V-48 MEX PAU 
5S02 V.50 MEX PAU 
5503 V-51 MEX PAU 
5504 V-52 MEX PAU 
5505 V-53 MEX PAU 
SS06 V-53.1 ME)( PAU 
5507 V-54 MEX PAU 
5508 V-57 MEX PAU 
'509 V-S8 MEX PAU 
SStOV·59 MEX PAU 
5511 V..fiO MEX PAU 
5512 V-6t MEX PAU 
5513 V .. 62 MEX PAU 
5514 V-63 MEX PAU 
SS15 V44 MEX PAU 
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5516 V-66 MEX PAU 
SS17 V·68 MEX PAU 
5SIR V~69 MEX PAU 
5519 V-72 MEX PAU 
5520 V-73 MEX PAU 
5521 V-74 ME)( PAU 
5522 V-7S ME)( PAU 
5523 V-76 MEX PAU 
5524 V-71 MEX PAU 
5525 V-7S MEX PAU 
5526 Y-79 MEX PAU 
5527 Y-80 MEX PAU 
5528 Y-8t MEX PAU 
5529 Y-82 MEX PAU 
5530 V-83 MEX PAU 
5531 V-84 MEX PAU 
5532 Y-85 MEX PAU 
5533 V-86 MEX PAU 
5534 Y-87 MEX PAU 
.5535 V-8S MBX PAU 
5536 V·89 MEX PAU 
5537 Y-90 MEX PAU 
5538 v·e)1 MEX PAU 
5539 Y-92 MEX PAU 
5540 V-93 MEX PAU 
5541 Y-94 MEX PAU 
5542 Y-97 MEX PAU 
5543 Y-98 ME)( PAU 
SS44 Y·l09 MEX PAU 
SS45 Y-lIO MEX PAU 
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5S46 V-Ill MEX PAU 
5S47 V-lt2 MEX PAU 
5S48 V·114 MEX PAU 
SS49 V·116 MEX PAU 
5S~ V·117 MEX PAU 
5551 V·lli MEX PAU 
5552 V·i20 MEX PAU 
5553 V-121 MEX PAU 
55'4 V-12l MEX PAU 
5555 V-12] MEX PAU 
55S6 V-12" MEX PAU 
5557 V.12S MEX PAU 
'558 V-126 MEX PAU 
5559 V-121 MEX PAU 
S560 V·129 MEX PAU 
5561 V·132 MEX PAU 
SS62 V-132·1 MEX PAU 
5563 V-U3 MEX PAU 
5S64 V·ll4 MEX PAU 
5565 V·135 MEX PAU 
SS66 V-136 MEX PAU 
5'67 V-137 MEX PAl1 
5S68 V-13a MEX PAU 
5569 V-I40 MEX PAU 
5510 V·t.1 MEX PAU 
5571 V-14t·l MEX PAU 
5.572 V·14' MID( PAU 
SS73 V·146 MEX PAU 
5574 V.1-., MEX PAU 
S575 V .. 148 MEX PAU 
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5576 V-149 MEX PAU 
5577 V-152 MBX PAU 
5578 V-153 MBX PAU 
5579 V-I54 MBX PAU 
5580 V-155 MEX PAU 
5581 V-156 MEX PAU 
5582 V-I57 MEX PAU 
5583 V-1S8 MEX PAU 
5584 V-159 MEX PAU 
5585 V-165 MBX PAU 
5586 V-1M MEX PAU 
5587 V-167 MEX PAU 
5588 V-168 MEX PAU 
5589 V-170 MEX PAU 
5590 WFWG3X81~90 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5591 WF-32-33XV-746-533 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5592 FlW.FL.X29BR PUNJAB IND PAU 
5593 WFWOIlIX816·140-14T PUNJAB INn PAU 
5594 WFWGX81Q-140-15T PUNJAB INn PAU 
5595 WHITE FLOWER GREEN GRAM PUNJAB 1ND PAU 
5596 V-28 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5597 YEllOWGRAM SUN PAU 
5598 4/62 PUNJAB lND PAU 
5599 7/31 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5600 7/47 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5601 7/48 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5602 7t8S PUNJAB lND PAU 
5603 7/143 PUNJAB IND PAU 
S604 7/190 PUNJAB lND PAU 
S60S 71231 PUNJAB IND PAU 
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5606 10.1·73 PUNJAB 1ND PAU 
5607 11/S0 PUNJAB INn PAV 
5608 74-13T-40WALIOR M.P. IND PAU 
S609 12.3.50 V.P. IND PAV 
.5610 274 U.P . IND PAU 
.5611 361 V.P. IND PAU 
5612 8.5o.3!l7·1 A V.P . lND PAU 
.5613 8S1 V.P. IND PAU 
5614 12S2 V.P. IND PAU 
.5615 1168 U.P. IND PAU 
S6J6 1526 V.P. IND PAU 
.5617 1834 U.P. IND PAl] 
5618 J2S0XZIABT·2 V.P. IND PAU 
5619 1332/3 1lJR. PAU 
S620 U88n 1lJR. PAU 
5621 1428/12 TUR PAU 
5622 1432/13 1lJR. PAU 
S623 1445/13 TUR PAU 
'624 1469/21 TUR PAU 
.5625 1478120 TIJR PAU 
.5626 1513114 TIJR PAU 
5627 1521111 TIJR PAV 
.562. 1526122 1UR PAU 
5629 1.537112 TIJR PAU 
5630 1540127 nJR PAU 
.5631 3394·3 TUR PAU 
.5632 LUDHlANA.-1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5633 LUDHlANA·2 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5634 LlIDHlANA·3 PUNJAB !NO PAU 
5635 LUDHlANA-4 PUNJAB 1ND PAU 
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5636 LUDHIANA-S PUNJAB IND PAU 
5637 LUDHIANA-6 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5638 LUDHIANA-7 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5639 LUDHlANA-8 PUNJAB IND PAU 
.5640 LUDHIANA-9 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5641 LUDHIANA-IO PUNJAB IND PAU 
5642 LUDHIANA-ll PUNJAB IND PAU 
5643 LUDHlANA·12 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5644 LUDHlANA·13 PUNJAB IND PAU 
564S LUDHIANA-14 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5646 LUDHIANA-15 PUNJAB IND PAll 
5647 LUDHIANA-16 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5648 LUDHIANA-17 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5649 LUDHIANA-18 PUNIAB lND PAU 
.56.50 LUDHIANA·19 PUNIAB IND PAU 
.56.51 LUDHIANA·20 PUNJAB INn PAU 
.56.52 LUDHlANA-21 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5653 LUDHlANA-22 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5654 LUDHIANA·23 PUNJAB IND PAU 
56SS LUDHlANA-24 PUN1AB IND PAU 
5656 LUDHIANA-lS PUNJAB IND PAU 
56S7 LUDHlANA-26 PUNJAB INn PAU 
S6S8 LUDHIANA-27 PUNJAB IND PAU 
S6S9 LUDHlANA-21 PUNJAB IND PAU 
S660 LUDHlANA-29 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5661 LUDHlANA-30 PUNJAB INn PAll 
.5662 LUDHlANA-31 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5663 LUDHlANA-32 PUNJAB JND PAll 
5664 L1.1DHlANA-33 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5665 LUDlDANA-34 PUNJAB IND PAU 
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5666 LUOHlANA-1S PUNJAB IND PAU 
5667 LUDHlANA~36 PUNJAB IND PAU 
5668 LUDHlANA-37 PUNJAB INn PAV 
5669 LUDH1ANA·38 PVNJAB INn PAV 
5670 LUDHIANA·39 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5671 LUDHIANA40 PUNJAB INn PAU 
5671 C·24S PUNJAB IND tARI 
5673 C-376-1 PUNJAB lND JARJ 
5674 OC-6S4 NEWDEUII INn IARI 
5675 lCP-81 NEWDEUII INn IARI 
5676 K-4-1 A V.P. IND IARI 
5677 NMO-S9 V.P. IND lARl 
5678 UJJAINI·2 M.P. IND JARI 
5679 ANNIOERI-l KARNATAKA IND N1PH 
S680 ALTERNIFOUA KARNATAKA IND NIPH 
5611 AUOALORAM MAHARASHlRA IND NlPH 
SCi82 BN-t MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5683 BN·2 MAHARASJITRA IND NIPH 
S684 BN·' MAHARASIfI'RA IND NIPH 
5685 BN-4 MAHARASJITRA IND NIPH 
'686 BN·6 MAHARASHTRA INO NIPH 
5687 BN·7 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5618 8N·S MAHARASJITRA IND NIPH 
5689 IN·' MAHARASJITRA INn NIPH 
5690 BN·tO MAHARASHTRA lND NlPH 
5691 SN·ll MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5692 BN-12 MAHARASHTRA lND NIPH 
5693 aN~13 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
S694 BN·14 MAHARASHTRA INn NIPH 
,,,5 tN .. 2. MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
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5696 BN-29 MAHARASIffRA IND MPH 
5697 BN-30 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5698 BN-31 MAHARASHTRA lND N1PH 
5699 BN-59-2 MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
5700 BLACK GRAM MAHARASIffRA IND NIPH 
5701 BASS ION 33-34 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5702 BARODA MOUNTAINS LOCAL GUJARAT IND NIPH 
5703 BARODAPALBOYLOCAL OUJARAT IND NJPH 
5704 BARODA DHAKRI LOCAL OUJARAT IND NIPH 
5705 BARODA AMERLI LOCAL GUJARAT IND N1PH 
5706 BARODA GENESHGUHA AMERAlI GUJARAT IND NIPH 
5707 BARODA KADINGER OtlJARAT IND NIPH 
5708 BENGALP-58 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5709 BENGAL-468 MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
5710 BENGAL GRAM-482 MAHARASIffRA IND NIPH 
5711 BOLOCHAFFA MAHARASIrrRA IND NIPH 
5712 BOLO SEED SEGREGATE MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5713 A-D-T-5 MAHARASfITRA IND NIPH 
5714 BIPINNATE MAHARASHTRA lND NIPH 
5715 BENGAL SEGON LOCAL MAHARASHI'RA INO NIPH 
5716 BROWN LEAF MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5717 BLUE FL. W.GRAM816-440-6T MAHARASHTRA INO NIPH 
5718 BURMA-31-19 A BUR NIPH 
5719 C-l PUNJAB INO NIPH 
5720 C-J-2 PUNJAB IND NJPH 
5721 C-3 PUNJAB IND NIPH 
5722 C-6-2 PUNJAB IND NIPH 
5723 C-6-2-3 PUNJAB IND NlPH 
5724 C-9 PUNJAB IND NlPH 
5725 ColO PUNJAB !NO NIPH 
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5726 C·16 PUNJAB INn NIPH 
S717 C-16-1 PUNJAB INn NlPH 
5128 C-19 PUNJAB IND NlPH 
sn9 C·19·18 PUNJAB INn NJPH 
S730 C-20 PUNJAB IND NIPH 
5131 C-20-1 PUNJAB IND NlPH 
5732 C-29 PUNJAB IND NIPH 
5733 C-30 PUNJAB 1ND NIPH 
573. C-31 PUNJAB lND NIPH 
5735 C-39 PUNJAB lND JARI 
5736 C·42 PUNJAB IND NIPH 
S737 C-49·1 PUNJAB IND NIPH 
5738 CoSO PUNJAB IND NIPH 
5739 C·59A PUNJAB IND NIPH 
5740 CHltYSANTHlF. X H.YELLOW 75-3- MAHARASHTRA 1ND NlPH 
5741 CHRYSANnIIPOLIA PHN X 753·54 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5742 CHRYSAN1H1FOUA MAHARASHTRA ~n NlPH 
5743 CICEROENUS MAJIARASI-ITRA IND MPH 
5.144 C. VARMAJOR MAHARASI-ITRA IND NIPH 
5745 KANPURF.8 U.P. IND NlPH 
5746 CIC'BR BRNOAL SITAPUR U.P. IND NIPH 
5747 CHJKODI V-V MAHARASfITRA IND NlPH 
5748 CHAF'FA-T-R-l-l.J MAHARASIITRA lND MPH 
5749 CHAFFA-'IR1-3-4--J MAHARASIITRA JND N1PH 
5750 C-p·p~cnJLJlB MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
5751 C-P-B-B-21 MAHARASHTRA INn NIPH 
S7S2 DACCA BOD NlPH 
$"3 OOHAO-2Q6..8-3-3 MAHARASHrRA INn NIPH 
",.. DOHAD-1S-I-2 MAHARASHTRA 1ND NlPH 
515S 1)()HAD..15-91"2-1-2 MAHARASHTRA IND N1PH 
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5756 OOHAD-206-9 MAHARASlITRA INn NIPH 
5757 DHARW AR·C·8LACKISII KARNATAKA IND NlPH 
5758 DHARWAR-18-12 KARNATAKA lND NJPH 
5759 DHUUA-2-27 MAHARASIITRA IND NlPH 
5760 DHULIA-2-69 MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
576) DHULIA-6-20 MAHARASIITRA IND NlPH 
5762 DHULlA-38-3 MA}IARASlITRA IND NIPH 
5763 DHULIA-69-8 MAHARASI-ITRA IND NIPH 
5764 DHULIA-70-10 MAHARASlITRA INn mPH 
5765 EARL Y Gu1.AS MAHARASIITRA IND NIPH 
5766 EARl. Y GULA 8-1 MAHARASlITRA IND NIPH 
5767 E-8-28 MAHARASIITRA IND NIPH 
5768 E-B-28-1 MAHARASIITRA IND NIPH 
5769 EC·21·296 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5770 P3 PARNER 4·14·1 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5771 PARNER4-14-1XBRONZE LEAF 5-1 MAlIARASIITRA IND NIPH 
5772 PARNER LF..AF 4-14-1XB.LEAF 5-2 MAHARASHTRA lNO NIPH 
5773 PARNER4·14-1XBRONZE LEAF 5-3 MAHARASIITRA INn NIPH 
5774 PARNER 4-14·IXBRONZE LUAF31-1 MAHARASHTRA 1ND mPH 
5775 PARNER 4-14-1XBRON'/...E LEAF33-3 MAllARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5776 PARNHR 4-14-1XBROI'<rLE LEAF48-2 MAHARASl-ITRA IND NlPH 
5777 PARNER 4-14-1XBRONZE LEAF48-3 MAHARASIITRA IND NIPH 
5778 PARNER4-14-1XH.SAGAR 30·12 MAHARASIITRA lND NlPH 
5779 PARNER 4-14-1 XH.SA GAR 30-8 MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
5780 PARNER4-14-1XH.SAGAR 30-19 MAlIARASIITRA IND NIPH 
5781 PARNER 4-14-1XPOME LEAF 48-1 MAHARASlITRA IND NlPH 
5782 F3WFIX46 GRAM MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5783 F3WFX16BR MAlIARASIITRA IND MPH 
5784 F3 WFGRAMX38A-I-NF MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
5185 P3 BIPINNA TE X "'SAGAR 63·3 MAHARASIITRA IND NlPH 
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5186 P3 BlPlNNATE X H.SAGAR 63-9 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5711 P3 WF GRAM X BRONZE LEAF MAHARASHTRA IND Nll'H 
5788 (GULABX963)3-S-3 MAHARASIITRA lND NIPH 
5789 (OULABX963)X(3-S·3)-1 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5190 (OULABX963)S-S-$ MAHARASHTRA IND NJPH 
5791 (83-693)X(OULAB693)1-12 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
579% (GtJLAB X 96:3)6-15-18 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5193 Q-A-I-A MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
57914 OJ.AM PINK UJJAlN M.P. IND NIPH 
5195 0-1-3-6 M.P. IND NIPH 
51% QRAM-2 GWALIOR M.P. IND N1PH 
5191 OltAM-l GWALIOR-l M.P. IND NlPH 
5198 GRAM·] OW ALlOR M.P. IND MPH 
5199 GRAM-S-l M.P. IND N1PH 
5800 GRAM 21 Ul1AIN M.P. INO NIPH 
5101 GRAM 24 VIJAIN M.P. IND NlPH 
5802 ORAM-n M.P. IND NIPH 
5103 0RAM-174 M.P. IND NJPH 
5804 GS-138 M.P. INO NJPH 
5805 HYD. a H.sAGAR A.P. IND NJPH 
5806 HlRWAatAFJ'lA A.P. IND NJPH 
5807 HYDERAJlAD..l9-4 A.P. IND NJPH 
5108 H.SAGAR "MUTANT A.P. 1ND NIPH 
'809 fLSAQAR-29-H A.P. INn NJPH 
51tO HAlUOANT ARS MAHARASHTRA IND NJPH 
5811 KY-t-t-l A.P. IND NJPH 
5812 HY-19-13-2 A.P. IND NIPH 
5813 lAM8UPUR-9S4 MAHARASHTRA lND N1PH 
5814 JAMBUSAK-9S3 MAHARASHI'RA IND NIPH 
5115 KABSION .. 2-4' MAHARASHTRA INn NIPH 
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5816 KARACIlI·31·20 MAHARASHTRA INO NIPH 
5817 KANDESH 908·21 MAHARASIITRA INO NIPH 
5818 KANPUR·T.6 U.P. IND NIPH 
5819 KANPUR·T·9 U.P. (NO NIPH 
5820 KANPUR-T-ll U.P. IND NIPH 
5821 KANPUR-T·15 U.P. IND NIPH 
5822 K-4-1 B V.P. IND NIPH 
5823 K-4·2 U.P. IND NIPH 
5824 K-ll V.P. IND NIPH 
5825 K-504 U.P. IND NIPH 
5826 K-582 V.P. INO IARI 
5827 K-589 A V.P. IND NIPH 
5828 K-141 V.P. IND N1PH 
5829 K-1180 V.P. IND NIPH 
5830 603-K MAHARASIITRA INO NIPH 
5831 607-K MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
5832 751-K MAHARASlITRA lND NIPH 
5833 6023-K V.P. IND NIPH 
5834 MOHAL-4-31 MAHARASHTRA INn N1PH 
5835 MUTANT MAHARASHTRA 1ND NIPH 
5836 NAGPUR-40 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5837 NAOPUR-62A MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
5838 NAGPUR-TR-J-2-3 MAHARASHTRA 1ND NIPH 
5839 NAGPUR-TR-l-I MAI1ARASHTRA (NO NIPH 
5840 NASlK BULK PB-I MAHARASHTRA 1ND NIPH 
5841 NAGAPUR PUSKERD MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5842 NAMDURBAR-89S MAHARASIITRA INn NIPH 
5843 NIPHAD LOCAL MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5844 N-28 MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5845 NP·25 NEWDEUlI INn NlPH 
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5846 NP·53 NEWDEUlI !NO N1PH 
5847 NP..a3 NEWDEUII IND NlPH 
5848 NP..a3-1 NEWDHUfI IND IARI 
5849 PCMlNA·146 MAHARASIfl'RA IND NlPH 
5850 PUSA-28(KABlILl) BIHAR IND NlPH 
5851 PUSA-28XWFI932-33-3-8-1S-1 MAHARASIITRA IND N1PH 
5852 PUSA--28XWF1932-33-a.. IS-I MAHARASlITRA IND NIPH 
'.S3 POONAR.OR MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
58S4 RATAN RANAl·ABOVB-4 MAHARASHTRA IND N1PH 
.s155 RBS-It-LAMB MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
5856 SIMBAl...PUR MAHARASfITRA IND NIPH 
5.57 SIMBALPUR.-l MAHARASIITRA IND NIPH 
5858 SARDARPUR MAHARASlITRA IND NIPH 
5859 SHlNDHEYA MAHARASIITRA IND NlPH 
5860 SPRBAJ)INO TYl'£! MAHARASHTRA IND NlPH 
5861 T·2 U.P. IND MPH 
5862 T-2-1 U.P. IND NlPH 
5863 T-3 U.P. IND NlPH 
. 5864 T-3 OW ALlOR M.P . IND NJPH 
5865 T-4 U.P. IND NIPH 
5866 T-5 U.P. IND NlPH 
5867 T06 U.P. lND NlPH 
5868 T-M U.P. lND NlPH 
5869 T·' U.P. IND N1PH 
5870 T-9 U'p. lND NJPH 
5811 T-9A U.P. IND N1PH 
5872 T-,IOA U.P. IND NJPH 
'.73 T·IOA .. l U.P. IND NIPH 
5174 T .. 1I U.P. IND NlPH 
5115 T .. U .. I V.P. IND NlPH 
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5876 T-ll A V.P. IND NIPH 
5877 T~12 V.P. IND NIPH 
5878 T-13 V.P. IND NIPH 
5879 T-14 V.P. IND NIPH 
5880 T·14A V.P. IND NIPH 
5881 T·)58 V.P. IND NIPH 
5882 T-16 V.P. IND NIPH 
5883 T·17 V.P. IND NIPH 
5884 T·18 U.P. IND NIPH 
5885 1-18A V.P. IND NJPH 
5886 1-188 U.P. IND NIPH 
5887 T-19 U.P. IND NJPH 
5888 T-20 V.P. IND NIPH 
5889 T-21 V.P. IND NIPH 
5890 T-22 V.P. IND NIPH 
5891 T-23 A V.P. IND NIPH 
5892 T-24 V.P. IND NIPH 
5893 1·25 u.P. IND NIPH 
5894 T-25-1-EB-KANPUR U.P. IND NIPH 
5895 T-26 V.P. IND NIPH 
5896 1-27 V.P. IND NIPH 
5897 T-29 V.P. IND NIPH 
5898 T-30 V.P. [ND lARJ 
5899 T·30·1 V.P. IND NIPH 
5900 T-31 V.P. IND IARJ 
5901 T·32 U.P. IND NIPH 
5902 1-33 u.P. IND NIPH 
5903 T·33-A V.P. IND NIPH 
5904 T·34 V.P. IND NIPH 
590S 1·35 A V.P. IND NIPH 
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'P06 T-36 V.P. IND NlPH 
5907 T-31 V.P. IND NIPH 
5908 T-37-A V.P. IND NlPH 
5909 T .. 3S V.P. IND NlPH 
5910 T-38-A U.P. IND NlPH 
5911 T-39 U.P. IND NIPH 
5912 T .. 39-1 U.P. JND N1PH 
5913 T-40 V.P. IND NIPH 
'914 T-41 u.P. IND NIPH 
S9U T-43 V.P. IND NIPH 
.5916 Tw44-A V.P. INn NIPH 
5917 T-46 V.P. IND NIPH 
5918 T-47 U.P . IND NlPH 
.5919 T-47·1 U.P. INO NlPH 
5920 T-47·2 U.P. INO NIPH 
5921 T-47·3 V.P. IND Nn>H 
5922 T-49 V.P. IND NlPH 
5923 T-49·1 U.P. 1ND NIPH 
5924 T·SO V.P. IND NIPH 
S92S T-51 U.P. IND NIPH 
5926 T-Sl-1 U.P. IND N1PH 
'927 T-52 U.P. IND N1PH 
5928 T-53 V.P. INO NIPH 
5929 T-StA u.P. INn NlPH 
5930 T-S4-A UP. IND Nll'H 
5931 T-59-A-l U.P. IND NlPH 
5932 T-55 V.P. IND NIPH 
'933 T-SS-J U.P. IND NIPH 
'934 T·55·2 V.P. INn NIPH 
59]5 T-SJ.A U.P. IND NIPH 
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5936 1·56 V.P. INO NIPH 
5937 T-57 V.P. IND NIPH 
5938 T-58 V.P. IND NIPH 
5939 T-59 V.P. IND NIPH 
5940 1-60 V.P. IND NIPH 
5941 T-61 V.P. IND NlPH 
5942 T-62 V.P. IND NJPH 
5943 1·63-1 V.P. IND NIPH 
5944 1·64 V.P. IND NIPH 
5945 T-65 V.P. IND NIPH 
5946 T-66A V.P. IND NIPH 
5947 T-67 V.I'. IND NIPH 
5948 T-68 V.I'. IND NIPH 
5949 T-69 V.P. IND NIPH 
5950 T-70A V.P. IND NIPH 
5951 T·72 V.P. IND NIPH 
5952 1-80 A V.P. IND NIPH 
5953 1-8(}'A UP. IND NIPH 
5954 T-81 U.P. IND NIPH 
5955 T-81-1 U.P. IND NIPH 
5956 T-82 U.P. IND NIPH 
5957 1-83 V.P. IND NIPH 
5958 1-83·1 V.P. IND NlPH 
5959 1·83·2 V.P. IND NIPH 
5960 1·84 U.P. IND NIPH 
5961 T-85 V.P. IND NlPH 
5962 1-86 V.P. IND NIPH 
5963 1·87 U.P. IND NIPH 
5964 1-87-1 U.P. IND NIPH 
5965 1·87·2 U.P. IND NIPH 
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5966 T·89 U.P. IND NIPH 
5967 T·9O UP. IND NIPH 
5968 T·91 U.P. IND NIPH 
5969 T·92 U.P. IND NlPH 
!J910 T-93 U.P. IND NIPH 
5911 T-94 U.P. IND NIPH 
~912 T-95 UP. IND NIPH 
5913 T-96 U.P. IND NIPH 
5974 T-97 U.P. IND NIPH 
S97S T-9' U.P. IND NIPH 
5916 T-99 U.P. IND NlPH 
5977 T-l00 U.P. IND NIPH 
!J978 T-I02 U.P. INO NlPH 
5979 T-I02A U.P. IND NIPH 
5980 T·102B U.P. IND NIPH 
"81 T-103 U.P. IND NIPH 
S982 T-104 U.P. IND NIPH 
5983 T-105 U.P. IND NIPH 
!J984 T·106 U.P. IND NlPH 
598.5 T-I07 U.P. IND NlPH 
.5986 T-I08 U.P. IND NIPH 
5911 T-l09 u.P. IND NIPH 
5988 T-I09A U.P. IND 1ARI 
5989 T·II0 U.P. IND MPH 
5990 T·l11 U.P. lND NIPH 
5991 T·112 U.P. IND NIPH 
5992 T-112-1 U.P. IND NIPH 
5993 T-1l4A U.P. IND NIPH 
5994 T-U4-1 V.P. IND NJPH 
599$ T-l15 U.P. IND NIPH 
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5996 T-116 V.P. IND NlPH 
5997 T·117 V.P. IND NIPH 
5998 T-118 V.P. IND NlPH 
5999 T·118·1 V.P. IND MPH 
6000 T·119 U.P. IND NIPH 
6001 T-120 V.P. IND MPH 
6002 T-]21 V.P. IND NIPH 
6003 T·122 V.P. IND NIPH 
6004 T-122-1 V.P. IND NWH 
6005 T·123 V.P. IND NIPH 
6006 T·124 U.P. IND NIPH 
6007 T.T.GREENGRAM V.P. IND MPH 
6008 THARRA W AR BLACK KARNATAKA IND MPH 
6009 WARANGAL A.P. IND NIPH 
6010 WARANOAL-l A.P. IND NIPH 
6011 WFWG2 PUNJAB IND NIPH 
6012 WFWG3 PUNJAB IND NIPH 
6013 WFWG 3X816.9.T PUNJAB IND NIPH 
6014 WFWG-UIX8 t 6-140-J 4T PUNJAB IND NIPH 
6015 WFWG· UIX816-140-1 5T PUNJAB IND NIPH 
6016 53·86 PUNJAB IND NlPH 
6011 693 A PUNJAB IND NlPH 
6018 (740X940)S-7 PUNJAB 1ND NIPH 
6019 769 PALE PINK. f1.0WER PUNJAB IND NlPH 
6020 816(OiAFFA) MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
6021 897 STERlLE MAHARASHI'RA IND NIPH 
6022 923 OREENGRAM ROUND MAHARASHTRA lND NIPH 
6023 1932-33WFY.ORAM MAHARASHl'RA lND NIPH 
6024 B·125 A W.BENOAL IND JNK.V 
602S BQ.}·1 NEWDBLHI IND JNKV 
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6026 DHARWAR LOCAL KARNATAKA IND JNKV 
6l1J.7 GRAM PINK 2US1A1N M.P. IND INKV 
6028 GRAM PlNK 2UlJAIN-1 M.P. IND INKV 
6029 OC-666 M.P. IND INKV 
6030 OW ALJOR-2 B M.P. IND JNKV 
.6031 GULABLOCAL M.P. IND INKV 
6032 GALBURN aJBTSAN M.P. IND INKV 
6033 JABALPUR GREENGRAM ROUND M.P, IND JNKV 
6034 J-367.2 M.P. IND JNKV 
6035 1-989 M.P. IND JNKV 
6036 10-1 M,P, IND INKV 
6037 10-2 M,P. IND INKV 
6038 10-3 M.P, IND INKV 
6039 10-4 M,P. IND JNKV 
6040 J0-6 M.P. lND JNKV 
6041 JO..7 M.P. IND INKV 
6042 10-8 M.P, IND JNKV 
6043 JG..9 M.P. INO JNKV 
fj()44 JO..10 M.P. IND JNJ(V 
604S JO·12 M,P, IND INKV 
Ci046 10-12-1 M,P, IND JNKV 
6047 JO-IZ.2 M,P. IND JNKV 
6048 JG..13 M,P, IND INKV 
6049 JO-I4 M,P, IND JNKV 
6050 JO-16 M.P. 1ND JNKV 
6051 JO..11 M.P. 1ND JNKV 
60Sl JO-19 M.P. lND JNKV 
6053 JG-20 M.P. 1ND JNKV 
6054 JG.2o.1 M.P. lND JNKV 
6055J0-22 M.P, JND JNKV 
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6056 10-26 M.P. IND JNKV 
6057 JO-28 M.P. INn INKV 
6058 JG-lO M.P. IND INK V 
6059 JG-31 M.P. IND INK V 
6060 JO-33 M.P. INn JNKV 
6061 JO-34 M.P. INn JNKV 
6062 JO-35 M.P. INn JNKV 
6063 JG-36 M.P. IND INKV 
6064 10-37 M.P. IND INKV 
6065 JO-37·1 M.P. IND INKV 
6066 JO-38 M.P. IND JNKV 
6067 JO-39 M.P. IND JNKV 
6068 10-41 M.P. IND INKV 
6069 JG-42 M.P. IND JNKV 
6070 JG-42-1 M.P. IND JNKV 
6071 JG-43 M.P. IND INKV 
6072 JG-44 M.P. IND INKV 
6073 JG-44-1 M.P. IND INKV 
6074 JO-45 M.P. IND INKV 
607S JG-45-1 M.P. IND INKV 
6076 10-.50 M.P. IND INKV 
6077 JO·52 M.P. lNO JNKV 
6078 JO·54 M.P. IND JNKV 
6079 JO-SS M.P. lND JNKV 
6080 JG-56 M.P. IND INKV 
6081 10-57 M.P. lND JNKV 
6082 10-58 M.P. lND JNKV 
6083 10-S9 M.P. IND JNKV 
6084 10-59-1 M.P. INC INKV 
6085 lG-60 M.P. IND JNXV 
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6086 JG.Q M.P. INn INK V 
6087 JO-63 M.P. INn INKV 
6088 IG~ M.P. IND INKV 
6089 JG-6S M.P. INn INKV 
6090 10.66 M.P. IND INKV 
6091 JO..67 M.P. IND INKV 
6092 10-68 M.P. IND JNKV 
6093 JO·70 M.P. IND INK V 
6094 JO·71 M.P. IND INKV 
6095 JO-72 M.P. IND JNKV 
6096 10·72·1 M.P. IND INK V 
fHJ7 JO·73 M.P. IND INK V 
6098 JO·74 M.P. IND JNKV 
6099 1O-7S M.P. IND INKV 
6100 10-79 M.P. INn INKV 
6101 JO·82 M.P. IND INKV 
61cn JO-86 M.P. INn JNKV 
6103 10';87 M.P. IND INKV 
6104 JQ..18 M.P. IND INKV 
610S J0-89 M.P. IND INKV 
6106 10·89·1 M.P. IND INK V 
6107 JO-92 M.P. IND INKV 
6108 10-94 M.P. IND JNKV 
6109 JO-95 M.P. lND INKV 
6110 J0-97 M.P. IND INKV 
6111 JO-99 M.P. 1ND INKV 
6112 JO-U)() M.P. IND INKV 
6113 JO..J01 M.P. IND 1NKV 
6114 JQ·l02 M.P. IND INKV 
6US 10-103 M.P. IND INKV 
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6116 10-107 M.P. IND JNl(V 
6117 lO-108 M.P. IND JNKV 
6118 10-109 M.P. IND JNKV 
6119 10·110 M.P. IND JNKV 
6120 lG-111 M.P. tND JNKV 
6121 10-112 M.P. IND JNKV 
6122 10-113 M.P. INn JNKV 
6123 JG-897 M.P. IND JNKV 
6124 KABULI BROWN M.P. IND JNKV 
6125 LOCALDESI M.P. IND JNKV 
6126 LOCAL CHAFFA MAHARASHTRA IND JNKV 
6127 RADlIEY·1 V.P. IND JNKV 
6128 T-l U.P. IND JNKV 
6129 T-l-1 V.P. IND JNKV 
6130 T-3-1 V.P. IND JNKV 
6131 T-3-2 U.P. IND INKV 
6132 UJJAIN-21 M.P. lND JNKV 
6133 UJJAIN-21-1 M.P. lND JNKV 
6134 UJJAIN-21-2 M.P. IND INKV 
6135 UJJAIN-24 M.P. IND JNKV 
6136 736-1 U.P. IND JNKV 
6137 850-3/27 U.P. IND JNKV 
6138 850-3/27·1 B U.P. IND JNKV 
6139 NEC·1 ZARKA MA.R..KET JOR ALAD MARKET SAMPLE 
6140 NEC-2 ZARKA MARKET lOR ALAD MARKET SAMPLE 
6141 NEC·3 ZARKA MAR.K.ET JOR ALAn MARKET SAMPI...B 
6142 NEC-4 AMMAN MARKET lOR ALAD MARKBT SAMPLB 
6143 NEC·' AMMAN MAR.KBT JOR ALAD MARKET SAMPLB 
6144 NEC·9 AMMAN MARKET JOR ALAn MARKET SAMPLE 
614S NEelO MAFRAK MARKET lOll ALAJ) MARKET SAMP1B 
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61~ NBC·ll MAF.RAK MARKET JOR ALAn 
6147 NEC·12 RABBA RES. STN. JOR ALAD GOOD COOKING 
6148 NBC13 KARK MARKET JOR ALAn MARKET SAMPLE 
6149 NBC14 SHOUCHECK RES. STN. JOR ALAD 
6150 NBC·IS ELSAHIHA JOR ALAD 
6151 NBC·16 SAITMA.RK.BT JOR ALAn 
6l.S2 NBC17 AMMAN JOR ALAD 
'153 NBCn AMMAN JOR ALAD 
6154 .NBC19 JOR ALAD 
6155 NBC20 JARASH MARKET JOR ALAn 
61S6 HEC21 DAMASaJS MARKBT SYR ALAn 
6157 NEC22 HOMSMARKBT SYR ALAn 
6lS1 NEC23 ALBPPO MARKET SYR ALAn 
6lS9 NEC-24 AZAZ SYR ALAn 
6160 NEC2.S HAMMAM SYR ALAD 
6161 HEe26 ELKAMEOILY SYR ALAD 
6162 HEC27 ELKAMBan..y SYR ALAn 
616.1 HEC2. NR.ZAKHO MOSUL IRQ ALAD 
6164 NEC29 DAHUK MOSUL IRQ ALAn 
6165 NBC30 IRQ ALAD 
6166 NEC31 IRQ ALAn 
6167 NEC32 IRQ ALAn 
6161 NBC3] IRQ ALAD 
6169 NBC·34 IRQ ALAn 
6110 NBC]6 IRQ ALAn 
6171 NBC31 IRQ ALAI) 
6172 NBC3I JRQ ALAI) 
6113 NBC39 JRQ ALAD 
6174 NBC-4O JRQ ALAD 
6175 NBC-41 IRQ ALAD 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
6176 NEC-43 ESP ALAD 
6177 NBC-44 ESP ALAD 
6178 NEC-4S ESP ALAD 
6179 NEC-46 ESP ALAD 
6180 NEC-47 ESP ALAD 
6181 NEC-48 ESP ALAD 
6182 NEC-49 ESP ALAD 
6183 NBC-SO ESP ALAO 
6184 NEC-Sl ESP ALAD 
6185 NEC-52 ESP ALAD 
6186 NEC-53 ESP ALAD 
6187 NBC-54 ESP ALAD 
6188 NEC-55 ESP Al.AD 
6189 NEC-57 ESP ALAn 
6190 NEC-S8 ESP ALAD 
6191 NEC-59 ESP ALAn 
6192 NEC-60 ESP ALAD 
6193 NEC61 ESP ALAD 
6194 NEC-62 ESP ALAD 
6195 NEC-63 ESP ALAD 
6196 NEC64 ESP ALAn 
6197 NBC-65 ESP ALAn 
6198 NEC-66 ESP ALAD 
6199 NBC67 ESP ALAD 
6200 NBC-68 ESP ALAD 
6201 NBC-69 ESP ALAD 
6202 NBC70 ESP ALAD 
6203 NBC71 ESP ALAD 
6204 NBC72 ESP ALAn 
&oS NRC-73 ESP ALAn 
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6206 NBC·74 ESP AI..AD 
6207 NBC" ESP ALAD 
6201 NBC76 ESP ALAD 
6209 NBC77 ESP AI..AD 
6210 NBC18 ESP ALAD 
6211 NBC7' ESP ALAD 
6212 NECIO ESP ALAD 
6213 NBC81 ESP ALAD 
6214 NBC82 ESP ALAD 
62.15 NBC.3 ESP ALAD 
6216 NEC84 ESP ALAD 
6217 NBC-86 ESP ALAD 
62tl NBC,7 ESP ALAD 
6219 NECSS ESP ALAn 
6220 NBC89 ESP ALAD 
6221 NBC90 ESP ALAD 
6222 NBC'1 ESP ALAD 
6223 NBC92 ESP ALAD 
622A NBC'3 ESP ALAD 
622S NBC-94 ESP ALAI> 
6226 NJ!C..95 ESP ALAI> 
6227 NBC-96 ESP ALAD 
6228 NBC97 BSP ALAD 
6229 NBC9. ESP ALAD 
6230 NJ3C..99 ESP ALAI> 
6231 N8C-IOO ESP ALAD 
6232 NBC-I 01 ESP ALAD 
621l NBC·l02 ESP ALAD 
6234 NIC-I03 ESP ALAD 
623' NBC .. I08 ORC ALAI) 
1 2 3 .. S 6 7 
6236 NEC·I09 ORC AI...AD Ml0S44 
6237 NEC-110 1UN AI...AD 
6238 NEC·lll Tl1N AI...AD 
6239 NEC.1l2 Tl1N AI...AD BB-64-2A 
6240 NEC-I13 Tl1N ALAD 
6241 NEC-114 Tl1N ALAD 
6242 NEC·115 Tl1N ALAD 
6243 NEC·116 1UN ALAD 
6244 NEC-1l7 1UN ALAD 
6245 NEC·] 18 1UN ALAD 
6246 NEC-1l9 1UN ALAD 
6247 NEC.120 ruN ALAD 
6248 NEC·121 roN ALAD 
6249 NEC.122 MAR ALAD 
6250 NEC·ll3 MAR ALAD 
6251 NEC-124 MAR ALAD 
6252 NEC-125 MAR ALAD 
6253 NEC-126 MAR ALAD 
6254 NEC-127 MAR ALAD 
6255 NEC·12B MAR ALAD NO.46 
6256 NEC-129 MAR ALAD 
6257 NEe-133 KUBAN SUN ALAD 
6258 NEC-134 SUN ALAD 
6259 NBC-136 TAJIKlSTAN SUN ALAD TADZJKSU-I0 
6260 NBC-138 KRASNODAR TERR. SUN ALAI) SOVCHOZNYJ 
6261 NEC-139 A VYSOKOROSL VJ 30 SUN ALAD KRASNODAR TER.R. 
6262 NBC-141 SUN ALAD 
6263 NBC·142 SUN ALAD 
6264 NBC·143 WADMEDANI SDN ALAD 
6265 NEC·l44 WADMEOAN[ SDN ALAD 
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6266 NBC-14S WADMEDANI SDN ALAD 
6267 NBC-149 IND ALAJ) PI-l1S449 
6268 NBC-1S1 IND ALAn PI-128909 
6269 NBC-151 JRN ALAn PI-140291 
6210 NBCIS3 JRN ALAD PI-140292 
6271 NBC-l54 1RN ALAn PI-140293 
6272 NBC1SS Em ALAn PI·193481 
6273 NEC-1S9 AFG ALAn PI-211722 
6214 NBC-161 KATAGHAN AFG ALAn PI-212091 
6215 NBC-162 AFG ALAD PI-212092 
6276 NBC-I63 AFG ALAD PI-212595 
6277 NBC-1M IND ALAD PI-212891 
6278 NBCl66 IND ALAD PI-212892 
6279 NEC-167 IND ALAD PI-212893 
6280 NBC-I10 IND ALAn PI-2141S2 
6281 NBC-I 73 IND ALAD P[·214314 
6282 NBC·174 IND Al.AD PI·215S!S 
6283 NEC-17S PER ALAD PI·215702 
62&4 NBC·176 PAK ALAn PI·217S20 
621S NBC .. In PAK ALAD Pl·217521 
6216 NBC-118 PAK ALAD PI-218068 
6281 NBC·179 PAX: ALAD PI·219727 
6288 NEc.no PAK ALAI) Pl·219728 
6289 NBC-114 AFO ALAD PI-22209S 
6290 NBC186 IkN ALAI) PI·222771 
6291 NBC-181 IRN ALAD PI·222722 
·6292 NBC-1II JRN ALAD PI-222774 
6293 NEcno ITA ALAD PI-239159 
62MNBC-J91 JRN ALAD PI-242982 
6295 NBC-191 BnI ALAD PI-244322 
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6296 NEC-193 IND ALAD PI·246396 
6297 NEC-19S IRN ALAD PI-249982 
6298 NEC-196 PA)( ALAD PI-2S0142 
6299 NEC-197 PA)( ALAn PI-2S0143 
6300 NEC·198 PA)( ALAD PI-2S0144 
6301 NEC·2oo 1RN AJ..AD PI-2S 1026 
6302 NEC-203 JRN ALAD PI-2S 1027 
6303 NEC·20S JRN ALAD PI·251S14 
6304 NEC-206 SUN ALAD PI·2S1781 
630S NEC-207 SUN ALAD Pl-2S 1783 
6306 NEC-208 SUN ALAn Pl·251784 
6307 NEC-209 TIJR ALAD PI-2S3226 
6308 NEC-lI0 TIJR ALAD PI·2S3227 
6309 NEC-lII ruR. ALAD PI·253228 
6310 NEC-lI2 SYR ALAD PI·254547 
6311 NEC-213 SYR ALAD Pl-2S4548 
6312 NEC·214 IRN ALAD PI-254549 
6313 NEC·21S AFG ALAD Pl-254SSO 
6314 NEC·216 ESP ALAD PI-2S4889 
6315 NEC-219 B1lI ALAD PI-2S7S83 
6316 NBC-222 PA)( ALAI) Pl·269881 
6317 NEC-224 INC Al..AD PI-271323 
6318 NEC·22S IND ALAD PI-271324 
6319 NEC-226 1m{ ALAn PI·273879 
6320 NBC-227 BTH ALAn PI·273880 
6321 NEC·229 IND ALAn PI-288312 
6322 NEC-230 IND ALAD PI-288313 
6323 NEC·23S IND ALAD PI-2972S7 BROWN 
6324 NBC·236 IND ALAD PI·297261 
6325 NEC·238 IND ALAD PI·297272 NP-58 
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6326 NBC·239 IND ALAD PI·29727S T·87 
6321 NBC·240 IND ALAD PI-310479 CP·36 
6321 N1!C241 IND ALAD PI-l1S781 
6329 NBC244 IND ALAn PI·31S784 BR·6S 
6330 NBC·245 IND ALAD PI·315785 C 571 
6331 NBC·246 1ND ALAD Pl·315786C·104 
6332 NBC247 IND ALAD P[·3lS787 C·235 
6333 NBC-lAI INn ALAD PI.31.5788 C·706 
6334 NBC-2A9 A EOY ALAD Pt·315789 CAIRO 
6335 N1!C .. 2S0 IND ALAD pt·315790CEYLO 
6336 NBC·252 IND ALAD PI·31S796 
6337 NBC·2S3 1ND ALAD PI·31S799 F·32 
6338 N'BC.2!iS IND ALAD Pl·315801 F-61 
6339 NBC·2$6 IND ALAn PI·31S8030·3 
6340 NBC·257 JND ALAD PI·31S805 0-130 
6341 NBC·2S1 INn ALAD PI-3IS80700·BI 
6342 NEC·260 IND ALAD PI-3U81I L-167 
6343 NBC·263 INO ALAD PI·315814 MANDL 
6344 NBC·2M IND ALAD PI-31,581S N·,59 
Q45 NBC·266 IND ALAD PI·3IS818 NP·27 
6346 NBC267 IND ALAn pt·315819 PARAC 
6J47 NBC268 1ND ALAD PI·315821 PB·7 
6.148 ·NBC169 IND ALAD PI·31S822 PB·l1 
o:M9 NBC .. 271 1ND ALAD PI .. 31S824 PB-IS 
eSC) NBC212 IND ALAD PI·31S8268-26 
635. NBC-273 IND ALAn Pl·31S827 S-33 
6352 NBC-276 IND ALAD pt·31S830V-S8 
63S3 NIC-21. INn ALAD Pl·3lS834 V .. 167 
6354 NBC480 1UR ALAD PI·339144 
6355 NJlC..2I1 1UR ALAD PI-339154 
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63S6 NEC-287 nJR ALAn PI-339186 
6357 NEC-288 nJR ALAn PI-339118 
6358 NEC-29S nJR ALAn CP-43 
6359 NBC-300A nJR ALAD CP-114 
6360 NEC-302 IRN ALAD Pl-3S8910 
6361 NEC-303 IRN ALAD PI-358911 
6362 NEC-304 IRN ALAD PI-358912 
6363 NEC-30S IRN ~ PI-358913 
6364 NBC-30a IRN ALAn PI-358916 
6365 NEC-310 1RN ALAn P1-358918 
6366 NEC-312 IRN ALAn PI-358920 
6367 NEC-314 IRN ALAD PI-358922 
6368 NEC-31S IRN ALAD PI-358923 
6369 NEC-317 IRN ALAD PJ-358925 
6370 NBC-320 IRN ALAD PJ-3S8928 
6371 NEC-321 IRN ALAD PI-3S8929 
6372 NEC-322 IRN ALAD PI-lS8930 
6373 NBC·32S IRN ALAD PI-3S8933 
6374 NEC-321 IRN ALAn PI-358936 
637S NEC-329 IRN AI..AD PI-358937 
6376 NEC-110 lRN Al..AD P1-158938 
6377 NEC-33J IRN ALAI> PI·'''939 
6378 NEC-3l3 IRN ALAD P1-3S9007 peS 
6379 NEC-334 IRN ALAD PI-"9008 P-6 
6380 NEC-33S 1RN AI..AD PI-359009 P-7 
6381 NEC-340 IRN ALAD PI-359014 P-15 
6382 NEC-341 lRN ALAD PI-3590l.5 P-16 
6383 NBC-343 lRN ALAI> pt·3S9017 P-18 
6384 NBC-344 JRN ALAD PI-359018 P-19 
6385 NBC-348 JRN A1.AD PI-3S9022 P-26 
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6386 NBC·lS 1 IR.N ALAD PI·3S902S P-29 
6311 NBC-'54 IRN ALAD P1~3S9029 P-36 
6318 NBC-3SS IRN ALAD PI·359030 P-39 
6319 NBC-!56 IRN ALAD P1-359ml P-42 
6390 NBC·3S1 IR.N ALAn PI-359m2 P-43 
6391 NEe·3S1 IRN ALAn P1-359033 P-45 
6392 NBC-359 IRN ALAD PI-359034 P-46 
6393 NBC361 IRN ALAD PI-359036 P-48 
6394 N£C.362 IRN ALAD PI-3S9037 PASO 
639S NBC-363 IRN ALAO PI-3S9038 P-S2 
6396 NBC·366 IRN ALAD PI-359041 P·SS 
6397 NEC~ IRN ALAD PI-3S9043 P-S8 
6391 NEC-~ IRN A.LAD PJ-3S9044 P-S9 
6399 NBC·370 IRN ALAD P(·3S9046 P-62 
6400 NBC·373 IRN ALAI) PI-3S90S0 P·68 
6401 NBC·374 IRN ALAD PI·3S9OS1 P-69 
6402 NBC·37S lRN ALAD P1-3S90S2 P·70 
6403 NBC-3'6 IRN ALAD P1-3S90S3 P-71 
6404 NBC-377 1R.N ALAD PI·3S9OS4 P·72 
6405 NBC37. IRN ALAO PI·359OSS P·73 
6406 NBC·379 IRN ALAD PI-3S9OS6 P-75 
6407 NBC-110 JRN ALAD PI-3S90S1 P·76 
6401 NBC·'II JRN ALAO PI-3S90.S8 P. 79 
6409 NBC·'12 IRN ALAD PI·3S90S9 P-IO 
6410 NBC""" JRN ALAD P(·3S9060 P·II 
6411 NEC-314 1R.N ALAD PI-359061 P-83 
6412 NBC-315 1RN ALAD PI-359062 P-84 
, .. , NBCJ86 IR.N ALAD PI-3.S9063 p·ss 
6414 NBC-3.' IRN ALAD PI-3.s9064 P-S6 
6415 NBC381 IRN ALAD Pl-359066 P-90 
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6416 NEC-389 IR.N ALAn PI-359067 P-93 
6417 NEC-392 IRN ALAI) Pl-3S9070 P·96 
6418 NEC-393 IRN ALAI) PI·359071 P-97 
6419 NEC·394 IRN ALAD PI·3S9072 P-99 
6420 NEC-397 IR.N ALAD PI-3S9076 P-I0' 
6421 NEC-400 IRN ALAn PI-3S9079 P-l08 
6422 NEC-401 IRN ALAn PI-359080 P-109 
6423 NEC-403 IRN ALAD PI-3S9082 P-114 
6424 NEC-404 IRN ALAD PI-3~83 P-llS 
6425 NBC-40S JRN ALAD PI-3S9084 P-116 
6426 NEC-406 IRN ALAI) PJ-3S9OISP·117 
6427 NEC-407 IRN ALAn PI·3S9OI6 P·I18 
6428 NBC-410 IRN ALAD PI-3S9091 P·I23 
6429 NEC-411 IRN ALAD PI-359092 P-128 
6430 NEC-414 IRN ALAI) PI-3'~P·134 
6431 NEC-41S IRN ALAD PI-359098P-139 
6432 NBC-416 IRN ALAD PI-359099 P-140 
6433 NBC-417 IRN ALAD PI-359100 P-142 
6434 NEC-419 IRN ALAD PI-3S9102 P-145 
6435 NEC-424 IRN ALAn PI·3S9107 P·151 
6436 NBC-425 IRN ALAn PI·3S9108 P·152 
6437 NEC-428 IRN ALAD Pl-359112 P-I60 
6438 NEC-429 IRN ALAD PI-359113 P-161 
6439 NEC-430 IRN ALAD PI-3S9114 P-162 
6440 NBC-433 IRN ALAD PI-3.59118 P-167 
6441 NBC-434 JRN ALAD PI-3S9119 P-I61 
6442 NBC-43S IRN ALAD PI-3.59120 P-l69 
6443 NBC-436 1RN ALAD PI·359121 P-171 
6444 NEC-440 JRN ALAD PJ-359126P·177 
6445 NEC-443 JRN ALAD PI-3S9129 P·I80 
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fJ44.6 NBC-44.5 JRN ALAn PI·359131 P·182 
6447 NBC-446 IRN ALAn PI-359132 P-183 
6448 NBCoW7 IRN ALAn PI-359133 P-114 
6449 NBC-441 JRN ALAD PI-359134 P·U5 
6450 NBC-449 IR.N ALAD PI-35913S P·190 
6451 NEC~'O IR.N ALAD PI-3S9136 P·191 
6452 NBC~S4 IRN ALAD PI·359148 P·208 
6453 NBC.4S6 IRN ALAn Pl·359151 P-213 
6454 NBC~59 IR.N ALAn PI·3591504 P-216 
6455 NEC-460 IR.N ALAn PI-35915S P-217 
6456 NEc.461 IR.N ALAD PI-359157 P-220 
6457 NBC~ IRN ALAD Pl·3S91S9 P-223 
64sa NBC~64 IR.N ALAn PI·359160 P-224 
6459 NBC~67 IR.N ALAn PI-359164 P-229 
6460 NBC469 IR.N ALAD PI-3S9166 P-234 
6461 NEC-470 IR.N ALAn PI-359161 P·23S 
6462 NEC-472 IRN ALAD PI-359169 P-231 
6463 NBC-473 IR.N ALAD PI-3.59170 P-238 
6464 NBC-4, .. IRN ALAD Pl-3S9171 P-239 
6465 NBC47S JRN ALAD PJ·359172 P-240 
6666 NBC-476 IRN ALAD PI-359173 P-241 
6467 NBC~78 JRN ALAD PI-3S917S P-243 
6468 NBC~79 JRN ALAD PI-359176 P-245 
6469 NP.C-481 IRN ALAD PI-359178 P-253 
6410 NBC-412 IRN ALAn PI-359179 P-2SS 
6471 NP.C-t83 IRN ALAD PI-]59I1JO P·2S6 
6472 N£C.484 IR.N ALAD PI-3S9181 P·257 
6413 NBC48S IR.N ALAI) PI·3S9182 P-2S8 
6474 NBC ..... IRN ALAI) PI-3S9185 P-262 
6415 N'BC-'89 IRN ALAD PJ-3S9186 P·264 
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6416 NEC-490 IRN ALAD PI·3S9187 P·265 
6477 NEC-493 IRN ALAD PI·3S9190 P·270 
6418 NBC-494 IRN Al.AD PI-3S9191 P-271 
6479 NEC-49S IRN ALAD PI·3S9192 P-272 
6480 NEC-496 IRN ALAD PI-3S9193 P-213 
6481 NEC-498 IRN ALAD PJ-359195 P-279 
6482 NEC-500 IRN ALAD PI-3S9191 P-211 
6483 NEC-S03 JRN ALAD Pl·3S9200 P·289 
6484 NEC-S04 JRN ALAD Pl·35920t P-290 
6485 NEC-50S IRN ALAD PI-3S9202 P-291 
6486 NEC-506 IRN ALAD PI-3S9203 P-292 
6487 NEC-507 IRN AlAD PI-3S9204 P-293 
6488 NEC·510 IRN AlAD PI-3S9207 P-297 
6489 NEC·SIB IRN ALAD PI-359216 P-309 
6490 NEC-S22 IRN ALAD PI-3S9220 P-314 
6491 NEC-S24 IRN ALAD P]·3S9222 P·317 
6492 NEC-S2S IRN ALAD PI-359224 P·319 
6493 NEC-521 IRN ALAD PI-359226 P-321 
6494 NEC-S29 IRN ALAD PI·3S9228 P-323 
6495 NEC-53! IRN AI...AD PI·3S9231 P-32S 
6496 NEC-S32 IRN AI..AD PI-3S9232 P-110 
6497 NEC-533 JR.N ALAD PI-3S9233 P-331 
6498 NEC-S3S JR.N ALAD PI-3S923S P-333 
6499 NP.C-S31 IRN ALAD PI-3S9231 P·33S 
6500 NEC-S38 IRN ALAD PI-3S9238 P-336 
6501 NEC-539 lR.N Al.AD PJ·359239 P-331 
6502 NEC·541 lR.N ALAD Pl-3S924t P-340 
6503 NEC-S414 IRN Al.AD PI.359244 P·347 
6504 NEC·545 IRN ALAD PI·3S924S P-348 
6S05 NEC-548 IRN ALAD PI·359248 P-3S3 
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6506 NBC-SSG IRN ALAD PI-3592SO P·3SS 
6501 NBCSS2 IRN ALAI> PI-3592S2 P·366 
6508 NBC-'S4 IRN ALAn PI-3592S4 P·368 
6S09 NBC-555 lRN ALAD PI-3'92S6 P-371 
6510 NBC·557 IRN ALAD PI-3S92S8 P-373 
6511 NBC-S59 IRN ALAD PI·3S9260 P-375 
6512 NBC-56! IRN ALAD PI<JS9262 P-378 
6513 NBC-564 IRN ALAD PI-3S9265 P-383 
6514 NBC-S65 IRN ALAD PI-3S9266 P-385 
6515 NBC-568 IRN ALAD PI-3S9269 P-388 
65J.6 NBC-570 IRN ALAD PI-359271 P-39O 
6511 NBC573 IRN ALAD PI-3S9274 P-393 
651. NBC·51S IRN ALA.D PI-3S9276 P·397 
651' NBC·Sl1 IRN ALAD PI·359278 P-408 
6S2O NBC-'19 IRN ALAD PI-3S9280 P-411 
6521 NBC·580 IRN ALAD PI·359281 P-412 
6S22 NBC-582 IRN ALAD PI-359283 P-414 
6523 NBC .. 583 IRN ALAD PI·359284 P-415 
6524 NBC·S84 IRN ALAD Pl·3S928S P-416 
652.S NBC-S86 IRN ALAD Pl-3S9281 P-423 
6526 NBCSl1 1RN ALAD PI-3S9289 P-424 
6521 NBC·'II IRN ALAD PI·3S9296 P-425 
6SZ1 N'BC-S90 IRN ALAD PI·3'9292 P-421 
6529 MBC-592 IRN ALAD PI·3S9294 P-432 
6530 NBC-'" IRN ALAD Pl-359300 P-446 
6531 NBC·591 JRN ALAD PI-3593Ol P-447 
6Sl2 NBC .. l JRN Al.AJ) PI·3S9307 P-4S3 
6533 NJiC..6l)4 JRN ALAD PI-359311 P-458 
6534 NBC..$)5 JRN ALAD PI-359312 P-4S9 
6535 N'BC606 1RN ALAD PJ-3S9314 P-462 
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6536 NEC~8 JRN ALAD PI-3S9316 P-464 
6537 NEC-609 IRN ALAD PI·3S9317 P-468 
6538 NEC-6lO IRN ALAD PJ·3S9318 P-469 
6539 NEC-611 IRN ALAD PJ-3S9319 P-472 
6S40 NEC-612 IRN ALAD PI-3S9322 P-478 
6541 NEC~14 IRN ALAn PI-359325 P-481 
6542 NEC-61S IRN ALAD PI-3S9326 P-483 
6543 NEC-617 IR.N ALAD PI-3S9329 P-488 
6544 NEC-618 IRN ALAD PI-3S9332 P-492 
6545 NEC-619 IRN ALAn PI-359333 P-493 
6546 NEC-620 IRN ALAD PI-3S9334 P-494 
6S47 NEC-621 IRN ALAn PI-3S933S P-49S 
6548 NEC-622 lRN ALAD PI-3S9336 P-496 
6549 NEC-623 IRN ALAD PI·3S9337 P-497 
6550 NEC-624 IRN ALAD Pl-3S9338 P-498 
6551 NEC-625 IRN ALAn PI-3S9339 P-499 
6552 NEC-626 IRN ALAD PI-3S9342 P-S03 
6553 NEC-627 JRN ALAD PI-3S9343 P-SOS 
6.5.54 NEC-628 IRN ALAD PI·3S9344 P-S07 
6.55.5 NEC-629 IRN ALAD PI-3S9346 P-SI2 
6556 NEC-631 1RN ALAD PI-3S9348 P-514 
6557 NEC-632 IRN ALAD PI-3S9349 P-SlS 
6558 NEC-633 IRN ALAD PI-3S93SO P-S16 
6559 NEC-634 IRN ALAD PI-3S93S1 P-S17 
6560 NEC-63S JRN ALAD PI·lS93S2 P-SlI 
6561 NEC-636 IRN ALAn PI-lS93S3 P-S20 
6562 NEC-637 IRN ALAD PI·3S93S4P-52A 
6S63 NBC-639 IRN ALAD PI-3593S7 P-S29 
6564 NEC-640 IRN ALAD PI-3S93S8 P-530 
6565 NEC-641 IRN ALAD PI-3S93S9 P-533 
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M66 NBC642 IRN ALAD PI-3S9360 P-S3S 
6567 NEC643 1RN ALAD PI-3S9362 P-S37 
65M HBC-6U IRN ALAD PI-3S9361 P-S38 
6569 NBC ... ' IRN ALAD PI-359364 P-S39 
6570 NEC6t6 IRN ALAD P1-359365 P-S41 
6571 NBC647 IRN ALAD PI-3S9366 P-S42 
6572 NBC-64. JR.N ALAJ) PI·3S9367 P-S4S 
6573 NBC ... ' IRN ALAD PI-3S9368 P-S46 
657. NBCo65O lR.N ALAD PI·3S9369 P·S47 
6575 NBC651 IRN ALAD PI·3S9371 P-SS3 
6576 NBC-652 IR.N ALAD PI-359371 P-SS6 
6571 NBC653 1RN ALAJ) PI-3S9373P-SS7 
6518 NEC654 IRN ALAJ) PI-3S9374 p·SSS 
6519 NEC-65S IRN ALAD P1·35937S P-SS9 
6510 NBC-656 IRN ALAD Pl-3S9376 P-S60 
6581 NBC6S8 IRN ALAD PI·)S937S P-S63 
6582 NBC6I5O IR.N ALAD PI-3S9380 P-S66 
6583 NBC661 IRN ALAD PI-3S93S1 P·S67 
6St4 NBC662 IRN Al.AD Pl-3S9382 P-S68 
6$15 NBC..ci63 JR.N ALAD P1-3S9383 P-S70 
6586 NBC-665 IRN Al.AD Pl-lS938S P-S73 
"17 NBC ... IaN ALAD PI-3S9386 P-S7S 
" •• ~7 IRN ALAD PI-1S9387 P-SSt 
6SI9 NBC"- lR.N ALAD P1-lS9390 P·S84 
6590 NBC"- IRN ALAD PI·3S9391 p·SSS 
6591 NBC-671 IRN ALAD PI·3S939S P·S90 
6592 NBC-612 lRN ALAD PI-3S9396 P-S91 
6593 Nac-673 lRN ALAD Pl-3S9397 p..'92 
6594 NBC-674 lRN ALAD PI-359398 P-S93 
6S9S NBCo675 lR.N ALAD PI-359399 P-595 
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6596 NEC-678 IRN ALAD PI-359463 P-601 
6597 NEC-679 IRN ALAI> PI·359404 P·603 
6598 NEC-680 IRN ALAD PI-359405 P-604 
6599 NEC-682 IRN ALAI> PI·3S9407 P-606 
6600 NEC-683 IRN ALAD PI·3S9401 P-607 
6601 NEC-684 lRN ALAD PI-3S9409 P-608 
6602 NEC-68S lRN ALAD PI-3S9410 P-609 
6603 NEC-686 IRN ALAD pt·3S9411 P·610 
6604 NBC-687 lRN Al.AO PI-3S9412 P·612 
6605 NEC-688 lRN Al.AO pt·3S9413 P·613 
6606 NEC-689 IRN ALAD Pl·3S9414 P-616 
6601 NEC-690 IRN ALAD pt·3S941S P-617 
6608 NEC-691 IRN ALAD PI-359416 P-618 
6609 NEC-692 IR.N ALAn pt·3S9417 P-620 
6610 NEC-693 IRN ALAD pt·3S9418 P-621 
6611 NEC-694 IRN AL.AD Pl·359420 P·623 
6612 NEC-696 IRN ALAD pt·3S9422 P-626 
6613 NEC-697 IRN ALAD pt·3S9423 P·629 
6614 NEC-698 IRN AL.AD PI·359424 P-630 
6615 NEC-699 IRN ALAD PI-359425 P-632 
6616 NEC-100 IRN ALAD pt·3S9426 P-633 
6611 NEC·702 IRN ALAD Pl-359428 P·635 
6618 NEC·763 IRN ALAD PI·359429 P-637 
6619 NEC·704 IRN ALAD PI·359430 P-638 
6620 NBC·706 IRN ALAD PI·3S9432 P·642 
6621 NBC·708 IRN ALAD PI·3S9434 p.644-
6622 NBC-709 IRN ALAD PI-3S943S P-64S 
6623 NBC·711 IRN ALAD pt·3S9437 P·647 
6624 NEC-712 IRN ALAD PI·3S9438 P-648 
6615 NBC·713 IRN ALAD pt·3S9440 P-6.50 
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6626NBC114 IRN AI..AD PI-3S9441 P-651 
6/621 NBC· 71.5 IRN AI..AD PI-3.59442 P-6.52 
6628 NBC-716 IRN AI..AD PI-3.59443 P-653 
6629 NEC-717 IRN ALAD PI-359444 P-6S4 
6630 NBC118 IRN ALAn PI-359445 P-6.55 
6631 NBC .. 719 IRN ALAD PI-159447 P-657 
6632 NEC-721 A IRN ALAD PI-359449 P-662 
6633 NBC-722 IRN ALAD PI-3594.50 P-663 
6634 NBC-723 IRN ALAD PI-359451 P-664 
6635 NBC·724 lRN ALAD PI-3.59452 P-666 
6636 NEC-731 JRN ALAD PI-3S9460 P-678 
6631 NBC-733 IRN Al..AD PI-3S9461 P-680 
6631 NBC-734 IRN ALAn PI-159462 P-681 
6639 NBC7:!! IRN ALAn PI-359463 P-682 
"'0 NBC·736 IRN Al..AD PI-359464 P-683 
6641 NBC737 IRN Al..AD PI-35946S P·684 
6642 NBC·738 IRN ALAn PI-3594(J6 P·685 
6643 HBC·7ofO IRN ALAD PI-l.59468 P-687 
6644 NBC .. 741 IRN Al..AD PI-359469 P·688 
6645 NIC·142 IRN A.LAD PI·359470 P-689 
6646 NBC-14] IR.N ALAD PI·3S9471 P·690 
6641 NB(.744 IR.N ALAD PI-3S9472 P-691 
664. NJC.?45 IR.N ALAD PI-359473 P·692 
6649 NBC·?47 IRN ALA.D PI·35947S P-695 
66SO NBC .. '4. IRN ALAD PI-359476 P-696 
6651 NBC7 .. 9 IRN ALAD PI·359477 P-691 
6652NBC,,730 IRN ALAD PI·3594 78 P-698 
6653 .NBC-1S1 1RN ALAD PI-3594 79 P-699 
6654 N8C-152 IRN ALAD Pl·3S9480 P·700 
"''.5 NBC1S' IRN ALAD PJ..359592 P11S1 
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6656 NEC-7S5 lRN ALAD PI-359594 P11S3 
6657 NEC·7S6 IRN ALAD PI·3S9S9S PlIS4 
66.58 NEC-7S7 IRN ALAD PI-359596 Pl1S6 
6659 NEC-75B IRN ALAD PI-359597 PllS7 
6660 NEC-759 A lRN Al...AD Pl·359598 P1158 
6661 NEC-760 IRN ALAD PI·359599 Pl1 59 
6662 NEC-761 IRN ALAD PI·359601 P1161 
6663 NEC·764 IRN ALA» PI-359604 PII65 
6664 NEC-768 IRN ALAn PI-359608 PI110 
6665 NEC-769 IRN ALAn PI·359609 P1171 
6666 NEC·770 JRN ALAn PI·359610PI174 
6667 NEC·773 IRN ALAn PI·359614 P1179 
6668 NEC-774 IR.N ALA» PI·359615 Pl181 
6669 NEC-786 IRN ALAD PI·359627 P1200 
6670 NEC·787 IRN ALAD Pl·3S9628 P1202 
6671 NEC·790 IRN ALAn PI·359631 Pl206 
6672 NEC·791 IRN ALAD PI·359632 P12m 
6673 NEC-793 IRN ALAD PI·359636 P1212 
6674 NEC·794 lRN ALA.]) Pl·359638 P1214 
6675 NEC·796 IRN ALAD PI-359641 P1218 
6676 NEC-797 IRN ALAD PI-359643 P1221 
6677 NEC·798 IRN ALA.]) PI-359644 P1222 
6678 NEC·SOO IRN ALAD PI-359646 P1224 
6679 NEC·SOl JR.N ALAD PI·359649 P1228 
6680 NEC·S03 JRN ALAD PI·3S96S0 P1229 
6681 NEC·80S IRN ALAD P1·3S9653 PI234 
6682 NEC-807 IRN ALAn PI-3596SS Pl236 
6683 NRC·801 IRN ALAD Pl·359656 PI237 
6684 NEC·809 IRN ALAD PI-1S96S7 P1238 
6615 NEC·all JRN ALAD PI·359661 PI243 
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6686 NBC·814 IRN ALAn PI·359662 P] 244 
6687 NBC8U IRN ALAn PI·359663 P1246 
6681 NBC .. lt6 IRN ALAn PI-359664 P]247 
6689 NBC-119 IRN ALAn PI-359667 Pl2Sl 
6690 NBC-821 IRN ALAn PI-359669 P12S3 
6691 NBC-823 IRN ALAD PI-359671 P1256 
6692 NBC-8l4 IRN ALAD PI-359673 P1259 
fi69l NBC-82S IRN ALAD PI-3S9674 P1260 
... NBC827 IRN ALAn PI-359676 P1262 
669' NBC-828 IRN ALAn PI-359677 P1263 
6S96 NEC-829 IRN ALAD Pt·359678 P1264 
6697 NEC-830 IRN ALAD PI-35%79 P1265 
6698 NBC·834 IRN ALAD PI-359685 P1273 
6699 NBCa37 IRN ALAD PI-3596BB PI 277 
6700 NBc-a3B lR.N ALAD PI-359689 P1278 
6701 NBC-839 IRN ALAD PI-359690 PI 279 
6702 NBC-142 IRN ALAD PI-359693 Pl283 
6703 NBC·I4] IRN ALAD PI-359694 Pl284 
6704 NEC-84S IRN ALAD PI-359696 P1286 
6705 NBC ..... 6 IRN ALAD PI-359697 PI287 
6706 NBC-848 IRN ALAD PI-359699 P1290 
6707 NBC-849 IRN ALAD PI-359700PI294 
6101NEC-8'O lRN ALAD PI-359701 P1295 
67ta NBC-8;2 IRN ALAD PI·359703 P1297 
6710 NBC.a53 lR.N ALAD PI-359704 P1298 
6711 NEC854 IRN ALAD PI-359705 P1299 
6712 NBC-85S lRN ALAD PI·3~706 PUOI 
6713 NBCIS6 IRN ALAD PI·359707 P1305 
.714 NBC ... " IRN ALAD PI-359709 P1311 
6715 NBC ... S9 JRN ALAD PI-359710P1313 
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6716 NBC·16O IRN AlAD PI-359711 Pill .. 
6717 NEe-861 JRN ALAD PI-359712 Pl316 
6718 N'EC-862 lRN ALAD PI-359713 Pl317 
6719 NEC-863 JRN ALAD P1-35971.5 PI321 
6120 NEC-8M 1RN ALAD PI-359716P1323 
6721 NEC-86S lRN ALAD PI·359717 PI 325 
6122 NEe-866 lRN ALAI) PI·3,9718 Pl326 
6123 NEC·167 JRN ALAD PI·359720 P1329 
6724 NEC-868 JRN ALAD PI-359721 P1330 
6725 NEC-870 1RN ALAD PI-359723 P1333 
6726 NBC-811 lRN ALAn PI-359724 P1335 
6727 NEe-872 JRN ALAD PI-3'9726 
6728 NEe-873 JRN ALAD PI-3~9727 PI 338 
6129 NEC-87" IRN AI.AD PI·359728 Pl339 
6130 NEC-11S IRN ALAD PI·3S9729 P1340 
6731 NEC-176 IRN ALAD PI·359730 PI341 
6732 NEC-I77 IRN ALAD PI-359731 PI343 
6733 NEC-878 IRN ALAD PI-359732 PI344 
6134 NEC-ISO JRN Al..AD PI-359734 PI346 
6735 NEC-811 JRN ALAD PI·359735 PI348 
6736 NBC·884 IRN ALAD PI-3'9738 P13S3 
6737 NEC-888 IRN ALAD PI-3S9742 Pl3S7 
6738 NBC-891 IRN ALAD PI·359746 Pl361 
6739 NBC-892 IRN ALAD PI·3S9741 P1363 
6740 NEC-I93 IRN ALAD PI-359748 Pl364 
6741 NEC·I94 1RN ALAD PI-359749 Pl366 
6742 NEC-899 IRN ALAD PI-359754 Pl370 
6743 NBC-900 IRN ALAD PI·3597!SS P1371 
6744 NBC-901 JRN ALAD PI·359756 P1373 
6745 NBC·902 IRN ALAD PI-359757 Pt375 
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6746 NBC·903 IRN ALAD PI·359758 P1376 
6747 NBC4904 IRN ALAD PI-3S9759 P1378 
6741 NBC·906 IRN ALAD PI-359762 P1382 
6749 NBC..907 IRN ALA.D PJ·359764 P1384 
6750 NBC·9OI lR.N ALAD PJ·359765 P1385 
61S1 NBC-909 IRN ALAD PI-359766 P1387 
6752 NBC·91 0 IRN ALAD PI-359768 P1391 
6153 NBC~911 IRN ALAD PI·359769 P1392 
6754 NBC·912 IRN ALAD PI·359770 P1393 
6755 NBC-913 IRN ALAD PI-359771 P1394 
6756 NBC-914 IRN ALAD PI-359772 P1396 
6757 NBC-9JS IRN ALAD PI-359773 P1397 
6758 NEC-t16 IRN ALAD P1--359774 P1399 
6759 NJlC.917 IRN ALAD PI-359775 P1402 
6760 NBC-9l9 IRN ALAD PI-359777 P1405 
6761 NBC-920 IRN ALAD PI-359778 P1407 
6762 NBC-921 IRN ALAD Pl~3S9779 P1408 
6763 NBC-921 IRN ALAD PI~359780 PI409 
6764 NEC-923 IRN ALAD Pl .. 359781 P1410 
6765 NBC-924 IRN ALAD PI-359182 P1411 
6766 NEC-9lS JRN ALAI) PI-359714 P1413 
6167 NBC-9'l6 lRN ALAD PJ-3S978S P1414 
6161 NBC-927 IRN ALAD PI-359786 P1415 
6169 NBC-928 IRN ALAD Pl-359787 Pl416 
6710 NEC-929 JRN ALAD PI-3597. P-141 
6711 NBC"'3] 1RN ALAD Pl·3S9792 Pl421 
6711. NBC-934 1RN ALAD PI .. 359793 Pl422 
tf17S NBC-93S JaN ALAD Pl-3S9794 P1423 
6714 NBC936 JaN ALAD PJ..3S9795 PI 424 
671' NBC937 JaN ALAD PI-359191 P1428 
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6776 NEC·938 IRN ALAD PI-359800 P1430 
6777 NEC-939 IRN ALAD PI-359803 P14l4 
6778 NEC-940 IRN ALAD PI-35980.5 P1438 
6779 NEC-942 IRN ALAn P[-359807 PI442 
6780 NEC-943 IRN ALAD PI-359808 Pl443 
6781 NEC-94S IRN ALAD PI-359813 P1452 
6782 NEC·946 IRN ALAD PI-359815 P14S4 
6783 NEC·947 IRN ALAn PI·3.59816 P14S6 
6784 NEC·949 IRN ALAD PI·3S9818 P1458 
67115 NEC·950 1RN ALAD PI·359819 P14S9 
6786 NEC·951 IRN ALAD PI-359820 P1460 
6787 NEC-9.52 IRN ALAD PI·359821 P1461 
6788 NEC-9S3 IRN ALAD PI·3S9822 P1463 
6789 NEC·9S4 IRN ALAD PI·359823 P1464 
6790 NEC·95S IRN ALAD PI·359824 P1465 
6791 NEC·9S6 IRN ALAD PI·359825 P1466 
6792 NEC·9S7 IRN Al..AD PI·359821 P1468 
6793 NEC·9S8 IRN ALAD PI-359828 P1469 
6794 NEC·9S9 IRN ALAD PI·359829 P1472 
6795 NEC·960 IRN ALAD PI-359830 P1474 
6796 NEC·961 IRN ALAn PI·359831 P1475 
6797 NEC-962 IRN ALAD PI-359832 P1477 
6798 NEC-963 IRN ALAD PI-359833 P1478 
6799 NEC-964 IRN ALAD PI-35983S P1480 
6800 NEC-965 JaN ALAD PI-3S9836 Pl481 
6801 NEC·966 IRN ALAD PI-3S9837 P1482 
6802 NEC·967 JaN ALAn PI-3S9838 P1483 
6803 NEC·968 JRN ALAD PI-3S9840 P148S 
6804 NEC·969 IRN ALAD PI-3S9841 P1486 
6805 NEC-970 IRN ALAD PI-359842 P1488 
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6106 NBC·972 IRN ALAD PI·359844 P1491 
6107 NBC·973 IRN ALAn PJ·35984S P1497 
6801 NEC·974 IRN ALAD PI·359846 P1499 
6809 NBC·977 IRN ALAD PI·3598S0 P1503 
6810 NEC·978 IRN ALAn PI~3598S1 PISOS 
6811 NBC·979 IRN ALAn PI~359852 PI S06 
6812 NEC·980 IRN ALAD PI·3S9853 P1508 
6813 NBC·H3 IRN ALAD PI~3598S6 Pl528 
6814 NEC·914 IRN ALAn PI-3S9857 Pl5S8 
6815 NBC-985 IRN ALAD PI·3S9862 P1569 
6816 NBC..,86 IRN ALAD Pl-359864 P1574 
6117 NBC·987 IRN ALAD PI-35986S PI576 
6111 NBC·988 IR.N AlAD PI-3S9866 PI 577 
6819 NBC.9.9 IRN ALAD PI-359870 PIS87 
6820 NBC·990 IRN ALAD P:-3S987I PIS91 
6821 NBC·991 IRN ALAD PI-359872 PI 594 
6822 NBC·993 IRN ALAD PI·359874 P1599 
6823 NBC .. 997 IRN ALAD PI-360l90 Pl022 
6824 NBC .. 1000 IRN ALAD PI-360193 PlO25 
6825 NBC-lool IRN ALAD Pl-360194 PlO28 
6826 NBc·l(m IRN ALAD PI~360195 nO)7 
6821 NBC·tOOl IRN ALAD PI·360201 n084 
6828 NBC· I 009 IRN ALAD PI·360202 n095 
6129 NBC·IOII IRN ALAD PI·360204 P2098 
6830 NBC·IOI3 IRN ALAD PI-360206 P2I04 
6831 N1!C-I014 IRN ALAn PI-360207 P2120 
6832 NBC~lOU IRN ALAD PI·360208 P2122 
6nl NBC-IOI6 IRN ALAD Pl-3lm09 P2124 
6134 NBC·IOI7 JRN ALAD PI·360210 P2125 
6835 NBC·IOla JRN ALAD PI·360211 P2126 
1 2 3 6 7 
6836 NEC·IOlO IRN ALAD PI·360213 Pl139 
6837 NBC· 1 002 IRN ALA.D PI·3602U Pl14J 
6131 NEC·10l3 IRN ALAD PI·360216 Pl14S 
6839 NEC·I024 IAN ALAD PI-360217 1'2146 
6840 NBC·1OU IAN ALAD PI·360219 P2IS6 
6841 NEC·loo7 IRN ALAD PI-360220 Pll67 
6842 NBC·U12.a IRN Al..AD PI·360221 PlIIO 
6843 NEC·I029 IAN ALAD PI-360222 P2203 
6844 NEC-lOOO IRN ALAD PI·360223 P2238 
6845 NBC·l 00 I IRN ALAD Pl·3tiOl24 P2251 
6846 NEC·1002 IRN ALAD PI·360225 1'2258 
6847 NEC·IOll IRN ALAJ) PI·360226 1'2266 
6848 NEC· 1 036 lRN ALAD P[·360229P23OS 
6849 NEC·1039 1RN ALAJ) PI·360232 P240S 
6150 NEC·l043 IAN ALAD PI-3fi0236 P249S 
6851 NBC· 1 044 IRN ALAJ) P[-360237 PlSII 
6852 NEC·l04S IRN ALAD PI·36al38 Pl524 
6853 NEC-I048 IRN ALAD PI-36Ol41 PlS3S 
6854 NEC·l049 IRN ALAD Pl·360242 P2S44 
68SS NBC-1OSO IRN ALAD PI·3Ci0243 PlSSO 
68S6 NEC·IOSI IRN ALAD PI·3~ PlSS2 
6857 NEC· 1 OS2 IAN ALAD PI·360245 P2S73 
6858 NBC-lOS] IRN ALAD PI-3ti0246 P2574 
6859 NEC-IOSS IRN ALAI) PI·360248P2S92 
6860 NBC· 1 OS6 IAN ALA.D PI·~9 P2S9S 
6861 NBC·IOSS IRN ALAD P(·3Q)2S I P2606 
6862 NBC· 1 060 IRN A1.AD PI·Sf':I02S3 P2.637 
686l NBC·I061 IRN ALAD PI·]602.S4 P2638 
6164 NBC-I063 IRN ALAI) PI·360256 1'2758 
6865 N'BC-I064 IRN ALAD PI-36a2S7 1'2784 
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6866 NBC-U)65 IR.N ALAD Pl-360258 P2793 
6861 NBC· I 066 lRN ALAD PJ-360259 Pl794 
6868 NBC-I067 IRN ALAD PI-360260 P2795 
6869 NEC-I069 IRN ALAD Pl-360263 P2825 
6170 NEC.Urn ~'l ALAD PI-360265 P2867 
6811 NBC-I073 IRN ALAD Pl·360266 P2878 
6872 NBC .. I074 IRN ALAD Pl-360267 P2889 
6873 NBC·l076 IRN ALAD PI·360269 P2944 
6814 NEC·I08O IRN ALAD PI·360273 P2994 
6875 NECI081 IRN ALAD PI-360274 PJ024 
6876 NBC·10l3 IRN ALAD PI-360276 P3040 
6877 NBC·I086 IRN ALAn PI·360279 P30S3 
687. NBC·IOS7 IRN MAD PI-360280 P3086 
6879 NBC·I081 IRN ALAD PI-360281 P3098 
6810 NBC-I089 IRN ALAD PI·360282 P3111 
6881 NEC·l091 IRN ALAD PI.360284 P3I18 
6882 NBC-I092 IaN ALAD Pl·360285 P3147 
6883 NBC-1093 IaN ALAD PI·360286 P3166 
6814 NBC·lteM 1RN ALAD PI-360298 P3498 
6885 NBC-HOS IRN ALAD PI-360299 P3S01 
6886 NBCll07 JRN ALAn PI.360301 P3566 
6881 NEC·ll08 IRN ALAD PI-360302 P3567 
6811 NEC-II09 IRN ALAD PI-360303 P3575 
6819 NBC· 1110 IRN ALAD PI-360304 Pl576 
6890 NBC·IIII IRN ALAD PI-360305 P3602 
6891 NBC-JII2 IRN ALAD PI-360306 P3608 
6892 NJ!C.,;1113 lRN ALAD PI-360307 Pl614 
6193 NECHI4 lRN ALAD PI-360308 P3643 
6894 NBC-1116 IRN ALAD PI·360310 P3684 
'., NEe-112t IRN ALAD Pl<!6031S Pl8S8 
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6896 NEC-1123 IRN ALAD PI·3603 1 7 P3962 
6897 NEC-1124 IRN ALAD PI·360311 P3964 
6898 NEC-1l2S IRN ALAD PI-3603l9 P3982 
6899 NEC· 11 26 IRN ALAD PI-360320 P4009 
6900 NEC-1127 A IRN ALAD PI-360321 P4OS2 
6901 NEC-1I28 IRN ALAD PI-360322 P40S8 
6902 NEC-1129 IRN ALAn PI·360323 P4063 
6903 NEC-1132 IRN ALAD PI·360326 P4079 
6904 NEC-1l33 1RN ALAD PI·360327 P4099 
6905 NEC-lllS JRN ALAD PI-360329 NI17 
6906 NEC-ll36 1RN ALAD Pl·360330 P4l26 
6907 NEC-1137 JRN ALAD PI·360331 P4127 
6908 NEC·1I38 IRN ALAD PI-360332 P41lS 
6909 NEC-1139 IRN ALAn PI-360333 P4Ul 
6910 NEC-1l40 IRN ALAe PI-360334 P4134 
6911 NEC·1l41 IRN ALAD PI-36033S P4135 
6912 NEC-1142 IRN ALAD PI-360336 P4139 
69]3 NEC-1143 IRN ALAD PI·360337 P4145 
6914 NEC·1144 IRN ALAD PI·360338 P4147 
69IS NEC-1149 1RN ALAD PI·360343 P4166 
6916 NEC-lIS0 IRN ALAD PI-360344 P4172 
6917 NEC-lISI IRN ALAD PI·36034S P4173 
6918 NEC-llS2 JRN ALAD PI·360J.46 P4177 
6919 NEC-US3 IRN ALAD PI-360341 P4203 
6920 NBC-llS4 IRN ALAD PI·360348 P4204 
6921 NEC-lISS IRN ALAD PI·360349 P4209 
6922 NEC·lISB JRN ALAD PI·3603S2 P4222 
6923 NEC-l160 IRN ALAD PI·3!I0354 P4224 
69~ NEC·1161 IRN ALAD Pl·3!I03S5 P422S 
6925 NBC·1163 IRN ALAn PI·3603S7 P4229 
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6926 NBC-lI66 IRN ALAD PJ-360360 P4236 
6921 NBC-1167 IRN ALAD Pl-360361 P4237 
692INBC·l161 IRN ALAD PI-360362 P4238 
6929 NBCII69 IRN ALAe PI-360363 1'4241 
6930 NBC-1I1O IRN ALAn PI-360364 P4242 
6931 NIC-1l71 IRN ALAn PI·36036S P4244 
6932 NBC-II72 IRN ALAn PI-360366 1'4246 
6933 NBC·1l73 IRN ALAD PI-360367 P4249 
69:M NBC-I174 IRN ALAD PI-360368 1'4250 
6935 NBC-U75 IRN ALAD PI-360369 1'4252 
6936 NBC-U76 IRN ALAn PI-360370 P42S4 
6937 NIC-Il77 IRN ALAD PI-360371 P42SS 
6931 NECI1" IRN ALAn PI-360372 P42S6 
6939 NEe-lI7t IRN ALAn PI-360373 1'4257 
6940 NEC·lllO IRN ALAn PI-360374 1'4260 
6941 NBC·UII IRN AI.AD PI-36037S P426S 
6942 NBC-Ull IRN AI.AD PI-360376 P4261 
6943 NEC.;1183 IRN ALAn PI·360377 P4268 
6M4 NBC-lI84 IRN ALAD PI·360378 P4271 
6945 NBC·tte, IRN ALAD PI·360379 P4212 
6946 NBC-t 117 IRN ALAD PI-360381 P4276 
6M7NBC111I JR.N ALAD PI-360312 1'4277 
... NBC-1l19 IRN ALAn PI-36m.3 P4278 
.., MBC-l191 IRN ALAD PI-36038S 1'4281 
6950 NBC-1l93 JRN ALAD PI-360387 1'4293 
6951 NBC-1I95 IRN ALAD PI-360389 P4297 
.52 NBC"lIM IRN ALAI> PJ-360390 1'4301 
6953 NBC1ZOI IRN ALAn PI<~60395 1'4314 
6tS4 NBC·I203 IRN Al..AJ) PI.3«)397 POll 
Ci95S NJlC..t20S IRN ALAD PI-360399 P4324 
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69S6 NEC-1206 IR.N ALAJ) PI-360400 P432S 
6957 NBC-1211 lIN ALAJ) PJ..3E0405 "34S 
6958 NEC-1212 lIN ALAJ) PI-3604015"346 
6959 NEC-12J3 lIN ALAD PI·360401 P4347 
6960 NBC-1214 lIN ALAJ) Pl·360401 P43SO 
6961 NBC-12IS lIN ALAD Pl·360409 1'4351 
6962 NEC-1216 IRN ALAD PI-160410 1'4357 
6963 NEC-IlI? IRN ALAD PI-360411 PC365 
6964 NEC·12IS IRN ALAD PI-360412 1'4372 
6965 NEC-1219 IRN ALAD PI-360413 P4376 
6966 NEC-1220 IRN ALAD PI-360414 "319 
6967 NBC-1221 IRN ALAI) PI-3fJ0415 P4381 
6968 NEC-I222 IRN ALAI) PI-360415 P4312 
6969 NEC-J223 IR.N ALAI) PI-3017 1'43&5 
6970 NEC-1225 IRN ALAD PI-3019 "398 
6971 NEC·1226 IRN ALAD PI-36CM20 P4417 
6972 NBC-12l7 IRN ALAD PI-36CM21 P4436 
6973 NBC-Il2' lRN ALAD PI-360422 P4446 
6974 NEC-1229 IRN ALAD PI-360423 P4473 
6975 NEC·ll30 lRN ALAD PI-360424 P4493 
6976 NEe-I231 IRN ALAJ) PI·360425 P4494 
6977 NEC-I232 taN ALAD PI·360426 P4496 
6918 NEC-I233 IRN ALAD PI-3"27 P4498 
6979 NEC-I234 JRN ALAD PI·360428 P45S 
6980 NEC-I23S JRN ALAI) PI-360429 "581 
6981 NBC-I236 IRN ALAI) PI-360410 "582 
6982 NEC-I237 IRN ALA.)) PI-360431 P4606 
6983 NEC-IZ38 IR.N ALAD PI-360432 P4648 
6984 NBC-I239 IRN ALAI) PI-l«M33 P4660 
698S NBC-1240 IRN ALAI) PI-1034 1'4700 
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6986 NBC·1241 1RN ALAD PI-360435 P4106 
6987 NBC·1242 JRN ALAD PI-360436 P4114 
6988 NBC .. 1243 JRN ALAD Pl·360431 P4122 
6989 NBC·I2+4 IRN ALAD PI·360438 P4129 
6990 NBC·124! JRN ALAD PI-360439 P4736 
6991 NBC·l246 IRN ALAD PI-360440 P4740 
6992 NBC-I 247 IRN ALAD PI·360441 P4143 
6993 NBCI248 IRN ALAD PI-360442 P4763 
6994 NBC-I249 IRN ALAD PI-360443 P4769 
6995 NBC·12S0 IRN ALAD Pl~360444 P4793 
6996 NEC-1251 1RN ALAD PI-360445 P4191 
6997 NEC·12S2 IRN Al.AD PI-360446 P480S 
6998 NBC-1253 IRN ALAD PI-360441 P4820 
6999 NBC·l254 IRN ALAD PI·360448 P4830 
7000 NBCl2SS IRN ALAD PI·360449 P4841 
7001 NEC·1256 1RN ALAD PI-3604S0 P4844 
7002 NBC·12S1 IRN ALAn PI·3604S 1 P4846 
?003N!C·12S8 lRN ALAD PI·3604S2 P4BSI 
7CXM NBC·12S9 IRN ALAD PI·3604S3 P4878 
700S NBC·1260 IRN ALAD PI·3604S4 P4882 
1006 NEC·l262 IRN ALAD Pl·360456 P4892 
1fXY1 NBC-1263 IRN ALAD PI·3604S7 P4899 
1001 NBe·l264 IRN ALAD PI-3604S8 P4908 
1009 NBC-l265 IRN ALAD PI·360459 P4920 
7010NBCl261 JRN ALAI) PI·360461 P4926 
701 I NBC .. l268 IRN ALAD PI-360462 N938 
1012 NBC·I269 lRN Al..AD PI-360463 P4944 
7013 NBC1180 IR.N ALAD PI-360474 PS027 
7014 NBC·121l IRN ALAD PI·36047S PS031 
701$ NBC·1282 lRN ALAI) PI·360476 PS044 
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7016 NEC~1283 IRN ALAD PI·360477 PSOS4 
7017 NEC·1284 IRN ALAD PI-360478 PS073 
7018 NEC-1286 IRN ALAD PI·360480 PS092 
7019 NEC-1287 IRN ALAD PI-360481 PS096 
7020 NEC-1288 IaN ALAD PI-360482 PS099 
7021 NEC-1290 IRN ALAD PI·360484 .,,110 
7022 NEC-1291 IRN ALAD PI-360415.,,116 
7023 NEC·1292 IRN ALAD PI-360486 PS121 
7024 NEC-1293 IR.N ALAD PI-360487 PS128 
7025 NEC-1294 IRN ALAD PI·360488 PSt SO 
7026 NEC·1295 IRN ALAD Pl·360489 PSI63 
7027 NEC-1296 IR.N ALAn PI·36049O PSl70 
7028 NEC-1297 IR.N ALAD PI-360491 .,,194 
7029 NEC·1298 IRN ALAD PI·360492 PS201 
7030 NEC-1299 IRN ALAD PI-360493 PS203 
7031 NEC·1300 IRN ALAD PI·360494 PS20S 
7032 NEC-130t IRN ALAD Pl·360495 PS206 
7033 NEC-1303 IRN ALAD PI-360497 .,,213 
7034 NEC·1304 1RN ALAD PI·360498 .,,220 
7035 NEC-l30S IRN ALAD PI·360499.,,226 
7036 NEC· 13 06 IR.N ALAD PI·360500 PS232 
7037 NEC·1307 IRN ALAD PI-360501 PS243 
7038 NEC·130S IRN ALAD Pl·360502 PS2S7 
7039 NEC·I310 IRN ALAD PI·360504 .,,274 
7040 NEC·I311 IR.N ALAD PI·360505 .,,282 
7041 NEC·13 I 2 1RN ALAD PI·360.506 .,,283 
1042 NEC-l313 IR.N ALAD PI·360507 PS284 
7043 NEC·1314 JRN ALAD PI·360S01 .,,285 
1044 NEC·13lS IR.N ALAD PI·360S09 PS289 
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IRN ALAD PI-360S11 PS313 
IRN ALAD PI-360S12 PS314 
IRN ALAD PI-360S13 PS323 
IRN ALAD PI-360S 14 PS324 
IRN ALAD Pl-360S I 5 PS334 
IRN ALAn Pl-360511 PS345 
IRN ALAn Pl-360518 PS346 
IRN ALAn Pl·360519 PS3S4 
IRN ALAn PI·360S20 P5364 
IRN ALAD PJ-360S21 P5366 
IRN ALAD PI-360S23 PS319 
lRN ALAn PI-360S2S PS393 
lRN ALAn PI-360526 PS396 
IRN ALAD PI-360S30 PS401 
IRN ALAn PI-360531 PS407 
IRN ALAD PI-360532 PS408 
IRN ALAD PI-360S33 1'5409 
IRN ALAD Pl-360534 1'541] 
IRN ALAD PI-360S35 PS412 
JRN ALAn PI-360S36 PS416 
JRN ALAD PI-360S37 PS417 
lRN ALAD PI-360S38 PS420 
lRN ALAD PI-360S3' PS421 
IRN ALAD PI-360S40 PS422 
IRN ALAD PI-360S42 PS424 
IRN ALAn PI-360S43 PS42S 
JRN ALAD Pl-360S44 PS427 
IRN ALAn PI-36054S PS432 
JRN ALAD PI-360546 PS438 
lRN ALAD PI .. 360547 PS443 
1 2 3 4 S 6 1 
7076 NEC-13S4 IRN ALAn PI-360548 PS449 
7077 NEC-13SS IRN ALAD PI-360549 PS4S0 
7078 NEC-1356 1RN ALAn Pl-360550 PS4S1 
7079 NEC-1357 1RN ALAn PI-360551 PS452 
7080 NEC-1360 IRN ALAn PI-360554 PS4S9 
7081 NEC-1362 1RN ALAD PI-360556 P5462 
7082 NEC-1364 IRN Al.AD PI-360558 P5468 
7083 NEC-1366 1RN ALAD PI·360560 P5471 
7084 NEC-1367 IRN ALAD Pl·360561 P5478 
7085 NEC-1368 JRN ALAD PI-360562 PS479 
7086 NEC-1369 IRN ALAD PI-360563 P5480 
7087 NEC-1370 1RN ALAD PI-360564 PS481 
7088 NEC-1371 IR.N ALAn PI-360565 PS482 
7089 NEC-1372 lRN ALAD PI-360566 P5483 
7090 NEC-1373 lRN ALAD PI-360567 P5484 
7091 NEC-1374 IRN ALAI) P[-360568 P548S 
7092 NEC-1375 IRN ALAD PI-360569 PS488 
7093 NEC-1376 1RN ALAD Pl·360570 PS489 
7094 NEC·1377 1RN ALAD PI·360571 P5490 
7095 NEC-1378 A IR.N ALAD PI-360572 PS491 
7096 NEC-1379 lRN ALAD PI-360573 PS492 
7097 NEC-1380 IRN ALAI) PI-360574 P5493 
7098 NEC-1381 IRN ALAD PI-36057S PS494 
7099 NEC-1382 IRN ALAD PI-360576 PS495 
7100 NEC-1383 lRN ALAD PI-360577 PS496 
7101 NEC-1386 IRN ALAD PI-360581 P6320 
7102 NEC.1407 IRN ALAD PI·360602 P6366 
7103 NEC-1427 IRN ALAD PI-360622 P6459 
7104 NBC-1440 IRN ALAD PI-360635 P6'09 
7105 NEC-I441 1RN ALAI) PI-360636 P6S 15 
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IRN ALAD PI-3fi0639 P6S26 
IIlN ALAD PI-3606SS P6614 
IRN ALAD PI-3606S9 P6625 
IRN ALAD PI-360662 PS499 
IRN ALAD PI-360699 P-3S 1 
IRN ALAD PI-360700 PlS88 
IRN ALAD PI-360702 P6624 
IRN ALAD P-5466 
JRN ALAD P-S4S6 
IRN ALAD P-tOOlS 
IRN ALAD P-4287 
IRN ALAD P-4244 
IRN ALAD P-2518 
IRN ALAD P-5468 
IRN ALAn 
IRN ALAD P-l0032 
IRN ALAD P·l0010 
IRN ALAD P·l0015 
IRN ALAD P-4282 
IRN ALAD P-l0013 
IRN ALAD P·l0029 
IRN ALAn P-lOO17 
IIlN ALAD P-l0033 
IRN ALAD P-5093 
IRN ALAD P-lOO2O 
IR.N ALA.D P-l0031 
IRN ALAD P-5331 
IRN ALAD P·5301 
IR.N ALAD P-5432 
IRN ALAD P·lOO26 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7136 NEC·1498 IRN ALAD P·S442 
7137 NEC-1499 IRN ALAD P-S473 
7138 NEC·lS00 IRN ALAn P-4432 
7139 NEC-ISOI IRN ALAD P·2089 
7140 NEC·1S02 IRN ALAD P-4439 
714 J l'tI'"EC-J503 IRN ALAD P-4S09 
7142 NEC-J504 IRN ALAn P-4279 
7143 NEC-1505 IRN ALAD P-S132 
7144 NEC-1506 PRT ALAD 
7145 NEC-IS07 USA ALAD 
7146 NEC-IS08 TIJR ALAD 
7147 NEC-1509 WR Al.AD 
7148 NEC·151O TUR A1..AO 
7149 NEC·1511 TIJR A1..AO 
7150 NEC·ISI2 nJR ALAn 
7151 NEC·1SIJ TIJR ALAn 
7152 NEC-J514 TIJR ALAD 
7153 NEC-ISlS TUR ALAn 
7154 NEC·lS16 1UR ALAn 
71.55 NEC·15IS TIJR A1..AO 
7156 NEC·1519 1UR ALAD 
7J57 NEC-IS20 TUR ALAD 
71S8 NEC-1522 TUR Al..AD 
7159 NEC·1523 TUR ALAn 
7160 NEC·1524 TUR ALAn 
7161 NEC-JS26 TUR. ALAn 
7162 NEC·1S27 'fUR ALAD 
7163 NEC·1S28 TlJR ALAD 
7164 NEC-1S29 TIJR ALAD 
116.5 NEC·1S30 TIJR ALAD 
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7166 NEC·IS] 1 11JR ALAn 
7167 NP,C·1S33 11JR ALAn 
7168 NBC· 1535 11JR ALAn 
7169 NBCU36 ruR ALAn 
7170 NBC-1S37 ruR ALAe 
7171 NBC·1538 11JR ALAD 
7172 NBC·U39 TUR ALAn 
7173 NBC·1541 TIJR ALAD 
7174 NBC·1S44 11JR ALAD 
7115 NEC·l54S 11JR ALAn 
7116 NB.C·1S46 TUR ALAD 
7177 NBC·l.547 1lJR ALAD 
7178NBC-U48 11JR ALAD 
7179 NBC-I549 1lJR ALAD 
7110 NBC·USO TIJR ALAD 
7111 NBC-1551 TIJR ALAD 
711Z. NBC·15S2 TUR ALAD 
7113 NBC·US3 1UR ALAD 
7114 NBC .. 1SS4 11JR ALAD ACC.NO.3268S-71 
7185 NBC-US5 'fUR ALAD 
1186 NBC·1SS6 TUR ALAn 
7187 NBC-US7 1lJR ALAD 
1188 NBC·US8 TUR ALAO 
7119 NBC-U59 ruR ALAO 
7190 NBC-1561 TUR ALAD 
7191 NBC.;1562 HUN ALAD 
7192 NEC-t563 HUN ALAD 
7193 NEC-I5M HUN ALAD 
11M NBC1. BOY ALAD GIZA·1 
7195 NEC·l567 BOY AI...AD F-2 SMALL SEED 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
7196 NEC-IS68 BOY ALAD P-t3 BIG SEED 
7197 NEC-IS69 BOY ALAD F-28 SMALL SEED 
7198 NEC-IS71 BOY A1..AD F·36 SMALL SEED 
7199 NEC-1572 EOY ALAD F-36 SMALL SEED 
7200 NEC-tS73 BOY ALAD F·37 SMAll. SEED 
7201 NEC-IS74 EOY ALAD F-43 SMAll. SEED 
7202 NEC-IS7S BOY ALAD F·SS SMALL SEED 
7203 NEC-IS76 EOY ALAe F·S7 SMALL SEED 
7204 NEC-IS77 BOY ALAD F·SS SMAll. SEED 
720S NEC-IS78 BOY ALAD F-60 SMALL SEED 
7206 NEC-IS79 BOY ALAD F·62 SMALL SEED 
7207 NEC-IS80 BOY ALAD F-63 SMALL SEED 
7208 NEC-IS8I BOY ALAD F-64 SMALL SEED 
7209 NEC-IS82 EGY ALAD F-74 SMAU. SEED 
7210 NEC-lS83 EGY Al.AD F-75 SMALL SEED 
7211 NEC-lS84 EGY ALAD p-n SMAU. SEED 
7212 NEC-IS8S EGY ALAD F-79 SMALL SEED 
7213 NEC-1586 BOY ALAD F-82 SMALL SEED 
7214 NEC-IS87 BGY ALAD F-84 SMALL SEED 
721S NEC-IS88 EGY ALAD F·92 SMAU. SEED 
7216 NEC·lS89 BOY ALAD F-96 SMALL SEED 
7217 NEC-lS90 BOY ALAD F-97 SMALL SEED 
7218 NEC-1591 BOY ALAD F-98 SMALL SEED 
7219 NEC-1592 BOY ALAD F·I0ISMAllSEED 
7220 NEC·lS93 BOY ALAD F·I03SMALLSEED 
7221 NEC-lS94 BOY ALAD F-I04SMALLSEED 
7222 NEC-1S9S BOY ALAD F-107SMAllSEED 
7223 NEC·IS96 EOY ALAD F-I08SMAllSEED 
7224 NEC-lS97 BOY ALAD P-llOSMALL SEED 
722S NEC-lS98 EOY ALAD F-l17SMALL SEED 
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7226 NEC·1~99 EOY ALAD F·121SMALL SEED 
7227 NEC·l600 BOY ALAD F·122SMALL SEED 
7228 NEC-1601 EOY ALAD F-123SMALL SEED 
7229 NEC-I602 EOY ALAD F·126SMALL SEED 
7230 NEC·l603 EOY ALAD F-127SMAtL SEED 
7231 NBC-l604 EOY ALAD F-128SMALL SEED 
7232 NEC·I60S tBN ALAD 
7233 NEC-I606 LBN ALAD 
7234 NBC·l607 LBN ALAD 
7235 NBC-l608 LBN ALAD 
7236 NEC·I609 l.BN ALAD 
7237 NEC·1610 LBN ALAn 
7138 NEC·1611 LBN ALAD 
7239 NEC·1612 LBN ALAD 
7240 NEC-1613 LBN ALAn 
7241 NEC·1614 LBN ALAD 
7242 NEC-16 15 LBN ALAD 
7243 NEC-1616 LBN ALAD 
7144 NBC-1617 LBN ALAD 
7245 NEC-1618 LBN ALAD 
7246 NBC·1619 LBN ALAD 
~7 NBC-l620 LBN ALAD 
7248 NBC-1621 IND ALAD EGYPT Ace.NO.7 
7249 NEC·1622 IND ALAD EGYPT ACC.NO.9 
7250 NBC·1623 SYR ALAD eGYPT Ace.NO.lt 
7251 NEC-l624 IND ALAD EGYPT ACC.NO.l2 
7.~2 NBC·l62S 1ND ALAD EGYPT ACC.NO.18 
7253 NEC-l626 IND ALAD EGYPT ACC.NO.12 
7254 NJ!C-1627 PAK ALAD EGYPT ACC.NO.2S 
7255NBC1Qa IND ALAD SN-8 
,242 
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7256 NEC-1629 IND ALAJ) BGYPT ACC.NO.30 
7257 NBC-1630 IND ALAJ) BOYPT ACC.NO.31 
7258 NEC-1631 IND ALAI) BGYPT ACC.NO.33 
7259 NEC-1632 IND ALAD BGYPT ACC.NO.35 
7260 NEC-1633 IND ALAD EGYPT ACC.NO.36 
7261 NEC-l634 IND AI...AD BOYPT ACC.NO.37 
7262 NEC·163S IND ALAD AOYPT ACC.NO.3' 
7263 NBC-l636 FRA ALAO AOYPT ACC.NO.39 
7264 NBC-1637 SUN ALAI) BGYPI' ACC.NO.46 
7265 NBC-1638 PAK ALAI) EGYPT ACC.NO.S2 
1266 NEC-1639 PAK ALAD EGYPI' ACC.NO.63 
7267 NEC·I640 DZA ALAD 
7268 NBC·IMI DZA ALAD 
7269 NEC-I642 DZA ALAD 
7270 NBC·IM3 DZA ALAD 
7271 NEC-l644 DZA ALAD 
7212 NEC-I64S DZA ALAI) 
7273 NBC-l 646 DZA ALAD 
7274 NBC-1M7 IND ALAD 
727S NEC-1648 IND ALAD T-l 
7276 NEC-IM9 IND A1.AD 
7277 NEC-16S0 IND ALAD UJJAlN-21 
7278 NBCl6Sl IND ALAD 
7279 NBC-16S2 IND ALAD 
7280 NBC-1653 IND ALAI) 10 .. 74 
7281 NEC-16S4 IND ALAI) QIAFFOR 
7282 NEC-16SS JND ALAI) 
7283 NBC-16S6 TUN ALAD CALmRE 21(1.8 S 
7284 NBC-1657 TUN ALAD CALmRE 29/lO S 
128~ NBC-1658 ruN ALAD CALIBRE 31/J2 S 
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7286 NBC .. I6S9 ruN ALAD UNGRADED SN.9 
7287 NBC·I660 MATEUR TIJN ALAD SN.lS 
72,. NEC·1661 MATEUR TIJN ALAn SN.l6 
7289 NEC-I662 MATEUR ruN ALAD SN.18 
7290 NBC·I663 MATEUR ruN ALAD SN.21 
7291 NEC .. l664 MATEUR ruN ALAD SN.26 
7292 NBC-I66S ELFAHS ruN ALAD SN.30 
7293 NBC·l666 ELFAHS ruN ALAD SN.31 
7294 NBC-Ui67 BOU-ARADA ruN ALAD UCP SN.34 
729S NBC· 1668 MEDIEZ EL BAB ruN ALAD SN.38 
7296 NBC-l 669 MEDJEZEL BAB-BEJA ruN ALAD SN.46 
7297 NBC·1670 MEDJEZ EI.. BAB-BEJA ruN ALAD SN.41 
7298 NBC· 1 671 GROMBAUA ruN ALAn SN.Sl 
7299 NEC-1612 NABEtn.. roN ALAn ~N.S4 
7300 Pll00971 NOI DJA 
7301 PI 100974 NOt DJA 
7302 PI 193481 ETIi DJA 
7303 PI 203142 JOR DJA 
7304 '1211722 AFG DJA 
7305 P1212091 AFG DJA 
7306 P1212092 APG DJA 
7307 PI212595 AFG DJA 
7308 P121S702 PER DJA 
7309 PI·~9 NOI DJA 
7310 PI 220776 AFO DJA 
7311 PI22277 1 IRN DJA 
1312 PJ223162 AFG OJA 
7313 ,PI 239859 ITA CJA 
7314 Pl244,n E1lt DJA 
1SISPJ 20tMI IRN DJA 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
7316 PI 249982 IRN DJA 
7317 PI 251024 AFG DJA 
7318 PI 251025 IRN DJA 
7319 PI2SI026 IR.N DJA 
7320 PI 251027 IR.N DJA 
7321 PI251514 IRN DJA 
7322 PI2S1781 SUN DJA 
7323 PI2S1783 SUN DJA 
7324 PI2S3226 1lJR DJA 
7325 PI 253227 nrR DJA 
7326 PI 254528 NOI DJA 
7327 PI 254547 NOI DJA 
7328 PI 254548 SYR DJA 
7329 PI 254549 NO} DJA 
7330 PI 2545S0 AFO DJA 
7331 PI 254889 ESP DJA 
7332 PI 256059 NOI DJA 
7333 Pl2S7383 NOI DJA 
7334 PJ268376 AFG DJA 
7335 PI 273879 Ern DJA 
7336 PI 273880 ETH DJA 
7337 P1310479 IND DJA 
7338 PI 33}38} E1H DJA 
7339 PJ339162 NOI DJA 
7340 PI 339166 nrR DIA 
7341 PI 339182 NO[ DIA 
7342 PI 339202 1UR DIA 
7343 PI 339222 1UR DJA 
7344 ANOOSTURA MID( JSK 
7345 BREMIZAOO MEX JSK 
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7346 CUl.JACANCITO (860) MBX JSK 
7347 OUAMUaID.. (916) MID{ JSK 
7341 AL-57J199-380S-43()..8(JSRAEL) lSR lID 
7349 BBTDAOAN 9-31 ISR lID 
7350 BB11.)AOAN 12-26 lSR HD 
7351 BB11.)AQAN 302 lSR HD 
7352 M431l~3Ol7-196-10 ISR lID 
7353 M 431B100-772-61-2 ISR lID 
7354 1145 IND RAI 
7355 1917 IND RAI 
7356 1993 IND RAI 
7357 1994 IND RAJ 
7358 2018 IND RAJ 
7359 DI IND RAJ 
7360 2417 IND RAI 
7361 2517 IND RAJ 
7362 2987 IND RAJ 
7363 3167 IND RAI 
7364 30427 lND RAI 
7365 3697 IND RAJ 
7S66 5987 IND RAJ 
1S67 4274 IND RAI 
7368 4314 IND RAJ 
7369 4144 IND RAJ 
7310 4884 IND RAJ 
7371 4944 IND RAJ 
7372 4964 tND RAI 
7373 4914 IND RAJ 
7374 .5274 tND RAI 
7375 5334 IND RAJ 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
7376 5344 IND RAJ 
7377 5354 IND RAI 
7378 .5488 IND RAI 
7379 BG-7(KANPUR) UP. IND KANP 
7380 C·5 A PUNJAB lND KANP 
7381 C-9 PUNJAB INn KANP 
7382 C-19-13 A PUNJAB lND KANP 
7383 C-39 PUNJAB IND KANP 
7384 C-S9 B PUNJAB lND KANP 
7385 0-8 B PUNJAB IND KANP 
7386 DHARGARH LOCAL PUNJAB IND KANP 
7387 G-30 PUNJAB IND KANP 
7388 GC-404 U.P. IND KANP 
7389 GC-607 V.P. IND KANP 
7390 GC-607-1 V.P. IND KANP 
7391 GC-665 V.P. IND KANP 
7392 HYB-13-4 V.P. IND KANP 
7393 K-852 UP. IND KANP 
7394 N-68 MAHARASHTRA INC KANP 
7395 NP-587 NEWDEUn IND KANP 
7396 T-l1 A-I V.P. IND KANP 
7397 'f-130 V.P. IND K.ANP 
7398 T·19 V.P. IND K.ANP 
7399 T-23 B V.P. INe K.ANP 
7400 T-23-1 U.P. IND KANP 
7401 T-27 D.P. IND KANP 
7402 T·35B V.P. IND K.ANP 
7403 T-41 v.P. IND KANP 
7404 T-44A V.P. IND KANP 
7405 T-44A-l UP. IND KANP 
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7406 T·S4B U.P. IND KANP 
7407 T-S4A U.P. IND KANP 
7408 T·57 U.P. IND KANP 
7409 T-668 UP. IND KANP 
7410 T-701 U.P. IND KANP 
1411 T·80B U.P. IND KANP 
1412 T-86 U.P. IND KANP 
7413 T-96 UP. lND KANP 
7414 T·97 U.P. IND KANP 
7415 T·I01 UP. IND KANP 
7416 T-IOI-l U.P. lND KANP 
7417 T-1I3 U.P. IND KANP 
1418 T-1I4 B U.P. IND KANP 
7419 T-116 U.P. IND KANP 
7420 T-ll6A U.P. IND KANP 
1421 T-120 UP. IND KANP 
7422 1 .. s..7-1 IND KANP 
7423 1-57-2 IND KANP 
7424 2 .... 1-3 A IND KANP 
7425 3-24-1 IND KANP 
7426 .. IND KANP 
7427 9·24-1 IND KANP 
142' 15 IND KANP 
7429 16 IND KANP 
1430 32 IND KANP 
7431 39-0F IND KANP 
7432 4S JND KANP 
7433 47 IND KANP 
7434 '0 IND KANP 
7435 60-1 IND KANP 
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7436 83 IND KANP 
7437 91 INn KANP 
7438 94 lND KANP 
7439 95 IND KANP 
7440 1l0A IND KANP 
7441 121-10 IND KANP 
7442 123-10 IND KANP 
7443 162 IND KANP 
7444 524-10 IND KANP 
7445 742-7 INn KANP 
7446 1025 IND KANP 
7447 5901 IND KANP 
7448 5905 IND KANP 
7449 5908 IND KANP 
7450 6002 IND KANP 
7451 6006 IND KANP 
7452 6105 IND KANP 
7453 6106 lND KANP 
7454 6107 IND KANP 
7455 6108 IND KANP 
7456 6119 IND KANP 
7457 6125 IND KANP 
7458 6127 IND KANP 
7459 6128 IND KANP 
7460 6130 IND KANP 
7461 6133 [NO KANP 
7462 6137 IND KANP 
7463 6149 INn KANP 
7464 6151 IND KANP 
7465 6156 IND KANP 
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1466 6172 lND KANP 
7~1 6203 IND KANP 
7468 6201 IND KANP 
7469 6219 IND KANP 
7410 6248 IND KANP 
,.,1 6406 IND KANP 
1472 6401 IND KANP 
,.,3 6409 IND KANP 
1414 6410 IND KANP 
1475 6411 IND KANP 
1476 6413 IND KANP 
1411 6414 IND KANP 
1471 6415 IND KANP 
1479 6411 IND KANP 
7480 6421 IND KANP 
7481 GC-S W. BEN GAL IND BERM P-SO-C-J 
1482 OC-1 W.BENGAL IND BERM C-3 
1483 0013 W.BENGAL IND BERM C-4 
14M OC·U W.BENOAL IND BERM C-12 
.,.85 GC5S W.BENOAL IND BERH C-17 
1416 GC-S4 W.BENOAL IND BERH C-IB 
7411 GC-55 W.BENGAL IND BERH C·19 
74. OC-10 W.BENOAL IND BERH LOCALSATUI 
7419 GC-79 W.BENGAL IND BERH S-41 
1490 0011 W.BENOAL IND BERM S-42 
'1491 0082 W.BENGAL IND BERM S-43 
7492 QC..&3 W.BENGAL IND BERM S-67 
7493 OC81 W.BENGAL !NO BERH S-87 
7494 QC.90 W.BENOAL IND BERB S-90 
7495 OC-91 W.BENOAL IND BERM S-~ 
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7496 M-72 MAHARA51ITRA IND NAGP N-S9 MUTANT 
7497 5-135 MAHARA5HTRA IND NAGP NP-lOOXM-72 
7498 5-135-1 MAHARASIITRA lND NAGP NP-lOOXM-72 
7499 S-165-GREEN MAHARASIITRA INO NAGP GREEN GRAMXN.S9 
"/500 S-165-BROWN MAHARASIITRA IND NAGP GREEN GRAMXN.S9 
7501 S-165-1 BROWN MAHARASIITRA IND NAGP GREEN GRAMXN-S9 
7502 S-167 MAHARASIITRA IND NAGP GREEN GRAMXN-S9 
7503 S-239 MAHARASlITRA IND NAGP N-S9XH.S.MUTANT 
7504 5-246 MAHARASlITRA IND NAOP N-59XN-Q 
7505 S-279 MAHARA51fl'RA lND NAGP N-68XH.s.MUT ANT 
7506 S-281 MAHARASHTRA IND NAGP T-l KANPUR XD-8 
7507 TETRAPLOID MAHARASHTRA IND NAGP N-S9 TETRAPLOID 
7508 TINY LEAF MlIT ANT (POONA) MOBOl MAHARASlfl'RA IND MOHL 
7509 12-071-05132 KAKA IRN KARl KAKA 
7510 12-071-10025 JAM IRN KARl 
7511 12-071-05436 POYROUZ IRN KARl PYROUZ 
7512 12-071-10014 IRN KARl KOUROUSH 
7513 12-071-05132 IRN KARl 
7514 12-071-05093 AHAR IRN IRAN 2811 0859 
7515 12-071-05436 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 416M 
7516 12-071-05442 MOOHAN IRN IRAN 448M 
7517 12-071-05432 KARAJ IRN IRAN 428M 
7518 12-071-05451 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 410M 
7519 12-071-10050 IRN KARJ 
7520 12-071-10054 IRN KARl 
7521 12-071-04244 ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 0010 
7522 P-5301 MAMAGHAN IRN MOHL 29911067 
7523 GHAZVIN LOCAL IRN MOHL 
7524 1-13 (6014) IRN DZ 
7525 BELA-fA BTH DZ 
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7516 ~B Ern DZ 
7527 41B Ern DZ 
7528 CADU-~ Ern DZ 
7529 DUam LARGE ETH DZ 
7530 DUBJB RBOU1..AR Ern DZ 
7531 DUBIS IU Ern DZ 
7532 DZ-l().l Ern DZ 
7533 DZ-l()..l Ern DZ 
7534 DZ-I0-4 Ern DZ 
1535 DZ-l()"ll Ern DZ 
7536 FAO-II lITH DZ 
7537 0lt.EBN GRAIN Ern DZ 
7538 H"26-2 LIOHI' BTH DZ 
1539 H-26-2 BROWN Ern DZ 
7540 H-26-12 lITH DZ 
1541 8-54-3 lITH DZ 
7542 H-60-11 LIGHI' Ern DZ 
7543 H-60-12 BROWN Ern DZ 
7S44 H-61·1 B1H DZ 
7545 SHANHO (DR. TESAPA VB) Em DZ 
7546 80-15 NEW DELHI INC PAU 
7547 C-I2-C PUNJAB IND PAU 
7541 F-229-1 PUNJAB IND PAU 
7549 JOS-4 M.P. IND PAU 
15SO NO.91 MAHARASIfl"RA IND PAU 
7551 H-25' MAHARASHTRA IND PAU 
1552 P-lIlI.l IND PAU 
7553 P-2$89 NEYSHABtJR JRN IRAN 07S20162 
7554 P·3239 VARAMIN JRN IRAN 1384 1412 
"55 P-4633 ARDEBlL IRN IRAN 2397 0399 
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7556 P-6344 IRN PAU 
7557 F-229 A IND PAU 
7558 P-9621/G.S.738 USA IARI WHITE SPANISH-I 
7559 P-9625 USA 1ARI 
7560 P-9626 USA IARJ 
7561 P-9627/G.S.744 USA IARI MEXICAN SEt-3 
7562 P-9628 USA lARI 
7563 P-9629 USA IARI 05-746 
7564 P-963S/G.S.752 USA IARI WHlTB SPANlSH-4 
7565 P-9638/G.S.755 USA IARl WHITE SPANlSH-7 
7566 P-9656 SUN IARl lAJKISTAN 
7567 P-9657 SUN IARl 
7568 P-966 1 SUN IARI 
7569 P·9678 JSR IARJ 
7570 P-9680 BGR IARJ 
7571 P-9681 ISR IARI 
7572 P-9682 PRT IARI 
7573 P-9685 MAR IARI OS-1731 
7574 P-9687 MAR lARl 08-1742 
7575 P-9690 MAR IARI OS·1745 
7576 P·9694 MAR lARI 08-1749 
7577 P-9695 MAR IARI P.C.NO.16 
7578 P-9703 BTH IARI CADU-S4 
7579 P-9704 E1lI IARJ 
7580 P·970S ImI 1ARI NO.41B 
7581 P-9706 E1H IARl P-39 DZ 10-11 
75U P·9707 ETH lARI DZ 10-12 
7583 P-9708 B1lf lARJ 
7584 P·9709 B1lI IARl H60-10 
7585 P-9710 BTH lARI H60-10 
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7586 P-9711 B1lI IARl DZ 10-2 
1587 P-9714 JmI IARJ DZ10-1 
75&8 P-971S 1m{ IAR1 NO.30 
75.9 '-9717 Em IARJ M9666 
7590 '·9718 E11I IARJ M9637 
7591 P-9719 lITH IARJ M9638 
759% ' .. 9120 B1lI JARl P-40AWASA SMALL 
7593 P·9121 lITH JARl DUBIE 
7S94 P-9122 lITH JARt FAO-ll 
7S9S '-9123 Ern JARt FAO-13 
7596 P-9724 ITA IARl OS-1838 
7597 P-9726 ITA JARI OS-19OO 
7598 P-9129 ITA IARl OS-1903 
7599 P-9730 ITA tARl OS-1904 
7600 P-9731 ITA JARt VAR.131 
7601 '·9732. TIJR IARl VAR.131 
7602 P-9735 TI1R IARt VAR.378 
7603 '-9736 11JR IARl VAR.383 
7604 P-9737 TI1R IARl VAR.387 
760S P-9738 TIJR IARI VAR.388 
7606 P-9739 11JR lARl VAR.390 
7607 P .. 9740 TIJR IARI VAR. 19,()1-~ 
7601 P~741 TIJR JARJ VAR.21/4-4 
7609 P·9742 TIJR JARJ VAR.2S/6-S 
7610 P-9743 TIJR IARI VAR.2Sn·S 
7611 P-9745 TUR IAR1 VAP...27/2·2 
7612 p.9147 TIJR lAR1 VAR.28/4-4 
7613 P-9749 MEX JARI VAP...3111-3 
7614 P...fJ75 I TIJR JARl VAR.33/1·3 
7615 P-9752 TIJR JARI VAR. 33/1-4 
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7616 P-97S3 1UR IARI VAR.34/1-4 
7617 P-97S6 MEX IARI VAR.35/1-4 
7618 P-97S9 11JR lARJ VAR.39/1-4 
7619 P-9760 11JR IARI VAR.4on-l 
7620 P-9761 nJR lARJ VAR.4113·2 
7621 P·9762 ruR IARJ VAR.41/2·1 
7622 P-976S ruR IARI VAR.44/1-3 
7623 P-9766 1UR IARJ VAR.4413·2 
7624 P-9768 1UR IARJ VAR.4613-2 
7625 P-9769 ruR IARJ VAR.4613-3 
7626 P-9770 TUR IARl VAR.4713·3 
7627 P·9771 TUR IARJ VAR.4812-2 
7628 P-9772 TUR IARI VAR. 4812-4 
7629 P·9773 ruR lARI VAR.50(4·2 
7630 P-9774 ruR IARI VAR. SOIS-S 
7631 P·9775 TUR IARI VAR. S311-1 
7632 P-9776 11JR IARI VAR. Sill·] 
7633 P-9778 1lJR IARI VAR.SSI1-2 
7634 P-9779 1lJR IARJ VAR. S6lS-S 
763S P-9786 TUR IARJ VAR..6312·3 
7636 P-9787 nJR IARJ VAR..64/1·1 
7637 P-9788 ruR IARJ VAR..74/1-1 
7638 P·9793 ruR IARJ VAR.8312·3 
7639 P·979S 11JR JARl VAR..8612-l 
7640 P·9796 ruR IARI VAR.8611-1 
7641 P-9198 11JR JARI VAR.91~-5 
7642 P·9799 TUR IARI VAR. 9<WJ-l 
7643 P-9801 1UR IARI VAR. 95/1-1 
7644 P-9802 1t1R IARI VAJt. 9511-5 
7645 P-9803 nJR tARl V AR. 96(1-1 
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7646 P-9104 ruR IARJ VAR.5811-1 
7647 P-980.S ruR. 1ARI VAR.99/1-1 
7648 P-9I06 ruR. lARl VAR.l01/1·1 
1649 P-980'7 ruR. IARJ VAR.I0211·1 
1~O P-9I09 ruR. lARl VAR.I04/-5 
1651 '-9810 1lJIt lARl VAR.108l1-1 
7652 '..,111 ruR IARI VAR.11011·1 
1653 P-9I13 ruR. IARI V AR. 115/1·2 
1654 ' .. 9116 n.JR IAR.I VAR.118/1 
7655 P·9817 n.JR IARI VAR.11812 
1656 '-911& TUR lARI VAR.118/3 
1657 P-9819 n.JR lARI VAR.119/2 
165a p",alA ruR IARI VAR.125/1 
7659 P-9I30 TUR lARI VAR.132/1 
1660 '..,.31 BOR IARI FAO.32SO 
1661 P-9834 ISK JARI PAO.320ISS 
7662 P..,135 USA IARI FAO.320IS6 
7663 '-"36 !SR JARI FAO.320/57 
1664 P-9139 ITA IARI FAO.320/61 
1a5 '·9140 DZA lARl FAO.320/62 
1666 P·9I41 ETH lARI OS-1935 
1W1 '-9843 PAK IARl OS·1932 
1668'-9845 SUN IARl 05-1931 
7ti69 P-9149 ORe IARl 05-1937 
1610 ",9.52 SUN IARl OS·208S 
7611 P""" nJR. lARI OS-2077 
7672 '-9167 MAR IARJ sm.. CRA NO.16 
1t113 NI69 SUN IARl 
7614 ~ ]sR IAIlI 
7675 ' .. 9873 USA JARJ 
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7676 P-987S PRT IARl 
7677 P-9877 SUN lARJ 
7678 P-9881 BSP IARJ OARBANZO NEGRO 
7679 P-9883 USA IARl PJ~218..()68 
7680 P-9898 ORC IARl MI0536 
7681 P-1179 U.P. IND KANP 6123 
7682 P-380 A A.P. IND APAU BEO-30 
7683 A-22-2 GUIARAT lND ARNJ 
7684 1-22·7 GUJARAT lND ARNJ 
7685 1-34-25 GUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7686 147-7 GUJARAT JND ARNJ 
7687 1-53-8 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7688 1-81-19 GUJARAT INn ARNJ 
7689 1-209-15 GUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7690 1-209-29 GUJARAT IND ·ARNJ 
7691 2-1-13 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7692 2-13-2] OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7693 2-26-13 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7694 2-28-23 GUIARAT IND ARNJ VAR. 9O{1·1 
7695 2-57-61 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7696 14-2 QUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7697 19·1 GUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7698 20-1 GUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7699 26-1 GUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7700 26-5 GUJARAT JND ARNJ 
7701 63-1 GUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7702 64-1 GUJARAT 1ND ARNJ 
7703 64·3 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7704 644 d GUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7705 72-2 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
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7706 72·' GUIARAT IND ARNJ 
7107 1.26-2 OUIARAT IND ARNI 
7701 147·3 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
7709 NBCI0 MAFRAK JOR ALAD MARKET SAMPLE 
7710 NBC:M TAL KRIF N.IRAQ IRQ AlAD 
7711 NSc42 p..sp ALAD 
7712 NBC!] ESP ALAn 
7713 NEC56 ESP ALAD 
7714 NBC7l ESP ALAD 
7715 NBC.S ESP ALAD 
7716 NBC"IOB ORC ALAD 
7717 NEC·130 ARMENIA SUN ALAD TENINAKANSK-313 
1118 NBC·131 UJCRAlNB SUN ALAn DNEPROVSVn-l 
7719 NBC-J31 UKRAINB SUN ALAD KRASNOORADSKAJA 
7720 NBC .. l3. ICRASNODAIl TERR.. SUN ALAD SOVCHO'"LNYJ 
7721 NBC·1l9B VYSOKOROSL YJ 30 SUN ALAD KRASNODAR TERR. 
7722 NEC-140 SARATOV REGION SUN Al..AD 
m3 NEC·143 SON ALAD 
7724 NBC-I" INC ALAD BENGAL ORAM-482 
7725 NBC·ISI AFO ALAD PI-207470 
7726 NEC·l64 IND AI..AD Pl-212890 
7727 NBCl68 IND ALAD Pl-214043 
7728 NBC-169 IND ALAD PI-214151 
7729 NBC·lll PAX ALAD PI-219130 
7730NSC .. l99 PAK ALAD PI-2S0210 
7731 NBC·2QO APG ALAD PI 2S J (r1.7 
7732 NBC-20l IRN ALAD PI-25102S 
7133 Kl!C-237 IND ALAn NP-28 
77)4 NBC-240 USA ALADCP-36 
713SN8C .. 249B IND ALAD CAIRO 
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7736 NBC-2S4 IND ALAI) F-40 
7737 NEC-294 nJR ALAD CP-40 
7738 NEC-300B nJR ALAD CP-l14 
7739 NEC·309 IRN ALAn PI-358917 
7740 NBC-326 IRN ALAn PI-358934 
7741 NEC·364 IRN ALAD PI-359039 P-S3 
7742 NEC·398 IRN ALAD Pl-359077 P·l06 
7743 NEC-422 IRN ALAD PI·3S91OS P·148 
7744 NEC-441 IRN ALAD PI-3S9127 P-17S 
7745 NEC-444 IRN ALAD PI-359130 P·UI 
7746 NEC-495 IRN ALAD PI·359192 P·272 
7747 NEC·560 IRN ALAD Pl·359261 P·376 
7748 NEC-591 IRN ALAD PI-3S9293 P-431 
7749 NEC·69S IRN ALAD Pl·3S9421 P-624 
7150 NEC·709 IRN ALAD PI-359435 P-645 
7751 NEC·720 IRN ALAD PI·359448 P-661 
7752 NEC·721 B IRN ALAD Pl·359449 P-662 
7753 NEC·7S4 IRN ALAD PI-359593 PllS2 
7754 NBC·7S9 B IRN ALAD PI.359598 Pl1 sa 
7755 NEC·760 IRN ALAD PI·359S99 PI 159 
7756 NEC-766 IRN ALAD PI-3S9606 P1167 
7757 NEC·833 IRN ALAn PI-359684 P1272 
7751 NEC·83S IRN ALAD PI·359686 P1274 
7759 NEC·157 IRN ALAO PJ-3S9708 P1306 
7760 NEC·896 IRN ALAD PI-3597S1 P1367 
7761 NBC-948 IR.N ALAD PI·3S9817 Pl4S7 
7762 NBC-lOll IRN ALAO PI-360214 P2140 
7763 NBC-I0S4 IRN ALAD PI-360247 P2.513 
7764 NBC-I077 IRN ALAD PI·360270 Pl946 
7765 NEC-l079 IRN ALAO PI-360272 P2952 
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776fJNBC·1127 B JRN ALAn PI-360321 P40S2 
7767 NEC·1l31 lRN ALAn PI-36032S P4072 
7768 NBC·1l41 lRN ALAn Pl-360341 P4164 
7769 NBC-U64 lRN ALAn PI·3603S8 P4230 
7770 NBC .. tll' lRN ALAD Pl-360483 PSI 05 
7771 NBC-U?I B IRN ALAD PI-360572 P5491 
7772 NBCl<454 lR.N ALAD Pl-360649 P6S92 
7773 NBC· 1566 GIZA EOY ALAD OIZA 1 BIG SEED 
7774 NBC-Un EOY ALAD P-36 SMAll. SEED 
1775 NBC-I604 EOY ALAD P-128 BI0 SEED 
7776 NEC-lfi07 LBN ALAD 
7177 NBC-I639 PAK ALAD EGYPT ACC.NO.63 
7778 NEC-1646 DZA ALAD SN.76 
7719 NBC·1613 IRN ALAD P-1829 
7780 NBC-1675 lRN ALAD P-183S 
7781 NBC .. 1676 IRN ALAD P-1839 
7712 NBC .. 1679 IRN ALAD P-1846 
7713 NBC-1QO IRN ALAD P-1866 
7114 Nl!C-l683 IRN ALAn P-1918 
778S NBC-16M IRN Al.AD P-19S2 
7786 NBC-I.S IRN ALAD P-19S8 
7787 NBC-l688 IRN ALAD P-1912 
1118 NBC-I689 IRN ALAn P-2004 
1789 NBC .. l6fl IRN ALAD P·203S 
1?tO NBC·I'" lRN ALAD P-2148 
1791 NllC-l709 IRN ALAD P-llSl 
1192 N'BC-1710 IRN ALAD P-llS3 
7193 NBC..J712 IRN ALAO P-2S88 
7194 NBC·1713 JRN ALAD P-2393? 
1795 NBC-t714 IRN ALAD P-24'2 
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7796 NEC·171S IRN ALAD P·2493 
7797 NEC-1716 IRN ALAD P-2494 
7798 NEC·1717 IRN ALAD P-2518 
7799 NEC-1718 IRN ALAD P-2529 
7800 NBC-1719 IRN ALAD P-2566 
7801 NBC-I 720 IRN ALAO P-2615 
7802 NBC-I 121 IRN ALAD P-1626 
7803 NEC·I723 IRN ALAD P-2679 
7804 NEC-I724 IRN ALAD P-2711 
780S NEC-I72S IRN ALAI> P-2731 
7806 NEC-I726 IRN ALAD P·2740 
7807 NEC·I728 IRN ALAI) P-294O 
7808 NEC-1729 IRN ALAD P-2962 
7809 NEC-1730 IRN ALAI> P-3016 
7810 NEC-173S IRN ALAD P-3101 
7811 NEC-1737 IRN ALAD P-3112 
7812 NEC-1738 IRN ALAD P-3119 
7813 NEC-1741 IRN ALAD P-3143 
7814 NEC-1743 IRN ALAD P-3196 
7815 NEC-1744 IRN ALAD P·3201 
7816 NEC·174S IRN ALAD P·3211 
7117 NBC-1746 IRN ALAD P·3214 
7Il8 NEC-1749 lIN ALAD P-3248 
7819 NEC-17S0 lIN ALAD P .. 3249 
7820 NEC·17S1 IRN ALAD P·3252 
712l NEC-17S3 IR.N ALAD P-326O 
7822 NEC·17S4 IR.N ALAD P .. 3271 
7823 NEC-17SS IRN ALAD P·32.99 
7824 NEC-17S7 IRN ALAI) P·3313 
7825 NEC·17S8 IRN ALAD P·3342 
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7826 NBC·1768 IRN ALAD P-3411 
7827 NBC·I783 IRN ALAn P-3S84 
7828 NBC·17IS IRN ALAn P-3602 
7829 NEC·lI00 JRN ALAD P-3860 
7830 NBC·l802 lRN ALAD P-3885 
7831 NBC·1805 lltN ALAn P-66S3 
7832 NBC·l807 IRN ALAn P-66SS 
7133 NBC·l809 IRN ALAn P-6873 
7834 NRC-1810 IRN ALAn P-687S 
7835 NBC .. 1812 IRN ALAD P-3629 
7836 NBC-tlt3 IRN ALAD P-3631 
7837 NBC·t114 IRN ALAD P·3632 
7838 NBC·IBIS lRN ALAn P·3633 
7839 NBC·UI8 IRN ALAD P-3638 
7840 NEC1819 IRN ALAD P-3639 
7841 NBC· 1820 IRN ALAD P-3640 
7842 NEC~1823 IR.N ALA)) P-3645 
7843 NEC·lIM IRN ALAD P·3646 
7844 NBC-.I12S IRN ALAD P-3648 
7845 NEC·t826 IRN ALAD P-3651 
7846 NBC 1 827 IRN ALAD P·36S2 
7847 NBC·tlnS IRN ALAD P-3653 
1848 NBC.la31 IRN ALAD P·36S6 
7849 NSC .. lI34 IRN ALAD P-3660 
7150 NSC-l83S IRN ALAD P-3663 
7151 NBC .. 1836 IRN ALAD P·366S 
71S2 NBCt837 IRN ALAD P-3666 
7153 NBC .. 1141 IRN ALAD P·3671 
1154 NBC-1842 lRN ALAD P.3672 
7155 NBC;.l .. ' IRN ALAD P·3613 
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78S6 NEC-I144 lIN AJ...AD P-367S 
7857 NEC·I84S lIN AJ...AD P-3676 
78S8 NEC-I846 lIN AJ...AD P-3678 
78S9 NBC-1M 7 lIN ALAD P-3679 
7860 NBC-IM8 lIN AJ...AD P-361O 
7861 NBC· I 849 IRN AJ...AD P·3611 
7862 NBC-I ISO IRN AJ...AD P·3612 
7863 NBC-liSt IRN AJ...AD P-3683 
7864 NEC·1152 IRN AJ...AD P·368S 
7865 NBC-I 853 IRN ALAD P·3686 
7866 NEC-US4 IRN ALAD P·3688 
7867 NEC.I8S6 IRN ALAD P·3690 
7868 NEC·IIS7 lIN AJ...AD P-3691 
7869 NBC-l 858 IRN ALAD P-3692 
7870 NEC-18S9 IRN ALAD P-3694 
7871 NEC·I861 lRN ALAD P-3698 
7872 NEC·1863 IRN ALAD P-3700 
7873 NEC·I864 IRN AJ...AD P·3702 
7874 NEC-I866 IRN ALAD P·3704 
7875 NEC-1867 IRN ALAD P·3705 
7876 NBC-I 868 IRN ALAD P-3706 
7877 NBC·1869 IRN ALAI) P-3108 
7878 NBC-1870 IRN .ALAD P-37C9 
7879 NBC-I 874 IRN ALAD P-3714 
7880 NEC·1898 IRN A1.AD P-374S 
7881 NBC-I90l IRN ALAD P-3749 
7882 NBC·I903 IRN ALAI) P·37S1 
7183 NBC·I904 IRN ALAD P·37S2 
7884 NBC-I90! IRN ALAD P-3153 
7885 NBC-I921 IRN ALAI) P-3771 
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,. NBC-1927 IRN ALAD P·3780 
7.7 N8C-1934 IRN ALAD P·3790 
7811 NBCI941 IRN ALAD P-3799 
"19 NBC .. 1,.... IR.N ALAD P-3802 
1190 NBC1", IR.N ALAD P-3803 
1891 NBC-1946 IR.N ALAD P-3804 
1192 NBC!947 IRN ALAD P·38OS 
'7193 NBC-1941 IR.N ALAn P·3806 
7194 NBC19!7 IRN ALAD P-3816 
7195 NBC·1Ml 1RN ALAD P·3122 
1896 NBc.1962 IR.N ALAD P·3823 
'197 HBC-l963 JR.N ALAn P·31lA 
1191 NBC-1964 IR.N ALAD P-3825 
1199 NBC-l961 IRN ALAD P-3831 
7900 NBC-1969 IRN ALAD P-3832 
7901 NBC-I "1 IRN ALAD P-383.S 
1902 NBC-I972 IRN ALAD P-3836 
7903 NlC-I973 1RN ALAD P-3838 
7PCM NBC .. I'" 1RN ALAD P-3839 
1905 NBC-I97S IR.N ALAD P-3840 
7906 NBC!'" IR.N ALAD P-3 ..... 
1tt1I NBC-1m lRN ALAn P-384.$ 
7101 NBC-19IO lRN ALAD P-3846 
1909 NBC-l916 1RN ALAI) P-38S4 
.,,10 NBC-".' IRN ALAn P-385S 
7911 NlC-I9I9 IRN ALAD P-3859 
'1t12 NJC.1990 IRN ALAD P-3861 
1913 NBc-I996 JRN ALAD P-3171 
?f14 NBC-1997 IRN ALAD P-3873 
1tU NJC.t991 IRN ALAD '-3874 
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7916 NBC· 1999 IRN ALAD P·3175 
7917 NBC-20Ot JRN ALAI) P·3819 
7918 NEC·2002 JRN ALAD P-311O 
7919 NEC·2004 IRN ALA.D P-3182 
7920 NBC-200' IRN ALAD P·3883 
7921 NEC-2006 IRN ALAD P .. 3884 
7922 NEC·2oo7 JRN ALAD P·3886 
7923 NBC·2008 IRN ALAD P·3889 
7924 NBC-2009 IRN ALAI) P-3890 
7925 NEC-2010 IRN ALAD P-3891 
7926 NBC-20l1 IRN ALAD P-3892 
7927 NEC-2012 JRN ALAD P-3893 
7928 NBC-2013 IRN ALAD P-3894 
7929 NBC-20U JRN ALAD P-3898 
7930 NBC-20t7 lRN ALAD P-39OO 
7931 NBC-2018 lRN ALAD P·3901 
7932 NEC-2019 lRN ALAD P..J902 
7933 NBC-2024 IRN ALAD P-3909 
7934 NBC-202.5 IRN ALAD P .. 3911 
7935 NBC-2026 IRN ALAD P-3912 
7936 NBC·2027 IRN ALAD P-3913 
7937 NBC-2029 lR.N ALAD P-3915 
1938 NBC-2030 lR.N ALAD P-3916 
1939 NBC-2031 IRN ALAI) P-3918 
7940 NBC-2032 IRN ALAD P-3919 
7941 NBC-lOl3 JRN ALAD P-3920 
7942 NBC·2034 Dt.N ALAD P·3921 
7943 NBC·203S 1RN ALAD P-3922 
7944 NBC-l036 IRN ALAD P .. 3923 
7945 NEC-2031 JRN ALAD P-39:t5 
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7946 NBC·2m' IRN ALAD P·3926 
7947 NBC-2039 IR.N ALAD P~3928 
7948 NSC-2OIO IR.N ALAD P-3929 
7949 NBC ..... I IR.N ALAD P·3930 
'7950 NBC·2041 IRN AI...AD P-3931 
7951 MB.C-2OC3 IRN Al..AD P·3932 
1952 lfI!C..2OM IR.N ALAD P·3933 
195' NBC·2M' IRN ALAD P·3934 
'1954 NBC2046 IRN ALAD P-3935 
1955 NBC2047 IR.N Al..AD P-39:46 
7956 NBC2041 IRN ALAD P·3938 
7957 NBC.2049 IRN ALAD P·3939 
m, NEC·20S0 IRN ALAD P-3940 
7959 NBC·2051 IRN ALAD P-3941 
?NO NBC-2052 IRN ALAn P·3942 
1961 NBC2053 IRN ALAD P-3944 
1M2 NBC-20S4 IRN ALAD P-3946 
1963 NBC-2056 IRN ALAn P-395O 
196C NBC2057 IRN ALAn P·39S1 
1965 NBC-2051 IRN ALAD P-3952 
7966 NBC-2059 taN ALAD P·3953 
1967 NEC-2OfiO IRN ALAD P-3954 
7961 NBC"-l IRN ALAD P-3955 
7969 NEC-2063 IRN ALAD P·3958 
'1910 NBC .... lRN ALAD P·39S9 
1971 JiCBC.2065 IR.N ALAD P·39(i() 
1972 NIC-2.061 .IRN ALAI) P·3963 
'1913 NPC-2058 IRN ALAD P-3965 
1974 NJIC..2069 JRN ALAD P-3966 
7t7S NJl'C..2070 JR.N ALAD P·3968 
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7976 NEC-20n :RN ALAD P-3970 
7977 NEC·2073 ~ ALAD P-3972 
7978 NEC-2074 lRN ALAD P-3973 
7979 NEC-207S 1RN ALAD P-3974 
7980 NEC-2076 lRN ALAD P-3976 
7981 NEC-2077 IRN ALAD P-3978 
7982 NEC·2078 1RN ALAD P-398O 
7983 NEC-1079 IaN ALAD P-3981 
7984 NEC-108i IaN ALAD P-3984 
7985 NEC-108S IRN ALAD P-3990 
7986 NEC-1087 lRN ALAD P-3992 
7987 NEC-20SS lRN Al...AD P-3993 
7988 NEC-2089 IRN Al...AD P-3994 
7989 NEC-l092 lRN Al...AD P-4000 
7990 NEC-l093 IRN ALAD P-4004 
7991 NEC-2094 lRN ALAn P-4006 
7992 NEC-Z09S IRN ALAD P-4008 
7993 NEC-Z096 IRN ALAD P-4010 
7994 NEC-l097 IRN ALA.D P-4011 
7995 NEC·2098 IRN ALAD P-4012 
7996 NEC-l099 IRN ALAD P-4013 
7997 NEC-21 00 IRN ALAD P-40J5 
7998 NEC-110l IRN ALAD P-40}6 
7999 NEC-1I02 IRN ALAD P-4018 
8000 NEC-2103 IRN Al.AD P-4019 
8001 NEC-ZI04 IRN ALAD P-4020 
8002 NEC-lI0S IRN ALAD P-4021 
8003 NEC-2106 IRN ALAD P-4022 
8004 NEC-21 08 IRN ALAD P-4024 
800S NEC-2U)9 IRN ALAD P-402S 
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1006 NBC·211S IRN ALAI) P-4033 
..,., NBC-2114 lRN ALAD P-4034 
I0OI NI!C·2122 IRN ALAD P-4043 
1009 NBC2123 lRN ALAD P-4044 
1010 NBC2124 lRN ALAD P-404S 
IOU NBC212S lRN ALAD P-4046 
1012 NBC2121 lRN ALAD P-4049 
1013 N'J3C..2Ul lRN ALAD P-4060 
8014 NBC-2132 lRN ALAD P-4061 
1015 NBC2133 lRN ALAD P-4064 
1016 N8C21S4 lRN ALAD P-406S 
IOn NEC·213S IRN ALAn P-4066 
lOti NBC,,2t36 lRN ALAD P-4069 
1019 NBC2139 lRN ALAD P-4073 
1020 NBC·2140 lRN ALAD P-4080 
lOll NBC~142 lRN ALAn P-4085 
eon NBC·214S lRN ALAD P-409S 
1023 NBC2146 IRN ALAI) P-4096 
1024 NBC-2141 lRN ALAD P-4098 
IO.U HBC4149 IR.N ALAD P..Q76 
1026 NBC2tS2 IRN ALAD P..Q79 
1021 NBC2153 lRN ALAD P..Q80 
1021 NBC·2156 lRN ALAD P-6883 
1029 NBC2157 IRN ALAD P~884 
1030 NBC-21dO IR.N ALAD P~887 
1031 N8C-2161 lRN ALAD P..Q88 
.2 NBC-.2tG IR.N ALAD P-6889 
8033 MBC4l63 lRN ALAD P-6890 
1034 NBC4164 lRN ALAD P-6891 
., NlC4166 IR.N ALAD P-6893 
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8036 NEC·2167 IRN ALAD P.6894 
8037 NEC·2168 IRN ALAD P-689S 
8038 NEC-21M IRN ALAD P-6I96 
8039 NEC·2170 IRN ALAD P-6I91 
8040 NEC·2111 IRN ALAD P-6898 
8041 NEC·2172 IRN ALAD P-6899 
8042 NEC·2173 IRN ALAD P-6900 
8043 NEC·2174 IRN ALAD P-6901 
8044 NEC·2175 IRN ALAD P-6902 
8045 NEC·2176 IRN ALAD P-6903 
8046 NEC·2177 IRN ALAD P-6904 
8047 NEC·2178 IRN ALAD P-690S 
8048 NEC·2179 1RN ALAD P-6906 
8049 NEC·2180 IRN ALAD P-6907 
8050 NEC·21S1 IRN ALAD P-6908 
8051 NEC·2182 IRN ALAD P-6909 
8052 NEC·2183 IRN ALAD P-6910 
8053 NEC·2184 IRN ALAD P-6911 
8054 NEC·218S IRN ALAD P-6912 
8055 NEC·2186 IRN ALAD P-6913 
8056 NEe·21B7 lRN ALAD P-6914 
8057 NEe·2IBS IRN ALAD P..6915 
8058 NEC·2189 IRN ALAD P-6916 
8059 NEC·2190 IRN ALAD P-6917 
8060 NEe·2191 IRN ALAD P-6918 
8061 NEC·2192 JRN ALAD P-6919 
8062 NEC·2193 IRN ALAD P-6920 
8063 NBC·2194 IRN ALAD P-6921 
8064 NEC·219S IRN ALAD P-6922 
8065 NEC·2196 IRN ALAD P-6923 
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8066 NBC-2197 lRN ALAn P-6924 
1067 NBC·2198 IRN ALAn P-6925 
8068 NBC·2199 IRN ALAD P-6927 
8069 NBC·2200 IRN ALAO P-6928 
8070 NBC·220t lRN ALAD P-6929 
8071 NBC·2202 IRN ALAn P-6930 
1072 NBC·2203 lRN ALAO P-6931 
8073 NBC·2204 IRN ALAn P-6932 
8074 NEC·220:5 tRN ALAn P-6933 
8075 NBC·2206 IRN ALAD P-6934 
8076 NBC·2207 IRN ALAn P-693S 
8017 NBC.2208 IRN ALAn P-6936 
8078 NBC·2209 IRN ALAn P-6937 
8079 NEC·22tO IRN ALAD P-6938 
8080 NBC-221t IRN A!..AD P-6939 
8081 NEC·2212 lR.N ALAD P-6940 
8082 NBC·2213 lRN ALAn P-694J 
B0I3 NBC2216 IRN ALAn P-6944 
8084 NBC2111 lRN ALAD P-6945 
1085 NEe·2211 IRN ALAn P-6946 
1086 NBC-2219 IRN ALAD P-6947 
1087 NBC·mo IRN ALAn P-6948 
8088 NBC·2221 IRN ALAD P-6949 
8089 NBC-2222 lRN ALAD P-69SO 
1090 NBC2223 IRN ALAD P-69S1 
8091 NEC-2224 lR.N ALAD P-69S2 
1092 NBC222.S lR.N ALAD P-6953 
1093 NEC·2226 IRN ALAD P-69S4 
80M NEC-2227 IRN ALAD P-6955 
I09S l$C2l21 IRN ALAI> P-69S6 
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8096 NBC-2229 IRN ALAD P-69S7 
8097 NEC-2230 IRN ALAD P-69S8 
8098 NEC-2231 IRN ALAD P-69S9 
8099 NEC-2233 IRN ALAD P-6961 
8100 NEC-2234 IRN AlAD P-.6962 
8101 NEC-2236 IRN ALA» P-6964 
8102 NEC-2237 IRN AI..AD P-696S 
8103 NEC-2238 IRN Al..AD P-6966 
8104 NEC-2240 IRN ALAD P-6968 
8105 NEC-2243 IRN ALAD P-6971 
8106 NEC-2244 JRN ALAD P-6973 
8107 NEC-2246 lRN ALAD P-6975 
8108 NEC-2247 IRN ALAD P-6976 
8109 NEC-2248 IRN ALAO P-6971 
8110 NEC-2249 IRN ALAD P-.6978 
Bill NEC-22S2 IRN ALAD P-6981 
8112 NEC-22S3 IRN ALAD P-6982 
8113 NEC-22S4 IRN ALAD P-6983 
8114 NEC-22S6 IRN ALAD P-6985 
8115 NBC·2257 IRN ALAI) P-6986 
8116 NBC-22S8 IRN ALAD P-6987 
8117 NBC-22S9 JRN ALAD P-6988 
811B NEC-2260 IRN ALAO P-6989 
8119 NEC-2261 IRN ALAD P-6990 
B 120 NEC-2262 IRN ALAD P-6991 
8121 NBC-2263 IRN ALAD P-6992 
8122 NBC-2264 IRN ALAD P-6993 
8123 NEC-2266 IRN ALAD P-699S 
8124 NBC-2267 IRN ALAD P..6996 
8125 NEC·2268 IRN ALAD P-6997 
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8126 NEC-2269 lRN ALAn P-6998 
8127 NBC2271 lRN ALAn P-7001 
8128 NEC·2273 lRN ALAD P-7003 
1129 NBC .. 2274 lRN ALAD P-7004 
8130 NEe,,227S lRN ALAD P-7005 
8131 NEC.;2276 lRN ALAn P-7006 
81'2 NBC2277 lRN ALAD P-7007 
8133 NBCU7. IRN ALAn P-7008 
8134 NBC-2279 lRN ALAD P·7009 
1135 NBC·2280 IRN ALAD P·7010 
8136 N'BC2281 IRN ALAD P-7011 
8137 NBC-2282 lRN ALAD P-7012 
8138 NBC .. 2283 IRN AL.AD P-7013 
8139 NEC-228S IRN ALAn P·701S 
8140 NBC·2286 IRN ALAn P-7016 
8141 NBC-2287 IRN ALAD P.7017 
8142 NBC-2218 IRN ALAD P-7018 
8143 NBC·2289 IRN ALAn P·7019 
8144 NBC·2290 lRN ALAD P·7020 
814S NBC .. 2291 IRN ALAD P-7021 
1146 NBC-2292 lRN ALAn P-7022 
8147 NBC-2293 IRN ALAn P-4I02 
8141 NBC·2294 IRN ALAD P-6631 
8149 NBC-2296 lRN ALAD P-6636 
8150 NBC .. 2297 USA ALAD SIMPLE LEAF 
1151 NBC2298 USA ALAD 68 LAROE 
lIn N8C2299 USA ALAD 69-D.P. 
·8153 NBC·2300 USA ALAD 0-152 
II" NBC2301 USA ALAD 
8t,S NBC2302 USA ALAD 
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8156 NEC·2303 USA ALAD 
8157 NBC·2304 USA ALAD 74-D,P, 
81S8 NEC-23OS USA ALAD 0-151 
8159 NEC-2306 lND ALAD PI-U S44I 
8160 NEC-2307 lND ALAD PI-llS449 
8161 NEC-2309 lRN ALAD Pl·I40291 
8162 NEC-2310 IRN ALAI) PI·140292 
8163 NEC-2311 BnI ALAI) PI·I40293 
8164 NEC-2312 ETH ALAD Pl-193481 
8165 NEC-2313 A.FG ALAD PI-211122 
8166 NEC-2314 INn ALAD PI-212026 
8161 NEC-231S APG ALAD PI·212091 
8168 NEC-2316 AFO ALAD PI·212092 
8169 NEC-2317 APG ALAD PI-21259S 
8170 NEC-2318 (NO ALAD PI-212890 
8171 NEC·2319 IND ALAD PI-212891 
8172 NEC-2320 lND ALAn PI-212892 
8173 NEC-2321 IND ALAD Pl·212893 
8174 NEC-2322 IND ALAD Pl-214151 
8175 NEC-2324 IND ALAD Pl·214311 
8116 NEC-2325 lND ALAI) PI-214313 
8177 NEC-2326 IND ALAD PI-214314 
8118 NEC-2327 lND ALAD PI-215588 
8179 MEC-2328 PER ALAJ) Pl-215702 
8180 NEC-2329 PAJ( ALAD PI-21752O 
8181 NEC-2330 PAJ( ALAD PI-217521 
8182 NEC-2331 PAJ( ALAD PI-218068 
8183 NEC-2332 PAl( ALAD PI-219727 
8184 NBC-2333 PAl( ALAI) Pl·219728 
8185 NBC-2334 PAJ( ALAD Pl-219730 
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8186 NBC~2336 AFG ALAD PI~222095 
8lB7 NBC·2337 IRN ALAD PI-222770 
8188 NEC·2341 AFO ALAD PI·223762 
8189 NBC·2342 ITA ALAD PI-239859 
8190 NEC·2343 Em ALAD PI-244332 
8191 NBC·2344 IND ALAn PI-246396 
8192 NBC·234S IRN ALAD PI·249981 
8193 NBC·2347 PAl( ALAn PI-150142 
8194 NBC-2343 PAl( ALAn PI·150143 
8195 NBC·2349 PAl( ALAD PI·2S0144 
IJ96 NEC·23S0 PAJ{ ALAD PI·250210 
1197 NEC·23St AFG ALAD PI·151024 L.BR. 
8198 NEC·23S2 AFG ALAD PI·251024 D.BR. 
8199 NBC·2353 IRN ALAD PI·151025 
8200 NBC-23S4 IRN Al.AD PI·251026 
8201 NBC·23'S IRN ALAD PI·151027 
8202 NBC·23S6 IRN ALAD PI·2S IS 14 
82.03 NBC·2351 SUN ALAD PI-151783 
1204 NEC·23S9 TUR ALAD PI·153226 
820S NEC-2363 SYR ALAD PI·254548 
1206 NBC-236S AFG A1.AD PI-25455O 
1201 NBC-2366 SSP ALAI) PI-254889 
82.08 NBC.-2367 IND ALAD Pl·255138 
1209 NEC·2368 A ETH ALAI) PI-257S83 
8210 NEC·2369 AFG ALAD PI·268376 
8211 NSC-231O PAJ{ ALAI) PI-26988l 
G12 NEC·2371 PAl{ ALAD PI-269882 
8213 NBC2372 INn ALAI) PI-271323 
1214 NBC-2373 INn ALAn PJ-271324 
1215 NBC2374 ETH ALAn PI-273879 
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8216 NEC-237S BTII ALAn PI-273880 
8217 NEC-2376 IND ALAn PI·288311 
82]8 NEC-2377 IND ALAn PI-288312 
8219 NEC-2379 IND ALAn PI-288314 
8220 NEC-2380 IND ALAn PI-292006 
8221 NEC-2382 IND ALAn PI·2972S7 
8222 NEC-2383 IND ALAn PI·297261 
8223 NEC-2384 IND ALAD PI-297270 
8224 NEC·2385 IND ALAn PI·297272 
8225 NEC·2386 IND ALAn PI·29727S 
8226 NEC·2387 USA ALAD PI·lI0479 
8227 NEC·2388 IND ALAD PI·llS78l 
8228 NEC·2389 INn ALAn Pl·31S782 
8229 NEC·2390 IND ALAn PI·31S783 
8230 NEC·239I IND ALAn PI·3IS784 
8231 NEC·2393 IND ALAD PI·315786 
8232 NEC·2394 IND ALAD PI-315787 
8233 NEC·239S IND ALAD PI·31S788 
8234 NEC·2396 IND ALAD PI·315789 
8235 NEC·2397 IND ALAD PJ·31S790 
8236 NEC-2398 lND ALAD PI·315793 
8231 NEC·2400 lND ALAD PI·315799 
8238 NEC·2401 IND ALAn PI·31S800 
8239 NBC·2402 lND ALAD PI·31S801 
8240 NEC·2403 IND ALAD PI·315803 
8241 NEC·2404 IND ALAn PI·3UHOS 
8242 NEC·240S IND ALAn PI-31S807 
8243 NBC·2406 IND ALAD PI·315810 
8244 NEC·2407 IND ALAn PI·3U811 
8245 NEC·2408 IND ALAD PI·3U813 
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B246 NBC-2409 IND ALAD PI-3lS814 
8247 NBC-2410 IND ALAD PI·31S81S 
1248 NEC24l1 IND ALAD PI-31S818 
8249 NEC·2412 IND ALAD PI-31S819 
8lSO NBC·2413 lND ALAD PI-31S821 
8251 NEC-2414 IND ALAD PI·31S822 
82SZ NBC241S IND ALAn PI-31S823 
8%53 NBC-2416 lND ALAD Pl-31S824 
8254 NBC-2417 IND ALAD PI·31S826 
8155 NEC2418 IND ALAD PI-31 S827 
8256 NEC2419 IND ALAD PI-31S830 
8257 NBC .. 1420 IND ALAD PI-31S832 
125. NBC-2421 IND ALAD PI-31 ~834 
8159 NBC·1422 Em ALAD PI-33J381 
82Q) NEC-2427 nJR ALAD PI-339166 
8261 NEC·2430 nJR ALAD PI-339J 86 
8262 NEC-2433 TUR ALAD PI-339200 
8263 NEC-2435 TUR ALAD PI-339218 
8264 NBC·2437 ruR ALAD PI-339223 
826S NBC-2A38 n.JR ALAn CP-40 
8266 NEC-2439 n.JR ALAD CP-43 
1261 NBC·2441 nJR ALAD CP-114 
8268 NEC-2442 nJR ALAD CP·l06 
8269 NBC2A43 11JR ALAD cp-un 
mo NEC-244S 11JR ALAD CP-1l3 
1271 NBC·2M6 IRN ALAD PI-242982 
8:Z'n NBC-2449 USA ALAD 
1273 LEBANESE LOCAL LBN ALAD 
"'4 ANNJGBIU-J KARNATAKA IND ALAD 
1215 .. 125 B W.BENGAL IND BBRH 
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8276 DR-77 BIHAR. JND IARJ 
8277 SR-7. BnIAR INn IAR.I 
8278 D.B.B. BDIAR IND IARI 
8279 FO-87 PUNJAB INn PAU 
8280 FG-86-17 PUNJAB JND PAU 
828} FG-660 PUNJAB IND PAU O-l30X RS-ll 
8282 FG-661 PUNJAB IND PAU 
8283 FG-662 PUNJAB IND PAU 
8284 HYB-I6-3 U.P. IND PAU K·16-3 
8285 JG-GULAB M.P. IND JNKV 
8286 K-13 U.P. IND KANP 
8287 K-295 u.P. IND KANP 
8288 K-1071 V.P. IND K.ANP 
8289 PUSA-IS BDfAR IND lARI 
8290 STRAIN·76 NEWDEUU IND IARI 
8291 SEL-331-} NEWDEUn IND lARI 
8292 SEL-436 NEWDEUlI IND lARI 
8293 SEL-539 NEWDEUU IND IARI 
8294 SEL-601 NEWDEUU IND IAR.I BO·203 
8295 SEL·541l :NEWDEUU IND IARJ 
8296 SAMPLE NO.1 A.P. IND APAU 
8297 SAMPLBNO.2 A.P. IND APAU 
8298 SAMPLE NO.3 A.P. JND APAU 
8299 SAMPLE NO.4 A.P. IND APAU 
8300 A.F.-7-10 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8301 AVRANOABAD-2-S MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8302 B·98 W.BENOAL IND BADN 
8303 BARODA MHBSANA OUJARAT IND BADN 
8304 BENGAL P-482 W.BENOAL IND BADN 
830S BENGALJUAGAONDAOCA W.BENOAL IND BADN 
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8306 BOlD CHAFFAl·23-1 MAHARASHIRA IND BADN 
8301 BR-il BIHAR lND BADN 
8308 BR·71·1 BIHAR IND BADN 
8309 BR .. 19. BIHAR IND BADN 
8310 BRONZE LEAF IND BADN 
8311 C-SB IND BADN 
8312 C-l9-13 B lND BADN 
8313 C-26 IND BADN 
8314 C-28 A IND BADN 
8315 C·735 IND BADN 
8316 CHAFPA-I-16 MAHARASIITRA IND BADN 
8317 CHAMBALPUR F-8 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8318 0lANDP\JR·2 MAHARASHTRA 1ND BADN 
83J9 OUKODI.N.V. MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8320 CICER BENGAL MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8321 CICERORAM MAHARASHTRA 1ND BADN 
1322 co. 1 MAHARASIITRA 1ND BADN 
1323 CP.Fl·13-9·8 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8324 cp-MALDle MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
832S CHRYSAN11:IIFOUA BLACK MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
1326 OIRYSANTHJFOLlAXBN·11·9-1-753 MAHARASlITRA IND BADN 54 
8327 ctnTACK GRAM ORISSA IND BAON 
WI 1)..:J..6-1 MAHARASlITRA IND BADN 
8329 1lHtJI.JA·38-30 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
1330 DOHAD-tS.t7-1 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8331 DOHAD·YBU.OW MAHARASHfRA IND BADN 
.332 BARLYGRAM742· 7 MAl-lARASHTRA IND BADN 
8333 .111 WHl'l'B MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
1334 F-03 MAHARASHTRA INn BADN 
8335 PlPARNER4 .. 14-1X H.SAOAR 30-9 MAHARASHI'RA lND BADN 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
8336 P3PARNER4-14-1X H.SAOAR 30-14 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8337 F3 PARNER4-14-1X31-3 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8338 F3WFX38AINT MAHARASmRA IND BADN 
8339 F4 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8340 0-32-102 A MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8341 0-0.21-29 MAHARASHI'RA lND BADN 
8342 GHA lliAGARIl-3 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8343 GHAFRAFAIl-4 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8344 GRAMS-l MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
834S GRAM G.P.CUNNAGAR MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8346 GRAM GWALIOR M.P. IND BADN 
8347 GRAM LOCAL MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8348 GRAM 0.P.7 PINK FLOWER MAHARASlITRA IND BADN 
8349 GREEN GRAM MAHARASIITRA IND BADN 
83S0 a.S.208 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
83S1 GULLAB M.P. IND BADN 
8352 (GULLABX963)X6-1-S-1S MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8353 HrRGORI-S MAHARASHI'RA IND BADN 
83S4 HlRGORJ-IO MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
835S HY-7-4 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8356 HY -10-3-2 A MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
83S7 HY-ll-a MAHARASHTRA lND BADN 
8358 HY-13-4 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8359 HY-19-4-13 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8360 I.M. MAHARASIITRA IND BADN 
8361 JABALPUR M.P. lND BADN 
8362 l.PJ-707 M.P. IND BADN 
8363 K-736 U.P. IND BADN 
8364 747-K U.P. IND BADN 
8365 747-K-1180 u.P. IND BADN 
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8366 KANPUR. T·l U.P. IND BADN 
1367 KANDESH·SI08 U.P. IND BADN 
8368 KANPUR"(; U.P. IND BADN 
8369 N-81 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8370 NAOPUR.-40 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8371 NAGPUR·62B MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8372 NAOPUR·PR.BKHAN MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8373 NASIK·BULXTYPE MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
1374 NP-28 NEWDRLHI IND BADN 
8315 NP..a8 NEW DELHI IND BADN 
8376 NP-D NEWDEUU [NO BADN 
8377 OSMANABAD·l-4 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8378 OSMANABAD·z"l MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8379 OSMANABAD·2·6 MAHARASHTRA INn BADN 
8380 PALlOUIJ..AB MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8381 PARNER4·14-1X 31·2 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8382 PAItNERA·14-1XBRONZE LEAF MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
16383 PI. TNB RAM SUBUR MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8384 P.B-l·8 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8385 PINOALJ·l·1 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
'386 PlNGALJ·l-4 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
.3.7 PlNGALl-I-9 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
".. PfNlC.2-UJIAlNI M.P. IND BADN 
8389 PUNJAB-P·' PUNJAB INn BADN 
8390 PUSA·28 BnIAR IND BADN 
8391 RUSSIAN .. 2-4S SUN BADN 
1m R.S-IO RAJAS1HAN IND BADN 
1393 5-26 IND BADN 
83M SAlLU·3-6 IND BADN 
8395 897..sBlUAL JND BADN 
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8396 SHlND KHEDA IND BADN 
8391 T-J·A UP. IND BADN 
8398 T -6-0-28 U.P. IND BADN 
8399 T·IO UP. IND BADN 
8400 T-J5.A u.P. IND BADN 
8401 T·lI U.P. IND BADN 
8402 T-4S u.P. IND BADN 
8403 T-71 V.P. IND BADN 
8404 T-88 V.P. IND BADN 
8405 T·113 UP. IND BADN 
8406 T·l14·A U.P. IND BADN 
8407 T-llS·A UP. IND BADN 
8408 T·ll6-A U.P. IND BADN 
8409 T·126 U.P. IND BADN 
8410 ]4()..6-T UP. IND BADN 
8411 440-6-T V.P. IND &ADN 
8412 1U..JAPURJ-3 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8413 TULJAPUR·I.5 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8414 ruuAPUR·3-1 MAHARASHJ'RA INn BADN 
84IS UIJAINI·22 M.P. INn BADN 
8416 UJIAINIOULLAB-2 M.P. IND BADN 
8417 VAIJAPUR-l-l MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8411 VAIJAPUR-3-9 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8419 wnrrE FLOWERX46 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8420 WHI1'B FLOWBRXWHITE ORAM MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8421 2-28 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8422 15-97-2-12 MAHARASHfRA IND &ADN 
8423 22·13 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8424 32-102 MAHARASIfI'RA IND BADN 
84~ 33-55 MAHARASIfI'RA IND BADN 
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8426 63-. .. 12-41 A. MAHARASlITRA IND BADN 
8427 70-5 .. 35 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8428 76-S-35 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8429 122-3 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8430 122-20 MAHARASHrRA IND BADN 
8431 1~-22 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8432 124-24 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8433 f:JJ7 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8434 693 B MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
843S 746 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8436 1932·33 MAHARASIfTRA IND BADN 
8437 1932~33-8-1S·1 MAHARASHTRA INO BADN 
8438 1932-33-8-15-1 MAHARASHTRA lND BADN 
8439 53861 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
8440 JJ DB wn..DB 73688 ETII UGM 
8441 111>£ WR.DB 7361A Em UGM 
8442 IJ DB WD...DE 7368 B ETH LIGM BLACK 
8443 11 DB W1LDE 7368A-l B1lI UGM BROWN 
8444 JM .... 60 TUN UOM A-64-7-A 
1445 JM-W Ern UOM DZ-I0-2 
8446 JM-466 B1l{ UGM DZ-I0-4 
1447 JM-467 E1lI UOM DZ-IO-~ 
8448 JM-"'68 DEBRBZSrr Ern UGM DZ-I0-9 
8449 JM-469 DBBRB7ElT E11{ UGM 
8450 JM-470 BTII UOM DZ-lO-l1 
8451 JM .... 71 B BnI UGM DZ-IO-12 
1452 1M-471 C Bm UOM OZ-10-12 
8453 JM-472 BnI UOM OZ-1()"14 
8454 JM-473 BnI UOM OZ-10-16 
845S 1M-47! IND UOM GREEN GRAM 
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8456 JM-416 USA UGM REG.! I S I PI Xl 
84.57 JM-417~1 IND UGM C-l62 
8458 lM-417-2 IND UOM C-162 
8459 IM-478 IND UOM C-410 
8460 JM-479 MEX UOM CULIACAN-4 
8461 IM-480 MEX UGM CULlACAN-14 
8462 JM-481 MEX UOM RUGOSSA BONITA 
8463 IM-482-4 PAl( UOM PRI 
8464 JM482-K PAl( UOM PBI 
8465 JM482-PP PAX. UOM 
8466 JM-483 PAl( UGM LYALLPUR 
8461 JM-484 PAl{ UOM C40 
8468 JM48S PAl( UGM CS5 
8469 JM-487 PAl{ UGM C612 
8470 JM488 LYALLPUR PAl( UGM en1 
847t IM-489 PAl( UOM L Y AlLPUR 382 
8412 IM-492 ESP UGM 27-1 
8473 JM-499 ESP UOM MADRID-llSS 
8474 JM-SOl ESP UGM MADRID-IS48 
8415 JM-S04 ITA UGM 
8476 JM-S06 MAR UGM RABAT-IS 
8477 1M-50s MAR UGM RABAT-44 
8478 IM·.509 MAR UOM RABAT-46 
8479 IM-SIO MAR UGM RABAT-55 
8480 IM·S1t MAR UGM RABAT-57 
8481 IM-512 MAR UGM RABAT-63 
8482 IM-Sl2A MAR. UOM RABAT -63 KADULt 
8483 lM·S15 ESP UGM 
8484 1M-Sl1 ESP UOM WHTTB GRAIN 
1485 1M-SIB IND UGM CHANA-68 
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8486 IM-519 SUN UGM SOVOIOZNYJ·14 
8481 1M-52 I SUN UOM AZERBA Y ANSKIlS8 
8488 JM-522A-l Eni UGM ALEMAYA MARKET 
8489 S22B B"m UOM ALEMA YA MARKET 
8490 JM·S22 C B1li UOM ALEMAYA MARKET 
1491 IM-522D B1li UGM ALEMA YA MARKET 
8492 IM·522P BTH UGM ALEMA YA MARKET 
8493 IM-Sl21 B1H UGM ALEMA YA MARKET 
8494 JM·S24 A NOI UGM 51 68-2S8 
8495 JM-S24C NOl UGM SI 68·258 
8496 IM-524 B NOI UOM 5168·258 
8491 JM .. S24 0 NOI UOM 5168-258 
8498 JM-S2S NOI UOM WAG 68401 
8499 1M-52? NOl UOM WAG 68-403 
8500 1M·529 nJR UOM CLE 8/62 
8501 JM-530 ORC UOM CLE 34/62 
ISOl JM-531 SUN UOM 50VOIOZNYJ 1445 
.503 IM·S32 ITA UGM 55162 
8504 JM-Sl3 E1ll UGM ABTHIOPIA 57162 
8S05 JM-S34 BOR UOM BULGARIA 2163 
8506 lM .. S3S SUN UOM AZEERBAID1A7/63 
8507 lM-536 SUN UOM 
lSOI lM·537 SUN UOM 
8509 IN-538 SUN UGM 
8510 IM .. S40 ORC UOM 
8511 JM .. 541 GRC UOM 
.,12 lM .. 542 ORC UGM 
aS13 lM,,543 ORC LJOM 
8514 1M·S44 ORe UOM 
8515 JM-34S ORe UGM 
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8516 JM·S46 ORe UOM 
8SJ7 1M·547 ORe UOM 
8518 lM·548 ORC LJOM 
8519 JM·549 ORC UGM 
8520 JM·5S0 ORC UOM 
8521 IM·SSI ITA UON 
8522 IM·5S2 ITA UGM 
8523 IM-553 ITA UGM ITALIAN 40164 
8524 1M·5S4 ITA UGM 
8S2S JM·5SS ITA UOM 
8526 JM-S56 ITA UOM 
8527 JM-SS? DZA UGM 
8528 JM·558 SUN UGM 
8529 1M·SS9 SUN UGM 
8530 IM-S60 SUN UGM 
8531 JM·562 SUN UOM 
8532 JM-566 NOI UOM 
8533 JM-570 NOI UOM 
8534 1M-S73 NOI LJOM 
8535 lM·S74 NOI UOM 
8536 JM·S77 NOI UOM 
8537 JM-578 NOI UGM 
8S38 JM-S79 NOJ UGM 
8539 JM·SSO NOJ UGM 
8540 1M-S8J NOJ UOM 
8541 JM-Sa2 NOI UOM 
8542 1M-S83 NOI UGM 
8543 JM-603 NOI UOM 
8544 lM-968 NOI UOM 
8545 1M· 969 NOt UOM 
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85046 1M·971 NOt UGM 
1S47 1M·972 NOJ UGM 
8$118 ]M·St7S A NO} UGM 
8S49 lM-975 8 NOJ UGM 
'SSO JM·978 NOJ UGM 
8S51 JM·979 NO) UGM 
8552 JM·,ao NOJ LJGM 
1553 IM·981 NOJ LJGM 
ass.4 SM·912 NOI LJOM 
ISSS IM·914 NOt LJGM 
8SS6 1M 986 NOI UGM 
.557 1M.'BI C Not LJGM 
eSS8 1M." C/O NOt LJGM 
1559 JM-981 0 NOI LJGM 
8560 1M·989 NOt LJGM 
1561 JM·990 NOt UGM 
.562 JM·"1 1'101 LJGM 
8563 JM~992 C NO. LJGM 
8564 JM·993 NOI LJGM 
856S J'M·99S NOI UGM 
8566 JM-996 NOI LJGM 
8567 SM·997 NOt LJGM 
aS68 SL·81 AGARO KEFA ETH LJGM 
11569 SL-133 A nMA KEFA Ern LJGM KABULl 
8370 SL.U3 B JlMA KEFA ETH LJGM BROWN 
1571 SL·tH IlMA KEPA Enl SEEG 
8'72 SL-141 A SIRE ARUSSI Ern SEEG 
8573 SL .. t68 FEDOtS HARARGE Ern SEEG 
8$14 Sf....341 A JIJI<?A HARARGE ETU SEEG 
IS15 SL-347 B 1IJIGA ltARARGE h"'TIl SHEG BLACK 
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8576 SL-466A ASBETEFARl HARAROB BnI SEEG 
8577 SL-466 B ASBE TEFARI HARAROE ETH SEEG 
8578 S1.-S10 A WAICffiJ HARARGE ETH SEEO 
8579 SL·SIO B WAICHU HARARGE ETH SEEG BLACK 
8580 SL-7S6 K'UNI HARARGE ETH SEEG 
8581 SL·854 INFRANZ BEGEMDJR E1H SEBG 
8582 SL-913 A OONDAR BEGEMDIR ETH SHEG KABULI 
8583 SL-913 B OONDAR BEGEMDIR ETH SHEG YELLOW BROWN 
8584 SL·913 C GONDAR BEOEMDIR E1lI SHEG BLACK 
8585 SL-91S GONDAR BEGEMDIR E1lI SEEO 
8586 SL-935 AXUM TIGRE Em SREG 
8587 SL-971 A KOMBOLOIA WOLLO Em SEEG 
8588 SL-971 B KOMBOLOIA WOLLO E1lf SEEG 
8589 SL-972 A KOMBOLCHA WOU.O E1ll SEEG 
8590 SL-972 B KOMBOLOIA WOI.LO E1ll SEEG 
8591 SL-I027 A ADISHOA TIGRE Em SEEG 
8592 SL-I027 B ADISHOA TIGRE Em SEEG 
8593 SL-I044 A BATI WOLLO E1lf SEEG 
8594 SL·I044 B BATI WOLLO ETH SEEG 
8595 SL-I045 A BATI WOLLO ETH SEEG 
8596 SL·I04S B BATI WOLLO E'IlI SEEG 
8597 SL-llS5 A ROB I WOLLO E1lI SEEG 
8598 SL-llS5 B ROBI WOLLO E1H SEEG 
8599 SL·I227 A ETH SEEa 
8600 SL·1227 B H1H SEEG 
8601 SL-1261 A OORO 50 KM E OF GOBBA BALE Ern SHEG 
8602 SL·1261 B GORO SO KM Ii Of GOBBA BALE BTH SF.BO 
8603 SL-1279 A KOFALE NR SHASHEMANE SHOA E1H SEEG 
8604 SL·1279 B SHOA Ern SBBO 
8605 SL·1301 A SHASHEMANB SHOA BTH SBBG 
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8606 SL-1301 B SHASHEMANB SHOA B'lH SEEG 
8607 SL 1329 A AWASA SIDAMO ETH SHEa 
8608 SL-1329 B AWASA SIDAMO ETH SEEa 
sa SL·I359 DBRB MBNOIST SIDAMO B1H SERO 
8610 SL-1373 NBOJUJ...B-BORANA SIDAMO B'lH SHEO 
8611 SL-1443 mMERO n.LUBABOR B1H SHEO 
1612 SL-I44S JBMBRO n.LUBABOR B1H SHEG 
8613 SL-l"?6A ME1lJ n.LUBABOR B'lH SERG 
8614 SL-1476 B ME1lJ n.LUBABOR B1H SEEO 
861S SL 1523 DEMB11XX..LO WOI.J..OOA ETH SERG 
8616 SL·lSC4 ALEM TAFERJ WQllEGA EnI SERa 
8611 WP·'4 ALBMAYA HARAROE E11i WP 
8618 WP·117 B DIRBDAWA HARARGE B1H WP 
8619 WP-26S4 A YIRGAALEM SIDAMO E11i WP 
1620 WP-2654 B YlRGAALBM SIDAMO ETH WP 
1621 WP-2793 C NEOBLLI SJDAMO B'lH WP 
8622 WP .. 2984 B DBBRB ZBn' MAI.ICBT SHOA BnI WP 
8623 WP-2985 DBBRB ZEJT MAR.ICBT SHOA B'lH WP 
1624 WP .. 3232 A OAMUGOPA lITH WP 
8625 WP·3232 B OIDOLB OAMUGOPA BnJ WP 
I6l6 WP-3234 A GlIXJl..B OAMUGOFA £111 WP 
8627 WP-3234 B GIDOLE GAMUOOFA B'llI WP 
8621 WP·3234 C OlDOLB OAMUOOFA ETH WP 
8629 WP·~270 AGARO KEFA ETH WP 
1630 WP-3299 A JJMA KEFA Em WP 
8631 WP·3299 B lIMA KBFA BTH WP 
8632 WP-!300 JlMA kEFA B'lH WP 
_.3 WP-331O ASSBNDABO ICBPA ETH WP 
16M WMOOOC 00NDAIt. BEOEMDIR B1H WP 
...,5 WMC»tA OONDAR BBOEMDIR 8TH WP 
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8636 WP-SOOI C OONDAR BEOBMDIR E'IH WP 
8637 BHAWARIPATNALOCAL ORISSA IND NAYA 
8638 OFRA ISR REHO 
8639 AYELBT ISR REHO 
8640 NEC-2479 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD SC 
8641 NBC·2480 KHANABAD KUNDUZ APO ALAD 7C 
8642 NEC-2481 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 9C 
8643 NEC-2482 KUNDUZ KUNDUZ APG ALAD I2C 
8644 NEe-2483 KABUL MARKET APO ALA.D 13C 
8645 NEC·2484 BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 17C 
8646 NEC-2486 CHAHAB TAKHAR APG ALAD 19C 
8647 NEC-2488 BADAKHSHAN BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 21e 
8648 NEC-2489 KHANABAD KABUL APO ALAD 31e 
8649 NEC-2491 HAIDEROIALA KABUL AFO ALAD 44C 
8650 NEC·2492 UNKNOWN JALMAL MINA SHOP KABUL AFO ALAD S9C 
8651 NEC-2493 QARABAOH KABUL AFG AI..AD 70C 
8652 NEC-2494 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFO ALA.D 71C 
8653 NBC-249S KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFO ALAD 73C 
8654 NBC-2496 KHENIAN BAGHLAN AFO ALAD 80C 
8655 NEC-2497 PUL-I-KHUMRI BAOHLAN AFO ALAD ale 
8656 NEC-2498 PUL-I-KHUM.R.J BAOHLAN APO ALAD 84C 
8657 NEC-2499 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFO ALAD 81C 
8658 NEC-2500 PUI...l-KHUMJU BAGHLAN AFG ALAD 91C 
8659 NEC-2501 PlJL-I-KHUMRI BAGHLAN AFG ALAD 92C 
8660 NEC-2502 PUL-1·KHlJMRl BAGHLAN AFO ALAn 99C 
8661 NEe-25m BAGm.AN BAOHLAN APO ALAD lOOC 
8662 NBC·2504 BAO'fRAN BAOHLAN AFO ALADl03C 
8663 NBC-250S BAO'fRAN BAOHLAN AFG ALAD 106C 
8664 NBC·2S06 OLOBAOHLAN BAOHLAN APO ALAn Hie 
866S NBC·2S07 OLD BA01fi..AN BAGHLAN AFO ALAD 114C 
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1666 NBC2508 OIRDAB BAGID..AN AFG ALAD 116C 
8661 N'£C.2509 KUNDllZ VIA ALIABAD SHOP KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 111C 
1668 NBC-2S10 OASHI .. I·AROU TAKHAR AFG ALAD 123C 
8669 NBC·2511 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 121C 
8670 NBC·2512 CIWfAB TAKHAR AFG ALAD 14JC 
1671 NEC·lS13 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AM ALAD 143C 
1612 NEC·2S14 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALADl44C 
1673 NBC-2515 ICHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG Al.AD 14SC 
1614 NEC2516 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AM ALAD t46C 
161' NEC·2517 KHANABAD KUNDUZ APG ALAD 147C 
8676 NBC2511 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAn I48C 
8611 NBC"lS19 SANOOOQ TAKHAR AFG ALAD ISIC 
8671 NBC2520 SANOOOQ TAKHAR AFG ALAD ]S2C 
8679 NEC-2521 SANOOOQ TAKHAR AFG ALAD ]S3C 
1680 N'8C2522 ARAB-QUDAK TAKHAR. AFG ALAn lS4C 
8681 N'BC .. 2523 ASHAKCHI TAKHAR. AFG ALAD tssc 
I6G NEC2524 BOURAQ TAKHAR AFG ALAD ]S6C 
1613. NBC-2S25 BOURAQ TAKHAR. APO ALAD 157C 
16M. NBC2S27 JSKHAMISH TAKHAR AFG ALAD l60C 
I68S NBC2521 JSKHAMlSH TAKHAR AFG ALAD 162C 
"" NBC2529 ISKHAMISH TAKHAR AFO ALAD 163C 
... 7 NBC-2530 JJBBBL·DAGH BAGID..AN AFG ALAn 16SC 
1618 NEC·2531 KHANABAD? KUNDUZ APO ALAn 166C 
1619 NEC--2532 KHANABAD? KUNDUZ APO ALAI) 171C 
86PO NBC·2533 SHBIKH-JAL.l..AL AFG Al.ADl72C 
1691 NBC2S34 MAJBD..B·.JBRMI BAOJn.AN ARl ALAD 173C 
I69l NBC·2535 KABtn..? KABUL APO ALADI93C 
., N'BC2536 CHARIKAR APO ALAD223C 
,1694NBc.2537 KHANABAD? KUNDllZ APO ALAI) 231C 
I69S NEC~31 TAKHAR. PROVINCB TAICHAR. APO ALAD 234C 
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8696 NEC·2S39 TAKHAR PROVINCE TAKHAR APO ALAn 23SC 
8697 NEC-2S40 AM BERKO AFG ALAn 236C 
8698 NEC·2S41 AM BERKO AFG ALAD 237C 
8699 NEC·2542 NORTII OF AFGHANISTAN AFO ALAn 239C 
8700 NEC·2S43 NORTH OF AFGHANISTAN AFG ALAn 241C 
8701 NEC·2544 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 244C 
8702 NEC-2S4S UMBARCO TAKHAR AFG ALAn 247C 
8703 NEC·2S46 RUSTAQ TAKHAR AFO ALAn 248C 
8704 NEC-2S47 CHARIKAR APG ALAD 2!§4C 
8705 NEC·2S48 KHANABAD TAKHAR APO AlAD 2S9C 
8706 NEC-2SS0 KHANABAD TAKHAR APG ALAD 279C 
8707 NBC·2SS1 JAl..AL.ABAD NANGARHAR AFO ALAn 299C 
8708 NEC·2552 KABUL7 KABUL APG ALAD 300c 
8709 NEC·25S3 PAKISTAN BORDER NANGARHAR AFG ALAD 311C 
8710 NEC·2SS4 KABUL KABUL APG ALAD 312C 
8711 NEC·2SSS GHAZNI GHAZNI AFO ALAn 324C 
8712 NEC·2SS6 WAGAZ GHAZNl AFO ALAn 331C 
8713 NEC-2S57 WAGAZ GHAZNI AFG ALAn 336C 
8714 NEC·25S8 GHAZNI GHAZNl APG ALAD 347C 
8715 NEC·2SS9 GI-lAZNI GHAZN1 AFG ALAn 349C 
8716 NEC·2561 WARDAK GHAZNI AFG ALAD 3SSC 
8717 NEC·2562 MUKUR GHAZNI AFG AlAD 3S9C 
8718 NEC·2S63 MUKUR GHAZNl APG Al..AD 366<: 
8719 NEC·25M ARGANDHAB KANDAHAR AFO ALAD 371C 
8720 NEC·2S6S KANDAHAR KANDAHAR AFO ALAD 373C 
8721 NEC·2S66 MAZAR·I-SHARIF BALKH APO Al.AD 379C 
8722 NEC-2S67 HERAT HERAT AFG Al.AD 3aOC 
8723 NEC·2S68 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAn 387C 
8724 NEC-2S69 MAZAR-J·SHARIF BALKH AFO ALAn 3aBe 
8725 NEC·2570 MAlAR·I·SHARIF BALKH AFO ALAI) 389C 
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1726 NBC2S71 HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 398C 
8727 NBC-2S72 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 400c 
8728 NEC·257! KANDAHAR MARKET AFO ALAD 40SC 
1729 NEC-1574 HBRAT HERAT AFG ALAn 408C 
8730 NBC-2S75 KANDAHAR KANDAHAR APO ALAD409C 
8731 NBC-2.S76 HERAT HERAT APG ALAD 414C 
8732 NBC-2S77 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 41SC 
873' NBC-1S1' HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 42lC 
8734 NBC·2S79 OUUSHK MARKET AFG ALAD 423C 
873S NEC·2580 KABUL? KABUL AFO ALAI) 421C 
8736 NBC-lS81 KANDAHAR KANDAHAR AFG ALAI) 431C 
8737 NEe-2S1! OIRJSHK HELMANO AFO ALAD 43SC 
8738 NBC-2S14 HBRAT HERAT AFO ALAn 440C 
1739 NBC·lSIS HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 448C 
1140 NEC-2S86 HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 449C 
8741 NBC-2S87 IIBRAT HF..RAT AFO ALAD 4S4C 
8742 NBC-25I. HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 460C 
1143 NBC-lS19 HBJlAT HERAT AFG ALAD464C 
8744 NBC-1S90 HERAT HERAT AFG AI..AD472C 
"4' NBC-259t HERAT HERAT AFO ALAn 473C 
.746 NEC-2S92 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 47SC 
.7.7 NBC-1S93 HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 479C 
1748 NBC-2S94 HERA! HERAT APO ALAO 480C 
'749 NBC·2S9S HBRAT HERAT AfG ALAD484C 
8750 NBC-2S96 HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 4SSC 
1751 NBC..2,97 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 480C 
87S1 NBC;'2S9. HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 487C 
1753 NBC·2S99 HERAT HERAT AFG ALAn 41SC 
1754 MBC~2600 IIBRAT HERAT A.PO ALAD 492C 
,7" NBC2601 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 493C 
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8756 NBC·2602 N.E. BAOOHIS BAOOHIS APO ALAn SOIC 
8757 NEC·2603 N.E. BADGHIS BADOHIS AFG ALAD504C 
8758 NBC·2604 HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 514C 
8759 NBC-260S HERAT HERAT AFO Al..AD SlSC 
8760 NBC·2606 UERAT HERAT APO ALAD SI6C 
8761 NEC-2607 KAROKH MARKET BADGHIS APO ALAD 517C 
8762 NBC-2608 KUSHK HERAT AFG ALAn SlOC 
8763 NEC-2609 KUSH]( HERAT APO ALAD S21C 
8764 NEC-2610 MOGUR BAOOHIS APO ALAn 522C 
8765 NBC-2611 QALA·I-NAW BADOHIS AFG Al..AD S2SC 
8766 NEC-2612 QALA-I-NAW BADGHlS APO ALAD S26C 
8767 NEC-2613 QALA-J-NAW BAOOHIS AFO ALADS28C 
8768 NEC-2614 QALA-I-NAW BADOHIS AFG ALAD S31C 
8769 NEC·2616 BALA-MURGHAB BADGHIS APG ALAD 539C 
8770 NEC-2617 BALA·MURGHAB BADOHIS APG ALAD 54IC 
8771 NEC·2618 BALA·MUROHAB BADGHIS APG ALAn S47C 
8772 NBC-2619 BALA·MUROHAB BADGHIS AFO ALAD 548C 
8773 NEC-2620 BALA-MUROHAB BADOHIS AFO ALAD SSOC 
8774 NEC·262I GAHOOR-MASH BAOOHIS AFO ALAD SSIC 
8775 NBC-2622 KomSTAN APO ALADSS4C 
8776 NEC·2623 GAHOOR-MASH FARYAB APO ALAD SSSC 
8777 NEC·2624 CHECHACTO FARYAB APG ALAD S59C 
8778 NEC-262S CHECHACTO FARYAB APO ALAn S6lC 
8779 NEC·2626 CHBCHACTO FARYAB APO ALAn S6lC 
8780 NEC·2627 QAISAR FARYAB APG ALADS6lC 
8781 NBC-2628 KOIllSTAN FARYAB APO ALAD S7lC 
8782 NEC-2629 QAISAR FARYAB AFO ALAD S74C 
8783 NEC-2630 QAJSAR FARYAB APe ALAD S76C 
8784 NEC·l631 ALMAR FARYAB APO ALAD S79C 
8785 NEC-2632 ALMAR FARYAB APG ALAD SIIC 
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8786 NEC-1633 MAIMANA FARYAB AFO ALAD S89C 
8717 NBC·2634 MAIMANA FARYAn AFO ALAD S9SC 
8788 NBCl63S MAIMANA FARYAS AFO ALAD 596C 
8789 NBCZ636 MAIMANA PARYAS AFO ALAD 603C 
.790 NEC·2637 MAlMANA FARYAn APG ALAn 6IJ7C 
8791 NEC-2638 GURZWAN JOlJAN AFG ALAD 6tOC 
8m NBC·1639 SHlBERGAN J01JAN AFO ALAn 614C 
8193 NBC·1641 DARlA·SOUP SAMANGAN AFG A1..AD 628C 
8794 NBC.2642 MAZAR·I·SHARIF BALKH AFG ALAn 636C 
8'" NBC·2643 MAZAR·I·SHARIF BALKH AFO ALAn 640C 
8196 NEC·2644 MAZAR.·I·SHARIF BALKH Ar"G ALAD 646C 
8797 NEC·2646 MAZAR-I-SHARIF BALKH AFG ALAn 6SlC 
8798 N£C..2647 MAZAR·I·SHARIF BALKH AFG ALAD 6S9C 
1799 NBC-2648 DARlA·SOUP SAMANGAN AFO ALAD 667C 
8100 .NBC-2649 MAZAR· I· SHARIF BALKH AFO ALAn 670C 
8801 NBC·26'O MAZAR-I-SHARIF BALKH AFG ALAD 672C 
8802 NBC .. 26S1 MAZAR·I·SHARIF BALKH AFG ALAD 67SC 
8103 NBC .. 26S1 DEHDADI AFG ALAD 676C 
8104 NEC..:a6S3 BAl..KH PROV. BAOOI AFG ALAO 678C 
IIOS NBC·26SS BALK.H BALKH AFO ALAD 686C 
1806 NBC·26S6 MAZAR·I·SHARIF BALKH AFO ALAD 68fe 
8107 NBC·26S1 DBHDADI BALKH AFO ALAD 698C 
.8OS NEC-26S1 KHUI..M SAMANGAN AFG AI..AD 70lC 
1809 NEC·2659 KHULM SAMANGAN AFO AI..AD 709C 
8810 NBC2660 IGM..M SAMANOAN AFO ALAD 713C 
8811 NEC·1661 KHULM SAMANGAN AFO ALAD 714C 
1112 NBC-2662 KHULM SAMANOAN AFG ALAn 719C 
lin NBC.2663 MAZAR·]·SHAJUP BALKH APO ALAD 720C 
1814 NBC .. 2664 DARlAoSOUP SAMANOAN AFO ALAI) 721C 
8815 NSC·266S KHl1LM SAMANGAN AFG ALAI) 722C 
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8816 NEC-2666 OARJA..sOUF SAMANOAN APO A1.AO 723C 
8817 NEC·2667 SAMANGAN SA MANGAN AFG A1.AO 726<: 
8818 NBC·2668 OARJA..soup SAMANOAN AFG ALAn 727C 
8819 NEC·2669 SAMANGAN1 SAMANGAN AFG ALAn 728C 
8820 NEC-2670 SAMANGAN1 SAMANOAN APG ALAn 729C 
8821 NEC-2671 MAZAR·I-SHARIF BALKH AFO ALAn 731C 
8822 NEC-2672 SAMANGAN SAMANGAN AFG ALAn 732C 
8823 NEC-2673 UMBARCO TAKHAR AFO ALAf) 73SC 
8824 NEC-2674 UMBARCO TAKHAR AFG ALAn 740C 
8825 NBC-267S KHANABAD KUNOUZ AFG ALAn 74JC 
8826 NEC-2676 KHANABAD KUNOUZ AFG ALAn 742C 
8827 NBC-2677 UMBARCO TAKHAR AFO ALAD744C 
8828 NEC-2678 KARMANClA TAKHAR AFG ALAD 74SC 
8829 NEC-2679 CHAHAB TAKHAR A.FO ALAn 746C 
8830 NEC-2680 TAl..AKAN TAKHAR APG ALAD 747C 
8831 NEC-268 I KHANABAD KUNOUZ APG A1..AO 749C 
8832 NBC-2682 CHAHAB TAKHAR AFG ALAD 7SOC 
8833 NEC·2683 UMBARCO TAKHAR AFG ALAD 7SIC 
8834 NEC-2684 KlSHlM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALA]) 7S2C 
8835 NEC·268S JALWSHA TAKHAR AFG ALAD 7S3C 
8836 NEC-2686 OEHABAD KUNOUZ APG ALAD 7S4C 
8837 NBC·2687 LALAKAI KUNOUZ APG ALA]) 7SSC 
8838 NEC-2688 LALAKAI KUNOUZ APO ALAD 7S6C 
8839 NEC-2689 QE.ZELSOY NR KHANABAD KUNOUZ AFG ALAD 7S1C 
8840 NEC-2690 OEHABAO KUNOUZ AFG AJ..AI) 7Sac 
8841 NEC-269 I TALAICAN TAKHAR AFG ALA)) 7S9C 
8842 NEC·2692 CALAFGAN TAKHAR AFG ALA]) 760C 
8843 NEC-2693 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFG ALAD762C 
8844 NEC-269S TAl..AKAN TAKHAR AFG ALAD764C 
8845 NEC2696 TALAKAN TAKHAR APG ALAD765C 
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1146 NBC6 2697 TUDAN AP TALA TAKHAR APG ALAD 766<:: 
... 7 NEC·2698 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFO At.AD 761C 
8848NBC-2699 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFG A1.AO 770C 
8849 NBC·2100 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFO At.AD 77IC 
81SO NBC .. 2101 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFO ALAD772C 
"5t NBC·2702 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFO ALAD 773C 
8852 NBC .. 27Q3 TALAKAN TAK.HAR. AFO ALAD 774C 
1853 NSC·2704 TALAKAN TAK.HAR. AFO ALAD 77SC 
1854 NBC .. 2705 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFG ALAD 776C 
'15' NBC·2706 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFG ALAD 777C 
II" NBC·2707 TALAKAN TAKHAR AFO ALAD 778C 
8857 NBC-2708 I.HA TA YAN REGION BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 779C 
.8S8 NBC .. 27OP lCHA TA YAN REGION BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAn 780C 
8859 NBC·21 1 0 JCHA TA YAN REGION BADAKHSHAN AFO Al.AD 781C 
8860 NBC·27tl ASTENA-TEBA BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 78lC 
_I 783C ASTBNA· TEBA BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 
8862 NBC·2712 ASTENA·1EBA BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 784C 
1163 .NBC·2713 ASTENA· TEBA BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 186C 
1164 NBC-2n .. K.ALAFOAN BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 787C 
1165 NBC·2715 KALAFOAN BADAXHSHAN AFG ALAD 789C 
1866 NBC21l6 ICALAPOAN BADAKHSHAN APO ALAn 79lC 
1867 NBC .. 2711 KlSHIM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 793C 
8868 NBC·271. KlSHIM BADAKHSHA.N AFG ALAD 798C 
8869 NBC·2119 KfSHIM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 800c 
.. 70 NBC4720 SABBZBBUHAR BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD BOIC 
.'1 NBC-2721 SABEZBBtJH.AR BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD S03e 
1112 NBC2'n2 SABEZBBUHAR. 8ADAKHSHAN APO ALAn 804C 
•• ." NSe2723 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AfIO ALAD IOSC 
1874 NBC2724 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD I06C 
8175 NBC2725 PA.tZA.BAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD B07C 
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8876 NEC-2726 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 808C 
8877 NEC·2727 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD809C 
8878 NEC-2728 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 8lOC 
8879 NEC-2730 FAIZABAD? BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 814C 
8880 NEC-2731 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 816C 
8881 NEC-2731 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 81SC 
8882 NEC-2733 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 819<: 
8883 NEC-2734 Y AFTAL KAIKHAM BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 822C 
8884 NEC-2735 DEH-ZENDAN BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 823C 
8885 NEC-2736 Y AFfAI.. KAJKHAM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 824C 
8886 NEC-2737 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 82SC 
8887 NEC-2738 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 828C 
8888 NEC-2739 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 832C 
8889 NEC-2740 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD834C 
8890 NEC-2741 FAI1.ABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 83SC 
889) NEC-2742 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 836C 
8892 NEC-2743 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 838C 
8893 NEC-2744 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAn 839C 
8894 NEC-2745 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 840C 
8895 NEC-2746 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 842C 
8896 NEC-2141 YAFfAL BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 843C 
8897 NEC-2748 FAJ7.ABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 844C 
8898 NEC-2749 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 845C 
8899 NEC-27S0 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 846C 
8900 NEC-27S1 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 841C 
8901 NEC-21S2 YAFTAL BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 84aC 
8902 NEC-21S3 KHAIR.ABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 8SIC 
8903 NEC-27S4 BARAK BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 8S2C 
8904 NEC·27SS FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 8S3C 
8905 NEC-27S6 BARAK BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD8S4C 
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8906 NEC~2757 BARAK BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 8S7C 
1907 NEC275. DASTI·PARAKH BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 8SBC 
8908 NBC .. 2759 DASTI·PARAKH BADAlGlSHAN AFO ALAD B59C 
1909 NEC·17tiO JURM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 862C 
1910 NBC2761 JURM BADAlGlSHAN APO ALAD 864C 
'911 NEC·2762 KATAfOHAN BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 86SC 
1912 NEC .. 2763 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN ARJ ALAD 866C 
8913 NEC·2764 PATAOAZAR BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 867C 
8914 NBC·27~ KATAPGHAN TAKHAR AFG ALAD869C 
1915 NBC·2766 KATAPOHAN TAKHAR AFO ALAD 870C 
8916 NBC~2767 KATAFOHAN TAKHAR APG ALAD 871C 
8917 ANo.16 Nor UGM 
1911 ANo.27·1 Nor UOM 
1919 K·368 SUN WAOO 
8920 1.·1170 SUN WAOOGIBRIDNYJ 180 
8921 It·! 174 SUN WAOO GIBRIDNYJ620110 
8922 ]{ .. 1114 SUN WAOOGIBRIDNYJ S6 
1923 ]{·1189 SUN WAOOSKOROSPELXA 
1924 K·12S8 SUN WAOO ruun..E1NYJ 
8925 K·1286 SUN WAGG VYSOKOROSL YJ 30 
8926 K·I480 SUN WAGG 
1927 K·1411 SUN WAOO 
1921 56$66 SUN WAOOL·I243 
8929 56567 SUN WAOOL-1286 
1930 CPl.36071 SUN WAOO STEPNOJ 1 
8931 lM·1975 MAHARASKI'RA IND UOM 
8932 N-3J MAHARASHTRA IND NIPH 
1933 &-315 U.P. IND KANP 
8934NEC-llS SUN ALAD 
1"5 NEC-137 SUN Al..AD KlEVSKIJ 120 
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8936 NBC-l50 IND ALAD PI-ll 5449 
8937 NEC-160 IND ALAD PI-212026 
8938 NEC·I72 IND ALAD PI-214313 
8939 NBC-183 AFO ALAn PI-220776 
8940 NEC·185 IRN ALAD PI·222710 
8941 NEC-189 AFG ALAD PI·223761 
8942 NEC·194 IR.N ALAD PI-249981 
8943 NEC-204 EOY ALAn PI-2S1243 
8944 NEC-217 IND ALAn PI·%S5138 
8945 NEC·220 Em ALAn PI-257584 
8946 NEC·228 IND ALAD PI-288311 
8947 NEC-231 IND ALAD PI·288314 
8948 NEC·232 IND ALAD PI-288315 
8949 NEC·233 IND ALAn P1·292006 
89S0 NEC·243 INn ALAD BR-17 
8951 NEC-262 IND ALAn L-169 
8952 NEC-265 IND ALAD NP-2 
8953 NEC·270 IND ALAD PB-l2 
8954 NEC-274 IND ALAn T-2 
8955 NEC-277 IND ALAn V-62 
8956 NEC·279 Em ALAD P1·331381 
89S7 NEC-286 TUR ALAD PI-339185 
8958 NEC-289 ruR ALAD PI-339198 
89S9 NEC-290 TUR· ALAn PI-339200 
8960 NEC-291 TUR ALAD PI-339202 
8961 NEC-292 1UR ALAn PI-339222 
8962 NEC·293 TUR ALAD PI·339223 
1963 NEC·296 NOI ALAn CP-lOO 
8964 NEC·297 NOI ALAD CP-loo 
8965 NEC·299 NOI ALAD CP·l1] 
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8966 NBC..)OI NOI ALAn CP-116 
1967 NBC-3l1 IRN ALAD PI·3S8919 
8968 NBC·313 JRN ALAD PI·3S8921 
8969 NBC·316 lRN ALAJ) P[·3S8924 
8910 NBC-)IS IRN ALAD PI-3S8926 
8971 NBC-119 IRN ALAn PI·3S8927 
8972 NBC·323 lRN ALAD PI-358931 
8913 NBC-324 IRN ALAD PI-358932 
8974 NBC-327 IRN ALAD PI·35893S 
'915 NEC·332 IRN ALAD PI-3S9006 P-4 
.8916 NBC·336 IRN ALAD PI·3S9010 P-8 
.911 NBC-337 lRN ALAD PI·3590ll P·9 
8918 NBC·331 IRN ALAn PI· 3590l 2 P·13 
.919 NBC·339 lRN ALAD PI·3590l3 P-14 
8980 NB(>342 IRN ALAn Pl·359016 P·17 
8981 NBC·34S lRN ALAD Pl·3590l9 P·22 
8982 NEC·346 IRN ALAD PI·3S9020 P-23 
8983 NBC·]47 IRN ALAn P)·35962! P·24 
1984 NEC-1SO lkN ALAD PI·3S9024 P·2S 
8985 NEC·3'2 IRN ALAD P[·3S9626 P-30 
"86 NBC·]71 IRN ALAn PI·359047 P·63 
8981 NEC-372 IRN ALAD PI·3S9048 P·64 
8981 NEC·390 IRN ALAD PI·359068 P-94 
.089 NBC·39l lR.N ALAD PI.359069 P·9S 
1990 NBC·39S lR.N ALAD PI·359073 P·lOO 
I"J NBC·,96 IR.N ALAI) P)·359014 P·l02 
8992 NEC399 IRN ALAD PI·359078 Pol 07 
8993 NBC-402 IRN ALAe P)·35908I p·1l0 
UN NSC-4OI JRN ALAD PI·3'9089 P-12I 
.", N8C412 IR.N ALAD PI·3S9093 P·13l 
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8996 NEC-413 IRN ~ P1-35909SP-133 
8997 NEc·n. IRN ~ P[-359101 P-143 
8998 NBC-420 IRN ALAe P1-359103 P-146 
8999 NEC-421 IRN ALAn P[-359104 P-147 
9000 NEC423 IRN ALAD PI-359106 P-149 
9001 NEC-426 IRN ~ PI-359110 P-lS7 
9002 NEC427 IRN ALAD PI-359111 P-lS9 
9003 NEC-431 IRN ALAD P1-359115 P-l63 
9004 NEC-432 IRN ALAn PI-359017 P-l66 
9005 NEC437 IRN ALAn P1-3S9122 P-173 
9006 NEC-438 IRN ALAn PI-359124 P-17S 
9007 NEC439 IRN ALAD PI-3S9J2S P-176 
9008 NEC-442 IRN ALAD PI-3S9128 P-179 
9009 NEC4S1 IRN ALAD PI-359137 P-l92 
9010 NEC-452 IRN ALAD PI-359138 P-193 
9011 NEC453 IRN ALAD PI-359139 P·194 
9012 NEC4S7 IRN ALAD PI-3S9152 P-214 
9013 NEC462 IRN ALAD PI-359158 P-221 
9014 NEC-46S IRN ALAn PI-3S9162 P-226 
9015 NEC-466 IRN ALAD PI-3S9163 P-227 
9016 NEC-468 IRN ALAD PJ.35916S P-231 
9017 NEC-477 IRN ALAe PI-359174 P-242 
9018 NEC-4BO IRN ALAD PI-359177 P·249 
9019 NEC486 IRN ALAD PI-359183 P-260 
9020 NEC-487 IRN ALAe PI-359184 P-261 
9021 NEC-491 IRN ALAe PI·359188 P-268 
9022 NEC-492 IRN ALAe PI-359189 P-269 
9023 NEC-497 IRN ALAD PI-359194 P-27S 
9024 NEC-499 IRN ALAD PJ-359196 P-21O 
9025 NEC-SOI IRN ALAD PI-359198 P-283 
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9026 NBC·S02 IRN ALAO PI-3S9199 P·286 
9027 NBC501 IRN Al.AD PI-3S920S P-29S 
9028 NBC-509 IRN ALAD PI-3S9206 P-296 
9029 NBC-511 IRN ALAD PI-3592OS P-298 
9030 NEe-'12 IRN ALAD PI-359209 P-300 
9031 NEC·513 IRN ALAn PI-3S9210 P-301 
9032 NBC515 IRN ALAD PI-359213 P-306 
9033 NBC .. ' 16 IRN Al.AD PI-359214 P-307 
9034 NBC .. '17 IRN ALAD PI-35921S P-308 
9035 NBC·519 IRN ALAD PI-359217 P-310 
9036 NEC·521 IRN ALAD PI-359219 P·313 
9037 NBC523 IRN ALAD PI-359211 P-316 
9038 NEC·S26 IRN ALAD PI-359225 P·320 
9039 NBC~S30 IRN ALAD PI-359230 P-326 
9040 N'EC-S34 IRN ALAD PI·359234 P-332 
9041 NBC·S36 IRN ALAD PI-359236 P-334 
9042 NBC-S40 IRN ALAD PI-3S9240 P-338 
9043 NEC·S42 IRN ALAD PI-359242 P-341 
9044 NEe·543 IRN ALAn PI-359243 P·344 
9045 NBC-547 IRN ALAD PI·359247 P-3S0 
9046 NBC·549 IRN ALAn Pl·359249 P·354 
9047 NBC55 1 1RN ALAD PI-359251 P-364 
9048 NBC·553 JRN ALAD PJ·359253 P-367 
9049 NBC'56 lRN ALAD PI-359257 P·372 
9050 NEe'S. IRN ALAD PI-359259 P-374 
9051 NEC-562 IRN ALAn PI-359'263 P·379 
9052 . NBC .. 56] IRN ALAD PI-359264 P·382 
9053 NEC·566 IRN ALAD P1-3S9267 P-316 
9054 NBC561 IRN ALAD PI-359268 P .. 387 
9055 ·NBc.~ IRN ALAD PI-35921O P·389 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
9056 NEC-57l IRN ALAD PI-359272 P-391 
9OS7 NEC-S72 IRN ALAn PI-3S9273 P-392 
9058 NEC-S74 IRN ALAD PI-3S927S P-394 
9059 NEC·576 IRN ALAD PI-359277 P-405 
9060 NEC-S78 IRN ALAD PI-359279 P-409 
9061 NEC-58 1 IRN ALAO PI-3S9282 P-4l3 
9062 NEC-58S IRN ALAO PI-359286 P-418 
9063 NEC-589 IRN ALAD PI-359291 P-426 
9064 NEC-S94 IRN ALAD P1-3S9297 P-438 
9065 NEC-S9S IRN ALAD PI-3S9299 P-44S 
9066 NEC-S98 IRN ALAD PI-3S9202 P-448 
9067 NEC-599 IRN ALAD PI-3S9304 P-450 
9068 NEC-600 lRN ALAD PI-3S9306 P-4S2 
9069 NEC-603 IRN ALAD PI-3S9310 P-457 
9070 NEC-607 IRN ALAD PI-3S9324 P-463 
9071 NEC-613 IRN ALAD Pl-3S9324 P-480 
9072 NEC-6l6 IRN ALAD PI-359328 P-487 
9073 NEC-630 IRN ALAD PI-359347 P·'13 
9074 NEC-638 IRN Al.AD PI-359356 P-S27 
907S NEC-6S7 IRN ALAD PI-359377 P-S62 
9076 NEC-6S9 IRN ALAD PI-3S9379 P-S64 
9077 NEC-664 IRN ALAD PI-3S9314 P-S72 
9078 NEC-676 IRN ALAD PI-3S9400 P·S97 
9079 NEC-681 IRN ALAD PI·3S9406 P·60S 
9080 NEC-70l IRN ALAD PI·359427 P-634 
9081 NEC·70S IRN ALAD PI-1S9431 P-639 
9082 NEC·11 0 IRN ALAD PI-3594l6 P-646 
9083 NEC·730 IRN ALAO PI·3S94S8 P·6S0 
9084 NEC·739 IRN Al.AD PI·3S9467 P-686 
90" NEC·746 IRN ALAD PI-3S9474 P-693 
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9016 NEC .. 162 
tOI7 NBC .. 763 




909'2 NBC 776 
9OP3 NBC-779 
9094 NBC·71O 
9095 NBC· 781 




















3 4 6 7 
IRN ALAI> PI-359602 PI 163 
IRN ALAD PI·3S9603 P1164 
IRN ALAD PI-35960S Pl166 
IRN ALAD P1·359607 Pl1 (IJ 
IRN ALAn PI-359611 P1115 
IRN ALAD PI-359613 P1118 
IRN ALAD PI-359617 Pl186 
IRN ALAD PI-359620 Pll89 
IRN ALAn PI-359621 PII90 
IR.N ALAD PI-3S9622 P1193 
IRN ALAD PI-359626 Pll99 
IRN ALAD PI-3S9629 PI20J 
IRN ALAD PI-359630 P1204 
IRN ALAD PI-35963S PI211 
IR.N ALAn PI-359640 P1217 
IRN ALAD PI-359648 P1226 
IRN ALAI) PI-3S96S2 P1233 
JR.N ALAD PI-3S96S8 PI239 
IRN ALAD PI-359659 Pl240 
JRN ALAD PI-3S9660 P1241 
JRN ALAn PI·35966S PI241 
IRN ALAD PI·3S9666 PI249 
IRN ALAD PI·359661 PI252 
IRN ALAD PI·359670 P12SS 
IRN ALAD PI-359675 P1261 
IRN ALAn PI-359612 P1270 
IR.N ALAD PI-3S9383 P1271 
IRN ALAD Pl-3S9687 P1276 
IR.N ALAD PI·359691 PI281 
IRN ALAD PI·)59691 P1182 
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9116 NEC-844 IRN ALAD PI-3S969S P128S 
9117 NEC·847 IRN ALAD PI·]59698 P1288 
9118 NBC·ISI IRN ALAD PI-3S9702 Pl296 
9119 NEC-869 IR.N ALAD PI-359722 PI332 
9120 NEC·179 IR.N ALAD PI~3S9733 PI34S 
9121 NEC·88l IRN ALAD PI·3S9737 PI3S1 
9122 NEC-886 IRN ALAD PI-359740 Pl3S5 
9123 NEC-I87 IRN ALAD PI·3S9741 P13S6 
9124 NEC-189 IRN ALAn PI·359743 P13SS 
9125 NEC·890 IR.N ALAI) PI·3S974S P1360 
9126 NEC-89S IRN ALAD PI-1S9750 P1366 
9127 NEC·897 IRN ALAD PI·3S97S2 P1368 
9128 NEC·898 IRN ALAI) PI-3S97S3 P1369 
9129 NEC-918 IRN ALAD PI·159776 P1403 
9130 NEC·930 IRN ALAD PI·359789 PI418 
9131 NEC-932 IRN ALAO PI·3S9791 P142.0 
9132 NEC·94 I IRN ALA.D PI-3S9806 Pl440 
9133 NEC-944 IRN ALAD PI·359809 PI44S 
9134 NEC·971 IR.N ALA[) Pl-3S9843 P1489 
9US NEC-98 I IRN Al..AD PI·3S9854 P1S09 
9136 NEC-992 IRN ALAD PI·1S9173 PlS96 
9137 NEC-99S IRN ALAD PI-360188 PlOlO 
9138 NEC-99S IRN ALAD PI-360191 P2023 
9139 NBC-999 IRN ALAD PI-360192 P2024 
9140 NBC-tOO3 IRN ALAD PI-360196 P2048 
9141 NEC-lOO4 IRN ALAD PI-360197 P20SS 
9142 NBC-I 034 IRN ALAD PI·360277 P2268 
9143 NBC-I 037 JRN ALAD PI·3li023O P239.5 
9144 NBC-I 038 JRN ALAI) PI-3l10231 P2396 
9145 NBC-UMO lRN ALAD PI-3Q33 P2412 
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9146 NBC·l041 IRN ALAD PI·360234 P2417 
9147 NBC·l042 IRN ALAD PI·36023S P24 74 
914. NBC· 1 046 IRN ALAD PI·360239 P2S28 
9149 NBC·l047 IRN ALAD PI·360240 P2S33 
9150 NBC·IOS7 IRN ALAD PI·3602S0 P2598 
91'. NBCl062 IRN ALAD PI·3602SS P274S 
9152 NBC·J()68 IRN ALAD PI·360261 Pl823 
9US NBC1010 JRN Al.AD PI·360263 P2828 
9154 NBc. I 0'"71 IRN ALAD PI·360264 P28S1 
9155 NBC·10'"71 IRN ALAD PI·360271 Pl9S1 
9156NBC·101l IRN ALAD PI·360275 P3028 
91S7 NBC·I084 IRN ALAD PI·360277 P3067 
91S1 NBC-1085 IR.N ALAD PI·360278 PJ07S 
9159 NBC·l090 IRN ALAO PI·36m83 P311S 
9160 NEC·I094 IR.N ALAD PI·360288 PJ223 
9161 NBC·IOM IRN ALAn PI·360290 P3240 
9162 NEC·l099 JRN ALAn PI·360293 P3424 
9163 NEe-ll00 JRN ALAn PI-360294 P3441 
9164 NB(:.1102 IRN ALAI) PI·360296 P3476 
9165 NECIU)3 IRN ALAn PI·360297 P3490 
9166 NBC·ll15 IRN ALAn PI-360309 P3671 
9161 NBC-1117 IRN ALAn PI·360311 P3701 
9168 .NBC1118 IRN ALAe PI-360312 P37CY1 
9169 NBCl1l9 JRN ALAO PI·360313 P3717 
9110 NBC·lIla IRN ALAn PI-360324 P4068 
9171 NBC-11M IRN ALAO PI·160328 P4109 
9172 NJ!C..U45 IRN ALAD PI·360339 P4148 
9113 NEC~1146 IRN ALAO PI·360340 P41SO 
'11.NBC-1148 IRN ALAD PI·360342 P416S 
9175 NBCl156 IRN ALAD PI·360350 P4214 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
9176 NBC·lt6S IRN ALAJ) PI·3603S9 ]1'4232 
9177 NEC·l190 JRN ALAD PI·360384 ]1'4280 
9178 NEC·1198 IRN ALAJ) PI·360392 P430S 
9179 NBC-I 207 JRN ALAJ) PI·360401 ]1'4328 
9180 NEC-1210 JRN ALAD PI-360404 P4342 
9181 NEC·1261 IRN ALAD Pt·~SS P4884 
9182 NEC-1266 IRN ALAD PI-360460 P4925 
9183 NEC·1278 JRN ALAJ) PI-360412 PS017 
9184 NEC·128S JRN ALA[) PI·360479 PS091 
9185 NEC-1309 IRN ALAD PI-360S03 PS243 
9186 NEC· 1 322 JRN ALA[) PI-360516 PS344 
9187 NEC-1328 IRN ALAD Pl-360522 PS374 
9188 NEC·1333 IRN ALAD PI-360S27 PS397 
9189 NEC-133S IRN ALAD PI-360S29 PS400 
9190 NEC·13S9 IRN ALAD Pl·360553 PS4" 
9191 NEC·136S IRN ALAD PI-360S59 PS469 
9192 NEC-J387 IRN ALAD PI·3fiOS82 P6321 
9193 NEC·1388 JRN ALAD PI-360S83 1'6322 
9194 NEC-1389 IRN ALA[) PI-360584 1'6323 
919S NEC-1394 IRN ALAD PI-360S89 P6332 
9196 NEC-1395 1RN ALAD PI-36059O P6343 
9197 NEC-1399 IRN ALAD PI-360S94 P6348 
9198 NEC-1403 IRN ALAD P1-360598 P63SI 
9199 NEC·140S IRN ALAD PI-360600 P6363 
9200 NEC·1406 IRN ALAD PI-360601 1'6364 
9201 NEC·J409 IRN ALAD PI-3(,()6()4 1'6369 
9202 NEC·1410 IRN ALAD PI-36060S P6370 
9203 NEC·t41S lIN ALAD PI-360610 P6426 
9204 NBC-1416 JRN ALAD PI-360611 P6432 
920S NBC·1417 IRN ALAD PI-360612 P6437 
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9206 NltC-1411 IRN ALAD PJ·360613 P6440 
9207 N'BC-1420 IRN ALAD PI~360615 P6445 
9201 NBC1421 IRN ALAn PI-360616 P6446 
920P NBC-1422 IRN ALAD PI-360617 P6449 
9210NEC-14:t5 IRN ALAD PI-360620 P64S6 
9211 NBC·1426 IRN ALAD PI-360621 P645B 
9212 NBC1429 IRN ALAn PI-360624 P6464 
9213 NBC·1430 lRN ALAD PI-360625 P6411 
9214 NBC-1431 IRN ALAD PI·360626 P6476 
9215 NBC·1432 IRN ALAD PI-360627 P6477 
9216 NBC·14]3 IRN ALAD PI-360628 P6481 
9217 NBC-14'4 lRN ALAD Pl-360629 P648' 
9218 NBC·143' IRN ALAD PI-360630 P6488 
9219 H£C.1436 IRN ALAD PI·360631 P649S 
9220 NBC-1437 IRN ALAD PI-360632 P6496 
9221 . NBC·1431 IRN ALAD PJ-360633 P6S00 
9222 NBC-1439 IRN ALAn PI·360634 P6S02 
9223 NBC .. I442 IRN ALAD PI·360637 P6518 
9214 NBC·I44' IRN ALAD PI·360640 P6S31 
9225 NEC-1447 IRN ALAD PI·360642 P6540 
9Z26 NBC·I44' IRN ALAD PI-360644 P6S73 
9227 NBC·14SO 1R.N ALAn PI-36064S P6S74 
P22I NBCJ4'5 lRN ALAD PI·360650 P6596 
9229 NBC-1456 JIlN ALAD PI-3606S1 P6S98 
9230 NBC1459 IRN ALAD PI-3606S4 P6612 
9231 NBC .. l464 IRN ALAD PI-360660 P6626 
9232 NBC·l46S IRN ALAD P)·360661 Pt;627 
9233 NBC-1461 IRN ALAD PI-360689 P6OO9 
9234 NBC·I4M JRN ALAD PI-360690 P601 t 
923' NBC-I.71 IRN ALAn PI-360'701 PJlIl 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
9236 NEC-IS21 ruR ALAD 
9237 NEC·1S2S ruR ALAD 
9238 NEC·IS32 ruR ALAD 
9239 NEC·IS34 nJR ALAI) 
9240 NEC-IS40 ruR ALAI) 
9241 NEC·IS43 nJR ALAD 
9242 NEC-IS6S HUN ALAI) P-28 
9243 NEC·IS70 BOY ALAI> P·ll SMAll. SEED 
9244 NEC· I 674 JRN ALAD P-1834 
9245 NEC-1678 IRN ALAI> P·I842 
9246 NEC-1681 IRN ALAD P-1814 
9247 NEC-1686 IRN ALAI) P·1961 
9248 NEC·1692 IRN ALAD P·205S 
9249 NEC·1693 IRN ALAD P·20tS 
9250 NEC-l694 IRN ALAD P-2090 
9251 NBC-l69S IRN ALAD P·1831 
9252 NEC-1696 IRN ALAI) P·2131 
9253 NEC-I697 IRN ALAD P·2133 
9254 NEC-I699 IRN ALAD P·2195 
925S NBC-1700 IRN ALAD P·2224 
9256 NEC-1701 IRN ALAD P-2210 
9257 NEC-1702 IRN ALAD P-2212 
9258 NEC-1703 IRN ALAD P·2286 
92S9 NBC-1704 IRN ALAD P-2308 
9260 NEC-170S IRN ALAn P-2309 
9261 NEC-1706 IRN ALAD P-2319 
9262 NEC·1707 IRN Al.AD P·2316 
9263 NEC-1708 IRN ALAD P-2343 
9264 NEC·1711 IRN ALAD P·2311 
9265 NBC· I 122 IRN ALAD P-2633 
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9266 NBC-t727 JRN ALAD P·2871 
9267 NBC-I 73] JRN ALAn P-30l2 
9268 NEC-1732 1RN ALAD P·3046 
9269 NBC-17ll IRN A1.AD P-3092 
9270 NBC-l1l4 IRN ALAD P-3099 
9271 NEC-1736 IR.N ALAe P-3102 
9272 NBC-17l9 IRN ALAD P-3122 
9213 NEC-t740 IRN ALAD P·3123 
9274 'NBC-I 742 1RN ALAn P-3149 
9275 NRe·1747 IR.N ALAn P-3229 
9276 NEC-1752 IRN ALAD P-3258 
9277 NBCt7S6 JRN ALAD P·3311 
9218 NEC-17S9 IR.N ALAD P-3364 
9279 NBC-t760 IRN ALAn P·3376 
9210 NBC-1761 IRN ALAn P-3381 
9281 NEC-1762 JRN ALAn P-3389 
9212 NBC-1763 IR.N ALAD P-3399 
9213 NEC-1764 IRN ALAD P-34Ol 
9214 NBC-1765 IRN ALAn P-3405 
9285 NBC-1766 IRN ALAn P·3408 
9286 NBC-!167 IRN ALAD P-3409 
9287 NBC-I769 IRN ALAO P-3422 
9288 NBC-I770 IR.N ALAD P·3428 
92&9 NEC·I711 IRN ALAD P-3439 
9290 NBC-I712 IRN ALAD P-344O 
9291 NBC·1713 IRN ALAD P-3448 
9292 MliCl714 IRN ALAD P·3461 
9293 NBC·I77S IRN ALAD P-3462 
9294 NBC·I776 IRN ALAD P-3480 
929S NBC-1777 IRN ALAD P-3484 
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9296 NEC-1778 IRN ALAD P·3493 
9297 NEC·1779 IR.N ALAD P·3S04-
9298 NBC~1780 IR.N ALAD P·3S16 
9299 NEC·1711 IR.N ALAD P-3570 
9300 NEC-1782 1RN ALAD P-3579 
9301 NEC-17B4 1RN ALAD P·3585 
9302 NBC-l 786 1RN ALAn P·3613 
9303 NEC-1787 IRN ALAO P-l62S 
9304 NEC-1788 1RN Al..AI) P-363O 
9305 NEC-1789 IRN Al..AD P-3661 
9306 NEC-1790 IRN ALAI) P-3662 
9307 NEC-1791 IR.N ALAI) P·3718 
9308 NEC-1792 lRN ALAD P-3746 
9309 NEC-1793 1RN ALAD P-3751 
9310 NEC·1794 IRN ALAn P-3769 
9311 NEC-1795 1RN ALAI) P-3776 
9312 NEC-1796 IRN ALAD P-3818 
9313 NBC-l 797 IRN ALAD P-3834 
9314 NEC-1798 1RN ALAD P-3IM3 
9315 NEC-I799 IRN ALAD P-38SI 
9316 NEC-1801 IRN ALAD P-3866 
9317 NEC-lSO) IRN ALAD P-4OQZ 
9318 NEC·1804 IRN ALAD P-4032 
9319 NEC·1806 IRN ALAD P-66S4 
9320 NEC·18G8 IR.N Al..AD P-66S6 
932t NBC·t811 1RN ALAD P·3628 
9322 NBC-1816 1RN ALAD P .. 3634 
9323 NBC-lS17 IR.N ALAD P·3635 
93~ NBC-I82t IRN ALAI) P-3641 
9325 NBC-1822 IRN ALAD P-3642 
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9326 NBC-1829 IRN ALAD P·3654 
9327 NECll30 IRN ALAD P·365~ 
9321 NBC·t132 IRN ALAD P·365' 
9329 NBC·1133 IRN ALAD P·3659 
9330 NBC·1I3S IRN ALAD P-3668 
933 t NBCl,'9 IRN ALAD P·3669 
9332 NBC·1840 IRN ALAD P-3670 
9333 NBC·IS'S IRN ALAD P-3689 
9334 NBC·ll«) 1RN ALAD P-3695 
9335 NEC·l862 IRN ALAD P-3699 
9336 NBCl86S IRN ALAD P-3703 
9337 NBCIS71 IRN ALAD P-3710 
9338 NBC·lln IRN ALAD P-3711 
9339 NBC"II73 lRN ALAD P-3712 
9340 NBC-l17S IRN ALAD P-3715 
9341 NBC·1876 JRN ALAD P-3716 
9342 NBC-lI77 1RN ALAD P-3719 
9343 NBC·!878 IRN ALAn P·3720 
9344 NBC .. 1879 lRN ALAO P-3721 
9345 NEC-l880 1RN ALAD P·3722 
9346 NBC .. IIII 1RN ALAD P .. 3723 
9347 'NBC-ll12 IRN ALA.D P-3725 
9548 NBC .. tll! 1RN ALAD P·3726 
9349 NBC-1184 IRN ALAD P·]728 
9350 NEC·IBIS JRN ALAD P-3729 
9351 NBC·!816 IRN ALAD P-3730 
9352 NBC·t1l1 IRN ALAD P-3731 
9'.WNBC-I'" lRN ALAD P·3732 
9$S4'NBC·1189 JRN ALAD P·3733 
taSS NBC-119O IR.N ALAD P-3735 
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9356 NEC·1891 JRN ALAD P·3736 
9357 NBC-lI92 JRN ALAD P-3731 
9358 NBC-1893 JRN ALAD P-3139 
9359 NBC-1894 IRN ALAD P·3741 
9360 NBC-189S IRN ALAD P·3742 
9361 NEC·IB96 IRN ALAD P-3743 
9362 NEC·1897 IRN ALAI) P-3144 
9363 NEC-1899 IRN ALAI) P·37. 
9364 NEC·l900 IRN ALAI) P·3748 
9365 NEC-I902 IRN ALAD P·3750 
9366 NEC-1906 IRN ALAD P·3754 
9367 NEC·1907 IRN ALAD P-37S.5 
9368 NEC-l908 IRN ALAD P·3756 
9369 NEC-1909 IRN ALAD P·3758 
9370 NBC-1910 IRN ALAD P·31.59 
9371 NEC·19ll IRN ALAe P·3760 
9372 NEC·I9Il IRN ALAD P·3761 
9373 NEC·19ll IRN ALAe P-3162 
9374 NEC·1914 IRN ALAe P·3763 
9375 NEC-19IS IRN ALAD P-3764 
9376 NEC·1916 IRN ALAD P·3765 
9377 NBC·1917 IRN ALAD P-3166 
9378 NEC·Ul18 lRN ALAD P-3768 
9379 NEC·I919 IRN ALAD P-3769 
9380 NEC,·I920 IRN ALAD P-3770 
9381 NEC-1922 IRN ALAD p·3m 
9382 NEC-I923 JRN ALAe P·3773 
9383 NBC·1924 IR.N ALAD P-3775 
9384 NEC-I926 IRN ALAD P-3779 
938S NBC·I92a IRN ALAD P-3181 
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9386 NBC-1m lRN ALAD P·3783 
9317 NBC-ltJO IRN ALAD P-3784 
9381 NBC .. ln. lRN ALAD P·3786 
"" NEO-19S2 IRN ALAD P-3788 
9390 NBC-193:J IRN ALAD P·3789 
9391 NBC-I"' IRN ALAD P·3792 
9392 NEe-I936 lRN ALAD P-3793 
9393 NBCl"7 lRN ALAD P·3794 
93t4 NBC-Itl. JR.N ALAD P·379S 
'395 NJlC.I939 IRN ALAn P·3796 
9S96 NBC·lMO IRN ALAD P·3798 
9397 NEe-1M2 lRN ALAn P·3800 
9398 NBC .. INS lRN ALAn P·3801 
9399 NEC .. I949 JR.N ALAD P·3808 
9400 NBC-l9S0 IRN ALAD P-3809 
9401 NBC-I '51 IRN ALAD P-3810 
9402 NEC·1952 IRN ALAD P-3811 
MOl NBC-I'" IRN ALAD P-3812 
M04 NBC 1 ,SIt IRN ALAD P·3813 
9405 NJJC.19S5 IRN ALAD P-3814 
9406 NBC .. I", IR.N ALAn P-3815 
9401 NBC·I95. lRN ALAn P-3819 
MOl NBC';I959 IRN ALAD P-382O 
MOt NBC .. I., IR.N ALAD P-3821 
9410 NBC-196.S IR.N ALAD P-3828 
9411 NBC .. ]"' IRN ALAD P-3829 
M12 NBClN7 IR.N ALAn P-3830 
MI.' NBC.191O IRN ALAD P-3833 
941<4 NBO-l976 IR.N ALAD P-3841 
9415 NBC1977 IR.N ALAI) P-3842 
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9416 NEC-1981 lRN . ALAD P-3149 
9417 NEC·1982 lRN ALAD P-3850 
9418 NEC·1983 IRN ALAD P-3851 
9419 NEC-198S IRN AI..AD P-3853 
9420 NEC·1988 IRN ALAD P-38S6 
9421 NEC·I991 IRN ALAD P-3862 
9422 NEC· 1 992 IRN ALAD P-3865 
9423 NEC-1993 lRN ALAD P-3868 
9424 NEC-1994 lRN ALAD P-3869 
94205 NEC·l99S lRN ALAD P-387O 
9426 NEC-2000 lRN ALAI> P·3878 
9427 NEC-2014 lRN ALAD P-3895 
9428 NEC-2016 lRN ALAn P-3899 
9429 NEC-20l0 lRN ALAD P-3903 
9430 NEC-2022 lRN ALAD P-3906 
9431 NEC-20l3 IRN ALAD P-3908 
9432 NEC-20l8 IRN ALAD P·3914 
9433 NEC-20SS lRN ALAD P-3949 
9434 NEC·2062 IRN ALAD P-39S6 
943S NEC·2066 DlN ALAD P-3961 
9436 NEC·2071 DlN ALAD P-3969 
9437 NEC-2080 lRN ALAD P-3983 
9438 NEC-2082 lRN ALAD P-3985 
9439 NEC·201l IRN ALAD P·3986 
9440 NEC-2084 lRN ALAD P-3988 
9441 NEC-2086 IRN ALAD P·3991 
9442 NEC-2090 IRN ALAD P-399S 
9443 NEC-2OOt IRN ALAD P-3998 
9444 NEC-2107 IRN ALAD P-4023 
9445 NBC-21 10 IRN A1..AO P-4026 
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t446 NEC·2111 IRN ALAD P-4028 
9447NBC,,2112 IRN ALAD P-4031 
M4I NBCZ1U IRN ALAD P-4035 
M49 N8C2116 IRN ALAD P-4036 
9450 Nl!C2111 IRN ALAI) P-4038 
9451 NBC-2l11 IRN ALAD P-4039 
9452 NBC-2lt9 IRN ALAn P-4040 
"'3 NEC2120 IRN ALAD P-4041 
9454 NBC2121 IRN ALAD P-4042 
9455 NBC2126 IRN ALAn P-4048 
9456 NBC·2129 IRN ALAD P-4053 
9457 NBC·2130 IRN ALAD P-4054 
945. MBC·2131 lRN ALAD P-4070 
,.." NBC-2138 IRN ALAD P-4071 
9460 NBC .. 2t41 IRN ALAD P-4084 
9461 NBC,,2143 IRN ALAn P-4091 
9462 NBC-2144 IRN ALAO P-4092 
9463 NEC-2148 IRN ALAD P-41OS 
9464 NBC-2UO IRN ALAD P-6877 
9465 NBC2Ul IRN ALAD P-6878 
9466 NBC-21S4 IRN ALAI) P-6881 
9461 NBC-2tSS lRN ALAI) P-6882 
9461NEC-2U8 IRN ALAD P-6885 
9469 NBC-21S9 IRN ALAI) P-6886 
9470 NBC-ll6S IRN ALAD P-6892 
9471 NBC2214 IRN ALAI) P-6942 
9471 NBC.a215 IRN ALAI> P-6943 
M11 NBC2232 1RN ALAD P-6960 
9474NBC223S IRN ALAD P-6963 
"'" NJlC.2239 IRN ALAD P--6967 
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9476 NEC-224 1 IRN ALADP~ 
9477 NEC-2242 IRN ALAD P-6970 
9478 NEC-224S IRN ALAD P-6974 
9479 NEC-22S0 IRN ALAD P-6979 
9480 NEC-22S I IRN ALAD P-6980 
9481 NBC-22SS IRN ALAD P-6984 
9482 NBC-226S IRN ALAe P-6994 
9483 NBC-2270 IRN ALAD P'{;999 
9484 NBC-2272 IRN ALAD P-7002 
948,5 NEC-2284 IRN ALAD P-7014 
9486 NEC-229S IRN ALAD P~3S 
9487 NBC·2308 IND ALAe PI-128900 
9488 NBC·2323 lND ALAD P1-2141,52 
9489 NEC-2335 APO ALAD PI·220776 
9490 NEC·2338 IRN ALAD PI·222771 
9491 NEC·2339 IRN ALAD PI-222712 
9492 NEC·2340 IRN ALAD PI·222774 
9493 NBC·2346 IRN ALAD PI-249982 
9494 NEC·23S8 SUN ALAD PI·2.51784 
9495 NEC·2360 1UR ALAD PI-253227 
9496 NEC-236I nJR ALAI) PI-2S3228 
9497 NEC-2362 SYR ALAD PI·254547 
9498 NEC·2368B Em ALAD PI-2.57583 
9499 NEC·2381 IND ALAD PI·2912S6 
9.500 NEC-2392 INn ALAD P(·31578S 
9501 NEC-2399 IND ALAD PI·315796 
9502 NEC-2423 TIJR ALAD PI-339147 
9503 NEC·2424 1UR ALAD PI·3391S4 
9SCM NEC-242S 1lJR ALAn PI·339161 
9SOS NBC·2426 1UR ALAD PI·339165 
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9506 NBC-24~B 1UR ALAJ) PI·339167 
9507 NBC-.2429 TUR ALAD PI-339182 
9508 NBC-1A31 1UR ALAD PI-ll9196 
950t NBC·2432 TUR ALAD PI-339198 
9510 NBC-2434 1UR ALAD PJ-339211 
9511 NEC .. 2416 TUR ALAn PI-339221 
9S12 NBC2440 n.JR ALAn CP·lOO 
9513 NBC-2444 1UR ALAD CP-119 
.U4 NBC-U41 SUN ALAD PI-25178J 
9515 NBC-244' AFG ALAD PI·256060 
9516 NBC~241O NOI ALAn 7C 
9511 NBCl.56 JOR ALAD PI-203142 
9511 N£C.l035 JRN ALAD PI·360228 P220S 
95.9 NBC1270 IR.N ALAD PI-360464 P49S9 
9520 NEC-1272 IRN ALAD PI-360466 P4974 
9521 NBC~1330 JRN ALAD PI-360524 PS384 
9522 NBC-6n IRN ALAn PI-lS9402 P-600 
9S23NEC~2021 IRN ALAD P-3904 
9524 '-29 U.P. IND PANT 
9525 .-42 U.P. lND PANT 
9526 p..52 U.P. IND PANT 
9527 P-6t U.P. lND PANT 
9521 Nt u.P. IND PANT 
95~9 '-84 U.P. IND PANT 
9530 p..113 V.P. IND PANT 
9531 p..119 u.P. IND PANT 
95)2 p..123 U.P. IND PANT 
9533 ...... U.P. IND PANT 
9534 p..1SS V.P. IND PANT tn, '.1$8 V.P. IND PANT 
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9536 P·245 U.P. IND PANT 
9537 P·295 BIHAR. IND PANT 
9538 P·l13 BIHAR. IND PANT 
9S39 P·320 BIHAR. IND PANT 
9540 P·323 BIHAR. IND PANT 
9541 P·328 BIHAR IND PANT 
9S42 P·3S9 U.P. IND PANT 
9S43 P-380B A.P. IND PANT BEO-30 
9S44 P-401 NEW DELHI IND PANT NP-8 
9S4S P-419 NEW DElJ-II IND PANT NP-31 
9546 P-420 NEW DELHI lND PANT NP-32 
9547 P-430 NEW DELHI IND PANT NP-49 
9548 P-467 NEW DELHI IND PANT IC-S927 
9S49 P-S32 PUNJAB IND PANT A-2S1 
95S0 P·6S2 NEW DELHI IND PANT BT·13 
9551 P·659 NEWDEUlI IND PANT BT·27 
9552 P-686 U.P. IND PANT JAMALPUR-1 
9553 P-687 U.P. IND PANT JAMALPlIR-2 
9554 P·688 U.P. IND PANT BAWANIPUR-l 
9S5S p·nt RAJAStHAN IND PANT 
9556 P·747 IND PANT 
9557 P·802 MEX PANT EC-26949 
9558 P-806 MEX PANT EC-269S6 
9559 P-825 MAR PANT NO.29 
9560 P-829 MAR PANT NO.46 
9561 P·830 MAR PANT 
9562 P-854 DZA PANT 
9563 P·882 IND PANT PI·214313 
9564 P-944 lIN PANT 
9565 P-973 IRN PANT 
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9566 p..990 ARDEBR. IRN PANT 3118 
9567 P·1006 ISR PANT 13673 
9$61 P·1044 u.P. INn PANT 838-3 
9569 P4OS5 U.P. IND PANT HYB-IQ..3 
9570 P·1014 D.P. IND PANT 
9571 P';I089 D.P. IND PANT 3t2 
9572 P .. 1128 U.P. IND PANf 699 
9573 P-1250 U.P. IND PANT 723-31 
9574 P·I286 V.P. IND PANT 69()..11 
9575 '·1312 D.P. IND PANf 3063 
9576 P·1316 U.P. IND PANf 728-8 
9577 P-1313 D.P. IND PANT 115-1 
9518 P·13to V.P. IND PANT 424 
9579 p..1406 V.P. IND PANT 6J03 
9sao '·1438 V.P. IND PANT 76-t 6 
9581 P·1446 U.P. IND PANT 732 
9582 P-1462 U.P. IND PANT 6235 
9583 P .. I.524 NOI PANT EC-26435 
9584 '·1526 NOI PANT EC·26439 
9S8! P-1609 IND PANT NP-S9 
9586 '-1612 IND PANT G-13 
9517 P·I676 MBX PANT V-86 
"" ' .. 1146 MEX PANT V-57 9589 '·1757 MEX PANT V-60 
9590 '·1173 BOY PANT 
9591 ' .. lTlI !NO PANT BARACHANA 
9592',;1104 IND PANT F·3 
'593 '-1146 lRN PANT 0021 0019 
9594P.19.3 dRMANSHAH IRN PANT 0164 0156 
95.95 ' .. 2045 IRN PANT 0222 0218 
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9596 P-2110 ESPAHAN IRN PANT 0309 0213 
9597 P·2285 BSPAHAN lIN PANT 
9598 P·2412 PARS JRN PANT 0586 OS'S 
9599 P·2622 NBYSHABUR IRN PANT 07150795 
9600 P·287S ARDEBR. 1RN PANT 1035 1041 
9601 P·3512 KARAJ JRN PANT 164616805 
9602 P-3536B JRN PANT 
9603 NBC-2479·1 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFU ALAD 5<:-1 
9604 NBC-2480-1 KHANABAD KUNDUZ IdU ALAD 7Cl 
960S NBC-2481-1 KHANABAD KUNDUZ IdU ALAD 9CI 
9606 NBC·24S)·1 KABUL MARKET APO ALAD 13Cl 
9607 NBC-24M-I APO ALAD 17C·l 
9608 NEC-2488-1 BADAKHSHAN BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 28C-l 
9609 NBC-2489-1 KHANABAD KABUL AFG ALAD :JIC-I 
9610 NEC·2492·1 UNKNOWN JALMAL MlNA SHOP KABUL APO ALAD 59C·l 
9611 NBC·2494-1 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 71C·l 
9612 NEC-249S-1 KHANABAJ) KUNDUZ AfO ALAI) 7)C·1 
9613 NEC·2497·1 pn..-J·KHUMRI BAOHLAN AfO ALAD 8)c·1 
9614 NBC-2499·1 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFU ALAD '7C·I 
9615 NBC·15()()'l PUL-J-KHUMRl BAOHLAN AFG ALAD 91C-l 
9616 NBC·1502·l PUJA·KHUMRl BAGHlAN APO ALAD 99<:.) 
9617 NBC-25m-l SAOHLAN BAOHLA.N APG ALAD lOOC-l 
9618 NBC-2S06-1 OlDSAGHLAN BAOHLAN AfO ALAD HIC·l 
9619 NBC·1511-1 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AfO ALAD 127C·l 
9620 NSC·2.s13·1 KHANABAD KUNDUZ APO ALAD 143C-I 
9621 NBC-2S14·1 KHANABAD KUNDUZ APG ALAD 144(:·1 
9622 NBC-25IS-l KHANABAD KtINOUZ APG ALAD l48C·l 
9623 NBC·2523-l ASHAKOU TAKHAR. APO ALAD USC-l 
9624 NBC-2524-l BOURAQ TAKHAIt APO AI.AD 156C-l 
9625 NBC·2528·1 ISKHAMISH TAIOiAJl APO ALAD Ui2C-l 
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9626 N'BC-2S29·1 ISKHAMISH TAKHAR AFO ALAO 163C-I 
9627 NBC·2S32-1 KHANABAD? KUNDUZ APO ALAO 171C·! 
9Qt NBC2536-1 OIARIKAR APO ALAO 223C-I 
9629 MBC·2S37-1 KHANABAD? KUNDUZ AFG ALAO 231C-l 
9630 NBC·2542·1 NORllI OF AFGHANISTAN AFO ALAD 239C-t 
9631 NBC·2SSO-1 KHANABAD TAKHAR AFO Al..AD 279C-l 
9632 N1K>2551-1 JAl..A.L.AB.AD NANGARHAR AFG Al.AD 299C·l 
9633 NBC·2.5S2·1 KABUL? KABUL AFG Al.AD 300c-l 
9634 NBC·2.5S3·1 PAKISTAN BORDBR. NANGARHAR APG Al.AD 311 C-I 
9635 NEC·25S4·1 KABUL KABUL AFG AL.AO 312C·l 
9636 NBC·2SS!S-1 OHAZNI GHAZNI APG ALAD 324C·I 
9631 NBC·2.556-1 WAGAZ GHAZNI APO ALAD 331C-l 
9638 NBC·2557·1 WAGAZ GHAZNI APG ALAD 336<:'·1 
9639 NBC·2SS8-1 OHAZNI GHAZNI AFO ALAD 347C·l 
9640 NBC-2SS9·1 GHAZNI GHAZNI AFG ALAD 349C-I 
9641 NEC-2S61-1 WARDAK GHAZNI AFG ALAn 3SSC-I 
9642 NEC-2S62·1 MUKUR GHAZNl AFO ALAD 3S9C-l 
9643 NBC2S64-1 ARGANDHAB KANDAHAR AFG ALAD 371C·l 
96t4 NEC-2S65-1 KANDAHAR KANDAHAR AFG ALAD 373C-I 
9645 NBC-2568-1 HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 387C-I 
9646 NBC-2S'n.) HERAT HERAT AFG ALAn 400c-l 
9647 NBC·2573·1 KANDAHAR MARKET AFO ALAn 40SC-t 964. NEC·2S74·1 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAn 408C-l 
9649 NBC2S7S·1 KANDAHAR KANDAHAR AFG ALAn 409C-l 
9650 NBC-2S77-1 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 41.5C·l 
9651 N2C.2S18-1 HBRAT HBRAT AFO ALAD 421C·I 
9652 NEelS79-! OIRISHK MAJUCBT AFO ALAD 423C·l 
9653 NBC-2.580-1 KABUL? KABUL AFG ALAD 427C·l 
M54 N!C-2511·1 x:ANDAHAR KANDAHAR APO ALAD 4lle-1 
9655 NEC2H5·1 HBRAT HERAT AFO ALAI) 44BC-l 
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9656 NEC-2S86-1 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAn 449C·l 
9657 NEC-2S87-) HERAT HBRAT A.FG ALAD 454C-l 
9658 NEC-2S9t·l HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 473C-I 
9659 NEC-2S96-J HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 48SC·l 
9660 NEC-2S98-1 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 487C·l 
9661 NEC-2S99-1 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAn 488C·l 
9662 NEC-2601-l HERAT HERAT AFG ALAD 493C·t 
9663 NEC-2602-1 N.E.BADOtnS BADOrus AFO ALAD SOIC·l 
9664 NEC-2606-1 HERAT HERAT AFO ALAD 516C·l 
9665 NEC-2608·1 K.USHK. HERAT AFG ALAn S2OC·l 
9666 NEC-2609-1 KUSHK HERAT AFG ALAD S2tC-l 
9661 NEC-2612·1 QALA-I-NAW BADGHIS AFG ALAD S26C-l 
9668 NEC-2614-1 QALA·I.NAW BADGHIS AFG ALAD '31C-l 
9669 NEC-2617-1 BALA-MUROHAB BADOHIS AFO ALAD 54IC·l 
9670 NEC-2618-1 BALA-MURGHAB BADOHIS AFG ALAD S47C-l 
9671 NEC-2619-1 BALA-MURGHAB BADGHIS AFG ALAD S48C·l 
9672 NEC-2620-1 BALA·MURGHAB BADOHIS AFG ALAn SSOC·l 
9673 NEC-2621-1 OAHOOR·MASH BADGHIS AFG ALAe 'SIC-l 
9674 NEC·2622·1 KOHISTAN AFG ALAD SS4C-I 
9615 NEC-2623-1 GAHOOR-MASH FARYAB AFG ALAn SSSC-I 
9676 NEC-2624-1 CHECHACTO PARYAB AFO ALAn SS9C·l 
9677 NEC-262S-1 CHEOIACTO FARYAB AFO ALAD S61C-l 
9618 NEC-2626-1 CHECHACTO FARYAB AFO Al.AD S62C·l 
9679 NEC·2627·1 QAlSAR FAR YAH AFG Al.AD S63C-l 
9680 NEC-2628-1 KOHISTAN FARYAB AFO ALAD S1IC-I 
9681 NEC-2630-1 QAJSAR FARYAB AFG ALAD S76C-l 
9682 NBC-2631·1 ALMAR FARYAB AFO ALAI> 579C·t 
9683 NEC-2632-1 ALMAR FARYAR AFG Al.AD SIIC-l 
9684 NEC-2633·1 MAIMANA FARYAB APO ALAD S89C-1 
9685 NEC·2634·1 MAIMANA FARYAH APO ALAe S9SC·l 
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H86 .NEC-2635-1 MAIMANA PARYAS AFO ALAD S96C-l 
9687 NBC·2636-1 MAIMANA PARYAS APO ALAD 603C-l 
9618 NBC·2637·1 MAIMANA PARYAB AFO ALAD 607C·l 
9689 N'SC·26l1-1 OURZWAN JOZJAN AFG ALAD 61OC-I 
9690 NBC·2639·1 SHIBEROAN JOlJAN AFO ALAD 614C-l 
9691 NBC·U4l·1 DARIA-SOUP SAMANOAN AFG ALAD 628C·l 
9692 NBC·2644·1 NAZAR·I·SHARIF BALKH AFO ALAD 646C-l 
9693 NBC-.2657·1 DmIDADl BALKH AFO ALAD 698C·1 
9694 NBC-26S8-1 lODJLM SAMANGAN AFO ALAD 703C·1 
9695 NBC2660-1 KHULM SAMANOAN AFG ALAD 713C·l 
9696 NBC·2661·1 KHULM SAMANGAN AFO ALAD 714C·I 
9691 NBC·16fi6.1 DARIA·SOUP SAMANOAN AFG Al..AD 723C·l 
9691 NBC·2667·1 SAMANO AN SAMANOAN AFG ALAD 726C·l 
9699 NEC-2tI69-1 SAMANGAN? SAMANGAN AFO AlAI) 721C·1 
9100 NBC·2671-1 MAZAR·I·SHARIP BALKH AFO ALAO 73IC-l 
9701 NBC-2672-1 SAMANOAN SA MANGAN AFG ALAD 732C·1 
9102 NBC-2613-1 UMBARCO TAKHAR AFO ALAI> 73SC·I 
9103 NBC-267S-l KHANABAD KUNDUZ APG ALAn 741C·l 
9704 NBC-2677-1 UMBARCO TAKHAR AFG ALAD 744C·l 
9705 NBC26IO-l TAl.A.KAN TAKHAR AFG ALAI> 747C·1 
9106 NBC2683-1 UMBARCO TAKHAR AFG ALAe 7SlC-l 
9107 NBC-26M-l KlSHlM BADAKHSHAN AFO A1.A.D 7S2C·l 
9701. NBCo2686-1 OOHABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 7S4C·I 
9709 NBC·2687·1 LAI..AICAI KUNDUZ AFO ALAD ?SSC·t 
9710 NBC·26ft·t TAl..A.KAN TAKHAR AFG ALAn 7S9C·l 
9711 KSC2692-1 CAl..AFOAN TAKHAR AFO Al.AJ) 76OC·1 
9112 NJ!C..2696-1 TALAKAN TAKHAR APO ALAD 76SC·l 
9113 NBC-2697-1 ruDAN AF TALA TAKHAR AFO ALAD 766C·l 
9714 NJ!C...21OJ·l TALAKAN TAKHAR APG ALAe mC·l 
9715 NBC2~1 KHATAYAN RBOEION BADAKHSHAN AFO Al.AD 719C·l 
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9716 NEC·2711-1 ASTENA-TBBA BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 782C·1 
9717 NEC·2712-l ASTENA-1EBA BAOAKHSHAN AFG ALAe 7&4C-1 
9718 NEC·2714-1 KALAFGAN BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 7.7C-! 
9719 NEC-2715-l KALAFOAN BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 789C-I 
9720 NEC-2716-1 KAlAFGAN BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 191C-1 
9721 NEC-2717-1 KISHIM BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 193C·l 
9722 NEC-2719-1 KISHlM BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD BOOC-I 
9723 NEC-2720-1 SABEZEBUHAR BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD IOIC-l 
9724 NEC-2721-1 SABEZEBUHAR BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 803C·I 
9725 NEC-2722-1 SABEZBBUHAR BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 804C-I 
9726 NEC-2723-l FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD IOSC·l 
9727 NEC-2724-l FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 106C·1 
9728 NEC-212S-1 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD BOlC·l 
9729 NEC-2726-1 FAlZABAD BAOAKHSHAN APO ALAD IOSC-l 
9730 NEC·17l7·1 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO Al..AD 809Cl 
9731 NBC-272B-l PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG Al..AD 81OC-l 
9732 NEC-2730-1 PAlZABAD? BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 814C·l 
9733 NEC-2733-1 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 819C-I 
9134 NEC-2734-1 Y AFrAL KAJK.HAM BADAXHSHAN AFO ALAD 822C-l 
9735 NEC-2735-1 DEH-ZENDAN BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 823C-l 
9736 NEC-2736-1 Y AFrAL KAJK.HAM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 824C-l 
9737 NEC-2737-1 PAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 825C·l 
9738 NBC-2738·1 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 82aC·l 
9739 NBC-2739-1 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG Al..AD 832C-I 
9740 NBC-2740-1 PAlZABAD BADAXHSHAN AFO ALAJ) 814C-I 
9741 NBC-2741-l PAJZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 835Cl 
9742 NEC-2742-1 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 836C·I 
9743 NBC-2743-1 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO Al..AD 8laC·I 
9744 N'BC-2744-1 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAI) 839C-l 
974S NBC·274S-1 FAIZABAD BAOAKHSHAN AFO Al..AD 84OC·l 
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91-4' NEC·2146-1 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG AlAD 842C-1 
9141 NBC-2141-1 YAFfAL BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 843C-l 
9148 NBC-2149-1 FAJZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 845C·l 
9149 NEC·2150-1 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 846C-l 
97S0 NBC·21S1.1 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AfG ALAD 847C-l 
9151 NEC-27S2·1 YAFTAL BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 848C-l 
9152 NBC~27S3·1 KHAIRABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAn 851C·l 
97S3 NEC·21S4·1 BARAK BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 8S2e·1 
9754 NBC-2155-1 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 8S3C·l 
97S5 NBC-27S6-1 BARAK BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 8S4C·l 
9756 NBC-27S1·t BARAK BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 8S7C·l 
97'57 NBC·2159.1 DASTI·FARAXH BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 8S9C·l 
9158 NBC·2160-1 JURM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 862C-l 
9759 NBC-2162-1 KATAFGHAN BADA.KHSHAN AFG ALAD 865C·l 
9760 NBC·2163·1 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAn 866<.:·1 
9161 NEC-2164.1 PATAGAZAR BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 867C-1 
9162 NBC-27M·} KATAFGHAN TAKHAR AFO ALAn 869C·1 
9763 NEC·2766-1 KATAFGHAN TAKHAR AFG ALAn 870(>1 
9164 NEC·2479 .. 2 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFO ALAD SC-2 
9765 NEC-2480-2 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFO ALAn 7C-2 
9766 NEC·2411·2 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAe 9C·2 
9761 NBC·2483·1 KABUL MARKET AFO ALAn 13C·2 
9168 NBC-2484·2 BADAKlISHAN AFG ALAn 17C·2 
9769 NBC·2486-1 CHAliAB TAKHAR AFG ALAD 19C-t 
9770 NEC-2488·2 BADAKHSHAN BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 28C·2 
9771 NSC·2489.2 KHANABAD KABUL AFO ALAD 38C·2 
9772 NBC-2492·2 UNKNOWN JALMAL MlNA SHOP KABUL AFO ALAD S9C·2 
9113 N'BC-2493-1 QARABAGH KABUL AFG ALAD 1OC·I 
9174 NBC-2494-2 KHANABAO KUNDUZ AFO ALAD 11C·2 
9715 NBC-2495-2 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 73C·2 
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9776 NEC-2497-2 PUL-I-KHUMRI BAGm..AN AFO ALAn IlC·2 
9777 NEC-2S03-2 BAGHLAN BAGHLAN AFO ALAD l00C-2 
9778 NEC-2SOS-1 BAGmAN BAGm..AN APO ALAI> 106C·l 
9779 NEC·2S06-2 OlD BAGln..AN BAGm...AN APG ALAn lllC-2 
9780 NEC·2507·1 OlDBAGHLAN BAGHLAN APG ALAD 114C-l 
9781 NEC·25 1 1-2 KHANABAD KUNDUZ APG ALAD 127C·2 
9782 NEC-25 14·2 KHANABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 1«C·2 
9783 NEC-2518-2 KHANABAD KUNDUZ APG ALAn 148C·2 
9784 NEC-2S23-2 ASHAK.<liI TAKHAR. AFG ALAD lSSC·2 
978.5 NEC·2524·2 BOURAQ TAKHAR. AFO ALAD lS6C-2 
9186 NEC·2528·2 ISKHAMISH TAKHAR APG ALAn 162C-2 
9781 NEC-2529-2 ISKHAMISH TAKHAR AFG ALAn 163C·2 
9788 NEC-2S32-2 KHANABAD? KUNDUZ AFG ALAn 171C-2 
9789 NEC·2534·1 MAJEO·E-JERM I BAGHLAN AFG Al.AD 17lC·l 
9790 NEC-2S36-2 CHARlKAR AFG ALAD 223C·2 
9791 NEC·2537·2 KHANABAD? KUNDUZ APO ALAI> 231C·2 
9792 NEC-2539·1 TAKHAR PROVINCE TAKHAR AFG ALAD 23SC-l 
9793 NEC-2543·1 NORTH OF AFGHANISTAN AFG ALAD 24IC-] 
9794 NEC-2S4S-1 UMBARCO TAKHAR AFG ALAD 247C-l 
9795 NEC-25S0-2 KHANABAD TAKHAR APO ALAD 279C-2 
9796 NEC-2SS2-2 KABUL? KABUL AFG ALAn 300c-2 
9191 NEC·2553·2 PAKISTAN BORDER NANGARHAR AFO ALAD 31lC-2 
9198 NEC·25S4-2 KABUL KABUL APO ALAD 312C-2 
9799 NEC-2S56-2 WAGAZ GHAZNI AFG ALAD 331C-2 
9800 NEC·2SS7-2 WAGAZ GHAZNl AFG ALAn 336C·2 
9801 NEC-2S63-1 MUKUR GHAZN1 AFG ALAD 366C-l 
9802 NEC·2572·2 HERAT HERAT AFG ALAn 400c·2 
9803 NEC-2S73-2 KANDAHAR MARKET AFO ALAD 4OSC-2 
9804 NEC-2S79-2 GlRISHK MARKET AFO ALAD 423C·2 
9805 NEC-2581·2 KANDAHAR KANDAHAR AFG ALAD 431C·2 
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9106 NEC·2513-1 OlRISHK HELMAND APO ALAn 435C·1 
9807 NBC-lSIS-2 HBRAT HERAT AFO Al..AD 44IC·2 
9801 NBC·1SJ6..2 HERAT HBRAT APO ALAD 449C·2 
9809 NBC-2590-1 HBRAT HERAT APG ALAD 472C·1 
9810 NEC .. 2607·1 KAROKH MARKBT BADOlflS AM ALAn S17C·l 
9811 NBC·2608-2 KUSHK HERAT AFG ALAD 52OC·2 
9812 NBC·2612·2 QALA·I·NAW BADGfUS AFG ALAD 526C·2 
9813 NBC·2613-1 QALA-I-NAW BADOHlS AFO ALAD 528C-1 
98J4 NBC·2616-1 BALA-MUROHAB BADGHlS APO ALAD S39C-l 
981S NEC-2617-2 BALA-MVROHAB BADOHIS APO ALAD S41C-2 
9816 NBC .. 2618·2 BALA·MURGHAB BADGHlS APG AlAD S47C·2 
9817 NBC-2621·2 GAHOOR·MASH BADOH1S AFO ALAD 55JC-2 
9818 NBC.1Q2-2 KOHlSTAN APG ALAn SS4C·2 
9819 NBC·2624 .. 2 CHEOIACTO FARYAB APO ALAn SS9C-2 
9820 NEC262S·2 CHEOIACTO FARYAB AFG ALAD 561C-2 
9I21NBC~2626-2 CHEOIACTO FARYAB AFG ALAD 562C-2 
9822 NEC-2627-2 QAISAR FARYAB APG ALAn 563C·2 
9823 NEC-2628-2 KOHISTAN FARYAB AFG ALAD 571C·2 
9824 NEC·2629·1 QAISAR FARYAB AFO ALAD 574C-l 
9US NEC-263Q..2 QAlSAR FARYAB AFG ALAI) 576C-2 
9826 NBC-2632·2 ALMAR FARYAB AFO ALAD SBJC-2 
9827 NBC .. 2633·2 MAIMANA FARYAB AFG ALAn S89C-2 
9828 NEC-2634-2 MAIMANA FARYAB AFO AI..AD S9SC·2 
9829 NBC263S·1 MAIMANA FARYAB AFG ALAD 596C-2 
9UO NBC-2636-2 MAlMANA FARYAB AFG ALAD 603C·2 
9831 ~ .. 2637-2 MAIMANA FARYAB AFG ALAD 607C·2 
9832. NBC2644-1 MAZAR-I-SHARIF BALKH AFG ALAD 646C-2 
983S NBC .. ~1-1 MA2'AR·I·SHAIUF BALKH AFO ALAn 67SC·l 
9834 NBC .. ~8-1 KHULM SAMANGAN AFG ALAn 703C·2 
983$ NBC·266C)..2 KHULM SAMANOAN AFO ALAD 713C-2 
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9836 NEC·2666-2 DARIA-SOUF SAMANOAN ARJ ALAI) 723C-2 
9837 NEC-2667-2 SAMANOAN SAMANOAN AFG ALAD 726C-2 
9838 NEC·2671·2 MAlAR-I-SHARIF BALKH AFG ALAD 73tC-2 
9839 NEC·2673·2 UMBARCO TAKHAR APO ALAI) 73SC·2 
9840 NEC·2674·1 UMBARCO TAKHAR APG ALAD 74OC·1 
9841 NEC·2675·2 KHANABAD KUNDUZ APO ALAD 741C-2 
9842 NEC-2676-l KHANABAD KUNDUZ APO ALAD 742C-l 
9843 NEC·2679·1 CHAHAB TAKHAR A.PO ALAD 746C·l 
9844 NEC·2680-2 TALAKAN TAKHAR ARJ ALAI) 747C·2 
9845 NEC-2684-2 KISHIM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 7.52C·2 
9846 NEC·2685·1 JALWSHA TAKHAR APO ALAO 7.53C·I 
9847 NEC-2686-2 DEHABAD KUNDUZ APG ALAD 7S4C-2 
9848 NEC·2687·2 LAI..AXAl KUNDlTl AFG Al..AD 7.5SC-2 
9849 NEC·2690-1 DEHABAD KUNDUZ AFG ALAD 7SSC·l 
9850 NEC·2691·2 TALAKAN TAKHAR APO ALAD 759<:·2 
9851 NEC-2692·2 CALAFOAN TAKHAR APO ALAD 76OC2 
9852 NEC·2693·1 TALAKAN TAKHAR APO ALAD 762C·l 
9853 NEC-2696-2 TALAKAN TAKRAR APO ALAD 76SC·2 
9854 NEC-2697-2 ruDAN AF TALA TAKHAR AFG ALAD 766C·2 
9855 NEC·2699·1 TALAKAN TAKHAR A.FO ALAD 77OC-t 
9856 NEC-2701-2 TALAKAN TAKHAR APO ALA.D mC·2 
9857 NEC·2707·1 TALAKAN TAKHAR APO ALAD 778C-l 
9858 NEC·2711·2 ASTENA-TEBA BADAlCHSHAN APO ALA.D 782C·2 
9859 783C-l ASTENA-TEBA BADAICHSHAN APO ALAD 
9860 NBC-2712-2 ASTENA· TEBA BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 784C·2 
9861 NBC-2713-t ASTBNA· TEBA BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 786C-l 
9862 NEC-27 14-2 KALAFOAN BADAKHSHAN A.FO ALAD 787C-2 
9863 NBC·2715-2 KA1.APGAN BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 789<:·2 
9864 NEC-2716-2 KA1.APGAN BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 79tC·2 
9865 NEC-2717-2 KlSHIM BADAKHSHAN APG ALAJ) 793C·2 
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9866 NBC-2119-2 IClSHIM BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 800c-2 
9167 NEC212t-2 SABEZRBUHAR. BADAKHSHAN APG ALAn 803C-2 
9161 N'EC-2722-2 SABEZEBUHAR BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 804C·2 
9869 NEC-2723-2 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 80SC-2 
'8'70 NBC .. 2724-2 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 806C-2 
9811 NEC-2725-2 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 801C·2 
9812 NBC .. 27l6-2 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAn 808C-2 
9873 NEC·2727-2 PAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD B09C·2 
9874 NBC-2728-2 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 81OC-2 
9875 NBC-2730-2 FAlZABAD' BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAn 814C-2 
"76 N'BC-2731-1 FAlZABAD BADAKJISHAN APG ALAD 816C·l 
9877 NEC .. 2733-2 PAJZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 819C-2 
987. NBC-2734-1 YAFI'AL KAJKHAM BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 822C·2 
9119 NBC-273S-2 DBH·ZENDAN BADAKHSHAN APG ALAn 823C-2 
9810 NBC-2736-2 Y AFTAL KAJKHAM BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 824C-2 
9111 NBC>2137-2 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 82SC-2 
9882 NEC-273B.2 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAn 828C-2 
9.83 NBC-2739·2 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 832C-2 
9884 NEC .. 2740-2 FAlZABAD BAOAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 834C·2 
9885 NBC-2741-2 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 83SC-2 
9886 NBC·2742-2 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAn 836C-2 
9887 NEC-2743-2 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 838C-2 
9It88 NBC~2744-1 PAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAn 839C-2 
9889 NBC-2145-2 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 84OC-2 
9890 NBC·2146-2 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAn 842C-2 
9891 NBC-2747-1 YAFI'AL BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 843C-2 
9892 NBC .. 2748-1 PAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAn 844C-l 
9893 NBC2749-2 FAlZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAn 84SC-2 
9894 NBC27s()';2 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 846C .. 2 
9895 NBC .. 27St-2 FA.J:ZABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD 847C-2 
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9896 NEC-21S2·2 YAfTAL BADAKHSHAN AF<i ALAD 848C·2 
9897 NEC·27S3·2 KHAIRABAD BADAKHSHAN APG ALAD BSIC·2 
9898 NEC·27S4·2 BARAK BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 8S2C·2 
9899 NEC·27SS·2 FAIZABAD BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD 8S3C·2 
9900 NEC-2756·2 BARAK BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 854C·2 
9901 NEC-27S7·2 BARAK BADAKHSHAN AFO ALAD BS1C·2 
9902 NEC·27S9-2 DASTl·FARAKH BADAKHSHAN APO ALAI) BS9C-2 
9903 NEC-2760-2 JURM BADAKHSHAN AFG ALAD 862C-2 
9904 NEC-2761-1 JURM BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 864C-l 
9905 NEC-2762-2 KATAFGHAN BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 86SC·2 
9906 NEC·2764·2 PATAGAZAR BADAKHSHAN APO ALAD 867C·2 
9907 NEC-276S-2 KATAFOHAN TAKHAR. AM ALAD 869<=·2 
9908 NEC·2766-2 KATAFGHAN TAKHAR APO ALAD 87OC·2 
9909 NEC·2767·) KATAFGHAN TAKHAR. APO ALAD .7IC·l 
9910 RPSP·l DARRI MORBHANJ ORISSA INC RPSP FlELD SAMPLE 
9911 RPSp·2 KHIZRIKOTA MORBHANJ ORISSA IND RPSP FIBLD SAMPLE 
9912 RPSP·3 GUMA HABRA.2 24-PARGANAS W.BENGAL INC RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9913 RPSP-4 MANIXX3ACCHI 24·PAROANAS W.BENOAL INC RPSP FlELD SAMPLE 
9914 RPSP·S JANAPULA HABRA·l 2A-PARGANAS W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
991S RPSP-6 PARAGAan 2A·PAROANAS W.BENOAL INC RPSP HOMESAMPLB 
9916 RPSP·7 QlHOTADIGA 24-PAROANAS W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9917 RPSP·8 OONADIPAY AN 24·PAROANAS W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9918 RPSP·9 BAGANA 24-PAROANAS W.BENGAL INn RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9919 RPSP·I0 BOlKADA 24-PARGANAS W.BENOAL INC RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9920 RPSP·ll OAIOHATA 24--PAROANAS W.BBNOAL IND RPSP PJBLD SAMPLE 
9921 RPSp·12 VIVEKANANDPULl.. 24·PAROANAS W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9922 RPSP-13 ULUDANOA 24·PARGANAS W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIBLD SAMPLE 
9923 RPSP·14 IY AS PUR NADIA W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9924 RPSP-1S O1ANDALPUR NADIA W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
992S RPSP·16 HABIBPUR NADIA W.BENOAL IND RPSP PIBLD SAMPLE 
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9926 RPSP·t7 OOVlND'PUR. NADIA W.BENOAL 1ND RPSP FJElD SAMPLE 
99%7 RPSP-li SAGOlA NADIA W.BENOAL IND BPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9921 RPSP·19 rrAJ...AKAPDA NADIA W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIBLD SAMPLE 
9929 RPSP·20 DHUBULJA..2 NADIA W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9930 J.PSP..2l BHOLADANOAR NADIA W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9931 J.PSp .. 22 JHONDHANO NADIA W.BENGAL IND BPSP FIBLD SAMPLE 
9932RPSP·23 W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9933 RPSP·24 LOKNATHPUR. BBRHAMPORB W.BBNGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
99M RPSP-25 TAKlPUR BBRHAMPUR MUSHJDABAD W.BBNGAL IND BPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9935 JtPSP.;26 BHABDA MURSHIDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
99J6 RPSP-21 BANWANIPl1.R MUltSHlDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FlBLO SAMPLE 
9937 l\PSP·21 LALBAOH MURSHlDABAD W.BBNOAL INC RPSP MAR.KBT SAMPLE 
99,. KPSP·29 RANSAGAR MURSHlDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9939 RPSP .. 30 PAOAMPUR MUltSHIDABAD W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9940 RPSP-31 KOI...AKHASI MURSHIDABAD W.BBNGAL IND RPSP PIBLO SAMPLE 
9941 RPSP·32 Nt.mJNPAOA MURSHIDABAO W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIBLO SAMPLE 
".2 RPSp..,s MOHAMMADPUR MURSHIDABAO W.BBNGAL IND RPSP FIBLD SAMPLE 
,.~ RPSP .. 34 NASIPUR MURSHlDABAD W.BENGAL INO RPSP PJBl..D SAMPLE 
9944 JtPSP..3S AJGIEIlIGANI MURSHIDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
., 1PSP-36 llAMCHANOMA'D M1JRSHIDABAD W.BENOAl. IND RPSP PJBLD SAMPLE 
9946 RPSP·37 MADHUP'Uk M1JRSHJDABAD W.BBNGAL IND RPSP FIBLD SAMPLE 
994' J;PSP..38 PAHADPUR MURSHlDABAD W.BBNOAL IND RPSP PIBLD SAMPLE 
9948 RPSJ>.3' BAUA'IlUA MURSHlDABAO W.BBNOAL IND RPSP PJBLO SAMPLE 
9949 I«PSJ4O GHANI MURSHIDA8A.O W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
99SO ~I DAULA TABAD MURSHIDABAD W.BENOAL INO RPSP FJELD SAMPLE 
9951 RPSP-42 NAZIPUR MURSHIDABAD W.BBNOAL INJ) RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
99S2RPIP .... ' HARUPADA MVRSHIDABAD W.BBNGAL INO RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
"" RPSP ...... BILASPUR. MlIRSHIDABAD 
W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9tS4 .1t  .... , JAJKlSHANPUR. MlIRSHIDABAD W.BBNGAL INO RPSP PJBLD SAMPLB 
I9!S ltPSP-tS DANPADA JAl..ANOi MURSHmABAD W.BBNOAL INC RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
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9956 RPSP-47 BIDUPUR MURSHIDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIEI..D SAMPLE 
9957 RPSP-48 RAINAOAR NADIA W.BENGAL IND RPSP PIELD SAMPLB 
9958 RPSP-49 NATNAIKARlMPUR NADIA W.BENGAL IND RPSP F'IBLD SAMPLB 
9959 RPSP-SO KEOiUADANOA NADIA W.BENOAL INC RPSP FIEI..D SAMPLE 
9960 RPSP-51 SIKARPUR NADIA W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9961 RPSP-S2 KHOKAHARA MURSHIDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FJELD SAMPLE 
9962 RPSP-53 NARSINGHPORE MURSHIDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9963 RPSP-S4 DHANJRAMPUR MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL lND RPSP PIBLD SAMPLE 
9964 RPSP-SS KUPf ALA MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL !NO RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9965 RPSP-S6 SEKHPADA MURSHlDABAD W.BENOAL !NO RPSP FIElD SAMPLE 
9966 RPSP-S7 SEKHDINMATI MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9967 RPSP-S8 BUKHARA MURSHlDABAD W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9968 RPSP-S9 ANUKHPUR MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9969 RPSP-60 MUNOAUAN MURSmDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FJELD SAMPLE 
9970 RPSP-61 NA11JNPARULIA MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL lND RPSP FJELD SAMPLE 
9971 RPSP-62 OIANDNIDEH MlJRSHlDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9972 RPSP-63 KHOHUTPUR MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAl. IND RPSP FIElD SAMPLE 
9973 RPSP-64 BRAHAMANORAM MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL IND RPSP PIELO SAMPLE 
9974 RPSP-6S RAMESHBAL TALA MALDA W.BENGAl IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLB 
9975 RPSP-66 DHRlAPUR MALOA W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9976 RPSP-67 CHHOTASOlAPUR MALDA W.BENOAl. IND RPSP FIBLDSAMPLE 
9977 RPSP-68 KAMALA WDI MAIDA W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9978 RPSP-69 PIREIPUR MAlDA W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9979 RPSP-70 KRISHNANAGAR MAIDA W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9980 RPSP-71 MADiA SHOBHANAOAR MAJ.DA W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9981 RPSP-72 LOKRA PUKHARlA MALDA W.BBNGAL INC RPSP FJELD SAMPLE 
9982 RPSP-73 RA TNA MALDA W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIElD SAMPLE 
9983 RPSP-74 BAllA VINOOPUR MALDA W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9984 RPSP-7S KHARTALLA MANIKOIAK MALDA W.BBNOAL IND RPSP FJHLD SAMPI..B 
9985 RPSP-76 KAMALPUR MAlJ)A W.BENOAL INC RPSP FIELD SAMPLB 
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9986 RPSP .. 77 MOHNAMAIDA W.BENOAL lND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9981 RPSP-18 PARVA1'PUR MURSHIDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9988 RPSP· 79 BHAW ANIPUR MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9989RPSp ... 80 KHARSA MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9990 RPSP·81 KAROAM MlJRSHlDABAD W.BENOAL IND RPSP FJELD SAMPLE 
9991 RPSP-82 SAmARA BARUA MURSHIDABAD W.BENGAL IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
9m IlPSp·83 BISSAMCUTIAK KORAPUT ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
9993 RPsP.83·1 BISSAMCUTrAK. KORAPUT ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
9994 RPSP·84 MANIGUDDA KORAPtlf ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
9995 RPSP·8S MANIOUDDA KORAPlrT ORISSA INn RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
9996 RPSP·86 AMBODLA KORAPUf ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
9997 RPSP·87 KEONJHAR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
9998 RPSP·87·1 KEON1HAR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
9999 llPSP-88 BHAWANIPATNA KORAPUT ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10000 RPSP·89 BOLANOIR KORAPUT ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10001 RPSP·90 BOLANOIR MARKET ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10002 RPSP·91 BOLANOIR MARKET ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10003 RPSP·92 BOl..ANGIR MARKET ORISSA !NO RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10004 RPSP·93 SAMBALPUR MARXET ORISSA 1ND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
1000' RPSP·94 SAMBALPUR MARKET ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10006 RPSP·9S BARAPALLI SAMBALPUR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10007 RPSP·96 BRAOARH SAMBALPUR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10008 RPSP~97 BRAGARH SAMBALPUR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10009 RPSP·98 SAMBALPUR MARKET ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10010 RPSP~99 SAMBALPUR MAR.KET ORISSA lND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10011 RP$P-l00 BHAWANIPATNA-2 SAMBALPUR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
100"12 R.PSP·I01 SAMBALPUR MARKET ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10013 RPSP.I02 SAMBALPUR MARKET ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10014 RPSP.l03 PALHERA DHINOARA ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10015 RPSP·I04 ICEONJHAR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
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10016 RPSP-I0S KEONJJtAR ORISSA IND RPSP MAR.K.I!T SAMPLE 
10017 RPSP-I06 KEONJHAR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10018 RPSP-I07 KEONJHAR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLB 
10019 RPSP-I08 KEONDIAR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10020 RPSP-I08-1 KEONJlIAR ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10021 RPSP-I09 JOSHIPUR MORBHANJ ORISSA IND RPSP MARKlITSAMPLE 
10022 RPSp·I09-1 JOSHIPUR MORBHANl ORISSA lNO RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10023 RPSP-IIO JOSHIPUR MORBHANl ORISSA [NO RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10024 RPSP-llO-1 JOSHIPUR MORBHANl ORISSA IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10025 RPSP·l1 1 DADDA TIRULI SINGHBHUM BIHAR IND RPSP FmlDSAMPLE 
10026 RPSP-112 OODHODI TIRULI SINGHBHUM BlHAR IND RPSP FIELD SAMPLE 
10027 RPSP-113 DAURJ RANCHI BllIAR IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10028 RPSP-113-1 DAURl RANCHI BllIAR IND RPSP MARKET SAMPL.E 
10029 RPSP-114 DAURJ RANCH! BIHAR. IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLB 
10030 RPSP-114-1 DAURI RANCHI BIHAR IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10031 RPSP-l15 BUNDURANOn BIHAR IND RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10032 RPSP-116 BASIA RANCHI BDIAR [NO RPSP MARKET SAMPLE 
10033 PROSTRATE PLANT [NO ICRl (FROMHIMA) 
10034 JG-62M JCRlSAT HYDERABAD IND JCRI JG 62 NL MUTANT 
l003S LSSOM ICRISAT HYDERABAD IND JCRI UPRIGHT PEDICEL 
10036 SHAHKOT-l SHAHKOT PAl{ AKA 
10037 SHAHKOT·2 SHAHKOT PAl{ AKA 
10038 SHAHKOT-3 SHABKOT PAl{ AKA 
10039 SHAHKOT-4 SlWIKOT PAK AKA 
10040 SHAHKOT-S SHAHKOT PAl{ AKA 
10041 SHAHKOT-6 SHAHKOT PAl{ AKA 
10042 SHAHKOT-7 SHAHKOT PAl{ AKA 
10043 SHAHKOT-8 SHAHKOT PAl{ AKA 
10044 SHAHKOT·9 SHAHK01 PAl{ AKA 
10045 SHAHKOT-IO SHAHKOT PAl{ AKA 
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10046 SHAHJtOf·ll SHAHKOT PAK AKA 
10047 SHAHKOT·12 SHAHK.OT PAl{ AKA 
10048 SHAKKar·1! SHAHKOf PAK AKA 
10049 SHAHKor·14 SHAHKOT PAK AKA 
10Q50 SAMJ'LB 15 KETCH PAK AKA 
10051 SAMPLE 16 BANNU PAl{ AKA 
10052 SAMPLB 11 PAl{ AKA 
10Q53 SAMPLE 18 PAK AKA 
10054 SAMPLE 19 PAl( AKA MARKBT SAMPLE 
10055 SAMPLE 20 PAl{ AKA MARKET SAMPLE 
10056 SAMPLB21 POTAH PAl( AKA 
10057 SAMPLE 22 PAK AKA 
10051 SAM.PLB 23 PAl{ AKA 
l005t SAMPLE 24 PAX. AKA 
10060 SAMPLE 15 PAK AKA 
10061 SAMPLE 26 PAl{ AKA 
10062 SAMI"I.B 27 PAl( AKA 
10063 SAMPLB 2.8 PAl( AKA 
10064. SAMPLB 29 PAl( AKA 
1006' . SAMPLE 30 PAl{ AKA 
10066 ANM·117 MADA OAUGALB REWA M.P. IND ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
10061 ANM-118 KUNDHARlKALA SATNA M.P. IND ANM MARKET SAMPLB 
10068 ANM-lll-l KUNDHARlKALA IATNA M.P. IND ANM MARKBT SAMPLE 
l00iS9 MM·119 UCHERA/NAUOODSATNA M.P. IND ANM MARKET SAMPLB 
. 10070. ANM-I20 PALASY SEHORB M.P . IND ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
10071 ANM·I20-1 PALASY SBHORE M.P. IND ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
10072 ANM·I20-2 PALMY SBHORE M.P. IND ANM MAR.KEf SA.MPI...E 
lOO7J ANM·121 NASRlJLI..A.GANJ SBHORB M.P. IND ANM M.ARKBT SAMPLE 
1001. ANM·121·1 NASRt.JI.J..AOANl SBHORE M.P. IND ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
10015 AHM .. 121-2 NASIU.JI..l.AOANJ SEHORE M.P. IND ANM 
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10076 ANM-121-3 NASRULLAGANJSEHORE M.P. IND ANM 
10077 ANM-121-4 NASRULLAOANJSEHORE M.P. IND ANM MARKET SAMPLB 
10078 ANM-122 NASRULLAOANJSEHORE M.P. IND ANM MARKET SAMPLE 
10079 ANM-I23 GUN! M.P. IND ANM 
10080 PO-72-8 V.P. IND PANT PANT 0-113 
10081 PO-12-84 V.P. IND KANP PANTG-116 
10082 P-3662 SHAHPOUR IRN IRAN 1796 1835 
10083 P-3664 SHAHPOUR lRN IRAN 1798 1837 
10084 P-4048 IRN PANT 
10085 P-4109 SABZEVAR IRN RPIP 2282 
10086 P-4223 SIWfROUD IRN RPIP 2396 
10087 P-4305 lRN PANT 
10088 P-4350 KARAJ IRN IRAN 1639 0116 
10089 P-4692 IRN PANT 
10090 P-SOIO OHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 2736 0776 
10091 P-S422 KARAJ IRN IRAN 31201188 
10092 P·S4S1 GHARYE-GOLE IRN IRAN 410M 
10093 P-5469 ARDEBll.. IRN IRAN 322M 
10094 P-5470 TORBA TE HEYDARYIEH lRN IRAN 332M 
10095 P-S477 MOGHAN JRN IRAN 329M 
10096 P-5480 IRN PANT 
10097 P-S499 1UR PANT 
10098 P-6077 IND IARl PLGR-NO.37 
10099 P-6109 lND lARI PLGR-NO.73 
10100 P-6111 lND lARl PLGR-NO.7S 
10101 P-6121 IND lAR1 PLGR·NO.8S 
10102 P-6122 IND JARJ PLGR·NO.86 
10103 P-6124 IND IARl PLGR·NO.88 
10104 P-6131 IND IAR.I PLGR.NO.I01 
10105 P-6133 IND IARI PLGR·NO.1~ 
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10106 P-613S INO PANT 
10107 P-6137 IND IARI PLOR-NO,l08 
10108 P-6143 IND tARl PLGR-NO,114 
101M P-620S IND KANP 
10110 P-62l1 IND KANP 
10111 P-6120 IND KANP 
10112 P-6298 INO KANP 
10113 P-6303 IND SABO 
10114 P-6304 IND PANT 
10115 P-687S NOI PANT 
10116 P·7 U.P. IND RPIP 
10117 P--68 V.P. IND RPIP 
1011' P·I25 u.P. IND RPIP 
10119 P·192 B U.P. IND PANT 
10120 P..t3S3 B V.P. IND KANP 262 
10121 P·2028 B IRN IRAN 0206 0201 
10122 P-82 V.P. INO RPIP 
10123 P~18S3 B JRN IRAN 00270026 
10124 P-S44S B ARDEBIL IRN IRAN 305 
J0125 O.N.R-l RAJASrnAN INO JAIP 
10126 RS-IO RAJASrnAN INO JAIP 
10127 80-204 NEWDEun INO tARt 
1012. BO-205 NEWDEun INO tARl 
10129 BO·206 NEWDEUU INO tARl 
10]30 cps. I A.P. IND APAV 
10131 CPS·2 A.P. IND APAV Icp·S8 
10132 OC~7 W.BENGAL IND PANT 
10133 H-15-1 HARYANA IND HAV 
10134 NO.37(GP-661) PUNJAB IND PAU 
10135 PANT·1l3 V.P. IND PANT O-130XIUl 
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10136 PANT· I 14 PANTNAGAR. U.P. 1ND PANT 0130X1S40 
10137 PANT·llS PANTNAGAR U.P. lND PANT G130XlS40 
10138 PANT-l J6 PANTNAGAR U.P. INn PANT OllOXlS40 
10139 H-35 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10140 H-84 HARYANA IND HAU 
10141 H-91 HARYANA IND HAU 
10142 H-92 HARYANA IND HAU 
10143 H·10S HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10144 H-129 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10145 H-168 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10146 H-193 HARYANA IND HAU 
10147 U-201 HARYANA IND HAU 
10148 H-24 1 HARYANA INn HAU 
10149 H·337 HARYANA IND HAU 
10150 H-339 HAR.YANA IND HAU 
10151 H·344 HARYANA INn HAU 
10152 H-353 llARYANA IND HAU 
10153 H·359 HARYANA lND HAU 
lOJS4 H-363-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10155 H-363-2 liARYANA IND HAU 
10156 H-369 HARYANA IND HAU 
10157 H·376 HARYANA INC HAU 
10158 H·379 HARYANA IND HAU 
10159 H·381-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10160 H-402 HARYANA IND HAD 
10161 H-412 flARYANA IND HAll 
10162 H-418 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10163 H-436 HARYANA IND HAU 
10164 H-437 liARYANA IND HAU 
10165 H-443 HARYANA INn HAU 
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10166 H....t41 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10&67 8-456 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
1016. H-4S1 HARYANA IND HAU 
lOI69H-474 HARYANA lND HAU 
10110 H.'09 HARYANA IND HAU 
10171 H .. 519 HARYANA JND HAU 
10172 H·529 HARYANA IND HAU 
10113 8·530 HARYANA IND HAU 
10174 8·531 HARYANA IND HAU 
10175 H·S33 HARYANA IND HAU 
10176 8·536 HARYANA IND HAU 
10177 H-5040 HARYANA IND HAU 
10178 H·,54·1 HARYANA lND HAU 
10179 H .. 548 HARYANA IND HAU 
10110 H·SSO HARYANA IND HAU 
10181 H·S52 HARYANA IND HAU 
10112 H .. SSS HARYANA IND HAU 
10113 H·'56 HARYANA IND HAU 
101&4 H-561A HARYANA IND HAU 
10115 H·S13 HARYANA IND HAU 
101116 H-615 HARYANA IND HAU 
10187 H.Q8 HARYANA INn HAU 
10188 H~·2 HARYANA IND HAU 
10119 H.$S2 HARYANA IND HAU 
10190 H..(i70 HARYANA IND HAU 
10191 H-614 HARYANA IND HAU 
10192 H .. 702 HARYANA INC HAU 
10193 H .. 701 HARYANA IND HAU 
10194 H.;716 HARYANA IND HAU 
10195 H·111 HARYANA INn HAU 
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10196 H-722 HARYANA IND HAU 
10197 8-727 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10198 H-737 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10199 H-743 HARYANA IND HAU 
10200 8-7S9 HARYANA IND HAU 
10201 H·780 HARYANA IND HAU 
10202 H·788 HARYANA IND HAU 
10203 H·798 HARYANA INC HAU 
10204 H-830 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10205 H·834 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10206 H-836 HARYANA IND HAU 
10207 H·838 HARYANA INC HAU 
10208 H·840 HARYANA IND HAU 
10209 H-86O HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10210 H·862 HARYANA IND HAU 
10211 H·865 HARYANA IND HAU 
10212 H·868 HARYANA 1ND HAU 
10213 H-870-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10214 H·878 HARYANA IND HAU 
10215 H-910 HARYANA IND HAU 
10216 H·946 HARYANA IND HAU 
10217 H·947 HARYANA IND HAU 
10218 H-970-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10219 H-998-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10220 H·998-2 HARYANA IND HAU 
10221 H-I014 HARYANA IND HAU 
HU22 H-I016-2 HARYANA IND HAU 
10223 H-I022 HARYANA IND HAU 
10224 H·I025·2 HARYANA IND HAU 
lOllS H·I028 HARYANA IND HAU 
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t02l6 H-1OS9 HARYANA IND HAU 
10227 H·t071-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10221 H·I074--2 HARYANA IND HAU 
10229 H·1082 HARYANA INC HAU 
10230 H-I119-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10231 8-1124 HARYANA IND HAU 
10232 8-1128 HARYANA IND HAU 
10233 B-1129 HARYANA INC HAU 
10234 8.1131 HARYANA lND HAU 
10235 H-1132 HARYANA INC HAU 
10236 H·llSS HARYANA IND HAU 
10231 8..619S HARYANA IND HAU 
10238 8-72-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10239 H:72-2 HARYANA IND HAU 
10240 8-12-3 HARYANA IND HAU 
10241 B-12-4 HARYANA IND IIAU 
10242 H-12-S HARYANA lND HAU 
10243 H· 71,,(; HARYANA 1ND HAU 
102448-73-1 HARYANA INC HAU 
lQ2415 B .. 73-2 HARYANA lND HAU 
10246 H-73-3 HARYANA IND HAU 
10247H-73--4 HARYANA JND HAU 
10248 8 .. 73 .. :5 HARYANA IND HAU 
10249 H· 73-6 HARYANA IND HAU 
I02S0 Ii-'13-7 HARYANA IND HAU 
10251 H·73" HARYANA INn HAU 
102.52 R·73 .. 9 HARYANA lND HAU 
102" a.:13 .. 10 HARYANA IND HAU 
10254 H-73-Jl HARYANA JND HAU 
10255 H·13-12 HARYANA IND HAU 
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10256 H-73-13 HARYANA IND HAU 
10257 H-73-14 HARYANA IND HAU 
10258 H· 73-15 HARYANA IND HAU 
10259 H-73-16 HARYANA IND HAU 
10260 H-73-17 HARYANA IND HAU 
10261 H-73·18 HARYANA IND HAU 
10262 H-73-19 HARYANA IND HAU 
10263 H-73-20 HARYANA IND HAU 
10264 H-73-21 HARYANA IND HAU 
10265 H-73-22 HARYANA IND HAU 
10266 H-73-23 HARYANA IND HAU 
10267 H-73-24 HARYANA IND HAU 
10268 H·73-25 HARYANA IND HAU 
10269 H-73-26 HARYANA IND HAU 
10270 H-73-27 HARYANA IND HAU 
10271 H-73-28 HARYANA IND HAU 
10272 H·7S·2 HARYANA IND HAU 
10273 H-7S-3 HARYANA IND HAU 
10274 H-7S-4 HARYANA lND HAU 
10275 H-75-S HARYANA IND HAU 
10276 H·75-6 HARYANA IND HAU 
10277 H-75-9 HARYANA IND HAU 
10278 H-7S-10 HARYANA IND HAU 
10279 H-7S-U HARYANA IND HAU 
10280 H-75-12 flARYANA IND HAU 
10281 H-7S-13 HARYANA lND HAU 
10282 H-7S-14 HARYANA IND HAU 
10283 ".7S-IS HARYANA IND HAU 
10284 H-7S-16 HARYANA IND HAU 
10285 "-75-17 HARYANA IND HAU 
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10286 B .. 7"'18 HARYANA !NO HAll 
10217 H-7"'19 HARYANA !NO HAU 
t0288 H·7"'2O HARYANA !NO HAU 
10289 B .. 75·24 HARYANA !NO HAll 
10290 H·15-2.5 HARYANA !NO HAll 
10291 H .. 75-27 HARYANA !NO HAll 
10292 H-7,..21 HARYANA INO HAll 
10293 H·15-29 HARYANA !NO HAU 
10294 H-75·30 HARYANA IND HAU 
10295 H·75-31 HARYANA !NO HAll 
10296 H-7"'32 HARYANA IND HAU 
10297 H·75-33 HARYANA IND HAll 
10298 H-75-34 liARYANA IND HAU 
10299 PRTI-IO HARYANA IND HAU 
10300IRTI·ll HARYANA IND HAll 
10301PRR 1 MEX lNlA 
l0302NEC24~l COL ALAD 
10303 JM-2066 nJR UOM 
10304 JM-2067 TUR UGM 
1030S JM-2068 nJR UOM 
10306 JM-2079 TUR UOM 
10307 JM .. 208S TUR UOM 
IOlO3JM·2097 ruR UOM 
10309 JM-2109 TUR UGM 
Ulna JM-21!1 TUR UOM 
10311 lM-21:lS TUR UGM 
10312 JM .. 2157 TOKAT TOKAT TUR UOM 
I03UAl~2.158 TUR UOM 
10114 ISPANYOL HaM' A TUR FAAU REO.NO.l 
I09U·NOHI1f TIJR. PAAU REO.NO.2 
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10316 NOHlIT ruR PAAU REG,NO,3 
10317 NOHUT nJR PAAU REO,NO.4 
10318 NOHUT ruR PAAU REO.NO.S 
10319 ISPANYOL NOHlIT B ruR PAAU REO.NO.6 
10320 NOHlIT 11JR FAAU REO.NO.I0 
10321 ISPANYOL NOHlIT C 11JR PAAU REO.NO.12 
10322 NOHUT TUR FAAU REO.NO.16 
10323 NOHlIT-2 TUR PAAU REO.NO.19 
10324 NOHlIT-3 TUR FAAU REG.NO.20 
10325 NOHtIT-21 11JR PAAU REO.NO.39 
10326 BEY AZ NOHlIT-23 11JR PAAU REO.NO.40 
10327 NOHUT 15/1-24 TUR PAAU REG.NO.4l 
10328 NOHUT 1511-25 TUR FAAU REO.NO.42 
10329 KUCUK DEVELI 17/3-26 TUR PAAU REO.NO.43 
10330 KUCUK. DEVELI 17/4-27 TUR FAAU REO.NO.44 
10331 KUCUK DEVELI 17/6-28 TUR PAAU REO.NO.4S 
10332 NOHUT TUR PAAU REG.NO.46 
10333 KUCUK DEVELI 18n-30 TUR FAAU REG.NO.47 
10334 KUCUK DEVELI 19/3-34 TIJR PAAU REO.NO.48 
10335 YESn.. NOHUT 19/3-34 TUR FAAU REG,NO.Sl 
10336 YESn.. NOHUT 20/1·35 11JR FMU REG.NO.52 
10337 YESn.. NOHUT 2012-35 TUR PAAU REO.NO.S3 
10338 YESn.. NOHUT 2013-37 11JR PAAU REO.NO.54 
10339 YESn.. NOHUT2014-38 TIJR PAAU REO.NO.55 
10340 NOHUT TUR PAAU REG.NO.56 
10341 ADI NOHtn' 21/3-42 11JR PMU REG.NO.59 
10342 ROMANY A NOffiJT 22/3-43 TIJR PAAU REO.NO.60 
10343 ROMANY A NOHUT 22/3-44 11JR PMU REO.NO.61 
10344 ROMANY A NOHUT 23/1-45 TUR PMU REO.NO.62 
10345 YESn.. KADAK 2512-47 TUR PAAU REG.NO.64 
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10346 YBSlL XABAK 25f6.41 1UR FAAU REG.NO.65 
l1B47 YBSD.. KABAI{ 2812-50 1lJR FAAU REO.NO.67 
10348 YBSD.. KABAI{ 2Q13·51 ruR FAAU REO.NO.68 
10349 ISPANYOL 27/1-52 ruR FAAU REO.NO.69 
10350 ISPANTOL 2712-53 nJR FAAU REG.NO.70 
10351 YBSlL NOHUT 28/1-S4 ruR FAAU REO.NO.71 
10352 YBSJL NOHUT 28Il .. SS ruR FAAU REG.No.n 
10353 YBSD.. NOHUT 2~56 1UR FAAU REO.NO.73 
10354 SOOuroUCUK Nann- 2911·58 1UR FAAU REO.NO.7S 
10355 YBSIL NOHUT3711-59 ruR FAAU REO.NO.76 
10356 msn..NOHUT 3212-60 ruR FAAU REO.NO.n 
10357 YBSlL NOHUT 3414-61 ruR FAAU REO. NO.7' 
10351 YBSn. NOHUT 35/1-62 nJR FAAU REO.NO.79 
10359 NOHVT TUR FAAU REO.NO.l66 
10360 AKNOmJT 94/l-151 nJR FAAU REO.NO.J68 
10361 NOHUT 9811-58 nJR FAAU REO.NO.17S 
10362 NOHUT TUR FAAU REO.NO.IM 
10363 KABAK NOHllT nJR FAAU REO.NO.200 
lca64 NOHUf 11JR FAAU REO.NO.202 
10365 YER1J NOIM' A 1t1R FAAU REO.NO.203 
10366 . YERJ..I NOHUT B nJR FAAU REO.NO.204 
10367 BEY AZ NOHtJr nJR FAAU REO.NO.208 
1036. .NOHUT ruR FAAU REO.NO.211 
10369 YERU NOHUI' 3S/1-1 nJR FAAU REO.NO.334 
10370 YBRLI NOHlTI' 35/1-4 TUll FAAU REO.NO.337 
10371 ISPANYOL NOHUT 4(Wl-S 11JR FAAU REO.NO.342 
10372 lCABA,K·NOHUf 48/1-4 1t1R FAAU R.EO.NOA03 
10313 ICAlWC NOHUr 4814-1 11JR FAAU RBO.NO.408 
10374YESD... NOHUf SO!3·2 TUR FAAU RBO.NOA12 
to."5 JM·2286 MAHARASHfRA IND UGM 
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10376 JM-2325 MUNNAR KERALA INn UGM 
10377 PB7 XS-25 RAJASTIIAN IND JAIP 
10378 RS11XG-24 RAIASnlAN tND lAIP 
10379 RSI1XGNR114 RAJASnIAN IND JAIP 
10330 RSIIXS-26 RAJASnIAN INn JAJP 
10381 S26XGNR1l4 RAJAS1lIAN lND JAIP 
10382 RPSP·117 KOTUR ZAHlRABAD A.P. IND RPSP 
10383 RPSP-118 JANWADA MEDAK A.P. IND RPSP 
10384 RPSP-119 SANGAM BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10385 RPSP-120 SANGAM BIDAR KARNATAKA 1ND RPSP 
]0386 RPSP-121 MARKHAS BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
]0387 RPSP-122 ISLAMPUR KARNATAKA INn RPSP 
10388 RPSP-123 CHA TNAR BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10389 RPSP·124 HIPPALGOAN KARNATAKA INn RPSP 
10390 RPSP-12S KUSHNAUR BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10391 RPSP-126 KUSHNAlJR BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
]0392 RPSP-127 KUSHNAUR BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10393 RPSP·128 KUSHNAlJR BIDAR KARNATAKA INn RPSP 
10394 RPSP-129 SANGAM BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10395 RPSP·130 SANGAM BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10396 RPSP·131 GURUPPA BIDAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10397 RPSP-l32 KALGNOOL GULBARGA KARNATAKA lND RPSP 
10398 RPSP·133 SARDAGIGULBARGA KARNATAKA INn RPSP 
10399 RPSP-134 SARDAGIGULBAROA KARNATAKA lND RPSP 
]0400 RPSP-13S MADBOD GULBARGA KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10401 RPSP·136 MANKOD GULBARGA KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10402 RPSP·137 MALKAD OULBARGA KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10403 RPSP-138 CHITAPUR GULBARGA KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10404 RPSP-139 CHITAPUR GULBAROA KARNATAKA IND RPSP 








1041 t RPSP-l46 
10412 RPSP·147 
10413 RPSP-148 
10414 JtPSP-149 A 














10429 RPSP .. l63 
10430 RPSP·I64 
10431 llPSP·l6S 
10C!2 ltPSP .. l66 
I043S RPSP·J67 

































HlRABAOA WADI BELOAUM 
AMAk0A1TI BELGAUM 
4 S 6 7 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA lND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA lND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
K.AR.NATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
K.AR.NATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA INn RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA lND RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
KARNATAKA INO RPSP 
KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
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10436 RPSP-170 BELLURE BELOAUM KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10437 RPSP-171 GAMG DHARW AR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10438 RPSP-I72 TADKOD DHARWAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10439 RPSP-J73 ZIRODDHARWAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10440 RPSP-174 UPPANVATAGERI DHARWAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10441 RPSP-175 DHARWAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10442 RPSP-176 DHARWAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10443 RPSP-177 SHIV ALI DHARW AR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10444 RPSP-178 HEBSUR DHARW AR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
]0445 RPSP-179 NAVALGUNDDHARWAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10446 RPSP-180 V ARUR DHARW AR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10447 RPSP-181 HONNAPUR DHARW AR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10448 RPSP-182 SHIGOOAN DHARW AR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10449 RPSP·183 HA V ARI DHARWAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10450 RPSP-I84 MOTIBENNUR DHARWAR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10451 RPSP-185 ALURGA TTl aUfRADURGA KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10452 RPSP-I86 HARPANHALU CHITRADURGA KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10453 RPSP-187 KARlHALLI BEllARY KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10454 RPSP·188 HIOl BELLARY KARNATAKA INn RPSP 
10455 RPSP-189 BONALI BELLARY KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10456 RPSP·190 HALLEPUR BaLARY KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10457 RPSP·191 AMBI BELLARY KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10458 RPSP-192 KALLUR BELLARY KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10459 RPSp·193 KALLUR BELLARY KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10460 RPSP·I94 DANASPURA BELLARY KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10461 RPSP-195 A YALGIRI RAICHUR KARNATAKA 1ND RPSP 
10462 RPSP-19S 8 Y ALGIRl RAICHUR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10463 RPSP-l96 KOI1-UR RAICHUR KARNATAKA IND RPSP 
10464 RPSPw191 RAlCHUR·BEUARY ROAD KARNATAKA INn RPSP 
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ORISSA IND ANM 
ORISSA IND ANM 
HARYANA IND RPSP 
HARYANA IND RPSP 
HARYANA IND RPSP 
HARYANA IND RPSP 
HARYANA IND RPSP 
HARYANA IND RPSP 
HARYANA INn RPSP 
RAJASrnAN IND RPSP 
RAJASrnAN IND RPSP 
RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
RAJASrnAN IND RPSP 
RAIAS1HAN IND RPSP 
RAJASlHAN IND RPSP 
RAJA S1lfA N INn RPSP 
RAJAS1HAN INn RPSP 
RAJA5rnAN IND RPSP 
RAJASnlAN lND RPSP 
RAJAS1lIAN IND RPSP 
RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
RAJASTIiAN IND RPSP 
RAIASlHAN IND RPSP 
RAJASTIIAN lND RPSP 
RAJAS'llIAN INn RPSP 
RAIAS1lfAN IND RPSP 
RAJASnlAN IND RPSP 
RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
RAJASlHA'N IND RPSP 
RAJASnlAN IND RPSP 
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10496 RPSP·227 RAMZAL FEROZPUR PUNJAB JND RPSP 
10497 RPSP·221 BIDNAWALI PBROZPUR PUNJAB IND R.PSP 
10498 RPSp·229 ABOHAR-IDSSAR ROAD PUNJAB INn RPSP 
10499 RPSp·2JO KABARWALA FEROZPUR PUNJAB INO RPSP 
10.500 RPSP·2Jl RAmALlA FBROZPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
10501 RPSP·2J2 DABWAU PBROZPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
10.502 RPSP·233 DABWAU PEROZPUR. PUNJAB IND RPSP 
10.503 RPSP·234 LlLAWALI SlIlSA HARYANA IND RPSP 
10.504 RPSP·23.5 LILA WALl SIRSA HARYANA IND RPSP 
1050.5 RPSP·236 FATEHABAD HISSAR HARYANA INn RPSP 
10.506 RPSP·237 DHANGDAIDSSAR HARYANA IND RPSP 
10507 RPSP-238 DHANGDA msSAR HARYANA IND RPSP 
10508 RPSP·239 OIURU-HANUMANOARH ROAD RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10.509 RPSP-240 GAGORE CHURU RAJASmAN IND RPSP 
10510 RPSP-241 TJTR.I NAOAUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10511 RPSP·242 KATOTI NAGAUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10512 RPSp·243 DHARNA NAGAUR RAJASmAN IND RPSP 
10513 RPSP-244 KANKARRUNJA NAGAUR RAJASmAN IN]) RPSP 
10514 RPSP·24S OnNAR NAGAUR RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
10515 RPSP-246 KHARNAL NAGAUR RAJAS1HAN IN]) RPSP 
10516 RPSP-247 KHARNAL NAOAUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10517 RPSP·248 SATAUO NAOAUR. RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10518 RPSp·249 NAOAUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10519 RPSP·2SO MORBHASNI JODHPUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10520 RPSP·2S1 PALl RAJASllIAN IND RPSP 
10521 RPSP·2S2 OUNDQJPALI RAJAS1lfAN IND RPSP 
10522 RPSP·253 DHOLAPALI RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10523 RPSP·2S4 MUNDARO PALl RAJAS1HAN IND IPSP 
10524 RPSP·25S HINOAROO JALORB RAlAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10525 RPSP·256 SA.lRA ON $AlDl·UDAIPUR. ROAD R.AJAS1HAN IND IPSP 
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·10526 RPSP-ZS1 PADRADA UDAIPUR RAJAS1lfAN IND RPSP 
10527 RPSP·2S8 TARPA UDAIPUR. RAJASnlAN JND RPSP 
1 0~28 RPSP .. 2S9 MAJAV ADI UDAIPUR. RAJASnlAN JND BPSP 
10529 RPSP-260 MAJAV ADI UDAIPUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10530 RPSP-261 OHANOU UDAIPUR RAJASnlAN IND RPSP 
10531 R.PSP-262 BHATBV AR UDAIPUR RAJASnlAN l.ND RPSP 
10532 RPSP-263 MBNAR UDAIPUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
lOS33 RPSP-264 K.1RKJ0I0KI UDAIPUR RAJASnlAN IND RPSP 
10534 RPSP·265 NAPANIA OIlTOROARH RAJASlHAN IND BPSP 
10S35 RPSP-266 BHANSAN CHrrOROARH RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10536 RPSP·261 PANOIDRVLA CHrfORGARH RAJASnlAN IND RPSP 
10531 ~-261 NEEMKHERA QIlTORGARH RAJASnlAN IND RPSP 
10538 RPSP-269 GANGRAR CHlTORGARH RAJAS1HAN INn RPSP 
10539 JlPSP·270 BHD..WARA..cHlTORGARH ROAD RAJAS1llAN IND RPSP 
1~ORPSP .. 271 KA TRl BHu.. WARA RAJASnIAN INn RPSP 
10541 RPSP~272 MALIKHBDU BHU..WARA RAJAS1HAN INn RPSP 
10542 RPSP-173 MANDALGARH BHD..WARA RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10543 RPSP"274 KHAlA VATI SHD..WARA RAJAS1HAN INn RPSP 
10544 RPSP-215 MBGHARA VA1lII BUNDI RAJAS1HAN lND RPSP 
10545 USP-276 SUNDI RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10S46 RPSP-277 SATOON BUNDI RAJAS1HAN JND RPSP 
10547 RPSP-278 CHATAROAJ SUNDI RAJASnlAN IND RPSP 
10548 RPSP·279 BASI BHAWDJ BUNDI RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10S49RPSP-280 TlKADBUNDI RAJASlHAN INn RPSP 
IOSSG .R.PSP·211 DEVUBVNDI RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
l~Sl RPSP-282 XEKDIBUNOI RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10552 RPSP-283 KAKRIBUNDI RAJASnIAN IND RPSP 
1055.3 RPSP-284 JAGPURA AJ'MEIt RAlASniAN JND RPSP 
IOSS4 Jt.P$p·28S SARAI AJMEIt RAJAS11:lAN JND RPSP 
I05SS R,PSP-ll6 JABARKIYO AJMER RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
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10S56 RPSP·287 RAInA AlMER RAJASmAN lND RPSP 
10SS7 RPSP-288 OAOW ANA AJMER RAIASmAN lND RPSP 
10558 RPSP-289 AlMER-JAJRPUR ROAD RAJASlHAN 1ND RPSP 
10559 RPSP·290 VANEPA AlMER RAJAS'IHAN IND RPSP 
10560 RPSP·291 NORIAAlMER RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
10561 RPSP·292 DANTRI JAIPUR RAJASmAN IND RPSP 
10562 RPSp·293 OINDANI JAIPUR RAJASTIiAN lND RPSP 
10563 RPSP·294 OADVATAJAIPUR RAJASllIAN IND RPSP 
10564 RPSP·295 SHERPURA JAlPUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10565 RPSP·296 JAlPUR-AlMER ROAD RAJAS1HAN lND RPSP 
10566 RPSP·297 JAIRAMPlIRA JAIPUR RAJASlHAN IND RPSP 
10567 RPSP-298 JHARJAIPUR RAJASnJAN lND RPSP 
10568 RPSP-299 JIRaTA JAJPUR RAJAS'IHAN IND RPSP 
10569 RPSP-300 KALAKHO JAIPUR RAJASmAN lND RPSP 
10570 RPSP-301 MANPUR JAIPUR RAJAS'IHAN IND RPSP 
10571 RPSP·302 TImKRA SA WAI MADHOPUR RAJASmAN lND RPSP 
10572 RPSP-303 AMOLI BHARATPUR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10573 RPSP·304 l..Al..HARO BHARATPUR RAJASnJAN IND RPSP 
10574 RPSP-305 MAli KA NAGl..A BHARA TPUR RAIASrnAN IND RPSP 
IOS75 RPSP·306 DREG BHARATPUR RAIAS11fAN IND RPSP 
10576 RPSP-307 RAJAsnJAN IND RPSP 
10571 RPSP-308 AL WAR·BHARA TPUR ROAD RAJASmAN IND RPSP 
10578 RPSP·309 At WAR·BHARATPUR ROAD RAJAS1HAN lND RPSP 
10579 RPSP-310 UMRAID At WAR RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
10580 RPSp·311 BAGADALWAR RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
10581 RPSp·312 NAGAWANALWAR RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
10582 RPSP·313 BHONDIGUROAON HARYANA [NO RPSP 
10583 RPSP·314 ABOHAR·GANOANAOAR ROAD PUNJAB IND RPSP 
10584 RPSp·31S ABOHAR·GANOANAOAR ROAD PUNJAB INn RPSP 
10S8S RPSP·3J6 RArslNGNAGAR RAJASnfAN lND RPSP 
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10586 RPSP·317 RAlSlNONAOAR. RA.TAS11IAN INO RPSP 
IM.7 JtPSP.:n. SAVATSAR OANGANAOAR RA.TAS11IAN .1ND RPSP 
U"8IRPSP..319 SA VATSAR GANGANAGAR RAJASTHAN INO RPSP 
10519 .,.,-320 PADAMPUROAHOANAGAR RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP 
10590 llPSP-321 JADAKlN OANGANAOAR RAJASllIAN IND RPSP 
10591 RPSP-322 JADAKIN OANGANAGAR RAJAmlAN INO RPSP 
10592 RPSP-323 ABOHAR-HJSSAR ROAD RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
10593 1tPSP·324 FAROOO PBROZPUR RAJASTHAN IND RPSP 
IOS94 RPSP·32S DABW ALI.slRSA ROAD RAJASnfAN IND RPSP 
1059S ItPSP-326 DABWAU·SJRSA ROAD RA.TAS11IAN IND RPSP 
10596 RPSP-327 DABWALJ..SJRSA ROAD RAJASnlAN IND RPSP 
IOS97RPSP·328 CHORMAR SIRSA RAJASnfAN IND RPSP 
10598 JtPSP·329 SIRSA-BABWALI ROAD RAJASniAN IND RPSP 
10S99 SAMPUHS-I KB'IOI PAR AKA 
10600 SAMPLBI9-1 PAR AKA 
10601 SAMPLB21-1 POTAH PAR AKA POTAH·l 
tOfi02 SA.MPll! 23-2 PO'rAH PAR AKA POTAH-3 
10603 SAMPI..E2A-1 POTAH PAR AKA POTAH-4 
10104 SAMPI..B 26-1 POTAH PAR AKA POTAH-6 
10605 SAMI'LB 27·1 POTAH PAJ{ AKA POTAH 
10606 SHANXOr·5-1 PAX AKA 
10507 C-612 PAK AKA 
10601 C&7 PAR AKA 
10609 ADAR11IAL TV-' IARJ NEWDBLHI IND TNAU 
10610 ALAX JARI NEWDBLHI INO TNAU 
10611 .-65 W.BBNOAL !NO TNAU 
10612 JlG..7 SP·l IARI NEWDELHt IND TNAU 
10613 80-1 SP-2 IARI NEWDEIJII INO TNAU 
10614 BQ.;10 IARI NBWDBIJII IND TNAU 
10615 80-14 lAR.I NEWDEUII IND THAU 
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10616 BHIND-19 M.P. IND THAU 
10617 BR-98 BIHAR IND THAU 
10618 BR-198 BIHAR IND THAU 
10619 0130 PUNJAB IND THAU 
10620 CHANDBRI M.P. JND TNAU 
10621 F·229 B PUNJAB IND TNAU 
10622 0·115 PUNJAB IND TNAU 
10623 0-602 PUNJAB IND TNAU 
10624 Gr-28 M.P. IND TNAU 
10625 GT-48 M.P. IND TNAU 
10626 Gr-62-4 M.P. INn TNAU 
10627 OT-64·10-3 M.P. IND TNAU 
10628 OT-64·16 M.P. IND TNAU 
10629 H-214 HARYANA IND TNAU 
10630 H·362 HARYANA IND TNAU 
10631 HUBLIBLACK MAHARASHTRA IND TNAU 
10632 1.30 MAHARASHTRA IND TNAU 
10633 N.P.468 NBWDBLHI lND TNAU 
10634 NO.43 TAMILNADU IND TNAU 
10635 NO.62 TAMlLNADU lND TNAU 
10636 NO.94 TAMlLNADU [NO TNAU 
10631 NO.1l2 TAMILNADU IND TNAU 
10638 NO.296S TAMn..NADU INn TNAU 
10639 PAlLADAM TAMILNADU IND TNAU 
10640 PLS.9 NEWDBUU [NO THAU 
10641 PLS-43 TAMILNADU !NO TNAU 
10642 PLS·73 MAHARASHTRA IND TNAU 
10643 PLS-74 MAHARASHTRA INn TNAU 
10644 PLS-119 MAHARASHTRA IND THAU 
I064S PLS-137 TAMILNADU IND TNAU 
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10646 1t.13 SUN TNAtJ 
10641 1..24 SUN TNAU 
10648 R.3S SUN TNAU 
10649 RAt SUN TNAU 
10650 RJ.4 SUN TNAU 
I06SIR.S6 SUN TNAU 
] 0652 1t.S6 B SUN TNAU 
10653RS.lt RAJASmAN IND TNAU SP·l 
10654 ST-IOI M.P. IND TNAU 
1065S SBL.431 NEWDEUU INn TNAU 
10656 51'-4 M.P. IND TNAU 
10651 ST-16 M.P. lND TNAU 
1065. T.44 U.P. lND TNAU 
10659 T.MB U.P. lND TNAU 
]0660 T.10-1 U.P. IND TNAU 
10661 T.7o.2 U.P. IND TNAU 
10662 T.7l U.P. IND TNAU 
10663 T.,..3 U.P. lND TNAU 
10564 1()'2.23 TAMILNADU IND TNAU 
U)66S 34·1017 TAMILNADU IND TNAU 
10666 lS.ll TAMILNADU IND TNAU 
10667 6l--1()'3 TAMILNADU 1ND TNAU 
10661 14-.2-1 TAMILNADU IND TNAU 
10669 18·2 TAMlLNADU lND TNAU 
10670 ~2-SO MAHARASHI'RA IND TNAU 
10671 839-24 MAHA.RASHl'RA IND TNAU 
10672 0tJC.32681 SOLHAN BINGOL TUR lZM 
10673 auC-3268S SOLHAN BINOOL TUR aM 
10674 CRJC~330S6 TOKAT nJR lZM 
10675 C1tfC..33087 SUSBHRI SIVAS TUR IZM 
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10676 CRIC·33091 SUSEHRI SIVAS ruR lZM 
10677 CRIC-3333S ALTJNYALI EDIRNE 1tJR IZM 
10678 CRIC-333SI TBKIRDAG ruR JZM 
10679 CRIC-33360 MALKARA TBKIRDAG TUR IZM 
10680 CRIC-33361 MALKARA TEKlRDAG nJR IZM 
10681 CRIC-33399 HIDIRAGA EDIRNE 1tJR lZM 
10682 CRIC-33S06 VlZB KIRKLARELI TUR IZM 
10683 CRIC·33S07 V'IZE KIRKLARELI ruR lZM 
10684 CRIC-34848 IZMIR TUR JZM 
10685 CRIC-34849 MURATKOY BINGOL ruR IZM 
10686 CRIC-348S0 CINE AYDIN nJR lZM 
10687 CRIC·34851 ISLAHIYE GAZlAN'I'BP TIJR lZM 
10688 CRIC·34852 KILlS OAZIANTEP ruR IZM 
10689 CRlC-348S3 AGLASUN BURDUR TIJR JZM 
10690 CRIC-348S4 CARDAK DENlZLI TUR IZM 
10691 CRIC-348SS SARICAKAYA ESKlSEHIR TUR JZM 
10692 CRJC·348S6 OEYVE SAKARYA ruR IZM 
10693 CRIC-348S7 SARZ KAYSERJ TUR JZM 
10694 CRIC-34859 DINAR APYON nJR aM 
10695 CRIC-34861 TASKOPRU KASTAMONU ruR IZM 
10696 CRlC-34862 IVRINDI BALIKESIR TUR IZM 
10697 CRIC-34863 TAVSANLI KtrrAHYA ruR JZM 
10698 CRIC.34864 ZONGUlDAK ruR IZM 
10699 CRIC·34865 REFAHIYE ERZINCAN TUR IZM 
10700 CRIC-34866 NEVSEHIR ruR IZM 
10701 CRIC-34867 KARAAOAC MUGLA 1Ul IZM 
10702 CRJC-34868 DATCA MUGLA nJR IZM 
10103 CRlC-34869 MERSIN ICPJ.. 1tJR JZM 
10704 CRIC34870 SARlCAKAYA BSKISEHJR ruR IZM 
10705 CRlC-34871 MUSTAFA KAMEL PASA BURSA TI1R IZM 
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10106 auC .. 348n DERlNKOYII NHVSEHlR TIJR JZM 
10707 CJUC.34813 MUSTAFA KAMEL PASA BURSA TUR IZM 
10708 CRlC;.34814 SUHUT AFYON TIJR IZM 
10109 auC·3487S SBNlRKBNT ISPARTA nJR IZM 
10110 auC·34876 ISPARTA TIJR JZM 
10111 CRlC·34877 SULTANDAOI AFYON 'fUR. IZM 
10712 ClUC-34878 CARDAK OENlZLl TIJR IZM 
10713 CRlC·34879 BANAZ USAK TIJR IZM 
10714 CRlC·34880 BODRUM MUGLA TIJR IZM 
l07lS CJUC-34811 MBRZlFON AMASYA 'fUR IZM 
10716 auC·34B12 TAVAS OENlZLI TIJR IZM 
10711 CRlC-34881 OOMANlC KtrrAHYA TUR. IZM 
10718 CRlC-34816 HBLVAN URFA TIJR IZM 
10119 CRlC-34B17 KtrrAHYA TUR IZM 
10120 CRJC·34811 BNF..Z BDIRNE TUR IZM 
10121 auC .. 34890 KtITAHYA TIJR IZM 
10112 ClUC-3489t BURSA TIJR rlM 
10123 ClUC34892 KtrrAHYA TUR IZM 
10724 CRlC·34893 DINAR AFYON TUR IZM 
IonS CRlC-34894 AMASYA TUR IZM 
10726 ClUC-3419S SULTANDAOI AFYON TIJR 12M 
10721 CRlC-l4891 ULUBORLU ISPARTA TUR JZM 
1072ICRlC-34I91 KUfAHYA TIJR JZM 
10729 CIUC,.I" KtlTAHYA ruR IZM 
10130 C1UC34900 MANISA TIJR JZM 
10731 CRJC .. 34901 CAROAK DENlZLI nJR JZM 
10'132000.34902 BANAZ USA)( TUR IZM 
10133 QUC34903 MElUC EDlRNB TIJR 1ZM 
10734 ClUC-34904 CARDA]{ OBNIZLI TlJR JZM 
10735 CRlC-34905 OOKSJN MARAS TIJR IZM 
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10736 CRlC-34906 IVRINDI BALIKESIR TIJR IZM 
10737 CRIC-34907 ENEZ EDIRNE TIJR IZM 
10738 CRlC-34908 ENEZ EDIRNE TIJR IZM 
10739 CRlC·34909 SIVEREK URFA TIJR IZM 
10740 CRIC·349 1 0 MUDANYA BURSA nJR IZM 
10741 CRIC·34911 ENEZ EDIRNE TIJR IZM 
10742 CRIC·34912 ELBISTAN MARAS TUR IZM 
10743 CRlC·34913 AYVALIK BALIKESIR TUR IZM 
10744 CRIC·34914 BANDIRMA BALIKESIR ruR IZM 
10745 CRIC·34915 AMASYA TIJR IZM 
10746 CRIC·34917 YENlSEHIR BURSA TUR IZM 
10747 CRIC·34918 YENICFXOY EDIRNE TUR IZM 
10748 CRIC·34919 MUDANYA BURSA TIJR JZM 
10749 CRIC·34920 ERMENEK KONYA TIJR IZM 
10750 CRIC·34921 ENEZ EOIRNE nJR JZM 
10751 CRlC·34923 MENI!MEN IZMIR nTR IZM 
10752 CRIC·34981 AYVALIK. BALIKESIR TIJR IZM 
10753 CRIC·3S104 SABANOZU CANKlRI TIJR IZM 
10754 CRIC·3S142 zn.E TOKAT TIJR IZM 
10755 CRIC·35168 URGUP NEVSEHlR nJR IZM 
10756 CRIC·3S200 SAVUR MARDIN nJR IZM 
10757 CRIC·35210 BESIRI SIlRT TUR IZM 
10758 CRIC·3S282 KJZn..TEPE MARDIN TUR JZM 
10759 CRlC·35314 BEVnJSSEBAP HAK.KARI ruR IZM 
10760 CRlC·35362 ELMALI ANTALYA nJR IZM 
10761 CRIC·35380 KORK1JI'EL1 ANTALYA rua IZM 
10762 CRlC-35464 OOunSAR BURDUR rua IZM 
10763 CRIC·3S468 ACIPAYAM DENm.1 1lJR IZM 
10764 CRIC·3S471 SANDIKLI AFYON rua IZM 
10765 CRIC·3S475 YALVAC lSPARTA 11JR. IZM 
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10166 CRlC·JS492 BtTRDUR nJR 1ZM 
I f1167 CRIC·3SS0t BtTRDUR 1UR JZM 
lf1161 CRlC·31OS7 SUNOURLU CORUM nJR IZM 
t 0769 CRJC.3701J2 SUNGURLU CORUM nJR IZM 
10170 auc-J7097 CORUM 1UR. IZM 
10711 CRIC·37118 DURAGAN SlNOP ruR IZM 
10772 ClUC-31116 TBPEKOY SINOP ruR IZM 
10TI3 CRIC-37208 lNBBa...U KASTAMONU TUR JZM 
10774 CRIC·:t7244 lNBBa...U KASTAMONU TUR. 12M 
10775 CRIC·37316 ISKD..IP CORUM TUR JZM 
10716 CRIC·37408 lSKD..IP CORUM TUR IZM 
10771 CRJC,.3741S UJU.A IZMJR. TUR IZM 
10771 auC-31411 tJJU.A IZMJR 1t1R 12M 
10'779 CRIC·37429 KARABURUN lZMIR TUR IZM 
10780 CRIC·31502 KAHTA ADIYAMAN TUR IZM 
10781 CltIC·37519 SIIRT ruR IZM 
10782 CRIC.37S2$ SDRT TUR IZM 
10783 CRlC·:J7S27 BUH SDRT ruR aM 
10784 CRlC-37S32 BRUH SDRT TUR IZM 
10'785 CRlC-37SS1 SIRNAK SURT TUR IZM 
10786 CIUC-31915 NlKSAR TOKAT TUR JZM 
10187 crtJC-J800.S ORTAKOY CORUM TUIl IZM 
1078. CltIC-380t' YAYLACIK CORUM TUR IZM 
10789 CRIC·38052 BANAZ USAK. TUR lZM 
10790 CRlC·38138 YBNl~ CANAKKALE TUR IZM 
10791 CRJC·381S4 CAN CANAKKALE TUR JZM 
10792 auC-31220 BNEZ EDIRNB TUR JZM 
10793 NJ!C.23 ... ·1 JND ALAD 
107M RPSP .. no..2 IND RPSP 
1079.5 RPSP·l15-1 JND RPSP 
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]0796 RPSp·] 16-1 IND RPSP 
]0797 RPSP·12()"1 PLASSEY NASRUU.AOANJ NADIA M.P. IND RPSP 
10798 H-35-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10799 H·84·1 HARYANA INn HAU 
10800 H·201·1 HARYANA IND HAU 
)0801 H-4]2·1 HARYANA IND HAU 
)0802 H436-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10803 H·.5.52·1 HARYANA IND HAU 
]0804 H-555·) llARYANA IND HAU 
10805 H-556-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10806 H·I022·1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10807 H·1155·1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10808 H-73·23-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10809 H·73-27-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10810 H·75-6-1 HARYANA IND HAU 
10811 H-75-25·1 HARYANA IND HAU 
]0812 PRR I-I MEX INlA 
]OBI3 1-24-2 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
10814 1-57-1 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
10815 2-24-1 MAHARASHI'RA IND BADN 
10816 2-41·3 B MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
10817 2-61·1 MAHARASIfI'RA IND BADN 
10818 3·24-1 MAHARASHl'RA IND BADN 
10819 11-4·50 MAHARASHI'RA IND BADN 
10820 63-8-12-41 B MAHARASHI'RA [NO BADN 
10821 123·10 MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
10822 14()"6.T MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
10823 BADAOiAFFA MAHARASHTRA IND BAON 
10824 BR·198 BnIAR IND 
10825 BURMA-31·19 B BUR 
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'" 10126 C-2I8 HARYANA IND BADN 
10121 DHULJA 6.20 MAHARASHI'RA IND BADN 
10828 G-12-102 B M.P. IND BADN 
10829 0 .. 549 IND BADN 
10130 GHATAOIRIJ-4 IND BADN 
10831 GHATAOIRI3-1 INn BADN 
10832 HlNOOU..s IND BADN 
10833 HY 10.3-2 B A.P. IND BADN 
10834 HY-U"I A.P. IND BADN 
I083S It-S89 B UP. IND BADN 
10836 N-Sl MAHARASIITRA IND BADN 
10837 NANDASA--845 MAHARASIITRA IND BADN 
10831 PANT 101 U.P. IND BADN 
101S9 PINK UJJAJN M.P. IND BADN 
10840 R-I07 NBWDELHI JND BADN 
10841 S-26 IND BADN 
10842 WHll'BPLOWBRX32-33(746)S83 IND BADN 
10143 Jf;I .. 25.n KUSHK HERAT AFG UOM 
10844 lM-25S1-1 HERAT AFO UOM 
IOMS JM.;lSS2 HERAT AFO UOM 
10146 1M .. 25SS QARA MOH GT.n..RAN HERAT AFO UGM 
10847 IM-25S6 QARA BAOH 0ULltAN HERAT AFG UOM 
108431M-2SS7 QARA BAGH OULRAN HERAT AFO UOM 
10849 JM·25S8 ZAMONOION HERAT APG UGM 
10850 lM-2S60 OBBYBAZAR HERAT AFO UOM 
I08S1JM .. 2S6J OBEY BAZAR HERAT AFO UGM 
10lS2 JY.;lS63 (]lIST -E-SHAIUP HERAT APO UOM 
lOU3 JM-2S64 DARABTAkHT HERAT AFG UGM 
108S41M .. 2564 .. 1 DARABTAKHr HERAT AFG UOM 
l08"JM-~ DARABTAXHr HERAT AFO UOM 
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10856 JM-2S66 DANAE-MORGHA HERAT Am UGM 
10857 JM-2S(,6..1 DANAE-MORGHA HERAT APO UGM 
108S8 JM·2S67 DANAE-MOROHA HERAT AFG UGM 
10859 JM·2S67·1 DANAE-MORGllA HERAT AFG UOM 
10860 lM·2S67·2 DANAE-MORGHA HERAT APO UGM 
10361 JM·2S71 BARACHONA GHOR APG UGM 
10862 JM-2S71·1 BARACHONA GHOR AFG UOM 
10863 JM-2S72 CI-lAKHcrtARAN BAZAR GHOR AFO UOM 
]0864 JM·2S72-1 CHAKHOIARAN BAZAR GHOR AFO UOM 
10865 JM-2S73 HAfRA OHOR AFG UGM 
10866 JM-2S73-1 HAFRA GHOR AFG UGM 
10867 JM-2S74 otAKHCHARAN GHOR AFG UGM 
10868 JM·2S74·1 CHAKHCHARAN GHOR APG UGM 
10869 JM·2S74·2 otAKHCHARAN OHOR AFO UOM 
10870 JM-2S7S KARCHO-KEROIESTAN GHOR APG UGM 
10871 JM·2S79 GULDARAGHALMIN GHOR AFG LJOM 
10872 JM-2S79-1 GULDARA GlW.MIN GHOR AFG UGM 
10873 CPI·29902 IND WAGG 
10874 CPI-S628S IND WAGG 
10875 CPI-S6287 IRN WAOO 
10876 CPI·S6294 AFG WAOO 
10877 CPI·S629S·2 AFG WAOO 
10878 CPI-56296-1 APO WAGG 
10879 CPI·S63 13·1 AFG WAOO 
10880 CPl·S6315 IRN WAGG 
10881 K·l190 SUN WAGG 
10882 K·1270 SUN WAOO 
10883 P·I0651 Ern WAOO 
10884 P·I06S3 BTH WAOG 
10885 P·I06S4 BTH WAOO 
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10886 P-I()6S8 ETH WAOO 
10817 1'-10660 IR.N WAOO 
10888 P·l0662 IRN WAOO 
10889 P-l0663 IRN WAOG 
10890 P-l0664 IRN WAOO 
10891 P-I0665 IRN WAOO 
10192 127 NO.985 IND REHO 
10893 IX NO.9368 Em REHO 
10194 PP-l IND 
10895 '-1.546-2 IND IARI EARLY 
10896P-3S9s..A IR.N IRAN TAll H.A. 
10897 P-4262-3 SUN USDA 
10898 P-9671-1 !NO RPIP EARLY 
10899 NEC-1080-1 IRN ALAn TAU LATE 
10900 193481-1 USA DJA SINGLE PODED 
10901 P-9703-1 E1lI IARJ BOLD SEEDED 
10902 NBC-2442-1 TUR ALAD LATE 
10903 IM-533-1 E1H UGM ICC-5804 N.A. 
I0904SL-87-1 Em SEEG ICC-8568 N.A. 
10905 SL·1338·1 ETH SEEG JCC-BS70 LA. 
10906 SL .. 1416 A YElJ..OW·J BTH SEEG lCC-8613 N.A. 
10907 H·75-28-1 HARYANA INn HAU DWARF 
10908 RBG.NO.I14-1 1t1R FMU lCC·10362 KABUL 
10909 lS.l1XGNR·114-1 RAIASmAN IND JAIP ICC-l 0379 D.P. 
19910 RPSP-l,.1 KARNATAKA IND RPSP JCC-I0442 BOLD 
10911 RPSP-21l-1 RAJAS'mAN IND RPSP ICC-I0480 EARLY 
10912 JtPSP·224-1 RAJASnIAN IND RPSP ICC-I0493 SINOL 
10913 JPSP.,271-1 RAJASnIAN IND RPSP LATB 
1091. ltPSP-304-1 RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP EARLY 
l09lSRPSP-305-1 RAJAS1HAN IND RPSP BARty 
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10916 RPSp·31 1·1 RAJAS'nIAN !NO RPSP BARLY 
10917 RPSP-31Z·1 RAJASmAN IND RPSP EARLY 
10918 RPSP-314-1 PUNJAB IND RPSP BARLYDWARP 
10919 RPSP-322-1 RAJASmAN IND RPSP D.P. 
10920 63-8-12-41-1 MAHARASHTRA IND SEMI-ERECT 
10921 N-51-1 MAHARASHTRA IND 
J0922 BEO-482 EARLY A.P. IND 
10923 BOLDSEFDED A.P. IND 
10924 1-1-2 GUJARAT 1ND ARNJ 
10925 1-3 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
Icm6 2-16 OUJARAT IND ARNJ 
10927 2-57-61 OUJARAT INn ARNJ 
10928 C-7 HARYANA IND ARNJ 
10929 DUROANDI-1-1-2 IND ARNJ 
10930 JNOORS-707 M.P. IND ARNJ 
10931 N-74 MAHARASHTRA !NO ARNJ 
10932 SEL·206 !NO ARNJ 
10933 T.R-I-1 IND ARNJ 
10934 SANOARru IND ARNJ 
1093,5 UJJAlN PINK-1 IND ARNJ 
10936 RPSP-330 DHARMARAM NIZAMABAD A.P. IND RPSP 
10937 RPSP·331 NAOAMPALLI NlZAMABAD A.P, IND RPSP 
10938 RPSP·332 Bn..OLl NANDED MAHARASHTRA 1ND RPSP 
10939 RPSP-332-1 BR.OLI NANDED MAHARASHTRA INn RPSP 
10940 RPSP-333 KAHLAKEDI NANDED MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10941 RPSP-333-1 KAHLAKEDI NANDED MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10942 RPSP-334 ruPPA NANDED MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10943 RPSP-334-1 TIJPPA NANDED MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10944 RPSP·33,5 KAMEROAON PARBHANI MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10945 RPSP·33S·1 KAMEROAONPARBHANI MAHARASHTRA lND RPSP 
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10N6 RPSP .. :J36 PUNOLO PARBHANI MAHARASHTRA INn RPSP 
1«»47 RPSP-337' JALNA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10941 RPSP .. 33. KHDAlUCERO AURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA INn RPSP 
ION9 JlPSP-339 BHOKARDAN AURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA !NO RPSP 
109SO RPSP-339·1 BHOKARDAN AURANOABAD MAHARASHTRA !NO RPSP 
I09S1 RPSP-340 SRLOD AURANOABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10952 IlPSP .. 341 GULAGAONAURANOABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10953 1tPSP·342 CH~ADEAURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10954 ItPSP .. 343 NAYAGAONAURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
lotSS RPSP·343·1 NAYAGAONAURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10956 RPSP·344 AURANOAJlAD..Sn.LOD ROAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
lotS7 RPSP·34S NANDRABAD AURA.NOABAD MAHARASHTRA INn RPSP 
1095. RPSP·346 PALASWADJ AURANOABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10959 RPSP·347 SATKUND AURANOABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10960 JlPsP..347·1 SATICUND AURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
IONI 1tPSP .. 341 OIAUSOAON DmJLlA MAHARASHTRA INn RPSP 
10M2 ·RPSP·349 MAHUNBALA DHWA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
IONS llPSP .. 3SO SAKRI ROAD DHULIA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
1~RPSP .. 351 KUSHAMBO DHULIA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
tOM! RPSP·3S1·t KUSHAMBO DHULlA MAHARASHTRA lND RPSP 
10966 RPSP·352 SEELAMBARl DHUUA MAHARASHTR.A IND RPSP 
10M' JtPSP .. 3S3 SAKRI ROAD DHUl.JA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10961 RPSP-3S4 ROULOUSTODHUUA MAHARASHTRA JND RPSP 
10969 JtPSP..3SS SAJIAIPUR DHtJLIA MAHARASHTRA JND RPSP 
10910 RPSP·356 NANDtJ BAR DHUJ.JA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
10J71 RPSP .. 3S7 TAKERKHEItA DHU1JA MAHARASHI'RA IND RPSP 
1..,2 RJlSP.3S8 TALODADHULIA MAHARASHI'RA IND RPSP 
.1, . 
SAKJU ROAD JlHUlJA IND 10973 JUISP·3S9 MAHARASHI'RA RPSP 
10914 RPSP-361 DOOIUVADADHULIA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
1091~ RPSP-361·1 DOGRlVADA DH1JLIA MAHARAStmtA lND RPSP 
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10976 RPSP-362 5 lCM FROM RAlPIPLA GUJARAT lND llPSP 
1 fa77 RPSP·363 000801 AHMEDABAD OUJARAT IND RPSP 
10978 RPSP-370 AHMEDABAD GUJARAT INn RPSP 
10979 RPSP-371 LOLlA AHMEDABAD OUJARAT IND RPSP 
10980 RPSP-37t·t LOLIA AHMEDABAD OUJARAT IND RPSP 
10981 RPSp·372 RAY AX. AHMEDABAD GUJARAT INn RPSP 
10982 RPSP-373 LIMBI SURENDRANAOAR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
10983 RPSP-374 SOMLA SURHNDRANAGAR GUIARAT INn RPSP 
10984 RPSP·37S SURENDRANAOAR ROAD GUJAIlAT IND RPSP 
10985 RPSP-376 MUU SURENDRANAGAR OUJARAT IND JlPSP 
10986 RPSP-377 SOMSARSURENDRANAOAR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
10987 RPSP·37' SOMV ADA SURENDRANAOAR GUJARAT INn RPSP 
10988 RPSP-379 SA YLA St.JRBNDR.ANAGAR OUJARAT IND RPSP 
10989 RPSP·380 SURBNORANAGAR.-RAJKOT ROAD OUJARAT IND RPSP 
10990 RPSP-381 X.UOU SURENDRANAGAR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
10991 RPSP·311-1 KUOU SURBNDRANAGAR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
10992 RPSP·312 vrIlIALGARH SURBNDRANAGAR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
10993 RPSP·383 VlRAMGAM AHMBDABAD GUJARAT INn RPSP 
·10994 RPSP-384 AHMEDABAD OUJARAT IND RPSP 
10995 RPSP·38S KAL YANOARH SURBNDRANAGAR OUJARAT INn RPSP 
10996 RPSP-386 ARNBJ GUJARAT IND RPSP HOMBSAMPLB 
10997 RPSP-386-1 ARNE] OUJARAT IND RPSP HOMBSAMPLE 
10998 RPSP-387 SAIZ AHMFDABAD GUJARAT IND RPSP 
10999 RPSP-388 VASNAKHERA GUJARAT lND RPSP 
11000 RP'SP-392 BASPA MEHSANA OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11001 RPSP-393 SARDARPUR PALANPUR OUIARAT JND RPSP 
11002 RPSP-394 RADHANPUR PALANPUR OUJARAT INn RPSP 
J1()()3 RPSP-39S DANAPUR PALANPUR GUJARAT lND IPSP 
J1004 RPSP-396 HAlUVAR PALANPUR GUJARAT 1ND RPSP 
11005 RPSP-391 PANSA PALANPUR. GUJARAT IND RPSP 
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11006 ltPSP·l97-1 PANSA PAI...ANPllR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11007 RPSP-391 SURPAGLA GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11001 RPSP·399 GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11009RPSP-400 AMBAOIHEMMATNAGAR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11010 RPSP-401 KHEROJ HIMMA TN AGAR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11011 .,. .... 02 mEDSRAHMA HlMMATNAOAR GUJARAT fND RPSP 
11012 RPSP .... 03 BABSAR SABARKAN'IRA GUJARAT IND RPSP 
l1013RPSP-404 VAR.E1llA MEHSANA OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11014 RPSP .... 04-1 V ARETHAMEHSANA OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11015RPSP-40S KHERALU MEHSANA OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11016 RPSP...w6 HIMMA TNAGAR-PROMTI ROAD GUJARAT IND RPSP 
110)7 RPSP-408 PRANTU HIMMATNAOAR OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11018 JlPSP-408·1 PRANTlJ HlMMATNAOAR GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11019 RPSP .... 09 MUWADA SABARK.AN1HA GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11020 RPSP-409·} MUWADA SABARKANmA OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11021 RPSP-4JO DHANSURA SABARKANTHA GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11022 RPSP-412 FARED] SABARKAN1lIA GUJARAT IND RPSP 
U023 RPSP-413 AMBALIA HJMMA TNAGAR OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11024 RPSP .... 14 LIMBADIA PANCHMAHALS OUJARAT IND RPSP 
1102' RPSP-415 V1RANIA PANCHMAHALS GUJARAT IND RPSP 
110'lti RPSP-416 OODHRA·LUNA WADA PANOIMAHALS GUJARAT INn RPSP 
It 021 RPSP-417 BHANlDlOODHRA PANOIMAHALS GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11028 RPSP-4IS SALtA PANCHMAHALS GUJAR.AT IND RPSP 
11029 RPSP-419 PANIAPANOIMAHALS OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11030 RPSP-420 BALUNDI PANCHMAHALS OUJARAT IND RPSP 
1100n RPSP-421 POHARI PANOiMAHALS OUJARAT lND RPSP 
11031 1tPSP-411-1 POHARl PANCHMAHALS OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11033 JPSP-422 ICHANOELA PANOIMAHALS OUJARAT !NO RPSP 
11034 1lPSP-423 MOTIlCHURAJ PANCHMAHALS OOJARAT IND RPSP 
11035 RPSP-42A PA1.1A.ZHOL PANCHMAHALS OUJARAT IND RPSP 
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11036 RPSP-42S M.P. IND RPSP 
11037 RPSP-426 OlANDPURI M.P. IND RPSP 
11038 RPSP-427 HADUBARODA OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11039 RPSP-428 OHELVANTBARODA GUJARAT INn RPSP 
11040 RPSP-429 PAVIBARODA OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11041 RPSP-430 OOOHRA-LUNA WADA PANOIMAHALS OtJJARAT IND RPSP 
11042 RPSP-430-1 OODHRA-LUNA WADA PANOIMAHALS GUJARAT lNP RPSP 
11043 RPSP-431 KOTAL PANCHMAfW..S GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11044 RPSP-431-1 KOTAL PANCHMAHALS GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11045 RPSP-432 BARODA-GOOHRA ROAD GUJARAT lND RPSP 
11046 RPSP-433 VEHHAD BROACH GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11047 RPSP433·1 VEHHAD BROACH GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11048 RPSP-434 MAGHNADBROACH GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11049 RPSP-435 BODAKA BROACH GUJARAT INn RPSP 
11050 RPSP-436 DAYADRABROACH GUJARAT IND RPSP 
1105] RPSP-437 KHAROD BROACH GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11052 RPSP-438 PlPlADAR SURA T OUJARAT IND RPSP 
11053 RPSP-439 KODADASURAT GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11054 RPSP-441 CHEEV AL BANSDA SURA T GUJARAT IND RPSP 
11055 RPSP-442 NASIK MAHARASHTRA INn RPSP 
11056 RPSP-442·1 NASIK MAHARASHlRA IND RPSP 
11057 RPSP-443 UMRALA NASIK MAHARASHI'RA IND RPSP 
11058 RPSP-443·1 UMRALA NASIK MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
11059 RPSP-444 TAPOV AN NASIK MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
11060 RPSP-445 POONA MAHARASHTRA lND RPSP 
11061 RPSP-446 MANOIAR POONA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
11062 RPSP-447 KHADKI POONA MAHARASHTRA INn RPSP 
11063 RPSP-441 SARDEW ADI POONA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
11064 RPSP-449 POONA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
11065 RPSP-449-1 POONA MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
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11 066 JPSP-450 BORAMANJ SHOLAPUR. MAHARASHl'RA IND RPSP 
11061 RPSP-4»1 BORAMAN[ SHOLAPUR. MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
11068 RPSP .... '1 JALXOJ' OSMANABAD MAHARASHTRA IND RPSP 
11069 ANM·~ amKMULUR. JAUNPVR u.P. lND ANM 
11070 ANM-80S RANIOUNIPRATAPGARH U.P. IND Am{ 
11071 ANM-806 SAOARASAUDARPlJR. PRATAPOARH U.P. IND ANM 
11012 ANM..&22 Kt1l'ULPUR BARABANKJ U.P. IND ANM 
11073 ANM~I2S NABIOUNI BARABANKI U.P. IND ANM 
11014 ANM..a27 RAMNAOAR BARABANKI U.P. IND ANM 
11075 ANM-I27-1 ilAMNAOAR BARABANKJ U.P. IND ANM 
11076 ANN-130 BUUAPUR OONDA U.P. IND ANM 
11071 ANM ... 33 OURUPURVA OONDA U.P. IND ANM 
11071 ANM-836 PBRJPHOKAR OONDA U.P. IND ANM 
11079 ANNaS" KOHOBA OONDA U.P. IND ANM 
11010 ANN"'2 LAXMANPUR OONDA U.P. IND ANM 
11011 ANM·847 SBRKEL.PUR SULTANPUR U.P. IND ANM 
11082 ANM .... 9 AKARJPUR PAlZABAD U.P. IND ANM 
11013 ANM453 JAiS RABBARELI U.P. IND ANM 
110M BQ..207 NEW DElHI IND IARI S-331XH-2OB 
11015 BO-2OI NEW DELHI lND 1ARI R-l07 X CliAFA 
11086 80·210 NEWOELHI IND IARI P·S35 X H-208 
11017 80·211 NBWDBLHI IND JARI B·I06X 0-130 
11018 80-212 NBWDBLHI IND JARI P·340 X 0-130 
11019 BQS.J9 NEWDEUn IND lARl P·l00X 106 
1101J0 lOS .... NEWDElJU JND IARI T·3 XP-151 
11091 1KJ8..142 NBWDBLHt JND IARI T·3XP·'134 
1I0928GS-:MO NBWDBUU IN[) JARl P-202 X P-864 
11.'108-384 NBWDEl.HJ IND IAIU 
1IOMIIOS·S90 NBW·I>BI.Jil JND IARJ 0-130XT·3 
11ot5 lOS"". NBWDEUIl INJ) IARl 0-130XT-3 
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11096 GF-740 PUNJAB IND PAU 
11097 GO-SSO PUNJAB IND PAU O-I30XC-84 
11098 JG-12S3 M.P. IND JNKV PGNXX6S4 
11099 10-1254 M.P. IND JNKV 
11100 KB-30 IND 
11101 PANTG-121 U.P. IND PANT 10..ti2 X 106 
11102 PANT 0-122 UP. IND PANT 10~62 X 106 
11103 RG-! MAHARASlITRA IND RHUR KHANEPURXAP7·10 
11104 RG-2 MAHARASHTRA IND RHUR N-81X63-8·12-31 
11105 RSG·2 RAJA STI-IA N IND lAIP MUTANT FROMRSIO 
II J06 SEL-114-24 W.BENOAL IND BERH N-3JXGC 227 
11107 ANM-64S TlKIRI KORAPUT OR1SSA IND ANM 
11108 ANM-6S4 PAPADAHNDA KORAPlIT OR1SSA IND ANM 
11109 ANM-684 BIDAR MIRZAPUR ORISSA !NO ANM 
UllO ANM·686 KHAJlJRA MIRZAPUR ORISSA INn ANM 
11111 ANM-690 TllINnIALI MIRZAPUR ORISSA IND ANM 
11112 ANM·696 GHARSUNA V ARANASI U.P. IND ANM 
11113 ANM·697 KHATARI VARANASJ U.P. IND ANM 
11114 ANM-701 OIAHIN V ARANASI U.P. IND ANM 
11115 ANM-702 HA THlAR V ARANASJ D.P. IND ANM 
11116 ANM-703 HA mlAR V ARANASJ U.P. IND ANM 
11117 ANM·70S KHAROAHN V ARANASI U.P. IND ANM 
11118 ANM·709 AMODA MOHINDBRPUR AZAMGARH D.P. IND ANM 
11119 ANM·71 1 GULAUR AZAMGARH U.P. IND ANM 
11120 ANM·712 HARKHORl AZAMGARH U.P. IND ANM 
11121 ANM·713 HARIA AZAMGARH U.P. IND ANM 
11122 ANM·717 SIDDHUAPUR GORAKHPUR U.P. IND ANM 
11123 ANM·719 BARAHANUA GOR.AKHPUR U.P. IND ANM 
11124 ANM-723 SARAWI BASTI U.P. IND ANM 
11125 ANM·727 MANDABASTI U.P. IND ANM 
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V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
V.P. IND ANM 
MAHARASHTRA IND BADN 
NEWDEUU IND JARI 
NEWDEUU IND JARl 
NEWDEUII IND IARI 
PUNJAB IND PAU 
M.P. IND JNKV 
M.P. IND JNKV 
M.P. lND JNKV 
M.P. INn lNKV 
M.P. IND JNKV 
MAHARASHTRA JND SITM C·] 
MAHARASHTRA IND PARR C-2 
MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-3 
MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-4 
MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C·S 
2 4 S 6 7 
11156 SITM-S AKOLA MAHARASHTRA [NO SlTM C-6 
l11S7 SITM-6 KAPRI NAGP'UR MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-9 
11158 SlTM-7 aUNCHPADA DHULIA MAHARASHrRA IND SITM c·n 
11159 SITM-8 aUNOIPADA DHULIA MAHARASHTRA [NO SITM 
11160 SITM-9 BHORKEKADIDHUUA MAHARASHTRA [NO SITM C-28 
11161 SITM-l0 NlARDHULIA MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-29 
11162 SITM-l1 JUNANA DHULIA MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-30 
11163 SITM·12 PHULMARl AURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-32 
11164 SITM-13 CHOAKAAURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-34 
11165 SITM-14 0I0AKA AURANGABAD MAHARASHTRA IND SITM 
11166 SITM-15 BADEGAON BIR MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-36 
11167 SITM-16 PAUBIR MAHARASHTRA lND SlTM C·]7 
11168 SITM·17 SHOLAPUR MAHARASHTRA IND SITM C-39 
11169 SITM·18 UMARGAON OSMANABAD MAHARASHTRA INn SITM C-40 
11170 SITM·19 UMARGAONOSMANABAD MAHARASHTRA IND SlTM 
11171 SITM·20 SISADIA CHOTA UDAIPUR OUJARAT IND SITM c-n 
11172 SITM·21 SISADIA CHOTA UDAIPUR GUJARAT IND SlTM 
11173 SlTM-22 lESWANPUR KAlRA GUJARAT IND SlTM c-n 
11174 SITM·23 SONERA RAJKOT OUJARAT IND SrrM C-24 
1117S SITM-24 ANIY ALA RAJKOT GUJARAT IND SITM C-2S 
11176 SITM·2S ANANTPUR SURAT GUJARAT IND SITM C-26 
11177 SITM-26 UDUGIBIDAR KARNATAKA IND SITM C-42 
11178 SITM-27 LAKNADON SOON! M.P. IND SITM c-n 
11179 SITM-28 SURUV ARI NARSIMHAPUR M.P. IND SITM CotS 
11180 SITM-29 KARELI NARSIMHAPUR M.P. IND SlTM C-16 
11181 SITM·30 VOON KARGAON M.P. IND SITM C-19 
11182 SITM-31 VOON KARGAON M.P. IND SI1M 
11183 UR-120 UMRALANASlK MAHARASHTRA IND lJR 
11184 UR-121 MANDWA BULSAR GUIARAT lND UR. HOMESTEAD 
11115 UR-122 SINDUMBAR BULSAR GUJARAT IND UR. HOMESTBAD 
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11186 UR.-123 RAJPUR.l BULSAR GUJARAT INn UR MARKET SAMPLE 
tll17 UR·I24 HANUMANBARI BULSAR GU!ARAT INn LJR 
11188 UR·12S DHA1StJRAT GUJARAT IND UK 
11119 UR·12S·1 SURAT GUJARAT IND UR 
11190 UR·12S·2 SURAT GUJARAT INn LJR 
11191 UR·126 RANPUR AHMFDABAD GUJARAT rND LJR 
11192 UR·121 ROZAD SABAR.KA..N'mA GUJARAT IND LJR 
11193 UR-127·t GVJARAT IND LlR 
111.94 UR·138 VAHEVALSURAT GUJARAT INn LJR 
11195 UR-133 MANASA MANDASOR M.P, INn LJR 
It 196 UR·I33·l MANASA MANDASOR M.P. IND UR 
11197 UR·129 NAY ANAGAR AlMER RAJASnlAN INn UR 
11198UR·130 PATANAJMER RAJAS1HAN IND LJR 
11199 UR·l34 KOLDI UDAIPUR RAJASTIIAN IND UR 
11200 UR·J34·1 KOLDI UDAIPUR RAIASTIIAN IND UR 
11201 UR·13S SABLA DUNGARPUR RAJAS1HAN IND LJR 
11202 UR·136 OOHARIA BANSWARA RAJAS1HAN INn LJR 
11~3 UR-137 CHOTA DUNGARA BANSWARA RAJAS1HAN 1ND LJR 
11204 SITM-32 LAKR1 JAIPtJR RAJAS1HAN INn SITM SAMPLE NO.4 
11 20S SITM-13 KOTEGALBIAN SANORUR. PUNJAB IND SITM SAMPLB NO.21 
11206 SiTM·34 PADRl BBlWANl HARYANA 1ND SITM 
11207 SITM-3S PACHAOAON OUROAON HARYANA IND SITM 
'11208 SIN-36 MIRJAROUAL NARNAUL HARYANA IND SI1M 
11209 ANM-907 BHA VANIPUR ICAMRUP ASSAM IND ANM 
11210 LAT .. ] MERANPUR SHAHJAHANPUR u.P. IND LAT U.P-3 
11211 LAT·2 BARVASAMESPUR HAMlRPUR. V.P. IND LAT U.P .. t9 
11212 LAT·] MALAKPUR. BUDAUN V.P. IND LAT U.P·39 
11213 LAT-4 BASUPURA BAREILL Y U.P. IND LAT U.P-36 
11214 EC-121366 AFO 
11215 SUDANBSI! LOCAL SDN 
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11216 M-I6-1 E1lf 
11217 WIR·1736 SUN 
11218 C-727 PAK 
11219 6227 PAl< 
11220 NEC-176()..1 IR.N ALAO lCC-9279 
11221 35200-1 1UR IZM ICC· 1 0756 
11222 OW-I IND KANP 
11223 OW-3 IND KANP 
11224 GW-9 IND KANP 
11225 P-6217 B IND KANP 
11226 PR-4001 ENAIGUR MAHARASHTRA IND PIt MARKET SAMPLE 
11227 PR-4111 DAMAN MAHARASHTRA INC PIt MARKET SAMPLE 
11228 WIR-1734 SUN 
11229 JM·2767 KHEZEL-TUB-ruOK SAMANGAN APO UGM 
11230 JM-2768 NAU-MERJ SAMANGAN AFO UGM 
11231 lM-2769 DARAESUF VALLEY SAMANGA," AFG UGM MARKET SAMPLE 
11232 lM-2769-1 DARAESUF V ALLEY SA MANGAN AFG UOM MARKET SAMPLE 
11233 lM-2770 DARAF.SUF VALLEY SAMANOAN AFO UOM MARKET SAMPLE 
11234 lM-2771 AQ-KUPRUK BALKH AFO UGM MARKET SAMPLE 
11235 lM-2nl-1 AQ-KtJPRUK BALKH AFG UGM MARKET SAMPLE 
11236 IM-2771·2 AQ-KUPRUK BALKH AFG UGM MARKET SAMPLE 
11237 IM·2772 AQ-KUPRUK. BALKH AFG UOM MARX.BT SAMPLE 
11238 JM·2772·1 AQ-KUPRUK. BALKH AFG UOM MARKET SAMPLE 
11239 lM-2772·2 AQ-KUPRUK. BALKH AFG UOM MARKET SAMPLE 
11240 IM-2273 AQ-KUPRUK. BALKH AFO UOM MARKET SAMP1.E 
11241 JM·2775 SARE·PUL MARKET JOlJAN AFO UOM 
11242 lM·2775·1 SARE·PUL MARKET JOZJAN AFG UOM 
11243 JM·2775·2 SARB·PUL MARKET JOllAN AFO UOM 
11244 JM-2775-3 SARE·PUt MARKET JOZJAN AFG UOM 
11245 JM·2776 SARE·PUL MARKET 10'lJAN AFO UOM 
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11246 )M·2776-1 SARE·PUL MARKBT JOlJAN AFO UGM 
1124 7 1M·2776-2 SA]tB·PUL MARKET JOZJAN AFG UGM 
112.41 lM·2776-3 SARE·PUL MARKET JOlJAN AFO UGM 
l1lA9 lM·2777 SARB-PUL MAR.KET JOZJAN AFG UOM 
11250 JM·2778 ANDKHOY MARKBT JOZJAN AFG UGM 
1l2Sl &·2778·1 ANDKHOY MARKBT JOZJAN AFO UOM 
11252 JM .. 2779 ANDKHOY MARKET JOlJAN AFG UOM 
11253 JM-3161 JHANG MARKET PUNJAB(PAK) PAJ{ UGM 
11254 IM .. 3l61·1 JUANG MARKBT PUNJAB(PAK) PA){ UOM 
11255 JM·3161·2 JHANG MARKET PUNJAB(PAK) PAX. UGM 
11256 JM .. 3162 »:lANG MARKET PUNJAB(PAK) PAJ( UGM 
11257 JM·3164 E OF 8HAKKAR 1HAL DESERT PUNJAB(PAK) PAJ( UGM 
1l2S1 IM·316S B OF BHAKKAR THAL DESBT PUNJAB(PAK) PAK. UOM 
11259 JM-3166 B OF BHAXKAR mAL DESERT PUNJAB(PAX) PAJ{ LJGM 
11260 JM·311O HATGALA MARXET NWFP PAJ( UGM 
11261 .IM·3112 OOLOSH :NWPP PAI( UGM 
11:162 M·3l10 CAMPBELL MARlO!T PUNJAB(PAK) PAX UGM 
11263 B-23SnS CZK. OAT 
11264 B .. 2'36(15 CZK OAT 
11265 8·237nS CZK GAT 
11266 1-231(75 c:zx OAT 
11261 B-2"n5 CZK GAT 
11268 B-2.Un5 CZK GAT 
11269 8-260(16 CZK OAT 
11210 CIL 68/15 CZK OAT 
11271 NPB-1U SANOOHAR BOONI NWFP PAX. SVP 
11272 NPB·l9S OWIRBOONI NWFP PAJ( SVP 
11273 NPB-2S5 KIJRAOH BOOM NWFP PAX SVP 
11214 NPB-283 RABAT11JRIKO NWFP PM SVP 
1I21S NPB-4U. DRASAN anTRAL NWFP PAJ( SVP 
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11276 NPE-459 ZANI DRASAN CHITRAL NWFP PAl{ SVP 
11277 NPE-496 GRAMOLAI LASPUR CHITRAL NWFP PAl( SVP 
11278 NPE~609 MASTIJJ CHITRAL NWFP PAl( SVP 
11279 NPE-647 ZHOPU MASruJ CHITRAL NWFP PAK SVP 
11280 WIR-400 SUN VIR 
11281 WIR~583 AZERBA YDZAN SUN VIR 
11282 WIR-1182 SUN VIR 
11283 WIR-I734 SUN VIR 
11284 WIR·1735 TADZHlKlSTA SUN VIR 
11285 BULK USA CALI 
11286 M-1 USA CALI 
11287 M-2 USA CALI 
11288 M·3 USA CALI 
11289 M-4 USA CALI 
11290 111·1 USA CALI 
11291 111·1·1 USA CALI 
11292 111-1-2 USA CALI 
11293 '-1-3 USA CALI 
11294 '-3 USA CALI 
11295 '-4 USA CALI 
11296 1·6 USA CALI 
11297 1-7 USA CALI 
11298 '-9 USA CALI 
11299 '~10 USA CALI 
11300 371 USA CALI 
11301 371-1 USA CALI 
11302 708003 CHI.. INlA 
11303 708017 CHI.. INIA 
11304 726016 CHI.. INIA 
11305 735078 t.'1iL INIA 
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11306 735104 CHI. INlA 
11307 73S180 CHI. INlA 
11308 73S217 em.. INIA 
Jl309 735224 em. INIA 
l1:UO 744040 CHI. INIA 
11311 1CC-202WR. 1ND leRI PATIIOLOOY SEL 
22312 JCC-391WR. IND ICRI PAUfOLOOY SEL 
11313 JCC .. 6S8WR IND JCRI PATHOLOGY SEL 
11314 ICC..asaWR IND leRI PA TIlOLOOY SEL 
11315 ICC·1443WR INn IeRI PATHOLOGY SEL 
11316 JCC-14S0WR INn ICRI PA TItOLOGY SEL 
11317 lCC,,1611WR IND JCRI PA TIlOLOOY SE!. 
11311 ICC·3439WR IND JCRI PATIIOLOGY SEL 
lIS19 ICC-4$S2WR IND JeRI PATIIOLOGY SEI. 
11320 JCC·6098WR IND JCRI PATIIOLOOY SEL 
11321 lCC·6671WR IND ICRI PATIiOLOOY SEL 
lU22 1CX:.$933WR INn ICRl PATHOLOGY SBL 
11323 JCC-10130WR IND ICRI PATHOLOOY SEL 
U324 lCC·ll088WR INn IeRI PA1lJOLOOY SEL 
11325 PR..4300 MARRA JHANSI U.P. IND PR 
11326 PR-430J BANSI JHANSI U.P. IND PR 
11327 PR-4302 BAMURA JHANSI U.P. IND PR 
11328 PR-4303 KHASOLI JUANSI U.P. IND PR 
11329 PR-4304 SJMRA V ARI JHANSI U.P. IND PR 
11330 PR-4305 SIMRA V ARI »fANSI U.P. IND PR 
1 U31Pl\-4)06 IO:IAlLAR JUANSI U.P. IND PR 
11332 PR-4301 atlRULA DAnA M.P. IND PR 
11333 PR..4308 RA.JPlJR DAnA M.P. INn PR 
U334 PR4309 UNNAODATIA M.P. 1ND PR 
1133S PR.-4310 XHUTBBTA JHANSI U.P. IND PR 
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11336 PR-4311 ORCHA TIKAMGARH M.P. IND PIt 
11337 PR-4312 PlRJHIPUR TIKAMGARH M.P. JND PR 
11338 PR-4313 BAMORIBARANA TlKAMGARH M.P. JND PIt 
11339 PR-4314 BADAGAVN KHURD TIKAMGARH M.P. INn PR 
11340 PR-4315 1llAGlRAl TIKAMGARH M.P. IND PR 
11341 PR-4316 THELPUR TIKAMGARH M.P. JND PR 
11342 PR4317 BANtYAN cmtA TARPUR M.P. lND PH. 
11343 PR4318 CHHATARPUR CHHATARPUR M.P. lND PR 
11344 PR4319 BRIGPURA CHHAT ARPUR M.P. IND PR 
11345 PR-4320 SADDUPURA CHHA TARPUR M.P. INn PR 
11346 PR-4321 RAJNAGAR CHHAT ARPUR M.P. 1ND ~ 
11347 PR4322 DAHAR CHHATARPUR M.P. IND PIt 
11348 PR-4323 T AHARA CHHATARPUR M.P. IND PH. 
11349 PR-4324 DVMRA aIHA T ARPlJR M.P. IND PIt 
11350 PR-432S V1SHRAMGANJ PANNA M.P. IND PR 
11351 PR-4326 PRATAPUR PANNA M.P. IND PR 
11352 PR4327 MUNDAPANNA M.P. IND At 
11353 PR-4328 KRISHNAPUR PANNA M.P. IND PR 
11354 PR4329 SIRBARlA PANNA M.P. lND PR 
11355 PR-4330 PONGRI BANDA V.P. lND PR 
11356 PR-433 I LUDIKISERA BANDA V.P. lND PR 
11357 PR4332 TORRABANDA U.P. IND PR 
11358 PR4333 SUDHIRPUR BANDA V.P. IND PR 
11359 PR4334 KUTAHA BANDA V.P. IND PR 
11360 PR-433S aJAKLA BANDA V.P. IND PIt 
11361 PR4336 PRASlDHPUR BANDA V.P. INn PR 
11362 PR4337 MOHARA WA BANDA U.P. 1ND PIt 
11363 PR4338 RAJAPUR BANDA V.P. IND PR 
11364 PR4339 AMANBANDA V.P. IND ~ 
11365 PR4340 CHmlBONI BANDA V.P. IND PR 
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11366 PR. ... 341 MAUBANDA U.P. IND PR 
11367 PR-4342 OIOHOLA BANDA U.P. 1ND PR 
liSA PR-4343 LADHAIl ALLAHABAD U.P. IND PR 
11369 PR-4344 PANDER ALLAHABAD U.P. IND PR 
11370 PR-4345 GHORPUR. BANDA U.P. IND PIt 
11371 Pl. ... ,," LOHIANAGARALLAHABAD U.P. IND PR 
11312 PI. ... ,.7 MOHAR! A.Il..AHABAD U.P. IND PR 
1137' PR-4341 BHJRPUR ALLAHABAD U.P. IND PR 
11374 PR-4349 DIOIA AlLAHABAD V.P. IND PR 
11315 PR-43SO lCAamRJA MIRZAPUR UP. INn PR 
11316 P.R.-43!1 MUJAHARA MIR.ZAPUR V.P. INn PR 
U311 PR-4SS2 DANOARlA MJRZAPUR V.P. IND PR 
11318 pa ... 391 BADMAJRA ROPAR PUNJAB IND PIt 
11319 PIl ... m SAHANDAROPAR PUNJAB lND PR 
11310 PIt ... '9S ICHA WASPURA ROPAR. PUNJAB IND PR 
11381 PI. ... 394 xon.V POWER HOUSE ROPAR PUNJAB IND PR 
11382 "'-4"5 LANG MAlARA ROPAR. PUN1AB lND PIt 
1131l PIt ... '96 RAMPRASANJ ROPAR. PUNJAB IND PR. 
113&4 PJ...4391 SOLE UNA H.P. !NO PIt 
11315 PI. ... 398 BSPURUNA H.P. IND PR. 
11386 PR-4399 KARKA HOSHIARPOll PUNJAB IND PR 
U3.7 PR.-4400 PRANlPBSHI HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB IND PR 
U3.8 PR-4401 OIOHAL HOSHlARPUlt PUNJAB JND PR 
11319 PIl ..... l-1 mORAL HOSHIARPUR PUNfAB IND PR 
11390 PR-4402 afQHAL HOSHIARPlJR PUNJAB lND PR 
11391 PR-4403 KALOHUNA H.P. lND PR 
11392 ,...;..w04 KALOHVNA H.P. IND PR 
11393 Pll-4405 IC11I'ER.A UNA H.P. IND PR 
11394 PR.-4406 PUNJAVAR UNA H.P. IND PIt 
11395 PIl....o1 PUN1AV AR UNA H.P. IND PR 
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11396 PR-4408 PANOHUNA H.P. IND PIt 
11397 PR-4409 KANDABAN UNA H.P. IND PR 
11398 PR4410 DUSADAUNA H.P. INO PIt 
11399 PR4411 DIARAUNA H.P. IND PIt 
11400 PR4412 DIARAUNA H.P. IND PIt 
11401 PR-44J3 BADUHIUNA H.P. IND PR 
11402 PR4414 BADUHIUNA H.P. IND PR 
11403 PR441S TAKOLIUNA H.P. IND PR 
11404 PR4416 BELAUNUNA H.P. IND PR 
11405 PR44f7 BHl..AUNUNA H.P. IND PR 
11406 PR4418 SUHARIUNA H.P. IND PR 
11407 PR4419 DILLAMAUNA H.P. IND PR 
11408 PR4420 KUTHIARI UNA H.P. IND PR 
11409 PR4421 KATERAUNA H.P. IND PR 
11410 PR4422 AMBUNA H..P. IND PR 
11411 PR4423 KUNUA HAMIRPUR H.P. IND PR 
11412 PR4424 OODUN HA.M1R.PUR H.P. IND PR 
11413 PR442S PUNPAL HAMIRPfJR H.P. IND PR 
11414 PR4426 RANGASI HAMJRPUR H.P. IND fIR 
11415 PR4427 CHlNERI HAMIRPUR H.P. IND PIt 
11416 PR4428 HAMIRPtJR HAMIRPUR H.P. IND PR 
11417 PR4429 NANDAN HAMlRPUR H.P. IND fIR 
11418 PR-4430 BASTlKUHALA KANORA H.P. IND PR 
11419 PR4431 PATIA Y AR KANGRA H.P. IND fIR 
11420 PR4432 GOMMER KANGRA H.P. IND PR 
11421 PR4433 RANITAL KANORA H.P. IND PR 
11422 PR4434 RANITAL KANORA H.P. IND fIR 
11423 PR443S TAKJPUR KANGRA H.P. IND PR 
11424 PR4436 T AKIPUR KANGRA H.P. IND PR 
11425 PR4431 BHALl KANORA H.P. IND PIt 
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11426 PI.-4439 KHAJlA KANORA H.P. IND PR 
11427 PR-4440 BANKANGRA H.P. IND PR 
11428 PIt....w41 NtJR.PUR )(ANORA H.P. IND PR 
11-429 Pfl~2 BARET KANOR.A H.P. IND PR 
11430 PR-4443 SADMA KANGRA H.P. IND PR 
11431 PR-4444 KAMAD V ALLBY MANDl H.P. IND PR 
11432 PR~5 SALANA MANDl H.P. IND PR 
11433 Pl. ........ , MEDUMANDI H.P. IND PR 
114)4 PR-4447 BANGROTU MANDl H.P. IND PR 
11435 PIt .... 1 DIDIHOR MANDl H.P. IND PR 
11'436 PR-4449 DHANOTI1J MANDl H.P. IND PR 
11431 PR-4450 KANORA MANDl M.P. IND PR 
11438 PR-44S1 HA VABAGH MANDl H.P. IND PR 
11439 PR-4452 JAROLMANDI H.P. IND PR 
11440 PR-4453 KANGU BILASPUR H.P. IND PR 
11441 PR-44S4 BIRMANA BILASPUR H.P. IND PH. 
11442 PR-4455 MlIOURA BILASPUR H.P. IND PR 
11 ... 3 PR-4456 MANNAD BR..ASPUR H.P. IND PR 
11444 PR-44" SUNGAl. Bn.ASPUR H.P. IND PR 
11445 PR-44S1 LAKHANPUR BD...ASPUR H.P. IND PR 
11446 PR-44S9 KUNUARA BR..ASPUR H.P. IND PR 
11447 PR-4460 K.OTIPURA BR.ASPUR H.P. IND PR 
11448PR-4461 NAMHOL BILASPUR HoP. IND PR 
11449 PR-4462 NALAGSOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11450 PR-4463 DASARAN SOLAN H.P. lND PR 
11451 PR-4464 KUNIHAR SOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11.52 PIl-4465 KOTISOlAN H.P. IND PR 
114" PR-4466 BADLAK SOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11454 PR-4467 PANOLI SOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11455 PR-4468 PANOLI SOLAN H.P. IND PR 
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11456 PR-4469 RAMSEHAR SOLAN H.P. IND FR 
11457 PR-4470 RAMSEHAR SOLAN H.P. IND FR 
1]458 PR-4471 NALAGARH SOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11459 PR-4471-1 NALAGARH SOLAN H.P. IND PIt 
11460 PR-4471·2 NALAGARH SOlAN H.P. IND PR 
11461 PR-4472 NALAGARH SOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11462 PR-4473 NANASOLAN H.P. IND PIt 
11463 PR4474 NANASOLAN H.P. IND PIt 
11464 PR-4475 RAIPURSOLAN H.P. IND PIt 
11465 PR-4476 MALPURSOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11466 PR-4477 SANOOLI SOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11467 PR-4478 nlEORI SOLAN H.P. IND PR 
11468 PR-4479 NEHOG SIRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
J 1469 PR-4480 NAHAN SJRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11470 PR-4481 RA TIn SIRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11471 PR-4482 ABOHN SIRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11472 PR-4483 NARIWALA SIRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11473 PR-4484 NARIW ALA SIRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11474 PR-4485 NlALGARH SIRMAUR H.P. IND PIt 
11475 PR-4486 BADRIPUR SIRMAUR H.P. IND PIt 
11476 PR-4481 BUPAR SIRMAUR H.P. IND At 
11477 PR-4488 SURAJPUR SIRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11478 PR-4489 TONKIYA SIRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11479 PR-4490 KOLAR SIRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11480 PR-4491 DIV AI...A SJRMAUR H.P. IND PR 
11481 PR-4492 KOTI.AKHAS AMBALA HARYANA IND PR 
11482 PR-4493 Bn.ASPUR AMBALA HARYANA IND PR 
11483 DUBIE B ETH 
11484 80·220 NEWDEUlI IND JARI P-810XH-208 
1148.5 BO-225 NEWDEtHI IND lARI O·13OXP-1l14 
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11416 BG-2Z6 NEWDEUU IND JARI 8S0-3J27XH~208 
114.7 B<J.227 NEWDEUII IND JARI 8S0-3J27XH~208 
11481 80-221 NEW DELHI IND JAR I H·208XF·370 
11489 80-229 NEWDEUU IND JARI H-208XF·370 
11490 BO.230 NEWDEUfI IND JAR I G-t30XP-S47 
11491 1a..231 NEWDEUII IND JARt P~922XP-37-2 
11492 80 .. 234 NEWOWIl IND JARI H-208XP-556 
11493 B()"21S NEWOEUU 1ND JARI P-922XP-37 -2 
11494 8<J..236 NEWOruU IND JARI H·208XP-496 
11495 80-237 NEWDEUn IND JAR I P·922XP-37 
11496 80-239 NEW DELHI IND IAR( H-208XP·790 
11497 D0-240 NEWDEUn IND JARI H·208XP-556 
11498 BO .... Ol NEWOEUn IND JARI MUTANT OF 0-130 
11499 BG402 NEWDEUlJ IND lARJ MUTANTOFG-130 
lIS00 80-403 NEWDEUU lND JAR I MUTANT OF 0·130 
11 SOl BG404 NEW DELHI IND JARI MtITANTOF H-214 
11502 8G-4OS NEWDEUU IND JARI MUTANT OF G·130 
IlS03 BG-406 NEWDEUU IND JARI MUTANT OF G· t 30 
11504 GF-'734 PUNJAB 1ND JARI 
11505 GP-?44 PUNJAB IND tARl 
11506 GP .. 166 PUNJAB JND JARI 
U507 00-_ PUNJAB IND PAU G-130XO-S49 
11.501 01,769 PUNJAB 1ND PAU H-223XI.-168 
11509 ONa-1S RAIAS1llAN IND PAU RS-I1XNQ..3.57 
11510 ONG-8I RAJASrnAN IND PAU G-24XGNR-114 
11~1l ON<J..89 RAJASnIAN IND PAU 
11512 H-I92 HARYANA IND HAU 
11513 H-7328 HAJlYANA IND HAU 
nSI4H· 75-35 HARYANA IND HAU C·23SXElOOY 
IUtS 8·76-2 HARYANA IND HAU G·130XP4347 
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11516 H-76-67- HARYANA INn HAU D.D.CaLECTJONX 
11517 H-76.-105 flARYANA IND HAU G-130XE100Y 
11518 H-77-2 HARYANA INn HAU (J..130XP·6613 
11519 H-77-61 HARYANA INn HAU H-208XElOOY 
11520 HMS-6 HARYANA INn HAU G-214XH-432 
11521 HMS·23 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH-432 
11522 lcee-1 INn lCRI H-208XT-3 
11523 IceC-2 1ND JCRI H-208XF-370 
11524 Icec·) 1ND ICRI 850-3127XH-208 
11525 ICCC~4 IND ICRI H-108XT-3 
It526 IceC-5 INn JCRI F-404XH-223 
11527 ICCC·6 IND JCRI JG--62XRADHEY 
11528 leeC·7 INn ICRI H-208XUSA-613 
11529 ICCC-8 IND lCRI 85G-3127XF-378 
11530 ICCC-9 lND JCRI CHAFAXJGC-l 
11S31 leCC-tO IND lCRI H-203XCHAFA 
11532 ICCC-ll INn ICRI L-550Xf'496 
I1S33 ICCC·12 INn ICRI 85().3127XH-208 
11534 ICCC-13 IND leRI JG·62XF-496 
11535 ICCC·14 IND JeRI ISO. 31Z7XF-61 
11536 ICCC-IS IND ICRI 10·62XF-496 
11537 ICCC-16 IND ICRI JG-62XB-I08 
11538 leeC·17 IND ICRI L-S.50XK-468 
11539 ICCC-I8 IND ICRI H·208XT·3 
11540 lCCC-19 lND ICRI H-20aXUSA-613 
11541 JCCC·20 IND ICRI RS-llXC·214 
11.542 ICCC·21 IND ICRI 8So.3!27XF·]78 
11543 JO-I258 M.P. IND JNKV H-208XN-S9 
11544 JO-12.59 M.P. IND JNKV sa FROM OERMPL 
11545 10·1260 M.P. IND JNKV NEC-900A 
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11546 JO·1261 M.P. IND JNKV H-208XUSA-613 
11547 NO.13~7 W.BENOAL IND BERH JOC-IXB-I08 
11548 NO.39-2 W.BBNOAL INn BERM B-I08XRADHEY 
11549 ~O W.BENOAL IND BBRH 
11550 DA-l U.P. IND KANP WD.. T RESISTANT 
lISSt PPK-t U.P. IND KANP waT RESISTANT 
11552 PPK-2 U.P. lND KANP WD..T RESISTANT 
llS53 P-IOI77 EOY IARI KAUI1980Y-I-PMO 
11554 PIl...tS18 ICCHODA ADILABAD A.P. IND PR 
11555 PR .... S41 JAMANYA JALGAON MAHARASHTRA IND PR 
11556 SAR-2033 aJARGAON JHANSI U.P. IND SAR MARKET SAMPLE 
11557 SAR-2039 ORAIJALAUN U.P. IND SAR MARKET SAMPLE 
11S58 SAR-2047 RAJPUR KANPUR U.P. IND SAR MARKET SAMPLE 
ItSSt SAR-2084 AGRAMARXET U.P. IND SAR OLD CITY MARKET 
II S60 SAR-20IS AGRAMARKET U.P. IND SAR OlD CITY MARKET 
11561 SAR·2086 AORAMARKBT U.P. IND SAR OLD CrrY MARKET 
11562 SAR-2OS7 AGRAMARKET U.P. IND SAR OLD crrY MARKET 
11563 SAR-2081 AORAMARKET U.P. IND SAR OLD CITY MARKET 
11564 SAR-2098 MATIRJRA MARKET U.P. IND SAR MARKET SAMPLE 
11S65 SAR-2169 HAPUR GRAIN MARKET OHAZIABAD U.P. lND SAR MARKET SAMPLE 
11566 SAR-2170 HAPUR GRAIN MARKET OHA1lABAD U.P. IND SAR MARKET SAMPLE 
11567 SAR·2317 KURWALI MAINPURI U.P. IND SAR MARKET SAMPLE 
11568 SAR-23S7 SATAVA RAE BARELI U.P. IND SAR MARKET SAMPLE 
11569 SAR-2S44 NAGRA BAU..IA V.P. IND SM MARKET SAMPLE 
llS70 SAR-2S4S NAORA BALLIA U.P. IND SM MARKET SAMPLE 
11 571 NKR-7 AMARA VATI BUAPUR KARNATAKA IND NKR 
11572 NKR .. IO YARGATn BELOAUM KARNATAKA IND NKR 
11513 NKlt~12 KINBY BELGAUM KARNATAKA INO NKR 
11574 NKR-18 AY ANUR SHIMOOA KARNATAKA IND NKR MARKET SAMPLE 
ItS?S NKJl~20 BAINAKOL CHlKMAOALUR KARNATAKA IND NKR 
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11576 RPSP·538 15KM W OF HJSSAR HARYANA JND RPSP 
11S77 RPSP·S39 4 KM FROM SJRSA HARYANA IND RPSP 
11578 RPSP·S40 KARAMOARH SIRSA HARYANA JND RPSP 
11579 RPSP-541 5 KM FROM MANASA PUNJAB JND RPSP 
11580 RPSP-542 S KM FROM MANASA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11581 RPSP-543 ROLlA BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11582 RPSP-544 30KM FROM MANASA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11583 RPSP-S4S TOOl BHA TINDA PUNJAB JND RPSP 
11584 RPSP·546 5 KM FROM BARNALA PUNJAB INJ) RPSP 
11585 RPSP-S47 14KM TORAIKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11586 RPSP·S48 lOKM TO RAlKOT PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11587 RPSP-S49 20KM TO LUDHIANA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11588 RPSP-S50 20KM TO LUDHlANA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11589 RPSP-5S1 BHASAURSANGRUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11590 RPSP-'S2 DHADDA K01lII SANGRUR PUNJAB !NO RPSP 
11591 RPSP-SS3 MAHALASANORUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11592 RPSP-5S4 SNRONKEOHORSANORUR PUNJAB JND RPSP 
11'93 RPSP-S5S SATAUJ SANGRUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11594 RPSP-556 BHlKKI BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11595 RPSP-5S7 BHIKKI BHATINDA PUNJAB JND RPSP 
11596 RPSP-S58 BHIKKI BHATINDA PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11597 RPSP-559 BHADW ADA BHA 11NDA PUNJAB JND RPSP 
11598 RPSP-S60 DA TEWAS BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11599 RPSP-S61 BAHADARGARHBHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11600 RPSP·562 MANAK SANORUR PUNJAB 1ND RPSP 
11601 RPSP-S63 MANAK SANGRUR PUNJAB 1ND RPSP 
11602 RPSP·S64 HAMJRGARH SANGRUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11603 RPSP·56S MANDVI SANORUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11604 RPSP-S66 BHULLONSANGRUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11605 RPSP-S67 KARAUDAnNO HAkYANA IND RPSP 
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11606 RPSP·568 NAIWALA PATlALA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11601 ~P·S69 KHASPUR PATIALA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11608 RPsP·S70 DHEDANEPATIALA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11609 IPSP·'71 RETGARHPATIALA PUNJAB INO RPSP 
11610 RPSP·S72 BCPUR PA nAtA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11611 RPSP·S73 RAM NAGAR PA TIALA PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11612 RPSP·S74 BHANJUALA PATlALA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11613 RPSP·S7S SA."'lAURPATIALA PUNJAB 1ND RPSP 
11614 RPSP·S76 SANAUR PATIALA PUNJAB 1ND RPSP 
11615 RPSP-S77 KHANPUR PATIALA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11616 RPSP-S78 DHARIAN PA TIALA PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11617 RPSP·S79 JANETPUR AMBALA HARYANA IND RPSP 
11618 RPSP·S82 PATWl AMBALA HARYANA IND RPSP 
11619 RPSPS83 RAMNAGAR PA TIALA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11620 RPSP-SIS KHALAUR PATIALA PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11621 RPSP·S86 KAROLA PATIALA PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11622 RPSP~S89 BALLOMAJAN ROPAR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11623 ~P~S90 LAXHANPUR ROPAR PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11624 R.PSP·S92 CHANA UN ROPAR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11625 RPSP-S93 CHAKLA ROPAR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11626 RPSP.594 RAKKAR HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11627 RPSP·S9S TIJOPlA HOSHlARPlJR. PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11628 RPSP·S96 GHAlMAIRA HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11629 RPSPS97 SINOUPUR HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11630 RPSP·S98 MOKARJ HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11631 RPSP·S99 RAIPUR HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
J 1632 RPSP..6C)() KARIMPUR HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB JND RPSP 
11633 RPSP-601 PORA HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB 1ND RPSP 
11634 .RPSP-602. 5 KM TO GARSHANKAR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11635 ltPSP-601 TOTUMJARA HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
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11636 RPSP-604 JETPUR HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11637 RPSP-60!5 CHAGRA HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11638 RPSP-607 RAURIAN HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11639 RPSP-608 MANIAN HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11640 RPSP-609 KlllJOIAHALAN FARIDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11641 RPSP-610 KB..LlatAHALAN FARIDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11642 RPSP-611 BOOIPURA FARlDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11643 RPSP-612 20 KM TO FARIDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11644 RPSP-613 MUDKI FARlDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11645 RPSP-610 SAIANWALA FEROZPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11646 RPSP-615 CHACK SEDOKE FBROZPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11647 RPSP-616 SONEWALA FARIDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11648 RPSP-617 OODA FARIDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11649 RPSP-618 BHLAIANA FARIDKOT PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11650 RPSP-619 NARUANABHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11651 RPSP-620 JAISINOWALA BHA 11NDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11652 RPSP-621 OIIDDOL BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11653 RPSP-622 OIAKATARSINOWALA BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11654 RPSP-623 KAUHRANI BHATINDA PUNJAB JND RPSP 
11655 RPSP-624 KHEOWALI BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11656 RPSP-625 LAMBI BHA TlNDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11657 RPSP-626 RAKHRIAN FARlDKOT PUNJAB 1ND RPSP 
11658 RPSP-627 RAKHRlAN FARlDKOT PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11659 RPSP-628 KHElU FARlDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11660 RPSP-629 HUSNAR FARlDKOT PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11661 RPSP-630 OIDBRBAHA FARlDKOT PUNJAB JND RPSP 
11662 RPSP-631 LALBANI PARIDKOT PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11663 RPSP-632 MElINA PARIDKOT PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11664 RPSP-633 KD.LlANWALI PAlUDKOT PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11665 RPSP-634 DOOMWALI BHATINDA PUNJAB JND RPSP 
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11666 RPSP-63S PATHARALA BHATINDA PUNJAB IND IPSP 
11667 JlPSP-636 KUTLI BHA TlNDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11668 RPSP-637 KUTLI BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11669 RPSP-638 MOHAL BHATINDA PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11670 RPSP-639 GURUKE BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11671 RPSP-640 BAaruANNA BHATlNDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11672 RPSP-641 JASSIBAOW ALl BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11613 RPSP-642 OAHRIBtm"BR BHA TINDA PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11 674RPSP-643 JODHPUR BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11675 RPSP-644 KOTSHMIR BHATlNDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11616 RPSP-64S KOTSHMIR BHATlNDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
J1677 RPSP-646 BHAGIBANDER BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
J 1618 RPSP-647 JAGA BHA TINDA PUNJAB 1ND RPSP 
11679 RPSP-648 SINC,o BHA 1lNDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11680 RPSP-649 PF.RON SHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11681 RPSP-6S0 BANW ALI BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11682 RPSP-6S1 TALWANDJ AKALIA BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11683 RPSP-652 GAOOWAL BHA TINDA PUNJAB JND RPSP 
116M RPSP.6S3 MOOSA BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11685 RPSP-6S4 THU'l1iIANW ALI BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11686 RPSP-655 st.lKHA SINGHW ALA BHA TINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11687 RPSP-656 MAURMANDI BHATlNDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11681 RPSP-6S7 MAISARKHANA BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11689 RPSP-658 KOTFALTA BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
llMO RPSP-6S9 S KM FROM BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11691 RPSP-660 BUOfHO BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11692 1PSP-'61 RAMPURA BHATINDA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11693 J.PSP162 10 KM TO BARNALA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
116M aPSP-663 SHAMPUR LUDHlANA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
1169S RPSP-6&4 TOTl'AKALAM JUU..UNDHAR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
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11696 RPSP-665 CJruHAR JUU.UNDHAR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11697 RPSP-666 MAllUKADRA WAL KAPUR1HALA PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11698 RPSP-667 RA7~ KAPURnIALA PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11699 RPSP-668 VEINPAIR AMRrrSAR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11700 RPSP-669 SEKHUPURA GURDASPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11701 RPSP-670 MAllUDW AM OURDASPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11702 RPSP·671 SHlNBHA TTlAN GURDASPUR PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11703 RPSP-672 LAKHANPUR GURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11704 RPSP-673 LAKHANPUR OURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11705 RPSP-674 5 KM TO SRI HARGOVINDPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11706 RPSP-67S SRI HAROOVINDPUR GURnASP'UR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11707 RPSP-676 KOHALI OURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
]1708 RPSp·677 MUllODW ALA OURDASP'UR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11709 RPSP-678 MUU.ODWALA OURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11710 RPSP-679 KOTSANTOCHRAI GURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11711 RPSP-680 MAGARMUDIA GURDASPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11712 RPSP-681 A WANKHA GURDASPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11713 RPSP-683 MORl GURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11714 RPSP-684 BArn SAOIB GURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11715 RPSP-687 SHAHPURKANDI GURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11716 RPSP-688 OHO OURDASPUR PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11717 RPSP-689 HARlPUR OURDASPUR PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11718 RPSP-690 BARIAR GURDASPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11719 RPSP-691 LATEEFPUR HOSHlARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11720 RPSP-692 KAIHERW ALI HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB [NO RPSP 
11121 RPSP-693 KHUROAN HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11722 RPSP-694 DA WELWAL HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11723 RPSP-69S BAJWARAHOSHIARPUR PUNJAB IND RPSP 
11724 RPSP-696 PARSALIUNA H.P. IND RPSP 
1172S RPSP-697 DHELAUNA H.P. IND RPSP 
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11726 JUlSP-698 KARIMPlJRCHW AlA HOSHIARPUR PUNJAB INn RPSP 
11727 RPSP-699 SAHOL 1ULLUNDHAR PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11721 RPSP;. 700 AUR JUU..ANDHAR PUNJAB lND RPSP 
11129 INlA·l ELMANlANO QU1L1MARI CHOAPA CHL INlA 
11730 1NtA·3 QUEBRADD.LA LALIGUA LALIGUA CHI. INIA 
11731 1NIA·8 SAN ANT ANtO PUOU1NC,.A VI CHL lNIA 
11732 lNIA·9 PUCHUNCAVl CHI.. IN1A 
11733 JN1A..11 SAN ANTANtO PUOIUNCA VI CHI. LNlA 
11734 1NIA·12 FUNOO LINCOY AN MELIPUILA CACHOPOAL CHI. INlA 
11735 INIA·13 LOMA COLORADA MELIPILLA CAOIOPOAL OIL lNIA 
11736 1NIA·14 LOMA COLORADA MELIPILLA CAOJOPOAL CHI. INIA 
11737· JNIA.lS QUELENT ARO MELIPIU..A CACHOPOAL on.. lNlA 
11731 1NIA-16 QUELENTARO MHLIPltLA CAO{OPOAL aIL INIA 
11139 JNIA-17 QUELENT ARO MELIPILI..A CAOIOPOAL em. INIA 
11740 INIA-ll SAN VICENTE ROSARIOLOSOLIS COLCHAOUA on.. lI'41A 
11741 1NlA-19 PUCALAN ROSARJO LO SOLlS COLCHAOUA em. INlA 
11142 tNlA-20 lAS MERCEDES ROSARlOLOSOLIS COLCHAGUA GIL lNIA 
11743 JNIA.21 LAS MERCFDES ROSARlOLOSOLIS COLCHAGUA em. INlA 
11744 lNIA·23 LAS MERCEDES ROSARlOLOSOI.IS COLCHAGUA em. INlA 
11745 INIA-24 LAS MERCEDES ROSARlOLOSOLlS COLCHAGUA em. INIA 
11746 1NlA·2S lAS MERCFDES ROSARlOLOSOLlS COLCHAGUA CI-n.. lNlA 
11747 1NIA·26 LAS MERCEDES ROSARlOLOSOLIS COLCHAGUA CHL INIA 
U748 1NIA·28 PUNDO SANTA ROSA ROSARJOLOSO COl.cHAGUA an.. INlA 
11149lN1A .. 29 BL PINO ROSARlOLOSOLIS COLCHAOUA CHL INIA 
111S0 lNJA-30 R~COCOLORADONAVIDAD COLCHAGUA em. INlA 
11151 JNIA·31 RAPS.. NA VJDAD COLCHAGUA CHI.. INlA 
U1S2 1NJA·32 HARIZONTH DEL MAR NA VlDAD COLCHAGUA CHL JNlA 
11753· JN1A..33 ASENTAMIENTO MANlJELRODRIGUEZ COLCHAGUA an. JNlA 
U7S4 JNJA-34 ASENTAMlENTO MAN'UELRODRIGUEZ COLCHAOUA CHL INlA 
U1SS 1NlA·35 ASENTAMIENTO MANUELRODRIOUEZ COLCIIAGUA an. lNlA 
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11756 JNIA-36 BUCALEMrI'O NA V1DAD COLOIAOUA CHI.. INIA 
11757 INIA-37 BUCALEMrrO NA VIDAD COLOlAGUA CHI.. INIA 
11758 INIA-38 BUCALEMITO NA VIDAD COLa!AOUA CHL INlA 
11759 INIA-39 CAMPO ALEGRE NA V1DAD COLOIAOUA CHI.. INJA 
11760 INIA-41 CAMPO ALEGRE NA VIDAD COlOIAGUA CHI. INlA 
11761 INIA-42 V ALLB ALEGRE NAVlDAD COLOiAOUA CHL INlA 
11762 INIA-43 VALLE ALEGRE NA VIDAD COLOiAOUA CHI.. INlA 
11763 INlA-44 EL CARMEN NA VIDAD COLOiAOUA em. INlA 
11764 INIA-45 EL CARMEN NA VIDAD COLOIAGUA em. INlA 
11765 INlA-46 SANTA TERESA NAVIDAD COLOIAGUA an. IN1A 
11766 INIA-47 Y ALI SANTO DOMINGO SAN ANTONIO an. INIA 
] 1767 INlA-48 ASENTAMIENTO MARDEL PACIFICO SAN ANTONIO an. INIA 
11768 INIA-49 ASENTAMIENTO MAROEL PACIFlCO SAN ANTONIO an. INIA 
11769 1NlA-50 ASENTAMIENTO MARDEL PACIFICO SANANTONlO CHI.. INIA 
11770 1NIA-51 ASENTAMJENTO MAROEL PACIFICO SANANTONlO CHI.. INIA 
11771 INIA-52 EL CONVENTO SANTO DOMINGO SAN ANTONIO CHL INIA 
11772 1NlA-53 FUNDO EL PEUMO SANTO DOMINGO SANANTONlO on. INIA 
11773 1NlA-54 LAS 'ffiANCAS NA VIDAO COLOIAOUA on. INIA 
11774 1NlA-5S LA PALMILLA NA V1DAD COLOIAOUA on. INIA 
11775 1NlA-56 LA PALMILLA NA VIDAD COLOlAGUA CHI. INIA 
11776 INlA-57 PUPUY A NAVIDAD COLOIAOUA CHL INIA 
11777 INIA-58 PUPUY A NAVIDAD COLOIAOUA on.. JNIA 
11778 INlA-59 PUPUY A NAVIDAD COLaiAOUA on.. INlA 
11779 INIA-60 LA VEGA NA VlDAD COLOIAGUA an. INIA 
11780 INIA~I LA VEGA NA VlDAD COLOIAOUA CHI. INJA 
11781 INIA~2 LA BOBA NA VIDAD COLOIAOUA an. JNIA 
11782 INIA-63 NA VlDAD NA VIDAD COLCHAGUA CHL JNIA 
11783 lNIA-64 NA VIDAD NA VIDAD COLOIAOUA an. INIA 
11784 1NIA~5 NA VlDAD NA VIDAD COLOIAOUA an. JNIA 
1178S 1NlA-66 NA VlDAD NA VIDAD COLOIAOUA CHL JNIA. 
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11786 00"-67 LfCANrnEU NA VIDAD COLCHAGUA em.. INIA 
11117 1NfA-68 LICANCHEU NA VIDAD COLCHAGUA CHI.. INlA 
t 1118 1NJA-70 LA AGUADA LA ESTRELLA COLCHAOUA CHI.. INIA 
11 7191NlA. 71 LA AGUADA LA ESTRELLA COLCHAGUA CHI.. INIA 
11 790 1NlA· 72 SAN CARLOS LA ESTRELLA COLCHAGUA CHI... INIA 
11791 lNIA .. 73 MALLERMO LA ESTREll..A COLCHAGUA CHI... INIA 
11792 00A-74 POBLACION PERALn.LO COLCHAGUA em.. INlA 
11793 1NlA·7S RANQUILHUE PUNAMQUE COLCHAGUA CHI... INlA 
11794 INIA·76 PUMANQUE COLCHAGUA CHI... INIA 
11795 lNIA.71 Nn.AllUE LOLOl COLCHAGUA CHI... INlA 
11796 1NlA-78 LOLOLLOLOL COLCHAGUA CHI... INIA 
11791 INIA· 79 LOLOlLOlOL COLCHAGUA CHI.. INlA 
11798 INIA-IO HACINDA LOLOL LOlOl COLCHAGUA em.. INlA 
11799 OOA-83 LICANTEN CURICO CHI... INIA 
11800 INlA·14 LICANTEN CURICO em.. INIA 
11101 lNlA·8S LICANTEN CURICO em.. 1NIA 
11802 INlA·81 LlCANTEN CURICO CHI... INlA 
11803 lNlA·89 LA ISLA LICANTEN CURICO CHI... INlA 
11804 lNlA·' 1 FUNOO Fl. NOOAL LICANTEN CURICO CHI.. lNlA 
1 I 80S INlA·91 FUNOO LAS MORAS UCANTEN CURICO CHI... lNlA 
11806 JNlA~93 LORA LlCANTEN CURICO CHI.. INlA 
11807 tNlA·94 EL HUAPI LICANmN CURICO CHI.. INlA 
11808 lNIA·9S EL HUAPI LlCANTEN CURleo cm.. INIA 
11809 [NlA·96 EL HUAPI LICANTEN CURICO cm.. INIA 
11810 1NlA·97 EL HUAPJ LlCANTEN CURlCO em. INlA 
11811 1NlA~99 FUNOO NAICURA LlCANTEN CURICO CHI. tNIA 
11112 1N1A .. IOO FlJNOO NAICURA LICAN'l'EN CURICO on.. INIA 
11813 INIA·101 LAS DAMAS LA ESTRELLA COLCHAGUA CHI.. INlA 
UI14 INIA-S02 LAS DAMAS LA ESTRELLA COI£HAGUA CHI.. INlA 
11115 INIA·IO] LAS DAMAS LA ESTRELLA COLCHAGUA CHI.. INlA 
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11816 INIA·I04 LAS DAMAS LA ESTRELLA COLOiAOUA CHL INJA 
11817 INIA·lOS LAS DAMAS LA BSTRBLLA COLCHAOUA CHL INIA 
11818 INlA·I06 LAS DAMAS LA ESTRELLA COLOiAOUA CHL INlA 
11819 INIA·l07 TOPOCALMA ROSARIO LO SOLIS COLCHAOUA CHI. INlA 
11820 INIA·JOS TOPOCALMA ROSARIO LO SOLIS COLCHAOUA CHL TNlA 
11821 tNlA· 11 0 SANTA MONICA ROSARIO LO SOLIS COL.OIAOUA CHI.. tN1A 
11822 YANEZ 01-78 POCILLAS CHANCO MAULE CHL IN1A 
11823 TAY02-78 CHIMILTO~ NUBLE CHI.. IN1A 
11824 YANEZ 03·78 QUIRIHUE NUBLE CHI.. INIA 
11825 TAY04-78 CHJMILTO NlNHlJE NUBLE ClIL INlA 
11826 YANEZ 05-78 QUIRmUE NUBLE CHI. lNIA 
11827 YANEZ ()6.. 78 QUIRlHUE NUBLE OIL INIA 
11828 TAY08·78 CHIMlL TO NINHUE NUBLE CHI.. INIA 
11829 TAY09·78 CHlMILTO NlNH\.IE NUBI .. E CHI.. IN1A 
11830 TAY 10-78 TORRECaLASSANCARLOS NUBtE CHL INIA 
11831 YANF211-78 QUIRDIUE NUBLE CHL INIA 
11832 TAY 12·78 TORRECILLASSANCARLOS NUBLE CHL tN1A 
11833 TAYl3-18 CHiMlL TO NINHUE NUBLE CHL INIA 
11834 TAY 14·78 CHIMILTO NINIruE NUBLE CHL INIA 
11835 TAY IS·78 TORRECILLASSANCARLOS NUBLE CHI.. IN1A 
11836 YANEZ 16-78 QUmnruE NUBLE CHI.. IN1A 
11837 TAY 17·78 PURAPELCAU~~NES MAULE CHL INIA 
11838 TAY 19--78 LlCANTEN CURICO CHI.. INIA 
11839 TAY~78 LICANTEN CURICO CHL INIA 
11840 TAY21·78 LlCANTEN CURICO CHL IN1A 
11841 TAY22-78 PURAPEL CAUFUI!NES MAULE CHL INIA 
11842 TAY23·78 LICANTEN CURICO CHL INIA 
11843 TA Y 24-78 LlCANTEN CURleo CHL tN1A 
11844 TAY2S-78 PURAPEL CANFUBNES MAULE an.. INIA 
11845 TA Y 26-78 PURAPEL MAULE an. INIA 
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11146 TAY27·7. PlJRAP8L MAULE on.. IN1A 
11147 TAY29--78 LlCAN'J'BN CURICO on.. lNlA 
11848 YANEZ»78 QUDUHUB NUBLB on.. INlA 
11849 TAY31-78 POCILLAS QlANCO MAULE CHI.. INlA 
1ll.SO TAY 32-78 POCILLAS 0iANC0 MAULE CHI.. INlA 
118.51 TAYn .. 7S TORRBCILLAS SANCARLOS NUBLB on.. JNlA 
11852 YANEZ 34·78 CHANCO MAULE on.. INlA 
11853 TA Y 3S· 78 COIJ..JPEUNO NINHUE NUBLE on.. tNlA 
U854 TAY36-78 PARTBZUF.LO NUBLE on.. lNlA 
11855 34866 TUR IZM 
11856380U TUR IZM 
11157 003 BLACK Not FAO 
III" om BROWN NOT FAO 
11159 CPI·20785 ORC BRIS E· lOO 
11860 CPI-29902 IND BRIS 4S2/2 
11161 CPI·29954 NOI BRIS 
11162 CPI-300Sl NOI BRIS 
11163 CPI-3019S NOJ BRIS 
11164 CPI-S3002 NOI BRIS 
11165 CPI-S3OOI IND BRIS OC6l-404 
11166 QtI-S3011 INO BRIS OOHA.D YELLOW 
11167 CPI-S62&7 IRN BRIS PI-140291 
11161 CPI·56281 IRN BRIS PI·J40292 
11169 CPI-~' SUN BRIS L494 
11110 CPI-S6564 SUN BRIS L 1107 
1 t871Ql'l.S7100 MAR BRIS 
UI72 X-736 NOI BRIS 
1111' 1.C-197/SARATOV RBOJON 12S8 SUN fCRD NEC-I40 
11874 JLC-202AtRASV AllAR TBRR..140l SUN ICRD 
11815 CAONANOVAltANO CHI. ICRD 
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11876 ILC·391 IRN ICRD NBC-I 332 
11877 D..C-432/12·07·10033 ESFAHAN IRN ICRD 
11878 D..C-470 TUR ICRD NBC·JSlS 
11879 D..C-4821ACC.NO.26780-68 ADAPAZAR.I TUR ICRD NBC·1533 
11880 D..C-4961ACC.NO.31S 1 0-70 AMASYA TUR. ICRD NBC·1S41 
11881 n.C·S23 BOY ICRD NEClS70 
11882 CHB...BAN CUI.. TIV AR em. 
11883 SPANISH CULTIVAR ESP 
11884 ILC-61BIS.N.16 MATEUR ruN ICRD NEC-1661 
1188S ILC-622IS.N.26 MATEUR ruN ICRD NEC-I664 
11886 BLACK 78(19 SON 
11887 ltC-626/S.N.38 MFDIEZ ruN ICRD 
11888 ICC·754SM IND ICIU VEXlLl..UM MUTANT 
11889 PARA l09/MtTfANT JG62 NEWDEUiI IND lARl 
11890 PARA 110/MUTANT JG62 NEWDEUII IND lARl 
t 1891 PARA t 16/MUTANT lG62 NEW DELHI INn IARI 
11892 PARA 119/MUTANT lG62 NEW DELHI INn IARI 
11893 PARA 123/MtrfANT JG62 NEWDEUlI IND IARI 
11894 C-94-1 SDN 
11895 ILC·924 IRN ICRD NBC·2017 
11896 C-94·2 SDN 
11897 WlnTENO-I SON 
11898 ILC-11l3 Nor ICRD NBC-2189 
11899 ltC·1281 IRN ICRD NBC·2380 
11900 ILC-1289 USA ICRD NBC-2423 
11901 WIDTEN0-2 SON 
11902 WRINK.LIID SDN 
11903 ClC-817S DDR 
11904 ILC-1922 MAR ICRD RABAT 
1190S n.C-1929 SYR ICRD SYRIAN LOCAL 
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11~ ALTAMURA ITA 
1 J 907 u.c·295S SUN ICRD K1480 
119011 ANTEU.A ITA 
11909 lLC-3248 NEW DELHI lND ICRD P9847 
11910 NEC·l41 SUN ICRD PI·10097S 
11911 NEC·l61 IND ICRD L·l68 PI-315812 
11912 GR.OSSI D'ABRUZZO ITA 
11913 MALOCU ITA 
U9t4 NBC·731 IRN ICRD P-676 PI-3S94S9 
11915 NEe·77S IRN ICRD PIl83 PI-359616 
11916 NEC-777 IRN JCRe PIlS7 PI-359618 
11917 NEC-778 IRN ICRD PU88 PI-3S%19 
11918 NEC-712 IRN JCRD Pl196 PI-359623 
11919 NEC·7Il IRN ICRD Pll97 PI-359624 
11920 MW..ao-643 MWI 
11921 NEC·'7S IRN lCRD PlSOl PI-3S9848 
11922 NEC-976 IRN ICRD PlS02 PI-359849 
11923 NEC-982 IRN ICRD PlS14 PI-3S98SS 
11924 MW-IO-644 MWI 
11925 NEe·t127S IRN leRD P40S2 PI-360321 
11926 NEC-1273 IRN IL1U) P4992 PI-360467 
11921 NEC-1274 IRN leRD P5002 PI-360468 
11928 MW-1O-646 MWI 
.11929 MW-80-6S7 MWI 
11930 MW-8().(I61 MWI 
11931 NiC-1279 IRN leRD P5022 PI -3604 73 
11932 NBC·1446 IRN leRD P6S33 PI-360641 
11931 NBC~1448 IRN ICRn P6S70 PI-360643 
119S4NBC.;t4S1 IRN ICRD P6S77 Pl-360646 
11935 NBC·I690 IRN leRD P2019 
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11936 NBC2378 IND JCR.D PI·218313 
11937 NBC-24S5 Em ICR.D BRINDLE BROWN 
11938 MW-80-662 MWI 
11939 PIAN 01 SCO ITA 
11940 TIPOLBCCBSB ITA 
11941 PR-45OS NFL PIt 
11942 NBC·1462 BTH ICRD SHANKO 
11943 PR-4887 NFl. PR 
11944 PR-4889 NFL PR 
11945 PR-4901 NPL PIt 
11946 PR-490S NfL PIt 
1194 7 PR-4907 NPL PIt 
11948 PR-4911 NFL PIt 
11949 NEC-1472 NOI ICRD H·,S4·3 
11950 PR-4914 NPL 
11951 PR.-4918 NFL 
11952 NBC-2798 IllN ICJU) 
11953 NBC·2aO! NOI ICRD 
11954 NBC-2804 NOI ICRD 
1195S NBC-280S NO( ICRD 
t1956 NBC·2806 NOI ICRD 
11957 NBC·2801 NOI ICRD 
1195. NBC-2809 NO[ ICRD 
11959 NEC·2ItO NOI ICRD 
11960 NBC-2111 NOI ICRD 
11961 NBC-2112 NOI ICRD 
11962 NBC·21t3 NOI ICRD 
11963 NBC-lS14 NOI (ClU) 
11964 NEC-28U NOI ICRD 
11965 NEC-2816 NOI ICRD 
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11966 NBC~2.17 NOI ICRD 
U967 NBC-2BI. NOI ICRD 
11961 NBC2819 NOI ICRD 
11969 NBC~2820 NOI ICRD 
11970 NBC212 I NOI ICR.D 
U971 NBC·2822 NOI ICRD 
11972 NBC·2123 NOI JCRD 
U973 NEC·2824 NOI ICRD 
11974 NBC·2825 NOI ICRD 
tl975 NEC·2826 NOI ICRD 
11976 NBC·2827 NOI leRD 
11977 NBC-2829 NOI ICRD 
11978 NEC·2830 NOI ICRD 
11919 NEC·21l1 NOI ICRD 
11980 NBC·2833 NOI ICRD 
U91l NBC·2834 NO! ICRD 
11982 NBC·283S NOI ICRD 
11983 NRC~2136 NOI ICRD 
11914 NBC·2837 NOI ICRD 
11985 NEC·2838 NOI JCRD 
11986 NEC·2139 NOI ICRD 
11981 NBC·2&40 NOI ICRD 
11988 NBC·2842 NOI ICRD 
11919 NBC·2843 NOI JCRD 
11 t90 NBC .. 214-4 NOI ICRD 
11991 NBC2 .. ' NOI ICRD 
1 1992 NBC·2M6 NOI ICRD 
11993 NBC2M7 NOI ICRD 
11994 NEC·2M8 NOI JCRD 
11995 NEC-2&49 NOI ICRD 
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11996 NBC-2aSO NO! ICRD 
11997 NEC-2BS2 NOI ICRD 
11998 NBC-2aS3 NO! ICRD 
11999 NEC-2aSS NO! ICRD 
12000 NBC·2BS6 NOI JCRD 
12001 NEC·2BS7 NOI ICRD 
12002 NEC·28SB NO! ICRD 
12003 NEC·2860 NOt ICRD 
12004 NEC·2861 NO( ICRD 
1200S NEC·2862 NOI ICRD 
12006 NEC·2863 NO! ICRD 
12007 NEC·2864 NOI ICRD 
12008 NEC·286S NOI ICRD 
12009 NEC-2866 NOt ICRD 
12010 NEC·2867 NOJ ICRD 
12011 NEC·2868 NOI tCRD 
12012 NEC·2869 NOI ICRD 
12013 NEC·2870 NOI lCRD 
12014 NEC-2871 Nor ICRD 
1201S NEC-2872 NOI ICRD 
12016 NEC-2873 NO! ICRD 
12017 NEC-287S NOI ICRD 
12018 NEC·2876 Nor lCRD 
12019 NEC-287? NOI JCRD 
12020 NEC·2878 NOI JCRD 
12021 NEC-2879ncp· 73 LBN ICRD 
12022 NBC-·2180 NOl ICRD 
22023 NEC-2884 NOt ICRD 
12024 NEC·28SS NOI ICRD 
12025 NEC·2a89 NOI ICRD 
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12026 NBC·2890 NOI ICRD 
12027 NBC·2890-1 NOI ICRD 
12028 74TA1740 MF.x CULN 
12029 L-1467 MEX CULN 
12030 L-1776 MEX CULN 
12031 L-1852 MEX CULN 
12032 L-1869 MEX CULN 
12033 F4LINE TRIPLE CROSS MEX CULN 
12034 SURtJTA 1'0-77 MEX CULN 
1203S APASE0-2 MEX CELA 
12036 GARBANZO L-41 MEX CELA 
12037 VALf...B DE SANTIAGO· 1 MEX CELA 
12038 VAll.E DE SANTIAGO- t 0 MEX CELA 
12039 VA1l..E DE SANTIAGO-It MEX CELA 
12040 VA.U..E DE SANTIAGO-I 3 MEX CELA 
12041 V AU.B DE SANTIAOO-l S MEX CEl..A 
12042 VAIJ..E DE SANTlAOO-l9 MEX CELA 
12043 V ALI..B DE SANTlA00-20 MEX CELA 
12044 VAIl.B DE SANTIAGO-21 MEX CELA 
1204S VALl.B DE SANTlAGO-22 MEX CELA 
12046 V AU.B DE SANTlAGO-24 MEX CELA 
12047 VAU..B DE SANTlAG()"2S MEX CELA 
12048 VAlUJ DE SANTlAGO-26 MEX CELA 
12049 VAU.B DE SANTIA00-27 MEX CELA 
12050 V AILB DE SANTIAGO-28 MID<: CELA 
120'1 V A1l.B DE SANTIAG0-30 MID( CELA 
11051 V ~u.E DE SANTIA00-32 MEX CELA 
12053 VAJ..l..B DE SANTlAG()"34 MID( CELA 
12054 VALLBDESANTlAQO.35 MEX CBLA 
12055 VA1J..B DE SANTJAoo.36 MID<: CELA 
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12056 VAU~E DE SANflAG0-40 MEX CELA 
12057 VAlLE DE SANTlAG0-42 MEX CEL.A 
12058 VAll.E DE SANTlAG0-4S MEX CEL.A 
12059 VAll.E DE SANTlAG0-49 MEX CBLA 
12060 YURIRIA-l MEX CELA 
12061 YURIRIA-2 MEX CELA 
12062 YURIRlA-7 MEX CELA 
12063 YURIRlA-13 MEX CELA 
12064 YURIRlA-18 MEX CBLA 
12065 YURlRlA-25 MEX CELA 
12066 YURIRIA-30 MEX CELA 
12067 YURIRIA-31 MEX CELA 
12068 YURIRIA-32 MEX CELA 
12069 YURlRIA-34 MEX CELA 
12070 YURIRIA-37 MIDC CELA 
12071 YURlRlA-38 MEX CELA 
12072 YURlRIA-41 MEX CHLA 
12073 YURIRIA-44 MEX CELA 
12074 YURIRIA-45 MEX CHLA 
12075 YURlRlA-47 MEX CELA 
12076 YURlRIA-48 MEX CBLA 
12077 YURIRIA-49 MEX CELA 
12078 YURIRIA-50 MEX CELA 
12079 YURIRIA-Sl MEX CELA 
12080 YURlRIA-S2 MEX CELA 
12081 YURlRlA-S4 MEX CELA 
12082 Yt1RIJUA-58 MEX CBLA 
12083 YURlRlA-S9 MEX CBLA 
12084 YURlRIA-62 MEX CELA 
1208S YURlRlA-6S MBX CELA 
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12016 YUIURJA-6I MEX CELA 
12087 1'VRIR.JA-69 MEX CELA 
12088 YUIURJA-74 MEX CELA 
12089 YUR.IllIA-7S MEX CELA 
12090 YUIUJUA..aJ3 MEX CELA 
12091 YURIRlA-8' MEX CELA 
12092 YUlURJA-87 MEX CELA 
12093 YUlURIA.89 MEX CELA 
120P4 YUIURIA·90 MEX CELA 
J 2095 YUlURJA-91 MEX CEl..A 
12096 YlJRIRlA-92 MEX CELA 
12097 YURIRJA..94 MEX CELA 
12091 YURlRJA-9S MEX CELA 
12099 YUR.DUA-99 MEX CELA 
12100 YU1UlUA-lOO MEX CELA 
12101 YURIRlA-IOS MEX CELA 
12102 YlJ'RIRlA-I06 MEX CELA 
12103 YUIUlUA-I09 MEX CELA 
121()4 YtJIUIUA-1l1 MEX CELA 
J2105 YURlRIA-112 MEX CELA 
12106 YUIURIA-114 MEX CELA 
12107 YUJUIUA-115 MEX CELA 
121,01 YUIUIUA-111 MEX CELA 
12109 Yl1JURJA.118 MBX CELA 
12110 YtJRIRlA-I23 MBX CELA 
12U 1 YUlURIA.l24 MEX CBLA 
12112 YUlURIA-133 MBX CBLA 
12US Y'UlUJUA-I34 MBX CBl.A 
12U4 YURDUA-13S MBX CBLA 
121lS YUlURIA .. 136 MBX CBl..A 
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12116 YURIR1A-139 MEX CELA 
12117 YURIRlA-141 MEX CBLA 
12118 YURIRlA-14S MID( CBLA 
12119 YURIRJA-146 MEX CELA 
12120 YURlRIA-lS0 MBX CBLA 
12121 SA 0-509 MULlANJE MWI SAD 
12122 SAO-SI0 MUUANJE MWI SAD 
12123 SAO-SI3 LUNZU MWI SAD 
12124 IM-3S83 UJANa-lAR FAkIDPUR BOD UOM 
12125 1M·3584 SHIBRAMPUR FARIDPUR BOD UOM 
12126 JM·3S85 MUCHAKUARPUR FARlDPUR BOD UOM 
12127 JM-3596/l RAMNAGAR JESSORE BOD LJOM 
12128 JM-3596/2 RAMNAGAR JESSORE BOD UOM 
12129 JM·3599 ALOMKHALI JESSORS BOD UON 
12130 JM-3611 AKMUNDIA JESSORE BOD UOM 
1213J IM-3612 KOERGACHA JESSORE BOD UOM 
12132 IM-362S GORMA 11 RAJSHAHI BOD LJOM 
12133 JM-3637 NAMASGRAM RAJSHAHI BOD UGM 
12134 IM-3638 BHANGLA RAJSlWll BOD UOM 
12135 1M-3643 SUL TANGANJ RAJSHAHI BOD UON 
12136 JM-3646 ANCHUABATA RAISHAHI BOD UOM 
12137 JM-3650 PIRlJPUR RAJSHAHI BOD LJOM 
12138 JM-36S4 RAJSHAHI RAlSHAHI BOD UOM 
12139 JM-3660 PABNAPABNA BGD UOM 
12140 1M-366S GANGARANPUR PABNA BOD UOM 
12141 1M-3671 BERAPABNA BOD UON 
12142 IM-3676 GAGRAKALI PABNA BOD UOM 
12143 JM-3677 TE1ULlA P ABNA BOD UOM 
12144 IM-3684 PAKSID PABNA BOD UON 
12145 JM-3686 JUNCTION KUSHrlA BOD UOM 
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12146 JM.3688 CHUNlAPARA KUSHI'IA BOD UOM 
12141 JM-3694 KA 11..AMAJU KUSHnA BOD UOM 
12148 JM·3~/l amATIAAN KUSIfI1A BOD UOM 
12149 lM-369S/2 ClIHA TIAAN KUSHI'IA BOD UOM 
12150 Drf.3709 N OFCHUADANOA KUSHIlA BOD UOM 
121S1 lM·3711 N OF OIUADANGA KUSHTlA BOD LJOM 
12152 JM·3722 80 KM W OF DACCA BOD UOM 
121'3 IM.3783 BODEROAN DACCA BOD LIOM 
12154 JM-3784 0Ul..A TANGAD.. BOD UOM 
12155 JM·3787 TANGAlL BOD UOM 
12156 PIt-43'3 BHAOARAA RUPANDEHl NPL PR 
121" PR-43S4 BHAGARAA RUPANDEHl NPL PR 
12lSi PR-4354-1 BHAGARAA RUPANDEHl NPL PR 
12159 Plt4SS6 RAMPUR CHITWAN NPL PR 
12160 PR.-4351 RAMPUR CHI'1WAN NPL PR 
12J61 PR-43S8 SIMRAPARSA NPL PR 
12162 PIt-4359 SIMRAPARSA NPL PR 
12163 Pk-4360-1 BHAGMAnfI RAULTAHAT NPL PR 
12164 PR-4]6l SUKHAPOKHRI SAR.LAHI NFL PR 
1216S PR-4362 SUKHAPOKHRl SAR.LAHI NPL PR 
12166 PR-4364 HARJOM SARLAHl NPL PR 
12167 PR-436S LALBANDI SARLAHI NFL PR 
11161 PR-4366 PAID MAH01TARl NPL PIt 
121" PR-4167 PIPRA MAHOITARI NFL PR 
12110 PR-4368 BINDYADHANUSHA NPL PR 
1217J ........ BlNDYADHANUSHA NFL PR 
12112 PIt-43?1 QlAOHARlA DHANUSHA NPL PR 
12113 PR-4372 MATBRWADHANUSHA NPL .. 
12174 PIt ... '73 PADAMPUIl SIRAHA NPL PIt 
12115 PR .... 374 SJltAHA SIRAHA NPL PR 
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12176 PR-4374-t SIRAHA SIRAHA NPL PI. 
12177 PR-431S MAKHNA SIRAHA NPL PI. 
12178 PR-4376 INNERWA SIRAHA NPL PI. 
12179 PR-4377 MAKHNA SJRAHA NFL PI. 
12180 PR-4378 BALUW A SJRAHA NFL PI. 
12181 PR-4378-1 BALUWA SIRAHA NPL PI. 
12182 PR-4379 BALUWASIRAHA NPL PI. 
12183 PR-4380 CHHAPRARI CHOWK. SIRAHA NFL PI. 
12184 PR-4381 BIRA TNAGAR MORANG NPL PI. 
12185 PR-4382 SIKIY Al MORANG NFL PI. 
12186 PR-4383 TARHARA SUNSARl NPL PI. 
12187 PR-4383-1 TARHARA SUNSARI NPL PI. 
12188 PR-4384 CHANDRALALPUR SIRAHA NPL PI. 
12189 PR-4385 DALKEBAD DHANUSHA NFL PI. 
12190 PR-4386 LALGAR DHANUSHA NFL PI. 
12191 PR-4387 RANIGUN1 SARLAHI NFL PI. 
12192 PR-4387-1 RANIGUNJ SARl..AHI NFL PI. 
12193 PR-4388 SIRAHA SlRAHA NFL PI. 
12194 PR-4390 SIRLAHI SARLAHI NFL PI. 
12195 RPSP-682 AWANKHA OURDASPUR PUN1AB IND RPSP 
12196 PHULBG-l MAHARASHTRA IND MPK.V KHANAPUR-6X A.F 
12197 PHULEG-2 MAHARASHTRA IND MPKV N·81X63-I-t2-41 
12198 PHULEG-3 MAHARASlITRA IND MPK,V PUSA-83 X N..al 
12199 PHULEG-4 MAHARASlITRA IND MPKV N-74 X a.OULAD 
12200 PR-4943 IND PI. 
12201 PR-4944 IND PI. 
12202 HMS·l HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH-432 
12203 HMS-2 HARYANA lND HAU C-214XH-432 
12204 HMS-3 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH"'32 
12205 HMS-4 HARYANA IND HAU C·214XH-432 
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12206 HMS-5 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12207 HMS-7 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12208 HM5-a HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12209 HM5-9 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12210HM5-10 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12211 HMs.l1 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12212 HMS-12 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12213 HM5-13 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12214 HMS-14 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12215 HM5-1 S HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12216 HM5-16 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12217 HM5-17 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12218 HMS-lS HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
11219 HMS-19 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12220 HMS·20 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12221 HMS-21 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XB432 
12222 HMS-22 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12223 HMS-24 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12224 HMS-25 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
1222' lfMS..26 HARYANA IND HAU C-214XH432 
12226 HM5-17 HARYANA IND HAU C·214XH432 
Im7 HMS-28 HARYANA IND HAU C·214XH432 
12228 HMS-29 HARYANA 1ND HAU C·214XH432 
12229 HMS-30 HARYANA IND HAU (H432XH214)X(H2 
12230 8-106 NOt IARI 
12231P·I0139 SUN IARI EC-114793 
12231 P·I0140 SUN IARI EC-1l4794 
12233 ICC.229WR IND JeRI P-lSO-1 W.R. 
12234 lCC331WR INn lCRI P-2S3 W.R. 
12235 ICC·SI6WR IND JeRI P-392 W.R. 
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12236 ICC·SI9WR IND ICRl P·394 W.R. 
12237 ICC·554WR IND ICRI P-.436-1 W.R. 
12238 ICC·867WR IND leRI P-690W.R. 
12239 [CC·1891WR IND ICRI P·lS14 W.R. 
12240 ICC· 2072 WR IND ICRI P·J670 W.R. 
12241 ICC·2086WR IND ICRI P·J683 W.R. 
12242 ICC·2089WR IND ICRI P·l684 W.R. 
12243 ICC-2104WR IND ICRI P·1696-1 W.R. 
12244 ICC-2566WR IND ICRI P·lS59 W.R. 
12245 lC..."C-2660WR IND ICRI P·2686-2 W.R. 
12246 ICC-2883WR IND ICRI P·3lSl W.R. 
12247 ICC-3099WR IND ICRI P-3614 W.R. 
12248 ICC·3103WR 1ND ICRI P·3611 W.R. 
12249 ICC-3S39WR IND ICRI P-.4237 W.R. 
12250 ICC·3684WR IND ICRI P-.4321·2 W.R. 
12251 ICC-4S19WR IND ICRI P-6061W.R. 
12252 ICC-4918WR IND ICRI ANNlGERIW.R. 
12253 ICC-5864WR IND ICRI T·3 W.R. 
12254 ICC·6880WR IND JCRI NEC·I089 W.R. 
12255 ICC·7111WR IND JCRI NBC-1470 W.R. 
12256 ICC-7248WR 1ND ICRI NBC·I621 W.R. 
12257 ICC-7681WR IND JCRJ P·1119 W.R. 
12258 10>9001 WR IND ICRI P-426W.R. 
12259 lCC·10104WR IND fCRJ P-6131 W.R. 
12260 BO-209 NBWDWn IND IARI 
12261 DO·244 NEWDEUlI IND IARI 
12262 DG·24S NEWDEUU IND IARI 
12263 BO·246 NEWDEUU IND IARl 
12264 ICCC·22 IND ICRl 
12265 KAKKARTYPE ON JUNAGADH TO PORBANDER ROA GUJARAT ~l) 
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12266 RAUP-S2 BIHAR IND 
12261 ICC·261WR INn lCRI P-212-1 W.R. 
12261 1CC-191Oft IND rCRI P-lS42 
12269 KX:·1913WR IND ICRI P-lS46 
12210 ltt .. 2A61 WR. 1ND ICRI P-2249W.R. 
12271 I~~ lND ICRI NEC·312 W.R. 
12272 JCC6494WR IND IeRI NEC-S29 W.R. 
12213 1a::-69l6WR IND ICRI NEC-l166 W.R. 
1221.- KX·I982WR IND ICRI NEC-346 W.R. 
12275 ICC11S31WR IND ICRI Icce-tO W.R. 
12276 PIt~920 SIMRA BARDIA BHERI NPL PR 
12271 PR4923 B1RENDRANAGAR SURKHET BHERI NPL PR 
11211 PR-4926 BAlRANnIAN SURXHET BHERI NPL PR 
12279 PR~927 BHAlRA V AS1lfANA SURKHET BHERI NPL PR 
12210 ..... 933 SURKHET BHERI NPL .PR 
12111 PR-4934 SURKHBT BHERI NPL PR 
12212 PR-4936 ITRAM SURKHET SHERI NPL PR 
12.213 PR-4938 rrR.AM SURKHET SHERI NPL PR 
122M PR-49t40 ITRAM SURKHBT SHERI NPL PR 
12285 PIt-4941 CHATAPUR KAlLALI SBTI NPl PR 
12216 PI.-4949 MAHANPllR KAJLALI SETI NPl PR 
12217 PR.-49S0 MAHANPllR KAlLALI SE'rl NPl PR 
12281 PR-49S0-1 MAHANPllR KAILALI SETI NPL PR 
12289 PR.-49S2 ATARIA KAlLALI SETI NPL PR 
12290 PR-49S3 MANOBHA'M\JA AlC.NOlANPUR MAHAKALI NPL PR 
12.291 PR-49S4 SfDSHIY A KANOlANPUR MAHAKALI NFL PR 
12292 PR-4956 LALPUR KANaIANPUR MAHAKALI NPL PR 
12293 ..... '51 BANOAON KA.NCHANPUR MAHAKALI NPl PR 
12294 PR-49S1 PIPLARI KANOlANPUR MAHAKALI NPL PR 
12.29!S PI.-49'9 PIPLARI KA.NCHANPUR MAHAKALJ NPL PR 
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12296 PR-4960 KALA KANCHANPUR MAHAICAlJ NPL PIt 
12297 PR-4960-1 KALA KANCHANPUR MAHAICAlJ NPL PIt 
12291 PR-4961 JAIC KANCHANPUR MAHAKALI NFL PIt 
12299 PR-4962 JAIC KANCHANPUR MAHAICAlJ NFL PIt 
12300 PR-4963 PARSIA KANCHANPUR MAHAICAlJ NPL PIt 
12301 PR-4964 NANDGAON KANCHANPUR MAHAICAlJ NFL PIt 
12302 PR-496S KANOI KANCHANPUR MAHAKALI NFL PIt 
]2303 PR-4966 BINDBARU KANCHANPUR MAHAKALI NFL PIt 
12304 PR-4967 BICHtN A KAN{'''HANPUR MAHAICAlJ NFL PIt 
12305 PR-4968 AMARBASTI KA8..ALl SETI NFL PIt 
12306 PR-4970 BELl KAD..ALI SETI NFL PIt 
12307 IM-4207 TAUNOOYI SHAN BUR UOM MARKET SAMPLE 
12308 IM-4218 SAl NAING GYI SAGAING BUR UGM 
12309 IM-4226 MAYMYO SAOAINO BUR UOM MARKET SAMPLE 
J23JO IM-4226-1 MAYMYO SAGAING BUR UOM MARJCET SAMPLE 
12311 IM-4229 MAYMYO SAGAING BUR UGM MARKET SAMPLE 
12312 MARKET SAMPLE CHITRAOUROA KARNATAKA IND a.LO MARKBr SAMPLE 
12313 GL-1227 PUNJAB IND PAU 
12314 GNO-16 RAJASnlAN IND 
12315 H-76-49 HARYANA IND HAU 
12316 JCCC-23 IND ICRl 
12317 lCCC-24 lND ICRI 
12318 ICCC-25 IND ICRJ 
12319 lCCC-26 IND ICRI 
12320 P-I0165 NOI IARI 
12321 P·I0167 NOI IARI 
12322 P·l0168 NOI lA.Rl 
12323 P-I0171 NOI IARI 
12324 P·I0186 NOI IARI 
12325 P-I0187 NOI IARI 
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12326 P·10118 NOI lARI 
12327 ' .. 10189 NOI IARI 
12321 CYPRUS LOCAL C'YP IARI 
12329 JkANfAN LOCAL IRN IARI 
12330 JatDA.NJAN LOCAL JOR IARI 
12j31 SYRIAN LOCAL SYR IARI 
12332 ru.R.KJSH LOCAL TUR IARI 
12333 2375 RAICHUR. MAHARASlfI'RA IND 
123'41«XC-27 IND JCRI (p-99XF-378)X(E-1OOXBEG-482) 
12335 JCCC-21 INn JCRI (80-1XC-23S)X(RS-IIXC-214) 
12336 1ccc.29 IND ICRl p-1387X(H-208XF-378) 
12337 JCCC·30 IND ICRI (OWSnXPANT 0-1 04}X(JG-62XC-l S6) 
Im8 IOX·31 IND ICRI P-436X(p-1387XF-378) 
12339 lCCC-3.2 IND JCRI 1-5S0XL-2 
12340 IOX·33 INn JCRl 1-SSOXL-2 
12341 lCCC-34 IND ICRJ P-388X(T-3XP-386) 
1234,2 134067 CHI.. 
12343 PI.","'8 TATAR H.P. IND 
12344 WIR.·16 SUN 
12345 WIR.-1737 SUN 
12346 BDN..Q-20 BADNAPUR MAliARASHTRA IND BDN 
12347 8DN..o·36 BADNAPUR MAHARASHTRA IND BDN 
12348 80-262 NEW DELHI IND IARI (ANl\1GERIXH·208)X(K-8S0XC-23S) 
12349 JO..263 NEWDBUU IND IARI F-378X(JG-62XP-99) 
12350 BQ.265 NBWDELHI IND IARI (p-827XJO-62)X(P-984 7XJG-62) 
12351 BQ.416 NBWDEUiI IND lARI 
12352 BQ..417 NEW DELHI IND IARI 
12353 JG.418 NBWDEUlI IND IARI 
12354 BQ.419 NEW DELHI IND JARl 
12355 8Q..421 NBWDEUIJ IND lARI 
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12356 00·77·32 DHOU BIHAR IND RAU H-l'S X K-315 
12357 OF·754 FARIDKOT PUN1AD IND PAU H-35S X K·:315 
12358 GF-866 FARIDKOT PUNJAD IND PAU H·3SS X K·315 
12359 GF·868 mSSAR HARYANA IND HAU H-155 X K-315 
12360 H·77·71 HlSSAR liARYANA IND HAU H·3SS X K-315 
12361 H·78-27 HISSAR HARYANA IND HAU H·3SS X K-315 
12362 H·79·3 HlSSAR HARYANA IND HAU H·355 X K·31S 
12363 H-79·95 HJSSAR HARYANA IND HAU H·355 X K·315 
12364 H-79-96 HISSAR HARYANA IND HAU H·1SS X 1(·315 
12365 PHULE·G-S RAffiJRI MAHARASHTRA IND MPKV B·110X N·31 
12366 RSG-44 DURGAPUR RAIASTIIAN IND ARS J0-62 X F-496 
12367 RSG·116 DURGAPUR RAJASTIfAN IND ARS 10·62 X E-loo 
12368 RSG·130 DURGAPUR RA1ASlRAN INn ARS 10-62 X F-496 
12369 RSG·132 DURGAPUR RAJASTI-IAN lND ARS K·8SO X E·1OO 
12370 RSG·143 DURGAPUR RAJASlHAN 1ND ARS 10-62 X D.l ()g 
12371 VRR-491 VITHOLl AKOLA MAHARASHTRA IND 
12372 VRR·611 SUGAON AKOLA MAHARASHTRA IND 
12373 VRR·630 MALTANPUNE MAHARASHTRA IND 
12374 VRR-631 MALTANPUNE MAHARASHTRA IND 
12375 VRR-6S4 BADEWADI SATARA MAHARASlrrRA IND 
12376 P[·216026 IND USDA 
12377 PI·2S7586 BTH USDA 
12378 PI·372596 IRN USDA 
12379 PI·374084 lRN USDA 
12380 PR·S637 TZA 
12381 RB-l BIRPUR IAMMMU 1&K IND 
12382 RD-2 KHEDJAMMU J&K lND 
12383 RD-3 MAR.HANA JAMMU 1&.K IND 
12384 RD-4 MAR.HANA JAMMU 1&1{ INn 
12385 RB-5 RAIPUR JAMMU I&.K lND 
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123160-6 SAHBRI PANOnA JAMMU J&K IND 
12387 RB-7 DHAR DHAROCHAN JAMMU J&K IND 
12381 JlB..8 KANORJAL JAMMU J&K IND 
12389 Jt8..9 JAMMU J&K IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12390 RB·I0 JAMMU J4K IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12391. RB-ll JAMMU JclK IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12392 Ra..12 JAMMU JclK IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12393 Ra..13 JAMMU J4K IND MARKET SAMPLE 
123 .... U-l04 JAMMU J&K IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12395 JB..1.5 JAMMU J&J( IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12396 RB-16 JAMMU JAK IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12391 Its-11 JAMMU JclK IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12391 0·18 DHAMANA JAMMU JclK IND 
12399 RB-19 JAMMU J&.K IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12400 JlB.20 RAM AKHNOOR JAMMU J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12401 ltB·21 SUNDBRBANI RAJOUR1 J&.K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
1:&401 RB-22 SlOT RAJOURI J4K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
l:Men kB-23 RAJOURI J&K IND MARKET SAMPLE 
12404 R.B-U DABBAD RAJOURI J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12405 RB-25 JODIAN JAMMU J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12406 R8-26 SBERA UDHAMPUR J&K INn FIELD SAMPtE 
12401 R.B·27 UDHAMPUR JU IND MARKET SAMPLE 
l2401 RB-28 GHARBABA JEETO UDHAMPUR. J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12409 J.B..29 KLATA UDHAMPUR J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12410 0·30 KHARTA UDHAMPUR J&J( !NO FIELD SAMPLE 
12411 R.B-31 MANWAL JAMMU J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12412 Jt8..12 MANWALJAMMU J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12413 $33 NUDJAMMU J&K IND FJELD SAMPLE 
1241. &34 NUDJAMMU J&K lND FIELD SAMPLE 
12415 R.B·3S SAnHA JAMMU J&K INn FIELD SAMPLE 
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12416 RB-36 DHAMOH JAMMU J&K IND FlELO SAMPLE 
12417 RB-31 RAlUAN JAMMU J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12418 RB-38 KANGWALA JAMMU J&K [ND FIELD SAMPLE 
12419 RB-39 'fA l1JW AL KA 11lUA J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12420 RB-40 CHADW AL KATIruA J&K IND FIELD SAMPl.E 
12421 RB-41 BASOY KA rntJ A J&K IND FIELD SAMPLE 
12422 ICC-3507 MUTANT IND ICRI 
]2423 PR-5200 KERALA IND 
12424 ICCC-3S IND ICRI (NEC·249XNEC-1639)X(CHAFAXP-412) 
12425 ICCC·36 IND ICRI P·3111 X H·2OS 
12426 IOCC·3? IND ICRI P·481 X(JG-62XP-l 630) 
12427 ICCC-38 IND ICRI K·850XRADHEY 
12428 ICC-531 WR IND ICRI p.422 WR 
12429 ICC-2OS3 WR INO ICRI P·1679-2 WR 
12430 ICC.2299 WR INn ICRI P·I954 WR 
12431 IOC·S72? WR IND JCRI C·16-1 WR 
12432 lCC·8446 WR IND ICRI 0·10-4 WR 
12433 ICC-8454 WR IND ICRI JM·473 WR 
12434 ICC-8622 WR IND ICRI WP-2984 B WR 
12435 ICC-10466 WR INn ICRI ANM-.570WR 
12436 ICC-435 DRR IND ICRI P-319-10RR 
12437 ICC-444 ORR IND ICRI P·332 ORR 
12438 ICC-999 ORR IND ICRI P·812 ORR 
12439 ICC·1918 ORR IND lCRI P·IS49-1DRR 
12440 ICC·2450 ORR IND leRI P·2230DRR 
12441 ICC-2874 ORR IND ICRI P·32300RR 
12442 ICC·31S1DRR IND JeRI P·373()"10RR 
12443 ICC·3392 ORR lND ICRI P-4079DRR 
12444 lCC-3428 ORR IND ICRI P-41020RR 
12445 ICC-4716 ORR IND IeRI P·6308 ORR 
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12446 1CD-4902 DRR. IND JCRI P·9789ORR 
12441 JCC.4,.8 ORR !NO JCRI O·130DRR 
12448 fCC.49$4 DRk IND ICRI H·208DRR 
1244t ~9N ORR IND JCRI RADHEYDRR 
12450 1CC-5901 DRlt IND JCRI T·32DRR 
12451 ICC"-! DRJl IND JCRI JO-S7ORR 
12452 ICC-Mil ORR IND JeRI NBC·384 ORR 
12453 ICC...,." ORR IND JeRI NBC-460DRR 
12454 1CC6501 ORR IND JCRI NBC539 ORR 
12455 1CC6570 ORR INn JCRI NBC-646ORR 
12456 ICC ... ORR IND lCRI NBC-691ORR 
12457 JCC.666I ORR IND ICR[ NBC·774 ORR 
12458 ICC-6611 DRlt IND lCRI NBC·SISORR 
12459 ICC6m DRR IND lCRI NBC-934ORR 
12460 JOC.a16 DU. INn JCRI NBC·986ORR 
12461 ICC-6140 DIUl IND leRI NBC-I026 ORR 
12462 JOC-6939 DIUl IND ICRt NBC·l179 ORR 
12465 ICC TrI7 ORR INn lCRI NBC-16l9 ORR 
17A64 lcc-mo DRlt INn ICR.I NEC-318DRR 
1246S ICC-l971 DRIt INn ICRl NBC·319ORR 
12.466 ICC.-9018DJUl IND JCRt NBC-480DRR 
12461 IOC-9OZ] DJUl IND JCRl NBC-497DRR 
12461 J(X..9CM2 DJUt. IND JeRI NBC-S40DRR 
12A69 1CC10500 D'RR IND ICRI RPSP·231 ORR 
12410 JCC10539 DRR. IND lCIU RPSp·270 ORR 
12411 lCC10610 DIll IND lCRI H·362DRR 
12412 100.11530 ORR IND lCRl DA·1DRR 
12471 ADILABAD LOCAL DHABA A.P. IND 
124'1. OL-1OO2 LUDHIANA PUNJAB IND PAU 
12475 ICC506HR IND ICRI P-386HR 
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12476 10:·6663 HR JND ICRt P-l16SHR 
12477 ICC· 1 0460 HR JND ICRJ RPSP-l94 HR 
12478 10:·10667 HR JND JCRJ 62-1()"3 HR 
12479 10:·10619 HR INn ICRI RPSP·SI3 HR 
12480 ICC·1381 HR JND ICRt P-I234-1 fIR 
12481 ICC-9S26HR INn JeRI P-52 HR. 
12482 (K-8S0 X CHAPA) HR IND ICRI 
12483 (H208 X 8E0-482) fIR IND ICRJ 
12484 (K-85O X N-S9)HR IND ICRl 
12485 (H-208 X N-S9) HR INn JeRI 
12486 (GW-Sn x H-223) HR !NO ICRI 
12487 (H-208 X N-S9) HR INn ICRI 
12488 (H-208 X RS-lt) HR INn leRI 
12489 (H-208 X RS-ll) HR INn leRI 
12490 ICC·493S HR. IND JeRI C-23S HR. 
12491 10:-10870 HR IND ICRI JM-2S7SHR 
12492 ICC·S264 HR IND leRI GL-64SHR 
12493 ICC-S264 HR !NO IClU GL-645HR 
12494 ICC·7966HR lND ICRJ NBC-2OS9HR 
12495 lCC-7SS9HR IND leRI P-9625 HR 
12496 lCC-2696 fIR IND leRI P·2774 HR 
12497 SAMPLE· 1 ruR. 
12498 SAMPLE·2 1tJR 
12499 ICC-6103 M IND ICRt 
12S00 SABA MA YARAM MARKET TAMlLNADU IN» 
12501 MA YARAM MARKET TAMILNADU IND 
12502 MOSAMBIC MAY ARAM MARKET TAMlLNADU IND 
12503 NEC-123S lRN 
12504 PfM.E-G-7 MAHARASHTRA IND MPK.V 
12505 mS·l SHAHJAHANPUR U.P. IND 
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12S06 10-%68 IND IARl 
12507 BG(M).408 IND IARl 
12.508 ao..aS IND PAU 
12509 HQ.,202 IND IARl 
12510 HG-211 IND IARl 
12511 11M$..6 IND HAU 
12512 NBC-138-2 NEWDEIJII IND IARl 
12513RPO-l KALlTI OOBRE ZEn' SHOA ETH JCRl 
1251~ JUG.l·1 KAUI1 DEBRE ZErr SHOA Ern JCRI 
12515 ItPO-l..;2 KALm DEBRE znrr SHOA Ern JCRJ 
12516 JtFG.2 ICBONl DEBRE mIT SHOA Em JCRI 
12517 RPQ..2-1 KBONI DBBRE :mrr SHOA B1H ICRJ 
12StI RFG-2-2 KBGNI OEBRE ZEIT SHOA Ern JCRI 
12519 J.FG.3 KBONI DEBRE ZErr SHOA E1H JeRI 
12520 R.FO-3·1 KBONI DEBRE ZEIT SHOA E1'H ICRl 
12521 JtPO.3-2 ICBONI DEBRE mIT SHOA ETH JCRI 
12522RFG-3-3 KEONI DEBRE ZErr SHOA Em JeRI 
1m3 .RP0-6 SHIMBERA MBDA DBBRE ZEIT SHOA ETH JCRI 
12524 JlPG..6..1 SHJMBERA MEDA DEBRE ZErr SHOA Ern JCRl 
1252S J.PO.;6..2 SHIMBERA MBDA DBBRE ZEIT SHOA Em JeRI 
12526 RFG-1 DUKUM DEBRE ZEIT SHOA E1H ICRI 
12521 RFOw 7-1 DUKUM DBBRE ZBJT SHOA E1H JeRI 
12528 JlFO.8 MBNDBLA AKAKJ BBSEKA SHOA Ern ICRI 
12529 RfG.8.1 MENDBLA AXAKI BBSBKA SHOA E1H leRI 
12530 JtFG.9 nn.U DIMP'IU AXAKI BBSEKA SHOA E1'H JCRl 
12531 JlFO.9-1 1tJLU DIMPTl1 AKAKI BBSBKA SHOA BTH JCRI 
12$32 J.F(J;.10 nn.U DIMPTtJ AICAXI BBSBKA SHOA ETH JeRI 
12533 RFG-ll KlLlTO AICAXI BESEKA SHOA B1H ICRl 
12534 RfO..ll·1 IClLlTO AKAKJBBSBiCA SHOA BTH JCRI 
12535 RPO-l1~2 K.DJrO AKAKJ 8BSBKA SHOA ETH ICRJ 
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12536 RFG-12 SULANTI AKAKI BESEKA SHOA Em leRI 
12537 RFG-12-1 SULANTI AKAKl BESHKA SHOA BTH ICRI 
12538 RFG-13 KOYE AKAKI BESEKA SHOA Em ICRl 
12539 RFG-13-1 KOYE AKAKI BESEKA SHOA Em leRl 
12540 RFG-15 KOYE AKAKJ BESEKA SHOA Ern ICRI 
12541 RFG-15-1 KOYE AKAKl BESEKA SHOA lITH JCRI 
12542 RFG-15-2 KOYE AKAKI BESEKA SHOA EllI IeRI 
12543 RFG-16 GENDE SULULA AKAKI BESEKA SHOA Ell{ JeRI 
12544 RFG-16-1 GENDE SULULA AKAKI BESEKA SHOA Ern JCRJ 
12545 RFG-17 MERORO AKAKI BESEKA SHOA BlH JCRJ 
12546 RFG-17-1 MERORO AKAKJ BESEKA SHOA Ern JCRJ 
12547 RFG-17-2 MERORO AKAKI BESEKA SHOA Ern JeRI 
]2548 RFG-19 UMURSA OEBRE ZEIT SHOA Ern JeRI 
12549 RFG-19-1 UMURSA OHBRE ZEIT SHOA Ern JCRI 
12550 RFG-20 OODE DEBRE ZEIT SHOA Ern ICRI 
12551 RFG-20-1 OODE DEBRE ZEIT SHOA lITH ICRI 
12552 RFG-21 DIBANDIBA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA ETH JCRI 
12553 RFG-21-1 DIBANDIBA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA Ern JCRI 
12554 RFG·22 Tll.UKU GODE! MOJO SHOA Ern ICRI 
12555 RFG-23 30 KM E OF MOJO SHOA Ern leRI 
12556 RFG-23-1 30 KM E OF MOJO SHOA Ern JeRI 
12557 RFG-24 OAKA BORA MOJO SHOA ETH JeRI 
12558 RFO-25 DAKA BORA MOJO SHOA EnI tCRI 
]2559 RFG-25-1 DAKA BORA MOJO SHOA Ern JCRI 
12560 RFG-25-2 DAKA BORA MOJO SHOA Ern JCRI 
12561 RFG-27 KUruSU MENIAR SHOA ETH JCRI 
12562 RFG-27-1 KUruSU MENIAR SHOA ETH ICRI 
12563 RFG-28 BOLO SELASSIE MEN JAR SHOA ETH ICRI 
12564 RFO-28-1 BOLO SELASSlE MENJAR SHOA lITH JCRI 
12565 RFO-29 SELAMENJAR SHOA Ern JeRI 
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12566 RPO·29-1 SELAMENJAR SHOA E11I 100 
11567 JtPG.30 SHOA GBNBT MBNJAR SHOA Em JCRI 
12568 RPG·31 MlTIKO HAGER MENJAR SHOA BTH JOO 
11569 JtR)·31·1 MITlKO HAGER MBNJAR SHOA E1H 100 
12570 JtPO..32 MlTIKO HAOBR. MBNJAR SHOA B1H JCRI 
12571 JU7O..S2.-1 MlTIKO HAGER MBNJAR SHOA BTH ICJU 
11572 RPQ..33 MITIKO HAGER MRNJAR SHOA B1H JCRI 
12573 RIO·33-1 MlTIKO HAGER MBNJAR SHOA E11I JeRI 
12514 RJ1O..33-2 M1T1KO HAOER MBNJAR SHOA Em JeRI 
12.575 RPO-34 ZEMU MBHERJ MBNJAR SHOA Em JCRJ 
12576 RfG.3S ARlRTY CHBLABA DBBRE ZEIT SHOA E1H JCRJ 
12577 RPO-35--1 ARlRTY CHBLABA DHBRE ZEIT SHOA E1H JCRI 
12571 RFO·36 CHBLABA HAMARO DEBRE ZEIT SHOA E1H JCRI 
12519 JU'oQ-36-1 CHELABA HAMARO DEBRE ZEIT SHOA E1H JeRI 
12580 RPO·31 DENKUKBRBBlSA DBBRE ZEIT SHOA E1H JCRI 
12581 RFO·37·1 DBNKUKERBBISA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA ETH JCRI 
12582 1tPG·37·2 DBNKUKEREBISA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA E11I JeRI 
12513 RfO..:n .. , DBNKUKEREBISA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA ETH ICR] 
12514 1tFCJ..39 OALAOA TEJI DEBRE ZEIT SHOA Em ICRI 
12585 RPQ-39-1 OALAOA TEJI DEBRE ZEIT SHOA BTH JeRI 
12586 RFO·39-2 OALAOA TBJI DBBItB ZEIT SHOA Em lCRl 
12581 JlPG.39-3 OALAOA TEll DEBItS zeIT SHOA ETH JCRI 
1258. J.PG.4O CHELABA HAMARO DEBRE ZErr SHOA ETH JCRI 
12.519 RPCJ.4o.1 CHBLABA HAMARO DBBRE ZEIT SHOA B'IH JCRI 
12590 RPQ..4O.1 CHBLABA HAMAkO DBBRE ZEIT SHOA BTH JCRl 
12591 1tPG43 amLABA HAMARO DBBRE zeIT SHOA BTIf JCRI 
12MRPG-4t CHBLABA HAMARO DBBRE ZEIT SHOA ETH JeRI 
12593 RJIQ-41·1 CHELABA SAMARa DEBRE ZEIT SHOA BTH ICRJ 
12594 RPO·,n';2 CHBLABA HAMARO DEBRB ZEIT SHOA B1H ICRI 
1159S kPG-42 ARJRTY CHBLABA DBBRB ZEIT SHOA E1H lCRJ 
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12.596 RPG-43 SHOKl KOMBOLCHA DBBRE ZBlT SHOA BTH ICRJ 
12597 RFG-43-1 SHOKI KOMBOl..CHA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA ImI ICRJ 
12598 RPG-44 SHOKl KOMBOLCHA OBBRR ZHrr SHOA B1lI lCRJ 
12599 RFG-4S SIOBA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA ETH lCRJ 
12600 RFO-4S·1 SIOBA DEDRE mIT SHOA E1lI JCRI 
12601 RPO-45-2 SIOM DBBRE ZBIT SHOA B1lI ICRJ 
12602 RFG-46 KBTA Bun OBBRE ZBIT SHOA BTU ICRI 
12603 RFO-47 OELCHA OBBRE lElT SHOA E1lI JCRJ 
12604 RFG-47·1 GBLCHA DBBRE lErr SHOA ETH ICRJ 
12605 RPG-48 YBRER DBREBOTB DBBRE ZEIT SHOA Em JCRI 
12606 RFQ48-1 YERER DEREBOTB DBBRE mIT SHOA B1H JCRl 
12607 RFG-48-2 YER.ER DEREBarE DEBRE ZEIT SHOA BTH ICRl 
12608 RPG-49 VERBR DBREBCJ1'E DEDRE ZEIT SHOA BTH JCRI 
12609 RPO-49-1 YERBR DBkEBOTE DEBRE mrr SHOA ETH JCRI 
12610 RFG-49-2 YER.BR DBkEBOTB DEBRB mrr SHOA B1lI ICRI 
12611 RPG-SO DUKUM OBBYE DEBRB ZEIT SHOA B1H JCRI 
12612 RPG-SO-l DUKUM OBEYS DEBRE mrr SHOA B11I JeRI 
12613 It.F(J.S0-2 DUKUM OBEYS DBBRE ZErr SHGA B1lI JCRI 
12614 RFO-SO-3 DUKUM OBBYE DBBRB mrr SHOA BTH leRI 
1261S RPQ·51 DUKUM DEBRE ZBrr SHOA Em ICRl 
12616 RFQ-51-1 OUKUM DBBRE ZEn' SHOA Em leRI 
12617 RFO-52 IDMBOYB ADDIS AI..BM SHOA B1H ICRI 
12618 RFO-S2-1 HIMBOYE ADDIS A1..BM SHOA B1H ICRI 
12619 RFO-S2-2 IDMBOYB ADDIS A1..BM SHOA B1lI ICR.l 
12620 RPG-S3 Klan BlKlB WOLBN KOMI SHOA B'IH lCRl 
12621 RFO-S3-1 XlCHI BlKlB WOLBN KOMI SHOA B11I ICRI 
12622 RFO-S4 TBRO LBGBBA1U WOLEN KOMI SHOA BTH leRI 
12623 RFO-S4-1 TBRO LBOEBAnJ WOLEN KOMI SHGA B11I ICRl 
12624 RFO-S4-2 TERO LBOBBAl'U WOLBN KOMI SHOA BnI ICIU 
12625 RFO-S4-3 TERO LBGBBA'ru WOLEN KOMI SHOA BTH ICRI 
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12626 RFO-SS GURUGINOII SHOA ETH ICRI 
12627 RPG-SS-l GURUGINOII SHOA Ern JeRI 
126211 RFG-S6 MINlNlAMBO SHOA Ern leRI 
12629 RFO-S6-1 MININIAMBO SHOA ETH JCRI 
12630 RFO-56-2 MININIAMBO SHOA Em JeRI 
12631 RFO-S7 AWARO amFE AMBO SHOA Em ICRI 
12632 RFO-S7·1 AW ARO OIEPE AMBO SHOA Em ICRI 
12633 RFO-S8 AMBO FARIS AMBO SHOA ETH JCRI 
12634 RFG-SB-l AMBO FARIS AMBO .SHOA ETH JCRI 
12635 RFG-S8-2 AMBO FARJS AMBO SHOA Em JeRI 
12636 RFO-S9 SENKELE &. MEASA AMBO SHOA Em JCRI 
12637 RP'O-,59-1 SENKELE &: MEASA AMBO SHOA Ern JCRI 
12638 RFG-60 DEGA FILIE GUDER SHOA Ern JCRI 
12639 RFG-60-1 DEGA FlLIE OUDER SHOA E1lI ICRl 
12640 RFG.(; I DEGA FlLIE GUDER SHOA Em IeRI 
12641 RFG~6I·l DEGA FILIE GUDER SHOA Em IeRI 
12642 RFO..62 AKA FlLIE GUDER SHOA Em JCRI 
12643 RFO..62-1 AKA FlLIE GUDER SHOA lITH JCRI 
12644 RPG.(;2-2 AKA flUE GUDER SHOA Em lCRI 
12645 RFO-62-3 AKA FlUE OUDBR. SHOA Em JCRl 
12646 RFO-63 BBDOOUDER SHOA Ern JCRI 
12647 RPO-63-1 BEDOGUDER SHOA ETH JCRI 
12648 RFO-63-2 BEDOGUDER SHOA Ern JCRI 
12649 RFO-63-3 BEDOOUDER SHOA Em JCRJ 
) 2650 RPG-63-4 BEDOGUDER SHOA BTII JeRI 
12651 RFO-64 BEDOGUDER SHOA Ern JCRI 
12652 RFG-64-1 BEDOGUDER SHOA Em JCRl 
12653 RPO-64-2 BFDOGUDER SHOA BTIi JCRI 
12654 RFG·6S DJMA ABO SEBETA SHOA Em JeRI 
126S5 RFQ-6S-1 DlMA ABO SBBETA SHOA B11i JCRI 
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12656 RFO-6S·2 DIMA ABO SHBHTA SHOA E1H ICRJ 
12657 RFO-66 HAROJll.A SEBBTA SHOA E1H ICRI 
12658 RFO-66-1 HAROm.A SEBBTA SHOA B1H ICRI 
12659 RFO-66-2 HAROJll..A SEBBYA SHOA B1H ICRI 
12660 RFO-67 HAROJ1LA. SEBBT A SHOA B1H ICRJ 
12661 RFO-67·1 HAROJILA SEBBY A SHOA B1lI JeRI 
12662 RFO-67·2 HAROJILA SEBBTA SHOA B1H leRI 
12663 RFO-68 WOLJSSO WOLISSO SHOA B1lI JeRI 
12664 RFO-68·J WOUSSO WOLISSO SHOA B1lI ICRI 
12665 RFO-68-2 WOUSSO WOLISSO SHOA ETH JeRI 
12666 RFO·71 OOROOORO SHOA BTII JeRI 
12667 RFO-71-1 OOROOORO SHOA ETH JCRI 
12668 R.FQ.73 HFINamR WBLKn'B SHOA ETH JCRI 
12669 RFO·74 WOLJSO-HOBJ WOLISSO SHOA B1lI JeRI 
12670 RFO·74·1 WOUSO-HOBI WOLISSO SHOA Ern ICRl 
12671 RFO·74·2 WOLISO-HOBJ WOLISSO SHOA B1lI ICRI 
12672 RFG·74-3 WOUSO-HOBI WOLISSO SHOA BTH JeRI 
12673 RFO·7S WOUSO-HOBI WOLISSO SHOA B1H ICRI 
12674 RFG·7S·1 WOLISO-HOBI WOLISSO SHOA B1H ICRI 
12675 RFG·7S·2 WOLISO-HOBI WOLISSO SHOA B1lI JeRI 
12676 RFO·76 KORA Kn.ru WOUSSO SHOA B1H JeRI 
12677 RFO·79 ruLU BOLO ruLU BOLO SHOA B1H JeRI 
12678 RFO·79·1 ruLU BOLO ruLU BOLO SHOA BTH JeRI 
12679 RFG·79·2 TULU BOLO nJLU BOLO SHOA Em ICRI 
12680 RFO·79-3 ruLU BOLO ruLU BOLO SHOA BTH JeRI 
12681 RFG-SO KOBO CHURUBA ruLU BOLO SHOA irIH ICRI 
12682 RFO·80-1 KOBO OIURUBA ruLU BOLO SHOA Ern ICRl 
12683 RFG·80-2 KOBO OIURUBA TULU BOLO SHOA BTH IeRI 
12684 RFO·80-3 KOBO OIURUBA ruLU BOLO SHOA 8TH leRI 
12685 RFO·81 AWASH BUNE TIJLU BOLO SHOA ImI ICRI 
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12686 JlRl..I3 KOTA n1l..U BOLO SHOA E1lI ICRI 
12687 1\flG.83-1 KOTA ruLU BOLO SHOA Ern JCRl 
12681 JtPG..13·2 KOTA TIJLU BOLO SHOA Ern ICRI 
12689 RPQ.:.es ALENOO ruLU BOLO SHOA ETH ICRl 
12690 JtPG..I5·1 ALENOO nrLU BOLO SHOA BTH ICRl 
12691 RFCJ..85·2 ALENOO nrLU BOLO SHOA ETH 100 
12692 RPO·16 ALBNOO nrLU BOLO SHOA BTH JCRI 
12693 lFG.I6-1 ALENOO ruLU BOLO SHOA BTII JCRl 
12694 RPO-87 CHORA SE.BIITA SHOA E1lI JCRI 
12695 1PQ-17·1 CHORA SE.BBT A SHOA E1lI ICRI 
12696 JtFG..II OONDIE SEBETA SHOA ETH JCRI 
12697 RPG-81-1 OONDIE SEBETA SHOA ETH ICRI 
12691 RPO·19 TEFK1SEBETA SHOA EnI leRI 
12699 RR]· ... l TEFKI SEBETA SHOA B1H JCRI 
12700RPO·U.2 TEFKISEBETA SHOA BTH 100 
1270l RPA-90 HARom.A SBBETA SHOA Em: ICRI 
12702 RFA·90-1 HARO.JIlA SBBETA SHOA BTH ICRI 
12703 RFO..fO.2 HAROJll.A SEBETA SHOA Ern lCRI 
12704 1lP(]..9C)..3 . HAROJILA SBBETA SHOA Ern ICRI 
1270S RFA·91 MlTIE ESSARO SHOA BTH ICRI 
12706 RFA .. 92 ALEYO ESSARO SHOA E'IH lCRI 
12707 RFA·92-1 ALEYO ESSARO SHOA BnI ICRI 
12708 RPA·91 WOUEDBNEBA SHOA JmI 100 
12709 RFA-93-1 WOLJE DENB8A SHOA BTH ICRI 
12710 RPA·94 DBNBBA SHGA ETH 100 
12711 JUlA·94-1 WOLIEDENBBA SHOA ETH ICRI 
12712 RfA-95 BURTIUK ENUWARl SHOA JmI ICRI 
1271' RFA-95-t BURTIUK BNUWAIU SHOA ETH leRI 
12114 RPA .. 96 KlRO ENUWARI SHOA B1H 100 
12115 RFA·96-1 KlRO ENUWARl SHOA ETH ICRJ 
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12716 RFA-97 ZERBELIE ENUW ARI SHOA BTH JeRI 
12717 RFA-97-1 ZERBBLIE ENUW ARI SHOA E1H JeRI 
12718 RFA-97-2 ZERBELIE ENUW ARI SHOA E1H lCRI 
12719 RFA-98 BOLO ENUWARI SHOA E1H JCRI 
12720 RFA-98-1 BOLO ENUWARI SHOA B1H lCRI 
12721 RFA-99 WOIRAMBA ENUWARI SHOA B1H JCRI 
12722 RFA-99-1 WOIRAMBAENUWARI SHOA B1H JCRI 
12723 RFA-l00 QlASO ENUWARI SHOA B1H 100 
12724 RFA-l00-l GIASO ENUWARI SHOA E1H JCRI 
12725 RFA-l00-2 atASO ENUWARI SHOA BTH ICRI 
12726 RFA-l00-3 OIASO ENUWARI SHOA E1H JeRI 
12727 RFA-I01 MYMOT ENUW ARI SHOA E1H ICRI 
12728 RFA-I0J-l MYMOT ENUWARI SHOA E1H JeRI 
12729 RFA-I01-2 MYMOT ENUW ARI SHOA BTH 100 
12730 RFA-I02 BEDADA GABRIEL OUATSION SHOA E1H JeRI 
12731 RFA-I03 A W ARm BEDADA GUA TSJON SHOA B1lI JeRI 
12732 RFA-I03-1 A WARm BBDADA GUA TSJON SHOA BTH 100 
12733 RFA-I04 ABUGENDARA LENCHO GUATSJON SHOA E1H ICRl 
12734 RFA-I07 TIKDEJEN OOJJAM BTH leRI 
12735 RFA-I08 BICHENA DEBIR ENEMA YE OOJJAM E1H JeRI 
12736 RFA-I09 YERBZ ENEMA VB OOJJAM E1H JCRI 
12737 RFA-I09-1 YEREZ ENEMA VB OOJJAM BTH JeRI 
12738 RFA-I10 OO'I"ERA ENEMA YA OOJJAM H1H lCRI 
12739 RFA-l11 WOlRA ENEMA VB OOJJAM E1H leRI 
12740 RPA-l11-1 WOIRA ENEMA VB OOJJAM B1lf JOO 
12741 RPA-112 HAJNARIAT ENARJI RNA WOA aoJJAM E1H 100 
12742 RFA·114 HAREOEMITA ENAROI ENA WOA OOJJAM H1H ICRJ 
12743 RFA·114·1 HAREGEMITA ENARGI ENAWOA OOJJAM B1H ICR1 
12744 RFA·115 SAfEKI)A BNAROI BNAWGA OOJJAM E1H 100 
1274S RPA·116 YlZUWARB ENAROI ENAWGA OOJJAM H1H ICRJ 
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J2146 RPA-II6-1 YlZUWARBENAROJ BNAWOA GOJJAM Bm JCRI 
12'.' RPA·1l1 BADIMA KUSKUA BNARGI ENAWGA aoJJAM Bm ICRl 
127..IlPA·ll'-1 BADIMA KUSKUA BNARGI BNAWOA OOJJAM Bm ICRI 
12149 RPA-t 11-2 BADIMA KUSKUA BNAROI BNAWOA OOIJAM 1m{ ICRI 
12"0 RPA-111 BAOIMA Mt\IUAM £NARGI BNA WOA OOUAM E1H JeRI 
12151 RPA-lla.l BADIMA MA.R1AM BNAROI BNAWOA OOIJAM lmI JCRI 
12752 RPA .. 119 AJAJIE ENARGI BNAWGA OOJJAM Em ICRI 
12153 RPA-119-1 AJAJIE ENAROI ENAWGA GOJJAM E1H leRI 
121'. RPA-l20 OBMBORE OONCHA SlSONBSI OOJJAM lITH JCRI 
12755 RPI\-121 ABARO ENEMA VB OOIJAM Em JeRI 
1275~ RFA-I22 BANTA ENEMA VB OOJJAM Bm ICRI 
12751 llPA-123 YEDMlT YBDUHA OOJJAM Em JCRI 
12751 RPA-t24 BNEGEBBamR. YEDUHA OOJJAM Em JCRI 
12759 RPA-IZ5 YEMITCH YEDUHA GOJJAM ETH ICRI 
12760 RPA-l26 YBGOY YEDUHA OOJJAM Em JCRI 
12761 RPA·127 DERORT YEDUHA OOJJAM Em JCRI 
12762 llPA.J28 OBDA BY ABU YEDUHA GOJJAM Bm JCRI 
12763 RPA·t29 TlFl'lP YBDUHA OOJJAM BTH ICRI 
12764 RPA.l30 MANKORKOYA SNEMA VB OOJJAM ETH JeRI 
12165 BPA·131 MANKORKOY A. ENBMA VB OOJJAM E1lJ ICRl 
12'M6 RPA.-132 MBYO ENCHBROS ENEMA VB OOJJAM 8TH JCRI 
In8? RPA .. I32-1 MEYO ENOIBRClS ENEMA VB OOJJAM Bm JCRI 
12'68 RPA .. U3 MAZBN KlROZ BBRBNTA GOJJAM Em JCRl 
12769 RPA-I34 RBJIM OIRAR BBRBNTA GOJJAM ETH JeRI 
12770 RPA-13S MBRGBCH BBRENTA aoJJAM JmI ICRI 
12171 RPA-I36 W1JRAJlB YOHANS BERBNTA OOJJAM BnI JCRI 
12m RPA·I37 NBR.EKAR ENEMA VB OOlJAM B1H ICRI 
1:1713 RPA·l31 MQHJaERB BERHAN BNEMA VB OOJJAM BnI JCRI 
12'11. IPA .. I39 HOROTA AMRA KUYB OOJIAM Em IeRI 
12115 IPA-t., 1UK.US MlDIR KUYB OOJIAM 8TH ICRI 
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12776 RFA-141 FAZIAHAIRAB KUYE OOJJAM lITH ICRl 
12777 RFA·141·1 FAZIAHAIRAB KUYE OOJJAM lITH lCRI 
12778 RFA·142 ASENDAOO MARIAM KUYE OOIJAM ETH ICRl 
12779 RFA·142·1 ASENDADO MARIAM KUYE OOJJAM Ern lCRl 
12780 RFA·143 DEBRiAKOM GUMNDEWOlN OOJJAM lITH ICRl 
12781 RFA·143·1 DEBRlAKOM GUMNDEWOlN OOJJAM lITH ICRl 
12782 RFA·144 DEBRE Y AKOB OUMNDEWOIN OOJJAM Em ICRI 
12783 RFA·I44·1 OEBRE Y AKOB OUMNDEWOIN OOJJAM ETH JCRI 
12784 RFA·145 SHOLAN WONCHlR MERTOLEMAR.nJM GOJJAM Em JCRI 
12785 RFA·146 SHOLAN WONCHIR MERTOLEMARlAM OOJJAM lITH ICRI 
12786 RFA·I46-1 SHOLAN WONCHIR MERTOLEMARlAM GOJJAM Em lCRI 
12787 RFA·147 AFAFGIORGIS MOTA OOJJAM em JCRI 
12788 RPA·147·1 AFAFGIORGIS MOTA GOJJAM em ICRl 
12789 RFA-147·2 APAP mORGIS MOT A GOJJAM Em ICRI 
12790 RFA·150 WUOER MICHAEL MOTA OOJJAM Ern ICRt 
12791 RFA·1S0-1 WUGER MICHAEL MOTA OOJJAM Em ICRt 
12792 RFA·I50-2 WUGER MICHAEL MOTA OOUAM EnI ICRl 
12793 RFA·151 ASHERABA MOTA OOJJAM ETH ICRI 
12794 RFA·1S1·1 ASHERABA MOTA OOJJAM EnI ICRI 
12795 RFA·1S2 ABELE MARIAM OBOO 001 JAM Em JCRI 
12796 RFA· 152· 1 ABELE MARlAM DBOO OOJJAM Em ICRl 
12797 RFA·1S3 ASHEMEN DEOO OOJJAM E1H JCRI 
12798 RFA·U3·1 ASHEMEN DEGO OOJJAM E1H ICRl 
12799 RFA·1S4 ENACHAM DEaO OOJJAM ETH JCRI 
12800 RFA·154·1 ENACHAM DEOO OOJJAM Em JCRI 
12801 RFA-lSS KIDANEMERBT ADET OOIJAM Em ICRI 
12802 RPA·156 ADET aoUAM Em JCRI 
12803 RFA·1S6-1 ADET aoJJAM E1H ICRJ 
12804 RFA·1S7 ASTEROADET GOUAM Em JCRI 
12805 RPA·158 MENTA DEBIR ADET aoIIAM ETH ICRl 
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12806 RPA .. I58-1 MENTA DEBIR ADET OOUAM B1H ICRI 
12807 RFA·lS9 SHEBA GIOROlS ADBT OOJJAM BTH JeRI 
12808 RFA-1S9·1 SHEBA GIOROlS ADBT OOJJAM BTH leRI 
12109 RPA-I60 WONamR OIOROlS ADBT OOUAM E1ll JCRI 
12810 RFA·I60-J WONCHeR GIOROlS ADBT OOlJAM BTH ICRI 
12111RPA·16J SBNKEONA ADET OOJIAM BTH ICRI 
12812 RPA-161-1 SENKEGNA ADET OOJJAM BTH leRI 
12113 RPA·162 DEBRB-MEONB ADBT OOUAM BTH ICRI 
12114 RPA-I62-1 DBBRB-MEONB ADBT OOUAM BTH ICIU 
12815 RFA·t63 DAGUSMA 8AHIRDAR OOJJAM BTH ICRI 
12816 RPA-I64 RUFAEL BAHIRDAR OOJ1AM BTH ICRI 
12817 RFA·I6S ZF2E1.1MA ABO BAHIRDAR OOJJAM BTH ICRI 
12111 RFA-I6S-1 Zf7.EI.JMA ABO BAHIRDAR OOJJAM BTH 100 
12119 ItPA·167 BOMBA T MICHAEL BAHIRDAR OQJJAM BTH ICRl 
12120 RFA-l61 lARA MICHAEL AMBBSAMIE OOJJAM BTH ICRI 
12121 RFA·l69 SARA AMBESAMIE OOUAM BTH JeRI 
12121 RFA·170 JJONA AKABrr AMBBSAMIB OOJJAM BTH JCRI 
12823 RPA·l71 K~G~OISAMBBSAMm OOJJAM BTH JeRI 
12824 RPA·11l WORBTA GONDER ETH ICRl 
12825 RFA-t72.1 WORBTA OONDER BTH ICRI 
12126 RPA·l73 ATSB YOHANBSB WORBTA GONDER BTH ICRl 
12127 RPA .. 174 ZAKBNA WORETA OONDER BTH JCRI 
12828 VA·I?S SHIMBARACHIE WORETA GONDER BTU leR1 
12129 RPA.;116 QOICHE WORBTA GONDER BTH JOO 
12130 RPA-l77 AMBO BER. WORETA GONDER 8TH ICRI 
12131 RPA· 1 'T7. 1 AMBO BER. WORETA GONDER B11I JeRI 
12132 RFA-178 XOCHIT BNAWA FOGERA GONDER BTH ICRl 
12833 RPA-I19 CHENA11WAN FOGBRA GONDBR B1H JCRI 
12134 .RPA .. IIO ANSHB ADDISZBNI!N GONDER BTH JCRl 
121S" JlPA·JlO-l ANSHB ADDfSZENBN GONDER B1H JCRl 
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12836 RFA·182 SLKlSA ADDIS ZENEN GONDER E1lJ ICRI 
12837 RFA·182·1 Sn..KISA ADDIS ZENEN GONDER Ern ICRJ 
12838 RFA-183 ENBINEGA KOGO GONDER Ern IeRI 
12839 RFA·183-1 ENBINEGA KOGO GONDER ETH J<""RI 
12840 RFA-183·2 ENDINBOA KOGO GONDER lITH ICRI 
12841 RFA·183-3 ENBINEGA KOGO GONDER Em ICRI 
12842 RFA·l84 ENERAZKOGO GONDER Ern ICRI 
12843 RFA·I84·1 ENERAZKOGO GONDER Ern IeRI 
12844 RFA·I84·2 ENERAZKOGO GONDER EnI ICRI 
12845 RFA·186 WORKEDEMO AMBAOIORGIS GONDER Ern ICRI 
12846 RFA·I86-1 WORKEDEMO AMBAOJORGIS GONDER Em leRI 
12847 RFA·I86-2 WORKEDEMO AMBAGIORGIS OONDER Ern IeRl 
12848 RFA·187 OUNTIR ABO AMBAOIORGIS GONDER Ern ICRI 
12849 RFA·187·1 OUNTIR ABO AMBAOIORGIS GONDER Em ICRI 
12850 RFA·189 GURARIE MARIAM DADAT GONDER Em ICRI 
12851 RFA·189·1 OURARIE MARIAM DABAT GONDER Em ICRJ 
12852 RFA·189·2 OURARIB MARIAM DADAT GONDER Em JCRI 
12853 RFA·190 AREDEJAN GIOROIS DADAT GONDER Em leRI 
12854 RFA-I90-1 AREDEJAN OIORGIS DADAT GONDER lITH JeRI 
12855 RFA·192 GBMEDIDA GlOROIS TSEDA GONDER Ern ICRI 
12856 RFA-I92·1 GEMEDIBA GlORGIS TSEDA GONDER E1lt JCRI 
12857 RFA-I92-2 GEMEDWA GIORGIS TSEDA GONDER Brn JeRI 
12858 RFA-193 ABETU DIRHAN KALADEBA GONDER Ern leRi 
12859 RFA·194 SERUA KELADIBA KALADBDA GONDER E1lI ICRI 
12860 RFA·I94·1 SERUA KELADIDA KALADEBA GONDER Ern ICRI 
12861 RFA-t94-2 SERUA KELADIBA KALAOEDA GONDER Ern ICRI 
12862 RFA-194-3 SBRUA KELADIBA KALADEBA GONDER Em JCRI 
12863 RFA-195 MESKELB CHROSTOS KALADEBA GONDER Em ICRI 
12864 RFA-195-1 MESKELE CHROSTOS KALADEBA GONDER BTH ICRI 
12865 RFA·195-2 MESKELE CHROSTOS KALADEDA GONDER ETH ICRJ 
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12866 RPA·l96 OUHA KlDANEMEHRBT KALADEBA GONDER ETII leRI 
12167 RPA.I96-1 GUHA KlDANEMEHRBT KALADEBA GONDER Em ICRJ 
12868 RPA.196-2 OUHA KlDANEMEHRBT KALADEBA GONDER ETIl ICRI 
12", RPA~196-3 GUHA KIDANEMEHRBT KALADEBA GONDER ETIi JeRI 
12810 RFA-197 ABUNE AREOAI GONDER GONDER Bm IeRI 
12871 ltfA .. I97·1 ADUNE AREOA! GONDER GONDER E1lI ICRI 
12172 RFA-197-2 ABUNB AREOA! OONDER GONDER Em JCRI 
12873'RFA-197 ·l ABUNE AREGAI GONDER GONDER ETH ICRI 
J2814RPA·I98 BOZIA HAIRAB TFDA GONDER ETIf ICRI 
12&75 RFA·I98-1 EOZIA HAlRAB TPDA GONDER ETII ICRI 
12816 RfA·J99 ABEnJ AMARB TBOA GONDER Ern leRI 
12871 RFA-I99-J ABE11J AMARE TEDA GONDER BTH tCRI 
12811 IPA-19!P·2 ABE11J AMARII TEDA GONDER ETIl lCRl 
12819 RPA.199-3 ABETU AMARE TEDA GONDER. lITH JCRI 
12810 RPA-200 BAHRl GINAB TEDA GONDER Ern JCRI 
12881 RFA·200-1 BAHRI OINAB TEDA GONDER Em ICRI 
12882RFA.200-2 BARRI OINAB TEDA GONDER Ern ICRI 
128.3 RPA .. 200..3 BAHlU OINAB TBDA GONDER BW JeRI 
12t* RPA-201 CHlOiA YE YESUS MAKSEONIT GONDER ETH JCRI 
12885 RFA-201-1 auOlA VB YBSUS MAKSEONIT GONDER ETH ICRI 
12186 RFA-201·2 CHlOiA YE YESUS MAKSEGNIT GONDER Em ICRI 
12887 RFA-201-3 CHlCHA YE YESUS MAKSEGNIT GONDER BTH JCRI 
12118 RfA-2Ol TS10N M.AlUAM MAKSEGNIT OONDER Bm JeRI 
12.889 RFA·2m-l TSJON MARIAM MAKSEONIT GONDER B1lf ICRI 
12l9ORFA·202·2 TSION MARIAM M.AKSBONIT GONDER Ern lCRI 
1_1 RPA-20'3 CHBRKOS MAKSBONn' GONDER E1lI JCRI 
12192 RPA·203-1 CHBRKOS MAKS'BONIT GONDER ETH JCRI 
12193 IlPA~-2 CHBRXOS MAKSBGNIT GONDER Em lCRI 
12M4 RPA.-2m-3 QERKOS MAKSBONrr OONDER En{ ICRl 
12"5 RPA·204 SHBHORB BNFItAZ GONDER Em 100 
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12896 RFA-204-1 SHEHORE ENFRAZ OONDER Em ICRI 
12897 RFA-205 DlBISAKUYU OOJJAM Ern JCRI 
12898 RFA-2OS-1 DmISAKUYU OOJJAM Ern ICRI 
12899 RFA-206 DlBISAKUYU GOJJAM Imt ICRI 
12900 RFA-207 NIBERGA DEJEN GOJJAM Ern JCRI 
12901 RFA-207-1 NIBERGA DEJEN GOJJAM Ern JCRI 
1290Z RFA-209 TIK GIORG1S DEJEN GOJJAM ETIl JCRI 
12903 RFA-21 0 NEBIDUMAMI GOJJAM ETH JCRI 
12904 RPSP-751 RANA TULANDI HISSAR HARYANA IND JOO 
12905 RPSP-752 BABALPL'R HlSSAR HARYANA IND JCRI 
12906 RPSP-753 SARSOD HISSAR HARYANA IND ICRI 
12907 RPSP-754 BARW ALA HISSAR HARYANA IND ICRI 
12908 RPSP-755 BARW ALA HISSAR HARYANA IND ICRI 
12909 RPSP·7S6 BHAHUVA HlSSAR HARYANA IND ICR.I 
12910 RPSP·757 HASANGARH HISSAR HARYANA IND 100 
12911 RPSP-7S8 DURJANPUR lIND HARYANA lND JCRI 
12912 RPSP-759 KAKRODJIND HARYANA IND JCRI 
12913 RPSP-760 KAKRODllND HARYANA IND lCRl 
12914 RPSP-761 UCHANAnND HARYANA IND 100 
12915 RPSP-762 UCHANAJIND HARYANA IND ICRI 
12916 RPSP-763 UCHANAllND HARYANA IND JCRI 
12917 RPSP-764 KA TGARH J1ND HARYANA IND leRI 
12918 RPSP-76S BISHANPURA flND HARYANA 1ND JeRI 
12919 RPSP-766 JAJ1AIBANTIIIND HARYANA IND 100 
12920 RPSP-767 KD...A1AFAROARH nND HARYANA IND JCRl 
12921 RPSP-768 KAROTIIA ROHTA){ HARYANA IND JOO 
12922 RPSP-769 DBEGROHTAK HARYANA JND JCRI 
12923 RPSP·770 MADANA ROlffAX HARYANA JND ICRI 
12924 RPSP-771 DHOKROHTAK HARYANA IND ICRJ 
12925 RPSP.772 MASOODPUR ROHTAK HARYANA 1ND JCRl 
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12926 RPSP·773 AVAL ROlfTAK HARYANA IND JeRI 
12921 JPSP.774 IC..ALANPUR ROHTAX HARYANA IND JeRI 
1292. RPSP-175 KHARAK BHlWANI HARYANA !NO ICRI 
12929 RPSP-176 NAURANGABAD BHlWANI HARYANA IND ICRI 
12930 IPSp·777 BAPODA BHlWANI HARYANA IND ICRI 
12931 JU'SP-771 BAPOOA BHlWANI HARYANA IND ICRI 
12932 JtPSP..179 BIRAN BHIWANI HARYANA IND JCRI 
1293:1 JtPSP.o1lO KHANAK BHIWANl HARYANA IND ICRI 
12934 IPSP· 781 KANWARI HISSAR HARYANA lND JCRI 
12935 RPSP·1I2 DABRA HISSAR HARYANA IND leRI 
12936 RPSP·783 KURDI HlSSAR HARYANA IND ICRl 
12937 RPS'-7&4 KURDI HlSSAR HARYANA IND ICRI 
1293. ltPSP-7.S BHIW ANI ROHILLA HlSSAR HARYANA IND JeRI 
129" RPSP-716 BALSAMAND HISSAR HARYANA IND ICRI 
12940 RPSP· 787 BALSAMAND HISSAR HARYANA lNO JCRI 
12Ml RPSP.18' DOSHI HlSSAR HARYANA lNO (CRI 
12942 USP-7" KABREL HlSSAR HARYANA INn ICRI 
12943 RPSP·790 SHBSW AI.. H1SSAR HARYANA IND JCRI 
12944 RPSP-791 ADAMPUR HJSSAR HARYANA lND ICRI 
12M' JtPSp·792 JHANSAL OANGANAGAR RA1ASnJAN IND JeRI 
12946 RPSP·793 CHANIBADI GANOANAOAR RAJASnJAN IND ICRI 
12947 JU>SP-194 SHBRPURA GANOANAGAR RAJASnJAN IND JeRI 
12948 RPSP·79S BHADRA OANGANAOAR RAJAS1HAN IND ICRI 
USM9llPSP-196 BHASARA OANGANAOAR RAJAS1HAN IND (CRI 
12950 RPSP·791 DABDI GANOANAGAR ltAJAS1HAN IND ICR.I 
12951 K-I5OMUTANT INn tcRl 
12952&.tOO Y MUl'ANT 1ND HAU 
12"' RPA·21o.1 NEBI DUMA.MI OO1JAM B1H 
12954llPSP-71 IiWTANT IND JeRI 
129,.5 n.C·201 KRASNODA.R. TERRITORY 1403 SUN ICRD NBC-142-1 
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12956 ILC·262 TIJR ICRD NEC·293·2 
12957 ILC-812 IR.N ICRD NEC· I 906-2 
12958 IM-2774 BOYNAQAR MAZARSHARIF AFG 
12959 NPE-311 NOI 
12960 WIR·1403 KRASNODAR TERRITORY 1<403 SUN VIR NEC·142 
12961 n.C-72 ESP INIA NEC-42-1 
12962 ILC-182 ARMENIA SUN ICRD NEC·13()"1 
12963 ILC-191 KRASNODAR SUN ICRJ) NEC·139·1 
12964 ILC·194 KRASNODAR SUN ICRn NEC-139-4 
12965 ILC·200 SARATOV SUN lCRD NEC·I"1 
12966 ILC·215 IRN ICRD NEC-IBS·2 
12967 ILC-249 IND tCRn NEC·266-2 
12968 ICCL·82001 IND ICRJ COMPLEX CROSS 
12969 ICCL·8U08 IND ICRI COMPLEX CROSS 
12970 ICCL-83001 IND ICRI CPS 1 XC ItM 
12971 ICCL·83002 IND JCRI CPS I XC 104 
12972 ICCL-83003 INn JCRI CPS 1 XC 104 
12973 ICCL·83004 IND ICRI CPS 1 XC 104 
12974 ICCL-8300S IND ICRI CPS 1 XC 104 
12975 ICCt·83006 IND JCRI COMPLEX CROSS 
12976 ICCL-83007 IND lCRI Ot 629 X WR 31S 
12977 ICCL-83008 IND lCRl CPS 1 XC ItM 
12978 ICCL·83 009 IND ICRl CPS 1 XC 104 
12979 ICCL-830to IND ICRt BIOI (lSSOXOWSm 
12980 ICCL·83 ISO INO 1CIU JO Q X P 496(WR 315) 
12981 fCeL-a31S1 IND 100 JO 61 X F 496(W1( 315) 
12982 ICCL-83JS2 IND JCRJ 1062 X P 496(WR 31S) 
12983 ICCL--831S3 INn JCRI P 3718·2 X P 436 
12914 ICCL-831S4 IND ICRJ P13S3 XP436 
12985 I~831SS IND JeRI COMPLBX CROSS 
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12986 PR-60,56 M.P. IND lCRI 
12981 PR.a>51 M.P. IND ICRI 
12918 P-25IPt-4SOSS9 U.P. lND USDA FIELD COlLECTION 
12989 P·.26/1'1-359022 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COll.ECTION 
12~ P·29/Pl-3S902S U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
11991 P-32JP1-4S0560 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
12992 P·3Z-11PI-4SOS60 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLEcrION 
12993 P.SIIPI-4S0569 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
12994 P.S2lPl·3S9038 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
1299S P·531P1-359039 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLEcrION 
12996 P-64/P1·359048 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COll.ECnON 
12991 P-65/PI-4.50S72 U.P. IND USDA 1'1EW COLLECTION 
12998 p-131Pl-3m,S U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
1~999 P.81/PI·3S9060 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
1 JOOO P.84/PI-3S9062 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13001 P·89JPJ-4S0579 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COI~ECfION 
13002 p.;911Pl-4SOS80 u.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
13003 P-951P1·359069 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
13004 p..98/P1-4SOS81 U.P. IND USDA FIElD COLLECfION 
13005 P.l'07}Pl·3S9078 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13006 P-I09,IP1-359080 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
13Q07 P·U3JPI-4SOS83 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
13008 P·1191P1-359089. U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13009 P-123/P1 .. 359091 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13010 P.J53/P1-4S0593 U.P. IND USDA PlELD COLLECI'ION 
13011 P·lSlIPl-45059S U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECfJON 
13012 P-206.'PI.3S9147 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
13013P-207/P11045OCSOO U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13014 p..24~-3.59J16 U.P. IND USDA FJELD COLLECTION 
131)15 P·251/P1-450613 UP. INn USDA FIBLD COl.J...ECTION 
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13016 P-263/PI-4S0617 V.P. IND USDA FIELD COu..BCI'ION 
13017 P-2661PI-4S0618 V.P. IND USDA FJELD COlLEcrlON 
13018 P-2771P1-4S0622 V.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLBCl'ION 
13019 P-285/PI-450624 BIHAR IND USDA FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13020 P-29SIPI-3S920S BIHAR lND VSDA FIELD COlLEC110N 
13021 P-305/PI-4S0629 BnlAR IND USDA FIELD COLLECl'ION 
13022 P-313/PI-359219 BIHAR INn USDA FIELD COLLEcrlON 
13023 P-3201PI-359225 BIHAR IND USDA FIELD COUECfION 
13024 P-323/PI-359228 BIHAR IND USDA FIELD COLLECl10N 
]3025 P-328/PI-359231 BIHAR IND USDA FIELD COLLBCI10N 
13026 P-329/PI-450633 BIHAR IND USDA FIELD COlLECI'ION 
13027 P-329-1/PI-450633 BIHAR IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13028 P-330/PI-359232 BUIAR IND USDA FIELD COlLECflON 
13029 P·3461P1-450636 BIHAR IND USDA FIELD COLLECI'ION 
13030 P-359/PI-450642 U.P. IND USDA Pmt.O COLLECTION 
13031 P-361/P1-450643 U.P. IND USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13032 P-377/PI-450647 A.P. IND USDA BBG-40 
13033 P-380/PI-4S0648 A.P. IND USDA BOO-30 
13034 P-395/PI-4506S0 A.P. IND USDA BBO-63 
13035 P-395-1/P1-450650 A.P. IND USDA BEO-63 
13036 P-396JPJ-450651 A.P. IND USDA HYD. LOCAL 
13037 P-409/PI·359279 NEWDElJ-n IND USDA NP-18 
13038 P-4101P1-450654 NEWDEUU IND USDA NP-19 
13039 P-419/PJ-359287 NEWDEUU IND USDA NP-31 
13040 P-429/PI-450656 NEWDWn IND VSDA NP-48 
13041 P-.430/PI-4S0657 NEWDELHJ IND USDA NP-49 
13042 P-4381P1-3S9297 NEWDEUn IND USDA NP-S7 
13043 P-441/PI-4S0661 NEWDEUU IND USDA NP-60 
13044 P-446/P1·359300 NEWDEUlI IND USDA NP-6S 
13045 P-S06lPI-4,S0672 NEWDBUU IND USDA NP-S9 
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13046 P·53UPI-4S0679 PUNJAB IND USDA A·2S1 
13047 P-S4Q1PI-450681 PUNJAB IND USDA A-261 
13048 P-S43/P1-4S0682 PUNJAB IND USDA A-270 
13049 P-S4SIPI-359367 PUNJAB IND USDA A-273 
IlOSO P-S491P1-4S0684 PUNJAB IND USDA A~280 
13051 P-S49.;.11P1-450684 PUNJAB IND USDA A-280 
13052 P-S6S/PI4.50691 PUNJAB IND USDA ()"77 
13~3 P.;S711P1-450692 PUNJAB IND USDA ()"84 
13054 P-S741P14~3 PUNJAB IND USDA 0-93 
13055 P-S86w'P1-4S0695 PUNJAB IND USDA 0·126 
13056 P .. 586-1JPI-4S069~ PUNJAB IND USDA 0-126 
13051 P.;.632JP1-3S9425 PUNJAB IND USDA C-1 
13058 P .. 64(WP1·3S9436 NEW DELHI IND USDA BT-6 
13059 P·6Sl/Pl·3S9442 NEWDElJU IND USDA BT-13 
13060 P-66S-1 NEWDEUlI IND USDA BT-36 
13061 P~668IPI·3S9453 NEWDEUlI IND USDA BT-8 
13062 P-6771P1-4.so712 V.P. IND USDA JHANSI-2 
13063 P-6821P1-3S9463 V.P. IND USDA BALATAL-4 
13064 P .. 686/P1-359467 u.P. IND USDA lAMALPUR-l 
13065 P--6871P1·3S9468 V.P. IND USDA JAMALPUR-2 
13066 P·69M>1-359476 V.P. IND VSDA MANOALE 
13067 P-7OSJPl45071S u.P. IND USDA ALIGARH YELLOW 
13068 P-711 RAIASmAN IND USDA KOTA·2 
13069 P·72s/p1-3S9S00 OUJARAT IND USDA AHMADABAD 
13070 P·7301Pt-452117 MAHARASHTRA IND USDA NJPHAD..31 
13071 P·7451P1-450721 IND USDA S·98 
13072 P-747/PI-359S13 NEWDEUlI tND USDA MP·2 
13073 '·165lPl·359517 lND USDA wr·l0 
13074 P-782/PJ-4S0725 NEWDEUtI 1ND USDA DBLHI-2 
13015 P.782·I/PI-450725 NEWDElJU IND USDA DBUIl·2 
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13076 P-785/BUAPUR OREEN KARNATAKA IND USDA 
J3071 P-78S·1/P1-450121 KARNATAKA IND USDA 
13078 P·82.5 MAR USDA NO.29 
13019 P·901/P1·360132 IR.N USDA 
13080 P·99O/P1·3601 SO IR.N USDA ARDABIL 172 
13081 P.I028/P1-4.50760 U.P. IND USDA 
13082 P·I029/PI-4S0761 U.P. IND USDA 
13083 P·I044/Pl·3S9S49 V.P. IND VSDA 
13084 P-1062/P1-359SS3 U.P. IND VSDA 
13085 P-I084/P1~3S9.5S4 V.P. IND USDA 
13086 P-I084-1IPI-359SS4 V.P. IND USDA 
13087 P·I089/p1·3S9SS6 V.P. IND VSDA 
13088 P·I089·1/PI-3S9SS6 V.P. IND USDA 
13089 P·I091/PI-4S0763 V.P. IND USDA HYB.6-5 
13090 P·l1 0l/P1·4S076S V.P. IND USDA 
13091 P-1118/pI-4S0770 V.P. IND VSDA 
13092 P-1128/PJ-3S9S77 V.P. IND USDA 
13093 P·113S V.P. IND USDA 
13094 P·1136/P1-450773 UP. IND VSDA 
13095 P-llSl/PI·3S9S92 UP. INn USDA 
13096 P·1168/pI-4S0778 IND USDA 
13097 P-1168·JIPJ-4S0778 lND USDA 
13098 P-1172/P1-450779 lND USDA 
13099 P-1178/PI-359613 U.P. lND VSDA 
13100 P-1178-1/P1-3S9613 V.P. IND VSDA 
13101 P-1119/P1-3S9614 V.P. IND USDA 
13102 P·11801P1-4S0782 u.P. IND USDA 
13103 P·l1 B21P1-4S0783 U.P. IND USDA 
13104 P·1183/PI·3S9616 U.P. lND USDA 
13105 P·1184/PI-4S0784 U.P. IND USDA 
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13106p· U '''PI-4.50785 U.P. [NO USDA 
13107 P-t1921PI-4507I7 U.P. INn USDA 
13108 P·12U/PJ-450792 U.P. lND USDA 
13109 P·t233/Pl·3596S2 U.P. JND USDA 
U 11 0 P·125O/PJ-4,S0797 U.P. IND USDA 
13111 P·1286IPI·359696 U.P. INn USDA 
13112 P·13001P1-4S0807 U.P. IND USDA 
13113 P-13011P1-450807 U.P. IND USDA 
13114P-13Ol/PI-4S0809 U.P. INn USDA 
13115 p..1310lPI-4S0814 U.P. IND USDA 
13116 P-1312/P1-4S081S U.P. IND USDA 
13117 P-1315IPl-4S0816 U.P. IND USDA 
13111 P·1316/PJ..3S9112 u.P. INn USDA 
13119 P·1321/Pl-450820 IND USDA 
13120 P-l:M2JPl-4S0823 U.P. IND USDA 
13121 P·13721P1-4S0821 U.P. IND USDA 
13122 P·t373/P1·3591S6 V.P. IND USDA 
13123 P·13I3JPI-3S9763 U.P. INO USDA 
J 3124 P·139QIP1-4.50831 U.P. IND 
U125 P·14~-45083S UP. IND 
13126 P·1438JPJ·359805 U.P. IND 
13127 P-14461PJ.4!0839 U.P. IND 
13128 P·1494/Pl-4S084S lND 
13129 P·1524 NOI 
13130 P-1561JPI.4S0863 lND 
13131 P-1612/PI-3S9882 INO G-13 
13132 p..161O/Pl .. 3S9919 MEX V-82 
Un3 P-16921PJ-4Q10 MEX V·l26 
13134 p..17401PJ-159953 MBX V-18 
11135 P-1746/P1-3S99S6 MBX V-57 
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13136 P-1757/PI-359962 MEX V-fJ) 
13137 P-I778/PI·359978 IND BARACHANA 
13138 P·1803/P1·359992 HARYANA IND AMBALA9-6 
13139 P-1834/PI-4S0890 IRN 
13140 P·183S/PI·360158 IRN 
13141 P·I840/P1-4S0892 IRN 
13142 P·1840-1/P1-450892 IRN 
13143 P·I842/P1-450893 IRN 
13144 P·1866/P1-450894 IRN 
13145 P·1874/PI-4S089S IRN 
13146 P·1876/P1-450896 IRN 
13147 P-1898/P1·360172 IRN 
13148 P-1917/PJ·360173 IRN 
13149 P·1919/P1-450897 IRN 
131S0 P·1919-1/P1-450897 IRN 
13151 P·1952/PI-4S0898 JRN 
131S2 P·I 952· 1/P1·450898 IRN 
131S3 P-19S8/PI-4S0900 IRN DARAOAZ232 
13154 P-1961/PI-450901 IRN ARDABn..40 
13155 P-I962/PI-450902 lRN ARDABIL4.5 
13156 P-I96S/P1-450904 IRN ARDABIL43 
13157 P·I966IPI-45090S JRN BANDAR. PARS 3.5 
13158 P·19711P1·360180 JRN SHlRAZ43 
13159 P-1983/PI-360182 lRN KERMAN SHAH 
13160 P·I996/PI-36018S lRN NlSHA BOUR 230 
13161 P·2004IPI-4S0909 IRN ARDABn..40 
13162 P-2028/PI-360194 JRN 
13163 P-2048/PI-360196 lRN USDA 
13164 P-207S/PI-450913 IRN USDA 
13165 P-20801PI·360199 IRN USDA 
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13166 P·2081JPI·360200 lRN USDA 
13167 P·20841P1 .. :M0201 IaN USDA 
13168 P-:3OI9/Pl"'50914 IaN USDA 
13169 P-209OIPI-45091S IaN USDA 
13170 P-2096JPf·360203 lRN USDA 
13171 '~2098IP"'360204 IaN USDA 
13172 P·211.O/Pl·360207 IaN USDA ESPAHAN 129 
13173 p..212()..1IPI~360207 IaN USDA ESFA~129 
13174 P·2124IPJ·360209 IaN USDA ESPAHAN 129 
13175 P-2125IPJ·360210 IaN USDA ESPA~ 129 
13176 P-2126/P1·360211 IaN USDA ESFAHAN 129 
13177 P-2131/P1-450916 IaN USDA ESFAHAN 129 
1317. P·213!lP1-450917 IRN USDA ESFAHAN 129 
13179 P-213,,,1 .. 360212 IaN USDA ESPAHAN 129 
13180 1'·21391'1·360213 IRN USDA BSPAHAN 129 
1.3111 '·21451P1-360216 IRN USDA ESP~129 
131821'·2146JP1·360217 IRN USDA ESPAHAN 129 
13183 P·214llPJ..4S0911 IRN USDA ESFAHAN 129 
13114 p..21S6lPJ..360219 IRN USDA GHOCHAN 241 
13115 p..2156-1JP1..:M0219 IRN USDA OHOCHAN 241 
13186P-219S/Pl-4S0919 IRN USDA OHOCHAN241 
13187 P-2231/PI .. 360223 IRN USDA OHOCHAN 241 
13118 P·225I,,1-360224 lRN USDA GHOCHAN 241 
131.9 P·217OlPI-450921 IRN USDA ESPAHAN 220 
13190 p..2270-1Jl'l..450921 IRN USDA BSPAHAN 220 
13191 P-12'72IPI-4S0!n2 IRN USDA ESPAHAN 220 
13192 P:-WIPl .. 360228 IRN USDA ESPAHAN 220 
13193 p..~J...4S0n4 IRN USDA ESFAHAN 220 
. lSl94p..23Ot/PJ...uons Dt.N USDA BSFAHAN 220 tll'" P .. 231.~ lIN USDA BSFAHAN 220 
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13196 P·2316/PI-4S0927 IRN USDA BSFAHAN 220 
13197 P·23S IIPI-4S0929 IRN USDA OHOCHAN 241 
13198 P·23S31P1-4S0930 IRN USDA OHOCHAN 241 
13199 P-23881P1-450932 IRN USDA OHOCHAN 241 
13200 P-2388-11P1-4S0932 IRN USDA OHOCHAN 241 
13201 P·24OSIPI·360232 IRN USDA PARS 106 
13202 P-24S2IPI-4S0934 IRN USDA PARS 106 
13203 P·2493IPI-4S093S IRN USCA PARS 106 
13204 P·249SIPI·360236 IRN USDA DAR.BHQAZ 232 
13205 P·252SIPI-4S0938 IRN USDA DARFJIGAZ 232 
13206 P·2533IPI·360240 IRN USDA MAZANDRAN 207 
13107 P·2S33·1IPI·360240 IRN USDA MAZANDRAN 2m 
13208 P·253SIPI-360241 IRN USDA MAZANDRAN 200 
13209 P·2S9SIPI·360249 IRN USDA NISHABOUR 230 
13210 P-2626/Pl·4S094I IRN USDA NISHABOUR 230 
13211 P·2679IPI-450943 IRN USDA NlSHABOUR 230 
13212 P.2711IPI·4S0944 IRN USDA SHIRAZ 182 
13213 P·27311P1-4S0945 IRN USDA SHIRAZ 182 
13114 P·28961P1-4S0948 IRN USDA ARDABn. 170 
13215 P·2944/PI·360269 IRN USDA ARDABn. 169 
13216 P.2962/P1-4509S0 IRN USDA ARDABn.I69 
13217 P.3016IPI-4S09S 1 IRN USDA ARDASn. 169 
13218 P-3032/PI-4S09S1 IRN USDA ARDABn. 169 
13219 P·3046/PI-450953 IRN USDA ARDABIL 169 
13220 P·3086IPI·360280 IRN USDA ARDABn.l69 
13221 P·3092/PI-4S09S4 IRN USDA ARDABIL 169 
13222 P·3102JPI-4S09S7 JR.N USDA ARDABn. J69 
13223 P·3110/PI-4S0958 JR.N USDA ARDABn.l69 
13224 P-3112IPI-4S09S9 IRN USDA ARDABD..l69 
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IRN USDA ARDABn.I69 
IRN USDA ARDABn. 169 
IRN USDA KE.RMANSHAHAN 194 
IRN USDA KERMANSHAHAN 194 
IRN USDA KBRMANSHAHAN 194 
IRN USDA KE.RMANSHAHAN 194 
IRN USDA V ARMIN III 
IRN USDA VARMIN 111 
IRN USDA VARMIN 111 
IRN USDA V ARMIN III 
IRN USDA VARMIN III 
IRN USDA V ARMIN 111 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAOHAN 168 
IRN USDA VARMIN 111 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 168 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 161 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 161 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 161 
IRN USDA MAMAOHAN 161 
IRN USDA MAMAOHAN 161 
1 2 3 4' S 6 '7 
13256 P·3439/P1-450997 IR.N USDA MAMAGHAN 161 
132S7 P-3440/PI-4S0998 IR.N USDA MAMAOHAN 161 
13258 P-34SB/PI-4S 1 000 IR.N USDA MAMAGHAN 161 
13259 P-3461/PI-451001 IR.N USDA MAMAOHAN 161 
13260 P-3493/PI-451005 lRN USDA MAMAOHAN 161 
13261 P-3493-1/P1-45100S IRN USDA MAMAOHAN 161 
13262 P-3S04/PI-451006 IRN USDA KARAJ 152 
13263 P-3S46/PI-4S1007 IRN USDA .KARAJ 152 
13264 P-3S66/PI-360301 IRN USDA KARAJ 152 
13265 P-3566-1/P1-360301 IR.N USDA KARAJ 152 
13266 P-3S79NPI-4S1009 IRN USDA KARAJ 1S3 
13267 P-3579B/PI-45 1009 IRN USDA .KARAJ 153 
13268 P-35841P1-4S1 010 IRN USDA KARAJ 153 
13269 P-3613/P1-451012 IRN USDA KARAl 153 
13210 P·3630/P1-4S1016 IR.N USDA KAR.AJ 153 
13271 P-3631/PJ-4S1017 1RN USDA KARA.J 153 
13272 P·3638/P1·451021 lRN USDA KARAl 153 
13273 P-36391P1-45 I 022 1RN USDA KARAJ 153 
13274 P-3640IPI-451023 IR.N USDA KARAJ 153 
13275 P-36431P1-360308 IRN USDA KARA11.53 
13276 P·3646/P1-45 1 025 IRN USDA KARAl 153 
13277 P·3653IPI-451027 IRN USDA KARA.J 153 
13278 P·3656/P1-45I 030 IR.N USDA KARAl 153 
13279 P·36621PI-451034 IRN USDA SHAPOUR] 62 
13280 P-36661P1-4S I 036 IR.N USOA SHAPOUR 162 
13281 P·3672JPI-4S1037 IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
13282 P-3673JPI-451040 IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
13283 P-3679JPI-4S1043 IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
13284 P·36801P1-4S1044 IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 







13190 P .. S694IPJ-4SUM5 
Ill91 '·36951P1-45105' 
1:4292 P.36981P1-45J056 
13293 ' .. 3703/P1-451059 
















13310 P .. 3744IP1-4SI0I9 
1331 t p..!7481PI-451092 
13312 P·3748·1/PI-4S1092 
13313 P-31S01PJ-4S I 0,93 
13314 P·37511P1 .... 51094 
13315 p..37S21PJ..45109' 
·.444 
3 4 6 7 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IRN USDA SHAPOUR. 162 
JR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
lRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
lRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
1RN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
JR.N USDA SHAPOUR 162 
IRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
13316 P-37S3IPI .... SI096 lRN USDA SHAPOUR 162 
13317 P·37SIIPI .... SlIOO IRN USDA lIROFf 206 
13318 P-3760IPI .... 5 1102 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13319 P-3764IPI .... SI 106 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13320 P·3768/P1 .... 51108 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13321 P·3769/PI .... SII09 IRN USDA JiROn 206 
13322 P·3771/PI .... SIII0 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13323 P·3776A/PI .... SI113 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13324 P·3776BIPI .... 51 I 14 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
1332S P-3779/PI-4S1116 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13326 P·3781/Pl .... SI117 IRN USDA JlR.OFf 206 
13327 P-3782IPI .... SI118 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13328 P-3790/PI .... S112S IRN USDA JlR.OFf 206 
13329 P-3793IPI .... 51127 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13330 P-38011P1-451134 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13331 P-380l/PI .... S1135 IRN USDA lIROFf 206 
13332 P-3B04IPI-451136 IRN USDA llROFf 206 
13333 P-3806/P1 .... '1139 IRN USDA J1R.OFf 206 
13334 P-3809/PJ .... '1141 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
1333' P·3810IPI .... '1142 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13336 P-38111PI .... 51143 IRN USDA JlROFf 206 
13337 P-3812IPI .... 51144 IRN USDA J1R.OFf 206 
13338 P·3813/PI-451145 IRN USDA 1IR.OFf 206 
13339 P·3816/PI .... '1148 IRN USDA JIROFf 206 
13340 P·3BlO/P1 .... 51151 IRN USDA JJR.OFf 206 
13341 P-3821IPI .... 51152 IRN USDA JlROFI' 206 
13342 P·3B24/PI .... Sl1S5 JRN USDA JIROFr 206 
13343 P-3833~51163 JRN USDA JIR.OFf 206 
13344 P-38341P1 .... 51164 IRN USDA JJR.OFf 206 
13345 P-31351P1 .... S1165 IRN USDA JIkOPT 206 
445 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
13346 P~3'39/P1.4.S1167 IRN USDA JlROFr 206 
13341 P·3 ... 1/P1-451169 IRN USDA JlROFT 206 
13341 P·3844/P1-4S1172 IRN USDA JIROPT 206 
13349 1'-3853/P1-451177 IRN USDA 
13350 P·3t54/P1-4S1178 IRN USDA 
13351 P·3855/P1-451179 IRN USDA 
13352P·38S8/pI-4S 1180 IRN USDA 
13353 P·31S9/PI-4S 1181 IRN USDA 
13354 P-38621PI-4S1184 IRN USDA 
1335$ p..3863/P1-45118S IRN USDA 
13356 P.386S/PI-4S1116 IRN USDA 
13351 P·38661PI-4S 1187 IRN USDA 
13'51 P-3168/P1-451188 IRN USDA 
1"" P·3869/P1-451119 IRN USDA 
13* p..3173/P1-4S1192 IRN USDA 
13161 P.31741P1-4S 1193 IRN USDA 
13362 P-3875/PI-451194 IRN USDA 
13363 p..3m·1JPl-4S1194 IRN USDA 
13364 P.3811JP1-45119S IRN USDA 
13365 P-'I19/PJ.-451196 IRN USDA 
13366 P.38IJ01Pl-4S 1197 IRN USDA 
13367 P-3181/Pl-4S 1198 IRN USDA 
13361 1'-3814/Pl-451201 IRN USDA 
13369 p..31"/PI-451202 lRN USDA 
1"10 P-3186/P1-4'I203 lRN USDA 
13371 p..3818/P1 .. 36031S lRN USDA 
lS312 p..3119IPIoo4S1204 IRN USDA 
.lS373 P-3.9OIP1-45120S JRN USDA 
13374 P-3t911P1-451206 JRN USDA 
13315 P·3192JP1..451207 IRN USDA 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
13376 P·3893IPI-4S1208 IRN USDA 
13377 p..3894IPI-4S1209 IRN USDA 
13378 P-389SIPI-4S1210 IRN USDA 
IS379 P-38981P1-4S1211 IRN USDA 
13380 P-3903IPI-4SI215 IRN USDA 
13381 P-3904IPI-4's1216 IRN USDA 
13382 P-3906IPI-4S1217 IRN USDA 
13383 P-3906-11P1-451217 lRN USDA 
13384 P·3909IPJ-4S1219 IRN USDA 
13385 P·39111P1-4S1220 IRN USDA 
13386 P·39121P1-4S 1221 IRN USDA 
13387 P-3913/PI-451222 IRN USDA 
13388 P-3914IPI-4S1223 IRN USDA 
13389 P-39IS/PI-4S1224 IRN USDA 
13390 P-39181P1-4S122S JRN USDA 
13391 P-39191P1-451226 IRN USDA 
13392 P-39211P1-4S1228 IRN USDA 
13393 P-39221P1-4S1229 IRN USDA 
13394 P-3923IPI.-4S 1230 IRN USDA 
1339S P-39261P1-4S1232 IRN USDA 
13396 P-3929IPI-4S1234 IRN USDA 
13397 P-39311P1-4S1236 IRN USDA 
13398 P-39381P1-4S 1241 IRN USDA 
13399 P-39391P1-4S1242 IRN USDA 
13400 P-3944/PI-4S1246 IRN USDA 
13401 P-39461P1-4S1248 IRN USDA 
13402 P-3949IPI-4S I 249 IRN USDA 
13403 P-39SOIPI-4S12S0 lIN USDA 
13404 P-39S2/PI-4S12S2 IRK USDA 
13405 P-3953IPI-4S1253 IRK USDA 
447 
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13406 P~3954/P1-4512S4 IRN USDA 
13407P·3958JPJ.4S1257 IRN USDA 
13408 P·39601PJ-4S12S9 IRN USDA 
13409 P·39661P1-451263 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13410 P·396B1P1-451264 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13411 P-3969IPI-4S126S CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13412 P.'969·11P1-451165 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13413 P-39101P1-451266 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13414 P·3972/P1-4S1267 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
lS41.S P-39741P1-451269 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
I:MUS P·3976JP1-4S1270 CYP USDA CYPRUS J 39 
13417 P-3978IP1-4S1271 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
134IIP·39811P1-4S 1273 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13419 P-S9I31P1-4S1274 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13420 P.3983·1/Pl-4S1274 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13421 P-3984/P1-4S1275 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13422 P-39U1Pl-451276 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13423 P-39161PI-4S1277 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13424 P·39911P1-451280 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13425 P"'99Z/PI-451211 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13426 P-3992·1/pI-45128I CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13427 P.3993/P1-4S1212 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13428 P·3994"....51213 CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
13429 P·399S/PI-4S12U CYP USDA CYPRUS 139 
1"30 P-".mMJ.4S1287 JR.N USDA 
lSOl P-40028"1-45128. IRN USDA 
13432 NOO5IPJ..4$1289 IRN USDA 
134U14OO5-11P1-451219 IRN USDA 
13434 l401CWI-4S1292 IRN USDA 
1543S P.;40UJPI .... 'l293 IR.N USDA 
448 
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13436 P-40121P1-4S1294 IRN USDA 
13437 P-4016/PI-4S1297 IRN USDA 
13438 P-4019IPI-4S1298 IRN USDA 
13439 P-4020IPI-4S1299 IRN USDA 
13440 P-402SIPI-4S1304 lRN USDA 
13441 P-4026IPI-45130S lRN USDA 
13442 P-40331P1-4S 1309 lRN USDA ESPAHAN 220 
13443 P-4034/pI-4S 131 0 lRN USDA BSFAHAN 220 
13444 P-4036/PI-4S 1311 lRN USDA BSPAHAN 220 
1344S P-40391P1-4S1313 IRN USDA BSPAHAN 220 
13446 P-4040IPI-4S 1314 IRN USDA BSFAHAN 220 
13447 P-4042/PI-4S 1316 1RN USDA ESFAHAN 220 
13448 P-40431P1-451317 JRN USDA BSFAHAN 220 
13449 P-404SIPI-4S 1319 JRN USDA BSFAHAN 220 
13450 P-4046/PI-4S1320 IRN USDA BSPAHAN 220 
13451 P-4048/P1-4S 1321 IRN USDA ESPAHAN 220 
13452 P-40491P1-4S 1322 JRN USDA BSFAHAN 220 
13453 P-40SOIPI-451323 IRN USDA DAlWHGAS 232 
13454 P-4054/P1-45132S IRN USDA DARBHGAS 232 
13455 P-4064IPI-451328 IRN USDA PARS 106 
13456 P-4066/P1-451330 IRN USDA K.ARAJ IS3 
13457 P-40711P1-451333 IRN USDA ARDARD.. 163 
13458 P-4072/PJ·36032S IRN USDA SHlRAZ 182 
13459 P-40801P1-4S1335 1RN USDA ARDABn. 163 
13460 P-4085IPI-4S 1337 IRN USDA MOOHAN 129 
13461 P-41091P1-360328 lRN USDA SABZEVAR 
13462 P-4109-11P1-360328 IRN USDA SADZBVAR 
13463 P-41641P1-360341 REZAJEH lRN USDA 
13464 P-42041P1-360348 ANKARA TUR USDA 
13465 P-42261P1-3603S6 KERMAN IRN USDA 
449 
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13466 P-42461PI-360366 PAl( USDA 
13467 P-4288JPI-4S1351 BSFAHAN IRN USDA 
IJ461 P-42901PI-4513S3 BSFAHAN JRN USDA 
130469 P-42991PJ..451356 MA1ANDRAN lRN USDA 
13470 ,-4299·11P1-451356 MAZANDRAN IRN USDA 
13471 P-43(QIPJ~360391 NlSHABOUR IRN USDA 
13472 1431511'1·360396 NJSHABOUR IRN USDA 
15413 N322IPJ-4'1369 IRN USDA ARDABL 170 
13474 P-43311P1~1372 IRN USDA V ARMIN 111 
23475 P-4333A1PI-4S1373 IRN USDA V ARMIN 111 
13476 P4333BJPI-451374 IRN USDA V ARMIN III 
13477 P-434IIP1-4S1379 IRN USDA KARAJ 152 
13478 '-4348-11P1-451379 IRN USDA KARAJ 1 S2 
13479 P-435O/PI.360401 IRN USDA KARAJ 152 
13410 P-43S61P1-4S1383 IRN USDA KARAl 153 
13411 P-43671P1-451389 IRN USDA KARAJ 153 
13482 P-43691P1-451390 IRN USDA JIROFr 206 
13413 P-4312/P1·360412 IRN USDA JIROFr 206 
13484 1'-43'71 /PI-4' 1393 IRN USDA JIROFr 206 
13485 P-43IOJPI-4S 1394 IRN USDA 
13486 P .... 36IPI~360421 IRN USDA ESFAHAN 221 
13487 P-4439IPl-4S1396 IRN USDA BSFAHAN 221 
1341. P-4462JP1-4S1399 JRN USDA ESFAHAN 221 
13489 J4.473IPI·360423 IRN USDA ESFAHAN 221 
13400 P-447I1PI .... 51400 IRN USDA ESPAHAN 221 
13491 P-4482~-4S1.01 IRN USDA ESFAHAN 221 
13492 P-44IIJPI-.451402 lR.N USDA ESFAHAN 221 
IM9S ,....93", ... 360424 IRN USDA KERMANSHAH 193 
13'94 14493·11PJ·360424 DlN USDA KBRMANSHAH 193 
IM95 P-4491J1t1·360427 lR.N USDA KERMANSHAH 193 
450 
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13496 P-4S09/PI-4S 1403 IRN USDA KERMANSHAH 193 
13497 P-46061P1-360431 1RN USDA ARDABIL 172 
13498 P-4618/P1-451407 IRN USDA ARDABIL 172 
13499 P-466 71P1.4S 141 0 IRN USDA ARDABIL 172 
13500 P-4711/P1-451412 JRN USDA ARDABD.. 172 
13501 P-4 7151P1-4S 1413 IRN USDA ARDABD.. 172 
13502 P-47671P1-451417 IRN USDA ARDABD.. 173 
13503 P·4808IPI-4S 1418 IRN USDA ARDASn. 173 
13504 P·4808-1/PI-451418 IRN USDA ARDABa 173 
13505 P-48131P1-451419 IRN USDA ARDABD..I73 
13506 P-4816/p1-451421 IRN USDA ARDABD.. t 73 
13507 P-48201P1-360447 IRN USDA ARDABD..I73 
13508 P-4908/PI·3604S8 IRN USDA ARDABD.. 173 
13509 P-49201P1-360459 IRN USDA ARDABD.. 173 
13510 P-49651P1-451422 IRN USDA OHARYB OOLB 175 
13511 P·49741P1-360466 IRN USDA GHARYB GOLB 175 
13512 P-4992IPI-360467 IRN USDA OHARYE GOLB 175 
13513 P-SOO6IPI-451423 IRN USDA OHARYB GOLB 175 
13514 P-5010IPI-360470 IRN USDA OHARYB OOLE 175 
13515 P-S0221PI-3604 73 IRN USDA GHARYB OOLE 17S 
13516 P-S0311P1-36047S IRN USDA AllAR 174 
13517 P·S0611P1-4S1424 IRN USDA AHAR 174 
13518 P·S073IPI-3604 78 IRN USDA AllAR 174 
13519 P-SlOl/PI-451427 IRN USDA AHAR 174 
13520 P·51OSIPI-360483 IRN USDA AHAR t 74 
13521 P·SI13IPI-4S1429 JRN USDA AHAR 174 
13522 P·51151P1-451430 IRN USDA AHARl74 
13523 P·S117/pI-4S1431 IRN USDA AHAR 174 
13524 P·5153IPI-451433 IRN USDA AllAR 174 
13525 P·5 157 /P1-45 1434 IRN USDA AllAR 174 
451 
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IRN USDA AHAR 174 
lRN USDA AHAR 174 
lRN USDA AHAR 174 
IRN USDA AHAR 174 
IR.N USDA AllAR 174 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 164 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 164 
lRN USDA MAMAGHAN 164 
IRN USDA MAMAGHAN 164 
IRN USDA GHAR VB GOLE 154 
IRN USDA GHARYE OOLE 175 
lRN USDA KARAJ 154 
lRN USDA ARDABlL 172 
IRN USDA KARAJ 154 
IRN USDA GHAR VB OOLE 175 
IRN USDA GHAR VB GOLE 175 
IRN USDA MOOHAN 164 
lRN USDA GHAR VB GOLE 175 
IRN USDA OHARYE GOLE 175 
IRN USDA ARDABlL 170 
IRN USDA ARDABlL 170 
lRN USDA KARAJ SEL 
IRN USDA KARAJ SEL 
IRN USDA KARAJ SEL 
IRN USDA ARDABlL 169 
IRN USDA KARAJ 
IR.N USDA MOOHAN 161 
JRN USDA MOGUAN 129 
IRN USDA ARDABlL 172 
IRN USDA ARDABlL 172 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
13556 P-5492/P1-360513 JRN USDA ARnAlL 172 
13551 P-5494/PI·360515 JRN USDA ARnAlL 172 
13558 P-6009 TUR USDA 1·2 NA uve 
13559 P-6011 TUR USDA 1-2NAUve 
13560 P-606S/P1-358930 IND USDA PLGR NO 23 
13561 P-6070/P1-360009 !NO USDA PLOR NO 29 
13562 P-6081/PI·360014 !NO USDA PLOR NO 42 
13563 P·6109/PI·360025 IND USDA PLOR NO 73 
13564 P·6111/P1·360027 IND USDA PLOR NO 75 
13565 P-6112/P1-360028 IND USDA PLOR NO 76 
13566 P-6121/P1-360033 IND USDA PLOR NO 85 
13567 P-6122/P1-360034 JND USDA PLOR NO 16 
13568 P-6128/P1·36003S IND USDA PLOR NO 92 
13569 P-6131/PI-360036 IND USDA PLOR NO 101 
13S10 P-6132/P1-360031 IND USDA PLGR NO 103 
13571 P-6133/P1-360038 IND USDA PLGR NO 104 
13572 P-613.5/PI-360039 [NO USDA PLOR NO 106 
13.573 P·6137/P1-360040 IND USDA PLGR NO 108 
13.574 P-6140/PI-36Q041 IND USDA PLGR NO 111 
13.57.5 P-6143/P1-360043 IND USDA PLOR NO 114 
13576 P-6149/PI-360045 !NO USDA PLGR NO 122 
13577 P-6153/PI-360046 IND USDA PLQR NO 129 
13.578 P-61S4/PI·360047 !NO USDA PLOR NO 130 
13579 P-6162/PI-3600.50 lND USDA PLOR NO 140 
13.580 P-6169/PI·3600S1 INn USDA PLGR NO 148 
13.581 P-6174/PI-3600S4 INn USDA PLQR NO 154 
13582 P-611l/P1-3600SB INn USDA PLGR NO 164 
13583 P-6188/P1-360060 IND USDA PLGR NO 169 
13584 P-62OO1P1-360065 JND USDA 































13614 P-64SJ.I/PJ .. 360619 
1361S P-4451 .. 2JPI-360619 











IRN USDA FIELD COllECTION 
JRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
JRN USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
IRN USDA FIELD COll.ECTION 
JRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IR.N USDA FIELD COLLECJ'JON 
IRN USDA PIELD COLLECJ'ION 
IRN USDA PIEl.D COLLECJ'ION 
JRN USDA FIELD COllEcrION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECJ'ION 
IRN USDA FIELD COllECJ'ION 
lR.N USDA FIBLD COUECTION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IR.N USDA FIBLD COLLECTION 
IR.N USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECI'ION 
IR.N USDA FIBLD COLI..BCI10N 
IRN USDA FIELD COllECTION 
IRN USDA FIEl.D COllECTION 
IR.N USDA FIBLD COLLECflON 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
13616 P-6464/P1-360624 IRN USDA FIELD COlLECTION 
13617 P-64 76/P1-360626 IRN USDA 
13618 P-6506/PI-360650 IRN USDA FIBLD COl.l.ECI'ION 
13619 P-6S18/PI-360637 IRN USDA FIBLD COLLECI'ION 
13620 P-6S33/PI-360641 IRN USDA FIBLD COll.BCI10N 
13621 P-6573/PI-360644 IRN USDA FIELD COLLBcrION 
13622 P-6577 /P1-360646 lRN USDA FIBLD COLLECI'lON 
13623 P-6S79/PI-36064 7 IRN USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
13624 P-6S84/PI-360648 IRN USDA 
13625 P-6614/pI-3606SS PAl{ USDA 
13626 P-66S3/PI-451451 NOI USDA 
13627 P-6653-1/PI-451451 NOI USDA 
13628 P-6655/PI-451453 NOI USDA 
13629 P-6798/P1-451131 IRN USDA 
13630 P-6876/PI-451455 IRN USDA FIELD COlJ...ECI'ION 
13631 P-6877/PI-451456 IRN USDA FIELD COlJ...ECf10N 
13632 P-6878IPI-451457 IRN USDA FIBLD COLLECT10N 
13633 P-6880/PI-4S 1459 IRN USDA FIBLD COLLEcnoN 
13634 P-6880-1IPI-451459 IRN USDA FIELD COLLEcrtON 
13635 P-6881/P1-451460 IRN USDA FJELD COlJ...ECI'ION 
13636 P-6882IPI-451461 IRN USDA F1Bl.J) COllBCfION 
13637 P-6884/PI-4S 1463 JRN USDA 
13638 P-6885IPI-4S 1464 JRN USDA 
13639 P-6886/PI-451465 IRN USDA FIBLD cou..BC1'lON 
13640 P-6887/P1-451466 IRN USDA FIELD COLU!Cl'lON 
13641 P-6888/PI-4S 1467 IRN USDA ESPAHAN 111 
13642 P-6888-1/PI-4S 1467 IRN USDA ESPAHAN III 
13643 P-6I89/PI-451468 IRN USDA SHAH POUR 162 
13644 P-6893IPI-451471 IRN USDA MOGHAN 161 





















13fi64 P-81' .. 1/P1-451492 
13665 P~1493 
15666 P--6922IPJ..45t495 







13614 .... "J..45UC)l 
13615 P"'~I502 
'456 
3 4 6 7 
IR.N USDA ARDAOD.. 17 
IR.N USDA KARAJ 
IRN USDA SHAH POUR 162 
IRN USDA ARDAOD.. 
CVP USDA CYPRUS 139 
IR.N USDA BSFAHAN 
IRN USDA ESFAHAN 
IR.N USDA 
IRN USDA MOGHAN 129 
IRN USDA KARA.llS2 
IRN USDA KARAJ 2--42 
IRN USDA ARDABD.. 2-42 
IRN USDA ARDABD.. 170 
IRN USDA ARDABD.. 106 
IRN USDA MOOHAN 168 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IR.N USDA FIBLD COLLECTION 
IR.N USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLJ..ECflON 
IR.N USDA FJELD COLLECnON 
IRN USDA FIELD COLI..ECflON 
IRN USDA FlBLD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIELD C0UJ3CTION 
IRN USDA PmLD COLLECfJON 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECflON 
lRN USDA FJBU) COLLECJ10N 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECflON 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLBCl'ION 
IRN USDA PIBlJ) COLl..BCl1ON 
IRN USDA FIELD COIJ...BCI10N 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
13676 P-6931/P1-45lS03 IRN USDA FIBLD COLI..BCTION 
1,3671 P-6932/P1-4SU04 IRN USDA PIBLD COLLBCfION 
13678 P-6933/P1-451505 IRN USDA PlELD COLLBCl'ION 
13679 P-69341P1-451 506 IRN USDA FIBLD COLLBCTJON 
13680 P-69351P1-4S 1 501 IRN USDA FIELD COLLECJ1ON 
13681 P-6936/P1-451508 IRN USDA PlELD COLLBCfJON 
13682 P-69391P1-4S1511 IRN USDA PIBLD COLLECTION 
13683 P-6940IPI-4S 15 12 1RN USDA PIELO COI.J..EcrION 
13684 P-69411P1-451513 IRN USDA FIBLD COLLBCTION 
13685 P-69421P1-4S 1 S 14 1RN USDA PIBLD COLLBCI10N 
13686 P·6943/PI-4S 1 SIS 1RN USDA PIEl.D COllECTION 
13687 P-6944/P1-45 1 5 16 lRN USDA FIBLD COUECTION 
13688 P-6945/P[-4S 1 5 17 1RN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13689 P-6946/PJ-451518 lRN USDA FIELD COLLECI10N 
13690 P-6946-11P1-4S1518 lRN USDA FIBLD COLl.BCI'ION 
13691 P-6947/PJ-451519 lRN USDA FIELD COLI..BCTION 
13692 P-69481P1-4S 1 520 IRN USDA FIBLD COLLBCrION 
13693 P-6950IPI-4S 1 522 1RN USDA FIELD COLLECI10N 
13694 P-6951/PI-451523 IRN USDA FIELD COLLBCl'lON 
13695 P-69521PI-4S 1 524 IRN USDA FIBLD COLLECl'ION 
13696 P-6953/pI-4S1S2S lRN USDA FIELD COI.J..BCTION 
13697 P-69S4IPI"'S 1 526 1RN USDA PIBLD COLLBCTION 
13698 P-69551P1-4S 1 527 IRN USDA PIBLD COIJ..ECl'ION 
13699 P-69S6/PI ... 5 1 528 IRN USDA FJBLD COIJ..BCTION 
13700 P-6957/P1-45 1 529 IRN USDA PJBLD COLl.BCI'ION 
13701 P-6958/P1 ... 51530 lRN USDA FIELD COLLBCTION 
13702 P-6982/PI-4S1531 lRN USDA FIELD COLLBCI'ION 
13703 P-6983IPI-451532 JRN USDA FIELD COLLBCI10N 
13704 P-6984/PJ-4S1533 JRN USDA PIBLD COLLBC110N 





















13720C p.. 70011P1-4,ISS6 
13'72' P .. 700PJPl-4'1'51 
13726 P.1010IPI-45U58 
13127 p.. 701 I IPl-4S1 5" 
13728 P-70121P!-4St5iO 
13729 ,.1013"1 .... '1561 
13730 p..7014JPl..451562 
13731 P-10151PJ..4S1563 
1S132 p.. '7Olfi/Pl-451~ 
13733 P40171PWSU65 
13134 ,.701.". .... '1_ 
Un5 .. 101.,..-451561 
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IRN USDA FJELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FJELD ca.LECTlON 
IRN USDA FJELD COIll!CTION 
lRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
lRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
lRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIElD COLLECl'ION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA PlBLD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIBLD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIElD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FJELD COLLEcrtON 
IRN USDA FJELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FIBLD COlLECTION 
IRN USDA FJELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FJELD COLLECTJON 
IRN USDA FIELD COllECTION 
IRN USDA FlBLD COLLEcrtON 
IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA FJELD COLLECIlON 
IRN USDA PIBLD COlLECTION 
IRN USDA FJELD COLLECfJON 
IRN USDA FJELD COLLECl10N 
IRN USDA FJELD COLLECl10N 
IRN USDA FlBLD COLLECTION 
IRN USDA PIBLD COLLECl10N 
IRN USDA FJIUJ) COLLBCfJON 
1 2 3 4' S 6 7 
13736 P·7020/PI-4S 1 568 IR.N USDA FJELD COLLBCTION 
13737 P-70211P1-45IS69 IR.N USDA FIELD COLLEctION 
13738 P-7021·IIPI-4S1569 IRN USDA FIELD COLLEcrION 
13739 P-70231P1-451570 IRN USDA 
13740 P·70241P1-451S7J IRN USDA 
13741 P·7025IPI-4S1572 IR.N USDA 
13742 P-70271P1-4S 1574 IR.N USDA 
13743 P·7027·11P1-4S1574 IR.N USDA 
13744 P-7028IPJ-451575 IRN USDA 
13745 p. 7029IPI-45 1 576 IRN USDA 
13746 P·70301P1·451577 IR.N USDA 
13747 p. 70311P1·451 578 IR.N USDA 
13748 P-7032IPI-45 1 579 IRN USDA 
13749 P·70331P1-451580 IRN USDA 
13750 P-7035IPI·451582 IRN USDA 
13751 P·7037IPI-45 1 5 83 IRN USDA 
13752 P·7039IPI-4SIS8S IRN USDA 
13753 P·70401P1-4S 1 586 IaN USDA 
13754 P-7041 IPI·45 1 587 IRN USDA 
13755 P-7042IPI-4S 1 588 IRN USDA 
13756 P·7043IPI-4S1589 IRN USDA 
13757 P·70441P1-45 1 590 IRN USDA 
13758 P·704SIPI-4S1591 IRN USDA 
13759 P·70461P1·4S1592 IaN USDA 
13760 P·70471P1-4S1593 IRN USDA FIELD COLLBCTION 
13761 P·70491P1-4S1S95 IR.N USDA FIELD COLLBCfION 
13762 P·70s0IPI-451S96 IRN USDA FIELD COLLBCfJON 
13763 P·70SIIPI-451597 IRN USDA FIBLD COLLBctJON 
13764 P·10S2/PI-4S1598 IRN USDA FIELD CQU,ECrJON 
13765 P·7OS31P1·4S1599 IRN USDA FIELD COLLEctiON 
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13166 p.. 7OM/Pl-4S1600 JRN USDA FJELD COLLEcrtON 
13167 p .. 70551P1-451601 IRN USDA FIELD COLLECTION 
13761 P. 70561P1-451602 IRN USDA PIBLD COll..EcrtON 
13769 P-70571P1-451603 IRN USDA FIBLO COLLECTION 
13710 P·7051JP1-4S1604 IRN USDA FIELD cou.BCI10N 
13171 P-7.1/P1-451605 IRN USDA FIELD COllECTION 
13772 p.. 70S'U.P1-4Sl606 IRN USDA FIELD COLLECfION 
13773 p..7063IP1-4S1607 IRN USDA FIELD COLLECfJON 
1;)7'7. p. '70641P1-451608 IRN USDA FIELD COUECTION 
13775 Bo-l~16 ESP COBA 
13776 8O-1~11 ESP COBA 
13rt7 80-1-036 ESP , COBA 
1317. 80-1-046 ESP COBA 
13'779 80-1·11. ESP COBA 
13710 80-1 .. 139 ESP COBA 
1371180-1·147 ESP COBA 
13712 10-1 .. 151 ESP CODA 
13113 B<J.l·l65 ESP COBA 
13'714 BG.l·161 ESP COBA 
13715 10-1·381 ESP COBA 
II. BG-1-311 ESP COBA 
11111 BO-I-392 ESP COBA 
13711 10-1-411 ESP COBA 
1'719 BO-I-4~ ESP COBA 
13190 ~'-432 ESP COBA 
.,.", JIO.I-4J2..1 ESP COBA 
1'192 80-1"'-51 ESP COBA 
.,"', 10-1-456 ESP CDBA 
117M 10-1-471 BSP CODA 
I'''' 80-1-410 ESP COBA 
1 2 3 • 6 7 
13796 BO-I-480-1 ESP CDBA 
13797 BO-I-488 F.SP CDBA 
13798 BQ..I-492 ESP CDBA 
13799 DO-l-538 ESP CDBA 
13800 BO-I-8S8 ESP CDBA 
13801 B0-2-122 F.SP CDBA 
13802 BG-2-133 F.SP CDBA 
13803 Bo.2·258 ESP CDBA 
13804 BO-2048 ESP CDBA 
13805 BO-2117 ESP CDBA 
13806 BO-2120 ESP COBA 
13807 ILC-1933 ESP COBA 
13808 ILC-33S3 F.SP CDBA 
13809 ILC·3399 ESP CDBA 
13810 DHANUSH NfL NPL 0.0332 
13811 P-6949IPI-4S 1521 lRN USDA FJELD COllECTION 
13812 ICC-2083 NL IND ICRI NAT. MUTANI' 
13813 n.C-187 SUN J~ NEe·133 
13814 ILC-1407 AFO I~ NEC2.542 
13815 n..C-17S7 KATAFGHAN AFO J~ NEC-2.767 
13816 ILC-3279 SUN ICRD NEC.141 
13817 235-38 JIARYANA IND HAU 
13818 AI-97 BUAPUR KARNATAKA IND BUA 
13819 GNG-146 OANGANAOAR RAJAS1HAN IND 
13820 RFG-4 DEKODORA DEDRE ZEIT SHOA ETH JCRI 41120 
13821 RFG-5 GODINO DEBRE ZEIT SHOA ETH JCRl 41121 
13822 RFO-14 KOYE AKAKI BESBKA SHOA ETH JCRl 41130 
1382.3 RFO·I4-1 KOYE AlCAKI BESBKA SHOA BTl{ ICRl 41130 
13824 RFO·l4-2. KOYE AKAKI BESBKA SHOA BTl{ ICIU 41130 
13825 RFO-18 O£RAOO AKAKI BBSPKA SHOA B'lH JeRI 41134 
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13826 RPG~18-1 0BIlAD0 AKAKI BBSRKA SAOA Em 100 41134 
13127 RfG.18-2 OERAOO AKAKI BBSRKA SAOA Em 100 41134 
13828 RPG-lt-, GBRAOO AIC.AKI BBSEKA SAOA Em 100 41134 
13129 RPG-11-4 GEItADO AKAKI BBSRKA SHOA ern 100 41134 
lSno UG-26 ZBNULDIA SHENKORA SHOA ETH 100 41142 
13831 RPO·~l ZBNtJLDIA SHENKORA SHOA E1lI 100 41142 
13132 ltPO .. 27 KuruSU MBNJAR SHOA EnI leRl 41143 
13833 Jt.PO-27-1 Kurusu MENJAR SHOA ETH JeRI 41143 
1383. JUIQ·21.;2 KUn1SU MENJAR SHOA Em 100 4]143 
13135 RfG-31 DBNKU Kl!R.EBISA DBBRE ZEIT SHOA Em 100 41154 
13836 JtPG.38-1 DENKU KBREBISA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA Em ICRl 41154 
'''37 RPQ .. '8-2 DENKU KBRRBlSA DEBIE ZEIT SHOA B1H ICRI 41154 
13131 RFO·3a.3 DENKU KEREBISA DEBRE ZEIT SHOA ETH ICRl 41154 
1383' JtFO..69 GURA ADDIS ALEN WOUSSO SHOA ETH ICRI 41185 
13840 RPG-69-1 otJRA ADDIS ALEN WOUSSO SHOA ETH ICRl 41185 
13841 J.fIO-70 OURARA wousso SHOA E'llI JCRl 41186 
1''''2 RPQ...70-1 0llRARA WOUSSO SHOA ETH ICRl 41186 
13843 RFG· 72 OORU-~KEBBLB GORU WBI...K1I'E SHOA Em ICRI 41188 
13144 RFO-72-t OORU-~DEBBI.E OORU WBI...K.ITE SHOA BTH ICRI 41188 
13145 RFG-17 OENn5o. yoruw BOLO SHOA B1H 100 41193 
13"'6 RFO-77~l OBNJISo. YO 'lULU BOLO SHOA ETH ICRI 41193 
13147 RPO·77·2 GBNnso. YO nJLU BOLO SHOA ETH lCRI 41193 
13 .... RFO-77-3 GBNnsO-YO lULU Ba..O SHOA B1H leRI 41193 
13849 RPG-71 SOYOMA nn.u BOLO SHOA B1H ICRI 41194 
lS8.s0 RFO·78-1 $OYOMA 11JLU BOLO SHOA B11I ICR.J 41194-
13., J RPG-78-2 $OYOMA nn.u Ba..o SHOA B1lf ICR.J 41194-
13152 RPO..a2 AWASH BUNE ruLU BOLO SHOA Bm ICRI 41198 
13m RJIO.I2..I AWASH BUNE ruLU BOCO SHOA B11I ICRI 41198 
13854 RFO-I2·2 AWASH BUNE roLU BOLO SHOA BTH lCR.I 41198 
13855 RPo-84 KOTA TULU BOLO SHOA BnI ICRJ 41200 
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13856 RFO-84-1 KOTA TULU BOLO SHOA ETH ICRJ 41200 
13857 RFA-I05 GUINA TSION GUATSION SHOA E1H ICRl 41221 
13858 RFA-IOS-1 GUlNA TSION ~UA TSION SHOA B11f ICRI 41221 
13859 RFA-IOS-2 GUINA TSI0N GUA TSION SHOA E1H ICRl 41221 
13860 RFA-I06 DEMETIN DBJEN aoJJAM B11I ICRl 41222 
13861 RFA-I06-1 DEMETIN DEJEN GOJJAM ETH ICRI 41222 
13862 RFA·I06-2 DEMETIN DBJEN OOJJAM ETH ICRI 41222 
13863 RFA-I06-3 DEMETIN DEJBN aoJJAM E1H ICRI 41222 
13864 RFA·113 AGAME &; GUBAYA ENARJIENAWGA GOJJAM B11I ICRl 41229 
13865 RFA·113·1 AGAME &; OUBAYA ENARJIBNA WOA OOJJAM E1lI ICRl 41229 
13866 RFA-148 GENGERTA MOTA aoJJAM ETH ICRl 41264 
13867 RFA-149 MENTA ZIGBA MOTA OOJJAM Em ICRl 41265 
13868 RFA-185 PET AN GIOROIS AMBAOIORGIS GONDER E1H ICRl 41300 
13869 RFA-188 GEDEBEY GEDEBGIE GONDER E1lI ICRI 41303 
13870 RFA·191 DERESEGIE TEKBL KALADEBA GONDER Ern ICRI 41306 
13871 RFA-191·1 DERESEGIE TEKBL KALADEBA GONDER 1m{ ICRl 41306 
13872 RFA·208 GUNADHJEN OOJJAM lITH ICRl 41323 
13873 RFA·208-1 GUNADEJEN OOJJAM B1lI ICRI 41323 
13874 RFA·211 GUNG LUMANF.A GOJJAM ETII ICRl 41326 
13875 RFA-21l-1 GUNG LUMANEA aoJJAM E1H ICRI 41326 
13876 RFA-211-2 GUNGLUMANEA OOJJAM Ern ICRI 41326 
13877 RFA-211-3 GUNG LUMANEA GOJJAM ETH ICRl 41326 
13878 RFA-211-4 GUNGLUMANEA GOJJAM ETH ICRJ 41326 
13879 RAM-I SERlTEGORO SHOA Em ICRJ 
13880 RAM-1-1 SERITBGORO SHOA ElH ICRJ 
13881 RAM-1-2 SERITBOORO SHOA E1H ICRl 
13882 RAM-2 BOKOTAOORO SHOA B1lI ICRl 
13883 RAM-2-1 BOKOTAGORO SHOA B1H ICRl 
13884 RAM-3 3KM TO JUNCflON F TOLE GORO SHOA E1H ICRl 
13885 RAM-3-1 3KM TO JUNCl10N P TOLE GORO SHOA JmI ICRI 
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13886 RAM .. 3-2 3KM TO JUNCTION F TOLE GORO SHOA Em JCRI 
13.87 RAM-3-3 3KM TO JUNCTION F TOLE GORO SHOA Em ICRI 
1388. RAM·]-4 3KM TO JUNCTION F TOLE GORO SHOA BTH ICRl 
13819 RAM-4 ODO TEDBLB GORO SHOA Em JCRI 
13190 RAM-4-1 ODO TEDELE GORO SHOA ETH ICRI 
13891 RAM-4-2 ODO TEDBLB GORO SHOA E1lt ICRI 
13892 1AM"'-3 ODOTEDELE GORO SHOA Ern ICRI 
13893 RAM-6 ODOTEDELE GORO SHOA Ern ICRJ 
13194 RAM-6-1 000 TEDBLE GORO SHOA ETH lCRl 
13895 RAM-7 HOLEOORO SHOA ETH IeRI 
13.H RAM-,·t HOCBGORO SHOA Ern JeRI 
13897 RAM-7-2 HOLEOORO SHOA ETH ICRI 
13198 RAM-7-l HOLEGORO SHOA E'Jl{ JCRI 
13899 RAM·7-4 "OLEGORO SHOA ETH ICRJ 
13900 RAM-I TAWlAGORO SHOA Em ICRI 
13901 RAM4·1 TAWLAOORO SHOA ETH ICRJ 
13902 1lAM"-2 TAWLAGORO SHOA Ern ICRJ 
13903 RAM-9 TAWLAOORO SHOA ETH ICRI 
13904 RAM-9-1 TAWLAGORO SHOA Ern ICRI 
1390S RAM·9-2 TAWLAOORO SHOA Imi JCRI 
13906 RAM·9-3 TAWLAGORO SHOA ETH ICRI 
13907 RAM-9-4 TAWLAOORO SHOA Em {CRI 
13908 RAM-IS WAODOABUSHA SOOOZURtA SIDAMO ETH ICRl 
13909 RAM-lS-l WAODGABUSHA SODOZURIA SIDAMO Ern {CRI 
13910 lIt.AM-lS-2 WACHIGABUSHA SODOZURlA SIDAMO E1H ICRJ 
13911 RAM-21 BUSHAOFA SIDAMO E1H ICRJ 
13912 RAM .. 21·l BUSHAOPA SIDAMO Ern ICRI 
13913 RAM .. 23 S£R.BESHOOFA SIDAMO E1H ICRI 
13914 RAM·24 SRRE BSHO OFA SIDAMO ETH ICRI 
13915 1lAM-26 SBRBBSHOOFA SIDAMO E1H ICRI 
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13916 RAM~26-1 SERE ESHOOPA SIDAMO BTH lCRl 
13917 RAM-29 WACIUGA BSHO OFA SIDAMO E11I ICRl 
13918 RAM-32 ABELA FARECHO !ruMBO smAMO BTH leRI 
13919 RAM-33 ABELA FARECHO !ruMBO SIDAMO E1li ICRI 
13920 RAM-33-1 ABELA FARECHO HUMBO SIDAMO ETH leRI 
13921 RAM-3S ABELA FARECHO !ruMBO SmAMO ETH leRI 
13922 RAM-3S-1 ABBLA FARECHO HUMBO SIDAMO ETH leRI 
13923 RAM-3S-2 ABELA FARECHO HUMBO SIDAMO B1lI ICRI 
13924 RAM-36 ABBLA FARECIIO HUMBO SmAMO ETH ICRI 
1392S RAM·36-1 ABELA FARECHO HUMBO SIDAMO ETH ICRI 
13926 RAM-36-2 ABELA FARECHO HUMBO SIDAMO B1lf 100 
13927 RAM-39 LA TO GERBE SlICE SHOA BTH ICRl 
13928 RAM-39-1 LA TO GERBE SIKE SHOA B1ll 100 
13929 RAM-39-2 LA TO GERBE SIKE SHOA BTH ICRI 
13930 RAM-39-3 LA TO GERBE SIKE SHOA E1H ICRl 
13931 RAM-40 SHONESIK.E SHOA BTH ICRI 
13932 RAM-4()..1 SHONESIK.E SHOA B1ll lCRJ 
13933 RAM40..2 SHONESIKE SHOA B1ll lCRI 
13934 RAM-40-3 SHONESIKE SHOA B1ll JeRI 
13935 RAM-40-4 SHONESIKE SHOA BTH leRI 
13936 RAM-40-S SHONESIKE SHOA BTH leRI 
13937 RAM-41 WEYRASIKE SHOA B1lI 100 
13938 RAM-4l-1 WEYRASJK.E SHOA B1ll ICRJ 
13939 RAM-41-2 WEYRASJK.E SHOA BTH ICRI 
13940 RAM-42 SHAKISO SHONE DAMor GALE SHOA BnI ICIU 
13941 RAM-43 LALO GBRBB SIKB SHOA B11I (CR1 
13942 RAM-43-l LALO GBRBB SIKE SHOA B11I ICRl 
13943 RAM-43-2 tALO GBRBB SIKE SHOA B11I ICRl 
13944 RAM-43-3 LALO GBRBE SIXB SHOA B1H ICRl 
1394.5 RAM-43-4 LALO GBRBE SIXB SHOA BnI fCRI 
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13946 RAM""·' LALO OERBB SIKE SHOA B11J ICRI 
13947 Jt.A.M..44 WBYRBSIKB SHOA B11J ICRI 
139411A.M-46 KBRSAILAl..A AltSl NBGPJJ...B SHOA 8TH ICRI 
13949 RAM-'6-l KEJtSAn.ALA AltSl NBGBLLB SHOA B11J JCRI 
13950 RAM-46-2 KBRSA.D.ALA ARSI NBGBLLB SHOA B11J ICRl 
1S951 tiM ... ? ILLA MESKA MARBKO SHOA B11J ICRI 
13952 RAM-47.1 ILLA MESKA MARBKO SHOA B11J lCRI 
13953 UM-47-2 ILLA MBSKA MARBKO SHOA BTH 100 
13954 RAM-41-3 IU.A MESKA MARBKO SHOA B11J ICRl 
139'" BAM .... S.MBCHMBNA MBSKA MARBKO SHOA BTH ICRI 
13956 RAM"'-1 S.MECHMBNA MESKA MAREKO SHOA BTH JCRI 
13951 JAM ..... ·2 S.MBCHMENA MBSKA MARBKO SHOA B11J JeRI 
139" ·1lAM ... 9 GOOETI MBSKA MARBKO SHOA BTH lCRI 
13959 .RAM-8-1 aooETl MBSKA MARBJ(O SHOA ETH ICRI 
13960 1lAM42 OOOIm MBSKA MARBKO SHOA ImI ICRI 
13961 RAM-SO KELA MBSKA MAlt.BKO SHOA ETH ICRI 
1_2 RAM·5()..t K.ELA MESKA MARBKO SHOA ETH (CRI 
13963 RAM·5()..2 KELA MBSKA MARBKO SHOA ETH ICRI 
I',... JtA.M-51 JCESAYBUI SHOA ETH ICRI 
13965 RAM-51-1 KBSAYBUI SHOA BTH ICRI 
13966 RAM-SI·2 KBSAYBUI SHOA B1H lCRI 
13967 lAM-52 ooao GEBIUBL Bu) SHOA BTH ICRJ 
15968 RAM·52-1 OORO GBBRIBL BUI SHOA B1H ICRJ 
13969 RAM-S2-2 GORO OBBRIEL BUI SHOA BTH ICRI 
13910 RAM·53 CHBKA KONDEL1TI111Y A SHOA BTH JCRl 
1",1 1AM-'3·l amKA KONDBL1TI1 TIY A SHOA B1H lCRI 
1!972 itAM.;g..2 C'HBKA KONDELTm TIY A SHOA BTH 1CRI 
I3913RAM·g..3 CHBltA KONDBLTm TIY A SHOA 8TH ICRI 
J3914lAM-S4 aIBKA KONDBLTmTIY A SHOA BTH ICRl 
139'75 RAM-54-1 OIBKA. K.ONDBLTm11YA SHOA BTH JCRI 
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13976 RAM-55 CHEKA KONDELTrrI 11Y A SHOA :em ICRJ 
13977 RAM-S5-1 CHE.KA KONDBLmI TlY A SHOA B1lI ICRl 
13978 RAM-SS-2 CHBKA KONDELTm TIY A SHOA BTH lCRl 
13979 RAM-SS-3 CHF.KA KONDELTTI1 TlY A SHOA :em ICRl 
13980 RAM-S6 HAROLULU KONDPLTJTJ TlY A SHOA BnI leRI 
13981 RAM-56-1 HAROLULU KONDELTIfI TIY A SHOA BnI ICRI 
13982 RAM-S6-2 HAROLULU KONDELTITI TIY A SHOA E1lI leRI 
13983 RAM-S6-3 HAROLULU KONDm.ml TlY A SHOA BTH ICRI 
13984 RAM-57 S.MUCHICHATA KONDELTrrI SHOA BTH leRI 
13985 RAM-S7-1 S.MUOUOIATA KONDELTITI SHOA B'm ICRI 
13986 RAM-S8 S.MUCJUCHATA KONDELTITI SHOA E1H ICRI 
13987 RAM-S8-t S.MUCHICHATA KONDELTITI SHOA B1H ICRl 
13988 RAM-S8-2 S.MUOUCHATA KONDELTIfI SHOA B1H ICRl 
13989 RAM-58·3 S.MUCHICHATA KONDELmI SHOA B1lI leRI 
13990 RAM-S8-4 S.MUODCHATA KONDEL TITI SHOA B1H leRI 
13991 RAM-58-S S.MUCHICHATA KONDELTIfI SHOA BTH ICIU 
13992 RAM-59 S9 KM 1'0 AA P.BJ KONDEL 1TfI SHOA BTH ICRI 
13993 RAM-S9-1 S9 KM TO AA P.BJ KONDEL1TfI SHOA :em JeRI 
13994 RAM-S9-2 59 KM TO AA F.BJ KONDEL TITI SHOA E1lI 100 
1399S RAM-59·3 59 KM TO AA F.BJ KONDEL TITI SHOA B11I ICRI 
13996 RAM-60 59 KM 1'0 AA F.BJ KONDELnn SHOA B1H leRI 
13997 RAM-60-1 59 KM 1'0 AA F.BJ KONDEL ml SHOA B1H ICRl 
13998 RAM-60-2 59 KM 1'0 AA P.BJ KONDEL TITI SHOA BTH lCIU 
13999 RAM-61 SELAMAND SHENO KONDElTm SHOA B11I ICRJ 
14000 RAM-61-1 SBLA.MAND SHENO KONDEL Trrl SHOA B11I ICRl 
14001 RAM-61-2 SBLA.MAND SHENO KONDPLrm SHOA BTH ICRl 
14002 RAM-61-3 SELAMAND SHENO KONDBLTrrl SHOA B1H ICRl 
14003 RAM-62 SELAMAND SHENO KONDELTITI SHOA B1lI ICRI 
14004 RAM-62·1 SELAMAND SHENO KONDELTm SHOA ETH ICIU 
14005 RAM-6l-2 SELAMAND SHBNO KONDEL lTI'I SHOA BTH ICRl 
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14006 RAM43 SBI..AMAND SHBNO KONDELml SHOA Bm (CRJ 
14001 RAM-G-4 SBLAMAND SHBNO KONDELTm SHOA E1H lCRl 
14008 RAM"'" XBRSA1..BMEN KBRSANA MALIMA SHOA E1H IOO 
14009 It..Al.t·61 .. 1 KERSALBMEN KBRSANA MALIMA SHOA E1H 100 
14010 RAM·63·2 KBRSALBMEN KBRSANA MALJMA SHOA Em ICRI 
14011 RAM-63-3 KBRSALBMEN KBRSANA MALIMA SHOA E1H ICRI 
14012 llAM-64 80 KM F.BUTAJIRA TO AA. SHOA E1H ICRl 
140lJ RAM.-64·1 80 KM F.BUTAlIRA TO A.A. SHOA E1lf 100 
14014 RAM-64·2 80 K.M F.BUTAJIRA TO A.A. SHOA ElH ICRI 
1401' RAM-64·' 80 KM F.BUTAJIRA TO AA SHOA E1lf JCRJ 
14016 lAM-64-4 80 KM P.BUTAJIRA TO A.A. SHOA lITH lCRI 
14017 JtAM~ AWASH MElXAIClJNTURE SHOA lITH JCRJ 
14018 RAM.-65-1 AWASH MB1JC.AKUNTURE SHOA BnI JCRJ 
14019 RAM·65·2 AWASH ME1..KAKtJN"ltJRE SHOA ETH ICRI 
1~0 RAM .. 66 HAROlILA SESETA SHOA Em JCRI 
14021 RAM·66-1 HAROlILA SERETA SHOA EnI JCRl 
14022 R.AM-d6-1 HAROJU...A SESETA SHOA E1H JCRI 
1.013 RAM-61 GEJASBBETA SHOA EnI JeRI 
14024 RAM-67-1 GBJASEBBTA SHOA Em JeRI 
14015 RAM-67·1 OEJA SI!BETA SHOA E1H ICRI 
14026 RAM-6I DBRA ORJA SSIETA SHOA am JCRJ 
14027 1lAM4·1 DBRA OBJA SEBBTA SHOA BnI JeRI 
14021 RAM ... ·2 DBRA OBlA SESETA SHOA E1lI ICRI 
14029 RAM"" KONEJA SBBBTA SHOA B1H JCRI 
140301\AM-69-1 JeONESA SESETA SHOA E1H ICRI 
14031 RAM ..... 2 KONPJA SEBETA SHOA Em JeRI 
140S2ltAM .. 70 KONEJA SBBBTA SUOA Em JCRI 
14()3! RAM .. 1O-1 ICONEJA SEDBTA SHOA E1H ICRI 
140S4lAM .. 1t).2 KONBJA SEBB1'A SHOA B'1H JClU 
14O!5 JlAM..70-3 KONBJA SBBBTA SUOA BnI ICRI 
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14036 RAM· 7()...4 KONEJA SEBETA SHOA BTH ICRI 
14037 RAM·71 OONEJA SEBETA SHOA BTH 100 
14038 RAM· 71-1 OONEJA SEBETA SHOA BTH 100 
14039 RAM·71·2 OONEJA SEBETA SHOA BTH ICRI 
14040 RBA· 72 DlGAGETA DOBA HARARGE BTH JCRI 
14041 RBA-72-1 DlOAGETA DOBA HARARGE B1lI JCRI 
14042 RBA·72·2 DIOAGETA DOBA HARARGE B1lI ICRJ 
14043 RBA-73 DJGAGBTA COOP DOBA HARARGE BTH ICRJ 
14044 MA·73-l DlGAGETA COOP OOBA HARARGS B1lI ICRJ 
1404S RBA-73-2 DlGAGETA COOPOOBA HARARGE B1lI ICRI 
14046 RBA·73·3 DIGAGETA COOPOOBA HARARGE BTf{ JCRI 
14047 RBA·73-4 DlGAGETA COOPDOBA HARARGE BTH ICRl 
14048 RIA· 74 OURGI DlMETU ruLO HARARGE BTH IOU 
14049 RlA-74-1 OURGI DIMETU TULO HARARGE BTH leRI 
14050 RlA·74·2 OUROI DlMETU TULO HARARGE B1lI ICRI 
140S1 MA-7S OURGI DlMEn1 TULO HARARGE E11I ICRI 
140S2 RBA·7S·1 OURGI DlMETU TULO HARAROB 8TH ICRI 
14053 RBA-7S·2 OURGI DIMBTU TULO HARARGE BTH ICRJ 
14054 RlA·7S·3 OURGI DlMETU TULO HARARGE BTH ICRI 
140SS RBA·76 lPABESSE TULO HARARGE BTH ICRI 
140S6 RlA-76-1 lPABBSSB TULO HARARGB BTH ICRJ 
14057 JlBA·77 LAFTOGIRA WA HARARGB E11I ICRJ 
14058 RlA·17·t LAFTOGlRAWA HARARGB B1ll ICRJ 
14OS9 RBA·17·2 LAFTOGIRAWA HARARGB ETH ICRI 
14060 RBA·78 KOLUKUNI HARAROE B1lI ICRI 
14061 RBA·78·1 KOLUKUNI HARAROB B1lI lCRJ 
14062 RBA·78·2 KOLUKUNI HARAROE BTH JCRJ 
14063 RBA· 79 WBRJIKUNI HARARGB BTH JCRJ 
1~ ~~80 BEDBSA XELA KUNI HARAROB BTH ICIU 
14065 llBA-8I)..1 BBDBSA K.EL.A RUNI HARAROB B11I ICRJ 
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14066 U ..... 1()..2 BEDESA KELA KUNl HARARGB BTH lCRI 
144.)67 RBA·II BHDESA KELA KUNI HARARGE Ern ICRI 
14068 OA .. 81·1 BEDESA KELA KUNl HARARGE EnI ICRJ 
14069 RBA-12 OURAKUNI HARAROB Em ICRI 
14070 UA·82·1 GlJRAKUNI HARARGB Ern ICRI 
14071 aBA .. 82·2 GURAKUNl HARARGB Em ICRI 
14072 RBA·13 WALEBOKUNI HARARGE E1H ICRI 
14073 1UIA·83-1 WALEBOKUNI HARAROE lITH ICRI 
14.014 RBA·83 .. 2 WALEBOKUNI HARARGE ETH ICRI 
14075 &BA-84 OUDABHABRO HARARGE Em ICRI 
14076 ItBA·M·l OUOAEHABRO HARARGE ETH ICRI 
14(Y7? ",A-I4·2 OUDAEHABRO IiARAROE ETH ICRI 
14078J.BA •• 5 TULU LESSAE HABRO HARAROE ETH ICRI 
14079 RBA.-IS·l row LESSAE HABRO HARAROE Em ICRI 
14080 RBA-85 .. 2 TULU LBSSAE HABRO HARARGE Ern leRI 
14011 I.BA·86 TULU LESSAB HABRO HARAROE Ern ICRI 
14082 RBA·fI6-1 TULU LESSAB HABRO HARARGE BTH leRI 
14083 RBA-86-2 TULU LBSSAB HABRO HARARGE ETH ICRI 
14014RBA-86-3 TULU LESSAB HABRO HARARGE BTH JCRI 
14015 0A.-11 WAOlOHABRO HARARGE ETH JeRI 
14086 OA-I7-1 WAOlOHABRO HARAROB ETH IeRI 
14017 RBA-I7-2 WACHOHABRO HARAROB ETH ICRI 
14011 RIA-It ALAE LU LAFA SIRE ARAsr ETH lCRI 
14089 1tBA-19-1 ALAE LU LAPA SIRE ARASI BTH ICRI 
W»O RBA·I9·2 ALAE LU LAFA SIRE ARAS) ETH lCRI 
14091 ·ltBA·90 ALAE LU LAFA SIRE MAS I E11I leRI 
1_2 RBA·9Q...1 ALAB LU LAPA SIRE ARASI Ern JCRI 
l4Ot3R1A .. 92 ALAELULAPA SIRB ARASI BTH ICRI 
1 .. R.BA.93 ALAE LU KARA SIRE ARASI Ern leRI 
1 ... 5UA-94 ALAE LU KARA SIRE ARASI E11I ICRI 
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14096 RBA-94·1 ALAE LU KARA SIRE ARASI BTH JCRI 
14097 RBA·94·2 ALAE LU KARA SIRE ARASI 8TH JCRI 
14098 RBA·95 ALAE LU KARA SIRE ARASI Bm JCRI 
14099 RBA·96 TEBO GESELA SIRE ARASI 8TH JCRI 
14100 RBA·98 ALKESA WORANSAMI GELONATIOIO ARABI ElH JeRI 
14101 RBA·98·1 ALKESA WORANSAMI GELONATIOIO ARASI ETH lCRl 
14102 RBA·99 WANDARA GORO BALE ETH ICRI 
14103 RBA·100 MELIU BURKA GORO BALE 8TH ICRI 
14104 RBA·1 ()()"1 MELlU BURKA GORO BALE B1lI JCRI 
14105 RBA·l01 WOLETYA GERAR GORO BALE 8TH JCRI 
14106 RBA-I01·1 WOLETY A GBRAR OORO BALE B1lI leRI 
]4107 RBA-l02 WaLETY A GERAR GORO BALE B1H leR1 
14108 RBA·I02·1 WOLETYA OERAR GORO BALE B1H JeRI 
14109 RBA·I04 KEKOGORO BALE Em lCRI 
14110 RBA-I04-1 KEKOGORO BALE Em JCRI 
14111 RBA·I04·2 KEKOOORO BALE Ern 100 
14112 RBA·lOS KEKOGORO BALE Ern leRI 
14113 RBA·I06 TEOE MARIAM LOMAR SHOA Ern leRI 
14114 RBA-I07 MOOlO KOl.BA LOMAR SHOA Ern ICIU 
14115 RBA·I01·1 MOOJO KOLBA LOMAH SHOA Em JCIU 
14116 RBA·I01·2 MOOJO KOLBA LOMAR SHOA Em ICRI 
14117 RBA·I07·3 MODJO KOLDA LOMAE SHOA BTH JeRI 
14118 RBA·I09 DlBAN DlBA LOMAH SHOA 8TH ICRl 
14J19 RBA·10lJ·l DIBAN DlBA LOMAH SHOA BTH ICRI 
14120 RBA·10lJ·2 DIBAN OlBA LOMAH SHOA BTH JCRl 
14121 RBA·110 DIBAN DIBA LOMAE SHOA BTH ICRl 
14122 RBA·I10-1 DIBAN DlBALOMAE SHOA B1H leRI 
14123 RBA·I10-2 DIBAN DlBA LOMAE SHo... BTH ICRl 
14124 RBA-ll0-3 DIBAN DlBA LOMAH SHOA ElH lCRI 
1412.5 RBA-l11 BmOLOMAB SHOA B1H JeRI 
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14126 0"-111·1 BIEOLOMAB SHOA En! ICRI 
14121 RBA-1l1-2 BIEOLOMAE SHOA ern JCRI 
1412. RBA·IU-3 BIBOLOMAE SHOA HTIl JCRI 
J4129 RBA·lll-4 BIEOLOMAB SHOA B1H lCRl 
141300A·112 SlRBAMA OODBDI ADA SHOA Em ICRI 
14131 RBA-112·1 SIRBAMA OODEDI ADA SHOA E11I ICRI 
14132 R.BA.lll·l SIRBAMA OODBDI ADA SHOA B1H ICRJ 
14133 kBA-1l1-3 SlRBAMA OOOBDI ADA SHOA B1H ICRI 
14134 kBA-1l3 SIRBAMA OODIIDI ADA SHOA E11I leRI 
1413' RBA·1l3·1 SIRBAMA OODBDI ADA SHOA EnI ICRI 
14136 RBA-113-2 SIRBAMA OODBDI ADA SHOA Ent I(''Rl 
14137 RBA·1I4 OUDIEADA SHOA EnI JeRI 
1413' UA·114-1 OUDIEADA SHOA ETH ICRI 
14139 RBA-IIS OUOIEAOA SHOA ETH ICRI 
14140 RBA-ln-l OUDIBADA SHOA ETH leRI 
14141 RBA·1tS·2 OUDIEADA SHOA BTH ICRI 
14142 RBA-US-3 OUDIEADA SHOA Ern JCRI 
1-4143 RBI\·I15-4 OUOIEADA SHOA EnI ICRI 
14144 RBA-116 OUOIBAOA SHOA ETH ICRI 
1414' RBA .. 116-1 OtJDIEADA SHOA ETH ICRI 
14146 RBA·116.2 OUDIEADA SHOA ETH JeRI 
14141 R.8A·II6-3 OUDIEADA SHOA Ern ICRI 
14148 RBA. .. 1l7 KUMBERSA ADA SHOA ETH ICRI 
14149 RAn-Ill ABEYA SA YDESBIRANA SHOA E1lt ICRI 
14U50 RAJ)..UI .. 1 ABBY A SA YDESBIRANA SHOA Em 100 
14151 RAD·118-2 ABEY A SA YDESBIRANA SHOA Em ICRI 
141SlRAO-UI.3 ABEYASAYDESBmANA SHOA Em JeRI 
1.41.53 RAD-ll ~ KOKIE ALBEnJ SHOA ETH ICRI 
14154 .RAD-H9-1 KOKIE ALBJmJ SHOA ETH lCRI 
14155 ftAD..U9-2 KOKJE ALBB11J SHOA Em JCRI 
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14156 RAD~119-3 KOIOE ALBE11J SHOA BTH JCRI 
14157 RAO-120 KOKJE ALBEn; SHOA Em ICRI 
14158 RAD~120-1 KOKIE ALBETU SHOA Em ICRI 
14159 RAO-121 CARIEALBETU SHOA Em ICRI 
14160 RAD~121-1 CARIE ALBETU SHOA Em JCRI 
14161 RAD~122 CARIE ALIE ALBEnJ SHOA Ern ICRI 
14162 RAD-122-1 CARIE ALIE ALBE11J SHOA ETH leRI 
14163 RAD-123 BEYOALBETU SHOA Ern ICRI 
14164 RAO~I23-1 BEYO ALBETIJ SHOA ETH JeRI 
14165 RAD-124 BEYOALBEnJ SHOA Ern JeRI 
14166 RAO-I24-1 BEYOALBETIJ SHOA ETH ICRI 
14167 RAD~125 CHOLIE ALBETIJ SHOA Em ICRl 
14168 RAD~12S-1 CHOLIE ALBETIJ SHOA Em ICRI 
14169 RAD-126 SONKOLIE ALBEn; SHOA ETH ICRI 
14170 RAD-I26-1 SONKOLIE ALBEn) SHOA ETH ICRI 
14171 RAD-127 SONKOLIE ALBE11J SHOA ETH leRI 
14172 RAD-128 SONKOUE ALBETU SHOA Em ICRI 
14173 RAD-128-1 SONKOLIE ALBE11J SHOA ETH leRI 
14174 RAD-129 DALE DEMBEL SENDAGA SHOA ETH ICRI 
14175 RAD-129-1 DALE DHMBru.. SENDAGA SHOA Em ICRI 
14176 RAD-130 NEGELE SIDAMO Em ICRI 
14177 CIC-5n9 DDR 
14178 CIc-sn9·1 DDR 
14179 Clc-sn9 DDR 
14180 CIC~8n9~1 ODR 
14181 CIc-sn9-2 DDR 
14182 Clc-sn9-3 DDR 
14183 CIC-48n9 ODR 
14184 CIC·Sln9 ODR 
1418S CIC-68n9 ODR 
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1411'ClC71m DDR 
141.7 CO-27S-5 MBX 
1411. CQ..276-1 ME)( 
141., CQ.216-2 MEX 
14190 p..51-1 V.P. lND 
14191 P-I4 .. 1 V.P. IND 
14192 P~~2 V.P. lND 
14193 JAR MEX 
14194 sro JX'JMINGO.82 MEX 
14195 TA UJ..11I OAJl..Sl-M-ll-M·M MEX 
14196 TA 1A·5U OAM-Sl-M-6-M-M MEX 
14197 TARM..f 120TMGARBANZO MEX 
1419. VAAJBDAD ANOOSnJItA MEX 
141H VARJEDAD BJtEVB BLANCO MEX 
14200 VARIBDAD MACARBNA MEX 
lQOI VAlUBDAD UNJON·13 MEX 
.4_ 16-A-2-1-M-M-M MEX 
14203 12Q..TBB MID( 
14204 120-TM ME< 
14205 125-TB8 MEX 
14206 650 A 0CItD0 LBCHOSO MBX 
14201 f60 A PEDRO SEVJLl..ANO MEX 
14201612-33 n 23QA-62-2-3-M-M MEX 
14. 698-49D230A·39-7·M-M-M MBX 
14210 757-35U 230A-92+3-M-M MEX 
14211 716-9l123GA-la.3-2-M-M MEX 
14212 .-4U llOA .. J7·M..s..4·M MEX 
14213 951 .. 19U 26QA·3-l-12-M MEX 
1_214 '50-I4D 260A-76-1·M MEX 
14215 _·5011 260A ..... l-10-M MEX 
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14216 103Q..91l1180A·l·M·M·M-M MEX 
14217 D 16A·3B-M·M·M MEX 
14218 D 4-6A-2·M·M·M MID( 
14219 PR-6168 MWI 
14220 PRN-73 KA 11J1l1IKITUI KEN 
14221 LYON USA IOHO 
14222 MISSION USA IDHO 
14223 SVM·IG USA IDHO 
14224 UC-S USA IOHO 
14225 WEYEN USA IDHO 
14226 WEYEN·I USA IDHO 
14227 RC-l IDIKARAI KOIMBA TORE TAMILNADU INn JCRI 
14228 RC-2 1D1KARAI KOIMBA TORE TAMlLNADU IND ICRJ 
14229 RC·3 1D1KARAl KOlMBA TORE TAMJLNADU IND lCRl 
14230 RC-3-1 IDIKARAI KOlMBA TORE TAMILNADU IND ICRf 
14231 RC-4 IOIKARAI KOIMBA lURE TAMILNADU IND JCRI 
14232 RC·5 IDIKARAJ KOIMBA TORE TAMILNADU IND ICRJ 
14233 RC-6 IDlKA.RAI KOIMBA l'ORE TAMILNADU IND lCRI 
14234 RC·' IDIKARAI KOIMBA TORE TAMlLNADU IND ICRI 
14235 RC-8 A 1liIPL YAM KOIMBA TORE TAMD..NADU IND ICRI 
14236 RC·12 AlHIPL YAM KOIMBATORB TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14237 RC·13 ~IKOIMBATORB TAMILNADU lNO ICRI 
14238 RC·14 ~I KOIMBATORE TAMILNADU lND ICRI 
14239 RC·iS AnlIPALYAM KOIMBATORB TAMILNADU IND JCRI 
14240 RC·16 AmIPAL YAM KOIMBA TORE TAMILNADU IND ICRJ 
14241 RC·24 ATHAKAPADI DHAR.MAPURI TAMILNADU IND lCRl 
14242 RC·26 VENNAMPATIl DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU IND ICRJ 
14243 Re·27 ANNASAGARAN DHAR.MAPURI TAMlLNADU IND lCRI 
14244 RC·29 VBNKATAMPA rn DHARMAPURJ TAMILNADU IND 100 
1424S RC-30 VBNKATAMPAm DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
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14246 Re·!. C'HEMANDAKVPPAM DHARMAPUlU TAMILNADU IND IeRI 
14247 RC·32 KUNDALPAm DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU IND leRI 
1424. RC·33 KUNDALPAm DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14249 ac-34 HAlJIDHARMAPUIU DHARMAPUlU TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14tiO RC·JI PERlANIPA rn DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14251 RC-41 PUDUPAm DHARMAPURI TAMD..NADU lND ICRI 
14252 RC-42 PAPPAMPADI DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14253 RC-43 ADHIKARAPA TIl DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14~ RC-44 ADHIKARAPATIl DHARMAPURJ TAMll.NADU IND ICRI 
14255 RC..cS ADHIKARAPATII DHARMAPURJ TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14256 l.e-46 KOTIAMEDU DHARMAPURJ TAMILNADU 1ND leRI 
14257RC-47 PAPPIRBDDVPAlTY DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU 1ND 100 
14251 Be-4' nlEMMANDCOMBHl DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU JND JCRI 
14259 l.e-49 PAPPIREDDYPAm DHARMAPURI TAMlLNADU 1ND ICRI 
14260 RC-49-1 PAPPlJUIDOVPATn OHARMAPURI TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14261 RC·SO SAMIAPURAM DHARMAPURI TAMILNADU INO ICR) 
14262 ltC-51 THBNOALPAL YAM SALEM TAMlLNADU JND lCRI 
14263 RC·52 MlfI1«JJ(AUPAm SALEM TAMILNADU IND leRI 
14264 Re·54 MOOLAPAUIPAm SALEM TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
142~ RC·S4-1 MOOLAPAJnPArn SALEM TAMJLNADU IND ICRI 
14266 RC·55 ESW ARAMOORnrY SAI...EM TAMlLNADU IND ICRI 
14267 RC·,S9 SANTHANAOllU SALEM TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14268 llC~62 UDAYAnruRSALBM TAMlLNADU INO ICRI 
14269 RC.Q RAY ARPA!. YAM SALEM TAMILNADU INO ICRI 
14210 aC-64 VBBRAGANUR SALEM TAMlLNADU IND ICRI 
14271 ac·65 VBBRAOANUR SALBM TAMlLNADU JND ICRl 
142'72RC-61 VEl..LA YUR SALIN TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14213 R.C·6I PAOADDAPADI SALEM TAMlLNADU IND 100 
14214 RC.069 PAGADDAPADI SALEM TAMILNADU IND ICRI 
14215 RC~10 VBU.A YURSALBM TAMlLNADU INn ICRI 
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14276 RC·7l YBSANAJ TRlOIY TAMILNADU IND ICRJ 
14277 RC·84 SE11IURAJAPtJRAM RAMANTHAPURAM TAMILNADU IND lCRI 
14278 RC·8' SE11IURAJAPtlRAM RAMANTHAPURAM TAMILNADU INC ICRI 
14279 RC·87 SEnIURAJAPURAM RAMANTHAPl1RAM TAMILNADU INC ICRJ 
14280 RC·88 K.SHIDANPATTI RAMAN'mAPURAM TAMILNADU INC 100 
14281 RC·91 K.SHIDANPATIl RAMAN'IlIAPURAM TAMILNADU INC ICRJ 
14282 RC·92 K.SHIDANPATTI RA.MANTHAPUR.AM TAMILNADU IND IClU 
14283 RC-96 K.SHIDANPATTI RAMANTHAPURAM TAMILNADU IND ICRJ 
14284 RC"97 UOUMELPET COIMBATORE TAMILNADU INC lCRI 
14285 RC·98 UDUMElPET COIMBA TORE TAMILNADU IND ICRl 
14286 RC·99 UOUMELPBT(O) COIMBATORB TAMILNADU INC lCRI 
14287 RC-l00 UDUMELPET(O) COIMBATORB TAMILNADU IND ICRJ 
14288 RC-101 SADAYAPAV.. YAM COlMBATORE TAMlLNADU 00 ICRI 
14289 RC-102 ANDHIYUR COIMBATORB TAMILNADU 00 ICR.I 
14290 RC-I03 OOMANGAZAM COIMBATORE TAMlLNADU 00 lCRI 
14291 RC-I07 KATTAMPA TTl COIMBATORB TAMILNADU 00 JCRl 
14292 RC·I09 KA TTAMPA TTl COIMSATORB TAMILNADU 00 ICRl 
14293 RC-1l0 KOTTAMPATTlPUDUR OOIMBATORB TAMILNADU IND JCRI 
14294 RC-121 GUDlPADU aJDDAPAH ~. 00 lCRI 
14295 RC-122 GUDIPADU aJDDAPAH A.P. IND ICRl 
14296 RC·l24 OUDIPADU aJDDAPAH A.P. IND JCRJ 
14297 RC-llS NALLAGAUA CUDDAPAH A.P. 00 lCRI 
14298 RC126 NANOOR CUDDAPAH A.P. IND ICRl 
14299 RF<J..1·3 KALm DEBRE mrr SHOA E1H JCRI 
14300 RFO·2()'2 OODE DEBRE ZEIT SHOA E1H ICRl 
14301 RFQ.8().4 KOBO. CHURUBA 1tlLU BOLO SHOA E1H ICRJ 
14302 ANUPAM KANPUR U.P. IND K-444 
14303 H·II·73 IUSAR HARYANA IND HAU 
14304 1CCC-39 IND lCRl PlO'l2X(.JG61XOiAPA) 
14305 1cx::c.40 IND JCRI H208XNPJ4 
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14306 1C':."CC41 INn ICRl P272>CQP61)0L5S0) 
14307 1CCC42 IND ICRl OOUBI..E CROSS 
14301 JCCC.43 INn 100 WR31SXP726--2 
14309 1QX...44 !NO IOO 0130XWR31S 
14310 1<X:C-4,5 IND 100 OOUBI..E CROSS 
14311 J~ INn 100 OOUBI..E CROSS 
14312 L-~5OM IND 100 
14313 ICCIUISM !NO ICRI 
14314 JCC·1516M INn ICRI 
1431.5 1CC99I1M INn JCRI 
14316 ClAPA M2(.1 411)-38 JND 100 
14311 OIAFA M2(.15 6H)-3S IND ICRI 
14311 CHAPA M2(.s6H)-11 IND ICRI 
14319 CHAPA M2(.6 38)-3 INn JOO 
14:120 aiAPAM3(.12H)-19 lND IOO 
14321 OIAFA M3(.05 48)-1 INn 100 
14322 ClW'AM2(.l2H).6 IND JCRI 
'4323 CHAJ'A M3(.14H)-1 IN)) JCRl 
14324 CHAPA M2(.14H).10 IND 100 
14325 QfAPA M2(.1 411)-26 IND ICRI 
14326 OIAFA M2(.14H)-29 IND JCRI 
14327 OIAPAMl(.1538)-5 INn ICRI 
14328 OIAFA M2(.15 311)..7 IND IOO 
14329 a«APAM2(.15 Qf). 7 INn 100 
14330 OIAFA M2(.U 68)-25 INn ICRI 
1433t OiAPA M2(.15 611).33 IND JOO 
14332 OIAFA M2(.2 2H)-3 IND IClU 
lall alAPA M2(.2 211)-5 INn ICRJ 
143,. atAPAM2(.24HL4 1ND IClU 
14335 OiAPA M3(.2 4H).Q IND ICRJ 
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14336 CHAPA M2(.3 3H)-16 IND JeRI 
14337 CHAPA M3(.3 3H)-24 IND leRI 
14338 CHAPA M2(.3 3H)-31 IND ICRI 
14339 CHAPA EMS MUTANT IND IeRI 
14340 CYLINDRICAL POD MUTANT IND lCRl 
14341 RFG-29-2 SBLAMENJAR SHOA E'IH JCRJ 
14342 NARSIMHAPlJR BOLD M.P. IND 
14343 NARSIMHAPUR LOCAL M.P. IND 
143~4 AV ARODHI/KW 5 KANPUR U.P. IND T3XK315 
14345 B0273 NEWDEUU IND lARI 
14346 B0274 NEWDWU 1ND lARl 
14347 B0276 IND IARI 
14348 B0292 NEW DELHI IND IARI 
14349 BONG 25 BADNAPlJR MAHARASffI"RA !NO 
14350 BGM426 NEW DELHI IND IARI 
14351 coo 2 COIMBATORE TAMlLNADU INn 
14352 0852 OULBEROA KARNATAKA IND 
14353 IG 5-14 INDORE M.P. 1ND 
14354 PHULBG6 RAHURI MAHARASHrRA IND MPAU 
14355 PHULBO 12 RAHURI MAHARASHI'RA IND MPAU 
14356 PBNG 34 PARBHANI MAHARASHTRA IND MAU 
14357 PBNG 69 PARBHANl MAHARASHTRA IND MAU 
14358 RSG 3 DURGAPURA RAJASmAN IND 
14359 RSO 45 DURGAPURA RAJAS1HAN INn 
14360 RSG46 DURGAPURA RAJASnIAN INn 
14361 lCS0-91 n 180A-M-M-M-M-l MBX 
14362 ANNIOERI TPM !NO JCRI 
14363 Jca..8SOOt !NO ICRI L5S0XK 1489 
14364 ICC 184 WR IND ICRI P 151 WIt 
14365 JCC434 WR !NO JCRI P319WR 
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14'" ICC 594 WR IND ICRJ P410WR 
14367 ICC 595 WIt IND ICRl P471 WR 
14368 ICC _ WR IND ICRl P418WR 
14369 ICC m WJl IND lCRl P680WR 
14370 ICC 171 WIt IND tCRJ P691-2 WR 
14J11 ICC"' WR JND ICRJ P737·2WR 
14372 ICC 1132 WR IND ICRI P1026-1 WR 
14373 ICC 1234 WIt 1ND JCRI P1l39WR 
14374 ICCt246WR JND JCRl P ]]46-3 
14'75 ICC 1314 W1t. 1ND (CRI Pl198 
14316 ICC 1405 WR 1ND ICRl P 1247-1 
14377 ICC 1434 WIt 1ND leRI P 1261-2 
14311 ICC 1435 WR IND JCRl P 1261-3 
14379 ItCI.!7 WIt IND JeRI P 1262 
14310 ICC 1441 WI. INn JeRI PI264 
14311 ICC 1170WR JND JCRl P lS02WR 
1.312 ICC 1987 wa IND leRI P 1606-2 WR 
14313 ICC Z143 WIt IND ICRI P 1818WR 
1 .. 3M ICC2a46 WI. IND ICIU P 1829WR 
14'" ICC,... WI. IND lCRI P1328WR 
143145 tt 2H5 WI. JND ICRI P2602-2WR 
14381 ICC2IS1 WI. IND ICRI P3101 WR 
lUll ICC 2151 WI. IND JeRI P3166-1 WR 
1 .. 319 ICC." WI. IND JeRI P3S89-2 WR 
14190 ICC 3201 WIt IND leRI P3763 WR 
1439. .JCC 3114 WR IND ICRl P3864-1 WIt 
.4"2 rec:me WIt IND lCRI P3973 WR 
I., tt3S54 W1l IND ICRl P4029-1 WR 
1 .. 3M ICC 34$7 wa. IND ICRl P41l1-1 'WIt 
14B'ICC352I WI IND ICRI PG30WR 
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14396 ICC 3S36 WR IND ICRJ P4236WR 
14397 ICC3S38 WR IND ICRI P4326-2WR 
14398 ICC 3768 WR IND JCRI P4385 WR 
14399 ICC4348WR IND JCRl PS324WR 
14400 ICC4436WR IND IOU PS424-1 WR 
14401 ICC448S WR IND ICRI PS614 WR 
14402 JCC4490WR IND lCRl PS924 WR 
14403 ICC 4579 WR IND ICRJ P6142 WR 
14404 ICC4847WR IND ICRI P6832WR 
14405 ICC4850WR IND JCRI PIOSOWR 
14406 ICC 5186 WR IND JeRI 00 BOMBAY WR 
14407 ICC SS3S WR IND JCRI VaWR 
14408 ICC«.n7 WR IND JCRI GRAM PINK 2 UJJAIN WR 
14409 ICC 6384 WR IND JeRI NBC 344 
14410 ICC6440WR IND ICRI NBC 433 
14411 lCC6474 WR IND ICRJ NBC 488 
14412 JCC648S WR IND JCR.I NBC 510 
14413 ICC6730WR IND JCRI NBC 875 
14414 ICC 6800 WR IND JCRJ NBC96S 
14415 ICC 6815 WR IND ICRJ NBC 985 
14416 (CC68)7 WR IND lCRJ NBC 987 
14417 ICC 7481 WR IND ICRI OC5 
14418 ICC 7489 WR IND JeRI DC 79 
14419 ICC 8166WR IND ICRl NBC 2314 
14420 ICC 8988 WR IND ICRI NBC390WR 
14421 ICC 8999 WR IND ICRI NEC421 WR 
14422 ICC 9025 WR IND JCRI NBC SOl WR 
14423 ICC 9029 WR IND lCRI NECSll WR 
14424 ICC 9032 WR IND IClU NBC 515 WR 
14425 ICC 9035 WR IND roo NBC 519 WR 
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14426 ICC 9055 WR. IND JCRI NECS69WR 
14427 ICC 9112 WR. IND JCRI NEC 832 WR 
14421 ICC 1~ 17 WR [NO JCRI RPSP248 WR 
14429 lCC10802 WR IND JCRI H436-1 WR 
14430 ICC 10809 WR IND JCRI H 73-27-1 WR 
14431 ICC 10123 Wll IND ICRI BADA CHAFA WR 
14432 ICC 11224 WR IND JCRJ GW9WR 
14433 ICC 11551 WR IND JCRI PPK 1 WR 
14434 ICC l1SS2WR [NO ICRI PPK2WR 
1443S ICC 12266 WIt IND ICRI RAUP52WR 
14436 K,W 4 WR IND JCRI 
1~31 BAt WR IND JCRI 
14438 ICC 11544 WIt IND JCRl 10 1259 WR 
1~39 RC 102-1 TAMILNADU IND 
14440 1034S8 ITA 
14441 110215 ITA 
14442 110406 ITA 
14443 111091 ITA 
14444 11111'0 ITA 
14445 111848 ITA 
14446 111972 ITA 
14447 SAMPiB 2 rrA BASn..ICATA POTENZA 
14448 SAMPL84 ITA SJCR.IA AORlGENTO 
14449 Pl216026 USA USDA 
14450 Pl351913 IND USDA 
14451 PI 360209 IRN USDA 
14452 P136MS2 IRN USDA 
14453 Pl3f50581 IRN USDA 
14454 PI 3«>613 IRN USDA 
1"'5 PI :570420 USA USDA 
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14456 PI 379220 YUG USDA 
14457 PI 379220-1 YUO USDA 
14458 PI 379220-2 YUO USDA 
14459 PI 450772 IND USDA 
14460 PI 4507BS IND USDA 
14461 Pf462197 USA USDA ~ 
14462 PI 462198 USA USDA S8 
14463 PI900002 USA USDA SONORA 
14464 RBH2 CHAR KONABARJ TANOAD.. BOD JeRI 
14465 RBH3 CHARKONAB~TANGAD.. BOD ICRI 
14466 RBH4 CHAR KONABARlTANGAD.. BOD lCRI 
14467 RBH5 CHAR KONABARJ TANOAD.. BOD ICRI 
14468 RBH9 CHAR KONABARJ TANGAD.. BOD ICRI 
14469 RBH 13 CHAR KONABARJ TANOAD.. BOD ICRI 
14470 RBH 16 CHAR KONABARJ TANOAlL BOD leRI 
14471 RBH 18 CHARKONABARJTANGAD.. BOD JeRI 
14472 RBH20 CHAR KONABARI TANOAD.. BOD ICRI 
14473 RBH22 CHAR KONABARI TANGAD.. BOD JCRl 
14474 RBH23 CHAR KONABARI TANOAD.. BOD ICRl 
14475 RBH30 SINGHRl TANGAD.. BOD lCRI 
14476 RBH 38 SaYAR KAT TANGAD.. BOD leRI 
14477 RBH 40 SHIBRAMPUR FARlDPUR BOD ICRl 
14478 RBH41 NIMTALA RAJBARI BOD leRI 
14479 RBH42 NIMT ALA RAJBARI BOD ICRI 
14480 UH 43 NIMT ALA RAlBARI BOD leRI 
14481 RBH44 NIMTALA RAlBARI BOD JCRl 
14482 RBH47 NIMT ALA RAJBARI BOD JCRl 
14483 RBH49 ALADJPUR RAJBARI BOD JCRl 
14484 RBH SO ALADIPUR RAJBARI BOD IOO 
14485 RBH 51 DHANCHIGUDAR BUZUR RAJBARI BOD IOO 
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14486 UHS] DHANCHlGUDAR BUZUR RAJBARl BOD lCRl 
14487 RBHS7 DHANCHlGUDAR BUZUR RAJBARI BOD ICRl 
14488 UH61 DHANClUGUDAR BUZUR RAJBARI BOD ICRI 
14489 UR 63 DHANCHIGUDAR BUZUR RAJBARl BOD ICRl 
14490 RJJH 66 DHANCHIGUDAR BUZUR RAJBARI BOD ICRl 
14491 OH70 DHANCHIOUDAR BUZUR RAJBARI BOO ICRI 
14492 RBH71 DHANCHIGUDAR BUZUR RAJBARl BOO ICRI 
14493 UR7' OHANCHlGUDAR BUZUR RAJBARI BOD ICRl 
14494 UH76 DHANCHlOUDAR BUZUR RAJBARJ BOD ICRI 
14495 UHBO SONA KANOOR RAJBAlU BOD ICRI 
14491 UH83 SONA KANOOR RAlBAlU BOO ICRI 
14497 RBH8S MIRGI PARlDPUR BOD ICRI 
1449. RBH87 MIRGJ PARlDPllR. BOD lCRI 
14499 URN MIRGI PARIDPUR BOD leRI 
14.500 US 19 MIROI PARIDPUR BOD JeRI 
14501 UH 90 MIRGJ PARlDPUR BOD ICRI 
14502 RBH92 MALUKPUR. PARlDPUR BOD JCRI 
14503 DR 93 MAWK.PUR PARIDPUR BOD ICRl 
14504 RlH99 DHEGULIA FARJDPUR BOD ICRI 
14jO' RlR 100 BHAOHAT FARJDPUR BOD ICRl 
14$06 UH 101 BHAOHA T PARJDPUR BOD ICRI 
14507 RBH 102 BHAOHAT PARIDPUR BOD ICRI 
1'" RBHt06 BHAOHA T FARlDPUR BOD ICRI 
14509 RBH 109 BHAOHA T PARJDPUR BOD ICRI 
14510 DR 113 BHAOHAT PARJDPUR BOD JCRI 
14511 RlH 115 RAMNAOAR MAOtJRA BOD lCRI 
14512 IlBRl20 RAMNAOAR MAOtJRA BOD lCRI 
14513 RlH 121 RAMNAOAR MAOURA BOD JCRl 
1"14 RlH 12 OARI MAOURA MAGURA BOD lCRl 
14515 RBH126 OARl MAOURA MAOURA BGI? JCRI 
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14516 RDH 127 DAR! MAGURA MAOlJRA BOD ICRJ 
14517 RBH 128 OARl MAGURA MAGURA BOD ICRI 
14518 RDH J29 LAtrrALA MAGURA BOD leRI 
14519 RDH 130 LAtrrALA MAGURA BOD ICRI 
14520 RBH 134 DAROGRAM PROHl1 JHENIDA BOD ICRI 
14521 RDH 135 BAROGRAM PRam JHENIDA BOD JeRI 
14522 RBH 137 NASHlMPUR JHENIDA BOD lCRI 
)4523 RDH 139 BARODAZAR JESSORE BOD ICRJ 
14.524 RBH 140 K01W ALI JESSORS BOD JeRI 
14525 RDH 141 RAMNAGR JESSORE BOD )00 
14526 RDH 141 BAJUADANGA JESSORS BOD )00 
14527 RBH 144 JALIARA JESSORE BOD IOU 
14528 RBH 145 JAUARA JESSORE BOD IOU 
]4529 RBH 146 SUNDALPUR JESSORE BOD JCRJ 
14530 RSH 147 SUNDALPllR JESSORS BOD JeRI 
14531 RBH 148 SUNDALPUR JESSORE BOD JCRI 
14532 RDH 157 MADHYAKUL JESSORE BOD )CRJ 
14533 RBH 163 BET AK GRAM KffilLNA BOD JCRI 
14534 RDH 164 BETAK GRAM KHULNA BOD leRI 
14535 RBH 166 BErAK GRAM KHULNA BOD lCRl 
14536 RBH 169 OOBINA lHPUR SATKHERA BOD ICRl 
14j37 RBH 170 Pt.mJN1 JESSORE BOD ICRI 
14538 RBH 111 Pt.mJNI JESSORE BOD ICRI 
14539 RBH 174 PUfUNI JESSORE BOD JCRI 
14540 RBH 177 PANOIPUKUR JESSORE BOD ICR1 
14541 RDH 178 PANOlPURKUNI msSORE BOD lCRl 
14542 RBH 179 OUDSAR JHENIDA BOD ICRl 
14543 RDH J82 DUDSAR JHENIDA BOD IOU 
14544 RBH 184 BHAOAILA Y KUSHTIA BOD lCRJ 
]4545 RSH 185 JUONIA KUSHTIA BOD 100 
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14S46aBH 186 ICHADBMPUR. KUSH11A BOD JCRI 
14547 RlUU 91 MUMSHBDPURPABNA BOD JCRI 
14548 RBH 198 KALlKAPUR PABNA BOD JCRI 
14549 ltBH201 BBDANDIA PABNA BOD JCRI 
14SS0· RIB 202 AZAMPUR PABNA BOD ICRl 
145'1 IlBH 203 AZAMPUR PAINA BOD leRI 
14552 DH20I AZAMPUR PABNA BOD JCRI 
14553 OH211 OANTIPABNA BOD ICRl 
14554 RBH 216 MAZIDPUR PABNA BOD ICRI 
14555 UH 217 MAZIDPllR PABNA BOD ICRI 
14556 RBH 221 DIARAJAPUR PABNA BOD ICRI 
14557 UH 213 GOPALPUR PAINA BOD JCRI 
14558 RBH 226 OOPALPI.JRPABNA BOD ICRI 
14559 DR 228 KADJPARA PAINA BOD ICRl 
14560 UH 232 OHARMATI KADAMTALA NAruR BOD leRI 
14561 DR 235 DANGUPARA amLIN NAruR. BOD 100 
14S62 UH 236 DANGUPARA amLIN NAruR. BOD ICRI 
14563 UH 231 ICACHUA KORA NA'ltIR BOD JeRI 
14564 UR 239 NARA Y ANPUR NATIJR BOD ICRI 
14565 RBH 240 EAKDAlA NATUR BOD ICRI 
a4. RBH241 BAKDAlA NATUR BOD JeRJ 
14561 RBH 243 OUJPARA RAlSHAHI BOD ICRJ 
14568 IBH 244 GOPAL HATl RAJSfIAl{I BOD ICRJ 
14. UH 245 BBLPUKUR IlAJSHAHl BOD [CRJ 
14"Q DR 246 BUIA RAJSHAHI BOD leRI 
14571 RBH249 MAZIORAM RAJSHAHI BOD ICRl 
14S72 IBH 250 BAGSARA RAJSHAHI BOD ICRl 
14573 UH251 BAOSARA RAJSHAHI BOD lCRl 
14S74RBH 253 DHARMALATA R.AJSHAHf BOD ICRI 
14575 UH256 KONBAJUA RAJSHAHI BOD JCRI 
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14576 RBH258 GHEEPARA RAJSHAHI BOD ICRI 
14577 RBH259 DHARMALA TA RAJSHAHI BOD ICRI 
14578 RBH261 DHARMALATA RAJSHAHI BOD ICRI 
14579 RBH267 DHARMALATA RAJSHAHI BOD JCRI 
14580 RBH269 DHARMALATA RAlSHAHI BOD JeRI 
14581 RBH272 BAGHSARA RAJSHAHI BOD JCRI 
14582 RBH273 BAOHSARA RAJSHAHI BOD JCRI 
14583 RBH277 BALlA RAJSHAHI BOD JeRI 
14584 RBH 281 HORIPUR RAJSHAHI BGD JCRI 
14585 RBH284 ANDERKOTHA RAJSHAHI BOD JCRI 
14586 RBB 285 ALIMGANJ RAJSHAHI BOD JCRI 
14587 RBB 286 BUA YNAGAR RAJSHAHI BOO leRI 
14588 RBH 290 65 KM FROM 800RA ON NA TUR RD BOO JCRI 
14589 RBH 291 MURADPUR BooRA BOD JCRI 
14590 RBH 292 BHARlA BOGRA BOD ICRl 
14591 RBH 293 PHULBARJ GAIBANDA BOD JCRI 
14592 RBH 294 PALAMPARA GAIBANOA BOD JCRI 
14593 RBH 295 MOKJMPUR RANOPUR BOD JCRI 
14594 RBH 296 CHARKONABARITANGAa BOD ICRl 
14595 RSW 1 VYALAAKOLA MAHARASIffRA IND ICRI 
14596 RSW4 NANDURA BULDANA MAHARASHTRA IND JCRI 
14597 RSW5 DEVUDIBtnllANA MAHARASHTRA IND ICRI 
14598 RSW6 VAGUD BUlDANA MAHARASHTRA 1ND JeRJ 
14599 RSW 6-1 VAGUD BUlDANA MAHARASHTRA IND JCRI 
14600 RSW6-2 VAGUD BULDANA MAHARASHTRA INn leRI 
14601 RSW6-3 VAGUD BUlDANA MAHARASHTRA INn ICRI 
14602 RSW8 DASARKHEDABULDANA MAHARASfITRA INC ICRI 
14603 RSW9 KARKJ JALGAON MAHARASHTRA IND JeRI 
14604 RSW 10 ANTIlLA Y KHANDWA M.P. INn ICRI 
14605 RSW 11 HASANPUR KHANDWA M.P. IND ICRI 
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14fi06 UW 11·1 HASANPUR KHANDWA M.P. IND ICRJ 
14607 ISW 12 HASANPlJR KHANDWA M.P. IND ICRJ 
I*8RSWI3 RUSTAMPUR KHANDWA M.P. INO ICRJ 
14*)9 RSWI4 BHAJAKHEDI KHANDWA M.P. INO ICRJ 
14610 asw 14-1 BHAJAKHJ:m1 KHANDWA M.P. INO leRI 
14611 RSW 15 MAafALlNDORB M.P. INO ICRJ 
14612 asW16 MACliAL INDORE M.P. IND JCRl 
14613 .RSW 16--1 MACHAL INDORE M.P. INO leRI 
14614 aWl7 MAafAL INDORE M.P. INO JeRI 
14615 ItSW 18 BAJIPURA INDORE M.P. lND ICRJ 
14616 asw 19 JHALAJtA INDORE M.P. INO ICRl 
14617 RSW21 OHATA BlLLOD OHAR M.P. INO ICRI 
14618 UW21·1 OHATA BlLLOD DHAR M.P. INO JCRJ 
14619 RSW22 OHATA BUOD DHAR M.P. IND leRI 
14620 RSW 22-1 GUNAWAD DHAR M.P. INO ICRI 
14611 RSW 22-2 OUNAWAD DHAR M.P. INO ICRJ 
14622 asw 23 PlPALKHEDA DHAIt. M.P. INO ICR.I 
14623 RSW 23·1 PlPALKHBDA DHAR M.P. INO ICRJ 
14624 RSW24 JBTPURA OllAR M.P. INn ICRJ 
1462S UW 14-1 JBTPURA DHAJl M.P. IND IeRl 
14626 RSW25 .JBTPlJRA DHAR. M.P. IND ICRI 
14627 RSW27 M1JU.AWADA OHAR M.P. IN» ICRJ 
14621 UW27-! MUl.LA WADA DHAR M.P. INO lCRJ 
104629 RSW 28 MUU.AWADA DHAR M.P. IND ICRI 
14630 asW30 BARDAIU INDORE M.P. INO ICRJ 
14631 RSW 30-1 BARDAIU INDORE M.P. IND ICRI 
14632 asW31 MHOWlNDORB M.P. IND ICRJ 
1.s3 JtSW32 INOORB M.P. INn ICRI 
I~ RSW33 RIJNODIA INOORB M.P. INO ICRI 
1~5 RSW34 SOLSlNGA INDORE M.P. INO ICRJ 
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1~6 RSW35 RAJODA INDORE M.P. !NO JCRI 
1%37 RSW 3S·1 RAJODA lNDORB M.P. !NO JCR.I 
14631 RSW31 KUDANA lNDORB M.P. IND lCRI 
14639 RSW38 KUDANA INDORB M.P. IND JCRI 
14640 RSW39 PANTY PIPAlJ UJJAJN M.P. IND JCRI 
14641 RSW 39-1 PANTY PJPAlJ UJJAIN M.P. INn ICRt 
14642 RSW 39-2 PANTY PIPAlJ UJJAIN M.P. IND JCRl 
14643 RSW40 UJJAIN M.P. 1ND lCRl 
14644 RSW 4Q.l UJJAIN M.P. lND JCRI 
1464S RSW41 MOHANPURAUJJAIN M.P. lND 100 
14646 RSW 42 OIANDUKHEDI UJJAlN M.P. IND JeRI 
14647 RSW 42-1 OIANDUlOIEDI UJJAJN M.P. IND JCRJ 
]4648 RSW 43 ClIANDlJKHEDl UJJAJN M.P. IND JCRI 
14649 RSW44 MALWA UJJAJN M.P. IND lCRI 
14650 RSW4S SARSANA UJJAlN M.P. IND JCRI 
14651 RSW 45-1 SARSANA UJJAIN M.P. JND leRI 
14652 RSW46 KHARSOD-KURD UJJAIN M.P. IND lCRJ 
14653 RSW47 SUAOfA UJJAIN M.P. !NO leRl 
14654 RSW48 BADNAGAR UJJAlN M.P. IND JCRI 
1465$ RSW 48-1 BADNAOAR UJJAtN M.P. IND JCRI 
146$6 RSW 48·2 BADNAGAR UJJAIN M.P. IND ICRl 
14657 RSW 49 UJJAIN M.P. IND ICRl 
14658 RSW SO WADUPURA UnAIN M.P. IND ICRl 
14659 RSW 51 SOJATA RATLAM M.P. IND ICRI 
14660 RSW S2 SOJATA RATLAM M.P. IND JCRl 
14661 RSW 54 DUSHA WAS RA11..AM M.P. JND ICRI 
14661 RSW 55 DUSHAWAS RAn.AM M.P. JND ICRI 
14663 RSWS6 RA11..AM M.P. IND ICRI 
14664 RSW 56-1 RA11..AM M.P. IND ICRJ 
14665 RSW$7 NA:MLI RAn..AM M.P. INn ICIU 
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14666 RSWS9 BHADWAOIA RA TLAM M.P. IND ICRI 
14667 RSWS9-1 BHADWACHA RA TI..AM M.P. IND ICRI 
14661 RSW60 HASANPATlA RA n..AM M.P. IND ICRI 
14669 RSW61 UMA TPALIA RA TLAM M.P. JND JCRI 
14670 RSW62 UMATPALIA RA11.AM M.P. IND ICRI 
14671 RSW63 UMATPALIA RATLAM M.P. lNO ICRI 
14612 RSW64 UMATPALIA RATLAM M.P. IND ICRI 
14673 RSW65 JAW ARA RA lLAM M.P. IND ICRI 
14674 RSW66 JAW AM RATI.AM M.P. IND JCRI 
14675 RSW67 BHAIZANA RA TI.AM M.P. INn fCRl 
14676 RSW68 BHAI7.ANA RATLAM M.P. [NO JCRI 
14677 RSW 69 DHODAR MANDSAUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14678 RSW 70 KASNARA MANDSAUR M.P. [NO ICRI 
14619 RSW 10-] KASNARA MANDSAUR M.P. lND JCRI 
14680 RSW 71 DALODA MANDSAUR M.P. IND ICRJ 
14681 RSW 72 MANDSAUR M.P. IND ICRI 
14682 RSB 73 MUSAKHEDllNOORE M.P. IND ICRI 
14683 RSB 74 DUDLlA INDORE M.P. lND leRI 
14684 kSS 74-1 DUDLlA INDORE M.P. 1ND ICR1 
14685 ISB 75 KAJIPALASIA (KUDEL)lNDORE M.P. IND ICRI 
14686 RSB76 BHAMORA INDORE M.P. IND ICRJ 
14687 UB7. PIIALE INDORE M.P. lND IeRI 
14688 RSB79 OIAPDA DEWAS M.P. IND ICRI 
14689 RSB 80 OIAPOA DEWAS M.P. JND ICRI 
J4690 RSB 81 MAlMORE DEWAS M.P. IND IeRl 
14691 RSB 82 MOURLI DEWAS M.P. IND ICRI 
14692 RSB 83 DHANTALAO DEWAS M.P. IND ICRI 
14693 RSB 84 BAGANKHEDA DEWAS M.P. IND ICRI 
14694 RSB 8S KANNAUD DEWAS M.P. IND 100 
1469S RSB 86 KANNAUD DBWAS M.P. IND JCRI 
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14696 RSB 87 PlPLOY A DEW AS M.P. 1ND JCRI 
14697 RSB88 GOPALPUR SEHORE M.P. JND ICRI 
14698 RSB89 GOPALPUR SEHORE M.P. IND 1CRI 
14699 RSB90 DHANSAI HOSHAOABAD M.P. JND ICRI 
14700 aSB 90-1 DHANSAIHOSHAOABAD M.P. IND JeRI 
14701 RSB 90-2 DHANSAIHOSHAOABAD M.P. IND ICRJ 
14702 RSB91 DHANSAIHOSHAOABAD M.P. lND 100 
14703 RSB92 KUNDI BBTUL M.P. INn 100 
14704 RSB93 KUNDI BBTUL M.P. lND JeRI 
14705 RSB95 BARETItA BETUL M.P. IND JeRI 
14706 RSB 97 KHARlBETUL M.P. IND ICRI 
14707 RSB 97-1 KHARI BETIlL M.P. IND JOO 
14708 RSB 97-2 KHARI BEruL M.P. IND lCRI 
14709 RSS 98 BASPANI BBTIlL M.P. IND ICRI 
14710 aSB 99 SONAGHA TI BETIlL M.P. IND JCRI 
14711 RSB 100 SONAGHATI BBTUL M.P. IND ICRI 
14712 RSB 101 BArruLBAZAR BBTUL M.P. IND JCRI 
14713 RSB 102 MALINPURA BETUL M.P. IND ICRI 
14714 RSB 103 DAWABBTUL M.P. lND ICRI 
14715 RSB 103-1 DAWABBTUL M.P. IND leRI 
14716 aSB 104 KHARWANl BE11JL M.P. INn ICRI 
14717 RSB lOS DUNAWA BETIJL M.P. JND 100 
14718 RSB 107 GHAT PARASIA CHHINDWARA M.P. IND JCRI 
14719 RSB 108 KEMIKALA CHHlNDW ARA M.P. IND JCRI 
14720 RSB 108·1 KEMIKALA CHHlNDWARA M.P. IND lCRI 
14721 RSB 110 TANARAJA CHHINDW ARA M.P. IND JCRI 
14722 RSB 111 CHlMOONGA <liH1NDW ARA M.P. 1ND leRI 
14723 RSB ]] 1·1 CHlMOONOA OiHINDW ARA M.P. IND ICRI 
14724 aSB 112 PlPARIA RAJGURU CHHJNDWARA M.P. IND 100 
14725 RSB 113 KARABOOL CHHINDWARA M.P. IND ICRJ 
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14726 ltSB 114 KARABDOL CHHlNDWARA M.P. IND JCRI 
14727 US 115 JAMONIA OIHINDWARA M.P. IND [CRI 
14728 UB 116 BASURlA CHHlNDWARA M.P. IND JeRI 
14729 RSB 117 DHODA CHHINDWARA M.P. INC ICRJ 
14730 :asB 118 SWANY SALLlY A CiHINDWARA M.P. IND JCRI 
14731 ItSB 118·1 SWANY SALLlYA OIHlNDWARA M.P. IND JCRI 
14732 RSB 119 JAn' APUR NARSJMHAPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14733 asB 120 JArT APUR NARSlMHAPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14734 UB 121 LAUKIPUR NARSJMHAPUR M.P. lND leRI 
14735 RSB 122 LAUKlPUR NARSIMHAPUR M.P. IND ICRl 
14736 RSB 123 NARSlMHAPUR M.P. IND JCRI 
14737 RSB 124 OHUBGATNARS~HAPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14738 RSB 125 DOKARGHAI NARSIMHAPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14139 RSBU6 DOKARGHAJ NARSlMHAPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14740 RSB 118 BAHOIBAO NARSIMHAPUR M.P. IND JCRI 
14741 RSB 129 OOTOAON NARSlMHAPUR M.P. IND ICRI 
14742 RSB 130 OARIA JABALPUR M.P. IND leRI 
14143 RSB 130-1 OAlUA JABALPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14144 KSB 131 DALOOA JABALPlJR M.P. lND leRI 
1474' RSB 132 KUlliALI JABALPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14746 RSB 133 MOHALA JABALPUR M.P. IND ICRI 
14747 UB 133·1 MOHALA JABALPlJR M.P. IND JeRI 
14748 RSB 134 DAUNA OAMOH M.P. IND JeRI 
14749158 134·1 DAUNAOAMOH M.P. IND JeRI 
14750 RSB 134·2 DAUNADAMOH M.P. IND JeRI 
'''''1 lSI U' LAKHANPUR DAMOH M.P. IND JCRI 
14752 lSI 136 KORASA DAMOH M.P. JND JeRI 
14753 RBB 136-1 KORASA DAMOH M.P. lND ICRI 
14754 RBI 138 TURKARJ DAMOH M.P. IND leRI 
147SS RBB 139 RONDSAGAR M.P. IND ICRI 
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14756 RSB 140 SAGAR M.P. INO lCRl 
14757 RSB 14()"1 SAGAR M.P. INO ICRI 
14758 RSB 141 NAYAKHEERASAOAR M.P. lND lCRJ 
14759 RSB 141-1 NAYAKHEERASAOAR M.P. lND lCRl 
14760 RSB 142 GIRA WA SAGAR M.P. lND JCRI 
14761 R&B 142-1 GIRA WA SAGAR M.P. INn leRl 
14762 RSB 144 SAGAR M.P. IND ICRl 
14763 RSB 145 BAHASIA GADOAD SAGAR M.P. INn ICRI 
14764 RSB 146 KANAPUR SAGAR M.P. lND JCRJ 
14765 RSB 147 BANDA SAGAR M.P. lND leRI 
14766 RSB 148 KUYALOSAGAR M.P. IND JeRI 
14767 RSB 149 SAJGADH SAGAR M.P. lND JCRI 
14763 RSB 149-1 SAJGADH SAGAR M.P. IND ICRl 
14769 RSB 149-2 SAIGADH SAGAR M.P. IND ICRl 
14770 RSB 150 HIRAPUR SAGAR M.P. INO JCRJ 
14771 RSB lSI SlJR.A.WURA CHHATARPUR M.P. INO JCR.I 
14772 RSB 152 SURAIPURA CHHATARPUR M.P. IND ICRl 
14713 R&B 154 MA ULI mBA T ARPl.JR M.P. INO ICR) 
14774 RSB 154-1 MAULl CHHA T AR.PUR M.P. INn JCRI 
14775 RSB ISS MAULl QUlA T AIilPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14776 RSB ISS-l MAULl CHHA T AR.P'UR M.P. INn leRI 
14777 RSB 156 ANGOI OIHA TARPUR M.P. INn lCR.I 
14778 RSB 156-1 ANGOI rnHA TARPUR M.P. IND JCRl 
14779 RSD 157 GHADARI onJA TARPUR M.P. INO JCRJ 
14780 RSB IS7-1 GHADARI 0DiA TARPUR M.P. INO JCRI 
14781 RSB 157·2 GHADARI CHHA TARPUR M.P. INO lCRl 
14782 RSB 158 KHERI CHHATARPUR M.P. IND JCR.I 
14783 RSD lS8-1 KHER1 CHHATARPtJR M.P. INn ICRI 
14184 RSD IS9 BASAR! antATARPUR M.P. 1ND ICRI 
14785 R&D 160 RAOOLIA CHHATARPtJR M.P. IND lCRl 
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14786 RIB 162 MA YAGAO CHHATARPUR M.P. JND JCRl 
14781 UB J62-1 MA YAOAOCHHATARPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
14118 RIB 163 CHAUBARA CliHATARPUR M.P. IND JCRl 
J41" IlSI 163-1 CHAUBARA CHHATARPUR M.P. JND IeRI 
1471JO ISB 165 BADAOAONCHHATARPUR M.P. IND JCRl 
14191 as. 166 KARARA aDlATARPUR. M.P. IND JCRl 
14792 RSB 166-1 KARARA CHHATARPUR M.P. JND lCRl 
14193 ISB 167 BHADWARA JHANSI M.P. IND JeRI 
14194 US 167-1 BHADW ARA JUANS) M.P. JND ICRI 
1419S RBI J69 MAtJRANJPUR IHANSI M.P. lND JCRI 
14796 RSII69-1 MAURANIPUR JHANSI M.P. JND lCRl 
14791 lSI 170 BHAORA JUANSI M.P. IND ICRI 
14798 RSB 170-1 BHAORA JHANSl M.P. IND lCRI 
14799 UB 172 LOHlU lHANSI M.P. IND JeRI 
14100 aSB 174 DllRGAPUR TIKAMOARH M.P. JND JeRI 
14101 RSB 174-1 DURGAPUR TlKAMGARH M.P. IND JCRl 
14802 lSB 115 BANGUA !HANSJ M.P. IND JeRI 
14803 lSI 176 AMBAWA JHANSI M.P. IND ICRl 
14804 ItSI 116-1 AMBAWA JHANSI M.P. IND JeRI 
14105 US 177 RAMNAOAR. DAnA M.P. IND ICRl 
'4806 RBI 177·1 RAMNAGARDA'ItA M.P. IND ICRI 
14.107 lSI 179 JUmAlUDATIA M.P. JND JCRl 
14808 RBI 180 UPARAlN DAnA M.P. JND lCRl 
14809 ItSB III UPARAIN DAnA M.P. IN'D 100 
14110 RlBl., SIMARIA GWALIOR M.P. INn JCRl 
14111 DB 114 MAlC.ODA OWALIOR M.P. IND 100 
14112 lSI U5 LAXMANGADH GWAL10R M.P. IND ICRJ 
14.13RSB 1.J..l LAXMANOADH GWALlOR M.P. JND ICRl 
IAt.l4 RBII81 KHUMANPURA BHlND M.P. .IND ICRJ 
lUIS US 189 CHAMA.NPURA BHIND M.P. IND lCRl 
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14816 RSB 189-1 CHAMANPURA BHINn M.P. INO leRI 
14817 RSB J90 SUNARPURA BHIND M.P. INO lCRJ 
14818 RSB 192 KOTPAROSA BHIND M.P. INO ICRl 
14819 RSB 192-1 KOTPAROSA BHlND M.P. ]NO ICRI 
14820 RSB 193 KATIn GW ALlOR M.P. INO ICRI 
14821 RSB 193-1 KATIn GWALIOR M.P. INO leRI 
14822 RSB 194 BAJRANOPURA OWALIOR M.P. INO JeRI 
14823 RSB 194-1 BAJRANGPURA OWALIOR M.P. INO ICRI 
14824 RSB 197 OANDHIPUR GWAUOR M.P. IND ICRl 
1482S RSO 197-1 OANDHIPUR GWALIOR M.P. INO JCRl 
14826 RSB 197-2 OANDHIPUR OWAUOR M.P. ]NO leRI 
14827 RSB 198 REHA TOW ALlOR M.P, INO leR1 
14828 RSB 198-1 REHATGWALIOR M.P. INO ICRJ 
14829 RSB 199 SUHAGPURA SHIVPURI M.P. INO ICRI 
14830 RSB 199-1 SUHAGPURA SHIVPURl M.P. INO lCRl 
14831 RSB200 KAKAR SHIVPURI M.P. INO ICRI 
14832 RSS 200-1 KAKAR SHIVPURl M.P. INO ICRI 
14833 RSB 201 FA TEHPUR SHIVPlJRI M.P. INO ICRI 
14834 RSB202 PODORA SHIVPURl M.P. INn lCRl 
14835 RSB 202-1 PODORA SHIVPURI M.P. INO lCRI 
14836 RSB 203 PODORA SHIVPURI M.P. lND ICRI 
14837 RSB 203-1 POOORA SHIVPURI M.P. INO leRI 
14838 RSB 204 LAKWASA SHlVPlJRI M.P. INO ICRI 
14839 RSB 204-1 LAKWASA SHIVPURI M.P. IND ICRI 
14840 RSB20S AINW ARA SfDVPURl M.P. INO ICRI 
14841 RSB 205-1 AlNW ARA SHlVPURl M.P. INO ICRI 
14842 RSB206 MANGRORB SHlVPURI M.P. INO JeRI 
14843 RSB207 BHAOORA SHIVPURJ M.P. INO ICRJ 
14844 RSB208 OIINTAHARAN OUNA M.P. INO ICRI 
14845 RSB209 KUMAKHBDIOUNA M.P. INO ICRI 
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14146 RBB 210 AWANOUNA M.P. lND JCRI 
14847 RBB 212 KALAPAHAD OUNA M.P. lND ICRI 
14148 RBB 213 JAISINGHPURA GUNA M.P . lND JCRI 
. 14lWt UB 213·1 IAISINOHPURA OUNA M.P. lND ICRI 
14850 UB 213-2 JAlSlNGHPURA OUNA M.P. lND ICRI 
14851 ass 215 SAWALPURA OUNA M.P. lND JCRI 
14852 RSB 21S-1 SAWALPURA OUNA M.P. lND JCRI 
14853 RSB 216 BAPSJ RAIOARH M.P. lND JCRI 
14854 UB 217 BASUL DBa RAJGARH M.P. lND ICRI 
148.55 UB 217-1 BASUL DEO RAJOARH M.P. lND JCRl 
14"6 RBB 218 KALA-KHAREOIA RAJOARH M.P. lND ICRI 
14857 RBI 218-1 KALA-KHARBOfA RAJOARH M.P. lND ICRI 
14858 ItSB 220 MAUL YA RAJOARH M.P. lND ICRl 
14859 UB 220-1 MAUL YA RAJOARH M.P. lND ICRI 
14860 RSB 221 IMALIA NARBN BHOPAL M.P. !NO JCRI 
14861 RSB 222 SALUY A VIDISHA M.P. IND ICRI 
14862 asB 223 SALUY A VIDJSHA M.P. lND ICRI 
I"" RSB 223-1 SALUY A VlDlSHA M.P, JND ICRl 
14164 UB224 KHAMKHBRO VIDISHA M.P. IND ICRl 
1416' RIB 22S KHAMKHBRO VIDJSHA M.P. IND 100 
14B66 R&B 225-1 KHAMKHBRO VIDfSHA M.P. IND ICRI 
14161 158 226 RAISBN M.P. lND 100 
14861 RSB 227 BADANOPUR RAISBN M.P. lND 100 
14869 rca: 47 lND ICRl (WR 31S X P619-1) 
14870 Ieee ... IND JCRI (0130 X B 108) X (NP34 X OWsn) 
14171 ICC 2042 X ICC 50m IND ICRI 
14872 H 79-100M HARYANA IND 
14873 M824 IND JeRI 
1.114 MS tp..p 66 IND lCRI 
1417SMS TP-W2 lND JCRI 
1 2 3 4 6 7 
14876 ICCV 7/H 208 X BEO 482 IND ICRI 
14877 BO 256/PUSA 256 NEW DELHI IND IARI (J062 X K8SO)(USO X H2(8) 
14878 DO 261/PUSA 261 NEWDEUU IND IARI (P 827 X P 9847) 
14879 RSG94 RAJASrnAN IND 
14880 KING KONG A.P. INn 
14881 HYT/K 1478 SUN VIR 
14882 KC21S041 ZAHEDAN·MISHIMAN IRN SPD 
14883 KC 215(4).1 ZAHEDAN·MISHIMAN IRN SPU 
14884 KC215073 DOOMHBND JR.N SPU 
14885 KC215073·1 BOOMHEND IRN SPD 
14886 KC 215074 PARIMAN IRN SPn 
14887 KC 215074·1 FARIMAN IRN SPD 
14888 KC 215077 OORGAN-CHBSHMEH KHAM IRN SPD 
14889 KC21S077·1 GORGAN..QIESHMEH KHAM IRN SPD 
14890 KC215078 GORGAN·FA.ZELABAD IR.N SPD 
14891 KC215095 NEYSHABOUR IRN SPU 
14892 KC21S095·1 NEYSHABOUR IRN SPD 
14893 KC215096 KERMAN MAHAN IRN SPU 
14894 KC215097 OGHlJD.SEPIDEH IRN SPU 
14895 KC 215097·1 OGHl.1D-SEPIDEH IRN SPII 
14896 KC 217002 MARlVAN IRN SPIl 
14897 KC 217014 IRN SPII 
14898 KC 217015 IRN SPD 
14899 KC 217501 IRN SPII 
14900 KC217502 IRN ' SPII 
14901 KC217506 IRN SPU 
14902 KC217507 IRN SM 
14903 KC2J7508 IRN SPJI 
14904 KC217S09 KHOY AROUND BAND lRN SPII 
1490S KC217S10 KHOY KOOREH KOOZI JRN SPU 
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'4906 KC211511 KHOY BEGLARDEJ IRN SPD 
14907 KC217,.2 IRN SPD 
14908 lCC217513 IRN SPD 
14909 JCC217517 IR.N SPD 
14!UO CM 72 PAX. PAx: 
14911 n..c 19S/vySOKOROSHYJ 30 SUN EC 183138 
14912 n.c lKiVYSOKOROSHYJ 30 SUN Be 18313. 
14913 R.C20(rJEC 113140 WADMBDANI SON BC 183140 
14914 R.C2.386IP 9698 MAR ICC 488S 
14915 JLC 2S06/KUBANSKU SUN ICC 6257 
.4'16 ILC 295M( 1481 SUN ICC 8927 
14917 D..C38S6IPCH 128 NOI BC 183143 
149.1 OHl63-1 BETAI( GRAM KHULNA BOO ICRI 
14919 RlH 203-1 AZAMPUR PABNA BOD ICRI 
14920 RSW 15-1 MACHAL INDORE M.P. IND ICRI 
14921 RSW 37·1 KHUDANA lNOORE M.P, IND JCRI 
14922 kSW S).1 HASANPATIA RA n.AM M.P. IND ICRl 
14923 RSW 68·1 BHlZANA RA 1t.AM M.P. IND ICRI 
14924 Plll0213 ITA 
14925 Plllall4 ITA 
14926 PI 1 10408 ITA 
14ft' Pll11100 rrA 
14921 PI 111111 ITA 
.4929 PI 111915 ITA 
14930 PI 11191. ITA 
14931 '1:460585 JRN 
14932 PI3605.S-1 IRN 
14933 P1379217 YUG 
14934 P1462199 USA 
14"' C2265 JAGOBWAUBJXANER RAJAS1HAN IND NBGR 
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14936 C2269 KlSnJRlFJBIKANER RAJAsmAN INn NBOR 
14937 C2270 UNKARANSARlBIK.ANER. RAIAS'ffiAN IND NBOR 
14938 C2272 HARlASARJBIKANER RAJASmAN IND NBOR 
14939 C2276 MAHAJANlBlXANF.R RAJASrnAN IND NBOR 
14940 C2277 HARLASSAR/BIKANER RAJAS1HAN IND NBOR 
14941 C2218 HARLASSAR/BIKANER RAJASTHAN IND NBOR 
14942 C2219 MABIANWALJlGANOANAOAR RAJAS1lIAN IND NBOR 
14943 C2280 MAHAIAN/BIKANER RAIAS1lIAN IND NBOR 
14944 C2281 ARJANSARlBlKANER RAJASTHAN lND NBOR 
14945 C2282 MOKALSARIBIKANER RAJAS1HAN IND NBOR 
14946 C22S3 MOKALSARlBIKANBR RAJASTHAN IND NBaR 
14947 C2285 BIRADWAUBlKANBR RAJASlHAN IND NBOR 
14948 C2288 BHAGWANS~GANGANAGAR RAJASmAN IND NBOR 
14949 C2292 PALrwAUVQANOANAGAR RAJAS11lAN IND NBOR 
14950 C2293 BHAGWANSAR/OANOANAGAR RAIASmAN IND NBOR 
14951 C2295 KAmCHVOANGANAOAR RAJASTHAN IND NBOR 
14952 C2297 MAHIANW ALJlGANGANAOAR RAJASmAN IND NBOR 
14953 C2298 MAHIANWALJlGANGANAOAR RAJASTHAN IND NBOR 
14954 C2299 MAHIANWALJlGANOANAOAR RAJASTIlAN IND NBGR MARKET SAMPLB 
14955 C2300 OANOANAOAR. RAJAS'llfAN IND NBOR MARKET SAMPLE 
14956 C2301 GANGANAOAR. RAJASmAN IND NBOR MARKET SAMPLE 
14957 C2302 OANOANAGAR RAJASlHAN IND NBOR MARKET SAMPLE 
14958 C230] OANGANAOAR RAJASlHAN IND NBOR MARKET SAMPLE 
14959 C2304 OANOANAOAR RAIAS'lHAN INn NBOR MARKET SAMPLE 
14960 C2306 RBO.sTN.M.s.UNIV JGANOANAOAR RAJASlHAN IND NBOR 
14961 C2307 RBO.5m.M.s.UNIV J(]ANOANAGAR RAIASlHAN IND NBOR 
14962 C2308 REG.STN.M.S.UNIV JQANOANAGAR RAIAsntAN IND NBGR 
14963 C2309 RBG.sTN.M.5.UNIV JOANQANAGAR RAJAS'lHAN JND NBGR 
14964 C2310 RBG.sTN.M.s.UNIVJ(]ANOANAOAR RAJAS'llIAN IND NBOR 
14965 C2311 REO.5TN.M.s.UNJV JOANOANAOAR RAJAS11lAN IND NBGR 
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14966 C2312 REO.STN.M.S.UNIVJGANGANAGAR RAIASrnAN IND NBGR 
14967 Cll13 REG.STN .M.s.(OOV JGANGANAGAR RAJASnIAN IND NBGR 
14968 C2314 RBG.STN.M.S.UNlV JGANGANAGAR RAJASnIAN IND NBGR 
14969C231S REG.STN.M.S.UNIVJGANGANAGAR RAJASnIAN IND NBGR 
14970 C2316 UDYOG VIHARJQANGANAGAR RAJASnIAN IND NBGR 
14971 C2317 HANUMANG~ANGANAGAR RAJASTIIAN IND NBGR 
14972 C2318 OANGANAGAR RAJASTIMN IND NBGR 
J4913 C23l9 LALGARH~ANGANAGAR RAIASnIAN IND NBGR 
14974 C2321 SKM F LALGARH-H.GARH RD. RAJASTHAN IND NBGR 
14975 C2322 MORIHANDIIGANGANAGAR RAJASrnAN IND NBGR 
14976 C2324 G.NAGAR-H.OARH RD. RAJASTIIAN IND NBGR 
14977 C2316 IANDAWALVQANGANAGAR RAJASTIIAN IND NBGR 
14978 C2327. HANUMAN~ANGANAGAR RAJASnIAN IND NBGR 
14979 C2330 HANUMANGARHJQANGANAGAR RAJASrnAN IND NBGR 
14980 C2331 SHERGARHIGANGANAGAR RAJASTIlAN IND NBGR 
14981 C2334 RA WATSARIOANGANAGAR RAJASnJAN IND NBGR 
14982 C233S RA WATSAR/GANOANAOAR RAIASnJAN IND NBGR 
14983 C2)36 DHANNASARJ(1ANGANAGAR RAJASmAN IND NBGR 
14984 C2337 KELANIAJOANOANAOAR RAIASTIIAN IND NBGR 
1491S Cll]' SANW AR./CHURU RAJASTIlAN IND NBGR 
14986 C2339 SADULPURICHURU RAIASrnAN IND NBGR 
14987 C2340 HORPALU RAMOHANICHURU RAJA STIlA N IND NBGR 
14918 C2341 HORPALU RAMDHAN/CHURU RAIASTIlAN IND NBOR 
14989 C2342 CHAND OO11WCHURU RAJASlHAN IND NBGR 
14990 Cll48 THIRAPALlBADIICHURU RAIASTIlAN IND NBGR 
14991 C23S0 mtRAPALIBADIICHURU RAJASTIIAN IND NBGR 
t4992C2353 DEV ROAD/JHUNJHUNU RAJASrnAN IND NBGR 
14993 CllS8 aUNDAWA/IHUNnruNU RAIASnlAN IND NBGR 
14~ C23S9 OJAT/JHUNJHUNU RAIASrnAN IND NBOR 
14995 C2362 BAKH'TAWARPUR/JHUNJHUNU RAJASrnAN IND NBGR 
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14996 C2365 DEPAL WAS/JHUNJHUNU RAJASlHAN IND NBOR 
14997 C2371 UDA WAS/JHUNJHUNU RAJASntAN IND NBGR 
14998 C2379 UDAIPUR RD./JHUNJHUNU RAJASntAN IND NBOR 
14999 C2382 POSANNJHUNJHUNU RAJASlHAN IND NBGR 
15000 C2387 SIKAR RAJA SlHA N IND NBGR 
15001 C2389 SIKAR RAJASlHAN lND NBGR 
15002 C239S RASIDPURNSIKAR RAJASntAN IND NBGR 
15003 C2400 MAOHUPURNSIKAR RAJASlHAN [NO NBGR 
15004 C2408 GANESHPURAISIKAR RAJASlHAN lND NBGR 
15005 C2414 KHA TIJJSIKAR RAJA SlHA N IND NBGR 
15006 C2417 THIKARINSIKAR RAJAS1HAN lND NBGR 
15007 C2418 GOVINOOARH/JAIPUR RAJAS1HAN IND NBGR 
15008 C2421 NEARA TO/JAIPUR RAJASnIAN IND NBGR 
15009 C2424 BADIKABASIKAIPUR RAJASlHAN IND NBGR 
150)0 C2436 RASULPURNJAJPUR RAJASntAN IND NBGR 
15011 C2441 PHAG1/JAJPUR RAJASlHAN IND NBOR 
]50]2 C 2441-1 PIIAG1/JAlPUR RAJASntAN IND NBOR 
150)3 C2441-2 PHAGIIJAIPUR RAJASrnAN IND NBGR 
15014 C2443 PHAGUJAIPUR RAIASlHAN IND NBGR 
)SOIS C24S0 MOHANPURA/IA1PllR RAJASlHAN INO NBGR 
15016 C2463 JAIPUR RAJASlHAN 1ND NBOR 
15017 C2464 KUKAS/JAIPUR RAJASTHAN IND NBGR 
15018 C2467 LABANAIJAIPUR RAJAS1llAN IND NOGR 
15019 C2472 SALARBAS/JAlPUR RAJASTHAN IND NBGR 
1 SOlO C2476 JOOANKHADMIS/JAJPUR RAJAS'IHAN IND NBGR 
15021 C2478 JANPURNJAIPUR RAJASTHAN 1ND NBOR 
15022 C2481 SARISKNAL WAR RAJAS1lIAN INO NBGR 
15023 C2482 SA WARIBAS/ALWAR RAJAS1HAN INO NBGR 
15024 C2485 ALWAR RAJAS1llAN 1ND NBGR 
lS025 C2486 DESOLAIALWAR RAlAS1HAN IND NBOR 
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lSOl6 C2417 BHALBURNALWAR RAJAS1lIAN IND NBGR 
15011 C2A19 lA'ITY AN/ALW AR RAJAS1HAN IND NBGR 
15028 e249S TATARPURJALWAR RAJAS'IHAN IND NBOR 
._9 C2A96 TBHANOAJUlALWAR RAJASlHAN IND NBOR 
15030 C2498 KARODAIALWAR RAJAS11iAN IND NBOR 
lS031 C 2499·1 KARODAJALWAR RAJASlHAN IND NBOR 
15032 C2503 BAROOD/ALWAR RAJAS'llfAN IND NBOR 
15033 C2505 MAHANGARH/ALWAR RAJASrnAN !NO NBOR 
U034C2S08 ASALBASIMAHENDBROARH HARYANA IND NBOR 
lS035C2509 SANOHWARJIMAHBNDEROARH HARYANA IND NBGR 
ISOl6 C2S10 SIDHANWAUlMAHBNDERGARH HARYANA INn NBGR 
15031 C2S11 BIl..LARAIGUROOAN HARYANA IND NBGR 
15OJ1 C2514 OUROOAN HARYANA IND NBGR 
lS039 K, 2327 NOI NBOR 
15010 K, 2905 NOI NBGR 
15o.n K,2912 NOI NBGR 
U042K2926 RALA YAT/JHALWAR RAJASlHAN IND NBGR 
1$043 k2930 Bn..WADNJHALWAR RAJAS'IHAN IND NBGR 
15CW.. K 2930-1 Bn. WADN1HALWAR RAJAS1HAN IND NBGR 
15045 K. 29 .. 0 GURADIAJOOAflHALWAR RAJASlHAN JND NBGR 
U046K2969 GAROOD/CHfiTOROARH RAJASlHAN JND NBGR 
15041 X. 2911 KALAKOTICHl'ITORGARH RAJAS1HAN IND NBGR 
15048 K2988 VASAD/CHfiTOROARH RAJASnIAN IND NBGR 
15&491( JOl .. M01HlDUNOARPUR RAJASmAN IND NBGR 
J JOSO It '019 PHALOJ/DUNOARPUR RAJAS'llfAN JND NBOR 
"on K30'26 SAVALA/DUNOAItPUR RAJAS'IHAN IND NBGR 
15052 .IC 3034 MANPURlUDAlPUR RAJAS'IHAN IND NBGR 
150531.5036 BANSJ/CH1'ITOROARH RAJASnlAN JND NBGR 
l~ 1::5061 1JDAIPVR RAlASnIAN IND NBOR 
15155 X311. BBRI RAJASmAN IND NBGR 
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15056 K 3191 JHUNJHUNU RAJAS'IHAN IND NBGR 
15057 73118 NOl NBOR 
15058 73526 NOI NBOR 
15059 73529 NOI NBGR 
15060 RJl TANDAL WADI AKOlA MAHARASHfRA IND ICRI 
15061 RJ2 TANDAL WADIAKOLA MAHARASHTRA INn JCRI 
15062 RJ3 DUTHANA AKOLA MAHARASIITRA 1ND ICRI 
15063 RJ4 PANAJAKOLA MAHARASHI'RA 1ND ICRI 
15064 RJ5 ANJANGAON AKOLA MAHARASHTRA IND ICRI 
15065 RJ6 KARAJGAONAMRAVATI MAHARASHTRA INn ICRl 
15066 RJ1 KARAJGAON AMRA VATI MAHARASHTR.A INn ICRI 
15061 RJ 1-1 KARAJGAON AMRA VATI MAHARASHTRA IND JeRI 
15068 RJB RAf'IEGANJ SEHORE M.P. IND lCRI 
15069 RJ9 JADAKHEDA SEHORE M.P. IND IeRI 
]5010 R110 ANDHA SEHORE M.P. IND ICRI 
]5071 RJll ANDHA SEHORE M.P. IND ICRI 
15072 RJ 12 32KM F.SEHORE·lNOORE RD M.P. IND ICRI 
15073 RJ 13 BOMULlA KHITCHI SEHORE M.P. lND JOO 
15074 RJ 13-1 BOMUUA KHITCHI SEHORE M.P. IND ICRI 
15075 RJ 14 Kll.AR.AMA SEHORn M.P. IND lCRI 
15076 RJ 15 PADAMSEE SEHORE M.P. IND 100 
15077 RJ 16 PADAMSEE SEHORB M.P. IND ICRl 
15078 RJ 16-1 PADAMSEE SEHORE M.P. IND ICRI 
15019 RJ 17 SKM F.PADAMSEB-5EHORE RD. M.P. (ND ICRI 
lS080 RJ 18 KHAMKHEDA SEHORE M.P. IND ICRI 
15081 RJ 19 KHAOIRA SBHORE M.P. INO ICRI 
15082 RJ20 KHURDALI SEHORS M.P. IND JCRI 
lS083 RIZQ..I KHURDALI SEHOKE M.P. IND ICRI 
15084 RIll JANJALKHEDI SEIIORE M.P. IND ICRI 
15085 RJZ2 JANJALKHEDI SEHORE M.P. IND JCRI 
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lS016 RJ 22-1 JANJALKHBDI SBHORB M.P. IND ICRI 
1$087 RJ23 QlOPRA BHOPAL M.P. IND ICRI 
15018 RJ24 20KM F.BHOPAL-VIDlSHA RD. M.P. IND JCRl 
15089 RJ~·1 20KM F.BHOPAL-VIDlSHA RD. M.P. IND lCRI 
15090 lU26 BALARAMPUR DEHRI BHOPAL M.P. IND ICRI 
1SOPI lU 21 M.P. IND lCRl 
15092 1U21 Kt.Jl.ARA RAISEN M.P. IND ICRI 
15093 lU29 3OK.M F.BHOPAL· VIDlSHA RD. M.P. IND ICRl 
150P4 KlSO SANCHI RAISBN M.P. JND JCRI 
15095 RJ 31 BAIS VIDISHA M.P. IND ICRl 
UOH IUl2 SONPURA VlDISHA M.P. IND JCRI 
1.5097 RJ 33 OIAPNA VIDISHA M.P. IND JCRI 
1509. JJ3S MAIND RAISBN M.P. IND JCRI 
lS099 RJ36 KANRI RAISEN M.P. IND JCRI 
15100 RJ 37 KHAROALI RAISEN M.P. IND JCRI 
UIOI 1138 AMARANAT RAISBN M.P. IND JCRI 
15102 RJ 39 KHANDERA RAISEN M.P. IND lCR1 
15103 RJ40 SARASRANI RAISEN M.P. IND ICRI 
15104 RJ4t 2S1CM F.RAISBN-SAGAR RD. M.P. IND ICRI 
1510S aJ 43 BHUSIMATA RAISEN M.P. IND 100 
15106 RJ44 OIANANGO RAlSBN M.P. IND JeRI 
15101 RJ46 TORlA RAlSBN M.P. IND leRI 
15108 RJ47 TORlA RAlSBN M.P. IND JCRI 
15109 RJ 41 ISKM.F.RAISBN·BARBLJ RD M.P. IND ICRI 
15nO 1049 lSK.M.F.BARBU·RAJSBN RO M.P. IND ICRI 
UUI RJ 50 2SKM.F.RAISEN-BARELJ RD M.P. IND JCRJ 
UU2 RJSt HARSHALI RAISEN M.P. IND ICRI 
15113 RJ 54 lKM.F.BARBLI·RAISEN RD. M.P. IND 100 
lS114 lU 56 SANDIA HOSHANGABAD M.P. IND ICRI 
15115 IU 51 5KM.F.SANDIA PlPAlUA RD. M.P. IND 100 
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15116 RJ59 SKM.FPJPARlA·HOSHANOABAD RD M.P. INn leRl 
15117 RJ60 20KMF.PIPARlA-HOSHANGABAD RD M.P. IND lCRi 
15118 RJ 61 RANIKHEOA OIHlNDWARA M.P. IND leRl 
15119 RJ62 DELA KHARl CHHINDW ARA M.P. IND ICRI 
15120 RJ 62·1 DEI.A KHARl CHHlNDWARA M.P. INn lCRI 
15121 RJ63 LEHRUW ALI CHHINDWARA M.P. IND ICRI 
15122 RJ64 15KM.F.OOHNDW ARA-PIPARlA RD M.P. IND JCRI 
15123 RJ6S 3OKM.F.SEONI·CHHINDWARA RD. M.P. IND ICRI 
15124 RJ66 KAHAKA SEONJ M.P. IND ICRI 
15125 RJ 67 SALVASEONI M.P. IND leRi 
15126 RJ68 JAVANARA SEONI M.P. IND JCRI 
15127 RJ 69 PAT ARSllAH BALAGHA T M.P. IND ICRI 
15128 RJ70 MIRAOAON BALAGHAT M.P. IND ICRI 
15129 RJ71 KHlJSHODIBALAGHAT M.P. IND ICRI 
15130 RJ 71·1 KHUSHODI BALAGHAT M.P. IND ICRI 
15131 R173 GORE OAON BHANDARA M.P. IND ICRI 
15132 RJ74 GORE GAON BHANDARA M.P. IND JCRI 
IS133 RJ7S BADEGAONBHANDARA M.P. IND ICRI 
IS134 RJ76 MURRADURO M.P, IND ICRI 
IS135 RJ77 MEDASARA DURO M.P. IND JCRI 
15136 RJ78 RAHATADAN DURO M.P. IND ICRI 
15137 RJ79 RAHATADAN DURO M.P. IND ICRI 
15138 RJ80 KADABRI DURG M.P. IND ICRI 
15139 RJ 80-1 KADABRIDURO M.P. IND ICRI 
15140 RJ 81 BAMETERA DURO M.P. IND ICRI 
15141 RJ 83 NANDALKHRE DURO M.P. IND ICRI 
15142 RJ 83-1 NANDALKHREDURO M.P. (NO IOO 
15143 RJ84 NANDALKHRE DURO M.P. IND ICRI .. 
15144 RJ 8S OARRHDURO M.P. IND ICRI 
15145 RJ 86 OARRHDURG M.P. IND IOO 
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15146 RJ '7 KARB SARAN DURO M.P. lND ICRI 
15147 IU 88 KANBRADURO M.P. IND ICRI 
1514. RJ 89 INDAURl RA1NANOOAON M.P. IND ICRI 
15149 RJ 19·1 INDAURI RAJNANOOAON M.P. IND JCRI 
15150 RJ90 INDAURI RA1NANOOAON M.P. IND ICRI 
15151 RJ91 DHARAMPURA RAJNANDOAON M.P. IND ICRI 
15152 RJ 92 OHARAMPURA RAJNANDOAON M.P. lND ICRI 
151S3 RJ93 DHARAMPURA RAJNANDGAON M.P. lND leRI 
15154 R194 CHJRAHA RAJNANDOAON M.P. L"ID ICRI 
15155 RJ95 SINGHAMPURl RAJNANOOAON M.P. lND ICRI 
15156 RJ96 SING~IRAJNANDGAON M.P. IND JCRJ 
15157 RJ97 SATNAMIRAJNANDOAON M.P. lND ICRJ 
151'1 RJ91 OlARBHATB BILASPUR M.P. IND lCR1 
15159 11100 BHONDARIY A BILASPUR M.P. IND JCRJ 
15160 RJ 101 PIL W ADI BILASPUR M.P. lND ICRI 
15161 RJ 102 NAPARA BILASPUR M.P. IND ICRJ 
1$162 RJ 103 NAPARA BILASPUR M.P. lND JCRI 
15163 RJ to. SAGAUNA Bn.ASPUR M.P. IND ICRI 
15164 RJ lOS KISHANOARH K.HAS BILASPUR M.P. lND ICRI 
1516SRJ lOS-I KISHANOARH KHAS BILASPUR M.P. IND JeRI 
IS166 RJ 106 GORBANDHA BILASPUR M.P. lND JCRI 
15161 RJ 107 OORBANDHA Bn.ASPUR M.P. IND JCRI 
lSl68 RJ 109 BHARAKATCHA BILASPUR M.P. IND JCR.l 
lSl69 1U 110 OOBARIPAL BILASPUR M.P. IND JCRI 
151'10 IUllt NAHSA BILASPUR M.P. (NO ICRI 
15171 IU 112 lOKM.F.KOTA-BILASPUR RD. M.P. IND ICRI 
15172 JU.113 Bn.rrOLA MANDLA M.P. IND JCRI 
15173 RUtS RAMNAOAR MANDLA M.P. IND JCRI 
15174 RJ 117 SIRSATOC.A MANDLA M.P. IND JCRI 
Ul7' JU 111 lOOn-ARIA MANDLA M.P. !NO JCRl 
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IS176 RJ 120 BALC1IHI MANDLA M.P. IND leRI 
ISI77 RJ 121 OIANGERA SHAHDOL M.P. IND leRI 
lS178 RJ 123 SASTARA SHAHDOL M.P. IND ICRI 
IS179 RJ 12S LADERA SHAHDOL M.P. IND ICRl 
lS180 RJ 127 DADARA SHAHJX)l.. M.P. IND JCRI 
IS181 RJ 129 PANPA1HA SHAHDOL M.P. IND ICRI 
IS182 RJ 130 PHALKlRJR1 SHAHDOL M.P. IND lCRI 
IS183 RJ 130-1 PHA.LKHlJRI SHAHDOL M.P. IND JCRI 
IS184 RJ 132 PRA TAPGARH SHAHDOL M.P. INn JCRl 
IS18S RJ 133 PRA TAPOARH SHAHDOL M.P. IND leRI 
IS186 RJ 134 AMARPATANSATNA M.P. INn ICRI 
IS187 RJ 13S PADAHASATNA M.P. IND JCRI 
IS188 RJ 137 10KM.P.AMARPATAN·REWA RD. M.P. INn ICRl 
IS189 RJ 137-1 10KM.F.AMARPATAN-REWA RD. M.P. IND ICRI 
IS190 RJ 140 BELASATNA M.P. IND leRI 
15191 RJ 141 9KM.F.REWA-AMARPATAN RD. M.P. IND ICRI 
IS192 RJ 143 MAOIGARA REWA M.P. IND ICRI 
IS193 RJ 143-1 MAOIGARA REWA M.P. IND leRI 
15194 RJ 145 KH.ARnJAR REWA M.P. IND ICRl 
15195 RJ 147 KomAR REWA M.P. IND lCRJ 
15196 RJ 147-1 K01HARREWA M.P. IND ICRJ 
1.5197 RJ 148 RAMARSATNA M.P. IND ICRJ 
IS198 RJ 148-1 RAMARSATNA M.P. IND ICRI 
1.5199 RJ 1.50 RAMPUR SA TNA M.P. IND ICRJ 
1.5200 RJ 152 OANBSHA SA1NA M.P. IND lCRJ 
IS201 RJ IS.5 BHADESA1NA M.P. INC 100 
1.5202 RJ 1.57 OULNASATNA M.P. IND 100 
1.5203 RJ lS8 OONAURSATNA M.P. IND ICRJ 
1.5204 RJ 160 DUWAVAU BANDA U.P. IND ICRl 
1.520.5 RJ 160-1 DUWAVAU BANDA U.P. INn ICRI 
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IS206 JU 162 KAMATA SATNA M.P. IND JCRI 
15207 RJ 162-1 KAMATA SATNA M.P. IND ICRI 
IS201 RJ 16S PlIDHJSATNA M.P. IND JeRI 
15209 lU1M-l PlIDHI SATNA M.P. IND ICRI 
15210 RII66 PATHRASATNA M.P. IND ICRI 
15211 RJ 166-1 PATHRASATNA M.P. IND JCRI 
15212 RJl68 RAJAULA SA1'NA M.P. IND JeRI 
IS213 RJ 169 KARVIBANDA U.P. IND lCRI 
15214 1U 171 BAnIAR. BANDA U.P. IND lCRI 
lS215 RJ 173 MAHURAI BANDA U.P. IND [eRI 
15216 RJ 173-1 MAHURAI BANDA U.P. IND lCRI 
15217 lU 176 PADWADIBANDA U.P. IND leRI 
15218 IU 177 BARUABANDA U.P. 1ND leRI 
15219 RJ 117-1 BARUABANDA U.P. IND JCRI 
uno RJ 179 KATIiRAO SATNA M.P. lND JCRI 
15221 RU79-1 KA 1lIRAO SATNA M.P. IND ICIU 
1.5222 RJ 181 KATHW ARIA SATNA M.P. IND JCRI 
15223 JUIS] SATNA M.P. IND ICRI 
15224 R11BS SAMARISATNA M.P. IND ICRl 
1.522SRI18S-1 SAMAR! SA TNA M.P. INO ICRl 
15226 RJ 186 KANCHANPUR SA TNA M.P. IND ICRl 
15227 RIIII KORWARA SATNA M.P. INC ICRI 
J5221 RJ 191 TAWAR JABALPUR M.P. IND JeR] 
15229 RJ 192 BHEBTA JABALPUR M.P. IND JCRI 
lS230RJ 193 KlSRAUD JABALPUR M.P. IND JCRI 
1'231 JU19S SHAHPARA IABALPllR M.P. IND ICRI 
15232 JU 196 KHAMARIYA JABALPUR M.P. IND ICRI 
15233RJ 199 KANIAI NARASIMHAPUR M.P. IND ICRI 
15234 RJ200 OOTA:OAON NARASIMHAPUR M.P. IND ICRI 
1523S JU200-1 GOTAGAON NARASIMHAPUR M.P. IND 100 
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IS236 RJ 201 PAURJ NARASIMHAPUR M.P. IND ICRI 
15237 RI203 LOKlPAR NARASIMHAPUR. M.P. IND ICRI 
15238 RJ204 JAITPUR NARASIMHAPUR M.P. lND JCRI 
15239 RI206 TENDI CHHINDWARA M.P. IND ICRI 
15240 RJ 207 HADAJ OIlnNDWARA M.P. IND ICRl 
15241 RJ209 mONGA WANt CHHINDWARA M.P. IND ICRl 
15242 RJ210 SINOORI OIHINDWARA M.P. IND ICRl 
]S243 MOT1JH 208 X RS 11 NAYAGARH ORISSA IND 
15244 M 109 KANPUR U.P. IND 
]5245 RAP 133 GANKESAGARJRAICHUR KARNATAKA IND 
15246 RAP 235 SURUV AI/GULBEROA KARNATAKA lND 
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